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PREFACE

THE SIXTH EDITION.

The

increasing prosperity of the

expansion of

from

its

empire by the

branches of dominion

make
to

its first

us.

new

To

to

it

and

the

colonies

which are issuing

settle

and enlarge, new

and are forming, as they

it,

British nation,

the distant regions of our globe,

in

rudiments and humble beginnings more interesting

represent these

faithfully,

and

from the

to collect

perishing or neglected memorials of former times every circum-

stance that could exhibit them, before

it

became impossible

to

do

so from the disappearance of the ancient documents, and from

overwhelming flood of modern events, revolutions, and

the

diversified

knowledge, which have made the

memorable, was

last fifty

the favourite object of the author,

years so

when

in his

youthful days he conceived the idea and attempted to execute

That he should have

more than he expected
he published

it

work.

in the following

its

first

:

lived to revise
for

volume.

it

is

now

This

is

greater gratification to observe, that so

its

sixth edition

was

thirty-seven years since

pleasing; but

much

it is still

a

of the attention of

the public continues to be directed to the transactions, remains,

and language of
able

men

still

their

Anglo-Saxon ancestors, and that so many

apply themselves to
1

illustrate this truly national

PREFACE.

VI

subject

by various and valuable

earnest wishes that
to

do

so, that

points,

men

publications.

was one of

might be completed by subsequent research.

now

his

of talent and industry should be induced

what he could not but leave imperfect on

been creditable to themselves, and
will

It

just to

several

This has

our forefathers

rescue our most important antiquities from

;

and

future

oblivion.

The Anglo-Saxons were
ments which

deficient in the surprising

their present descendants

have attained

;

improvebut unless

they had acquired and exercised the valuable qualities, both

moral and

intellectual,

which they progressively advanced

to

before their dynasty ceased, England would not have become
that distinguished nation which, after the
original

Saxon

Cottage,

stock,

Wmchmore

Hill,

it

Norman

graft

has since been gradually led to be.

July

4,

1836.

on

its

PREFACE
TO

the third edition.

The

edition of this

first

work was

between the years 1799

parts,

and

published, in successive

When

1805.

volume appeared, the subject of the Anglo-Saxon
had been nearly forgotten by the
large part of
laws,

and

ancestors.

what

w’c

institutions,

A

the study, and

our use; but

most love and venerate
originated

few scholars
left

British public;

in

grammars,

their labours

in

the

first

antiquities

although a

our customs,

among our Anglo-Saxon

a former century had cultivated
dictionaries,

had been

little

and catalogues for

heeded, and no one

had added to the information which they had
communicated.

The Anglo-Saxon MSS.

lay

still

unexamined, and neither their

contents nor the important facts which the
ancient writers and
records of other nations had preserved of the
transactions and
fortunes of our ancestors had been ever

general history.
first

led

the

The Quida,

present

made a

or death-song, of

part of our

Ragnar Lodbrog

author to perceive the deficiency, and

excited his wish to supply

it.

A

series

of careful researches

every original document that he had the
opportunity of
examining was immediately begun, and steadily
into

pursued,

was most worth preserving was collected from
Saxon MSS. and other ancient books. The

till

all

that

the Anglo-

valuable informa-

tion thus obtained the author

endeavoured to give to the

public,

:
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Vlll

in

a readable form,

in this

work, of which two-thirds have not

appeared in English history before.

been

fulfilled

—a

Ancestors has revived, and

Many

is

and remains of our Great

have spread the useful
our venerable

for

enlightened

additional

gratify

portions

more

fully

The most

edition.

to

of their
patriotic

this

matter,

original

Anglo-Saxon remains, have been inserted

the

Their

path.

attention

the

of

same

and contributed

taste,

forefathers

To

posterity.

some

curiosity,

-

visibly increasing.

writers have since followed in the

publications

obtain

His favourite desire has

taste for the history

from

in the present

important of these consist of the following

additions

On

reading our Alfred’s Anglo-Saxon translation of Boetius,

which wore not

the author observed passages

Struck with

carefully with

to insert his

various parts, forming

in

work

king’s

Latin of Boetius, and found that Alfred

the

had frequently taken occasion
reasonings

compared the

curious fact, he

this

in the original.

so

own
many

thoughts and
little

essays,

dialogues, and imitated tales, of our venerable sovereign’s

Some

composition.
selected

and

own

of the most important of these have been

translated,

and inserted

in the

second volume of the

present edition.

Since the author called the attention of the public, in 1805,
to the neglected,

and indeed unknown Saxon heroic poem on

Beowulf, Dr. Thorkelin has printed

at

it

Copenhagen,

in 1815.

This valuable publication has assisted the author in giving a
fuller analysis

On

the

of this curious composition in the third volume.

composition of

witena-gemot,
than the

He

desired

has inserted, in the present,

subject,

Anglo-Saxon parliament, or

more

satisfactory information

author had incorporated in the preceding editions.

which seemed

to

many have

the

to

all

the facts that he found,

have an actual relation

to

this

interesting

and has added such remarks as they have suggested

a mind wishing

to

be correct and impartial.
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The
the

IX

author has added a statement of the great principles of

Anglo-Saxon Constitution and Laws, as

far as

an attentive

consideration of our most ancient documents has enabled him
to discriminate them.

lie has been long

Anglo-Saxon

the

Domesday

The Conqueror’s

population.

good

afforded

been examined, with

some

since requested to give

materials

for

(his

detail of

Record

subject.

It

of

has

view; and the reader will

this object in

volume, an enumeration of the different classes

find, in the third

and numbers of people

whom

it

records to have been living in

England about the time of the Norman conquest.

Some
parts, as

make

pains have been taken to

the

at

same time

in its

This object has been

without

the

sacrifice

although, to accomplish

some

it,

any material information,

of

parts have been necessarily

printed in a smaller type, and others as appendices.

convenience to the public of compressing

volumes seemed

to

alteration of the

printed

But the

this history into

two

outbalance the disadvantage of a partial
letter.

the reader with the History of

period to the time of the
It

ether

comprise the whole within

to

compass of three octavo volumes.

attained

work,

improved and as complete as a careful diligence could

secure, and

the

the

As

it

now

stands,

England from the

Norman

it

presents

earliest

known

conquest.

would have been desirable,

for

the gratification of the

curious student, that the original Anglo-Saxon of the various

passages that^are cited and given

added

;

English should have been

but this would have extended the

volume, and have made
desired.

in

The

public

may

it

his

London, March, 1820.

fourth

the author

assurance, that he has
literally faithful, in

that the style, as well as the sense, of the

be perceived.

into a

more expensive than

rely on

endeavoured to make the translations

may

work

order

Anglo-Saxon writer
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Mankind into the Civilized and Nomadic Nations.
Population of Britain proceeded from the Nomadic.

subject has been

more disputed by antiquarian

than the origin of the population of Europe

;

writers,

and no discussions

have been more fanciful, more ill-tempered, or more contraAs vehement and pertinacious have been the controversies on the peopling of Great Britain.
Few topics would
seem to be more remote from the usual currents of human passions, than the inquiry from what nations our primeval ancestors
descended and yet the works of our historical polemics, on investigations so little connected with any present interest or feeling, abound with all the abusive anger that irritability can
furnish, as well as with all the dogmatism, confusion, errors,
dreams, and contradictions, that egotism could generate, or
wranglers and adversaries pursue.
dictory.

:

It is

not intended in this

work

to

renew disputations so

inter-

minable and so useless. But in order to present the reader with
a complete view of the History of England, from the earliest
period to the Norman Conquest, when the Anglo-Saxon dynasty
ceased, the first book of this history will be devoted to collect,
from an impartial consideration of the original and ancient
VOL. i.
3
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tttqjt sei^as of facts and those reasoned inferences, which
most desc*vfe inattention and belief of an enlightened age. The
authentic will be distinguished from the conjectural; and the
nearest approach to unbiassed judgment and to historical truth,
that can be effected on periods so obscure, because so remote,

wrjfftfc,

will be dispassionately attempted.

After a succession of controversies, which only increased the
labyrinths of investigation, and made the doubtful more uncertain, Dr. Percy, in 1770, struck out a clear and certain path, by
distinguishing the Keltic from the Gothic tribes and by arranging the principal languages of Europe, under these two
distinct genera, with specimens of the Lord’s prayer in each.*
He did not pursue his subject farther. But this clear separation of the Gothic from the Keltic tribes, whom most reasoners
on the origin of the continental nations have confounded, and
some still confound, laid the foundation for the true history of
;

.ancient

Europe.

Mr. Pinkerton, in his dissertation on the Scythians and Goths,
endeavoured to verify the idea of the Bishop of Dromorc, by
quotations from ancient authorities but disfigured his work by
an abuse of the Keltic nations; by attempting to add unauthorized chronologies by some wrong citations; and by several
untenable opinions and digressions, with which he embarrassed
Dr. Percy’s simple and judicious discrimination.
To the two genera of languages pointed out by Dr. Percy, a
;

;

*

Dr. Percy’s genealogical table wa9 thus composed

:

GOTHIC.
I

i

Old iJaxon

Franco-

Cumbric

or

thco-tisc.

or

Anglo-Saxon.

Old Icelandic.
|

j

English

German

Icelandic

Lowland Scotch

Suabian

Bclgic

Swiss.

Norwegian
Danish

Prusic.

Swedish.
CELTIC.
i

i

AncLnt

Ancient

Ancient

Gaulish.

British.

Irish.

|

j

Welsh
Armorican

Irish

Erse

Cornish
Preface to Mallet’s Northern Antiquities,

Manks.
vol.

i.

p. xxiv.
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must be added, which prevails in the eastern regions of
Europe the Slavonian or Sarmatian. These' three present us

third

;

with the three great stocks, from which, the nations of the
western regions of Europe, have chiefly derived their various
population.

The most authentic facts that can be now gleaned from ancient history, concur with the most probable traditions, to prove,
that Europe has been peopled by three great streams of populafrom the East, which have followed each other, at intervals
so distinct, as to possess languages clearly separable from each

tion

The earliest of
Kimmerian and Keltic

we

have comprised the
consisted of the Scythian, Gothic, and German tribes; from whom most of the
modern nations of continental Europe have descended. The
third, and most recent, comprehends the Slavonian and Sarmatian nations, who were bordering on the second race, as they
spread over Germany; and who have now established themselves in Poland, Bohemia, Russia, and their vicinities.
It is
from the two first genera of the European population, that the
ancient inhabitants of England descended.
Two fanciful, but unscientific opinions have, at different times,
been started, on the origin of mankind. One, that men have
sprung fortuitously from the earth: the oilier, that there have
been several aboriginal races. The first was a vulgar error of
antiquity, arising from its ignorance of natural history, which
philosophy has long since exploded, both from the animal and
vegetable kingdoms. The other misconception is also yielding to
our increasing knowledge of physiology and geography. The
doubts on this subject have arisen from imperfect information.
That population lias been, everywhere, the result of emigration from some primeval residence, is the belief of the most intelligent and impartial inquirers.
can trace, from historical
documents, the colonization of many parts of the world; and
the traditions of other nations sufficiently assure us, that they
have been effusions from more ancient sources. Where history
and tradition fail, we discern the same kind of origin, from the
impressive attestations of analogous manners and languages.
The unnecessary fables of various original races, as well as
spontaneous animal vegetation, are therefore now equally discredited.
Nations have branched off from preceding nations,
sometimes by intentional emigration, and sometimes by accidental separation.
War, commerce, want, caprice, turbulence,
and pride, have in various regions, contributed to disperse the
human race into new settlements and among those tribes which
have frequented the sea, the casualties of the weather have often
compelled undesigned colonizations.
That there has been some catastrophe, like an universal deluge,
other.

these,

race.

shall find to

The second

We

;

;
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which all authentic history must be posterior, is now becomirig
the belief of the lnost scientific geologists. The petrifactions of
animal and vegetable substances, which are to be found in every
part of the globe, and on its hills and mountains, far distant from
the ocean, and of which many species are extinct, concur with
the earliest traditions of almost all countries, and especially of
those which had any ancient literature preserving their history,

to

prove this momentous event.
But the only ancient record, which connects a rational chronology with this revolution of physical nature the Genesis of
Moses has authorized our best chronologers to place it about
This period is, therefore,
2348 years before the Christian era.
and precedes, by a long
the limit of all credible antiquity
But if the
interval, every document that has survived to us.
human race were at this time renewed, it is to a much later date
that we must look for the beginnings of the British population.
The safe rule of Sir Isaac Newton, to admit no more causes
of natural things, than are sufficient to account for their phenomena, may be efficaciously applied to the question, whether the
human race has originated from one or many primeval stocks ?
The most judicious physiologists now agree that there arc no
more varieties of form or manners among the numerous tribes of
mankind, than such as the descendants of one pair may have
exhibited under the varying influences of different climates and
countries and of dissimilar food, customs, diseases, and occupations.
We may therefore believe the account of the most ancient
and venerated history which we possess, that all nations have
sprung from one original race and to its primitive parents in the
first source, and in the second, to one or more of their three de-

to

—

—

;

;

;

scendants, who survived the awful catastrophe in which the first
diffusion of human population disappeared, we must refer the
various colonies of Britain whom we are about to enumerate.
The peopling of a globe that is nearly twenty-four thousand
miles in circumference, could not have been immediately effected
and the naturally slow progress of population over so large a
surface, must have been more gradual, by the mountains, deserts,
lakes, woods, and rivers, which divide its various regions.
The impenetrable forests, ever increasing from the vegetative
agencies of nature, till checked by human labour ; and the con-

and deleterious marshes, which rain and rivers are, every
year, producing and enlarging in all uninhabited countries, must
have long kept mankind from spreading rapidly, or numerously,
tinual

beyond
in

their first settlements.

These appear not

to

have been

Europe.

All ancient history agrees with the Mosaic, and with the researches of modern science and antiquarian curiosity, to place
the commencement of population, art, and knowledge, in the
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Here men first appeared and muland from hence first spread into those wilder and ruder
districts, where nature was living in all her unmolested, but dreary,
and barbarous majesty.
In the plains of warm and prolific climates, which the human
race first cultivated, ease, abundance, leisure, and enjoyment,
produced an early civilization, with all its advantages and evils.
As the experience of the latter has, in subsequent times, and in
our own, driven many from their native soil and patriotic comforts, to pursue the shadows of their hopes in new and uncultivated
regions; so it appears to have actuated several to similar emigrations, in the earliest, periods of society.
In all ages, mankind
have grown up in two great classes, which have diverged into a
marked distinction from each other. It has been usual to call
eastern portions of the world.
tiplied

;

one of these,

in its connected ramifications, the civilized states of
antiquity; and to consider the other, with much complacent contumely, as savage and barbarous tribes.
But as both these descriptions of society have had a common
origin, we may more philosophically contemplate them as the
same people: of whom the Nomadic, or Wandering, radiated,
like the modern settlers on the Ohio, the Mississippi, the Missouri,
and the Oronookn, from civilized communities, into new circumstances of life and residence into desolate solitudes, often grand
;

and picturesque; but for a long lime comfortless and appalling:
where nature reigned in a stale of magnificence, as to her vegetable and animal subjects, but diffused for smAe time terror, penury,
and disease, to all that was intellectual and human. It was impossible for any portion of the civilized population of the world,
to wander from their domestic, localities, and ti> penetrate far into
ihese unpeopled regions, without changing the character and
habits of their minds; or without being followed by a progeny
still more dissimilar to every thing which they had quitted.
In
some, tlie alteration was a deteriorating process, declining successively into absolute barbarism ; but in more, it became rather
peculiarity than perversion.
Original forms of character, and

many new and

admirable

habits and institutions, often grew up in these abodes of want,
exertion, independence, and vicissitudes.
The loss of some of
the improvements of happier society, was compensated by energies and principles, which that must necessarily sacrifice, or cannot obtain: and it will be nearer the actual truth, to consider the

barbarous and civilized states of antiquity, as possessed of advantages distinct from each other ; and perhaps not capable of continuous union, although often becoming intermingled, for a time,
with mutual improvement.
In our late age of the world, the term barbarian is often correctly applicable to many countries which w e have visited
but
;
r

3*

;
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will be unjust to the ancestors of all modern Europe, not to
consider, that the appellation had not anciently a meaning so
The Greeks denominated all nations as
directly appropriate.
barbaroi but their own ; although Egypt, Phenicia, Babylon, and
it

Carthage had preceded them in civilization.
The two ancient grand divisions of mankind, were not as
strongly unlike, as the

New

Hollander, or Caffre,

is

to a

modern

each other, what the Dorians
were to the Athenians in Greece ; the one a settled population,
the other migratory.
And though we may retain the expression

European.

They were

at first to

of civilization, as the character of the settled races, it will less
mislead our imaginations, if we call the other portion of mankind
the Nomadic race.
These had improvements and civilization of
their own, though of a sterner and more hardy nature.
They
differed in attainments from their more polished relatives ; but
were not in all things their inferiors. It is unjust to degrade
those with the appellation of barbarians, in the present meaning
of the term, from whose minds, institutions, and manners, all that

we now possess in civilization, superior to the
states of antiquity, has been principally derived.

most cultivated

Our ancestors

sprung from the great barbaric or Nomadic stock and it may
divest us of some of our unreasonable prejudices and false theories
about them, if we make a rapid survey of the circumstances by
which the two great classes of mankind have been principally
;

distinguished.
Of these, the civilized were those nations who from their first
appearance in history, have been found numerously and durably
associated together ; building fixed habitations ; cultivating con-

tinuously the same soil and fond of connecting their dwellings
with each other into cities and towns, which, as external dangers
They multiplied inventions
pressed, they surrounded with walls.
in the mechanic and manufacturing arts ; allowed an individual
property in ground and produce, to be acquired and transmitted
and guarded and perpetuated the appropriation, with all the terrors
;

of law and

civil

They became

power.
studious of quiet

life,

political order, social cour-

amusements, an$ domestic employments. They
exercised mind in frequent and refined thought pursued intellecperpetuated their conceptions and reasontual arts and studies
ings by sculptured imagery, written language, and an improving
literature; and valued those who excelled in mental studies.
They promoted and preserved the welfare of their societies, by
well arranged governments, which every citizen was desirous to
uphold
by a vigilant policy, which they contentedly obeyed
and by laws, wise in their origin and general tenor, but often pursuing human actions with inquisitorial severity with vindictive
jealousy ; with sanguinary punishments and with a minuteness

tesy, pleasurable

;

;

;

;

;

;;
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which destroyed

individual freedom, and bounded
usually loved religion ; though
they have made it a slavery, whose established superstitions it
was treasonable to resist They erected temples, oracles, and
altars ; they divided the energies and attributes of the Supreme
Being, into distinct personalities, which they adored as divinities

public improvement.

They have

made images and mythologies of each devised and established
a ceremonial worship, and permanent priesthood, which has
usually been intimately connected with their political government;
and made the sanctioned teachers of the belief, morals, and main
;

opinions of their people.
But these civilized nations, notwithstanding all their improvements, and from the operation of some, have degenerated into
sensuality ; into the debasing vices, and to effeminate frivolities.
The love of money, and a rapaciousness for its acquisition ; and
the necessities and false emulation which continual luxuries
create, have dissolved their social morality, and substituted a
refined, but persevering and ever-calculating selfishness, for that
mutual benevolence which reason desires ; which Christianity
now enjoins ; and which our best sympathies suggest. Superstition, irrcligion, and despotism increase, as the moral attachments
to probity and order lessen; and yet by their increase assist to
undermine both loyalty and patriotism, as well as public happiness.

Factious violences on the one hand ; legal oppressions and
persecutions on the other; and an augmenting soldiery, every
day becoming dangerous to the authorities that need them, from
a practical sense of their own importance and power; and every
day enfeebled by inefficient chiefs, because the promotion of
is dangerous to
its employers, and is impeded by the
claims of the interested and powerful ; have often increased the
evils of a voluptuary civilization, till states have subsided from

talent

—

and selfish disaffection, into feeble and disunited masses
which enemies have shaken, and powerful invaders at last subdued.
Their mental progress, from all these causes, has been
usually checked into that limited and stationary knowledge, soon
becoming comparative ignorance, into which even the "cultivation and social comforts of civilization have hitherto
invariably
sunk and from which the irruptions, spirit, and agencies of the
Nomadic tribes, or the newer kingdoms which they have founded,
secret

;

havtf rcpealcdly rescued the human race.
The other important part of the ancient population—that from
which we have sprung— which the civilized world always
contemplated with disdain, and frequently with horror,
comprised
those, who under various names, of
which the Kimmerians,
IVelts, ocythians, Goths, and
Germans, are the most interesting
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a wilder, roaming, and more independent

life.

By these, the forests and the hills; the unbounded range of
nature ; the solitude of her retreats ; the hardy penury of her
heaths; the protection of her morasses; and the unrestricted
freedom of personal exertion and individual humour; (though
with all the privations, dangers, wars, and necessities that attend
self-dependence, and even human vicinity, unassociated by effective government and vigilant laws,) have yet been preferred to
crowded cities and confused habitations ; to petty occupations
and contented submission ; to unrelaxing self-government and
general tranquillity.
This Nomadic class of mankind was composed of distinct
families, that multiplied into separate tribes, living insulated from
each other; and rarely coalescing into nations; though sometimes confederating for the purposes of war and depredation.
Their primeval state was, in some, that of the shepherd, and in
others, of the hunter.
Or if any migratory clans paused awhile
for agriculture, they quitted the soil after they had reaped the
harvest; and sought out new plains to consume and to abandon;
new woods to range, and new game to chase. Too fond of individual liberty
probably the first stimulus to their separation
from civilized society and too movable and too jealous of restricting laws, to have a regular government,
they became
fierce, proud, and irascible; easily excited, rugged in manners,
boisterous in temper, and implacable in resentments.
Looking
on the kingdoms and cities of refined life with contempt for its
effeminate habits, and with the eye of rapacity for its tempting
abundance, all their intercourse with it was war, depredation,
and captivity.
Sometimes multiplying too rapidly for the produce of their locality, they moved in large bodies to regions unoccupied, or incapable of resisting them; and, with their wives,
families, and humble property, transported themselves foreiblv
from one country to another, to be often again, by some more
numerous and warlike tribe, dispossessed of their new soil, or to
be destroyed, in wars which were usually exterminations. Revolting as those habits are to our better and happier feelings, yet
they served at that period to penetrate the wild earth to subdue
the exuberance of excessive vegetation, and to begin the first
processes of preparing the unpeopled world for the cultivation
and settlements of an improved posterity. They levelled some
forests, and made roads through others
they found out the Ards
of rivers, the passes of the mountains, and the permeable parts of
the insalubrious marshes.
Their wars and depredations their
ravages and restless dispositions, were perpetually clearing new
ground for human cultivation; and making new channels for
human intercourse through unknown countries. Their vicissi-

—

—

—

;

:

;
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though perpetuating their ferocity, yet kept them under
and nourished hardy and active bodies.
Building their rude huts in the woods for easier defence, every
invader that dislodged them, and proclaimed his triumph by his
conflagrations, only drove them to explore and people more inaccessible solitudes ; and rendered the district they quitted, unfit for
barbaric occupation but more adapted to become the residence
of peaceful colonists. By their desultory movements, the domesticated animals, most useful to mankind, w cre everywhere scattered
the savage beasts destroyed, and new germs of future
tribes were everywhere deposited
till some branches or other
of these Nomadic tribes had moved from the Asiatic Bosphorus
fades,

particular excitement

;

;

f

;

;

to the farthest shores of the

Kimmerians were

the most

European continent. Of these, the
advanced in the northwest; and the

Kelts towards the west and south.
In this state, a new description of society became perpetuated
and diffused, in which the greatest degree of individual liberty
was exerted and allowed, that could be made compatible with
any social combination.
Liberty was the spring and principle of their political associations
and pervaded the few civil institutions which their habits
required, and their humours permitted.
Neither chief nor priest
was suffered to have much power. Influence, not authority, was
the characteristic of the shadowy government which they respected and it was the sacred custom of almost all their tribes,
that a national council should be an inseparable portion of the
sovereignty of each; in which all legislation should originate;
by w hich the executive pow cr of the chosen ruler should be continually controlled; in which all general measures of the state
should be considered and determined, and all taxes imposed ; and
to w'hich, every freeman that was aggrieved, might appeal for
redress.
have direct historical evidence of this fact among
all the German and Gothic tribes ; and sufficient intimation that
it had once prevailed among the Kimmerians and Kelts.
Hence,
while a political submission became the mark and practice of the
;

;

f

We

civilized, individual independence
the characteristic of the Nomadic.
control never left them.
As each

and

A

political liberty

fierce

man

and jealous

became

of
chose to be principally
spirit

own

avenger, instead of leaving, like the civilized, the punishto the magistrate and the laws, their feuds were
inveterate.
martial temper and habit became
necessary to their existence; and the penury which attended
their aversion to peaceful drudgery, their mutual desolations, and
their wandering life, compelled them to seek both their food and
comforts from war and rapine.

his

ment of wrong
unceasing and

A

\ et amid these habits, a fearless and enterprising spirit, and a
personal dignity and high-minded temper were nourished; and

;
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the hardy

and manly

virtues

became

pleasing habits.

[Boos

In this

I.

life

of constant activity, want, privation, courage, vigilance, endurance, and exertion, the female virtues were called perpetually
into action
and their uses were felt to be so important, that the
fair sex obtained among all the tribes of ancient Germany a
rank, an estimation, and an attachment, which were unknown in
all the civilized world of antiquity
and which the spirit of Christianity has since matured and completed.
Most of our improvements are, for a time, incompatible with
each other; and must be separately pursued and successively
Hence, the division of mankind into the Nomadic and
attained.
the Civilized conditions of society has been instrumental to a
greater progress, and productive of more blessings, than an uniform civilization of all would have occasioned.
The subjected temper and patient habit of civilized life acquire
merits, which the fierce and enterprising temper of the wilder
state cannot attain ; but this possesses an originality, an activity,
a strength, and a vigorous virtue, which gives civilization new
energies; dissipates its corruptions, and breaks its enslaving
bonds.
All nations have been most improved by due mixtures of
these two great classes.
The earlier civilized have been repeatedly discij dined, and, in the end, benefited by the invasions and
conquests of the Nomadic.
Many debasing vices have been
;

;

checked many injurious governments and institutions dissolved
and many pertinacious errors destroyed. And of those ruder
nations, from which the British population has been formed, it
will be obvious to every inquirer, that some of their peculiar
habits and institutions, which were well adapted to their freer
life, and which originated from their peculiar necessities and
circumstances, have become the source of our greatest improvements in legislature, society, knowledge, and general comfort.
The Nomadic mind is a mind of great energy and sagacity, in
the pursuits and necessities peculiar to that state; and has devised many principles of laws, government, customs, and institutions, which have been superior to others that the earlier civilized
have established.
The Saxons, Franks, Burgundians, Goths, and Northmen have
:

;

been distinguished by these characteristics.
That these nations were ignorant of Grecian and Roman
literature, and of the sciences of Egypt, was the consequence of
their early separation from the civilized communities, before
these intellectual blessings had been attained, or much diffused
and of their subsequent loss of intercourse with those nations,

when more

generally enlightened.
ignorance must, in all countries, and in every individual, precede that of knowledge : because knowledge cannot
be intuitive, though the power to receive and to apprehend it be

A

state of

Cmr.

I.]
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In whatever world the mind exists, it must acquire the
knowledge of what that world contains, after its birth after its
senses have begun to act, and to be acted on by the objects and
events which it may contain.
Hence, every nation must pass
innate.

;

gradually from its times of ignorance, to its period of intellectual
eminence, and general information*
But although our Nomadic ancestors were long without the
cultivation of knowledge and literature, they were not therefore
mentally inert.
There is an education of mind, distinct from the literary, which
is gradually imparted by the contingencies of active life.
In this,
which is always the education of the largest portion of mankind,
our ancestors were never deficient.
The operation of this practical, but powerful intellect, may be
traced in the wisdom and energy of their great political mechanisms and municipal institutions. It pervades their ancient laws;
and is displayed in full dimensions, as to our Saxon and Norman
ancestors, in that collection of our native jurisprudence, which
Brae ton has transmitted to us. The system of our common law,
there exhibited, was admirably adapted to their wants and
benefit; and has mainly contributed to form the national bulwarks, and that individual character, bv which England has
l)een so long enriched and so vigorously upheld.
It is well known, that, of the two states which we have been
considering, literary and scientific knowledge has been the
earliest acquired by the civilized; and has always continued to
be, with some partial fluctuations, their peculiar property; continually, though often tardily increasing, till they have reached
that line of limitation, which their manners and institutions at last
create.
But the natural capacity and the intellectual activity, though
with a different application, have been equal in both classes. In-

fluenced by dissimilar circumstances, and directed to distinct submental power of each may have appeared to be disproportionate, when it was only diversified; but its exertion among
those called barbarians, in their forest-habitations, in their predatory expeditions, in their rude councils and national wars, was
unceasing; and so finally effective, that the genius of civilized
Rome, repeatedly endangered by their hostilities, was at last subdued by their superior energies.

jects, the

These two states seem to have been in all ages so contemporaneous, and to hav e pervaded the world so equally together, and
in such constant vicinity, that history has recorded no era, since
the separation of mankind at Babel, in which either has been extinct.
On the contrary, the settler and the wanderer the restless and the tranquil
the Scythian and the Egyptian, have
;
always co-existed. As far as history ascends, the world has
;
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been agitated and benefited by both.

This fact confirms the
idea, that the Nomadic were originally but branches of the civilized, as the migratory settlers on the Ohio and Missouri in our
days are the effusions of other states, more advanced and improved : and, but that these men cannot now go where civilization from its commanding extent, and with its transforming
effects, will not soon pursue them, their posterity would become
the Scythians and Goths of modern times ; and exhibit an ex-

ample of the formation of new barbaric

The

tribes.

nations that appeared the earliest in the civilized state,
were the Egyptians, Phenicians, Assyrians, Chinese, and Babylonians; and these have never been known in the Nomadic or
barbaric state. In a later age, partly offsets from these, or from
a kindred seed, the Carthaginians, Greeks, Persians, Hindus, and
Romans emerged ; of whom the Greeks and Romans began, at
first, to act in their uncivilized condition.
Some of these nations both of the earlier and the later improved the Phenicians, Carthaginians, and Greeks, either visited
Britain, or were acquainted with it ; and the Romans ultimately
conquered and occupied it. But the great masses of the populations, which have successively planted themselves in the British
The earliest of
islands, have sprung from the Nomadic classes.
these that reached the northern and western confines of Europe,
the Kimmerians and Kelts, may be regarded as our first ancestors; and from the German or Gothic nations who formed, with
the Scythians, the second great flood of population into Europe,
our Anglo-Saxon and Norman ancestors proceeded. The Sarmatic, or third Nomadic race, have never effected any settlements among us ; nor reached those states of the continent from
which they could have troubled us. England has seen them only
as visiters and friends.
The migrations by land precede those by sea. The facilities
of movement are greater, and the ocean is a scene of danger
that repels adventure as long as other avenues of hope, or safety,
arc as accessible. But the chronology of these transplantations
cannot now be ascertained. It is most probable, that population
advanced contemporaneously, though not with an equal ratio,
The sea coasts, nearest to the first
from both land and sea.
civilized states, were gradually visited and peopled, as Greece
from Egypt and Tyre ; and the islands of the Archipelago and
the Mediterranean, as w ell as Africa and Spain, "were colonized
by the Phenicians. But the great waves of population have
rolled inland from the east.
Tribe after tribe moved over the
Bosphorus into Europe, until at length the human race penetrated
its forests and morasses to the frozen regions in the north, and to
the farthest shores of the ocean on the "west.
Our islands derived
their population chiefly from branches of the inland hordes of

—

—

—
T
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Europe, though the habitual visits of the maritime nations of antiquity, the Phenician3 and Carthaginians, and their Spanish settlements, were not likely to have occurred without leaving some
colonial results.*
* It

is

highly interesting to an Englishman,

who has sprung from

races of antiquity, to contemplate the deities and sculptures of

yard and entrance

hall of tho

British

Museum.

the uncivilized

Egypt

in tho court-

lie there secB the venerated pro-

ductions of the earliest civilized nation reposing in the metropolis of the descendants
tribes.
When Egypt wus in her splenwas barbaric and unknown, and scarcely suspected to be existing at
England has now reached one of tho
highest summits of human civilization
and Egypt has sunk into our ancestors'

of one of the earth's most distant nomadic

dour, England

the supposed end of the habitable world.
;

darkest state, without their freo and hardy virtues.

Osiris and Isis transported
be but the gnze and criticism of pubThe awing head of Memnon in London
There is a melancholy
lic curiosity !
sublimity in this revolution of human greatness, yet soon changing into a feeling of

from the worshipping Nile

to the

Thames,

to

!

!

triumph in the recollection, that were Egypt now in her proudest
not be, in any thing, our superior.

VOL.

l.

4

state,

she would

—
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Nations were the earliest Inhabitants of the
Outline of their Migrations and Expeditions.
Settlement of their Colonies in Britain. Welsh Traditions on this subject.

—

From

—

have prevailed in
and successive streams of population, to which we have alluded, because
we find two separate families of languages to have pervaded the
northern and western regions with a third, on its eastern frontier; each family being peculiar to certain states.
These three
languages may be classed under the general names of the Keltic,
the Gothic, and the Slavonic and from the localities in which
we find them, and from the names of the ancient nations who arc
first recorded to have inhabited those localities, they may be also
called the Kimmerian, the Scythian, and the Sarmatian.
Of
these, the Welsh, the Gaelic, the Irish, the Cornish, the Armoric,
the Manks, and the ancient Gaulish tongue, are the related languages which have proceeded from the Kimmerian or Keltic
source. The Anglo-Saxon, the Francotheotisc, the Mreso-gothic,
and the Islandic of former times and the present German, Suabian, Swiss, Dutch, Swedish, Danish, Norwegian, Orkneyan,
English, and Lowland Scotch, are ramifications of the great
Gothic or Scythian stock. The third genus of European languages, the ancient Sarmatian, or modern Slavonic, appears in
the present Polish and Russian, and in their adjacent dialects.
The languages, classed under each of the above heads, arc so
visibly related together, as to make one and the same family, and
to announce the same parent stock but are so dissimilar to the
others, as to mark a different source and chronology of origin.
Europe,

remarked

the languages already

we have

to

clear indications of the three distinct

;

;

;

:

The

local positions in Europe, of the different nations using these
tongues, are also evidence of their successive chronology.
The
Keltic or Kimmerian is in the farthest part of the west, in the

and on the western shores of France. The Scythian or Gothic languages occupy the great body of the European
continent, from the ocean to the Vistula, and have spread into
British islands,

England.

In the eastern parts of Europe, most contiguous to
Asia, and also extending into Asia, the Sarmatian or Slavonic

;
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tongues are diffused. So that we perceive at once, that the Kimmerian or Keltic nations, to have reached the westerly position,
must have first inhabited Europe that the Scythian or Gothic
and have principally peopled it
tribes must have followed next
and that the Sarmatian, or Slavonic people, were the latest colonists.
Other nations have entered it, at more recent periods, as
:

;

the

Huns and

the

Romans

and some others have established

;

partial settlements, as the Lydians in Tuscany ; the Greeks at
Marseilles, and in Italy ; the Phenicians and Carthaginians in
Spain.
But the three stocks, already noticed, arc clearly the
main sources of the ancient population of the European continent,
in its northern and western portions.
The most authentic accounts of ancient history confirm the pre-

ceding statement

That

the

we learn
history.

Kimmerians were

in

Europe before the Scythian

tribes,

from the information of Herodotus, the father of Grecian
He states, apparently from the information of the Scy-

thians themselves, that the Kimmerians anciently possessed those
regions in Europe which the Scythians were occupying in his
time.*
And these Scythians were then spread from the Danube,
towards the Baltic and the north.
It cannot now be ascertained, when the Kimmerians first passed
out of Asia over the Bosphorus, which they named ; but that they
were in Europe, in the days of Homer, is obvious, because he
mentions them in his Odyssey ; b and he appears to have lived, at
That he was
least eight hundred years before the Christian era.
acquainted with the position of the Kimmerians, in the northeastern part of Europe, is three times asserted by Strabo.®
That the Kimmerians were inhabiting these places, above seven
hundred years before our Saviour’s advent, we have direct historical evidence ; because it was about this period, if not before,
that they were attacked by the Scythians in these settlements.
Overpowered by this invasion, the Kimmerians of these districts
<t

moved from Europe

into Asia

Minor; and

afflicted its

maritime

regions with calamities, from their warfare, which Ionia

remem-

» Herod. Melpom. s. 1 1. I hare adopted the Greek orthography of the K, Ki/ujuipui,
because it expresses the proper pronunciation of the word.
b K tp/utpiatf atvJpat r, Od. A. v. 14.
He places them on the Pontus, at the extremities of the ocean ; and describes them ns covered with those mists and clouds, which
popular belief liaa attached to the northern regions of the Euxine. The Turkish
name Karah Deksi, the Greek Matt
and our Black Sea, imply the same
opinion.
Bayer says, that he has had it from eye-witnesses, that oil the Pontus and
its shores are infested by dense and dark fog.
Comm. Acad. Pctrop. t. ii. p. 421.
c

A

Strabo, Geog.

p. 12.

38. 222.

Herodotus states this invasion to have occurred in
of Gyges, lib. i. s. 15. Ardyes reigned from 680 to 631
places the same event in Homer's time or before, on
historians, p. 38. 222.
Wc can scarcely reduce any of
history, before the Persian war, to exact chronology.

»

the reign of Ardyes, the non
years before Christ. Strabo
the authority of some other
the facts of ancient classical
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bcred with such horror, as to believe that they sprang from the
infernal regions ; to the neighbourhood of which even Homer
consigns them.®
The part of the Kimmerian population, which the Scythians
thus disturbed, was then occupying the peninsula, which from them
obtained the name of the Kimmerian Chersonesus; and its vicinity.
Their name was also retained, after their departure, in the adjoining Bosphorus, in a mountain, and in a city on the peninsula, where
the isthmus was protected by a ditch and a rampart.
In these
parts of Europe they had possessed great power, before the Scythians attacked thcm; f and Herodotus says, that in his time,
several Kimmerian walls and ports were to be seen there.*
The
Turks are now the masters of this country, but their dominion
begins to decline.
The retreat of the Kimmcrians, who fled before the Scythians,
has given rise to the assertion that they conquered Asia, because
what the Romans called Asia Minor, was by the more ancient
Greeks usually denominated Asia but it is clear that their irruption was along the sea coast, and did not extend beyond the maritime districts. h One of their chiefs who conducted it was called
Lygdamis he penetrated into Lydia and Ionia, took Sardis, and
died in Cilicia. This destructive incursion, which succeeded probably because it was unexpected, has been mentioned by some
Greek poets as well as by Herodotus,k Callisthenes , and Strabo.m
They were at length expelled from Asia Minor by the father of
Croesus 11
When the Scythians first attacked them on the European side
of their Bosphorus, their endangered tribes held a council ; the
chiefs and their friends wished to resist the invaders, but the others
preferred a voluntary emigration.
Their difference of opinion
produced a battle, and the survivors abandoned their country to
the Scvihians.®
But while one portion went under Lygdamis to
Asia, the more warlike and larger part of the Kimmerian nations,
according to the geographers cursorily mentioned by Plutarch,*
receded westward from the Scythians, and proceeded to inhabit
;

;

1

1

,

.

e 11 As Homer knew that the
Kimmerians were in the north and west regions on
the Bosphorus, he made them to be near Hades; and perhaps according to the common opinions of the Ionians concerning that race.” Strabo, Geog. p. §22.
f Strabo, lib. xi.
p. 756, 475.
Ed. Amst 1707.

*
h
1

lib.

k

Herod. Mclpom. lib. iv. s. 12.
Herod. Clio, s. 15.
By Callinus in his poems, who calls them the 44 impetuous Kimmerians.* 1 Strab.
xiv. p. 958 , and by Callimachus, Hym. in Dian. 252.
Herod. Clio, s. 6, Ibid. Mclpom.

Ap. St rah. p. 930.
m Strab. Geog. lib. i. p. 106.
Herod. Clio, s. 16.
° Herod. Mclpom. s. 11.
1

P

Plutarch in Mario.

et. al.
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{he remoter regions of Europe, extending to the German Ocean.
“ Here,” he adds, “ it is said, that they live in a dark, woody
country, where the sun is seldom seen, from their many lofty and
spreading trees, which reach into the interior as far as the Hcrcynian forest.” But whether their progress to these parts was
the consequence of the Scythian attack, or had preceded it, is of
little importance to us to ascertain.
The fact is unquestionable,
that the Kimmerians anciently diffused themselves towards the

German Ocean.
The history of

the Kimmerians, from their leaving the eastern

Bosphorus, to their reaching the Cimbric Chersonesus on the
Baltic, has not been perpetuated.
The traditions of Italy, and
even an ancient historian intimate, that Kimmerians were in those
regions near Naples, where the ancient mythologists place the
country of the dead. * Their early occupation of Europe and
extensive dispersion divest this circumstance of any improbability.
They who wandered across Europe from the Thracian Bosphorus
into Jutland, may also have migrated southward into Italy, like
the Goths and Lombards of a future age.
But as nations, in the
nomadic state, have little other literature than funeral inscriptions,
the brief and vague songs of their bards, wild incantations, or
rude expressions of martial trophies, divested of all circumstance
or chronology, it is not till they assail the welfare of the civilized,
and become a part of their national history, that we have any
notice of their transactions ; and often not till this period, any
indications of their existence.
But two intimations have been
preserved to us of the Kimmerians, which probably express the
general outline of their history.
They are stated to have often
made plundering incursions,r and thoy wore considered by Posidonius, to whose geographical works Strabo was often indebted,
as a predatory and wandering nation.*
In the century before Caesar they became known to the Romans by the harsher pronunciation of Kimbri,1 in that formidable
1

q Strabo says, “ And they deem this place Plutonian, and say that the
Kimmerians arc there; and they who sail thither, first sacrifice to propitiate the subterraneous demons, which the priests exhort them to do, on occount of the profit which
they derive from the offering. There iB a fountain of river water, but all abstain
from this, as they think it the water of the Styx. Gcog. p. 171, Ephorus applying
this place to the Kimmerians,'* &c. Ib. p. 375.
r Strabo,
This habit no doubt occasioned the word Cimbri to signify robp. 106.
bers among the Germans, as PJularch remarks in his lift; of Marius.
Posid. ap, Strab. p. 450.
1
That the Kiw*piu of the Greeks were the Kimbrol of the Greeks, and Cimbri
(Kimbri) of the Latin writers, was not only the opinion of Posidonius, whom Strabo
quotes, lib. vii. p. 293, but of the Greeks generally
M quum Gr<tei Cimbros
_

—

mc riorum nomine afficiunt,” ib.
who were called Kt/xptpiaic, the

Umc, and by

Cim-

:

Diodorus Siculus expressly says, that
appellation of

the corruption of language,

4*

lib.

K i/uCpetr was
v.

p.

309.

to those

applied in process of
Plutarch, in his life of
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At this
irruption from which Marius rescued the Roman state.
period a great body of them quitted their settlements on the
Baltic, and, in conjunction with other tribes, entered the great
Hercynian forest, which covered the largest part of ancient Germany. Repulsed by the Boioi, they descended on the Danube.
Penetrating into Noricum and Illyricum, they defeated the Roman consul Narbo ; and a few years afterwards, having by their
ambassadors to Rome solicited in vain the senate to assign them
lands for their habitation, for which they offered to assist the
Romans in their wars, they defeated four other consuls in as many
Having ravaged all the
successive battles, and entered Gaul.
country between the Rhone and the Pyrenees, they spread into
Spain, with the same spirit of desolation. Repulsed there by the
Celtiberi, they returned to France ; and joining with the Teutones,
who had also wandered from the Baltic, they burst into Italy with
a force that had accumulated in every region which they had traversed.
Rome was thrown into consternation by their progress,
and it required all the talents and experience of Marius, Sylla,
and the best Roman officers to overthrow them. u
The great mass of the Kimbric population perished in these
conflicts.
The Romans are stated to have destroyed from two
to three hundred thousand, in two battles.
It is impossible to
read of human slaughter without lamenting it, or w ithout feeling
some abhorrence of those, however famed as heroes, by whom
it has been effected.
But in this war, the Kitnbri provoked the
destruction, by their desolating aggressions and considering the
spirit and customs of barbaric ferocity, which they maintained,
and their national restlessness, their disappearance was advantageous to the progress of civilization, and to the interests of humanity. Marius did not, like Caesar, go into Gaul in search of
a sanguinary warfare. He obeyed the call of his country to
rescue it from a calamitous invasion. His successes filled Rome
with peculiar joy, and were sung by the poet Archias, whom
Cicero’s eloquenco has made illustrious. v
The rest of the Kimmcrian nation on the continent remained
They are noticed by Strabo, as
in a feeble and scattered state.
existing in his time on the Baltic w and arc more briefly alluded
:

;

He says, “ from these
Marius, also identifies tho Kimbri with the Kimmcrioi,
when they came into Italy, they began their march, being anciently called
Kimmcrioi, and in process of time Kimbroi.”
u Liv. lOpit. 63-67.
Oros. lih. v. c. 16. Slrabo, lib. v. Plut.
Florus, lib. iii. c. 3.
Vit. Mar.
liuve the names of three of their kings from Livy, Plutarch, and
Florus; these are Bolus, Bojorisc, and Tcutobochus.
T Even the illiterate Marius was pleased with this Parnassian effusion.
“ Ipsi
Ciccr. Or. pro
illi C. Mario, qui durior ad
hffic sludia videbatur, jucundus fuit.”
Arch. c. 9.
w He remarks that, in his time, Kimbri continued to inhabit their former settle,
raents on tho Baltic, and had sent a present of one of their sacred caldrons to
Augustus, lib. vii. p. 449.
regions,

We
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Both these writers represent them on the northto by Pliny.*
western shores of Europe, or on those coasts of the German
Ocean, from which the Saxons and Danes made afterwards expeditions into Britain.
In the days of Tacitus, this ancient nation had almost ceased
to exist on the continent of Europe ; but his expressions imply
When he mentions the Kimtheir former power and celebrity.
bri who, in his time, remained in the peninsula of Jutland, he
small state now, but great in glory ; the marks of their
says, “
ancient fame yet remain, far and wide, about the Elbe; by
whose extent you may measure the power and greatness of this
people, and accredit the reported numbers of their army.”
They wT ere existing, or their fame continued in those parts, in

A

the days of Claudian. y
Thus far we have proceeded upon the authentic authorities,
which remain to us in the classical writers, of the primeval
From these it is manifest, that the
population of Europe.
earliest inhabitants of the north of Europe, w ere the Kimmerians

and that they spread over it from the Kimmcrian
that is from Thrace
Bosphorus, to the Kimbric Chersonesus
and its vicinity, to Jutland and the German Ocean; to that
the regular
ocean from which the passage is direct to Britain
voyage in our times from Hamburgh to England or Scotland.
The habit of movable nations in the uncivilized or nomadic
state, would lead us to infer, as these Kiinmcrii or Kimbri are
characterized as a wandering nation, and are showm by all that
remains of their history to have been so, that at some early
period, after they reached the shores of the German Ocean, they
crossed it in their rude vessels to Great Britain. This reasonable
supposition, analogous to all that we know of the customs of
such nations, and of the colonization of other parts of the world,
has a remarkable support in the name and traditions of the
or Kimbri

;

;

;

—

It is .agreed by the
most ancient inhabitants of our
island were called Cymry (pronounced Kumri)
they are so
named in all that remains of the ancient British literature. The
Welsh, who are their descendants, have always called themselves Cymry; and have given the same appellation to the
earliest colonists of our island; and as the authorities already
referred to, prove, that tho Kiwiggiot or Kimbri were ihe ancient
possessors of the northern coasts of the Germanic Ocean, and at-

Welsh, and
British

their ancient British literature.

antiquaries,

that

the

:

* Nat. Hist. lib. iv.
c. 27 and 28.
The latter passage intimates Inland Cimhri
near the Rhine, as well as the Cimbri in the Peninsula. In lib. vi. c. 14, he mentions Cimtncrii in Asia, near the Caspian.
y Tacitus dc morib. Germ.
Claudian calls the Northern Ocean by their name,
u Cimbrica
Thetis” Cons. Hon. lib. iv.
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it seems to be a safe and reasonable
inference, that the Cymry of Britain originated from the contiThat a district, in the northern part of
nental Kimmerians /1
England, was inhabited by a part of the ancient British nation,
and called Cumbria, whence the present Cumberland, is a fact

tempted foreign enterprises,

favourable to this presumption.
The Danish*traditions of expeditions and conquests in Britain,
from Jutland and its vicinity, long before our Saviour’s birth,
which Saxo Grammaticus has incorporated into his history, may
here be noticed, lie is an authority too vague to be trusted
alone ; but he is evidence of the traditions of his countrymen,
and these may claim that attention, w hen they coincide with the
They
ancient British, which they would not otherwise deserve.
add something to the probability of early migrations, or expeditions from these regions into our islands, although they must not

be confounded with historical

The

facts.

historical triads of the

Welsh connect themselves with

They state that
these suppositions in a very striking manner.
the Cymry were the first inhabitants of Britain, before whose
arrival it was occupied by bears, wolves, beavers, and oxen with
They add, that Hu Cadran, or Hu the
large protuberances.®
Strong, or Mighty, led the nation of the Kymry through the
Hazy, or German Ocean, into Britain, and to Llydaw, or Armorica, in France ; and that the Kymry came from the eastern
parts of Europe, or the regions where Constantinople now
Though we would not convert Welsh traditions into
stands .*
1

*

1

Tacitus mentions a circumstance favourable to this deduction. He says of the
on the Baltic, that their language resembled the British, “ lingua Britannics
Do mor. Germ. If the opinion maintained in the text be true, the (Estii
proprior.’'
must have been a Kiinmcriun tribe.
b The Welsh hove several collections of historical triads
which are three events
;
coupled together, that were thought by the collector to have some mutual analogy.
It is the strange form into which their bards, or ancient writers, chose to arrange
the early circumstances of their history. One of the most complete series of their
It was
triads has been printed in the Archaiology of Wales, vol. ii. p. 57-7 5.
printed from a MS. dated 1601, and the writer of it states that he had taken them
out of the books of Caradoc of Llancarvan, and of John Breckfa. Caradoc lived in
the twelfth century.
Breckfa was much later.
11
c It may not be uninteresting to translate the whole triad.
Three names have
been given to the isle of Britain since the beginning. Before it waB inhabited, it
was called Clas Mcrddin (literally the country with sea cliffs), and afterwards Fel
Ynis (the island of honey). When government had been imposed upon it by Prydain, the son of Acdd the Great, it was called Ynys Prydain (the island of Prydain);
and there was no tribute to any but to the race of the Kymry, because they first obtained it; and before them, there were no more men alive in it, nor any thing else
but bears, wolves, beavers, and the oxen with the high prominence." Triad I.
Arch. v. ii. p. 57,
d “The three pillars of the nation of the isle of Britain.
First, Hu Gadarn, who
led the nation of the Cymry first to the isle of Britain ; and from the country of
Summer, which is called Dcffrobani, they came; this is where Constantinople is *
1

(Eslii

;
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where they stand

member them, when

alone, it cannot be unreasonable to rethey coincide with classical authorities. In

case the agreement is striking. The Kimmerians,
according to the authorities already stated, proceeded from the
vicinity of the Kimmcrian Bosphorus to the German Ocean; and
the Welsh deduce their ancestors, the Cymrv, from the regions
The Welsh indeed add the name of
south of the Bosphorus.
their chieftain, and that a division of the same people settled in
Armorica. But if the memory of Lvgdamis, who led the Kimmerian emigration to Asia, and of Brennus, who marched with
the Kelts against Greece, were preserved in the countries which
they overran; so might the name of Hu Cadarn, who conducted
some part of the western emigrations, be remembered in the
That Armorica, or Bretagne, was
island which he colonized. e
peopled by a race of men similar to those who inhabited Britain,
is verified by the close resemblance of the languages of the two

the present

countries.

As we have traced the probable identity of the Kvniry with
the Kimmcrii, and the actual identity of these w ith the Kimbri
it will be right to add the few circumstances, of the manners of
these ancient people, which the classical writers have transmitted.
They appear to have been such as might be expected from the
earliest emigrants of the civilized stock, who diverged the farthest
from their primitive seats of civilization. But as no Tacitus took
the trouble to study their internal customs, we know nothing of
The repulsive features that
their polity or national institutions.
most struck the attention of their enemies are nearly all that is
recorded about them. They were too much dreaded or hated, to
be carefully inspected or favourably delineated.
Ephorus said of the Kimmerians, that they dwelt in subterraneous habitations, which they called argillas, communicating by
trenches/ It is certainly a curious analogy of language, that
argcl, in the language of the Cymry, or British, means a covert,
a place covered ovcr.s This mode of habitation seems to have
r

and through the hazy ocean they came to the island of Britain, and to Llydaw
where they have remained.” Triad 4. p. 57.
c Pausanias has preserved the names of many
of the kings of the Kelts who invaded Greece. So, Livy haB transmitted to us those of the Keltic leaders, who attacked Italy in the time of the first Tarquin.
f
Ap. Strabo, Geo. lib. v. p. 375.
f The word occurs in the ancient Welsh poetry, bb in the Afallenau of Merddhin,
a dyf yn argel yn nrgoedydd,
will come in the covert in the lofty woods.
1W, Archaiol. p. 152.
It is also used in the Englynion Beddaw of Taliessin :
Bet Llia Gwitel in argcl ardudwy
dany guellt ac guevel.
The grave of Llia the Gwyddclian in the covert of Ardudwy,
under the grass and withered leaves.
1 Archaiol. p. 80.
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been the primitive state of barbaric life. The Troglodytes of
Asia are said to have lived in caves and Tacitus describes some
of the ruder German tribes as dwelling under ground. The
practice of several animals which burrow in the earth may have
suggested the custom and it suits that savage state into which
even the emigrants from civilized society may lapse, among
woods and marshes, want and warfare, if they lose the knowledge of the mechanic arts, or the tools which these require.
Ephorus added, that they had an oracle deeper under ground.
The Kimbri swore by a brazen bull, which they carried with
them. In battle they appeared with helmets representing fierce
beasts gaping, or some strange figures and added a high floating crest to make them look taller.
They used white shining
shields, and iron mail, and either the battle-axe, or long and
heavy swords. They thought it base to die of a disease, and exulted in a military death, as a glorious and happy end. h
Callimachus applies to these people the epithet horse-milkers.*
This incident corresponds with the preceding accounts. The
attachment to mare’s milk has been common to most nations in
their uncivilized state.
Most rude and poor nations drink the
milk of the animals they ride as the Arabs of the desert use that
of their camels. This habit suits their movability, scanty property, small fodder, and a sterile or uncultivated country.
;

;

;

:

The
human

religious rites of the Kimmerians included occasionally
sacrifices ; one of the most ancient and universal super-

stitions, which affected and disgraced mankind in the first stages
of their idolatrous and polytheistic worship. Strabo, after remarking of the Kimbri, that their wives accompanied them in
war, says that many hoary priestesses of their oracle followed,
clothed in white linen garments bound with a brazen girdle, and
with naked feet. These women, with swords in their hands,
sought the captives through the army, and threw them into a
brass vessel of the size of twenty amphora.
Then one of the
prophetesses, ascending an elevation, stabbed them singly, as suspended above the caldron and made her divinations from the
manner in which the blood flowed into it The other assistants
of the horrible superstition opened the bodies, and predicted victory from the inspection of the bowels.
In their conflicts, they
used a species of immense drum; for they struck upon skins
stretched over their war chariots, which emitted a very powerful soundJ
Plutarch describes the women to have been placed
on their wagons in the conflict with Marius and when the men
;

;

gave way

in the battle, to

parents or brothers.
h
J

Plut. in Mario. Val.

Strabo,

lib. vii. p.

They

Max.

451.

1. ii.

have

killed those

who

fled,

whether

strangled their infants at the

c. 6.

*

Callim.

Hym.

in Dian.

same

. 252.
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and threw them under the wheels, while fighting the Romans, and at last destroyed themselves rather than survive the
calamity.
These descriptions lead us to recollect some analogous passages of Tacitus concerning the Britons at the period of
time,

the

Roman

their hands,

invasion.

running

He

describes

like furies

among

women, with firebrands
the army of the Britons

in
in

and adds, that they stained their altars with the blood
captives and consulted their gods by the fibres of men.

Anglesey

;

of their
;
He mentions also, that before their destruction of the colony at
Camclodunum, M Women, agitated with the prophetic fury, sang

approaching ruin.” k
But upon investigating the remains of antiquity, we find another ancient people, placed in some of the western regions of
Europe, at the time when Greek history begins. They were
called KeXroi, and afterwards TaKarai
and Caesar says of them,
its

;

that they called themselves Celi.se, or Keltoe, though the Romans
gave them the appellation of Galli.
The Keltoi, to follow the Greek orthography of the word,
1

appear to have been one of the branches of the Kimmerian stock.
The term Kimmerian, like German, or Gaul, was a generic appellation.
The people to whom it extended had also specific
denominations. Thus, part of the Kimmerians who invaded
Asia, under Lygdamis were likewise called Trerones, or Treres.™
That the Keltic were Kimmerians is expressly affirmed by Arrian
in two passages;" and with equal clearness and decision by Diodorus ;° and is implied by Plutarch.?
As the Kimmerians traversed the north of Europe, from cast
to west, the Kelts seem to have proceeded more to the south and
southwest.
Some geographers, before Plutarch, extended the
country of the Kelts as far as the sea of Azoph.i
Ephorus was
probably one of these; for he is not only mentioned to have
k Tacitus Annul, lib. xiv.
St aba t pro litorc di versa ocics, densa armis virisque,
intercursanlibus feminis.
In modum furiarum, veste fcruli, crinibus dcjcctis, faces
pre fere bant Nam cruoro captivo udolcrc aras ; ct hominum fibris consulero deos
Tub habcbanl
Et fcininoa in furore turbalre, adesse exitiurn cunebant.
1
Ciesar. Comment, de hell. Gall. lib. i. s. 1.
Pousanius Bays of these people,
11
They have but lately culled themselves
They anciently called them*
elves
and so did others/* p. 6. And that
was but another appellation of the kiatoj, sec Diod. Sic. lib. v. p. 306, e d. Hanov. 1604. So Origcn calls
the Druids of Gaul, rut TA\*.vmv Sgtjaluc, adv. Cels. Galatai seems to be a moro
cuphonous pronunciation of Keltoi ; and Gnlli is probably but the abbreviation of
Galatai.
Strabo also says, all this nation whom they now call Gallikon or Galati.
kon, p. 298.
“ Strabo, lib. i. p. 106. In another place he eay*» Magnclus was utterly destroyed
by the Treres, a Kimmerian nation, lib. xiv. p. 958.
D
Appian in Illyr. p. 1196, and de bell. civ. lib. i. p. 625.
° Diod. Sic. lib.
v. p. 309.

—
—

» Pint, in
t

Mario.

PluL in Mario.
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made Keltica of vast magnitude, and including much of Spain ;r
but he likewise divided the world into four parts, and made the
Kelts to inhabit one of the four towards the west . 8 This statement leads us to infer, that the Kelts had been considered to be
an extensive people ; 1 which indeed the various notices about
them, scattered in the writings of the ancients, sufficiently testify.
All the classical authors, who mention the Kelts, exhibit them as
While the Kimmerians
seated in the western regions of Europe.
pervaded Europe from its eastern extremity to its farthest peninsula in the northwest, their Keltic branch spread down to the
southwestern coasts. When their most ancient transactions are
mentioned by the Greek and Roman writers, we find them placed
in France, and Spain, and emerging into Italy.
In the time of Herodotus, the Kelts were on the western coasts
of Europe. He says, that they inhabited the remotest parts of
Europe to the west ; u and in another part he states them to live
beyond the Pillars of Hercules, and about Pyrene ; and he places
among them the origin of the Danubc. v
Aristotle frequently mentions the Kelts.
In one place, he
notices them as neither dreading earthquakes, nor inundations w
in another, as rushing armed into the waves;' and in another, as
plunging their new-born infants in cold water, or clothing them
in scanty garments 7
In other works attributed to him, he
speaks of the British island as lying above the Kelts:* he mentions Pyrene as a mountain towards the west in Keltica, from
which the Danube and the Tartessus flow ; the latter north of the
columns of Hercules ; the former passing through Europe into
the Euxine. a
He elsewhere speaks of Keltica, and the Iberians. b
;

.

Strabo, lib. iv. p. 304.
Strabo, lib. i. p. 59.
Ephorus, in his fourth book, which was entitled Europe,
Strabo, p. 463, divided the world into four parts, ibid. p. 59 ; in the East he placed
the Indians; in the South, the Ethiopians; in the West, the Kelt®; and in the
North, the Scythians.
*
Ephorus was a disciple of Isocrates, who desired him to write a history,
(Photius, 1455,) which he composed from the return of the Hcraclidra into the Peloponnesus to the twentieth year of Philip of Macedon. It obtained him a distinguished reputation. His geography is often mentioned, and sometimes criticised by
Strabo. But be is extolled for his knowledge by Polybius, Diodorus, and Dionysius
Halicarnassus.
1

Herod. Mclpom. c. 49.
Herod. Euterpe, c. 33. So Arrian.
Cuncsioi, beyond the Kelts.
” Arist. nd-ixatv N ixgju. lib. iii. c. 10.
u

v

Herodotus places a people,

whom

he

calls

x Arist. nd-m. EucTmju, lib. iii. c. 1.
y Arist. IIo>it. lib. vii. c. 17.
*

Dc Mundo,

c. iii. p.

Meteor,

i.

552.

This passage makes it probable, that by Pyrene the ancients meant I he Pyrenees, though Herodotus calls it a city, and places it inaccurately as to the sources of the Danube.
*

lib.

c. 12.

'

b De Mirab. Auscult.
1157, de Gen. An. lib. ii. c. 8. Strabo also calls their
country Keltica, and Livy, Kellicum. Timagetes placed the springs of the Danube
in the Keltic mountains.
Schol. Appoll.
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He

places the Kelts above Iberia ; and remarks that their country was too cold for the ass, which our present experience contradicts ; or, perhaps, we should rather say, that the temperature
of France has been softened by the demolition of its forests, the
disappearance of its marshes, and the cultivation of its soil.
Hipparchus also mentioned Keltica, but seems to have extended
it into the arctic circle ; for he placed Keltas at the distance of
six thousand stadia from Marseilles ; and said that the sun shone
all night in Keltica during the summer, and was not raised above
the horizon, more than nine cubits in winter.®
The opinions may be fanciful, but they show this great astronomer’s notion of the extent of the Keltic population. The Boii
who named Bohemia, and the Helvetians, are both admitted to

be Keltic.*1
The tendency of the notices of the Kelts, by Herodotus, Aristotle, and Ephorus, is to show, that in their times, this people
lived in the western parts of Europe, about Gaul and Spain.
They are spoken of as being in the same places by later wrilers.®
But "the evidence of Caesar is particularly interesting on this
In his time the German or Scythic hordes had spread
subject.
themselves over Europe, and had incorporated, or driven before
them, the more ancient races, whom we have been describing.
But he found the Kelts possessing, at the period of his entrance
into Gaul, the most considerable, and the best maritime part of
He mentions that the Seine and the Marne separated them
it.
But if
from the Belgae, and the Garonne from the Aquitani/
the Kelts occupied ihc sea-coast of France, from the Seine to
the Garonne, and had been driven to the Seine by the invasions
of northern assailants, they were in a posilion extremely favourable for passing over into Britain ; and had been under the same
circumstances to impel them to it, which afterwards drove the
Britons to seek refuge on a part of their coast, when the Saxons
pressed upon them.
The Kelts had certainly been much spread upon the Continent,
in the times anterior to Caesar, and had shaken both Greece and
Rome by perilous invasions. From the earliest of their predatory migrations which has been recorded by the classical writers,
we find, that they were in the occupation of France about 000
c

Strabo cilcs Hipparchus,

p.

128, but adds his

own

belief^ that

the Britons were

more north thun Keltica, by fifteen hundred stadia. In the time of Strabo the
Kelta; were not more north than France.
Hipparchus lived one hundred and fifty
years before Strabo, and Keltica had become much limited, when the Roman wrote,
by the successful progress to the Rhine of the German nations. The Belgte hud
then passed this river, and even entered Gaul.
d Sec Tac.
Mor. Germ. Strabo, lib. vii. Cffisar, de bell. Gall.
e As
Pausanias, p. 62 ; Diod. Sic. p. 308 ; and Strabo in many places ; also by
Livy.
r Cesar,
Comment, de bell. Gall. lib. i.c.I.

—

VOL.

I.

—
5
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years before the Christian era. At that period, their population
in this country was so abundant, that their chiefs recommended
two of their princes to lead a numerous body over the Alps into
Italy.
One large multitude passed them near Turin, defeated
another party settled about
the Tuscans, and founded Milan
;

Brixia and Verona, while succeeding adventurers spread themThe reign of Tarquinius Priscus at
selves over other districts.
Rome marks the chronology of these expeditions.*?
The next great movement of the Kelts, in the Italian States,
that has been transmitted to us, occurred about 180 years after
the preceding migration, when Brcnnus led them to that attack
upon Rome itself, in which they became masters of the city,
killed its senate, and had nearly taken its capitoi, when Camillas
rescued the perishing republic from its barbaric conquerors.
One hundred and ten years afterwards, Greece suflerod from
the irruptions of this prolific people, under another Brcnnus'
The Kelts burst from Illyria, into Macedonia and Thrace,
poured thence into Thessaly, passed the Strait of Thermopylae,
as Xerxes had done, and proceeded to attack Delplios, when
they were affected and destroyed by that panic which the reputation of the place, and the contrivances of its priesthood produced, and which preserved Greece from llicir further desolations. k
These events occurred about 280 years before our
Saviour’s birth. The Kelts arc noticed afterwards as attempting
Asia Minor, and as serving in the armies of Ptolemy and also of
Antigonus, and they had frequent battles with the Romans, hut
usually experienced ruinous defeats ; m especially in that tremendous conflict with Quintus Fabius Maximus, of which Caesar
reminded the Gauls of his day," when they were about to war
with him, and in which Strabo states, that two hundred thousand
Keltoc were cut off.®
11

1

Wc

6
derive our information of this important chronology and event from Livy,
lie states, that when Tarquinius Priscus reigned, the chief sovereignty of the Kell®
was with the Biturigcs, (the inhabitants of that part of France where Bourgcs is
now situated,) and that these gave a king to Kcllicurn. His name at that time was
Ainbigutus. The princes whom lie pent out at the head of these expeditions were
Bcllovesus and Sigovcsus, his sister's sons. The party under Sigovcsus took the
direction of the Ilcrcynian forest. But Bcllovesus commanded the invasion of Italy.
Livy, Hist. lib. v. c. 34. The elder Tarquin died 578 years before the Christian era.
h Dionysius ITalic. dates this Keltic irruption, iJpcJ&c
in the first year of
the ninety-eighth Olympiad, or 120 years after Junius Brutus and Cullalinus.
Lib. i. p. (10.
*
That the leader of the Kell® in the attack of Rome, and their chief a century
after in their invasion of Greece, should both be named Brcnnus, induces one to believe that this word is rather u descriptive than a personal appellation, and therefore to recollect that Brennin means a king in the Welsh and ancient British lan-

gungc.
k

The

account of this expedition of the Kelts into Greece, occurs in Pau655.
i. p. 6
8, and Phoc. lib. x. p. 643
n Ciesar de Bell. Gall.
™ Liv. Hist.
Puusun. lib. i. p. 23.
Strabo places the scene of this battle where the Isar and the Rhone flow, near
fullest

snnias, Attic,
i

0

lib.

—

—
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Strabo remarks of the Kelta?, that it was common to them ancl
the Iberians to lie on the ground ;** that they used waxen vessels
that they were addicted to human sacrifices, from which
the Romans reclaimed them r and that they were accustomed
to bring home the heads of their enemies and fix them on the
;

gates of their towns 9 That the Keltic, or Gauls, were easier
conquered than the Spaniards, ho ascribes to their fighting more
1
in masses
In the time of Alexander, there were Kelts on the
Adriatic who offered him their friendship with language which
he thought arrogant
The expeditions and positions above noticed of the Kelts, prove that they were in the habit of spreading
themselves from France into other countries; and considering
the spirit of enterprise, the abundant population, and power of
the Keltic in France, and the vicinity and fertility of Britain, we
cannot avoid believing, that they crossed the son to colonize it.
(\*esar expressly mentions, that one of the Keltic kings in Gaul,
Pivitiacus, who governed there the Suessiones, and was the
most powerful prince in that country, had subjected also, pari of
Britain to his power. v
From him also wc learn, that the Kelts
of Armorica ( ailed upon some of the British tribes to aid them
against his hostilities ; w and one of his reasons for attacking
Britain was, that it had assisted the Keltic Gauls to resist him.'
Ur speaks also of its being visited by the Keltic merchants; and
before his invasion of Britain, he sent one of the Keltic, princes of
Gaul, whom lie had made a king, into our island to persuade the
Britons to lie friendly to the ltoman state, because the authority
of this chieftain was great in Britain. Thus (Vcsar affords sufficient evidence of the military and commercial intercourse between the two nations in his time, a fact favourable to the
opinion of the affinity between some parts of their respective
populations.
That colonies of Keltic race entered the British islands from
Gaul, has always appeared to our antiquaries so probable, that
there is scarcely any circumstance on which they have so cor.

.

11

.

thc

Kcmminon

built
i

"

tom
tice
1

mountains. Tic conqueror erected n trophy of white stone, and
otic to Mars, and one to Hercules, p. 283.

two temples,

' lb. p. 303.
nib p. 233.
Strabo, p. 249.
says, that Posidonius declares he saw several of their heuds, p. 303; u cuswhich Struho thought barbarian but which reminds us of our own legal prac-

He

;

with executed
Ih. p. 200.

traitors.

u Strabo, lib. vii.
Arrian, lib. i. p. 8. The account, rclntcd on the aup. 4G2.
thority of Ptolemy Lngus, Ion General, und King of Egypt, is, that the king received
the ambassadors with great civility, und usked them at his bunquet what they most
dreaded, expecting a complimentary answer as to himself.
But they said they
feared nothing, unless that the sky should full and overwhelm them, though they

highly valued his friendship.

Alexander admitted them

to Jits alliance, but called

them arrogant.
v

Lib.

ii. c.

4.

Lib.

iii. c.

9.

* C. 18.

.
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dially agreed.
The Welsh tradition may be therefore read
without incredulity, which deduces two colonies from Gaul, not
Kymry, or Kimmerians, but of Kimmerian origin the one from
Armorica, and the other from Gascony y The distinction taken
as to their origin suits the situation of the Kelts, w ho to use the
expression of the triad, were of the first race of the Kymry. The
Armorican emigration was of the tribe called Brython 1 a name
which recalls to our recollection, that Pliny found a people called
Britanni remaining in Gaul in his time.* The colony from Gascony was the Lloegrwys, whose name became attached to that
part of the island which they occupied for the largest part of
England has been always named Lloegr by the Welsh poetsb and
chroniclers.® Tacitus expresses his belief, that the Gauls peopled
Britain,d and Bede derives its inhabitants from Armorica.®
The
position of the Kelts on the maritime regions of the west of
Europe, bringing them more within the reach of intercourse with
the civilized nations of antiquity, who frequented the ocean, they
had begun to feel the influence of the superior progress of the
improved part of the world. The Grecian settlement of the
Phocians, at Marseilles, which had occurred about 540 years
before the Christian era, had flourished into great wealth and
;

T

,

;

The

fifth triad is this : “ The three peaceful people of the isle of Britain.
The
were the nation of the Kymry, who came with Hu Cadarn to the island of
Britain.
He obtained not the country, nor the lands, by slaughter or contest, but
with justice and peace. The other was the race of the Lloegrwys, who came from
the land of Gwasgwyn ; and they were of the first race of the Kymry. The third
were the Brython, and from the land of Llydaw they came; and they were of the
first race of the Kymry.
And these were called the three peaceful nations, because
they came one to the other with peace and tranquillity and these three nations were
of the first race of the Kymry, and they were of the same language.” Triocdd ynys

J

first

;

Prydain.

2 Archaiol.

p. 58.

The Brython are frequently mentioned by the old Welsh poets ; by Aneurin, in
Gododin, 1 Archaiol. p. 10, and by Tulicssin, p. 31, 50, 66, 67, 73.
He once
mentions the Morini Brython, in his Prif Gyfurch, or Primary Gratulation, p. 33.
* Pliny IIi9t. Nat. lib. iv. c. 31
Dionysius.
and
;
b Aneurin speaks of Lloegr,
p. 7, and calls its inhabitants Lloegrwys, p. 4, 9, and
11.
Tulicssin has Lloegr, p. 64 and 59, and Llocrgrwys, p. 51, 55.
Llywarch
Hen and Myrddhin also use both words, as 108, 117, 153, &c.
c Besides the fabulous Brut
Tysilio, and the Brut ab Arthur, 2 Archaiol. p. 116,
117, their historical chronicles Brut y Saeson, and the Bruty Tywysogion, p. 469,
&c.
speak
471,
of England under this name.
d Tacitus Vit. Agric. In Camden's Britannia
numerous analogies of manners and
language between the Britons and Gauls are collected, to prove their identity of
origin.
Some of these are worth our consideration.
® Bede Hi9t. Eccl. lib. i. c. 1.
We huve two collateral proofs from the analogy of
language of the affinity between the inhabitants of Britain and the ancient Kelts.
Pausanias, mentioning that every Keltic horseman was followed to battle by two
attendants, says that the Kelts called this custom, in their native language, Trimarkisinn, because the name of a horse among the Kells is Markan , Phoc. lib. x. p.
545. Mark is also a horse, tri is three, and trimarkuoys is literally three horsemen,
in the ancient British, and present Welsh. Ccesar states, that the Keltic people, who
bordered upon the ocean, were in his time called Armoricm, lib. v. c. 44. In the
ancient British, and in the Welsh ar-mor-uch literally mean upon the sea-heights.
*

liis
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consequence. They subdued some of the Keltic regions around
them, founded cities in it, built a splendid temple to the Ephesian
Diana, raised large fleets, pursued extensive navigations, of which
and bethe voyage of Pytheas towards Iceland is an instance;
love
their
manners,
their
of
elegance
the
for
came distinguished
of literature, and spirit of philosophy. They made their city so
attractive for its intellectual resources, that some of the noblest of

Romans lived at Marseilles, in preference to Athens; and
they diffused such a taste for Grecian customs around them, that
the Gauls used Greek letters, and wrote their contracts in Greek/
The Keltic invaders of Greece must have also introduced many
beneficial improvements into their native country; for Strabo
mentions, that treasures taken from Delphi, in the expedition
5
It
under Brcnnus, were found by the Romans at lholouse.
the
of
fond
were
was remarked by Ephorus, that the Keltco
1
Greeks; and their diffusion into Spain, which lie also mentions,
brought them into immediate contact with the Phenicians and
Carthaginians; and their Druids arc certainly evidence that a
part of the population had made some intellectual advance. The
preceding facts, connected with the analogy of the language, as
at first remarked, satisfactorily prove that our earliest population
the

1

'

came from

the Kinmierian and Keltic stock.

CHAPTER

III.

Phenicians and Carthaginians in Britain.

But though the Iviinmerii, and their kindred the Kelts, may
have peopled Britain, a more celebrated people are also stated to
have visited it. The Phenicians, in their extensive commercial
navigations, colonized many of the islands, and some of the coasts
of the /Egcan and Mediterranean Seas. Inscriptions in their
language have been found in Malta. They occupied Spain, and
founded Cadiz; and it was probably in pursuit of them that
Nebuchadnezzar, the celebrated King of Babylon, became the conqueror of Spain. They had also an established intercourse with
islands, which the Greeks called “ the Islands of Tin,” or Cassif

1

Strabo,
Strabo,

p.
p.

Ephorus

272, 273.
286.

Justin. L. 43.

c. 3.

h lb.
p. 304.
occupied the largest part of Spain, up to Cadiz.
Slrabo mentions, that before the Carthaginians possessed

stated, that they

Strabo, p. 304.
And
Spain, the Kclloi and the Tyrians held

it,

p.

238.

;
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was probably the transPhenician appellation.* As Herodotus intimates that
the Cassiterides were, with respect to Greece, in the farthest parts
of Europe ;b as Aristotle talks of Keltic tin c and Strabo describes
both these islands and Britain to be opposite to the Artabri, or
Gallicia in Spain, but northward, and places them within the
British climate d as in another passage he states them to be as to
e
Rome, without, or on our side of the columns of Hercules ; as he
mentions them to bo productive of tin, obviously connecting them
at the same time with the British islands f and in another part,
as being in the open sea, north from the port of the Artabri, 8 or
Gallicia: the most learned, both at home and abroad, have believed the Cassiterides to have been some of the British islands.
This opinion is warranted by there being no other islands famous
for tin near the parts designated by Strabo ; and by the fact that
British tin was so celebrated in antiquity, that Polybius intended
to write on the British islands and the preparation of tin. h
It has been suggested, that the Scilly islands and Cornwall were
more peculiarly meant by the Cassiterides. When Cornwall was
first discovered from the south of Europe, it may have been thought
an island, before greater familiarity with the coast taught the
navigators that it was only a projecting part of a larger country
and even then, when the whole country comiected with it was
found to be an island, there was no reason to change its insular
appellation.
In our navigations to the Pacific, new-discovered
places have been at first marked as islands, which were afterwards
traced to be parts of a continent ; and others have been deemed
continental, which have been discovered to be insular.*
tcridcs.

This, being a descriptive name,

lation of the

;

;

;

• Karrrripor is the word used by the Greeks for tin.
Bochnrt has founded an
ingenious etymology of the M Britannic islands** on the Hebrew "JJN-rn3, Baratanac, which, he says, means the Lund of Tin. lie says Strabo calls Britain, BpiTTatrnc*.
Boch. Canaan, lib. i. c. 39, p. 730. He also intimates, what is more probable, that
the word Kolo-o'itmov may have been of Phenician origin. The Chaldean Targums,
of Jonathan and Jerusalem, certainly call tin kaatira and kiaiara % as the Arabs name
it kasdar.
See Numbers, mi. 22.
b Herod.
Thalia, c. 115.
c Aristot. lib. Mirabilium
and Mela places the Cassiterides in Celticis, or among
;
the Kelte, lib. iii. c. 6, p. 262.

d

Strabo, Geog. lib. ii. p. 181.
lb. lib. ii. p. 191.
He joins them with the British islands, »tu K*TTJTi/>i<fic, xtu
fipirravuuu.
f
lb. lib. iii. p. 219.
Here he says, that tin is produced among the barbarians
above Lusitania, and in the islands Cassiterides, and from Britain is brought to Mare

seilles.
> lb. lib. iii. p.265.
In this passage Strabo Bays likewise, they arc ten in number,
adjoining each other.
“ Polyb. Hist. lib. iii. c. 5.
Fcstus Avienus describes islands under the name of
jEslrymnides, which are thought to be the Bame with Strabo's Cassiterides. Ho
says they were frequented by the merchants of Tartessus and Curthage, and were
Do oris Marit.
rich in tin and lead.
The reasons for supposing the Cassiterides to be the Scilly islands are thus stated
*
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Much of the false description with which the position of the
Cassiterides has been confused, may have been designedly circuknow from Strabo that
lated by the Phenicians themselves.
they were anxious to deprive the rest of the world of any acquaintance with these islands. He has told us a very striking incident
of this monopolizing solicitude, which must have been the parent
of many misrepresentations about Britain, till the Romans subdued and examined it. He says, “ anciently the Phenicians alone,

We

hiding the navigation from
;
followed the course of a vessel,
that they might discover the situation, the jealous pilot wilfully
stranded his ship ; misleading those who were tracing him to the
same destruction. Escaping from the shipwreck, he was indemWhen Caesar
nified for his losses out of the public treasury.”-*
invaded Britain, we know from his Commentaries that he was
unacquainted with its magnitude, its harbours, or its people. It
was even doubted whether it was a continent or an island.* Of
course the Romans at that time could have known nothing of the
connection and continuance of coast between Cornwall and Dover.
This ignorance of other nations, and the designed misinformation
given by the Phenicians, may have occasioned the distinction to
have been taken between the Cassiterides and Britain, and a supThe
position, favoured by Strabo, that some sea intervened.
Cassiterides had become imperfectly known to the Romans, in
the time of Strabo, by the attempt of Publius Crassus m to discover
them, lie seems to have landed at one of them ; but the short
account given of his voyage does not incline us to believe that he
completely explored thcm. n
If we once presume that the Phenicians reached the Scilly
islands, and extracted tin from them, we shall do great injustice

from Cadiz, engrossed
all others.

When

the

this

market

Romans

1

Camden's Britannia.

They

are opposite to the Artabri in Spain ; they bend
lie in the same clime with Britain; Ihey look
towurds Oltibcria; the sea is much broader between them and Spain, than between
them and Britain ; they lie just upon the Iberian sea there are only ten of them
of any note, and they have veins of tin which no oilier isle has in this tract. Camd.
Brit. p. 1112.
Ed. 16115. All these circumstances have been mentioned of the Casin

directly to the north from

them; they

;

sitcridcs.

Strabo, lib. iii. p. 265.
Dio. Cass. lib. xxxix. p. 127. Cresar, Comm, dc Bell. Gall. lib. iv. s. 18.
Solinus says that a turbid sea divided the Scilly isle (Siluram) from Britain,
Polyhist. c. 22, p. 31.
The distance is near forty miles. Whit. Munch, ii. p. 172, 8°.
m Strabo, lib. iii. p. 265. fluct thinks thin was not the Crussus who perished
against the Parthians, though he had fought in Portugal and triumphed in Spain;
but his son, who was Caesar's lieutenant in his Gallic wars, and who subdued the
people of Vannes and its vicinity. He may have undertaken the voyage from
curiosity, as Volusenus, by Ccesar's orders, examined part of the sea-coasts of our
island for military purposes.
Hist, dc Com. dcs Ancicns, c. 38, p. 183, ed. Par. 1727.
Whittaker's description of the present state of the Scilly islands is worth reading.
Hist. Mancli. ii. p. 169.
Though the same chapter in other parts discovers a
fancy painting fur beyond the facts in its authorities.
i

k
1
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to their memory to suppose that they who could sail from Tyre
to the Scilly islands, would not have adventured across the small
sea between them and the Land’s End. Indeed, the voyage of
Himilco showr s that the Carthaginians, the offspring of Tyre, purmay
sued voyages even more northward than Britain.®
Cassitethe
that
error,
of
chance
without
much
admit,
therefore

We

by the Phenicians w ere the British islands, though
understood by the name the islands of Scilly, w ith
perhaps part of the coast of Cornwall.
Having thus stated the most authentic circumstances that can
be now collected, of the peopling of Britain by the Kimmerians,
the Keltoi, and the Phenicians, it may not be improper to state,
in one view, all that the Welsh traditions deliver of the ancient
inhabitants of the island. As traditions of an ancient people committed to writing, they deserve to be preserved from absolute
rides visited

the

Romans

r

i*

oblivion.

while it was uninhabited by
of hears, wolves, beavers, and a
peculiar kind of wild cattle, it had the name of Clas Merddhin.
hi this state, Hy Cadarn led the first colony of the Cymry to it,
It then acquired the name of
of whom some went to Bretagne.
the Honey Island 8 In the course of time, Prydain, the sou of
Acdd the Great, reigned in it, and from him it was called Ynys
Prydain, the Isle of Prydain l which is its present denomination
in Welsh, and which the Greeks and Romans seem to have extended into Britannia. It was afterwards visited by tw o foreign
tribes of Kimmcrian origin, the JJocgrwys, from Gwasgwyn, or
Gascony; and the Bryl lion, from iJydaw, or Bretagne. u Both
of these were peaceable colonists.
The Lloegrwys impressed
their name upon a large portion of the island.
At subsequent
periods, other people came with more or less violence.
The
Romans ;v the Gwyddyl Fficti (the Piets) to Alban or Scotland,
on the part which lies nearest to the Bailie ; w the Celyddon (Caledonians) to the north parts of the island; the Gwyddyl to other
parts of Scotland;* the Corraniaid from Pwyll (perhaps Poland)
to the Humber y the men of Galedin, or Flanders, to Wylh
the
Saxons;* and the Llychlynians, or Northmen.®
As the prosperity of the Phenicians declined under the hostilities
of the ancient conquerors, who emerged from Assyria, Babylon,
and Persia, their descendants, the Carthaginians, succeeded to

According

human

to the

colonies,

Welsh

and was

triads,

full

1

*

1,

.

;

r

;

°

Pliny,

;

lib. ii. c. C>7.

name of the Fhenician navigator who first procured
He says, Plumbum cxCassitcridc insula primus apporlead from the C&ssitcridcs.
tavit Midacritus.
Hist. Nat. lib. vii. c. 57.
p

Pliny has preserved the

r lb. 4 and 5.
Trioedd. 1.
Isidorus says that Britain derived its
v lb. 3.
w lb. 7.
* lb. C.
« lb. 5.
1

lb. 1.

1

lb. 1.

name from a word of its
y lb. 7.

*

lb. 6.

inhabitants.
* lb. 3.
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the possession of their European settlements ; and in some places,
as in Spain and Scilly, greatly extended their territorial power.
The Carthaginian occupation of Spain is fully attested to us by
the Roman historians, and was distinguished by the wars in that

country of the celebrated Carthaginian generals Asdrubal and
Hannibal. It was natural that when possessed of Spain, they
should also acquire the more distant colonies of the Phenicians,
and continue their commercial intercourse with the British islands
and the neighbouring shores. Hence, there is no reason to disbelieve the opinion, that the Carthaginians had the same intercourse with the British islands which the Phenicians established.
The voyage of Himilco warrants the supposition. This Carthaginian officer sailed from Spain on a voyage of discovery of the
northern coasts of Europe, at the same time that Ilanno was
directed to circumnavigate Africa.*

CHAPTER
On

the

IV.

Knowledge which

the Greeks had of the British Islands.
Tradition of the Trojan Colony.

—And on the

The

Grecian knowledge of Europe was gradually obtained.
calamities experienced at sea, by the conquerors of Troy on
their return, dispersed them into many parts of the maritime
regions of Europe.®
The subsequent settlements of several Grecian colonies in Italy, as well as that already noticed at Mar-

The

from which they pursued distant navigations; and the
of Grecian travellers and philosophers to the Phenician
cities in Spain, b led them to some knowledge of its western and
northern seas, shores, and islands. The attack of Darius, the
Persian king, on the Scythians in Europe, revealed more knowledge of these people than former ages had acquired;® and the
expeditions of Alexander, before his eastern adventure, disclosed
to the Greeks all the north of Europe, up to the Danube.
In the
same manner, the restless enterprises of Mithridates made known
to both Greeks and Romans the various tribes that inhabited the
sea of Azoph and its vicinity .*1 Hence the Grecians had much
seilles,

visits

z Plin.

Nat. Hist. lib.
p. 223, 236.

ii.

*

Sfrubo,

L

Of which we have an

G

Herodotus.

d Strabo,
p. 26.

c.

67.

Plutarch in Nic. p. 238.
instance in Posidonius.

See Strabo, 264.

Several of the Greeks wrote on the ancient geography of Europe,
lost, as Dicsarchus, Messenius, Eratosthenes, and Posidonius,

whose works we have
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information of the ancient chorography of Europe, though they
as Polybius intimates, with many of its inland regions.®
But that Britain and Ireland were known to the Greeks, at
least by name, is an unquestionable fact.
The ancient Argonautica, ascribed to Orpheus, but of much later origin/ describes
In this
the voyage of the Argonauts, on their return to Greece.
curious work, they are made to sail round the north of Europe,
In coming southward, the
from the Kimmerian Bosphorus.
author says “ they passed by the island lernida.” 5 Whether the
next island they nolieed, which is described as full of pine trees,
w as any part of Britain, cannot be ascertained. As this work, if
not WTitten in the time of Pisistratus, wdiich many assert it to
have been, is at least of great antiquity, h it is an evidence that
Ireland was known to the ancient Greeks.
In the book de Mundo, which is ascribed to Arislotle, the British islands are mentioned, with their specific names, Albion and

were unacquainted,

Ierne.

The voyage

of Pythons, which

was

in existence in the fifth

must have transmitted much information to the Greeks
concerning our islands. lie seems to have lived about the time
of Aristotle J lie sailed from Marseilles, where lie made an obcentury,*

servation to determine its latitude, which enabled Eratosthenes
and Hipparchus to calculate it with a precision which modern
astronomers have found exaot.k He coasted Spain, Portugal,

and France,

into the

British

Channel.

He

passed along the

whom Strabo mentions, p. 163 and whom he seems too fond of censuring, udiich is
one of the faults of Strabo. It was a favourite point with him to attack all former
geogruphers. He comes within the remark of “ bearing no brother near the throne.”
Polybius, lib. iii. remarks this of the tract between Narbonnc and the Tanais.
f
Suidas says, the Argonautica was written by an Orpheus of Orotona, whom
Asclcpiadcs, in the sixth book of his Gnimtnulicm, declared to be the friend of Pisistratus, vol. ii. p. 333.
Some oilier works, published under the name of Orpheus, he
attributes to Onomacritus, ib. 338.
b A^ywauriiL*, v 1179, p. 156, cd. Lips. 1761.
Strabo, lib. iv. p. 307, calls Ireland Jegm, and Diodorus Siculus gives it a name that approaches very near its native appellation.
in Diodorus it is ]g/v, lib. v. p.
Its name in the Gaelic is Erin
;

fc

;

309.

The antiquity of the a^yovttuTiKdL has been ably vindicated by D. Ruhnkcnius.
lie shows that it was quoted by two ancient grammarians, Orus and Draco Stratonicensis.
He gives his own critical judgment of their antiquity in strong terms:
“ Is, qui Argonautica ct Hymnos Orphco subjeeit, sivc Onomacritus lucrit, ut
plurcs traducil, sivc alius, scriptor certc mco judicio Vetustissimus cst ; in quo
quamvis animuni diligcntcr atlendcrim nc Icvissimum quidem rcccntioris eetatis
vestigium rrperi; contra, probu omnia ct anliquitatcm rcdolcnlia.” Epist. Crit. 2,
p. 128, cd. 1782.
He is quoted by Stephanies, Voc.
who lived at this period.
3
Sec M. Bougainville's very able Memoir on his Life and Voyages. Mem. Ac.
dcs Inscript, v. xxx. p. 285.
k Bougainville,
Pythcas referred the cause of the tides to the agency of
p. 289.
the moon. Plut. do plucit. Phil.
His description of the stars in the north was
cited with approbation by Hipparchus, in his Commentary on Aralus.
L

1
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eastern shore of Britain, to the north, till he reached the island
called Thule.
lie is the first navigator that penetrated so far into the Northern Ocean.
After this he made a
voyage to the German Ocean ; passed the Sound into the Baltic
Sea, and sailed on to a river, which he thought the Tanais, the
boundary of Europe 1 In all his course, he made many observations on the climate, the people, and the productions of the countries he visited, of which only a very few fragments have descended to us ; and it is evident, from what has been transmitted
to us of his opinions, that Britain was a principal object of his

which he has

*

.

examination ."

1

In the third book of his history, Polybius has intimated that the
British islands, and the manner of making tin, would be one of
His friend, the great
his subjects for a future composition."
Scipio, made inquiries concerning Britain® of the merchants of
Narbonnc and Marseilles but though he could obtain, from their
ignorance or their jealousy, nothing worthy of memory, yet, as
Polybius mentions that many authors before him had treated
fully, though variously, on ibis and the other subjects which ho
postpones; and as he himself had travelled through Spain and
Gaul, and had sailed over the ocean which bounds them ;P the
remarks of an author so inquisitive and judicious, would have
been an invaluable present to our curiosity. If they were ever
written, time has deprived us of them.
have equally lost
the works of Tim reus, Isodorus, Artcniidorus, Mcssenius, Eratosthenes, Hipparchus, and Posidonius, who arc all mentioned to
have noticed the British islands/
Indeed it is evident that the Grecian geographers directed their
attention to the northern and western parts of Europe.
Cresar
mentions that the great Hereyninn forest of Germany was known
to Eratosthenes, and some other Grecians, who called it Orcviiia."
But that Grecian colonies were in Britain cannot be believed on
the vague intimation of St. Jerome 1 That Ilicro, King of Sicily,
;

We

.

1
Bougainville has collected the passages from Fylbcas’ voyage, in Strabo and
Pliny, which express these circumstances
and has vindicated him from the angry
invectives of Sirubo, who, though occasionally erring himself, is very unsparing in
his censure of Fythcns.
Sec Pliny, lib. ii. c. 77,
c.
lib. iv. c. 27,
c. 30; and Strabo, p. 1C3, and
175.
Pythcas has had a singular fortune: he has been attacked by Strabo and
;

&

;

&

Polybius; and followed by Eratosthenes and Hipparchus.
n

v Strabo,
f list. lib. iii. c. 5.
lib. iv. p. 2yy.
p Polybius, Jib. iii. c. 5.
In speaking of the British islands, Polybius rather expresses a (realise which he
Jiad it in his contemplation to compose, than one which he hud made.
From this
passage, it is not ccrtuin, whether he fulfilled his intentions
and yet some allusions
;
of Strabo seem to have been taken from such a work.
r
Tliny, lib. iv. c. 30, Strabo, lib. ii. p. 103 ; lib. iv. p. 304 lib. i.
p. 111.
;
find from Tacitus, Vit. Agr., that Livy and Fabius Kusticus, “
cloqucntissimi auctorcs, had also treated of Britain before him.

q

We

•

Cresar,
»St.

lib. vi. c.

Jerome

in

22.

Ills

questions on Genesis referring to Varro SisiniuB Capito and
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on a passage
had the mainmast of his ship from England, rests
a senbecause
corrupted;
thought
been
has
in AthenBEUs," which
made
have
would
corrected,
tence of Polybius, if it had not been
are
stones
Greek
Later
Britain/
Hannibal to have fought in
at least m the rewas
Britain
that
But
fictions.*
mere random
is obvious from the pascollection of the Romans before Ctesar,
The remarks of Dion
it*
to
alludes
sage of Lucretius which
state of the question as
Cassius and of Diodorus, express the real
and Romans with
Grecians
the
the actual intercourse of
to

diffused in
well known, that Jeffrey of Monmouth, who
tunes
former
in
which
Britain
of
history
the twelfth century that
the first colonization
deduces
mind,
public
the
occupied
so much
Brutus, the son of Aineas,
of Britain from a Trojan source ; from
landing in Gaul, finally
and
sea,
the
through
who after wandering
is in the \\ clsh Chronicles,
story
same
The
island.
this
in
settled
gratuiwhich are ascribed to Tyssilio, and supposed, though too
It is

tously, to

have been

Jeffrey’s originals.
,

obviously
of history can be written from a work so
it, the translation
describes
as
he
or,
fabulous as the composition,
curious student
from Breton manuscripts, of Jeffrey. But the
Jeffrey, or
with
originate
may fairly ask, did this Trojan story
sufficient
be
will
observations
few
1
had it an earlier origin

Not a

line

A

on the subject.
that the Greeks possessed all
Phlcgon, but without giving their precise words, says,
Taurus to the British Ocean. But
the sea coasts from the mountains Arnanus and
Grecian colony at Marseilles.
these writers most probably meant no more than the
Archimedes made for
a Athcneeus describes at length the celebrated ship which
book which Mosc.non had writHiero. because he hod just read very carefully the
various parts, he comes to its masts.
ten upon it. After giving a full detail of its
with
He says, the second and third were easily found, but the first was obtained
BgtTWiac, and "micas
It was found by a herdsman, tv toic ogwir t«c
difficulty.
Dcip. lib. v. p. <fUp.
to the sea.
the Touromcnian, the mechanist, brought it down
Bruin in
suggests that this muy be a corruption for BgiTTiatynr, or the

Camden
Ito l3

The
* Thc corrupt passage of Polybius occurs in the eclogue of the 11th book.
passage applies wholly
corruption here iB manifest, as Camden has remarked. The
w There have been some absurd fancies about the earlier intercourse of the Greeks
Cadiz to Britain,
and Romans with Britain. That Alexander the Great came from
virtue,

in approbation of lus
or that British kings made presents to Cato the Elder,
which show that the introas Ccdrcnus and J. Tzetzcs mentions, are circumstances
minstrels.
duction of romance into history did not originate merely from our
“Nam quid Britannium coclum differre putamus
Et quod in jEgypto cst, qua inundi claudicut axis.” Luc.
earliest Greeks and Romans,
y Dion says, “ Its existence was not known to the
But
island.
and to the more recent it was a doubt whether it was a continent or an
about it, as
though several maintained each opinion, they hud no actual knowledge
lib. xxxix. p.
they neither suw the island themselves nor conversed with its natives,”
foreign powers ; for
127. Diodorus remarks, “ Anciently it remained untouched by
we have not heard that either Bacchus or Hercules, or any of the other heroes,
it tribes,
reigned in it,” lib. iv. p. 300. Mela’s opinion is, that Ccesar subdued in
iii. p. 263.
not only unconquered before, but even unknown, lib.
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appears from Nennius, who wrote in the ninth century, that
the opinion of this descent was in Britain in his time for he men2
tions an outline of that story, which Jeffrey has so much amplified and dramatized.
Taliesin, in his poems, frequently mentions Troy, and seems
All this is too
to allude to the tradition of such a descent.*
should have
there
that
remarkable,
vague for history. But it is
the conwith
bolh
connected
traditions
several
Europe
been in
"

It

;

querors and the conquered, in that celebrated warfare which
Homer has immortalized. 5
It was the ambition of Caesar, who delighted to accomplish
what no man before him had achieved, that led him, alter the
conquest of the Keltic nation in Caul, and its German invaders,
He knew
to attempt the discovery and subjugation of Britain.
But
not whether it was a vast continent or a confined island.
to
his
temptations
additional
but
were
the doubt and obscurity
To great minds, the unknown is as attractive
aspiring genius.
as the wonderful and untried danger is but a mysterious incenHe prepared a small fleet to examine its
tive to explore it.
coasts ; and resolved, with the force which he could then venture
to take from Gaul, to attempt to penetrate a country, which none
;

of the conquerors of the civilized world appeared to have even
seen.

CHAPTER
The Manners

V.

of the Ancient Britons.

—The Druids.

When

Britain was invaded by the Romans, it exhibited the
a country which had been peopled from several shoots
of the barbaric or nomadic stocks, at different periods, with some

state of

Nennius professes

*

to derive his

account from the annals of the Romans.

It is

Driven from
briefly this: Brutus was the grandson of Ascanius, the son of Epeas.
Italy and the Tyrrhenian Sen, ho went to Gaul, and founded Tours, and thcncc
came to this island, gave it his name, and peopled it about the time that Eli was
the judge in Israel, c. 33.
•

Sec Welsh Archaiology,

vol.

i.

the opinion of the Germans, that Ulysses was driven into
the Northern Ocean, and built there Asciburgum ; and that an altar dedicated to
Ulysses, with the name of Laertes his father, had been found there, De Mor. Germ,
s. 3.
Solinus notices a tradition of Ulysses having reached a bay in Caledonia ;
" which,” he adds, “ an altar with a Greek inscription shows,” c. 22.
Trojan
colony is stated to have founded Trapano in Italy, Dion. Hal. p. 41, 42. But the
tradition more immediately connecting itself with the intimations of Nennius, is that
noticed by Ammianus Marcellinus, that some Trojans, flying from the Greeks and
dispersed all around, occupied regions in Gaul then uninhabited, lib. xv. c. 9.
b

Thus Tacitus mentions

A

VOL.

I.

6
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grafts or improvements from more civilized nations.
Its inhabitants were divided into many tribes, of which about forty-five

Of these, the
distinct appellations.®
Cscsar particularizes to have passed over from

have been enumerated with
Belgac,

whom

Belgic Gaul, and to have been established in the island by their
victories, occupied part of the coast of the British Channel.
He
distinguishes the Cantii, or people of Kent, as more advanced
than the rest in the habits of civilized life, and as not differing
much from the people of Gaul. The Bclgae pursued agriculture.
But most of the interior tribes lived on milk and flesh, or in that
state which has been called the pastoral, and clothed themselves
with skins.b
All the Britons stained themselves of a blue colour with woad,

which gave them a more
* I.

From Kent

to

horrible appearance in battle.®

They

Cornwall were the

Cantii

Bclgffl

Regni

Durolriges

Bibroces

Hffidui

AUrebates

Carnabii

Segontinci

Damnonii.

These were afterwards comprised in the Roman district called Britannia Prima.
II. In the Peninsula of Wales were the Silurcs, Ordovices, and Dimcls, whose
country formed the Britannia Sccunda of the Romans.
III. Between the Thames, the Severn, the Mersey, the Humber, and the ocean’
the district afterwards

named

Flavia Cesaricnsis, comprised the

Trinobantcs

Dobuni

Iceni
Coritani

Iluiccii

Gadcni

Dumnii

Ancaliles
Cassii
Carnabii.
IV. In the Maxima Ccsariensis of the Romans, or in our present Lancashire,
Westmoreland, Cumberland, Yorkshire, Durham, and part of Northumberland, were
the
Sctantii
Sistuntii
or
Volantii
or
Voiuntii
Brigantcs.
V. The five nations, who occupied the districts of the Roman province of Valentin, which, comprising chief part of Northumberland, extended from the Wall of
Hadrian, into Scotland, as far as the Wall of Antoninus, were the
Novantes
Ott&dini

Solgovs.
VI. Beyond these, in North Britain, were the tribes included in the
vince of Vcspasiani.
Horestii

Roman

pro-

Vacomagi

Vccturonea

Albani

Taixali

Attacolti.

VII. In the rest of Scotland, were the

Caledon i

Mcrts

Cauls

Car nonanes

Logi
Carnabii

Cerones
Creones

Catini.

Epidii.

Cssar. Comment, lib. v. c. 10. Hcrodian speaks of those in the northern districts, with whom Severus fought, as usually naked, with an iron ring round their
neck or stomach, lib. iii. p. 83.
c Cssar. ib.
Mela, lib. iii. c. G. This seems to have been done from infancy, as
*»
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wore long hair on their heads, but shaved it from the other parts
of the body excepting the upper lip. Their population appeared
numerous to the Romans

^

.*1

The

aspect of the country, as it first struck their view, presented a succession of forests, lakes, and great rivers ; and Mela
remarks of it, what must have been true of most parts of Europe,
where agriculture was little practised, that it was more adapted
to the kindly nourishment of cattle than of men.
He also represents the people in general as not only uncivilized, but as much
behind the nations on the continent in their social culture. Their
cattle and fields were their general wealth, and they seem to have
been acquainted with no other.®
Like all barbaric tribes, who have reached their stations at
successive periods, or have grown up in separate and independent states, and whose active spirits are not occupied by the pursuits of civilized life, they were perpetually at war with each
other ; f and it is probable that the present state and people of
New Zealand exhibit more nearly than any other, the condition
of Britain when the Romans entered it.
The Britons were taller than the Gauls, but not so strong. The
young Britons whom Strabo saw at Rome, were higher by half
a foot than the tallest man there, but their lower limbs were not
straight ; nor did the general outline of their make display the
symmetry of beauty. Their hair was less yellow than that of
the Gauls.e
The Silures are mentioned with ruddy cheeks and
curled hair ; and the inhabitants of Caledonia with red hair. h As
the Belgae in Gaul wore loose breeches and a waistcoat with
sleeves, instead of a tunic ; and a sagum or upper garment , 1 we
may suppose that their settlers in Britain used the same dress.
Bonduca’s royal costume, when she addressed the Britons, was
long yellow hair, with a large golden torques; and a xitcjv or
tunic swelling round her bosom in various colours, with a thick
Pliny says the British wives and nurses did
epithet,

it,

lib.

xxii.

c. 2.

Hence Marshal’s

11

Creruleis Britannis,” lib. xi. c. 32.
Hcrodian remarks, of the Britons who
fisted Scvcrus, that they painted the figures of all kinds of unimnls on their bodies,
lib. lii. p. 83 ; and as Claudian mentions “ tho
fading figures on the dying Piet,” it
seems to have pervaded the island, and to have been continued by the less civilized
to his time.
Claud, de bell. Get.
d Caesar.
e

Mela, lib. ii i. c. 6. Cicero gives us the impression of his day on this subject. In
a letter to Atticus he says, 41 It is known that there is not a scruple
of money in the
island ; nor any hope of booty, but in slaves,” lib. iv. ep.
17.
It is curious to read
141,9
J® mar k now, when Britain is the wealthiest country of Europe.
Mela, ih. Hcrodian speaks of the Britons as 44 a most warlike nation,
eager for
slaughter,” hb. iii. p. 83.
"As already hinted, I consider the British History of
Jeffrey of Monmouth a tissue of fiction,
though it may have preserved some real

names, traditions, and circumstances
from the invented.
8

Strabo,
8

lib. iv. p.

‘Jtr£

griC-

300

305.

VU

-

;

but

it

is

,W

Ruli 'a‘®Co raa

impossible to separate in

notices of the Gauls,

lib.

it

the true

xxxviii. c. 17.
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cloak thrown over itJ The Britons had gold rings on their
middle finger. k
Their houses, chiefly formed of reeds or wood, were very
numerous, like those of the Gauls, and were usually seated in the
midst of woods, perhaps for better defence, as those of the New
Zealanders are, for the same reason, placed on fortified hills. The
w ars of fierce and rude men, unacquainted with military discipline, or disdaining to submit to it, usually consist of attempts to
surprise and ravage; and therefore precautions against sudden
r

aggressions arc the most essential parts of their defensive skill.
Britons seem to have cleared a space in the wood, on which
they built their huts and folded their cattle ; and they fenced the
avenues by ditches and barriers of trees. Such a collection of
houses formed one of their towns . 1
They had great quantities of cattle. 1” Some of the British
tribes are said not to have had the art of making cheese, though
they had abundance of milk ; others knew nothing of cither agriculture or gardening." They housed their corn in the ear, in subterraneous places, and threshed out no more than served them for
The little money which they had, was of the Spartan
the day.°
kind it w as either copper or iron rings, of a definite weight.?
They thought it a crime to eat hares, geese, or hens, though they
bred them for pleasure. One of their most extraordinary and
pernicious customs was, that community of women among ten
or twelve men, who chose to form such an association, which
reminds us of the Arreoys of Otahcite. The British Arreoys,
however, seem not to have destroyed their children; as these
were agreed to be considered as the offspring of the man who
had married the mother.^
In battle their chief strength was in their infantry/ But they
fought also on horses, and more especially in chariots, with scythes
at the axles 8
In these they rode, throwing darts on every side;
and, by the dread of the horses and the noise of the wheels, they

The

7

;

.

3

Xiph.

epit.

Dio.

p.

1G9.

k Pliny, lib. xxxiii. c. G.

This author remarks that the person wlio first put rings
one of the worst crimes of life, ibid.c. 4. The proximum
scclus was coining money from gold, ibid. c. 13.
The use of rings as a personal
distinction for men has so greatly declined, that even Pliny would not have thought
them to have a very wicked tendency. They urc worn now but as a petty ornament,
not ub in his lime fur fastidious pomp.
on the

fingers, introduced

Sirabo, lib. iv. p. 30G. Ceesar, lib. v. c. 17.
Diod. Sic. lib. v. p. 301.
n Strabo, lib. iv. p. 305.
Ceesar, lib. v. c. 10.
° Diod. lib. v. p. 301.
Pliny notices that they used a species of lime as a manure,
which lie calls white chalk, lib. xvii. c. 4.
p Ceesar, lib. v. c. 10. It is supposed that Cunobellin, the successor of Cassivcllaun,
“ About fifty of his coins, with his own name, have
first coined money in Britain.
1

m

come down

to the present nge.

small convexity.”
his harp, ibid.
*»

Cesar,

Some

Whit. Manch. book

of
i.

them exhibit a plane surface, but rnoBt a
One of them represents a bard with

c. 9.

c. 7, Beet. 5.

lib. v. c.

10.

r

Tacitus.

0

Mela,

lib. iii. c. 6.

;
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When

disordered their opponents.

they had broken in
fought on foot.
stationed themselves as to be ready to receive the combatants if pressed by the
enemy. Thus, to the activity of cavalry, they united the steadiness of infantry.
By daily use and practice, they were so expert,
that they could stop their horses at full speed down a declivity,
could guide and turn them, run along the beam, stand on the yoke,
and from thence, with rapidity, dart into their chariots 1 Diodorus, in mentioning the British war-chariots, recalls to our mind,
that the heroes of the Trojan war used them likewise there was,
however, this difference, that among the Britons the driver was
the superior person
The honourable testimony of Diodorus to their superiority to
the Romans in some of those moral virtues, in which the nomadic
nations excelled the civilized, must not be omitted. “ There is a
simplicity in their manners, which is very different from that craft
and wickedness which mankind now exhibit. They are satisfied
with a frugal sustenance, and avoid the luxuries of wealth.”^
The religion of the Britons was of a fierce and sanguinary
nature.
It resembled that of the Gauls, which is thus described.
They who were afflicted with severe disease, or involved in dangers or battles, sacrificed men for victims, or vowed that they
would do so. The Druids administered at these gloomy rites.
They thought that the life of a man was to be redeemed by a
man’s life and that there was no other mode of conciliating their
gods.
Some made images of wicker-work of an immense size,
and filled them with living men, whom they burned alive. Thieves
and robbers, or other criminals, were usually made the victims
but if there were a deficiency of these, the guiltless were sacrificed.'*
At some of their sacred rites the British women went
naked, but stained dark, like Ethiopians, by a vegetable juice.*
That they consulted their gods on futurity, by inspecting the
quivering flesh of their human victims, and that they had prophetic
women, has been already mentioned 7
Their superstitious fancies deemed the mistletoe sacred, if it
vegetated from the oak.
They selected groves of oaks, and
thought every thing sent from heaven which grew on this tree.
On the sixth day of the moon, which was the beginning of their
months and years, and of their period of thirty years, they came
to the oak on which thoy observed any of tho parasitical* plant
often

among the horse they leaped from the cars, and
The drivers retired a little out of the battle, but so

.

;

11

.

;

.

*

Cepsar, lib. iv. c. 29.
od
v P' 301.
Honeslior auriga ; clientes propugnant, Tacit. Vit. Agr.
5w Cfiesar, lib. vi. c. 15.
Diod. p. 301.
* Pliny, lib. xxii. c. 2.
T ec >c f° re
That
i P- 51.
the Kelts sacrificed human victims to a deity, whom
,
J
the
recks
called Kronos, and the Latins Saturn, we learn from Dionysius Ilalic.
*
lib. l. p. 30.
u
T

*

*

5
y

c*

;
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(which they called all-healing,) prepared a sacrifice and a feafct
under this venerated tree, and brought thither two white bulls,
whose horns were then first tied. The officiating Druid, in a
white garment, climbed the tree, and, with a golden knife, pruned
off the mistletoe, which was received in a white woollen cloth
below. They then sacrificed the victims, and addressed their
gods to make the mistletoe prosperous to those to whom it was
given for they believed that it caused fecundity, and was an
amulet against poison. They performed no ceremonies without
;

#

the leaves of the oak.*
The ancient world, including tho most enlightoned nations, even
Greece and Rome, were universally impressed with a belief of
the powers of magic.
But the expressions of Pliny induce us to
imagine, that this mischievous imposture was peculiarly cultivated
by the British Druids. He says, “ Britain now celebrates it so
astonishingly, and with so many ceremonies, that she might even
be thought to have given it to the Persians.”® The Druids were
indeed so superior in knowledge and intellect to the rest of the
nation, that their magical frauds must have been easily invented
and securely practised.
The Druidical systom began in Britain, and from thence was
introduced into Gaul. In Caesar’s time, they who wished to know
it more diligently, for the most part visited Britain, for the sake
of learning it. The Druids were present at all religious rites
they administered at public and private sacrifices; and they
interpreted divinations.
They were so honoured, that they decided almost all public and private controversies, and all causes,
whether of homicide, inheritance, or boundaries. They appointed
the remunerations, and tho punishments.
Whoever disobeyed
their decree was interdicted from their sacrifices, which with
them was the severest punishment. An interdicted person was

deemed both impious and wicked all fled from him, and avoided
and conversation, lest they should be contaminated
by the intercourse. He was allowed no legal rights. He partici;

his presence

pated in no honours.
The Druids obeyed one chief, who had supreme authority over
them. At his death, he was succeeded by the next in dignity. If
others had equal pretences, the suffrages of the Druids decided
it ; and sometimes arms determined the competition. *
1

*

for

Pliny-

95.
As derw is British for an oak, and derwydd is the term
same language, it is probable that this class of persons was named
they venerated. Muximua Tyrius calls the oak the Keltic image of

lib- xvi. c.

a Druid

in the

from the tree

tho Deity. Dissert.
* Pliny, lib. xxx. c. 4.
The Welsh term for right-hand, seems to have some reference to the ancient superstitions of the Britons. It is deheulaw, or the south-hand
;
an expression which con only be true, when we look at the east. The circles at
Stonehenge appear to have a reference to the rising of the sun at the solstice.
b Caesar.
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The Druids had great privileges. They neither paid taxes,
nor engaged in war. They were allowed exemption from warfare and all other offices.
Excited by such advantages, many
voluntarily submitted to the discipline, and others were sent by
their friends and relations.
They were said to learn a great
number of verses there; so that some remained twenty years
under the education. They conceived it not lawful to commit
their knowledge to writing, though in all other things they used
Greek characters. Caesar adds, that a great number of youth resorted to

them

for education.

They

taught that souls never perished ; but passed at death
into other bodies ; and as this opinion removed the fear of death,
they thought that it excited strongly to what they called virtue,
of which valour was the most conspicuous quality. They discussed and taught also many things concerning the stars, and
their motion
the size of the world, and its countries the nature
of things ; and the force and power of the immortal gods.® Such
subjects of contemplation and tuition as these, show a knowledge
and an exerted intellect, that could not have been the natural
growth of a poople so rude as the Britons and Gauls. They
must have derived both the information and the habit from more
The Druidical order consisted of three sorts of
civilized regions.
men Druids, Bards, and Ouates. The Bards were the poets
and musicians, of whom some were satirists, and some encomiasts.
The Ouates sacrificed, divined, and contemplated the naThe Druids cultivated physiology and moral
ture of things.
philosophy or, as Diodorus says, were their philosophers and
;

;

;

;

theologians.*
Of the Druidical superstitions, we have no monuments remaining, unless the circles of stones, which are to be seen in some
Of all the suppoparts of the island, are deemed their temples.
sitions concerning Stonehenge and Avebury, it seems the most
1

them to the Druidical order and of this sysremark, that if it was the creature of a more civilized people, none of the colonizers of Briton are so likely to have
been its paronts, as tho Phonicians and Carthaginians.® The fact
so explicitly asserted by Caesar, that the Druidical system began
in Britain, and was thence introduced into Gaul, increases our
tendency to refer it to these nations. The stale of Britain was
inferior iij civilization to that part of Gaul, and therefore it seems
rational to ascribe

tem we

;

may

c Ciesar,
lib. iv. c. 13 ; Mela, lib. iii. c. 20; and see
their theory of transmigration.
d Dind. Sicul. lib. v.
Strabo, lib. iv. p. 302.
p. 308.

Lucan's celebrated verBes on

* Syria, Phenicia, and Palestine abound with many solid rocks nnd stony mountains cut into shapes, and excavnled into chambers, and with erections of Btoncs for
the purposes of superstition.
Mr. Watts's Views in Syria and Palestine, from the

drawings
sort.

in Sir

Robert Ainslic's collection, exhibit some curious remains of

this

;
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to refer the intellectual parts of Druidism to the
are known to have cultivated such subjects,

who

than to suppose them to have originated from the rude unassisted
natives.

CHAPTER
Invasion of Britain by Julius Ccesar.

—

VI.

Its final

conquest by the Romans.

Such were the Britons whom Caesar invaded. After his conquest in Gaul, and an expedition into Germany, he resolved to
need not ascribe this invasion to the British
visit Britain.
The ambition of Caesar, like
pearls, alluded to by Suetonius.
that of all men of great minds, who have accomplished vast
Accustomed to grand
attempts, expanded with his successes.
conceptions, and feeling from their experience of their own
talents, and the abundance of their means, a facility of prosecuting the most capacious plans ; it has been usual with conquerors,
who have united sovereignty with their military triumphs, instead
of enjoying their fame in peaceful repose, to dare new enterprises
of danger and difficulty, and of mighty issue. Caesar appears to
have amused himself in forming great projects. He not only

We

purposed to build a temple to Mars, whose magnitude was to
surpass whatever the world had seen of religious architecture
to drain the Pomptinc marshes ; to make a highway through the
Apennines, from the Adriatic to the Tiber and to cut through
the isthmus of Corinth a but he had also a dream of subduing
the Parthians on the Euphrates of marching along the Caspian,
and Mount Caucasus to the Euxinc of invading Scythia from
thence of penetrating and conquering Germany and from that
b
That
country, of returning through Gaul, into Italy and Rome.
and
extravaa mind, delighting to contemplate schemes so vast
gant, should not have reached the shores of Gaul, and surveyed
the British island, then possessing the fame of being a new world,
little known even to its Keltic neighbours as to its interior, without feeling the desire to explore it, was a natural event. Caesar,
under this impulse, collected the merchants of Gaul, who had
been accustomed to visit the island and inquired of them its size,
:

:

;

;

;

;

;

nations inhabited it, their mode of warfare,
Obtaining from those whom
their customs, and their harbours.
he questioned but scanty information, he sent one of his officers,

what and how many

Suet. Vit. Cses.

8.

44.

b Piut. Vit. Cffia.

—

Chip.

;
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a vessel, to explore the coast, and collected

all the ships, within
the exploring enterprise.
Some of the British states, hearing of his intentions from the
Keltic merchants, sent envoys of peace.
His first expedition into Britain was to reconnoitre; not to
subdue. He was compelled to fight upon his landing, in the
vicinity of Dover, because the Kentish Britons immediately
opposed him conflicting even amidst the waves, with signal
courage ; and although Ca?sar, observing his troops to be dispirited by the British attacks, ordered up the vessels with his
artillery, and poured from their side stones, arrows, and other
missiles, yet the natives stood the unusual discharges with intreIt was the rushing forward,
pidity, and he made no impression.
alone, of the bearer of the eagle of the tenth legion, exclaiming,

in

command,

his

to

make

—

“ Follow me, unless you mean to betray your standard to your
enemies,” that roused the Roman legions to that desperate and
closer battle, which at length forced back the Britons, and secured
a landing. The Britons retired and Caesar did not pursue.
The natives of the locality sent a message of peace ; but four
days afterwards, a tempest dispersing his fleet, they assaulted the
Romans with new attacks. Caesar repulsed them but after this
success he thought it expedient, without advancing, to quit the
He ascribes his departure to the
island suddenly at midnight.
approach of the autumnal equinox; but he knew ol this event
before his landing. The truth seems to be that he found his present force, though sufficient to repel the Britons, yet incompetent
His next invasion, in the ensuing summer,
to subdue them. c
It was made with five well-appointed
formidable.
more
was
a force of thirty thousand of
legions, and two thousand cavalry
under the ablest comknown,
the best disciplined troops then
;

;

—

mander. As the Britons did not contest the landing, it was easily
On this visit he quitted the coasts, and marched twelve
There he repulsed an attack. A storm
miles into the island.
again shattering his fleet, he stopped his advance, and returned
Ten days
to the coast, to provide for the safety of his ships.
immediately
was
and
position,
former
afterwards he resumed his

effected.

assaulted by some of the British tribes, who had confederated
under the temporary command of Cassivellaun. They were reThey attempted hostilities again on the succeeding day
pelled.
On these failures, the auxiliary bodies
but were again defeated.
left Cassivellaun ; and Caesar being informed of their desertion,
ventured to advance to the Thames, and to the borders of the
state of the British prince.

The

ford

had been

fortified

by sharp

18-33. On this expedition Dio’s observation soems a fair
tho
obtained from it nothing, cither for himself or for his country, but
glory of having’ fought in it ; and as he stated this very strongly, the people of Koine
wondered, and extolled him." Lib. xxxix. p. 128.
c Cffisar, lib. iv. c.

one

M

He

:
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The Romans passed

under the water, and on the banks.

up

to their necks in water, in the presence of the natives, collected in arms on the other side, who, dismayed at the courage

it,

of the enemy, hastily retired.
Cassivellaun, keeping only four thousand war-chariots with
him, confined his efforts to harassing the invaders.
The civil dissensions of the island then began to give Caesar
the advantages of his enterprises.
The Trinobantes, of whose
territories London was the metropolis, desired his aid, for their
chief Mandubratius or Androgorus, against Cassivellaun; and
five other tribes also sent in their submission.
Caesar was afterwards attacked by four kings of Kent, Cingetorix, Carnilius,
Taximagulus, and Segonax, but without success; and Cassivcllaun now sending an embassy for peace 1 Caesar immediately
granted it, demanded hostages, appointed a tribute, retired with
e
his army to the sea-coast, and rclandcd it in Gaul.
The Romans
appeared no more in Britain, nor attempted to molest it, for several years.
Augustus afterwards talked of an expedition to Britain, and
entered France, as if beginning it. But the Britons met him there
with peaceful embassies ; and custom-duties were imposed on the
commodities, that were objects of trade between Gaul and
Britain as ivory, bridles, amber, and glass vessels.
Strabo well
remarks, that to have raised a tribute from the island, he must
have established a military force there, but the expense of these
troops would have consumed the contribution ; and when violent
courses are pursued, he adds, danger begins/
Tiberius was content to leave Britain unmolested. Caligula
was flattered in Gaul, by one of the British princes seeking an
asylum in his court; and drawing up his army on the sea-shore,
,*

:

d

C®sar, lib. v. c. 7-19. Dio remarks, that it would have been dangerous to
to have wintered in the island, lib. xi. p. 137.
Polycenus has preserved a story
that Cicsar’s success in battle against the Britons was obtained by placing an armed
elephant with a tower of soldiers in his front, whose appearance threw the natives
into a panic.
But Cecsar’s force, skill, and discipline, were sufficient to have obtained his victories without this stratagem.
* From Ciesar’s own account, as thus abstracted, we perceive the propriety of
Horace applying the epithet of intaetus to Britain, as also of the invictus of Propertius.
Tacitus has justly given the amount of his successes, when he states, that he did not
subdue the island, but only showed it to the Romans. This correct intimation keeps
clear of Lucan's extreme, that he showed his affrighted back to the Britons
and of
that of Paterculus, that lie twice passed through the island.
His successes however
astonished and delighted his countrymen. He offered to Venus, whom he once
stated to be the ancestor of one of his aunts, (Suet. c. 6.) a breastplate of British
pearls. Pliny.
The victories over the Britons were painted on purple hangings
and some of the natives were given to the theatre.
See Virgil, Georg. 3, and Servius, on the passage, p. 126.
r .Horace.
Strabo.
In the following year Augustus resumed hiB project of an invasion, because the natives broke their treaty but the insurrection of the Cantabri
in Spain prevented it. The “ adjectia Britannia imperio," of Horace, is therefore
rather a poetical figure, than an achieved fact.

him

:

;
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he sounded a charge and commanded them

to gather cockleas indications of a conquest. With this bloodless triumph,
and the erection of a watch-tower to commemorate it, his ambiHe left Britain to the continuation of those
tion was satisfied.
and which
internal wars, which all uncivilized nations pursue
at last occasioned some to sacrifice their patriotism to their revenge, and to incite Claudius, his successor, to order Aulus PlauThis general landed with a
tus to lead an army into the island 8
shells,

;

.

powerful force, comprising German auxiliaries and some elephants; and with Vespasian for one of his officers. He had the
The Emperor
usual successes of the Roman discipline and skill.
Claudius came himself to partake the triumph. He took Camalodunum or Malden, the capital of Cunobellin’s dominion and,
after a residence of sixteen days in the island, returned to Rome,
Games, triumphal arches,
leaving Plautus to govern Britain
dramatic representations, horse-races, bear-combats, pyrrhic
dances, gladiators, rewards to his officers, and a splendid
triumph to himself, with the surname of Britannicus, attested his
;

11

.

the national exultations, at his successes in Britain.
Vespasian distinguished himself in Britain at this period. lie
fought thirty battles with the natives, took twenty towns, and
subdued the Isle of Wight:* exertions which imply corresponding
The great
efforts and intrepidity on the part of the Britons.
Titus, the conqueror of Jerusalem, fought here also, as military
tribune under his father, with much reputation both for his moIt is interesting to read of this celebrated
desty and courage.-*
man, that when Vespasian was surrounded by the Britons, and
in extreme danger, Titus rushed upon the assailing enemies, and
may consider this
at last extricated his revered parents
great instrument of Providence as training himself, unconsciously,

own and

Wc

in Britain, for the

awful task he

was

to accomplish.

a certain extent, and
by the Romans, was as yet neither
conquered nor tranquil. Seven years afterwards, wo find Ostorius withstanding the British assaults, and establishing a line of
The Britons on the cast
posts between the Non and the Severn.

The

island, although thus penetrated to

the southern parts occupied

His remark on
g Dio mentions Bcricus as one of this description, lib. lx. p. 779.
the political state of the Britons is, “that they were not ttuTovofAoi, but were subject
to several kings,” ibid.
Of these Plautus first defeated Kat&ratakos, and oiler wards
Togodoumnos, the two sons of Kunobellin, ibid.
h Dio. lib. lx.
Tacitus’s account of this invasion has perished in his
p. 781, 782.
nst books.
That elephants were used by the Romans in England, appears from the
bones of an elephant having been found, on digging for gravel, in a field near Battle
Bridge. 1 Lcl. Collect, p. Ixiv.
1
Sucton. Vesp. c. 4.
i Suet. Tit. c. 4.
k Dio. Cass. lib.
Josephus mentions the extraordinary strength and
lx. p. 788.
activity of Titus, and gives instances of his rescuing his soldiers from the Jews by
his personal exertions.
Few pieces of history are more interesting than Josephus’s
account of the final siege and destruction of Jerusalem.
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and north, and afterwards those of Wales, renewed the conflicts.
The defeat and capture of Caradawg or Caractacus, whose appearance at Rome, as a prisoner, excited peculiar exultation ; and
for whom an impressive speech has been composed by Tacitus,
of which the rude Briton could only recognise the manly feeling
displays , secured the Roman conquests.
About ten years afterwards, the Britons rushed to a new effort
to regain their independence, under Boadicea, which they began,
like Mithridatcs in Asia, by an inhuman massacre of all the
Romans within their reach. This new struggle has been de1

it

The Roman governor
by Tacitus with all his energy.
Suetonius happened to be a man of talent, equal to the emergency,
and finally triumphed over all the fury and forces of the Britons.
Boadicea poisoned herself; and the island was again subdued
into terror and peace, m though much remained unconquercd.
Vespasian had the recollection of his personal exploits, to excite his military attention to Britain, after he had obtained the
empire. lie sent powerful armies to extend the Roman conThe conflicts continued with varying success but the
quests.
Britons were resolute and undaunted by failure
Seventeen years after the revolt of Boadicea, Agricola was
appointed to command the Roman forces in Britain and by him
The pen and affection
the conquest of the island was completed.
of Tacitus have amply, and interestingly, detailed his political
and military conduct; and has made Galgacus or Gallawg, on
scribed

:

11

.

;

Caractacus 0 It is needless
and always
to detail battles that so much resemble each other
pain humanity both to read and to narrate. It is more pleasing
to contemplate the wisdom of his liberal mind, which directed its
powers to civilize and improve the fierce natives. He’ assisted
them to build temples, forums, and more convenient habitations.
He inspired them with a love of education; he applauded their
talents; flattered them as possessing a genius superior to the
Gauls and he persuaded the sons of the chiefs to study letters.
The Roman dress, language, and literature gradually spread

Grampian

the

Hills, as interesting as

.

;

;

Carlismandun, queen of the Brigantcs,
See it in Tacitus, Ann. lib. xii. c. 37.
Caroctucus had married, was afterwards subdued, ibid. c. 40. The allusions
to these victories in Britain, in the Roman poets of the day, show the joy of the pubSee them collected in Camden's Introduction to the
lic feeling on the occasion.
It is amusing to read that our island was deemed a new world, an imBritannia.
pervious region of frost and snow, where stars never set, and placed beyond the
limits of the earth, &c. &c.
m Tacit. Ann. lib. xiv. c. 29-30, and more concisely in his life of Agricola, c.
1

whom

14-16.
n These events are briefly noticed by Tacitus in his Agricola, c. 16, 17.
One of
the able governors here was Frontiuus, the author of the book on the stratagems of

war.
°

His animated, and no doubt much amplified and polished speech

Agric.

s.

30.

is

in Vit.

—
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was improvement

;

but

human

ad-

vantages are mingled with imperfections. The civilization of
Rome also introduced its luxury : and baths, porticoes, and sensual banquets became as palatable to the new subjects as to their
corrupted masters.* Four legions were kept in the island. Their
labours pervaded it with four great military roads, that became
the chief Saxon highways; and in the military stations, upon
and near them, laid the foundations of our principal towns and

The Roman law and

cities.

established,

magistracies were everywhere
and the British lawyers, as well as the British ladies,’

have obtained the panegyrics of the
tifully said

by

Rutilius, that

lative triumphs,

and caused

Rome

Roman

filled

classics.

under one

all to live

It is

beau-

the world with her legis-

common

pact;

that she blended discordant nations into one country ; and by imparting to those she conquered a companionship in her rights and

laws,

made

the earth one great united city. r

was visited by the
the construction of a .
r 21,
military work, from the mouth of the Tyne to the Solway Firth, as the boundary of the Roman provinces in Britain. In
the next reign, of Antoninus Pius, the Romans penetrated again
to the isthmus between the firths of Forth and Clyde ; and built
another military rampart, for the farthest boundary of their empire in Britain . 8
In 170 the Romans arc said to have deserted
all the country which lay to the north of the wall of Antoninus . 1
After this period, the Roman legions in Britain began to support their commanders in their competitions for the empire.
During these disputes, two unsubdued nations in the northern
parts of Britain, the Caledonians and Meatai, broke through the
rampart between the firths, and harassed the province. The EmHis
peror Sevcrus came to Britain to repress them.
A ^
wars in Scotland cost him much toil, and many men
but he subdued his wild opponents, and, instead of the weak barBritain, nearly half a century after Agricola,

Emperor Hadrian, who ordered

*

p

Tac.

4

The

’

A

g. 8. 21.
slern Juvenal has

Gallia causidicos docuit facunda Britannos.

Sat.

Marliul has an epigram on the dccus forms of a British lady, whom lie calls
Claudia Rufina. The epithet of bluc-cycd, which he applies to the Britons, was
also given to them by Seneca.
AH the northern nations of Europe exhibit in their
physiognomy, this contrast with the black eyes and darker skins of Italy.

And

r

Lcgifcris

Feed ere

mundum

communi

complexa triumphis

viverc cuncta facit

unam—

Fecisti palriam diversis gentibus
que offers victis proprii consortia juris
Urbem fccisti quod prius orbis crat.

Dum

Rulil. ltin.

1 11

Betwixt them Agricola had formerly erected a line of forts. These had not
been destroyed, and Lollius joined them together by a long rampart." Whit. Manch.
vol.
1

ii.

p.

8G, 8vo.
u

Ibid.

VOL.

I.

Herodian,

lib. iii. p.

83.

Xiphelin in Sever, p. 339.

7
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of Hadrian, he erected an immense wall of stone, twelve feet
and eight feet thick, strengthened with towers, castles, and
stations at proper distances, and defended by a ditch and military
way. This great work (the vestiges of which are still visible in
several places) was built nearly parallel to that of Hadrian, at
the distance of a few paces further to the north, and from the
east coast near Tinmoulh, to the Solway firth at Boulness, on the
west coast,F Severus died at York. As it was soon after
A. C 211
this period that the Saxons began to molest Britain, we
shall proceed to narrate the history of the invasion and occupation
of Britain by the Saxons and Angles, after first stating all that can
lie collected of their authentic history before they left the conrier

high,

tinent.

v
Eutropius, lib. viii. ond sec Henry’s History of England, vol. ii. App. No. 9,
and Horsley Britannia Romann. We derive some curious information on the Roman stutions and residence in Britain, from the compilation of Richard of Cirencester, first priritod in 1757 from a MS. of the fourteenth century.
It presents us with
eighteen Itinera, which, he Bays, he collected from the remains of records which a
Roman general hud caused to be made. Mr. Whitaker’s remarks upon it, a little
tinged with his sanguine feelings, are in his Hist. Manch. vol. ii. p. 83-91.
;
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Origin of the Saxone.

The Anglo-Saxons were the people who transported themselves from the Cimbric peninsula, and its vicinity, in the fifth
and sixth centuries, into England. They were branches of the
great Saxon confederation, which, from the Elbe, extended itself
at last to the Rhine. The hostilities of this formidable people had
long distressed the western regions of Europe ; and when the
Gothic nations overran the most valuable provinces of Rome, the
Anglo-Saxons invaded Britain soon after the Romans quitted it.
The ancient inhabitants, and the progeny of the Roman settlers,
disappeared as the new conquerors advanced, or accepted their
and Saxon laws, Saxon language, Saxon manners, government, and institutions, overspread the land.
This revolution, than which history presents to us none more
complete, has made the fortunes of the Saxons, during every
period, interesting to us.
Though other invaders have appeared
in the island, yet the effects of the Anglo-Saxon settlements have
prevailed beyond every other.
Our language, our government,
and our laws, display our Gothic ancestors in every part they
live, not merely in our annals and traditions, but in our civil institutions and perpetual discourse. The parent tree is indeed greatly
amplified, by branches engrafted on it from other regions, and by
the new shoots, which the accidents of time, and the improvements of society, have produced but it discovers yet its Saxon
origin, and retains its Saxon properties, though more than thirteen
centuries have rolled over, with all their tempests and vicissi-

yoke

;

:

;

tudes.

Although the Saxon name became, on the continent, the appellation of a confederacy of nations, yet, at first, it denoted a single
state.
The Romans began to remark it, during the second century of the Christian era ; until that period, it had escaped the
notice of the conquerors of the world, and the
was rewarded by the absence of that desolation
bition poured profusely on mankind.

happy obscurity
which their am-
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Ptolemy, the Alexandrian, was the first writer whom we know
have mentioned the Saxons. By the passage in his Geography, and by the concurrence in all their future history, it is ascertained, that, before the year 141 after Christ,* there was a people
called Saxons, who inhabited a territory at the north side of the
Elbe, on the neck of the Cimbric Chersoncsus, and three small
From the same author it is
islands, at the mouth of this river.
also clear, that the Saxones were of no great importance at this
to

period ; for in this peninsula, which is now divided into Jutland,
Sleswick, and Holstein, no fewer than six other nations were stationed, besides the Saxones and the remnant of the Cimbri. b
But it is not probable, that the Saxons should have started suddenly into existence, in the days of Ptolemy. The question of
their previous history has been therefore agitated ; and an equal
quantity of learning and of absurdity has been brought forward
upon the subject.
It has been observed, that to explain the origin of the Saxons,
the most wild and inconsistent fictions have been framed.®
But
it is not this nation only, which has been thus distinguished by
the perverseness of the human mind, labouring to explore inscrutable antiquity ; every people may recount similar puerilities.
To claim an extravagant duration, has been the folly of every
state which has risen to any eminence.
have heard, in our
childhood, of the dreams of the Babylonians, Egyptians, Indians,
and Chinese ; and we know, that even Athenians could wear a
golden grasshopper/ as an emblem, that they sprung fortuitously
from the earth they cultivated, in ages far beyond the reach of

We

human

history

:

we may

therefore pardon and forget the fables

of the Saxon patriots.
It has caused much surprise, that Tacitus, who wrote a particular description of Germany, many years before Ptolemy,
6
should have omitted to name the Saxons.
Every author has
* Ptolemy lived in the reign of Marcus Aurelius, according to
Suidas, vol. ii. p.
64G; but he testifies himself, in the 7ih book Mag. Synt. p. 167, that he made astronomical observations at Alexandria in the 2d year of Ant. Pius, or ann. Chiist, 139,
3 Fab. Bibl. Grose, p. 412. He speaks also of an eclipse of the moon in the 9th of
Adrian, or ann. Chr. 125. De la Lande’s Astron. i. p. 312. He mentions no observation beyond 141. Ib. 117.
b Cl. Plolemeeus Georg, lib. ii.
c. 11.
Marcianus of Heracles, somewhat later
than Ptolemy, gives the Saxons the same position on the neck of the Chersoncsus,
Pont. ib. 651. The geographical Lexicographer of Byzantium, usually named Stephanus, briefly says, “dwelling in the Cimbric Chersonesus." Steph. Byz. voc

Saxones.
c Krantz remarked this : 11 Ita puerilibus
fabulis et anilibus deliramentis omnia
scatent, ut nihil in his sibi constet, nihil quudret.” Saxonia, p. 1.
Yet the absurdity
of others did not preserve him from an imitation.
d Potter's Antiq. of Greece, vol. i. p. 2. So the Arcadians
boasted they were
‘WgoPiMM'o/, or before the moon.
Ib. p. 1.
• Conringius thinks, that by some unexplained accident, time has effaced from
the
text of Tacitus a passage about the Saxons.
Schilter’s Thes. Ant. Teut iii. p. 704.
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been unwilling to suppose, that they came to the Elbe in the
short interval between these authors, and therefore it has been
very generally imagined, that the nation, to whom Tacitus gave
the denomination of Fosi, f were the warriors, who acquired afterwards so much celebrity, under the name of Saxons.
Before such violent suppositions are admitted, it seems necessary to ask, if Ptolemy mentions any other people, in his geography of Germany, whom Tacitus has not noticed ? if he does, the
omission of Tacitus is not, in the present instance, singular ; if he
does not, the conjecture that the Fosi were the Saxons, comes to
us with authority.
Upon comparing the Cimbric Chcrsonesus of Tacitus, with the
delineation of the same place by Ptolemy, the question above
Ptolemy does not mention the Saxones only,
stated is decided.
as being there ; on the contrary, he names, separately, six olher
Tacitus, after mentionnations, before he comes to the Cimbri.
ing the Frisii, Chauci, and Cherusci, speaks of the Fosi, and
closes his account of this part of Germany with the Cimbri.
Tacitus has not merely neglected to name the Saxons, but also
the Sigulones, the Sabalingii, the Cobandi, the Chali, the PhunduIf cither of these tribes had risen to emisii, and the Charudes.s
nence, the one, so successful, would have been thought the Fosi.
The Saxons became renowned, and their celebrity, rather than
their situation, has made some persons desirous to find them in
Tacitus.
The name of Fosi cannot be strictly applied to the
Saxons, with more justice than to the others. h
But it cannot be inferred from the silence of Tacitus, that the
Saxons were not above the Elbe in his days. In this part of his
map of Germany, he docs not seem to have intended to give that
minute detail of information, which Ptolemy, fortunately for our
subject, has delivered.
Tacitus directed his philosophical eye on
the German states, who differed in manners, as well as in name.
He seldom presents a mere nomenclature he seems to enumerate those the most carefully, whose wars, customs, fame, vicissitudes, and power, had distinguished them from the rest.
As the
;

r Cellarius Gcog.
Ant. i. p. 303, and Cluverius, iii. Germ. Ant. 87, and many
others assert this. Spener with diffidence defends it. Notit Germ. Ant. 3G3. With
a manly but rare impartiality he states forcibly the objections to the opinion he
adopts, 371. Leibnitz places the Fosi on the Fusa, a river which falls into the Aller,
near Zell. Ibid. 372.
* Cluverius thus stations these tribes. The Sigulones northward from the Saxons,
as far as Tundcrcn and Appenrade; Sabalingii, above these, to the Nipsa andTobesket, on which are Ripen and Kolding; Cobandi, thence to Holm and Horsens ;
Chali, beyond these to Hensburg and Hold ; the Phundusii and Charudcs on the
west and east, northward, to the Lymforl ; and the Cimbri in Wensussel. Ant.
Ger. iii. p. 94. See also on this Chorography Ponlanus, p. 649.
h Strabo,
Tacitus, and Ptolemy, exhibit a very natitral progression of information
on the German geography. Tacitus gives a more accurate detail than Strabo, and

Ptolemy, writing

later, is still

more minute.

7*
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Saxons, and their neighbours, were not remarkable in either of
these circumstances, he knew them not, or he passed them over;
but Ptolemy pursues the plan of a plain and accurate chorogra-

pher he is solicitous to mark positions, latitudes, distances, and
names, leaving narrations of history and manners almost out of
;

his consideration.
It was therefore a part of his plan to notice
the Saxons, as it was consistent in Tacitus to have omitted them.
The only inferences which can be safely drawn from the silence
of Tacitus and the preceding geographers, are, that the Saxons
were then an obscure and inconsiderable people, and had neither
molested the nations of greater notoriety, nor incurred the enmity
of the Roman government
It will be unnecessary to employ our time in enumerating the
many fallacious theories which have been framed, on the origin
of our Anglo-Saxon ancestors. It will be more useful to select
those few facts which may be gleaned from the writers of antiquity on this subject, and to state to the reader, rather what he

may

believe, than

what he must

reject.

The

early occupation of Europe, by the Kimmcrian and Keltic
races, has been already displayed.
The next stream of barbaric
tribes, whose progress formed the second great influx of population into Europe, were the Scythian, German, and Gothic tribes.
They also entered it out of Asia. It is of importance to recollect
the fact of their primeval locality, because it corresponds with
this circumstance, that Herodotus, besides the main Scythia, which
he places in Europe, mentions also an Eastern or Asiatic Scythia,
beyond the Caspian and Iaxartes.* As these new comers pressed
on the Kimmerians and Kelts, their predecessors, those nations
retired towards the western and southern extremities of Europe,
pursued still by the Scythian invaders. This new wave of population gradually spread over the mountains, and into the vast
forests and marches of Europe, until, under the name of Germans,
an appellation which Tacitus calls a recent name J they had not
only reached the Rhine, but had also crossed it into France. Here
Caesar found one great body firmly settled, descended from them,
whom he calls Bclgce ; though its component states had their
peculiar denominations 11 besides a very largo force of recent
German invaders, under the command of Ariovistus.
,

» This Asiatic Scythia suits
Mr. Abel Rcmusal’s inference, in his Memoir lately
read before the Academic dcs Inscriptions, that the Goths originully issued from
Tartu ry, because near Mount Altai inscriptions have been found in Runic characters
like those of Scundinavia.
On tins point we must always recollect, that ihe northern traditions about Odin, the common ancestor of the Scandinavians, Saxons, and
Goths, bring him at the head of the Ass, from the Asiatic regions,

i

k

De Mor. Germ.
Dc Bell. Gall. The

fact that nations of the same origin had yet different local
or provincial names; as the Germans who passed the Rhine becoming Tungri, and
part of the Belgs, Bellovaci, &c., must be remembered, when we consider the dc-
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This second stock of the European population is peculiarly
interesting to us, because from its branches not only our own
immediate ancestors, but also those of the most celebrated nations
of modern Europe, have unquestionably descended. The AngloSaxons, Lowland Scotch, Normans, Danes, Norwegians, Swedes,
Germans, Dutch, Belgians, Lombards, and Franks, have all sprung
from that great fountain of the human race, which wc have distinguished by the terms Scythian, German, or Gothic
The ancient languages of these nations prove their ancient
affinity, the contiguous chronology of their first origin, and their
common derivation; and afford evidences of these truths, from
have
which every one may satisfy his doubts or his curiosity.
works still existing in the ancient Gothic and Saxon as well as
1

.

We

111

11

,

Frankish0 and Icelandic ,! in which the philologist will easily
perceive their mutual relationship. The comparison of these with
1

in the

rivation of nations; as the omission of this recollection has occasioned many antiquaries to consider those people as distinct in origin, who were really related. Tacitus
remarks, that the Trevisi and Ncrvii were ambitious of a German origin, though
residing in and near Gaul. Indeed, his whole book on the Germans proves that

each tribe went by very distinct appellations, though all were Germans. This mny
lessen the scruples of those who doubt whether the Gctre and Goths were Scythian
nations.
11
Vindication of the Celts/’ has rebuked many of
opinions, unfounded declamation, wrong quotations, and
misconstruction and misapplication of several ancient authorities. But amid these
faults I have no doubt of the correctness of Mr. Pinkerton’s general nolion, that the
German, Scythian, and Gothic nations were of the sumc generic family. This is
the chronology which ho
all that I can praise in his Dissertation on the Goths; for
attempts to build up, and many of his details, arc not only unwarranted, but inconMr. Pinkerton and Mr. Whitaker, alike in their angry
sistent with true history.
temperament of mind, and mode of reading, and slating ancient authorities, arc in
two extremes as to their inferences. The latter strives to make every thing Keltic,
the former Scythian. Both are too apt to make their authorities speak rather what
they wish, than what they find they are equally intolerant of uny contrary opinion ;
and though the one abhors and the other accredits Ossian, almost the only point in
which they agree is to abuse Mr. Mucphprson. Both, however, were men of \igorand extensive reading and deserve much praise for having devoted so

Mr. Archdeacon Coxc,
Mr. Pinkerton's erroneous
1

in his

:

ous minds

;

The fire of genius at times burnt with
attention to these uninviting studies.
great energy in Mr. Whitaker, and makes us lament that lie did not direct it to more

much

congcniul themes.

.

m The fragment of the Gospels, in the celcbr-ilcd Silver MSS. of the Mcso-Gofliie,
printed by Marshall with the Saxon Gospels in lbGfi, and recently with more splendour and accuracy, preserve a most interesting specimen of the ancient Gothic
Wotton’s
d'tIic present work will contain many specimens of this language.
exist.
Conspectus contains a copious catalogue of the Anglo-Saxon MSS. that
o The Franco-Theolisc versified harmony of the four evangelists, by Olfrid, and
Franks, are published with
several oilier specimens of this language of the ancient
a glossary valuable to a certain extent, but which is capable of much improvement,
in Schiller's Thesaurus.
the northern literati, with
P Many of the Icelandic sagas have been published by
verLatin translations. I have accustomed myself to rely on the accuracy of these
Beowulf, lead me to
sions, but some passages of Mr. Thorkelin’s late translation of
recommend to the student an acquaintance with the original language. Peringskiold s
catalogue of the sagas is printed in the pars altera of Hickc's Thesaurus.
.

,
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the modern Gorman, Danish, Dutch, Swedish, and Flemish, wiil
equally demonstrate the kinship between the ancient parents and
their existing descendants. *
The first appearance of the Scythian tribes in Europe may be
placed, according to Strabo and Homer, about the eighth, or,
according to Herodotus, in the seventh century before the ChrisHerodotus likewise states, that the Scythians declared
tian era. r
their nation to be more recent than any other, and that they reckoned only one thousand years between Targitaos, their first king,
and the aggression of Darius. The first scenes of their civil
existence, and of their progressive power, were in Asia, to the
east of the Araxes.
Here they multiplied and extended their
1

territorial limits, for some centuries, unknown to Europe.
Their
general appellation among themselves was Scoloti, but the Greeks
called them Scythians 8 Scuthoi, or Nomades.
To this judicious and probable account of Herodotus, wc add
the information collected by Diodorus.
He says, that the Scythians, formerly inconsiderable and few, possessed a narrow
region on the Araxes but by degrees they became more powerThey extended their boundaries
ful in numbers and in courage.
on all sides till at last they raised their nation to great empire
and glory 1
One of their kings becoming valiant and skilful in the art of
war, they added to their territory the mountainous regions about
Caucasus, and also the plains towards the ocean, and the Palus
Mscotis, with the other regions near the Tanais.
In the course
of time they subdued many nations, between the Caspian and the
Thus, according to Diodorus,
MaBotis, and beyond the Tanais.
the nation increased, and had kings worthy of remembrance. The
Sakai, the Massagetai, and the Arimaspoi, drew their origin from
them. u
The Massagetai seem to have been the most eastern branch of
the Scythian nation.
Wars arising between them and the other
Scythic tribes, an emigration from the latter took place, according
to the account which Herodotus selects, as in his opinion the
most authentic/ which occasioned their entrance into Europe.
,

;

;

.

The continental writers have not so clearly distinguished the Keltic and Gothic
nations as our own authors have done, but most frequently confuse the two races.
<1

r

See before, p. 39.
Herod. Mclp. s. 5, 7, G, 11.
The wars of the Scythians before this period
must have been with their Asiatic neighbours but I think there is no credit to
be given to the system of an ancient great or universal Scythic empire.
The
passage in Justin,' which Bccms to warrant it, and for which I have no great respect,
does not appear to me to be a sufficient foundation for it. His period of 1500 years
and am much inclined to the supposition that xv has been
I believe to be fabulous
confounded in the MS. of Justin for xv c and that, in consequence, fifteen hundred
has been read instead of fifteen. The supposition of one great and early Scythian
empire seems to me to have no foundation. See Vindic. of the Cells, p. 14.
1
T Herod. Melpom. s. 11.
« lb. p. 127.
Diod. Siculus, p. 127.
8

;

;

;
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Such feuds and wars have contributed, more than any other
cause, to disperse through the world its uncivilized inhabitants.
The emigrating Scythians crossed the Araxes, passed out of
Asia, and, invading the Kimmerians, suddenly appeared in Europe,
in the seventh century before the Christian era. Part
A r
of the Kimmerians flying into Asia Minor, some of
the Scythian hordes pursued them but, turning in a direction different from that which the Kimmerians traversed, they missed their
intended prey, and fell unintentionally upon the Modes. They defeated the Medes, pressed on towards Egypt, and governed those
arts of Asia for twenty-eight years, till Cyaxares, the King of
Sfedia, at last expelled thern. w
The Scythian tribes however continued to flock into Europe ;
and in the reign of Darius, their European colonies were sufficiently numerous and celebrated to excite the ambition of the
Persian monarch, after his capture of Babylon ; but all his efforts
against them failed.* In the time of Herodotus, they had gained
an important footing in Europe. They seem to have spread into
it, from the Tanais to the Danube/ and to have then taken a westerly direction; but their kindred colonies, in Thrace, had extended
Their most northward ramification in Europe
also to the south.
was the tribe of the Roxolani, who dwelt above the Borysthcnes,
the modern Dnieper.*
It would be impertinent to the great subject of this history, to
engage in a minuter discussion of the Scythian tribes. They
have become better known to us, in recent periods, under the
name of Getae and Goths/ the most celebrated of their branches.
As they spread over Europe, the Kimmcrian and Keltic population retired towards the west and south. In the days of Caesar,
the most advanced tribes of the Scythian, or Gothic race, were
known to the Romans under the name of Germans. They occupied all the continent but the Cimbric peninsula, and had readied
.

’

;

w Herod.

15, 103-106. It was at this period that IdanthyrgUB the Scythian
far as Egypt, Strabo, 1007.
At this time also occurred the
expedition of Maduos their king, Strabo, 106.
* Herod. Melpom.
y Ibid. Melp. s. 47-57.
* Strabo says, “ Above the Borysthcnes dwell the last of the known Scuthio, the
Roxolanoi. The parts beyond them arc uninhabitable from the cold,” 175. He repeats this again. 11 If any live above the Roxolanoi wc know not. They are the
most northern, and inhabit the places between the Tanais, (the Don,) and the Borysthcnes, p. 470.
* That the Gctce were Goths cannot be doubted.
The Gets were the same as the
Daci, or as they were tnore anciently called, Davi. Hence the Greek terms for
slaves in their comedies, which Terence has borrowed, Geta and Davus, Strabo, lib.
Clio,

king’ overran

s.

Asia as

The Gets UBed the same language with the Thracians, ond the Greeks
them a Thracian nation so does Menander. Strabo, p. 453-455. Ovid,
who was banished to Tome, a town of Mysia, on the Euxinc, frequently talks of his
Getic and Scythic locality in his epistles and Tristia. As he was so near the borders
of the Sarmatians, it is a natural circumstance that their name is also mentioned in
his verses ; but this is no identification of nations whose origin was so distinct.
vii.

467.

called

:
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and even passed the Rhine. One of their divisions, the Belgse, had
some time established themselves in Flanders and part of
France ; and another body, under Ariovistus, were attempting a
similar settlement near the centre of Gaul, which Csesar prevented^ It is most probable that the Belg® in Britain were descendants of colonists or invaders from the Belgra in Flanders
and Gaul.
The names Scythians and Scoloti, were, like Galli and Kimfor

merians, not so

much

local as generic appellations.

The

tribes of the Scythians, like those of the Kimmerians
had their peculiar distinctive denominations.

different

and Gauls,

The Saxons were a German or Teutonic, that is, a Gothic or
Scythian tribe ; and of the various Scythian nations which have
been recorded, the Sakai, or Sacra, arc the people from whom
the descent of the Saxons may be inferred, with the least violation
of probability. Sakai-suna, or the sons of the Sakai, abbreviated
into Saksun, which is the same sound as Saxon, seems a reasonaThe Sakai, who in Latin are
ble etymology of the word Saxon.
called Sacm, were an important branch of the Scythian nation.
They were so celebrated, that the Persians called all the Scythians by the name of Sacra and Pliny, who mentions this, remarks them among the most distinguished people of Scythia.®
Strabo places them eastward of the Caspian, and states them to
have made many incursions on the Kimmerians and Trcres, both
They seized Bactriana, and the most fertile part of
far and near.
Armenia, which, from them, derived the name Sakasina they
defeated Cyrus and they reached the Cappadoces on the Euxine. d
This important fact of a part of Armenia having been
named Sakasina, is mentioned by Strabo in another place ;® and
seems to give a geographical locality to our primeval ancestors,
and to account for the Persian words that occur in the Saxon
language, as they must have come into Armenia from the northern regions of Persia.
That some of the divisions of this people were really called
Saka-suna, is obvious from Pliny; for he says, that the Sakai,
who settled in Armenia, were named Sacassani/ which is but
Saka-suna, spelt by a person unacquainted with the meaning of
the combined words. And the name Sacasena,s which they gave
to the part of Armenia they occupied, is nearly the same sound
It is also important to remark, that Ptolemy menas Saxonia.
tions a Scythian people, sprung from the Sakai, by the name of
Saxoncs. If the Sakai, who reached Armenia, were called Sa;

;

;

b These two facts are fully asserted by Ceesar.
He expressly distinguishes the
Kelts from the Belgians in Gaul, aB differing in language, laws, aad customs, and
ascribes to the Belgians a German origin.
e
d Strabo, lib. xi. p. 776, 778.
c Pliny, lib. vi. c. 19.
Ibid. p. 124.
f
* Strabo, lib. xi. p. 776, 778.
Pliny, lib. vi. c. 11.

:
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may have traversed Europe with the same appellawhich being pronounced by the Romans from them, and
then reduced to writing from their pronunciation, may have been
spelt with the x instead of the ks, and thus Saxones would not
be a greater variation from Sacassani or Saksuna, than we find
between French, Francois, Franci, and their Greek name, (pgayyi;
or between Spain, Espagne, and Hispania.
It is not at all improbable, bat that some of these marauding
Sakai, or Sacassani, were gradually propelled to the western
coasts of Europe, on which they were found by Ptolemy, and
from which they molested the Roman empire, in the third cenThere was a people called Saxoi, on the Buxtury of our era.
We may consider these also, as a
ine, according to StephanusJ
nation of the same parentage; who, in the wanderings of the
Sakai, from Asia to the German Ocean, were left on the Euxine,
as others had chosen to occupy Armenia.
We may here recollect the traditional descent of Odin preserved by Snorrc in the
Edda and his history. This great ancestor of the Saxon and
Scandinavian chieftains, is represented to have migrated from a
city, on the east of the Tanais, called Asgard, and a country
called Asaland, which imply the city and land of the Asce or
Asians.
The cause of this movement was the progress of the
Romans. Odin is stated to have moved first into Russia, and
thence into Saxony. This is not improbable. The wars between
the Romans and Mithridatcs involved, and shook most of the
cassani, they

tion

;

1

1

barbaric nations in these parts, and may have excited the desire,
and imposed the necessity of a westerly or European emigration.

Of the ancient Scythian language, the probable parent of
the Gothic tongues, we have a few words preserved to us
Exampaios
Arima
Spou

all

sacred ways,
one.

an eye.
a man.

Oior
Pata

to

Groucasum

kill.

white with snowJ

Of their gods, we learn that they had seven; whose character
and attributes were thought, by Herodotus, to 1x3 like some of the
most distinguished in the Grecian mythology: as
Tahiti, their principal deity,

resembled the Greek,
h
i

Vesta.

Stcplmnns dc Urb. ct Pop. p. 657.
Snorrc Ynglinga Saga, c.2, and
Hofod. Melpom. s. 52, 28, 110. Pliny, lib. vi. c. 19.
>
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Papaios

Jupiter.

Oitosuros

Apollo.

Artimpasa, or Arippasa

Thamimasadas

Venus.
Neptune.

Apia, wife of Papaios

Earth.

[

Boos
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They had also a warlike deity, like Mars, whose name has
not been given to us; and to whom only they raised altars,
images, and temples, k and to whom they sacrificed annually
Their bows
horses and sheep, and a portion of their prisoners.
were proverbial
In battle they drank the blood of the first
enemy whom they mastered. They scalped their opponents, and
offered their heads to their king and they made drinking vessels
of the skulls of their greatest enemies or conquered friends.
They had many diviners, who used rods of willow for thcir'prcdictions. m
In these customs our Gothic ancestors resembled
them. They had the moral virtues of Nomadic nations. Esehylus mentions them with an epithet that implies their habits of
Homer declares that no nation was more just
social justice.
than theirs ; and Strabo asks where is the wonder of this, as they
cared little for money or commerce, which he considers to be the
fountains of civilized dishonesty . 11
The nations who entered Europe, after the Scythic or Gothic
or Teutonic tribes, have been called Sclavonian or Sarmatian,
forming a third great race who have appeared on the vast Germanic continent. The Sarmatian or Sclavonic branches have
occupied Russia, Poland, Eastern Prussia, Moravia, Bohemia and
their vicinity.
As our ancient history is not connected with this
race, it will be sufficient to remark, that they had reached the
neighbourhood of the Tanais on the borders of Europe, in the
1

.

;

k Herod. Mclp. 8. 59. Lucian tells ur that they adored a sword, Jup. Trag., which
Herodotus mentions as their emblem of Mars. Lucian also Buys that despising- tho
Grecian worship as unworthy of the deity, they sacrificed men to their Diana, who

delighted in human blood.
41
Like a Scythic bow,” Strabo, 187.
1

m

Her. 8. 64, 65, 67. Strabo remarks, that they used skulls for their cups, lib. vii.
458. In the days of Herodotus their customs were sufficiently ferocious. But by
the time that their branches the Germans and Saxons had pervaded Europe and
attracted the attention of Tacitus, they hod attained the improvements whose benefits
we feel. How superior both they and the Kelts of Gaul were to 1 he more savage
and uncivilized tribes of America wc may perceive, by contrasting Tucitus’s account
of the Germans, with Brainerd the Indian missionary’s description of the North
American Indians. Of these he says, 44 they arc in general wholly unacquainted
with civil laws and proceedings; nor have any kind of notion of civil judicatures:
of persons being arraigned, tried, judged, condemned or acquitted. They have little
or no ambition or resolution. Not one in a thousand of them has the spirit of a man.
They are unspeakably indolent and slothful. They discover little gratitude or even
manhood, amidst all the kindnesses they receive. They seem to have no sentiments
See Brairierd’s Life by President Edof generosity, benevolence, or goodness.”
wards. He died 1747.
» Strabo, 460, 461, 454.
p.
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them Sauromatfle.p This fact gives
Herodotus lived 450

solid basis for their just chronology.

years before our era ; and thus he gives evidence of the existence and approach to Europe of the Sarmatian race at that
period.

The Sclavonic

a genus of languages which every examiner
the Keltic and Gothic.
The present Russian is thought to be the most faithful specimen of the original
Sclavonic.
The Poles, the Bohemians, the Dalmatians, the
Croatians, the Bulgarians, Carinthians, Moravians, and some
other tribes adjacent, formerly used its various dialects.*! It prevailed in those parts of Europe where the ancients placed the
Sarmata?/ The numerous tribes who spoke the Sclavonic preserved their ancient name of Vcnedi, long after their invasion of
Germany, in the fifth or sixth century, though they were also
Their successes enabled them to reach the Saxons
called Slavi.
and the Francs, but their conquests were terminated by the opposition of Charlemagne, and their incessant civil feuds.
The incontrovertible fact, of the existence in ancient Europe of
at least three genera of languages, strongly distinguished from
each other, conducts us safely to the conclusion, that the collections of nations who spoke them, must have also differed in the
chronology of their origin. As the Keltic tribes were found in
the most western extremities of Europe, it is reasonable to infer
that they visited it earlier than the others so the Sclavonic peoples, being found to reside about its eastern boundaries, may 1)0
The Gothic or Teutonic
fairly considered as the latest settlers.
As
states, from their position, claim justly an intermediate date.
they advanced westwards, the lveltoi retired before them. As
the ramifications of the Scythians, Saxons, and Goths, spread
toward the Germanic Ocean, the Sclavonic hordes flowed after
them from Asia. The Saxon was one of the Gothic or Teutonic
states, and it was as far west as the Elbe, in the days of Ptolemy.
is

would separate from

:

therefore, in all likelihood, as ancient visiters of
Their situation seems to inditribe.
columns of the second
foremost
the
among
cate that they moved

The Saxons were

Europe as any other Gothic

p

He

says the regions beyond the Tanais ore no part of Scythia.

tion belongs to the

Sauromut®,

lib. iv. c.

21.

The

first

por-

_

The extent of the nalioncs Slavorum, and of their language, is stated by Hclmoldus, Chron. Slav. p. 3 by Krantz in bis Wondalia, p. 2 by Chrytceus, WandaFaber, Rer. Muse. 132.
lia, p. 3; by Munster, 1 Schard. Hist. Germ. 486; and by
*1

;

;

the Slavi, see Spencr’s Notitiu, ii. p. 384. Sunt a Germanis plane diversi generis.
Ponlanus, Chor. Dan. 710.
r Dubruvii Hist. Bohem. 44.
Ilelmoldus, p. 3, says, that the Hungarians nee
habitu nee lingua discrepant. But Kruntz disputes his authority, and afiirms, that

On

all

acknowledge the Hungarian and Sclavonic

dalia, 36.
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to be dissimilar languages.
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great emigration into Europe; but the particular date of their
arrival on the Elbe, or a more particular derivation, it is impossible to prove, and therefore unprofitable to discuss."

CHAPTER

II.

Description of the country inhabited by the Saxons near the Elbe, before
they occupied Britain.

The

infant state of the

Saxon

people,

when

observed them, exhibited nothing from which

Romans first
human sagacity

the

would have predicted greatness. A territory, on the neck of the
Cimbric Chersonesus, and three small islands, contained those
whose descendants occupy the circle of Westphalia, the electorate of Saxony, the British islands, the United States of North
America, and the British colonies in the two Indies. Such is the
course of Providence, that empires the most extended, and the
most formidable, arc found to vanish as the morning mist while
tribes scarce visible, or contemptuously overlooked, like the
springs of a mighty river, often glide on gradually to greatness
and veneration.
The three islands, which the Saxons in the days of Ptolemy inhabited, were those which we now denominate North Strandt,
a
Buscn, and Heiligland.
North Strandt, formerly torn from South Jutland by the violence of the waves, is situated opposite to Ilesum, and above
Eidcrstcde, from both which it is separated by intervals of sea.
The Hover, a bay which flows below it, and washes the northern
shore of the Eidcrstcde, is favourable to commercial navigations.
This island was formerly about twenty miles long, and in most
;

1
The most ancient nations of Italy and Greece, and those on the coast of the
Mediterranean, the Aegean Sea, and the Adriatic, appear to me to have sprang
partly from Phcnician and Egyptian colonizations, and partly from the migrations
of the Kimmcrinn and Keltic races. From this ancient population, secondary
colonizations took place, like those which peopled Mngna Graecia, and the north
In their later population, the
coast of the Euxine, and which settled at Marseilles.
Gothic or Scythian tribes, as well as the Carthaginians, must have hod some share.
The most remarkable fact of the Latin language is, that although visibly of the
same family with the Greek, yet it contains many striking resemblances, especially
Meric CaBaubon has taken some pains
in its terminations, to the ancient Sanscrit.
De Ling. Sax.
to show that the Saxon language has great affinity with the Greek.
234-376.
* Cluvcr. Ant. Gcr. iii. p. 97. Pontanus Chorog. 737. Du Bos Histoire Critique, i.
. 148. The geographer of Ravenna places Eustrachia among the Saxon isles, lib. v.
. 30. This may mean the neighbouring peninsula, Eyderotadt, which was almost an

island.
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It once contained twenty-two parishes,
agricultural produce, as well as its fish. b
The raging of the sea has materially damaged it since the time
Four calamitous inundations are recorded to
of the Saxons.
have happened, in 1300, 1483, 1532, and 1615; but the most destructive of all began in the night of the 11th October, 1634 ; the
island was entirely overflowed; 6408 persons, 1332 houses, and

parts seven miles broad.

and was noted

for

its

c

Such
50,000 head of cattle were washed away into the sca.
There is now
devastations have almost annihilated the place.
remaining of Nord-strand only the small parish of Pelworm,
which derives its safety from the height of its situation.
Buscn lies north of the mouth of the Elbe, to the westward of
Ditmarsia, and looks towards Meldorp; in breadth it is above
two miles, in length near three. It is situated close upon the
main land, of which it is suspected to have once formed a part.
Being one even plain, the stormy ocean around makes the island
a perilous habitation; it has therefore been surrounded by a
strong dyke. It contains three or four parishes, with about as
many villages and though boasting no pre-eminence of soil, it
commonly yields its produce with moderate fertility/
But the most celebrated, and the most frequented of the Saxon
The words literally mean the sacred
islands was Heiligisland.
;

In the eighth century, and in the eleventh, it had two
Fossetis-land, f and Farria, which have been writ;
orthography.
various
ten with
This ancient scat of our forefathers has now become united to
As it was the principal station of their
the British dominions.*
interesting to us, and an imporpeculiarly
it
is
excursions,
naval
But its condition has greatly
tant object of our national history.
varied we will therefore subjoin its earliest, as well as its subsequent and latest descriptions, to give the reader the fullest information of its successive states that can now be obtained.

island.*

other

names

:

Ubbo Emmius, p. 30, 158.
Clirytwus, 65. Pontanus, p. 741.
In the Eyderstcde, 664
destruction extended to oilier parts of Jutland.
houses, 2107 persons, and 12,000 cuttle and sheep were swept off. Busching's Geob

c

The

graphy.

Pontanus, Chorog. 737, 738, and 741. He deor Busch, a wood.
His vernacular names of the fishes,
with their Latin names of that d.iy, arc in p. 741.
e
Some derive the name from Hilgo, a bishop of the place; others, and in the
opinion of Pontanus, verior, from some holy virgins who inhabited it Their sacred
steps the respectful gruss never covered, as all the credulous natives will attest and
show! ! Pontanus Chorog. 733. But as an idol much revered, called Foscti, was
in it, the epithet perhaps srose from the Pagan superstition.
f
This ancient name of the island
Altf. vita St. Lieu rig. op. Bouquet, t. V. p. 449.
d

Ubbo Emmius, Her.

rives its

and

Fris. p. 31.

name from Buyaen,

seerns to connect them with the Fosi of Tacitus.
26ih August, 1814, the King of Denmark signed an official act, announcing his cession of this island to the crown of Great Britain. It had been annexed to
Denmark in 1714. It was formerly possessed by the dukes of Holstein, Gottorf.
k

its idol

On

Busch ing.
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In the eighth century it is noticed by a writer as the place
idol Fosete was adored. h
In the eleventh century, it
is thus described by Adam of Bremen, under the name of Farria.
“ It lies in a long recess at the mouth of the Elbe. It is the first
island that occurs in the ocean.
It has a monastery and is inhabited.
It is very fruitful : rich in corn, and a nurse of cattle
and birds. It has one hill and no trees : it is surrounded with
the steepest rocks, with only a single entrance, where there is
It is a place venerated by all sailors, and especially
fresh water.
by pirates. Hence it is called Heligoland. J,i
Its state about 1630 we take from Pontanus. “ It had formerly
seven parishes, and from its inhabitants and incidents, we learn
that it was once much larger than it is at present.
For in our
times the sea receding, the soil has been worn down and carried
oft’ on all sides by the violence of the waves.
It is eight German
On the
miles from Eydcrstadt, and about nine from the Elbe.
west, opposite England, it is 46 ells high, and towards the Elbe,
30
They who have examined its shores, report that solid bodies
formed of stone, and like shells, oysters, and human hands, have
been found there, and even books and candles. Its banner is a
ship in full sail.”! He adds another description from its governor,

where the

,

.

which

is

The

translated in the notc. k
its inhabitants have generally been those of
Perpetually at sea, like their Saxon
pilot.

occupations of
the fisherman and the

i Pontun. Chorog.
Ad. Bren. Hist. c. 210, p. 64, cd. Linden.
two rocks, one red, the other white. The first, containing the fortress and garrison of the place, can he ascended by only one path. Like
o red mulberry it emerges straight up from the sea like Scgeburg in Holsatia, 406
ells high, with a rich and fertile soil upon it, from two ells und a half to one ell
deep. It bears pease, beans, and English barley, of such peculiar goodness, that two
bushels of it excel three of Eydcrsladi. It has lcUuccs, radishes, and spinage, and
It has 6ne cattle and
is free from Bcrpents, toads, und every venomous nnirnul.
horses, but their motions must be restricted or they full into the scu. The air is
pure and salubrious. It haB a church, 50 families, and about 300 inhabitants, nn
industrious and healthy race, skilled in navigation, und rich, and advancing themThe rock abounds with birds, of
selves in other regions to wealth and dignities.
whom incredible numbers fly hither in crowds every autumn, especially cranes, swans,
geese, ducks, thrushes, larks, and others, which supply the inhabitants with many
It lias a safe and capacious port, very
banquets. They detain and use rain-walcr.
deep and open to the south. This sometimes holds above 100 ships of burthen, and
defends them from the north and west winds. Larger ships may find a shelter in
The other white rock is sandy, and has springs of fresh water. It has rabbits;
it.
It has towards the north and east a metal
it affords no'pasturc, but it grows hemp.
like gold, which they call mumrnergoldt, from which gold may las extracted, and
sulphur enough to pay the expense of the Bmelting. Petrified almonds and waxcandles arc found in its veins in abundance, and snails and shells converted into the
metallic gold. There are small metallic branches, as of trees, bo fine that no artificer
could make Buch of gold. The island was formerly famous for the capture of herPont. Chorog. p. 739, 740.
rings, and now abounds with fish, especially oysters.'*
As gold is seldom found united with sulphur, auriferous pyrites arc very rare, though
some have been found in Peru, Siberia, Sweden, and Hungary.

h

See note

k w

The

f.

1
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ancestors, they disregard the terrors of the ocean.
Their food
consists of their oats, and the produce of their nets.
But though
sacred in human estimation, the elements have not respected this
island.
In the year 800, a furious tempest from the northwest
1

occasioned the greater portion to be swallowed up by the waves.
In 1300 and 1500 it suffered materially from the same cause; but
the inundation of 1649 was so destructive, that but a small part
If another attack should wash away
of the island survived it.
the sandy downs, scarce one-sixth of the present population could
subsist.

Situated near nations highly civilized, this island exists for the
who navigate the Elbe, which, from its dangerous
coasr, could not be entered without it.
sea-mark by day, a
light-house by night, Heiligland points out the path of safety to
the anxious mariner, and abounds with skilful pilots, who possess
the local knowledge which he needs.
They conduct vessels to
the Elbe, the Weser, the Eyder, or the Hover. But though now
so useful to the navigator, it was anciently an object of terror. Its
safe harbour, so contiguous to many marts of wealth and industry,
long invited to it the adventurous pirate. From the age of the
Saxons almost to our own, it has been thronged with maritime
depredators.
It is a subject of geographical contest, whether it
be the Actania of Pliny, and the island of the Castum Nemus of
Tacitus.®
The latest account of this curious island which has appeared,
traveller who visited it in 1805, from
is that of an intelligent
which it appears that its population has increased. 0 Connected
now with the trade and interest of Great Britain, its prosperity
will augment with our commerce, and from its local utility as a
safe point of intercourse between England and the continent, its
benefit of all

A

111

Rusching’s Gcog. vol. i.
Radbodus, king of Frisia, had
It has been often the scat of a royal residence.
See Ubbo Emmius, p. 52. The sea-kings also frehis lasL sovereignly upon it.
quented it. But this island has been often confounded with Helgoland, a populous
district of Norway, which is mentioned in Olither's voyage, Alfred’s Orosius, 24;
arid in Sir Hugh Willoughby’s voyage, Hackluyt, p. 268; and of which the kings of
Helgoland, mentioned in the Norwegian Chronicle, were kings. Pont.
n Sec Pontanus, 66.?, 737.
Cluverius gives Heiligland as Actania ; and Rngcn,
from its wood and lake, as the island designated by Tacitus, Ant. Germ. 107, 97.
Heiligland has no woods. Pontanus, while he hints the pretensions of Zealand, seems
to prefer Heiligland, because it is near the Elbe, and is almost a translation of castum
1

m

nemus.
Neale, in his travels, slates, 14 The present inhabitants amount to about
The men gain their subsistence by fishing and pilotage, while
the women tend the flocks of sheep and cows, and cultivate the soil, which produces
little more than barley and oats.
The communication between the cliff and the
downs is carried on by means of a broad wooden staircase fixed in the rock, which
is red breccia.
There are three wells of fresh water, but scarcely a shrub or tree of
any kind in the island; and turf, wood, fruit, and garden vegetables, ure brought
from Cuxhavcn and Hamburg, in exchange for the fish with which the hardy Ilcligolanders supply thc^c towns.'*
0

Dr.

Adam

two thousand

souls.

00
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importance can no longer be undervalued. The island of Nieuwerk, at the very mouth of the Elbe, is a mere sand, with a beacon
to guide the course of the approaching mariner.
The territory which the original Saxons occupied on the continent, was situated on the western side of the Cimbric peninsula,
between the Elbe and the Eyder. This latter river is the boundary of Denmark, and has always been understood to mark the
It rises from a district which
termination of the German states.?
was anciently a forest; and from Borsholm, passing Keil and
llensbcrg, it continues its course into the British Ocean below
Eydcrstadt.
The region between the Eyder and the Elbe was denominated
Nordalbingia, and its inhabitants Nordalbingi, in the earliest records we possess of these part.s. q North of the Eyder extended
Sleswick, in South Jutland ; and beyond that, the district of North
Jutland was continued into Wendila, and ended in Skawen, from
which in a clear atmosphere the rocks of Scandinavia are visible.
Three districts in ancient times divided this country of NordalThese unequal portions, which have
bingia or Eald Saexcn. r
preserved their names to recent times, are Ditmarsia, Stormaria,
and Ilolsatia. The progress of the Slavi occasioned a fourth
division in the province of Wagria.
As the early state of all
distinguished nations is a curious subject of contemplation, it may
not be uninteresting to add a short account of the provinces which
our ancestors first occupied on the continent.
Ditmarsia" is separated on the north from Sleswick by the
Eyder, and from Stormaria on the south by the Stoer. It fronts
the isles of Hciligland and Busen, and extends in length thirtyseven miles, and in breadth twenty-three.
Its general aspect is
a soil low and marshy, and strong mounds are necessary to keep
The land on the coast is favourthe ocean to its natural limits.
able to corn and cattle; but in the interior appear sterile sands,
Its inhabitants, like those of all unfruitor uncultivated marshes.
ful regions, have been tenacious of the right of enjoying their
poverty in independence, and the nature of the country has
favoured their military exertions. Their habits of warfare and
p
*t

Saxo Gram. Preface, p. 2. Svaninpius, in Sleph. Comm, in Sax. p. 1G.
Ad. Brcm. p. 63. The Pri vijeg ia, Eccl. Hainmh. 146, 147. Hclmoldus Chron.

Slav. 40.
Some name the people Transalbini.
r
So Alfred, in his Orosius, p. 20,21, and his kinsman Ethel werd, 833, entitle this
region. The three divisions exist in Ad. Brein.22, and Helmoldus Slav. 40. Subse-

quent geographers acknowledge it.
1
It is called Thiat-marcs.gaho in S. Anscharius, who lived in 840, and in whose
work the name is first met with. 1 Lnngb. Script. 347. Thiatmaresca, in a diploma
of 1050, ib.; and Thialmarsgoi, in Ad. Brcm. 22. Teutomarsia, Chrytcus Proem.
Also Dythmcrsi, Dytmerechi. Suhm has investigated the etymology in his Nordfolk.
Oprin. 263.
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scanty livelihood produced a harshness of disposition which often

amounted to ferocity. 1
Below Ditmarsia, and reaching to the Elbe, was Stormaria. u
The Stoer, which named the province, confined it on the north.
The Suala, Trave, and Billa, determined the rest of its extent.
It was almost one slimy marsh.
The wet and low situation of
Stormaria and Ditmarsia exactly corresponds with the Roman
account of the Saxons living in inaccessible marshes/ The Stoer
is friendly to navigation and fishing.
Stormaria is somewhat
quadrangular, and its sides may be estimated at thirty-three miles. w
Divided from Slcswick by the Lcvcsou on the north, bounded
by Wagria on the cast, and by the Trave on the south/ Ilolsatia
stretches its numerous woods to Ditmarsia.
The local appellation of the region thus confined has been, by a sort of geographical catachrcsis, applied to denominate all that country which is
contained within the Eyder, the Elbe, and the Trave. Jn the
age approaching the period of the continental residence of our
ancestors, the Holtzati were nominally as well as territorially
distinguished from the other states which we have considered/
Their country received from the bounty of nature one peculiar
characteristic.
As the western and southern coasts of Eald
Saexen were repetitions of quagmires, the loftier Ilolsatia presented a continued succession of forests, and of plains which
admitted cultivation.
Strength and courage were qualities which grew up with the
Holsatian, in common with his neighbours: he has been proverbed for his fidelity his generosity has been also extolled ; but
an ancient writer diminishes the value of this rare virtue, by the
companions which he associates to it. “ They are emulous in
hospitality, because to plunder and to lavish is the glory of an
;

1

Pontanus, ch. 6G7. Cilicius Belli Dilmars. 427, annexed to Krantz. Their banner
soldier on a white horse,
u Ad. Brcrn.
p. 22, derives the name from Storm, a metaphor expressive of the
seditions of the inhabitants; but Stoer, the river, and Marsijhe residents in marshes,
seem to compose a juster etymology. Chrytcus Sax. 6G. Pont. 664.
v Saxones, genlcm in occani littorilms et paludibus inviis sitam.
Orosius, 7. 32.
w Pontanus, 666
Ad. Brcrn. 22, distinguishes the Sturmarii with the epithet
nobiliorcs.
Their banner was a while swan with a golden collar. Harnmaburg
(Hamburg) was their metropolis, which, before the eleventh century, had been viris
ct armis polcns ; but in Adam's lime, wus in solitudinern redacts.
Ib.
* Holsatia was 42 miles from Wilster to Kiel, and about 33 from Hanrahuw to
New Munster. Pontan. 665.
y Their etymology has been variously stated ; 1. From the woods they inhabited;
Holt, a wood ; eaten, to be seated. Ad. Brcrn. and Pontan. 2. From their country
having been called Olt Saxen, Old Saxony. Shcring, De Gent. Angl. 28. It certainly was so named by Ravenna, Geog. lib, v. s. 31.
So in Bede, lib. i. c. 15, and
lib. v. c. 11.
Chron. Sax. p. 13. By Gregory, Ep. Bib. Mag. v. 16, p. 101, and
Boniface, ib. p. 55, who lived in the seventh century. Nennius, 3 Gale Script. Angl.
115.
3. See another derivation in Vcrslegan, 91.
Eginhard, in the ninth century,
names it Holdunstctch, The derivation of Adam of Bremen has prevailed.

was an armed

.

—
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not to be versed in the science of depredation

his opinion, to

is,

11.

in

be stupid and base.” z

Such were the countries- in which our Saxon ancestors were
residing when the Roman geographer first noticed them and
from these, when the attention of their population became directed
to maritime depredations, they made those incursions on the
Roman empire, which its authors mention with so much dismay.
But the Saxons were one of the obscure tribes whom Providence
was training up to establish more just governments, more improving institutions, and more virtuous, though fierce manners,
in the corrupted and incorrigible population of imperial Rome.
And they advanced from their remote and almost unknown
corner of ancient Germany, with a steady and unreceding progress, to the distinguished destiny to which they were conducted.
;

CHAPTER
Circumstances favourable

III.

to the increase of the

Saxon power on the

Continent.

Above a century

elapsed after Ptolemy, before the Saxons

were mentioned again by any author who has survived

to us.

Eutropius is the second writer we have, who noticed them. In
accounting for the rebellion of Carausius, and his assumption of
the purple, he states the Saxons to have united with the Francs,
and to have become formidable to the Romans for their piratical
enterprises.
In the century which elapsed between Ptolemy and
Carausius, the Saxons had greatly advanced in power and reputation, and they were beginning their system of foreign depredations when that emperor encouraged them to pursue it.
Their
prosperity during this interval seems to have arisen from the
repulse of the Romans from the Elbe to the Rhine ; from the
rise of the Francs; and from their own application to maritime
expeditions.

The descendants

of the

first

Scythian population of Europe
in the time of Caesar.
That

had acquired the name of Germans
it

recent appellation, we learn from Tacitus. 1
They were
invited into Gaul, to assist one of its contending factions,

was a

first
*

*

Slav. 40.
He adds, that the three people of Nordalbingia difeither in dress or language.
They had the jura Saxon um.

Helmodus, Chron.

fered

little

Tacitus, Mor. Germ.

c. 3.
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fertility of the country was so tempting, that their
15,000 auxiliaries gradually swelled into 120,000 conquerors,
who established themselves in the northern provinces. Csesar
defeated them with great destruction ; but he admits that France,
from the Rhine to the Seine and Marne, was peopled by German
tribes, differing from the Kelts in language, laws, and customs,
little civilized, averse to trade, but excelling in bravery.®
The same insuppressible love of distinction and adventure
which led Caesar into Britain, actuated him to an invasion of
Germany. He resolved to pass the Rhine, that he might show
them that the Romans could both dare and accomplish the
attempt/ He was offered ships but he chose to construct a
6
bridge, as better suited to the dignity of the Roman nation.
He
crossed the Rhine, burnt the towns and villages of one tribe,
alarmed others ; and after staying eighteen days in the country,
returned to France/ and made his first incursion into Britain.
In a subsequent year, he entered Germany again by a temporary
bridge; but the natives retiring to their woods, he thought it
dangerous to pursue them, and left a garrison on the Rhine. 8
He used some German auxiliaries against the Gauls and was
materially benefited by a charge of German horse, in his great
battle at Pharsalia. *
His vast project of entering and subduing
Germany from the Euxine has been already noticed.
Yet Caesar had but shown Germany to the Romans, as he had
led them to the knowledge of Britain.
It was the succeeding
reign of Augustus, which was the actual era of the establishment of the Roman power in Germany, as that of Claudius afterwards introduced it into our island. The reign of Augustus
was, therefore, as important in its consequences to the Barbaric
as it was to the Roman mind.
It spread an intellectual cultivation through the outer circle of his civilized empire, superior to
that which its varying provinces had before enjoyed; and it

and the

1*

;

;

1

began the improvement of the German

intellect

and

society,

by

adding to the principles, customs, and spirit of the Barbaric continent, whatever its uncivilized tribes could successively imbibe
of the literature and arts of the Roman world. The Germans
had much which the wild savages of the New World have been
found without, and in which even the Romans were deficient;
for they had some of the noblest principles of social polity and
morals; but they had scarcely any literature, few arts, few
luxuries, and no refinement.
When these became united to their
own nobility of spirit and political principles, kingdoms arose in
b So one
of the Keltic princes told Cesar, lib. i. c. 23. In combating these Germans, the £duari of Gaul, a Keltic race, had lost almost all their nobility, senate,
and cavalry.
c Cesar, lib. ii.
e lb. c. 15.
d lb. lib. ir. c. J3.
c. 1, lib, i. c. 1.
f

lb. c. 16, c. 17.

i lb. lib. vi. c.

27.

h Florus.
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many parts of Europe, whose people have far transcended those
of the Grecian states, and of the Roman empire.
Under Augustus, Gaul or France was completely reduced to
Roman provinces ; and most of its natives adopted the Roman
appearance, language, and modes of life, and polity. Many colonies of the Romans were planted both in France and Spain,
each a little image of Rome and the natives assisted him to
;

subdue the Germans.
The country hetween Gaul and the Rhine was also subdued
into Roman provinces, and roads were constructed iirevery part
Eight of these were made in Belgium, diverging from a single
town. All these parts were formed into two grand divisions,
called Germania Prima, and Germania Secunda.
Castles and forts

were

built all

along the Rhine, nearly

fifty,

on its left bank, over which several bridges were
thrown. A whole nation, the Ubii, was transplanted from beyond the Rhine to live along its left side a Roman colony was
placed among them, which increased afterwards into the city of
Cologne. Other towns, as Mentz, Bonn, Worms, and Spires,
arose from Roman stations. Eight legions were divided and
placed in the most commanding spots to watch and overawe the
Germans and Augustus expressed and cultivated so strong an
attachment to them, that he had a body of Germans for his

and

chiefly

:

;

guard.

Thus

the reign of Augustus completely reduced all the regions
Rhine into the condition of Roman provinces: all
within that boundary were debilitated in a state of subjection,

up

to the

and of beginning civilization.
The natives immediately beyond the Rhine stretching to the
ancient country of our ancestors, were the Batavi, in the present
Holland; the Frisii, in Friesland; the Bructeri, towards the
Ems; the Catti, and the Chcrusci, who extended to the Wescr
and the Chauci, who inhabited the shores from the Weser to the
Elbe; while the fSucvi spread from the Maine to the Danube.
The German nations nearest to the Rhine frequently passed it in
the reign of Augustus, to attack the stations of the Romans; and
these as willingly crossed the same river to defeat, plunder, and

;

ravage, as far as they could penetrate.

Augustus frequently visited these parts of Germany ; but opeFrom the prorated more decisively on its southern regions.
gress of his legions, the southern part, from the Alps to the
Danube, became a Roman province, under the name of Noricum and two other contiguous provinces, called Rhetia and
Yindelicia, were also established from the Alps to the Rhine, the
The capital of Yindelicia was the present
Inn, and the Adige.1
;

1

Tacitus.

Chap.
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Augsburg, which Tacitus then called a most splendid colony.
The Roman dominion being thus established in the southern district of Germany, the Emperor’s son-in-law, Drusus, felt the same
projected the conspirit of enterprise which had incited Caesar
quest of the whole continent, and actually began it. A passage
in Tacitus displays the insatiable thirst of distinction, with which
the active-minded youths of Rome, were urged upon expeditions
incompatible with the comforts of the rest of mankind. Drusus
crossed the Rhine from Holland, and ravaged around to the
Maine, while a fleet navigated along the coast into the Zuyderzee,
and the Ems. In the ensuing spring he penetrated to the Weser,
and in another year to the Elbe, laying the country waste, and
building forts on the Maese, the Rhine, the Weser, and the Elbe;
but before he passed that river, he suddenly received, from natural causes, the fate which he was unsparingly dealing to others.
Tiberius succeeded to the station, though not to the abilities ot
Drusus. He moved several times into Germany. In one year
he passed the Weser; and in another, attacking the Chauci and
Langobardi, he waved the imperial standards over the Elbe.
His fleet triumphantly sailed up the river he contemplated the
collected warriors who lined its northern bank but hazarded no
;

:

;

Two

of the princes of the Chcrusci served in the
Roman army ; of whom one was the celebrated Arminius, and
another became a Roman priest.
Tiberius was called by other wars to the Danube ; and while
he was there conflicting witli the Marcomanni and their allies,
the avarice of Quintilius Varus, combined with his precipitate
attempt to civilize them, provoked the Germans of Ihe Rhine to
Arminius stood forward as the champion of Germany;
rebel.
and by his skill and exertions, the Roman general and his army
were destroyed. This misfortune struck Rome with consternation, and the horrors of an invasion like that of the Cimbri and
Tcutoncs, were anticipated but Arminius was contented to have
merited the title of the deliverer of his country. " He had either
not the means or the desire to pursue schemes of offensive conquest or of vengeful devastation beyond the precincts of Ger-

attack.-*'

;

1

He

many.

drove back the

Roman

empire from the Weser to

Dion. Cassius, p. 622-629, and the authors in Mascou’s learned history of the
He has selected and arranged the most important passages
i. p. 78-85.
of the classical authors concerning the transactions and movements of the German
The authorities for most of
nations before the dissolution of the Roman empire.
the events alluded to in this chapter will be found in his work.
k Tacitus gives him this title, Ann. lib. ii. c. 88.
Kcnlcr calls him the leader of
Ihe Saxons, 1 Schnrd. II.
501; but he was of the Chcrusci. Spen. Not. 297.
'His character in Paterculus is interesting; “Juvenis genere nobilis, manujortis,
sensu eeler, ultra prumplus ingenio, erdorem animi vultu oculisque preferens.” He
had served in the Roman armies, and obtained the equestrian dignity. The pen of
Tacitus has completed his fame. For the disaster of Varus, see Dion. Cass. 667;
i

Germans,

G

Paterc.

ii.

c.

117; and Tac. Ann.

lib. i.
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He restored to his countrymen the possession of
the Rhine.
their native soil up to the latter river ; destroyed all the Roman
forts on the Ems, the Wescr, and the Saal; and when Tiberius
hastened to relieve the capitol from its dismay, the imperial ge1
neral could gain no decisive laurels from the cautious patriot.
Thus Arminius raised Germany into a new military and political
Having learned himself all the Roman discipline, he
position.
diffused among his countrymen as much of it as they could be
persuaded to adopt, and prepared them to receive more ; and
from this period the wars of these fierce people became every
year more formidable to the Roman empire, and more instrucNearly twenty years had elapsed between
tive to themselves.
the time that Tiberius had inarched to the Weser and the period
During all this space,
in which Arminius effected his revolt.
the Germans had all the Roman habits and peculiar civilization
in their immediate contemplation: and all that intercourse ocso large a portion of the country, from the
curred, which,
Rhine to the Wescr, being made Roman provinces ; which, the
serving of their chiefs and people in the Roman armies, and acting with them as allies; and which, iheir perpetual communicacould protions wilh the numerous Roman forts and stations,
Germany was thus constantly .advancing to improvement
duce.
from the time that. Augustus established the Roman armies on
its continent ; and the successes of Arminius kept it from being
too Romanized. By driving back the Romans to the Rhine, he
preserved to his countrymen and their neighbours the power of
continuing, not merely in independence, but of preserving iheir
native manners and customs, with only so much addition of the
Roman civilization as would naturally and beneficially harmonize
with these. Many new ideas, feelings, reasonings, and habits,
must have resulted from this mixture ; and the peculiar minds
and views of the Germans must have been both excited and enThe result of this union of Roman and German imlarged.
movement, was the gradual formation of that new species of the
!luman character and society which has descended with increasing melioration to all the modern states of Europe.
Germany was not at this time very populous. The Hcrcynian
forest, sixty days’ journey in length, overspread a large portion

—

—

1
There is a history of Arminius by Kcnlor, 1 Schard. p. 501-518. In the dialogue on his military merit by Hutt, ib. 426, the German prince snys to Hannibal,
with some truth, “ Nam corum qui res prcclaras gesserunt, nemo majoribus difficulIn Bumma rerum
tatibus cnisus, uut gruvioribus circa impedimentis eluctatiis cut.
aut hominuin inopin, misera egestute, dcsertus ab omnibus, impedilus undique,
tamen ad rccupcrandam libcrtalem, viam mihi communivi; citraque omnera extra
opem, omne adjumentum, hoc solo preeditua et suffullus animo, a me ipso rerum
initia petivi ct be Hum extreme pcriculostim, lion antea ccsptum sed ab omnibus
1
desporatum prosequutus sum. * He details his exertions, and contrasts them, with
more patriotism than critical judgment, with the exploits of Scipio and Alexander.

—
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of its surface. Each state made a little desert around it for its
defence; and the Suevi who were in Suabia and Franconia, used
this desolating protection so abundantly, that they kept the country for 500 miles around them in a devastated condition.
The
population of Germany was, therefore, but scanty, and dwelt
chiefly near the rivers, at their mouths, and on the sea-coasts.
The Roman invasions repeatedly thinned the numbers of their
tribes, by the slaughter of their battles and subsequent cruelties;
and when new populations multiplied, as these existed under new
circumstances, and amid many alterations of native manners
around them, every succeeding generation differed from its predecessors and this difference, from the continual intercourse
with the only civilized empire which then existed, was that of
progressive improvement producing progressive power, until
Rome became their conquest, and its provinces their spoil, and
the sites of their new kingdoms.
Germanicus renewed the victories of his father Drusus, and
endangered for a while the independence of the barbaric continent.
His warfare, though his name lives in the panegyric of
Tacitus, can be only compared with that which we have witnessed in our days in St. Domingo. His first expedition was
undertaken for the express purpose of human slaughter. One
part of his legions, having destroyed their mutinous comrades,
desired to attack the enemy to appease, by the blood of the GerThey acmans, the manes of their rebellious fellow-soldiers.
cordingly rushed to the massacre of the Marsi. “ Germanicus,
to spread the slaughter as wide as possible, divided his men into
The country fifty miles round was laid waste
four battalions.
with fire and sword neither sex nor age excited pity ; nor any
places, holy or profane; their sacred temple, the Tanfanoe, was
destroyed. This slaughter was perpetrated without their receiving
a wound, because the enemies they attacked were sunk in sleep,
or unarmed and dispersed.”
The surprise of the Catti, against whom Germanicus sent Ccr“ His arrival was so little
cina, was one of their next exploits.
:

:

111

expected by the Catti, lhat their women and children were cither
immediately taken prisoners or put to the sword Mattium, the
capital, was destroyed by fire, and the open plains were laid"
waste.” In subsequent battles we usually find the addition, that
“ no quarter was given to the barbarians;” and in the progress
of the Romans, the country was always desolated. In one battle
we have this ferocious plan of warfare, even commanded by the
applauded hero of the historian “ Germanicus rushing among
the ranks, besought his men to give no quarter ; he told them they
:

:

“
VOL.

I.

Tacit.

Ann.

“ Ibid.

lib. i.

9
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had no need of prisoners, and that the extirpation of the barbarians
would alone end the war !” °
Trained amid their soldiery to such sanguinary habits, it is not
surprising, that the Roman emperors should have carried to the
throne the cruelties of the camp, and have exhibited there the
merciless character, which in such campaigns as these they
must have acquired. But to destroy the uncultivated nations of
Europe, however unoffending, was no crime in the popular estimation at Rome. A surname from a country subdued was a
charm which made its chieftains deaf to all the groans of humanity and the clamours of violated right. They pursued this
trade of sanguinary ambition, though Greece had taught the
!

Romans

to philosophize on morality ; and their orators, to destroy an obnoxious governor, could sometimes declaim as if they
had felt themselves the advocates of mankind
After these massacres of the Marsi and the Catti, Germanicus
sailed up the Ems, and marched his army to the Weser.
At this
juncture Arminius^ was not wanting to his countrymen ; but the
superior knowledge of his competitor, and the discipline of the
invading troops, were rapidly annihilating the rude liberty of
Germany. Its bravest tribes fell fruitlessly in its defence the
survivors trembled for the awful issue when the jealous policy
of Tiberius, who had succeeded to the empire, rescued them from
He called back Germanicus from his victoabsolute conquest.
rious progress ; although he asked to continue in his command
but one year more, and would have extended the Roman empire
to the Elbe.*
The conquests of Germanicus were in truth so many depopulaThe Germans always fought till they had not men enough
tions.
and every war was the destruction of the
for further battles
largest portion of the generation that waged it.
But new races
sprang up rapidly in the vacancy thus made, and under circumstances that were continually becoming more promotive of their
improvement, especially in war, and in all the mental qualities
which wore connected with it, and which could be excited by a
struggle with an enemy so renowned and so successful.
War
became their necessity, as well as the theatre of their glory ; and
from the reign of Tiberius to the fall of the Roman empire under
their swords, the German nations beyond the Rhine on the west,
!

;

;

;

° Tacit.

Many

Ann.

lib. ii.

have thought that the famons Irmcnsul was a monument of Arminius,
whose heroic actions the Germans long celebrated in their songs; but there is no
reason to believe that Arminius was ever venerated es a deity.
* Tacit. Ann. lib. ii. b. 26.
It is painful to read that Arminius fell a victim to the
treachery and ingratitude of some of his countrymen ; or to his love of power and
and their love of liberty.
°
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and beyond the Danube on the east, were, under various denominations, of Marcomanni, Alemanni, Franks, Saxons, Burgundians,
Lombards, and Goths, every year training and educating themselves in those military habits, laws, and exercises, and corresponding policy and institutions, which new events and experience
discovered to be most effective for their own welfare and the
annoyance of their enemy. They were in every generation becoming more and more the Spartans of modern Europe. Their
martial systems increased progressively in wisdom and vigour.
The whole frame of their society was made subservient to their
warlike objects; and it became impossible for Rome, in the degeneracy of its confined civilization, to withstand the unremitted
onsets of a people daily attaining superiority in force of mind,
loftiness of spirit, ardent feeling, and moral fortitude and probity,
as well as in technical discipline and manual activity.
The recall of Germanicus ended the progress of the Romans in

Germany. They had many conflicts and
some successes but they never reached the Elbe again.

the north of

A c

17

;

They

retreated gradually to the south, though not with perpetual
Sometimes the interior tribes of the country were
afflicted by their victorious invasions, and as often were consoled
by their expulsion. At one period Hadrian made a rampart for
sixty leagues, from Neustadt on the Danube to Wimpfen on the
Ncckar, which lasted till Aurclian : the natives then pulled it
down. Probus replaced it with stone ; but it soon became an ineffective barrier.
At length, after various conflicts, the Rhine,
near the modern Leyden, separated the Romans and their allies
from the free nations of the north. It was not indeed an impassable boundary, but the Romans generally kept within it: and
thus the nations beyond, and more especially the Saxons, who
were among the most remote, had full leisure to increase their
population, and to improve the propitious circumstances which
retrogression.

1*

attended their peculiar situation.
The jealousy of Tiberius having stopped Germanicus from
annihilating Arminius, and from destroying the nations beyond
the Weser sufficiently for the extension of the Roman empire to
the Elbe, all the German tribes from the Rhine to the Baltic
were left to act, fight, and improve, with the new arts and knowledge which they had learnt from the Romans, and which they
afterwards imbibed from their intercourse with the empire.
Their continuation in an independent state, was favoured by
r
Bcbelius too eagerly denies that any part of Germany beyond the Rhine was
conquered, though the emperors arrogated the surname Germanicus. Orat. vet. Ger.
1 Sehard. 257.
Mascou fairly states the fact, i. p. 131. The Tabula Pouting, (on
which some excellent remarks of M. Frerct are in Mem. vii. p. 292.) confirms this
boundary.

—
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His talents and ambition might have
fall of Arminius.
subdued the northwestern coast of Germany into one dominion;
but he being killed, and his Cherusci weakened, no similar hero,
and no great kingdom, which such a character usually founds,
Hence every state from the Rhine to the
arose in those parts.
Elbe, and amongst these the Saxons, grew up in the free exercise
of its energies and means of power. Warlike activity was
necessarily their predominating principle, not only to repel the
Romans, but to protect themselves from each other. It was
indeed an essential individual quality. The life of each depended
on his martial efficiency for their wars were always those of
desolation and death.
The Romans continued to be the military educators of the
population in these parts, without intending an effect so dangerous to their dominion. But their new principle or necessity, of
forming part of their armies of German troops, led to this momentous result. They frequently felt its evil without changing
their system.
So early as the year 28, the Frisii, the neighbours
of the Saxons, and some of whose nobles had served in the
Roman armies, revolted, and for a long time remained indepenthe

;

dent. 8

Fifteen

years

afterwards, Batavi were serving in the

Roman armies in Britain.
From the Batavian marshes,
1

in A. I). 47, Gcnnascus became
of the Chauci, and began that plan of operations
Saxons in an after age so eagerly pursued. He
plundered on Gaul with light ships. He became strong enough
to invade Lower Germany.
In A. I). (59, the Emperor Vitcllius
became so fond of his German auxiliaries, as to take them to
Rome, in their dresses of skins and long spears, and to consult
their superstitions/
After him Civilis proved what military
efficiency the tribes of these regions had acquired from Roman
He had served among the Batavian cavalry that wr as
tuition.
employed in Britain, and he visited Rome. He found the
sailors in the Roman fleet on the Rhine to be chiefly Batavi.
With talents, which Tacitus compares with those of Hannibal
and Sertorius, he roused his countrymen to arms against the
Romans. The whole Batavian nation, Bructeri, Tencteri, and
their neighbours, allied with them.
He defeated the imperial
armies, and was joined by the auxiliary forces, whom the
Romans had trained. The Gauls submitted to him. One
division of his navy sunk or took the Roman fleet; and he
equipped another to intercept their supplies from Gaul. Defeated
at one time, he maintained a doubtful battle at another, and at

the leader
which the

11

•

Tacit. Ann.

u Tacit.

Ann.

1

lib. iv.
lib. xi. c.

18.

Dio. Cars.

lib. Ix.

v Tacit. Hist. lib.

ii.

Suet, in Vit.

—

;
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obtained a creditable peace and the Romans again took
Batavians into their service in Britain." These events deserve
our contemplation, because they show that great improvements
flowed from the Romans, towards the regions where our Saxon
last

;

ancestors were stationed.
From Civilis to Caracalla, in the beginning of the third century, the emperors left the nations beyond the Rhine, to the natural course of their own means of continuing the progress, which
In Caracalla’s reign, the
the preceding events had excited.
tribes that dwelt on the Elbe near the North Sea, a position that
includes the Saxons, felt so highly their own importance, as to
send an embassy to Rome offering }>eacc, but requiring money
The emperor gave the demanded payment
for observing it.
and so greatly favoured them, as to form a German body-guard,
and to wear himself a German dress.*
But the savage Maximin soon changed this flattering scene.
After the assassination of Alexander Sevcnis, the ferocious
Thracian assumed the contaminated purple, and announced his
accession to the north of Germany in a series of victorious
So irresistible was the
slaughter and unrelenting devastation.
tempest, that unless (says the historian) the Germans had escaped

by

their rivers, marshes,

and woods, he would have reduced

all

Germany

His furious valour once betrayed him
into subjection.
into a situation of so much danger in a marsh, that he was
saved with difficulty, while his horse was drowning.
Ilis
haughty letters to the senate display the exultation and the
cannot relate to you how much
ferocity of his mind.
have done. For the space of four hundred miles we have burnt
the German towns ; we have brought away their flocks, enslaved
their inhabitants, and slain the armed.
should have assailed
their woods, if the depths of their marshes had permitted us to
pass.”?

“We

we

We

This destructive invasion, like many other evils, generated, by
the greatness of the necessity, a proportionate benefit.
By a
conjecture more probable in itself, and more consistent with contemporaneous facts than any other which has been mentioned, a
modern writer lias very happily ascribed to it the formation of
that important confederation, which, under the name of Francs,
w Tacit. Hist. lib. jii. iv. Civilis had maintained a personal friendship with Vespasian.
“ Cum privulus esset amici vocabamur,” lib. v. c. 26. Moscou, to his
summary of the actions of Civilis, adds that his memory continued dear to the Hollanders : that in the Great Hall of the States General there were twelve pictures of
his exploits, by Otto Vecnius ; and thnt the Dutch were fond of comparing him with
their William, Prince of Orange, “ the fountain of the liberties of Holland.” Vol. i.
p. 159.
* Herodian, lib. iv. c. 7.
7 Jul. Capitol.

of Maximin

is

Maxim,
related

c. 12.

Herodian,

lib. vii. p.

14G, cd. Stcph.

bv Mr. Gibbon with elegance and accuracy,

190, 4to.

9*
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arms, and preserved the

liberties

II.

of Ger-

many.*
It is

the prevailing opinion of the learned, that about the year

240 a new confederation was formed, under the name of Francs,
a
As the
by the old inhabitants of the Lower Rhino and Weser.
incursion of Maximin took place about the year 235, the additional supposition of Spener is very happy, that this confederation
arose from a general desire of security and revenge.
The horizon of Rome was at this juncture darkening civil
wars wore consuming the strength of the empire ; and its Germanic enemies, who had many losses of liberty, life, and property
to avenge, were learning the dangerous secret of the benefit of
union.
The Alemanni b had alarmed Marcus Aurelius with its
The advantage of this confederation generated
first exhibition.
:

others, until the Roman empire was overwhelmed by the accumulating torrent; and her western provinces were parcelled
out among those warlike spoilers, whose improved posterity now

govern Europe.
This sagacious union of strength in a common cause was
consecrated on the Rhine by the general name of Francs, in
which the peculiar denominations of the tribes were absorbed. 0
Their valour achieved its end and their existence and general
conduct were peculiarly useful to the Saxon nation/ The safety
and success of our ancestors may have flowed from this timely
The Saxon exploits on the ocean inflicted such
confederation.
wounds on the Roman colonies and commerce, that a peculiar
the southern coast of
fleet was appointed to counteract them
Britain was put under an officer called Comes Littoris Saxonici
and every historian mentions them w ith dread and hatred. It
does not seem visionary to state, that it would have been one of
the first employments of the Roman indignation to have exterminated them by an expedition like those of Drusus, Germanicus,
and Maximin, if the confederation of tho Francs had not interposed a formidable barrier that was never destroyed, and which
;

;

r

2 Spener in his Nolit. Germ. lib. iv. p. 338.
“Non valde vereor adfirmare. Maximini crudelem in Germanium incursioncm feed us infcricris Rhcni accolis Gcrmanis

suasisse."
a

Fonccrnagnc, Mem. Ac. xv. p. 268, and Frercf, Hist Ac.
1, p. 259.
Mascou, who dislikes
88, and Mem. xxxiii. p. 134, unite in the opinion.
it, p. 196, has evidently not weighed all the circumstunccs.
h For
the nations who ussumed this name, sec Spener, 175-179.
c
The states who united in the league are particularized by Spener, p. 341 ; and
by Clirytams, Sax. Proem.
d The uricicnt writers give us some curious traits of the Francs of this
period
“Francis fumiliare est ridendo fidem frangerc. n Vopiscus Proc. c. xiii. p. 237, Ed.
Bip. “Gens Francorum infidclis est. Si perjerct Fruncus quid novi facict, qui perjurium ipsum sermonis genus pulai esse non criminis.” S.ilvian de Gub. Dei, Jib.
iv. p 82.
Mag. Bib Put. 5. Again, lib. vii. p. 116. “ Franci mcndaces, sed hospitales.”
This union of laughter and crime, of deceit and politeness, has not been
entirely unknown to France in many periods since the fifth century.
Gibbon,

Insc.

—

ix. p.

—

—
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kept the imperial armies employed at the south banks of the
may add, that the furious desolations of Maximin
Rhine.®
were favourable to the growth of the Saxon power ; for they depopulated the contiguous states, and left the Saxons without any
strong neighbours to coerce or endanger them.
Another cause, peculiarly promotive of the prosperity of the
Saxons, was their application to maritime expeditions; and it is
interesting to the philosophical student of history to remark, by
what incidents they were led to this peculiar direction of their

We

courage and

activity.

CHAPTER
The

IV.

application of the Saxons to maritime expeditions.

The situation of the Saxons on the sea-coast of that part of
Europe, which was in the neighbourhood of some fertile provinces
of the Roman empire, and yet remote enough to elude their
vengeful pursuit and the possession of an island, with an harbour so ample, and yet. so guarded against hostile assaults, as
Hcligland afforded, were circumstances propitious to a system
;

of piracy.

The tribes on the sea-coasts, from the mouths of the Rhine to
the Baltic, had from the days of Ctcsar been gradually forming
themselves to maritime exertions. The Romans themselves, inattentive to the consequences, contributed to their progress in this

new path
army

his

Drusus equipped a fleet on the Rhine
he cut a channel for its passage

of war.

Ems
and we

to the

Zuyder Zee

;

:

find

to

wall

into the

in his time, that the Brncteri,

who

of the Ems, wore able to fight a battle with him
on the seas.* In the reign of Tiberius, Germanicus built a thousand vessels on the Rhine, Maes, and Scheldt teaching the attentive natives the use of ships, and the manner of their constructing
them, and employing them in their navigation.
Within thirty years afterwards, Gcnnascus, at the head of the
Chauci, evinced their improvement for with light ships, armed
for plunder, he made the descent already noticed on the contiguous shores, and particularly on the Roman provinces in France,
.knowing that they were rich, and perceiving that they were

on the

lived

left

;

*

tcr’s
a

P

>ntanu8 Origin. Franc.— Spcncr, 333-360, and his 2 vol. 421-429, and
Glossary, 316-322, furnish much information on the Frankish tribes.
f

Mascou, Hist.

vol.

i.

p. 80.

b

Tacitus Ano.

lib- “• c. 6.

ScliiJ-
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weak

against such attacks.® His enterprises were in fact the
precursors of those, with which the Francs and Saxons afterwards annoyed the Roman empire. The naval exertions of Civilis

have been stated

before.

the population between the Rhine and Ems were thus accustomed to maritime exertions, the Saxons began to multiply
near them, and to spread into the islands we have described. But
an active system of naval enterprise is not naturally chosen by
any nation ; and, still less, distant voyages, which are fatal to
land warriors from their ignorance, and still more formidable

As

from
amid

Hence the Saxons might have lived
and marshes, conflicting with their neighbours,
or sailing about them in petty vessels for petty warfare, till they
had mouldered away in the vicissitudes in which so many tribes
perished if one remarkable incident, not originating from themselves, but from a Roman emperor, had not excited their peculiar
attention to maritime expeditions on a larger scale, with grander
prospects, and to countries far remote.
This event, which tinged with new and lasting colours the
destiny of Europe, by determining the Saxons to piratical enterprises, was the daring achievements of the Francs ; whom Probus, during his brief sovereignty, had transported to the Pontus.
their superstitions.

their rocks

;

To break the strength of the barbaric myriads, who were every
year assaulting the Roman state with increasing force, this emperor had recourso to the policy, not unfrequent under the imperial government, of settling colonies of their warriors in places
very distant from the region of their nativity.
Among others, a numerous body of Francs, or rather of the
contiguous tribes united under that name, was transplanted to the
Euxine. The attachment of mankind to the scenes of their childhood and their ardent longing, when in foreign lands, for the
country which llieir relatives inhabit ; where their most pleasing
associations have been formed where their individual characters
have been acquired, and customs like their own exist; are feelings so natural to every bosom, and so common to every age,
that it is not surprising that the Frankish exiles, when removed to
the Euxine, regretted their native wilds.
read therefore,
with general sympathy, that they soon after seized the earliest
opportunity of abandoning their 'foreign settlement. They possessed themselves of many ships, probably tho vessels in which
tliev had been carried from the German Ocean to the Euxine,
and formed the daring plan of sailing back to the Rhine. Its
novelty and improbability procured its success and the necessities which attended it, led them to great exploits.
Compelled to
;

;

<l

We

;

c Tanil. Anti.
lib. xi. c. 18.

d

So strong wns tliis feeling in Germany, that some of the German
Augustus forced from their country killed themselves. 1 Muscou, 85.

chiefs

whom
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land wherever they could for supplies, safety, and information,
they ravaged the coasts of Asia and Greece. Reaching at length
Sicily, they attacked and ravaged Syracuse with great slaughter.
Beaten about by the winds, often ignorant where they were,
needing subsistence, and excited to new plunder, by the successful depredations they had already made, they carried their triumphant hostility to several districts of Africa. They were
driven off by a force sent from Carthage; but, sailing at last to
Europe, they concluded their remarkable voyage by reaching in
6

safety their native shores.
In this singular enterprise, a system to endure for ages received
It discovered to themselves and their neighbours, to all
heard and could imitate, that, from the Roman colonies, a
rich harvest of spoil might be gleaned by those who would seek
its birth.

who
for

it

at sea.

It

likewise

removed

the veil of terror lhat

hung

over distant oceans and foreign expeditions. These Francs had
desolated every province almost with impunity; they had plunder
to display, which must have fired the avarice of every needy
spectator; they had acquired skill, which those who joined them
might soon inherit and perhaps the same adventurers, embarking
again with new followers, evinced by fresh booty the practicability of similar attempts.
On land, the Roman tactics and
discipline w ere generally invincible; but, at sea, they who most
frequent it arc usually the most expert and successful.
The
Saxons perceived this consequence: their situation on the ocean
tempted them to make the trial they soon afterwards began
their depredations, and by this new habit evinced the inciting
and instructive effects of the Frankish adventure.
The piracies of the Francs and Saxons arc not mentioned in
the imperial w riters anterior to this navigation but they seem to
have become frequent after it : for within a few years subsequent,
the Francs and Saxons so infested the coasts of Belgium, Gaul,
and Britain, that the Roman government was compelled to
station a powerful fleet at Bologno, on purpose to confront them.
The command was intrusted to Carausius, a Menapian, of the
meanest origin; but a skilful pilot and a valiant soldier. It was
observed, that this commander attacked the pirates, only after
they had accomplished their ravages, and never restored the
capture to the suffering provincials.
This excited a suspicion,
that by wilful remissness he permitted the enemy to make the
Such
incursions, that he might obtain the booty on their return.
conduct was fatal to the design of suppressing the piracies of
the Francs and Saxons.
It permitted the habit of such enterprises to become established; and the success of those who
;

r

;

T

;

e

The

original authorities arcZosimus, end of book

and Vopiscus

in Probo, c. 18.

i.

;

Eumcn. Pancg.

iv. c.

18
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eluded his avarice, on their return, kept alive the eagerness for
maritime depredations/
Another incident occurred to establish their propensity and
power. The emperor, informed of the treasons of Carausius,
ordered his punishment. Apprised of his impending fate, he took
refuge in augmented guilt and desperate temerity
he boldly
;

the purple, and was acknowledged emperor by the
legions in Britain.
The perplexities in which the Roman state
was at that time involved favoured his usurpation; and, to maintain it, lie had recourse to one of those important expedients
which, originally intended for a temporary exigency, lead ultimately to great revolutions.
As it was only by active warfare that his sovereignty could be
T
A D 287 roaintained, he made alliances w ith the Germans, and
particularly with the Saxons and Francs, whose dress
and manners he imitated in order to increase their friendship.
To make them of all the use he projected, he encouraged their
application to maritime affairs he gave them ships and experienced officers, who taught them navigation and the art of naval

assumed

;

combat 8

No

.
circumstance could have tended more to promote
their future successes and celebrity.
They had sufficient inclination to this new path of action.
They only wanted the tuition
and encouragement. Fostered by this imperial alliance, and

supplied with those essential requisites without which they could
not have become permanently formidable, they renewed their
predatory attacks with licensed severity. Every coast which
had not received Carausius as its lord, was open to their incursions.
They perfected themselves in their dangerous art, and
by the plunder which they were always gaining, they increased
their means as well as their avidity for its prosecution, and nurtured their population in the perilous but attractive warfare. The
usurpation of Carausius, and this education of the Saxons to the
empire of the ocean, lasted seven years.
Sixty years afterwards, a similar occurrence advanced the
Saxon prosperity. Magnentius, another usurper of the bloody
and restless sceptre of Rome, having murdered Constans, endeavoured to preserve the perilous dignity by an alliance of fraternization with the Francs and Saxons, whom in return, he protected
and encouraged 11 This was another of those auspicious incidents, which enhanced the consequence and power of those tribes
who had been invisible to Tacitus, and who had been merely
knowm by name to Ptolemy. But as Providence had destined
them to be the stock of a nation whose colonies, commerce, arts,
knowledge and fame, were to become far superior to those of
Rome, and to pervade every part of the world, it cherished them
.

f

1
1 Gibbon, 362.
h Julian Orat cited

Mascou, 243.
Mascou, 280.

]

8 1

Mascou, 244.

1 Gibbon, 364.

;
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by a succession of those propitious circumstances which gradually formed and led them to that great enterprise for which
they
were principally destined, the conquest of Romanized Britain.

CHAPTER
The League

Y.

of the Saxons with other States, and their Continental

Aggrandizement.

But in the beginning of the fourth century, the Saxons were
not alone on the ocean ; other states, both to the south and north
of their own locality, were moving in concert with them, whose
nominal distinctions were lost in the Saxon name. This addition of strength multiplied the Saxon fleets, gave new terror to
their hostility, and recruited their losses with perpetual populaThe league extended. Their depredations increased their
tion.
population, affluence, and celebrity and these results extended
their power. What emulation, policy, or rapacity may have first
prompted, success and fear made more universal. They who
would not have been tempted to unite, dreaded the wrath of
those whose proffered alliance they refused: and at length, most
of the nations north of the Rhine assumed the name, strengthened
the association, and fought to augment the predominance of the
Saxons. Towards the south, between the Elbe and the Rhine,
the C'hauci seem to have led the way.
The Frisii, urged by
kindred passion and a convenient position, willingly followed.
The precise date of the accession of others is not so clear but
in some period of their power the Chamavi, and at last the Batavi, the Toxandri, and Morini, were in their alliance.
North of
their territorial position the Cimbri, the Jutes, the Angles, and
others not so discernible, added their numbers In the formidable
league which lasted until their expedition to Britain," and then
began to dissolve.
Without detaining the reader by a detail of the modern chorography answering to the position of these tribes, b it may be sufficient to state concisely, that the progress and leagues of the
Saxon states enlarged gradually from the Elbe to flic Wcscr
;

;

;

“Spener’s Nothin, 363-370. That Ihe Saxons of the fifth century were an assowas remarked by Stillingflcct, Orig. Brit. 305; and Langhorn,
Elcnch. Ant. Alb. 342. Sec also Freret, Mem. Ac. Inscr. xxxiii. p. 134; and 2
Gibbon, 523.
b This may
be seen as to the Chauci, Spener, 302-313. Cloverius, lib. iii. p. 72.
Cellarius, Ant. Geo g. i. p. 298— As to the Frisii, Spener, 314-332. CJuv. p. 55.
Cell. 235.
As to the Chamavi) Sp. 260, &c* The same authors treat of the others.
_

ciation of people,

:
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from the Weser they reached to the Ems and still augmenting,
they diffused themselves to the Rhine with varying latitude, as
the Francs, many of whose allies they seduced, quitting that region, and abandoning their exploits on the ocean, marched upon
Gaul. The extension of this new confederation was favoured by
the change of policy and position adopted by the Francs.
As
this people stood foremost to the Roman vengeance, they expeThey had many distressing wars to maintain,
rienced its effects.
which in time compelled them to abandon maritime expeditions,
;

and to consolidate their strength for their continental conflicts.
Their ultimate successes made this warfare the most popular
among them. Hence, the nearer we approach the period of the
invasion of England, we find the Francs less and less united with
the Saxons on the ocean, and even wars begin to be frequent between the rival friends. As the former moved onward, to the
conquests of Belgium and Gaul, the Saxons appear to have been
the only nation, under whose name the vessels of piracy were
navigated.
Saxons were the enemies everywhere execrated,
though under this title several nations fought. Some of the tribes
on the maritime coast, who had composed the league of the
Francs, abandoned it, to share the easier warfare and ampler
booty of the Saxons. At last this successful people diffused
themselves into the interior of Germany so victoriously, that the
vast tracts of country embraced by the Elbe, the Sala, and the
Rhine, became subjected to their power, c in addition to their
ancient territory from the Elbe to the Eydcr. d An old Belgic
chronicle in rhyme, makes Ncdcr Sassen, Lower Saxony, to
have been confined by the Scheld and the Meuse ; e but this is a
larger extent than others admit.
c That continental Saxony at last extended to the Rhine
is affirmed by Adam of
Bremen, p. 3; and see. the later writers. ChrytreiiH, 72; et Proem. Krantz Saxon,
Spencr Nolit. 2 vol. 400-413. Eginhart, the secretary of Charlemagne, says,
p. 5.
p. 7, that in his time, Saxony German is pars non modicn cst.
d The Saxon poet commemorates the Saxons to have retained this
region in tbe
time of Charlemagne
Saxonum populus quidam quos claudit ab nustro
Albia sejiinctiim pottos Aqtiilonis ad axem,
Hos Norlhulbingo* patrio Bcrmonc vocamus.
®

Ap. Du Chcsne, Hist. Fran.
Oudc bocken boor ick gewngen,
Dat all t’land heneden Nycmngen,

Wilcn Neder Sassen
Alsoo

Script.

hict,

slroom vcrschiet
Van dcr Maze ende van den Rhyn,
Die Solicit was dat westende syn.
uls die

Schilt.

Thes. 706.

I have heard that old books say.
That all the land beneath Nyemagcn

Whilom was

called Nether Saxony,
Also that the stream
Of the Maes and the Rhine confined
The Scheld was its western end.

it:

2. p. 160.
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But those allies of the Saxons with whom the history of Brimost connected, were the Jutes and Angles. The Jutes
inhabited Jutland, or rather that part of it, which was formerly
called South Jutland/ but which is now known as the duchy of
Sleswick.
The little band first introduced into England by Hengist and Horsa, were Jutes.
Their name has been written with
'

tain is

caprices of orthography.*
derived from different parts of the north
of Germany. Engern, in Westphalia, was a favourite position,
because it seemed to suit the geography of Tacitus. Angloen,
in Pomerania, had good pretensions, from the similarity of its
name ; and part of the duchies of Mecklenburg and Lunenburg
was chosen out of respect to Ptolemy but the assertion of Bede
and Alfred, which Camden has adopted, has, from its truth, prevailed over all.
In the days of Tacitus and Ptolemy, the Angli
may have been in Westphalia or Mecklenburg, or elsewhere;
but at the era of the Saxon invasion, they were resident in the
district of Anglcn, in the duchy of Sleswick/1
The duchy of Sleswick extends from the river Levcsou, north
of Kiel, to the Tobesket, on which stands Colding; but that particular position, which an ancient Saxon author calls Old England, extends from the city of Sleswick to Flensberg.
Sleswick
was the capital of Anglcn, and was distinguished, in the eleventh
century, for its population and wealth/
all the

The Angles have been

;

r

s

Chrytmus, Saxon,

As Gcnlum,

G5.
Pont. Chor.
Giotcc, Jufre, Gutm,

Dunn. 655.

Geatnni, Jotuni, Jetts, Juiftr, Vilre, &,c.
Clironicon IlolsalitP, p. 54, says the Danes and Jutes ore Jews of the
tribe of Dun! and Munster us wisely culls the Ilelvetii, Uill-vitm, or Jutes of the

The Vctus
hills !
h Bede's

words arc : 11 De ilia pntrin, qure angulus dicitur ct ab co tempore usque
hodic, innncrc dcsertus inter provinces Julurum ct Suxonum perhibetur,” lib. i. c.
His royal translator’s expressions arc similar: “Is tha land bclwyli Gculuin
15.
and Seuxuin. Is said of tlitcrc tide the hi tlianon gewiton otli to dmgc tha hit west
wunige,” p. 483. Alfred in his Orosius, alluding to the Danish countries on the
Baltic, says, “ on theein landum oardodon Engle rcr hi liidcr on land coman.”

Camden, in his introduction, attributes to the Angles the German cities Engelhcim,
where Charlemagne was bom, Ingolstad, Engleburg, Engclrutc and Anglcria, in
;

Italy.

Pontanus, Gcographiu, 655, 656. It is our Ethelwcrd who gives us the ancient
of Lhc Angles most exactly. Anglia vcLus sila est inter Saxones ct Giotos,
kabens oppidum capitalc qund sermonc Saxnnico Slcswic nuncupatur, secundum
vero Darios, Hailhabay, p. 833. Some, who admit this situation, will not allow that
Wormius derives tbern
the Angli were German emigrants. Schiller’s Glos. p. 49.
from the Jutes. Litcrat. Runica, p. 29. This is a mere supposition. As Tacitus
notices Anglia in Germany, but does not specifically mention Jules, a speculative
reasoncr might, with greater probability, make the Angli the parents of the Jutes.
That they were kindred nations is clear from the identity of their langnogc. Our
Kentish Jutes have always tulkcd as good English as our Mercian, and Norfolk,
and Yorkshire Angles, jutes, Angles, and Saxons, seem to have been coeval twigs
of the same Teutonic branch of the great Scythian or Gothic tree. Some dialectic
differences of pronunciation may be traced, but no real diversity of language.
*

site
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Sequel of their History to the Period of the Anglo-Saxon Invasion.

While

the Saxons

were

in this state

in the fourth century, the prosperity

of progressive greatness,

and contiguity of Britain

in-

vited their frequent visits; and their attacks were favoured by
the incursions of other enemies, who are called by the historians
Picti, Scoti, and Attacotli.
In a similar combination of hostilities, Nectaridus, the commander of the Saxon shores was slain, and the general of the
an ^> Fullo-faudes, perished in an ambush. Several
A C 368
oflicers were sent by the Roman emperors to succeed
them but their exertions being inadequate to the necessity,
Theodosius, an experienced and successful leader, was appointed
by Valentinian in their room. The Piets and the co-opcrating
tribes attacked from the north, while the Saxons and their allies
assaulted the maritime coasts.
Theodosius, from Richborough,

^

;

marched towards London, and dividing

his

army

into battalions,

correspondent to the positions of the enemies, ho attacked the
robbers encumbered with their plunder.
The bands that were
carrying away the manacled inhabitants and their catlle, lie destroyed, and regained the spoil
of this he distributed a small
share among his wearied soldiers; the residue he restored to jls
owners, and entered the city, wondering at its sudden deliverance, w ith the glories of an ovation.
Lessoned by experience, and instructed by the confessions of
the captives and deserters, he combated this mixture of enemies,
with well-combined artifice and unexpected attacks. To recall
those who in the confusion, from fear or from cowardice, had
abandoned their ranks or their allegiance, he proclaimed an amnesty a and to complete the benefit he had begun, he prosecuted
the war with vigour in the north of Britain,
lie prevented by
judicious movements the meditated altack; and hence the Orkneys became the scene of his triumphs. The Saxons, strong in
their numbers and intrepidity, sustained several naval encounters
before they yielded to his genius. b They ceased at last to molest
;

r

;

* Am. Marcel, lib. xxvii. c. 8. p. 2P3.
b ('laud. 4 Cons. lion. 31, 11 mnducrunt

bcllis navulibus,

Pacalus Fancg. Tbcod.

Saxone fuso Orcadcs.”

p. 97.

Saxo conBumplus
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the tranquillity of Britain, and the addition of a deserved surname, Saxonicus, proclaimed the services of Theodosius.® He

added the province of Valentia to Roman Britain, restored the
deserted garrisons, and coerced the unruly borderers by judicious stations and a vigilant defence d
The Saxon confederation might be defeated but was not subdued
Such was its power, that they were now bold enough to
defy the Roman armies by land, and invaded the regions on the
Rhine with a formidable force. The imperial general was unable to repulse them
a reinforcement encouraged him.
The
Saxons declined a battle, and sued for an amicable accommodation.
It was granted.
A number of the youth fit for war, was
given to the Romans, to augment their armies; the rest were to
retire unmolested.
The Romans were not ashamed to confess
their dread of the invaders, by a perfidious violation of the treaty.
They attacked the retreating Saxons from an ambush; and, after
a brave resistance, the unguarded barbarians were slain or made
.

,

.

;

prisoners.®
It is to the disgrace of literature, that the national
historian of the day has presumed, while he records, to apologize
for the ignominious fraud.
Such an action might dishonourably gain a temporary advantage, but it could only exasperate the Saxon nation.
The loss

was soon

repaired in the natural progress of population, and beyears elapsed, they renewed their depredations, and
defeated Maximus/ At the close of the fourth century they exercised the activity and resources of Stilicho.
The unequal
struggle is commemorated by the encomiastical poet, whose
genius gilds, with a departing ray, the darkening hemisphere of
Rome/ Afler his death the Saxons commenced new eruptions/1
They supported the Armorici in their rebellion/ awed the Gothic
13 uric, began to war with the Francs/ and, extending the theatre
of their spoil, made Belgium, Gaul, Italy, and Germany tremble
at their presence.
At length, Charlemagne, having prosecuted
against them one of the most obstinate and destructive wars
which history has recorded, their predominance was abased, and
fore

many

—

Pacat. 98.
Quum ipse S.ixonicus.” Tlio British government have wisely
done equal justice to the defenders of their country we have Earl St. Vincent,
Lord Viscount Duncan Baron of Cumperdown, and Baron Nelson of the Nile, and
r

11

:

Earl of Trafalgar.
d Am. Marc,
p 40G. Claud ian. dc 3 Consul. Hon. slates liis successes against
the Piets and Scots, p. 44.
e
Am. Mar. 41G. Orosius, vii. e. 12, and Cassiodorus, 2 vol. G36, also mention
the incident.

—

f

8

Ambrose, quoted
Claudia n. dc Luud.

S.

1

Mascou, 371.

Stil. lib.

ii.

p. 140, Elz. edit.

Paneg. Avit. v. 3G9.
i 2 Mascou, 39. Gregory
of Tours,
islands by the Francs; and lib. iv. c.
1

h

Jcrom. in Mascou, 410.

Sid. Apall.

rius* successes against

them. Ib. ct

c.

19, mentions the capture of the Saxon
what he calls their rebellion and Chlota14; and their ravages in France, c. 37, p. 35.
lib. ii. c.

10,
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II.

power

of the Saxons on the continent then ceased. They dwindled to a
secondary rank, and have ever since acted a secondary part in
But they have never been obthe events of German history.
scure.
In the tenth and eleventh and twelfth centuries, colonies
of their population settled themselves in Hungary and Transylvania ;
and allied themselves by marriages with the ruder chiefSaxon dukes became emperors of Gertains of those regions.
many soon afier the separation of this dignify from the crown of
France. Branches from their stem have formed the most illustrious princes in the north of Germany, and Saxony has the
honour of having given birth to the great Reformer of Christianity in the fifteenth century, and her chieftains of successfully
supporting this intellectual emancipation and improvement, till it
became impossible for power or craft to suppress it. A king of
Saxony still exists, though with dismembered dominions, and the
country yet presents a people of the most cultivated mind of all
the German continent.
The rise of the Saxon nation has been,
therefore, singularly propitious to human improvement.
It created a new formation of mind and manners, and polity in the
world, whose beneficial results the state and history of England
expressively display. No events tended more to civilize Germany
from the third century to the eleventh, than the activity, leagues,
colonies, conquests, and transactions of this people.
All the improvements of Germany, beyond what Rome imparted, have
arisen from the Saxon and the Frankish mind. They kept from it
the more barbarous population of the Slavonians and the lluns,
and the rude heroes of Scandinavia and the Baltic. The imperial reigns of the house of Saxony, notwithstanding the faults of
some of its princes, principally contributed to establish the German independence, civilization, and prosperity during the middle
ages.
But the beneficial agencies of this race on the continent
having diminished, other nations, whom they assisted to form and
educate, are now attaining a political, and will probably gain a
mental preponderance; unless Saxony, in her adversity, shall regain a moral one the great foundation of all intellectual supe1

111

—

riority.
k See this war in Eginhart’s Vita. Curol. Maun, and in the Focta Saxon.
Anliq.
Annul, dc geslis Curoli M. up. Duchesne, ii. p. 136.
See the Chronicles of Hungary, of Thwrncz, pars ii. c. 11, c. 22.
m Sec the authorities collected by Eder on this point, in his Dc iniliis, juribus que
prinuevis Saxonum Transilvanorum.
Comment, p. 17, and 63-78.
Flemings,
Hollanders, and oLhers also went there, ibid.
Ed. Vicnn. 1792.
1
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VII.

History of Britain elucidated from the Death of Maximus in 388, to the
final Departure of the Romans.

Soon after the termination of the fourth century, the Saxon invasion of England occurred. It will be therefore useful to consider the state of Ihc island at that time.
A just perception of the
events which occurred in Britain previous to their arrival, will
usefully illustrate the causes of their success, and remove some
of the difficulties, with which this portion of our history has been
peculiarly embarrassed.
The transactions of the natives of Britain, from the fall of
Maximus to the Saxon invasion, are almost lost to us, from the
want of accurate historiographers of this period. The crude declamation of Gildas, Bede’s extracts from him, the abrupt intimations of Nennius, and Jeffry’s historical romance, or rather amplification of Nennius, wdth many additions from unknown
sources, or from his own invention, are all the original documents which either Britons or Saxons have loft us on this curious
and important interval.
The querulous and vague invectives of Gildas have been reduced to some chronology by Bede ; and the broken narrations of
Nennius have been dramatized by Jeffry; but the labours of
Bede have not lessened the original obscurity of Gildas; and all
that the imagination of Jeffry has effected, has been to people
the gloom with fantastic shapes, which, in our search for authentic history, only make us welcome the darkness that they vainly
attempt to remove/
a
In the Archoiology of Wales are two copies of Jeffry’s History in Welsh; but
they arc not entitled to more historical respect than his Latin work. The Welsh
triads have some curious ncliccs concerning the ancient history of the Britons ; but
and this dissimilarity, while it makes (he
these arc very unlike the fables of Jeffry
most ancient triads more respectable, increases our disrespect for his work, whether
Some of the triads, indeed, which have a more modern aspect,
in Welsh or Latin.
seem to be taken from Jeffry’s history. But I cannot believe that this history,
whether first written by Tyssilio, Caradoc of La near van, or Jeffry, was in existence,
Some of its incidents may have been
in its present details, before the 1 1 Lh century.
earlier traditional stories ; but their present arrangement, chronology, and details,
and the amplifications and additions with which they are accompanied, appear to
me to be fictitious, and unauthorized; fully as much so as those of Saxo Grurnmatiurc therefore comThe true cannot now be separated from the invented.
cus.
pelled to discredit the whole.
1

;

We

10 *
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The chronology into 'which Bede has
was erroneously chosen by our

distorted the rhetoric of
venerable and valuable
historian. b
His authority, which his learning would in any age
make respectable, has been peculiarly impressive, because, without his ecclesiastical history, we should have lost almost all
knowledge of the Anglo-Saxons for three centuries after their
establishment in this island. With unsuspicious deference, our
historians have rather studied Gildas, as he has been transcribed
by Bede, than in his own composition; and thus they have
governed the chronology of this interesting interval by the authority of Bede, without examining if Bede has not been himself
mistaken.
It will much assist our inquiry to take a general survey of the
history of the Roman empire at this period.
While Gratian governed the western empire, and Theodosius
the eastern, the legions of Britain, who had so often
d
k ecn conspicuous for their turbulence, seceded from
of
and, in concert with the
Maximus, their allegiance to Gratian
333-388.’ Britons, appointed Maximus, a Spaniard by birth, but
then in the Roman service in Britain, to be their emperor in his stead. 0 lie was a man of great, merit.
lie accepted
the dangerous honour, and prepared to support it.
Perhaps,
if he had been contented to have reigned in Britain, his throne
might have been perpetuated, and then a new destiny would have
changed the fortune of England and the weslern world. The
Saxons would in that case not have obtained Britain and a Roman British kingdom might have stemmed the barbaric torrent
that afterwards overwhelmed the empire.
But either from the
desire of extending his dominion into his native country, or because the dignity and life of the new sovereign were insecure
until victory had confirmed the usurpation, he collected a great,
body of British youth, and with these he passed inlo Gaul. Many
wonders have been fabled of his levies, and of the fatal effects of
Many legends of the most ridicutheir absence from the island.
lous nature have been appended, which grave historians have believed.*
That he raised all the force from Britain which he could

Gildas,

;

;

b Bcdc postpones the invasions of the Piets and Scots, and the coming- of the
I have considered attentively the reasonings of liis
legions, until after Constantine.
ingenious editor in his behalf, but I cannot coincide in his opinion. See Smith's
Bcdc, App. p. 672.
c Zos. lib. iv.
Sulpicius gives him a high character.
Socrates, lib. iv. c. 1 1.
p. 247.
Vir omni vitae meritoetiam prcdicandus, if he had refused the offered diadem. Dial,

—

ii. c.

7.

d

See Usher, 617-636, lb. 200. This offuir, os staled by Jeffry, lib. v. c. 14, is,
that Maximus ordered 100,000 common people and 30,000 soldiers out of Britain, to
colonize Armorica; c. 15, lie desired wives for them; and c. 16, the king of Cornwull
sent Ursula, his beauteous daughter, with 11,000 noble ladies, and 60,000 meaner

women, who embarked at London. Great storms drowned part, and Guanius king
of the Huns, and Mclga king of the Piets, murdered the others, who resolved to be

!
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because he had a great stake to contend for,
and the power of an ancient empire to withstand. But we need
collect, is probable,

not extend this to the depopulation of our island, or to the total
destruction of its military strength.
His officer assassinated Gratian, after he had reigned fifteen years, and Valentinian admitted
Maximus into a participation of the empire. He retained it until
he failed to conciliate Theodosius, or ventured to contend with
him for the dominion of the whole.
Tiie superior forces or ability of the emperor of the East
avenged the death of his unfortunate patron. Maximus perished
at Aquilcia/
The British soldiers did not long survive the leader
they had befriended but that they wandered into Armorica, and
;

new-named

seems to be unfounded/
In 391, the generous Theodosius delivered the sceptre of the
western empire to Valentinian, who marched into Gaul against
the Francs.
He renewed the ancient leagues with them, but
perished by the weapon of a murderer in 392.
A new adventurer for empire, Eugenios, assumed his dignity, made fresh
treaties with the Francs and Alemanni, collected troops from all
parts to maintain the exalted station he had ventured to seize, and
advanced to defy the genius of Theodosius. In 394, he sustained
a destructive combat near Aquileia, which terminated his ambition
and his life.
The next year was marked by the death of Theodosius himself;
and when he expired the Roman glory began to set. His two
sons lived only to disgrace him.
The western hemisphere was
it,

possessed by Honorius, the youngest son of Theodosius, who in
January, 395, at the age of eleven, became master of an empire
almost besieged by enemies; Italy, Africa, Gaul, Spain, and Britain,
looked up to him for protection,* and in turns demanded it while
Arcadius, his brother, filled the throne of the East. A minister
:

virtuous.
Johan Major will have Ursula to be the daughter of the Scottish king, that
lady settles the point by averring that
Scotland may have the credit of her story.
Verona, one of the virgins, assured her in an express revelation that the blessed
Ursula was a Scotswoman ; her convenient visions also authenticated their relics!
Vision Elizabeth, lib. iv. c. 2. Usher Primord. 618-G24. Baronius, who with others
countenances the emigration, mentions, that the Martyrologies devoted the 11th
October to the memory of Ursula and the 71,000; a duy still religiously observed at
Cologne for this superstitious incident. Some affirm that no person can be buried
at Cologne in the place where they were said to have lain, because the ground throws
Usher, 202, and 003.
up other corpses, which some deny

A

!

*
f

!

Socrates, p. 270-273.
This point has been much controverted, but I cannot avoid agreeing with

Du

Bos,

Quant au terns od la p6upladedcs Bretons in«iil.iircs s’est clublic dans les Caulcs,
was not before the year 513. Ilist. Crit. ii. 470. The chronicle of the obbey of

that
it

Mont S. Michel, in Bretagne, gives this year as the epoch of their arrival. Anno
Ib.
513, vcncrunt transmarini Britanni in Armoricam, id cst rninorem Britanniam.
472.
The ancient Saxon poet, ap. Duchesne Hist. Fran. Script, ii. p. 148, also peoples Bretagne after the Saxon conquest
6 3 Cvibb. 104. Aurelius Victor has drawn a very exalted and interesting character
of Theodosius.

:
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able to have upheld a falling state directed the young mind of
Honorius. Stilicho, his appointed guardian, passed the Alps soon
after the new accession, reviewed the garrisons on the Rhine, and
negotiated with the Germans. During the progress of the same
year he marched the legions of the empire along the coast of the
Adriatic, to punish the guilty favourite who was diffusing misery
through the East. In November, the fate of Rufinus delivered
Stilicho from a competitor, and the world from a subordinate
tyrant, who converted a trust of power into an instrument of base
oppression .*1
But the enemy that was destined to shake the Roman empire
to its foundation, and to give the signal of successful onset to the
barbarians who were crowding to encompass it, began now to
appear. Superior genius frequently produces great revolutions
on the theatre of the world, when it is placed in the sphere of
command. Empires rise to grandeur by the potent springs which
that only can set in action ; but when these have spent their force,
and a new potentate appears, gifted with the same creative powers;
the scenes of greatness change, the descendants of the illustrious
are destroyed, and new edifices of sovereignty arc erected, to
tower, to menace, and to fall, like those on whose ruins they
Such was Alaric, who, at the close of the fourth century,
exist.
united under his sovereignty the strength of the Gothic nation.
The Gothic nation had slowly but steadily advanced to conse-

Augustus had extended the Roman empire
Germany, up to the Danube. Before he
died, Maraboduus, a German who had been educated by serving
in the Roman armies, and by fighting against them, led the nation
of the Marcomanni, with others of the Suevian race, into Bohemia; and founded there a new barbaric kingdom, which became
peculiarly formidable to the Romans.
His movements excited
most of the nations between his new position and Italy to take
up arms and Tiberius was three years employed with fifteen
legions, and an equal proportion of auxiliary troops, before he
could subdue what was called Jllyricmn, or the countries that lay
between the Danube and the Adriatic. The civil dissensions of
quence and power.

in the eastern part of

;

h Gibbon, 117-120.
Claudinn bos punished the vices of Rufinus by a fine effusion
of heroic satire. His description of the council of the calamities of mankind is a

living picture

“ Nutrix Discordia belli,
Impcriosa Fumes, Leto vicina Scncclus,
Impaliens que sui Morbus, Livorquc sedundis
Anxius, ct scisso mocrcns veluminc Lucius,
Et Timor ct cir.co prcccps Audacio vnltu,
Et Luxus populator opum, quern semper adhrorens
Iufclix liumili gressu comitatur Egeslas,
que Avaritiae complex;? pcctora rnatris

Frnila

Insumnci longo veniuut examine Curm.”
In. Ruf.

lib.

i.

p.

21, Elz. cd.
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Marcomanni enabled the Romans to establish themselves
Danube.
Of the subsequent Roman emperors,

beyond the

Nerva, Trajan, and Antoninus had successful wars with these
people, and their neighbours, the Dacians, Quadi, and others;
but about the year 1G7, from a confederation of all these nations,
Marcus Aurelius had to sustain a war, the most dangerous and
destructive that the Romans had experienced.
Almost all the
nations from Illyricurn to Gaul appeared in arms.
Aurelius
made proportionate exertions. To his regular armies he added
slaves and gladiators, robbers whom he pardoned, and Germans
whom he could trust. He sold by auction, at Rome, all his personal property to augment his pecuniary funds, and after the
military efforts of many years, at last subdued them; but the
succeeding emperors w ere unable to retain any province beyond
the Danube; and as they retreated, the nations to the north
became more prosperous and daring.
Of these the Goths were the most adventurous and successful.
They begin to appear in the imperial history about the time that
They invaded Dacia. One Roman
the Francs are mentioned.
emperor, Alexander, used the ruinous policy of paying them an
annual subsidy, and their history afterwards is that of continual
progression. Many barbaric nations joined them; and, assuming
their name, enlarged botli their power and celebrity, as other
tribes had thus contributed to the importance of the Francs and
Saxons. Under Decius, about the year 250, the Gothic king
passed the Danube at the head of 70,000 men, and ravaged
Thrace and Macedonia: others afterwards invaded Asia, and
with fleets assailed the Pontus. In 207, the Goths, Hcruli, and
All
Scythic plundered the Archipelago, and devastated Greece.
r

the talents of Aurelian were insulhcient to preserve the provinces
beyond the Danube. He therefore abandoned Dacia to the warlike nations who were threatening it, and transplanted the friendly
Probus pursuing
population to the right bank of the Danube.
this policy, caused 100,000 Bastarnm to cross the Danube, and
to settle in the southern provinces, which had been depopulated
To the same districts he also transplanted the
in these contests.
Francs and Saxons. But all these measures were ineffective to
resist the perpetual advance of the enterprising Goths, becoming
in every campixign better disciplined by their unceasing contests
with the Roman armies, and by the education of their chieftains

Roman service, during the intervals of peace. The ambiand spirit of the Gothic nation increased with their improvements and power and when Alaric appeared to lead them, they

in the
tion

;

discovered themselves to be as superior to the Romans in their
military qualities, as they were in their political institutions, and
in some of the moral virtues.
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In this

year, the western world had been alarmed by the
irruption of the Huns.*
After swelling their army by the
nations they conquered, they had rushed on the Gothic
tribes.
Unable to repulse the ferocious invaders, the Goths had
precipitated themselves over the Danube.
Stationed by the

Emperor Valens

in Lower Mcesia, the Goths revolted, penetrated
into Thrace, defeated and killed their imperial benefactor, in 378,
at Adrianople ; and from this disastrous day never abandoned

Roman territory J At length Theodosius made an accommodation with them; a large portion of their warriors were
taken into the imperial service, and a successful attempt w as
made to convert them to the Christian faith.
the

7

Among the Goths, who were allied to the Roman armies,
Alaric passed his youth. Born in the island of Pcuec, k on the
Euxino, of ono of the principal families of the Goths, he had
early abandoned the confined limits of* his native soil, for the
civilized regions of Europe, where he cultivated his mind with
their improvements.
He solicited an appointment in the Roman
armies, and he was only entrusted w ith the command of barbarian battalions.
Though by birth a barbarian himself, he felt
the superiority of his assuming mind, and was disgusted by the
degradation.
In Thrace, in Macedon, and in Thessaly, he
showed the terrors of his discontent he obtained the pasgg6
sage of the immortalized Thermopylae, overran Bccotia,
Attica, and the Peloponnesus; and though his superstition protected Athens from his fury, the other famed cities in Greece,
Corinth, Argos, and Sparta, now enfeebled and degenerated,
were conquered by his valour, his fortune, or his name. m When
Stilicho advanced with the imperial troops, to chastise the
daring invader, Alaric, by a great, exertion of skill, escaped to
Epirus, and extorted, from the timid ministers of the Byzantine
court, the title and authority of governor of the Eastern lllyricuin.
lie was soon after recognised king of the Visigoths. 11
1

;

1
The history of these Iluns is ably abridged by Mr. Gibbon, yoI. ii. p. 561 ; he
traces their unsuccessful contests with the Chinese, their divisions and emigrations, their conquests, the union of the Alani, nnd their wars upon the Goths.
Ono
of their ancient historians, Jornandes, c. 24, gives their cxecranda originc, that is,

vcncficarum

cum immundis

M. de Guignes

spiritibus congressu.

leads the

way on

their history.

Gibbon, ii. p. 591-017. Ib. 040.
Cluud. dc 6 Consul. Hon. p. 174.
Peuce is an island at the mouth of the
Danube, formed by two of its discharging torrents. Strabo, p. 211. Dionys.
j

k

Pericgetcs, v. 310.
1

Jornandes says of Alaric,

mirifica,”

m

41

See undo, nobilitas Ballharum que cz gcnerc origo

&c.

Zosimus, lib. v. p. 292-295. Yet let not the historian's apology for Sparta bo
“ Nec armis amplius nec idoneiis ad pugnam viris munita, propter
Ro-

forgotten.

ni a riorum avariliam.”
n The history of Alaric is narrated

by Gibbon,

v.

iii.

p.

134.

p
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history,

we may

pro-

ceed to contrast the loose phrases of Gildas with the circumstances we can glean from the Greek and Latin writers, which

seem applicable
Immediately
states , 0

that

to the British history.

after

Britain,

mentioning the death of Maximus, Gildas
despoiled of her soldiery and military

apparatus, and her youth, who followed the usurper to return no
more; and being utterly ignorant of war, groaned for many
years under the incursions of the Scots from the northwest
and of the Piets from the north.
,

This account, though obviously the language of exaggeration,

somewhat countenanced by the writers of the imperial history.
It is stated by Sozomcn, that Maximus collected a numerous
army from Britain, Gaul, and Germany, and went to Italy We
is

.*1

learn from others, that the Francs took advantage of his "absence
to invade Gaul, and that the Saxons also moved in successful
During the reign of his prosperity, in the
hostility against him. 1
second year of his empire, the Piets and Scots had vigorously
defied him 8
It becomes, therefore, highly probable, that these
Irish and Caledonian wanderers would be alert to profit by the
opportunity of his absence, as well as the Francs and Saxons.
On this occasion we shall accredit Gildas, and as Maximus was
killed at Aquileia, in 3HH, 1 wc may consider that as the year in
which the incursions began.
The next account of Gildas is, that the British nation, unable
to endure these ravages, sent, an embassy to Rome, desiring a
military force, and promising a faithful obedience to the imperial
sceptre 0
That a province suffering under a hostile invasion
’

.

.

° Gildas, 8. xi. p. 4.
Gale’s xv. Scriplores. Richard, entitled of Cirencester by
some, by others Monk of Westminster, places this invasion in the year after tho
death of Maximus, lib. iii. c. 1. See bis dc Situ Britanniin in the Antiquilatcs Oclto-norrnannicai, p. 120.
Ado. Virnncnsis, an author of the ninth century, gives a
similar chronology. Chron. ,/Etas Sexta, p.353. nib. Mag. Put rum, v. 7.
Bede, without
any uuthorily, and contrary to the literal meaning of Gildas, postpones it for ubout
twenty years, lib. i. c. 12, and thus lays a foundation for his subsequent mistakes.
The Circius, which is the expression of Gildas, is mentioned by Pliny, ii. 46, as
a wind famous in the province of Narbonne, und inferior in vehemence to none.

—

i*

Harduin

interprets

it,

nord-vvest-nord.

“Collccto cx Britannia et vicinis Gal i is, et ex Germanis ac finitimis gentibus
numcroso cxcrcitu, in Italiam profectus cst.” Sozomcn, Hist. EecJ. lib. vii. c. 13,
p. 721, Ed. Vales.
r The
valuable fragment of Sulpilius Alexander, preserved by Gregory of
Tours, lib. c. c. 9, p. 34, mentions the Francic incursion : and St. Ambrose, cp. 17,
“ IIIc stntim a Francis, a
intimates, though with no particulars, the Saxon success.
Saxonmn gente in Sicilia Siciac ct Pctavionc ubique denique terrarum viclus cst.”
1 Mascou, 371.
* Prosper in his Chronicon says, “ incursantcs Pictos et Scotos, Maximus strenuc
q

I

superuvit.”
t

3 Gibbon, 40.

Rome,
u

lib. v. c.

Gildas,

s.

16.

12.

The

British history miscalls

him Maxiinian, and

kills

him

at
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should solicit succour from the fountain of power, and that, to
obtain it, they should lavish assurances of fidelity, to expiate the
imputation of treason, which the elevation of Maximus would
produce, are circumstances which bear the marks of truth in
their natural probability.
He adds, that a legion

came by

sea, well appointed with every
engaging with the enemy, they dedrove them from the borders, and
liberated the subjected natives from their rapacity and tyranny/
If we inquire of the imperial writers by whom this service was

requisite for service; that,
stroyed a great multitude,

crforrned,

we

shall find that for three

years after the fate of

Slaximus, both divisions of the Roman empire were governed by
Theodosius, w who, by his edict, made void all the usurper’s exertions of the prerogative, that every thing might resume its pristine situation/

It

was a necessary consequence

of these orders,

that the civil {lowers of the revolted provinces should be immediately replaced : we accordingly find that a Yicarius, named
Chrysanthus, was sent to Britain by Theodosius, whose good

conduct was admired/

more

No

other period

seems

to

have been

suitable to his admistration/

But from the time of Constantine the policy of the emperors
had completely separated the civil and military powers/ This
regulation could not allow Chrysanthus to have been the deliverer
of Britain. The military arm was wielded by an arrangement
of officers, jealously distinguished from the civil authority.
Chrysanthus may have governed Britain as Vicarius, to diffuse

1*

internal quiet over a revolted province, as far as the civil magiswas able to operate, but could have no forces to coerce

tracy

menacing barbarians.
During the latter period of the reign of Theodosius, and

the

many

for

years in that of his successor, the military force of the

Gildas,

b.

12.

w Gibbon,

y Socrates, Hist. Ecclee. lib
cdsttz/uaVdii,

iii.

vii.

p.

c.

was construed by Carte

x Cod. Theod. lib. xv. tit. 14.
This temperate expression of Socrates
imply the attainment of such a height of

55.

12.

1o

Our Henry ulso
glory, tlmt he most have stopped the Scottish depredations, p. 16.0.
amplifies it so far ns to say, that Chrysanthus was sent on purpose to check them,
that he executed his commission with ^reat ability and success, expelled the enemies,
and restored the tranquillity of ihe province. He refers to Socrates as his authority,
who only mentions what the text expresses.

Tho remark of Carte is just, tfiat in no other juncture could Theodosius have
intermeddled in the affairs of the western empire, p. 169.
Gibbon, ii. 43. Du Bos, Hist. Crit. i. 69. Le prefet du pretoirc, et les offiThe vicarius
cicrs qui lui etoient subordonn^s, nee omnianddrent plus les troupes.
of Britain was under the priufcctus praetorio of the Gauls, Notitia, s. 36., and was a

—

civil officer.

b Even Julian, when 9 cnt to command the army in Gaul, though he, cn qualife
dc Cesar, ou d’hcritier presomlif de l’cmpirc, put prelendrc b une auloritt plus
ctenduc que ccllc qu’un g4n6r;ilissiine ordinaire auroit excrete en vertu de sa commission, cepcndont Julicn n’osoit rien decider coucernant la levbe des subsides etla

subsistence des troupes.

Du

Bos, 61.
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western empire was under the command of Stilicho, the mastergeneral of the cavalry and infantry of the west. 0 It must have
been under him that every military aid was despatched into
Britain.
The indistinct intimations of the Monk of Bangor are confirmed
by Claudian ; his mellifluous muse devoted herself to pursue the
triumphs, and to proclaim the glory of Stilicho ; and in Claudian’s historic picture of his fame, the victorious battles of this

man with the Piets and Scots, form one of those groupes,
which, for this part of his life, have ensured to Stilicho an honourable celebrity.
But the desired euphony and imagery of poetry are unfriendly
We must not, thereto geographical and chronological detail.
fore, expect from Claudian, the exact year of the Christian era
in which Stilicho or his officers approached Ireland and Calemust endeavour to trace the chronology from other
donia.

superior

11

Wc

sources.
Britain, according to Gildas, mourned these devastations many
years.
probable interval seems to arise from the situation
of the empire. Though Maximus was conquered in 388, yet the
Francs and Saxons continued in hostility. When Valentinian,
who was sent against them into Gaul, was murdered, the usurpation of Eugenius harassed the empire for two years.
Soon after
he had perished, Theodosius expired.
The death of Rufinus left Stilicho at leisure, in the year 396.
The African war was not prosecuted till 398, in which Gildo
e
fell ; therefore wc rnay consider either the preceding year, or the
subsequent, 399, as the era in which Britain was rescued from
the spoilers/ This last will allow eleven years for the multos
annos which Gildas notes to have intervened between the invasion after Maximus and its suppression.
The querulous narration adds, that the Romans ordered the
natives to build a wall between the two seas, in the north of
Britain, to deter the invaders, and to protect the natives; that the
irrational vulgar, having no director, constructed it of turf instead of stone.*
This narration has the appearance of being an ignorant account

A

c Gibbon, iii. 116.
d Claudian de Laud. Stil. lib. ii. p. 140. EIz. edit.
c Gibbon, iii.
p. 128.
f Richard places it eleven years before the capture of Romo by Alaric, or
399, lib.
ii. c. i. p. 121.
Antiq. Celto-Nor. The criticism of Mascou, p. 394, on Pagius, who
dates a similar passage in 402, confirms our Richard's chronology, as it makes 399
the year in which Honorius was preparing the expeditions alluded to in the lines :

Do mi to quod Suxone Tetliys
Mitior, aut fracto secura Britannia Piclo
Ante pedes humili Franco, &c.
In Eutrop,
*

Gildas,

VOL.

s.
I.

12.

11

p.

196.
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of the construction of one of those famous walls, which have so
deservedly attracted the curiosity of antiquaries.
Gildas states, that this legion having returned home, the plunderers came again.
A passage in Claudian verifies the fact,
that the legion quitted the wall soon after the successes of Stilicho, and diffuses a ray of light, which determines the chronology
of the incident.
have mentioned the pacification which Alaric extorted
from the eastern government; it might seem to them a release from anxiety it was made by Alaric an interval of earHe surveyed the
nest preparation for more fortunate warfare.
state of the world with the eyes of prophetic penetration, and
discerned the vulnerable part, in which the genius of Rome might
be fatally assailed. About the year 400, he suddenly marched
from his eastern settlements to the Julian Alps, and poured his
forces into Italy. The emperor of the West fled at his approach,
when Stilicho again interposed the shield of superior talents.
To meet the destructive Goths with a competent force, he summoned the Roman troops out of Germany and Gaul into Italy;
even the legion which had been stationed to guard the w all of
Britain against the Caledonians was hastily recalled, and attended
In the battle of Pollentia, Alaric
the imperial general at Milan.
discovered the inferiority of his troops, and made a bold but
1*

We

;

T

1

ruinous retreat. *
must
The battle of Pollentia was fought in March, 403.
allow time for the troops to have travelled from the north of
Britain to Milan, and may date this departure of the Roman
No one can disbelieve that in their
legion in the year 402.
absence the habitual depredators would return.
Gildas proceeds to inform us, that embassadors went to Rome
with rent garments, and with ashes on their heads, to implore
However we may be inclined to ascribe the cosfurther aid. k
tume of the embassy to the imagination of the author, we cannot
dispute the probable fact, that the province solicited and obtained
the protection of its sovereign.
have no direct evidence from the imperial writers that
Stilicho sent back the legion, after the battle of Pollentia, into
Britain, but it must have been there before 406, because we read
of soldiers then choosing and deposing emperors in the island.

We

We

h Gildas, s. 13.
The peculiarity of style in which he indulges himself is remarkable: “Rabid robber wolves, with profound hunger and dry jaws, leaping into the
sheep-fold, ” are the invaders who are brought over by “ the wings of oars, and the
arms of rowers, nnd sails swelling in the wind."
f
Claudian, in his poem dc Bello Gclico, p. 169
:

Venit et extremis legio prsBtenta Britannia,
Qum Scoto dat froBna truci, ferro quo notatas
Pcrlegit cxangucs Picto moriente hguras.
j

Gibbon,

iii.

147-155.

k Gildas,

s.

14.

;

Chip.
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Their presence must have been attended with its usual effect on
the £icts and Scots.
Before we state the next sentence of Gildas, it will be proper
to narrate the incidents, which, as he does not notice, though of
1

we may presume he never knew; they occurred between the last defeat of the Piets and Scots, and the
final departure of the Romans.
The unwearied genius of Claud ian has resounded the praise of
Stilicho in poetry, which, though sometimes defective in taste,
The acts which
yet has too much energy and felicity to perish.
the general achieved, justify his bard, and raise the minister
above his degenerate countrymen. But it may be said of human
virtue, as Solon pronounced to Croesus of human happiness, that
we should wait until the life is closed, before we pronounce deStilicho for a while was the saviour of the
cisively upon it.
Roman empire; he ended his career its most destructive scourge.
He excited invasions, which he wished to have the merit of repressing he introduced the barbarian hordes into the provinces,
who quitted them no more he occasioned rebellions which completed the debility of the imperial government; and paved the
way for the extinction of the western empire.
When Alaric menaced Italy, Stilicho drove off the tempest
but he wanted to have his son invested with the imperial dignity,
and he hoped to extort the concession from the trembling Honorius, by the terror of impending evils.
To effect this, lie excited
Fatal contrivance of unthe German nations to invade Gaul.™
principal importance,

;

;

1

For the origin and history of these two nations, the reader may usefully consult

Mr. Pinkerton's Inquiry

into the early history of Scotland.

m

Orosius, lib. vii. c. 38, and c. 40; and from him Isidorus. Wandul. Grotius. p.
732, expressly affirm the treuson. Jcrom Ep. ad. Agcr. exclaims against the semibarbarian traitor, who armed against his adopted country its worst enemies. Prosper soys, that sululi imperutoris lendebat insidias, p. 50. MarccllinuB more explicitly
says of him, “Sprcto Ilonorio, rcgnumquc cjus inhians, Alanorum, Sucvorum, Wanda lor um que gentis donis pecuniisque illectas contra regnum Iionorii cxcitavit, Euchcriurn filitim suum paganum, et adversum Christianas insidias molientem, cupicns
Cffisarem ordinare." Chron. p. 37, added to Scaligcr's Euseb. If these authors are
not sufficient to make the imputation credible, the point seems to be decided by the
evidence of a conte m porary, who, being a pagan, gives more weight to an opinion, in
which lie and the Christians coincide; I mean Rutilius, whom Gibbon docs not mention ; he says,
Quo magis cst facinus diri Stilichonis acerbum,
Proditor urcani quod fuit imperii.
Romano generi duin nititur esse supe rates,
del is summis miscuil ima furor:

On

Dumque

timet, quidquid sc feccrat ipse timeri,

Immisit La tire barbaratela ncci.
Visccribus uudis armaturn condidit hostem,
I llaloe

cladis liberiore dolo.

Ipsa satellilibus pellilis Roma patebat,
Et captiva prius, quam caperctur, crat.
Jtinerarium ,

lib. ii. v.

41-50.
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A

principled ambition n
most formidable irruption of the tribes
between the Rhine and Danube, Alani, Suevi, Vandali, and many
others, burst over the mountains, and deluged the western world.
portion of these, under Radagaisus, perished before Stilicho in
The reItaly,® and furnished him with the laurels he coveted.
mainder crossed the Rhine, which, if the charge of treason be
true, was purposely divested of its protecting troops, and over!

A

“ The consuming flames of war
its vicinity.
spread from the banks of the Rhine over the greatest part of the
seventeen provinces of Gaul; that rich and extensive country, as
far as the ocean, the Alps, and the Pyrenees, was delivered to the
barbarians, who drove before them, in a promiscuous crovrd, the
bishop, the senator, and the virgin, laden with the spoils of their
houses and altars.”*
This disaster spread consternation through Britain. Inflamed
their success, the invaders menaced this island.
It
406
is expressly asserted by Zosimus, that their devastations
alarmed the army in Britain. Apprehensive of their further
progress, and to exert an energy adequate to the crisis, the troops
created an emperor for themselves. One Marcus was their first
choice
finding his councils or his conduct insufficient for the
exigency, they destroyed him, and elected Gratian, who is
mentioned with the title of Municcps, in his room. Within
four months afterwards he was murdered, and, induced by the
flattering name, the British soldiery selected one Constantine
from the ranks and decorated him with the imperial garments. *
Constantine seems not to have been unworthy of his station;
lie passed out of Britain into Gaul, stayed a short time at
Boulogne, conciliated to his interest the soldiers scattered

whelmed Gaul and

;

1

1,

upon the continent, and defeated the

terrible barbarians. 8
authority of Constantine was acknowledged in Gaul, and
re ^ l,cc ^ Spain.
His son Constans laid aside the
406—411
cowl of a monk, which, previous to his father’s elevation, he had assumed, 1 and was created Ctesar.
Ilonorius, to
whom Constantine had respectfully stated, that his dignity had
been forced upon him, appeared to acquiesce in his retaining it,
and sent him the imperial robes.
The barbarians obtained rcin-

The

11

to defend Stilicho, but the weight of evidence must prevail. Du
190, accredits his guilt. How fatal the scheme was to Rome, wc may judge,
when wc recollect, that 11 Tc dernier Dcceinbre, 406, futla journec funcstc ou les barDu Bos, 194.
barcs entrerent dans les Gaules, pour n’en plus sortir.”
° For the expedition of Radagaisus, see Gibbon, iii. 163-173, and Mascou, 404n

Gibbon attempts

Bos,

p.

4H.
p Gibbon,

Znsiinus, lib. vi. p. 373 and 371 ; Orosius, vii. 40.
Marcellin. Com. p. 38; Orosius, vii. 40; Jornandes, c. 32.
Yet Frigeridus, cited by Gregory of Tours, characterises him as guise ct ventri
deditus, lib. i. c. 9, p. 35.
u Zosim. lib. v.
p. 359.
r

c

iii.

Zosimus,

171.

ibid.

!
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fprcements, but Constantine adopted the precautionary measure
of placing troops to guard the passages into Gaul. v
During this division of the imperial power, Alaric again assemThe
bled a willing army, and appeared on the Roman frontier.
guilt of Stilicho had been detected and punished, and his death
removed the last bulwark of the empire. The court of Honorius
could furnish no other mind competent to confront the Gothic
conqueror. In 408, he overwhelmed resistance, and besieged
ransom obtained a short security, but determined his
Rome.
superiority.
In the next year he assailed it again, and condescended to accept from an emperor of his own nomination, the
Every doubt was now removed ; he saw*
title of master-general.
his irresistible power, and the succeeding summer was
marked by the dismal catastrophe of a third siege and
successful assault, w whose ferocious cruelties we might
notice with abhorrence, but that the generals of civilized ages
choose yet to perpetrate them in violation of all moral principle
or social benevolence, and in wilful contempt of the inevitable
opinion of posterity
Among the officers attached to the interest of Constantine was
The valour and
Gerontius, who had proceeded from Britain.
.services of this person on former occasions are stated by the historians ; but, oflended that Constans returned to Spain, on his
second visit, with another as his general, the slighted Gerontius
abandoned the interests of the emperor he had supported, and
elevated a friend to dethrone him.* He pursued his new purpose
with a fatal alacrity, besieged and slew Constans at Vienne, y and
menaced the father with deposition. The troops of the legal emperor, Honorius, profited by the quarrel, and destroyed the competition.
Constantine was taken at Arles, and Gerontius was
pursued to the confines of Spain; his house was besieged,
and the assailants set it on fire. His friend and wife received from his hands the death they implored, and he joined
them in the tomb.*

A

v

Zosim.

p.

y Orosius,

" Gibbon,

374.
lib.

vii.

iii.

24-1244.

* Zosim. 371, 373-375.
Marcellin, Chron. 38.

Olympiodorus ap. Photium, 183.

Eusebius Chronicon. 412.
z See Ihe detail in Gibbon, iii. p. 259.
I am tempted to imagine, that in drawing
his Vortigcrn, Jeffry has copied and distorted the Gerontius of the imperialists.
Some particulars arc alike in both. lie makes Constans a monk, and Vorligcrn a
British consul,
who rebelled against, and caused Constans to be destroyed. Vorti.
pern being afterwards besieged in the place to which he fled, and his pursuers And.
ing they could not get an entrance, it was set on fire, lib. vi. and lib. viii.— The
facts from the Roman historians are, that Gerontius proceeded from Britain, and
was a comes or count; that he revolted from Constans, who had been in a monastery
and caused his death ; that he fled for refuge afterwards, nnd prevented his pursuers
from entering his house, who therefore applied flames. These coincidences would
induce me to strike Vortigern entirely out of true history, but that I find a Gurthrigernus mentioned in Gildas, and a Gwrtlicyrn in the Wel*»h remains. Their authority inclines mo to believe, that JeiFry has confounded Gerontius, who died in

—

'

11 *
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complexity of rebellion and sub-rebellion, the western
provinces of the Roman state were sacrificed to the
T he bar^‘ revenge of the military competitors. The crime which
***
degraded all the merit of Stilicho was, from the same
Britain.
409*
motives of selfishness, repeated by Gerontius. He
also, to diminish the danger of his revolt, by his incitements and advice influenced into hostile invasion the barbarians who hovered near the Celtic regions. 1
This desperate act
of ambition was unfortunate for Rome. Constantine could not
repel the torrent, because the flower of his army was in Spain.
Britain and Gaul experienced all its fury.
The cities even of
England were invaded. To whatever quarter they applied for
help, the application was vain.
Honorius was trembling before
Alaric, and Constantine could not even save Gaul.
In this extremity the Britons displayed a magnanimous character; they remembered the ancient independence of the island, and
their bravo ancestors, who still lived ennobled in the verses of
their bards ; they armed themselves, threw off the foreign yoke,
deposed the imperial magistrates, proclaimed their insular 'independence, and, with the successful valour of youthful liberty and
endangered existence, they drove the fierce invaders from iheir
cities.®
The sacred flame of national independence passed swiftly
over the Channel, and electrified Armorica. This maritime state,
and its immediate neighbours, in the same crisis and from the
same necessity, disclaimed the authority of a foreign emperor,
and by their own exertions achieved their own deliverance.
this

1*

Thus

the authentic history from 407 is, that the barbarians,
excited by Gerontius, assailed both Gaul and Britain that
Constantino could give no help, because his troops were

499

,

;

Spain; that Honorius could send none, because Alaric was
overpowering Italy; that the Britons thus abandoned, armed
themselves, declared their country independent, and drove the
barbaric invaders from their cities that Honorius sent letters to
the British states, exhorting them to protect themselves d and
that the Romans never again recovered the possession of tho
in

;

;

island.

0

Spain, with Gwrtheyrn, in England, and in his Vorligcrn has given us a fictitious
medley of the history of both.
4
Zosimus, lib. vi. p. 375.
There was a severe imperial law in existence, made
A. D. 323, which was applicable to these crimes of Gerontius and Stilicho: “Si
quis bar bar is scclerata factione facultatcrn deprcdulionis in Romanos dedcrit, vcl
si
quo olio modo factain dcviscrit, vivus amburulur.” Cod. Theod. lib. vii. tit. i. But
ambition is always blind to its punishment, and as heedless of laws as of morality.
b

Zosimus,

d .Zosimus,
in

digging

lib. vi. p.

lib.

among

vi.

375.

c

Zosimus,

p. 381, (pt/xaTTird-**.

p.

376; and see Nennius,

25-27.’

silver ingot discovered in 1777,
the old foundations of the Ordnance office of the Tower, marked’

“ ex office Honorii ” implies that the authority of Honorius
was at
the island.
•

s.

The

The Abb6 Du

Bos, Hist. Crit. 211

;

and Mr. Gibbon,

iii.

first

respected
in
r

275, agree in placing
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which we know to be authentic, it is with much
we endeavour to adapt the vague lamentations of

these facts

distrust that

which Bede has abridged. The account which he has
us of men sitting on the wall to be pulled down ; of the
British nation cut up by the Piets and Scots, like sheep by
butchers ; of the country becoming but the residence of wild
animals ; of the antithetical letter to yEtius in Gaul, “ the barbarians drive us to the sea, and the sea drives us back to the
barbarians; so that between the two we must cither be slaughtered
or drowned;” of part of the natives enslaving themselves to the
barbarians, to get victuals ; and of the remaining turning robbers
on mountains, caves, and woods, can only awake our suspicion
that querulous declamation has usurped the place of history, in
his verbose yet obscure composition, or has converted local
lie who has staled these
incidents into a national catastrophe.
things, has also declared that the Britons, whom the Romans for
near four centuries had civilized, could not build a wall, nor
make arms without patterns f has mentioned nothing of the
emperors, or transactions after Maximus; and has ascribed ihc
walls of Hadrian and Sevcrus to the fifth century, and the castles
of the Saxon shore, so long before constructed, to a legion quitAs far as Gildas can be supported and
ting Britain for ever.
made intelligible by others, he is an acceptable companion. But
he contains so much ignorant and exaggerated narration, and
uses so many rhetorical generalities, that lie cannot be trusted
alone.ff
If any application was made to AStius from Britain, it
must be referred to the period when the civil contests that pervaded it, invited the attacks of the northern invaders, and facilitated their progress, as we shall afterwards notice and it may
have been sent on behalf of particular districts only.
Gildas,

left

;

;

the defection and independence of Britain in 409. The words of Procopius are express, that the Romans never recovered Britain, lib. i. p. 9, Grot.
Prosper, in his
Chroriicon, inti mutes as much.
In the year before the fait of Constantine, he says,
Hac tempestate, pro valetudinc Romanoruin, vires funditur attenuate Britannia), p.
50. Seal. Euseb. Bede, though he afterwards copies Gildas with mistaken chronology, yet, lib. i. c. 11, after mentioning the capture of Rome by Alaric, odds, ex
quo tempore Romani in Britannia rcgnnre cessurunL, after having reigned in it 470
years since Corsar. Now in c. 2, lie says, C®sar came 60 ant. Chr. ; therefore according to Bede, in this passage, the Romans lost the government of Britain by the
year 410.
f Gildas, s. 12 and
s. 14.
Gildas.
Bcdc, lib. i. c. 12 and 13. The errors of Gildas arc not to be charged
upon Bcdc; he has only adopted them because lie had no other Latin document to
use.
The Roman account of British transactions censed when the imperial troops
finally quilted England.
Native literature only could supply materials afterwards
for future history; but the Saxons of Bede's age did not understand the British
tongue. Hence Bede had no authority but Gildas for this part of his history. Nennius had certainly other materials before him; for, with some fables, he has added
many original circumstances which are entitled to attention.

;
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between the departure of the Romans and the invasion
of the Saxons.

When

Zosimus mentions Britain, for the last time, in his history, he leaves the natives in a state of independence on Rome,
so generally armed as to have achieved the exploits of Roman
This
soldiers, and to have driven the invaders from their cities.
may assume the governing
appears to be authentic history.
powers of the island, at that period, to have been the civitates or
the territorial districts, because the emperor would of course
have written to the predominant authority. This was the state
of the island in or after the year 410, and to this we may add
from others, that the Romans never regained the possession of
There is evidence that they assailed the liberties of Armoit."
rica, b but none that they contested with the Britons the enjoyment

We

of their independence.

The

Britons,

who had been strong enough to repulse from their
who had overran Gaul, or who had taken

island, the barbarians

* Mr. Camden makes Britain return to the subjection of Honorius, and to be
liuppy for a while under Victorious, who governed the province, and put u stop to
Introd. 85.
Henry, lib. i. c. i. p. 119, 8vo. enthe inroads of the Piets and Scots.
larges still more; he states, that after the death of Constantine, Britain returned to
the obedience of Honorius, who sent Vic'orinus with some troops for its recovery
and defence ; and that this general struck terror into all his enemies in this island
but the increasing distresses of the empire obliged Honorius to recall Victorinus, and
There is no authority for this circumstantial detail.
all his troops, from the island.
Rutilius, in his journey in Italy about 416, merely takes occasion to compliment
Victorinus on his former honours. In this friendly digression be says, that the ferox
Britannus knew his virtues, whom he had governed so as to excite their attachment,
lliner. 499, p. 14. cd. Amst. Whether lie governed it under ThcodosiuB or Honorius
Thut he could have no command of troops is certain, because the vicais not said.
The act of his government, according to Rutirius or governor was a civil officer.
lius, was not then a recent thing, but at some distance, because he odds another
11
iilustris nuper saerte comes additus nulm
event, which, he says, lately happened,
marking this honour as a recent event in 416, implies that the others were not recent; hence there is no reason to place him in Britain afler 409.
b Du Bos, Hist. Crit. p. 213, thinks, that the revolt of Armorica contributed more
than any other event to establish In monarchic Fran^oise in Gaul. Armorica comprehended five of the seventeen provinces of Gaul. On its struggles for liberty, see
Du Bos, and 1 M.iscou, 453, 476; also 3 Gibbon, 275. It had afterwards many
unfavourable conflicts with the Francs. Greg. Tours, lib. iv. and v» Frcculphus,

—

—

lib. ii. c.

22.
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advantage of that calamity to molest them, could not have been
subdued without a serious invasion. Even the exposed and inferior Armorica maintained a vigorous resistance.
But the dismal
aspect of the Roman state, during the fifth century, coincides
with the absolute silence of authors to prove that the Romans
forbore to invade the British independence.
The majesty of the Capitol had departed the world no longer
crouched in submission before it and even its own subjects are
said to have rejoiced over its ruin. The Goths conquered Spain;
a rebel arose from the tomb of Honorius another general repeated the treason of Stilicho ; and the terrible Genseric embarked with his Vandals against Africa even AStius was a subject
of dubious fidelity. At the head of 60,000 barbarians he extorted
the honours he enjoyed, maintained his connection with the Huns
and Alaric, and had to withstand the Francs and Suovi. The
son of Alaric besieged Narbonnc, the Belgic provinces were
invaded by the Burgundians, and the desolating Attila at last
burst upon Gaul. c
But whatever was the cause which induced Honorius to permit, or withheld his successors from molesting, the independence
of Britain, it was an event which might have been made beneficial to every class of its inhabitants.
The Romans had, in the
beginning of their conquests in Britain, from motives of self-preWhen by their incentives,
servation, endeavoured to civilize it.
the national mind had been diverted from habits of warfare, to
the enjoyments of luxury and the pursuits of commerce, the
natives shared in the prosperily, the vices, and the institutions of
the governing empire.
At the end of the fourth century, the
evils of corrupted civilization, and of its invariable attendant, a
weak, tyrannical and oppressive government, were dissolving in
every part the decaying fabric of the Roman dominion. Its state
at this period has been described to us by a contemporary, who
though he w rites with the antithesis without the genius of Seneca,
yet was a man of sense and piety, and saw clearly and felt
strongly the mischiefs which he laments, and the ruin to which
they tended.*
He, after detailing the social vices of the Roman
world at that time its general selfishness, rivalry, envy, profligacy, avarice, sensuality, and malignant competitions, expatiates
on one important fact, which deserves our peculiar notice, from
;

;

;

:

r

1

—

destructive hostility to the stability of the empire, as wr ell as
This was not merely the
to the welfare of every individual.
weight and repetition of the taxations imposed by the government, but still more the permitted and overwhelming oppressions
of the authorized tax-gatherers, exceeding their authority, and

its

c

See Gibbon, iii. p. 262-271, and 327-432.
This was Sulvinn, an ecclesiastic of Marseilles. It occurs in his
gubernatione Dei, which is published in the Magnu Bibliotheca Patruoi,
d

treatise
vol. v.

Dc

;
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converting their office into the means of the most arbitrary and
ruinous oppressions.
He says, “ In all the cities, municipia, and villages, there arc
as many tyrants as there are officers of the government they devour the bowels of the citizens, and
Roman Prr<>
°"
their widows and orphans
public burthens are made
vinces?
the means of private plunder; the collection of the
national revenue is made the instrument of individual peculation
none arc safe from the devastations of these depopulating robbers.
The public taxation is a continual destruction: the burthens,
though severe, would be more tolerable, if borne by all equally
and in common ; but they are partially imposed and arbitrarily
levied
hence many desert their farms and dwellings to escape
the violence of the exactors; they seek exile to avoid punishment.
Such an overwhelming and unceasing proscription hangs over
them, that they desert their habitations, that they may not be
tormented in them.” e
Such were the evils under which the people of the Roman
empire were groaning, from the conduct of the officers of the
public revenue, who seem to have resembled Turkish pashas.
The disastrous consequences to the empire itself are as forcibly
5

;

:

delineated.

“From these oppressions many, and those not of obscure birth
but of liberal education, fly to our national enemies ; (that is, the
barbaric nations pressing on the Roman empire) that they may
not perish under the afflictions of legal prosecutions. And although
the people to whom they retire differ in religion, language, and
ruder manners, yet they prefer to suffer the inconveniences of
dissimilar customs among barbarians, than ruinous injustice among
Romans. They emigrate to the Goths, to the Bagaudac, and other
ruling barbarians, and do not repent the change.”*
This preference given by the Roman people to the protection
of the barbaric government, to that under which they had been
brought up, explains impressively the facility with which the German nations at this period overwhelmed the Roman empire. He
mentions it repeatedly and emphatically.
“ Thus the name of Roman citizen, once so valued and bought
so dearly, is now spontaneously repudiated and shunned: it is
esteemed not only useless but abominable. What can be a greater
evidence of the iniquity of the Roman administration, than that
so many both noble and honourable families, and to whom the
Roman state ought to be the means of the highest honour and
splendour, arc driven to this extremity, that they will be no longer
Romans.”*
His next assertion
e Salrian,
p. 89, 91.

is,

that, if

they did not emigrate to the
'

lb. 90.

f lb.
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barbaric nations, they became part of those

were
“

called Bagaudse

They who do

not

robbers

who

the barbarians, become themselves
a large portion of Spain, and no small

fly to

barbarians.

In this state

part of Gaul.

Roman oppression makes

The Bagaud®

affiliated

11
.

is

all

men no longer Romans.

arc those who, plundered and maltreated by base

after they had been deprived of the right of
choose to lose the honours of the Roman name.
call them rebels and traitors, but we have compelled them to
become criminal. By what other causes are they made Bagaudse
but by our iniquities; by the dishonesty of our judges; by the
proscriptions and rapine of those who convert the public exactions
into emoluments for themselves; who make the appointed taxations
they fly to the public foe to
the means of their own plunder

and bloody judges,

Roman

liberty,

We

;

avoid the tax-gatherer .”

He

—

1

declares these feelings to have been universal.

among

the Romans, that they
There is one consenting
prayer among the Roman population, that they might dwell under
Thus our brethren not only refuse to
the barbarian government.
leave these nations for their own, but they fly from us to them.
Can we then wonder that the Goths arc not conquered by us,
when the people would rather become Goths with them than

“

Hence

there

is

but one wish

did not live subject to the

Romans with

Roman

all

laws.

us.”J

Animad. Euscb. 243, we may add that
Lhuyd Archaiol. 1 J6. Bagac h, in Irish,
Bugud, in Welsh, is multitude. Du Cange
is warlike. Bagach, in Erse, is fighting.
mentions Cxyiuuy, vagarc, and Bogucdim, Hebrew for rcbellis. Glos. Med. Lut. i. p.
432. Sec their history in Du Cange, ib. and Du Bos, p. 204.
h

To

Scaligcr’s note on

Bagal, in the Armoric,

1

is

the Biigaud®,

a troop or crew.

(

Salv, p, 90, 91.

Ib. 92.
I cannot dismiss this author without noticing the intimation he gives
us of the moral benefit which the irruptions of the German barbaric tribes produced
at that period. The Vand.ils furnish an instance, who, it is well known, invaded
Spain, and from thence passed victoriously into Africa, where they established a kingi

dom

:

they were one of the weukest of the barbaric nations, yet they were led onwards

dismayed Romans. Though fierce and rude, they were
remarkable for the chastity of their manners, at the very time when voluptuous profligacy was prevailing in the Roman empire, and especially in its provinces in Africa.
Salviun mentions the African depravity from his own observations in the strongest
terms of reprehension. Thealiominations were general and incurable. He describes,
as a specimen, Carthage, the Rome of Africa, which had its schools, philosophers,
gymnasia, churches, nobles, magistrates, arid every establishment and advantage that
But he enys he saw it full of the most dissolute
distinguished a Roman great city.
luxury, and the foulest vices and debauchery in all its inhabitants, as well as of the
most selfish tyranny and rapacity in the great and rich. It was even the fashion for
the men to dress themselves os women, and to pass for Ruch. In this stale of evil, the
Vandals, like a torrent, overran the north of Africa, and settled themselves in Carthage, and the other towns ; their speedy corruption was anticipated in a country to
abandoned ; but, to the astonishment of the empire, instead of degenerating into the
universal depravity, they became its moral reformers.
The luxuries and vices that
surrounded them, excited their disgust and abhorrence. Their own native customs
to successes that surprised (he

were so modest, that instead of imitating they despised and punished, with
fierce severity, the impurities they witnessed.

marry.

They made

They compelled

all

all

their

the prostitutes to

adultery a capital crime, and so sternly punished personal

:

:
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These political evils, thus oppressively affecting the general
population of the Roman empire, may satisfy us that the Britons,
once become independent, armed, and victorious over their barbaric invaders, would not court the return of the Roman yoke.
Therefore every narration which states, that after their independence they offered unconditional submission to the Roman empire,
cannot but excite our suspicion and disbelief.
When we proceed to inquire into the events which followed
the emancipation of Britain, the first question which naturally
occurs to us is, what was the government which the natives substituted to the imperial institutions.

Britain, under the Romans, contained two municipia, nine
colonise, ten civitates possessing the Latio jure, twelve stipendariae,
other towns. k It was usual with the Romans to

many

besides

In Gaul,
partition their conquests into districts, called civitates.
during the fifth century, there were one hundred and fifteen civitates ; each of these had its capital city, in which resided a senate,
whose jurisdiction extended over all the pagi which composed
if the seventeen provinces of
the territory of the ci vitas . 1
Gaul had one hundred and fifteen civitates, the five provinces of

Now

Britain,

which were as flourishing, might reasonably have had
which is the number of the" great towns enumerated

thirty-three,

by Richard.

We
the

are, therefore, to consider Britain, in the latter periods of
residence, divided into thirty-three civitates, of which

Roman

thirty

were

in

England and Wales.

Municipia :
Verolamium,
Eboracum.

The

chief towns wcre:m

Latio jure donatce

:

Durnomagus,
Catarraclon,

Cambodunum,

Colonial

Londineium,

Coccium,

Camalodunum,

Luguballia,
Ptoroton,

Rhutupis,

lin Scotland.
Theodosia, J

Thermre,
Isca Secunda,

Victoria,

Deva

Corinum,
Sorbiodunum.

Getica,

Glevum,
Lindum,
Camboricum.

Stipendarice
Venta Silurum,

debauchery, that a great moral change took place in all the provinces they conquered.
He details these circumstances in his seventh book. He gives our Saxon ancestors
11
feri sed casli,” fierce but chaste, and it seems to be manifest,
the same character,
that the superior characlcr, virtue, mind, and general loveliness of the ladies of modern Europe, have arisen from the barbaric tribes of ancient Germany, and from the
revolution of manners, as well as of government, which they produced by their conquest of the Roman empire.
k Richard, p. 111. Antiq. Celto-Scand.
Du Bos, i. p. 2.
m Richard, ubi sup. For the modern names see Mr. Whitaker’s Manchester,
vol. ii. 330-379.
1

:
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Stipendariez

:

Venta Belgarum,
Venta Icenorum,

Durinum,

Segontium,

Bremenium,
Vindonum,
Durobrov®.

Isca,

Muridunum,
Rag®,
Cantiopolis,

In each of these principal towns, the offices of power and
dignity belonging to each civitas, were made residentiary the
duumviri, senates, decurions, curias, and ediles. These civitatcs
were arranged under five provinces, two of which were governed
by consulares, and three by presides. Above these provincial
magistrates a vicarius extended his overruling authority, subordinate only to a pra3torian prosfcct, with whom the emperor
;

preserved an immediate communication.

11

The

vicarius and the provincial magistrates, or the consulares
and presides, were foreigners. With such a jealous hand did
Rome maintain her empire, that no native was suffered to enjoy,
in any case, the provincial administration; nor could the provincial officers, or their children, marry with a native, or purchase
0
On the other hand, the
territorial property, slaves, or houses.
municipal officers of the civitatcs seem to have been natives.
It was a point carefully guarded by law, that the officers of
one civitas should not interfere with any other ; hence the edict,
that no duumviri should with impunity extend the power of their
The decurions
fasces, beyond the bounds of their own ci vitas. p
served for the civitas of their nativity ; and it was ordered, if to
avoid the office any withdrew to another civitas, that he should

be made to serve in

We

both.*!

therefore, conceive England and Wales, in the fifth
century, divided into thirty independent civitates, governed by

may,

The imperial maZosimus mentions that they deposed, were most
and on their
likely the vicarius, the consulares, and the presides
deposition, the island, as far as it was possessed by the Britons,
would naturally divide into thirty independent republics or,
That
into as many separate republics as there were civitates.
this event did happen we have a sort of evidence in the circumstance, that Honorius addressed his letters to the civitates of

native officers originating from each civitas.
gistrates,

whom

;

;

Britain.

But

in addition to these civil

most
n

2 Gibbon, 32-38.

p Cod.
r

must be taken

powers, the influence of the eccleIn Gaul, therefore
a bishop/ and every

into consideration.
probably in Britain, every civitas had

siastical,

Du

Theod.

Notitia,

lib. xii. tit.

s.

i. s.

49.

°

174.

q

Bos, L p. 14.

VOL.

I.

12

2 Gibbon, p. 39.
Cod. Theod. lib.

xii. tit.

i.

a.

12.
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province had a superior bishop, answerable to our metropolithough not distinguished with the title of archbishop. The
bishops had some power, and from this enjoyed much consideraThe people in general were in
tion and credit in every district.

tans,

two divisions, the free and
Thus far the few facts

the servile.
to us fairly extend.

left

Independent

Britain, after the year 410, contained many independent republics
or civitatcs ; each of these was governed by chief magistrates or
duumviri, a senate, subordinate officers called decurions, an inThe
ferior senate called curias, with other necessary officers.
ecclesiastical concerns were regulated by a bishop in each,
whose power sometimes extended into lay concerns.
But it is probable, that these thirty independent civitatcs did

The degenerated
not long continue in peace with each other.
civilization, bad financial system and oppressive government of
the Romans, must have left evil habits and tendencies in the
Nor can we suppose that the natives of each
British population.
ci vitas would always be contented with the legal power of the
offices to which they were called ; quietly lay down the fasces
at the end of the year, if duumviri ; or if senators, seek no more
authority than belonged to their official acts; or if inferiors,
The accidents
aspire not unduly to an elevation of condition.
of human life would not fail to involve disputes of jurisdiction
between one civitas and others and mankind are generally eager
cannot doubt that
to determine their differences by force.
no long interval would ensue, before civil discord pervaded the
island, or that this would terminate in the predominance of military tyrants; because, in that most dreadful of all evils, civil
fury, it is the sword which eventually prevails.
The lamentations of Gildas concur with the obscure intimations of Nennius to prove, that a considerable part of
Civil disjhe interval between the emancipation of the island
an(* ^ 1C arr ^ va ^ °f the Saxons, was occupied in the conthe island.
tests of ambitious partisans.
“ The country,” says Gildas, “ though weak against its foreign
enemies, w as brave and unconquerable in civil warfare. Kings
were appointed, but not by God ; they who were more cruel
than the rest, attained to the high dignity.”
With as little right or expediency, as they derived their power,
they lost it. “ They were killed, not from any examination of
justice, and men more ferocious still were elected in their place.
If any happened to be more virtuous or mild than the rest, every
degree of hatred and enmity was heaped upon them.” 8 The
clergy partook of the contentions of the day.
He renews this picture in his address to the British kings who
:

We

r

1

Gildas,

s.

19.

.
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had survived the Saxon invasion, and though his expressions are
not elucidated by an historical detail, yet they are supported by
the expression of St. Jerome, “Britain, a province fertile in
tyrants,” and by the assertion of Procopius, that it remained a
1
long time under its tyrants.
Merc that agreement between Gildas and other writers occurs,
which entitles him to belief ; and if his other loose declamations
about the devastation of the barbarians in Britain, and the application of the natives to Aitius for succour have any foundation,
they must be referred to the period of those civil wars which succan conceive, that when the
ceeded the Roman departure.
strength of the country was not directed to its protection, but

We

was wasted
Scots

in

mutual

may have met

of the Piets and
success.
Not opposed by the
the local power of the particular

conflicts, the hostilities

with

much

force of the whole island, but by
oivitas or district invaded, the enemies may in many parts, especially of the northern districts, have defeated the opposition, and
desolated the land of the northern borders and the adjacent
coasts.
With equal success, from the same cause, the western
shores may have been plundered by the Scots, and the southern
by the Saxons. Some of the maritime states, abandoned by their
more powerful countrymen, may have sought the aid of AStius,
as they afterwards accepted that of the Saxons ; but either the
account of Gildas is rhetorical exaggeration, or is applicable only
to particular districts, and not to the whole island.
These contests seem at last to have produced a great cluster of
hear of kings of ..
regal chiefs within the island.
,
5
Devonshire, Cornwall, Kent, and Glastonbury several jQ^ntain”
kings of Cumbria, the kings of Deira and Bcrnicia,
several contemporary kings of Wales, and others in the north
and west of England, about the time of the Saxons. u
find
Malgocune styled by Gildas, the dethroner of many tyrants ; and
Nennius mentions the Saxons to have fought, and Arthur to have
marched, with the kings of the Britons. v But this succession of
tyrants is only known to us by casual intimation, and by the denunciations of Gildas.
They appear in their rest of obscurity
like the distant wood at the last refractions of the departed sun :
we behold only a dark mass of gloom, in which we can trace no
shapes, and distinguish no individuals.
In this period of the independence and civil warfare of Britain,
one tyrant is said to have predominated over the rest, or at least
in the southern part of the island, whom Gildas calls Gurthrigcrnus, and whom the Welsh triads and poets name Gwrtheyrn. w

We

;

We

—

* Procop. Hist.
Vandal, lib. i. sed mansit ab eo tempore sub rupsirro/c. 2 Jcrom
ad Ctea. Britannia provincia fertilis tyrannorum. 3 Gib. 277. 1 Muse. 516.
u Sec Gildas, Ep.
Nennius, p. 105-107, 117. Taliesin, passim. Caradoc
p. 10.
Llanc. ap. Usher, 4G9. Lly ward hen ; Aneurin.
v Gildas,
12.
Nennius, tl4.
w It has been already
remarked, that the Vortigern of Jeffry seems to bo a
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But Britain was not now in the state in which the Romans had
found ik Its towns were no longer barricadoed forests,* nor its
houses wood cabins covered with straw/ nor its inhabitants
naked savages with painted bodies,® or clothed with skins/ It
had been for above three centuries the seat of Roman civilization
and luxury. Roman emperors had been born,b and others had
reigned in it. c The natives had been ambitious to obtain, and
hence had not only built houses, temples, courts, and market
places, in their towns, but had adorned them with porticoes, galleries, baths, and saloons/ and with mosaic pavements, and emuThey had distinguished themlated every Roman improvement.
selves as legal advocates and orators,® and for their study of the
Roman poets/ Their cities had been made images of Rome
itself, and the natives had become Romans.*
The description of
Caerleon in Wales is applicable to many others in Britain
The
ruins of Ycrulam, near St. Albans, exhibited analogous signs of
and the numerous remains of habitations
splendour and luxury
11

.

mixture of Gerontius and Gwrthcyrn.

Nennius

lias

added some

M

idle fables to his

M

M

yet gives him a genealogy.
Mac Guorlhencu, c Guitaul, c Guitolin, c
ap Glou, p. 112. The Saxon EUiclwcrd, p. 833, calls him Wrtheyrn, which corresponds with the name in the Welsh remains.
* Caesar, lib. v. c. 14. Toe. Vit. Agr.
J Diod. Sic. lib. v. c. 8.
Strabo, lib. iv.

name

;

z Caesar, lib. v. Mela, lib.
* Cesar, lib. v. c. 14.

b

iii. c.

6.

Pliny, Hist.

lib.

xxii.c. 1.

As

Constantine the Great ; for such T consider to be the fuir meaning of the
orator's words addressed to him, speaking of Britannias, or the British IbIcs, “ Tu
etiam nobiles, illic ortrndo fecisti ” Mr. Gibbon thinks this may refer to his accession : but the other opinion is the most natural construction and so the foreign
editor thought when he added the marginal sols, 11 Nam in Britannia Constanlinus
natus lii it.”
c Carausius, Constanlinus Chlorus, the father of Constantine, and others.
;

d

Tacit. Vit. Ag. c. 21.
Hence Juvenal's u Gallia causidicos docuit ftecunda Britannos,” Sat. 15. Gaul
being their place of study.
f
So Martial intimates, “ Dicilur et nostros cantarc Britannia versus.” Ep.
s Hence Gildas says, 11 Ita, ut non Britannia, sed Romania insula censcrctur,” c.
He adds, that all their coins were stamped with the image of the emperor,
v. p. 3.
e

ibid.
b Giraldus has lefl this account of its remains in the twelfth century. “It was elegantly built by the Romans with brick walls. Many vestiges of its ancient splendour still remain, and stately palaces, which formerly, with the gilt tiles, displayed
the Romun grandeur. It was first built by the Roman nobility, and adorned with
sumptuous edifices, with a lofty tower, curious hot bulhs, temples now in ruins, and
theatres encompassed with stalely walls, in part yet standing. The walls arc three
miles in circumference, and within these, as well as without, subterraneous buildings are frequently met with ; as aqueducts, vaults, hypocausts, stoves,” &c. Giral.
Camb. Ilin. Camb. p. 836.
One abbot of St Albans, before the conquest, found great subterraneous passages of the ancient city, Verulam, solidly arched and passing under the river, and
tiles and stones, which he set apart for the building of a church.
Mat. Par. Vit. Ab.
The next abbot exploring farther, met with the foundation of a great pulucc,
p. 40.
and remains of many buildings, with some manuscripts. He discovered several
Btone floors, with tiles and columns fit for the intended church ; and pitchers and
vessels made of earth, and neutly shaped as with a wheel; and also vessels of glass,
containing the ashes of the dead. He also met with several dilapidated temples,
subverted altars, idols, and vurious coins. Mat. Par. ibid. p. 41.
*
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or towns built in the Roman fashion, which casual excavations
are even yet every year, and sometimes every month, disclosing
to our view, show that Britain, at the time of the Saxon invasion,
had become a wealthy, civilized, and luxurious country J These
epithets, however, whenever used, are but comparative phrases,

and their precise meaning varies in every age, from the dawn of
Egyptian civility to our own bright day. Britain did not in the
fifth century possess our present affluence and civilization, but
those of a Roman province at that epoch.
It had not our mind,
or knowledge, or improvements, but it shared in all that Rome
then possessed or valued. Gildas has been emphatically querulous in painting the desolations which it had endured before his
time the sixth century from the Piets, the Irish, and the
Saxons, and from its own civil fury and yet, after all these evils
had occurred, he describes it as containing twenty-eight cities,
and some well-fortified castles, and speaks of the country with
metaphors, that seem intended to express both cultivation and
abundance. * Bede, who lived two centuries after Gildas, docs
not subtract from his description; but on the contrary adds

—

—

;

1

“ nobilissimis” to his cities, and “ innumera” to his castles
which
Nennius above a century later repeats
If our knowledge of the moral state of Britain at this period
be taken from the vehement censures of Gildas, no country could
be more worthless in its legal chieftains and religious directors,
or in its general population. He says it had become a proverb,
that the Britons were neither brave in war, nor faithful in peace;
that {id verse to peace and truth, they were bold in crimes and
falsehood that evil was preferred to good, and impiety to religion.
That those who were most cruel were, though not rightfully, anointed kings; and were soon unjustly destroyed by
others, fiercer than themselves.
If any one discovered gentler
manners or superior virtues, he became the more unpopular.
1

,

111

.

;

Actions, pleasing or displeasing to the Deity, were held in
equal estimation.
It was not the laity only who were of this
character; the clergy, he adds, who ought to have been an
example to all, were addicted to intoxication, animosities, and
quarrels."
He aggravates the features of this revolting picture,
i It is mentioned by the orator Eumenius, that
when the father of Constantine the
Great rebuilt Aulun, he was chicHy furnished with workmen from Britain, “which
1
abounded with the best builders.'
Eum. Pan. 8.
k Gildas, c.
1. The fecundity of the harvests of Brituin, and the innumerable muL
tiludcs of its cattle and sheep, had been extolled by the Roman encomiast of Conslaniinc.
Pancg. Const. And we read in Ammianus Marcellinus, lib. xviii. c. 2,
and Zosimus, lib. iii. of corn being carried to Germany from Britain, by the Roman
armies, as if from their grunary. Permission had burn granted by Probus to plant
vines and make wine in Britain. Scrip. Aug. p. 942 and see Henry's History
J
;

vol.
1

n

ii.

p.

106-112.

m Nenn. 3

Hist. Eccl. c. 1, p. 41.
See his first tract de excidio Brit

12 *

Gall. p. 98.

;
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whom

he names,
have been too
severe and to the clergy, on whom his vituperative powers of
rhetoric and scripture-memory arc exerted with unceremonious
profusion accusing them, besides their folly and impudence, of
deceit, robbery, avarice, profligacy, gluttony, and almost every
other vice
“ even,” he adds, “ that I may speak the truth, of
infidelity .” 0
He is angry enough with the Saxons, whom he
calls Ambrones, Furciferi, and Lupi, “ robbers, villains, and
wolves;” but these arc forbearing metaphors, compared with the
flow of Latin abuse which he pours first on all the British kings
generally, and then especially on Constantine, “ the tyrannical cub
of the lioness of Devonshire ;” on the other “ lion’s whelp,”
Aurelius Conan, “like the pard in colour and morals, though
with a hoary head;” on Vortiper, “the stupid tyrant of South
Wales, the bear-driver,” and what his words seem to imply, “ the
bear-baiter ;” on Cuncglas, whose name he is pleased with recollecting, implies the “ yellow bull-dog ;” and on Maglocune, “ the
dragon of the island,” the most powerful and “ the w orst” of all.p
But the very excess and coarseness of the invectives of Gildas,
display such a cynicism of mind and atrabilious feeling in himself, as not only to show that he partook of the dispositions he
reprehends, but also that he has so much exaggerated the actual
truth, that we cannot disencumber it from his spleen, his malice,
or his hyperboles. Bede has condescended to adopt a lew sentences from his inculpations but Nennius has not copied them
nor has Marc the hermit, one of the last-known revisers of NenYet so many features of moral depravity
nius, inserted them/*
in his subsequent addresses to the British kings,
and for
no epithet seems, in his opinion, to

whom

:

;

:

—

7

7

;

° See his last declamation against the ecclesiastical order of Britain, of which he
yet says, before he dies, he sometimes wishes to be a member, “Ante mortem esse
aliqutindiu parlici peril opto.”
p It is his epistola in which these expressions occur, with copious commentaries
of the same tendency. I am rather inclined to think, that one of the passages

against Maglocunc, alludes to his having aided Mordrcd against the celebrated
Arthur. “ Nonnc in primus adolcscenlite Iuik annis, Avunculum regkm cumfortissimua prope modurn militibus , quorum vullua, non catulorum leonis in acie in ;ig noTins chronology
pe re dispares, visebantur, uccrriinc, ense, hasln, igni opprcssisli.”
suits Arthur, and the king with his brave militibus, whose countenances in battle
were not much unlike lion’s whelps, will sound like remarkable expressions, to those
who cherish the romances on Arthur and his knights.
*1 Of the
small history of the Britons, usually ascribed to Nennius, the Rev. W.
Gunn has recently (1819) published an edition from a MS. in the Vatican, that
seems to be of the age of the tenth century, where it bears the name of Mark the
Anchorite. 11 Incipit Historia Brillonum edita ub nnachoreta Marco ejusdem gentis
seto Epo. p. 46.”
“The original is on parchment, fairly written in double columns,
and 611s ten pages of a miscellaneous volume of the folio size.” Gunn’s Pref. It once
belonged to Christina, the celebrated queen of Sweden. The two MSS. of this
work in the British Museum, Viicl. A. 13 and Vcspas. D. 21, have the name of Nennius as the author. So has the MS. of the Hengwrt library. The Bodleian MS.
Gilda sapientc composita.”
No. 2016, now No. 163, mukes Gildas its author.
Of tho new MS. Mr. Gunn justly says, “ It varies not as to general import from the
copies already known. It differs from those edited by Gulc and Bertram in certain
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Roman empire at this period are described by Fabian, who
witnessed and detailed them, that however unwilling we are to
adopt the violent abuse and repulsive rhetoric of Gildas, there is
too much reason to fear, that many of the deformities which his
coarse daubing has distorted almost into incredibility, degraded
the character and accelerated the downfall of our ancient
British predecessors/

in the

transpositions of the subject; in the omission of two introductory prefaces; in not
acknowledging' the assistance of Samuel Bcwly, the reputed master of Nennius ; and
in detaching the life of St. Patrick from the body of the work, and placing it at the
end." Pref. xxiv. It is in fact the former work dislocated and curtuiled. I think

these alterations quite sufficient to account for Mark having pul his own name to
the transcript he so varied. The MS. makes one of its latest computation of dates
But this year
in 946, and the fifth year of Edmund the Antrlo-Saxon king, p. 45.
The dates of all the copies are
is afterwards protracted to 994, pp. 62 and 80.
Murk by his date has varied that of Nennius, which in the MSS. used
inconsistent.
by Gale wns 800, and in the Hengwrt MS. 796, and in c. xi. is made 876. This
would imply that the chronicle had both earlier authors and rcvisals than Mark.
Jeffry quotes Gildas frequently as a writer of some history which we have not; and
as this history of Nennius has had the name of Gildas prefixed to it, and bears so
many marks of dislocated passages and changes of its date, I am tempted to think
Gildas may have
that it is an old chronicle revised und altered by several hands.
made the first sketch of part of it. His work, Nennius in the ninth century may

have abridged and carried on, and Mark in the next age have added his revisul. It
of Gildas to which Jeffry
is clear that the history of Nennius is not the whole work
It iB therefore
alludes, because it does not contain the incident to which he refers.
cither an extract or a different work.
r
7.
Gub.
44, 5, 6,
See Salv. do
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PAGAN STATE.

I.

Character and Persons of the most ancient Saxons.

We

may now pause to consider the most prominent features
of the Saxons before they established themselves in Britain.
The Anglo-Saxons came to England from the Germanic continent ; and above a century had elapsed from their first settlements before they received those improvements and changes
which followed the introduction of the Christian system. These
circumstances make it necessary to exhibit them as they were in
their continental and pagan state, before they are delineated with
the features, and in the dress of Christianity.
It would be extremely desirable to give a complete portrait of
our ancestors in their uncivilized state; but this is an cpocha in
the history of the human mind which in former times seldom
interested any one, and has not been faithfully detailed.
Hence
on this subject curiosity must submit to be disappointed. The
converted Anglo-Saxon remembered the practices of his idolatrous ancestors with too much abhorrence, to record them for
the notice of future ages; and as we have no Runic spells to call
the pagan warrior from his grave, we can only see him in those
imperfect sketches, which patient industry may collect from the
passages scattered in the works, which time has spared.
The character of the ancient Saxons displayed the qualities of
and successful pirates. It is not merely the
Spanish churchman Orosius,* who remarks them as dreadful for
their courage and agility, but the Emperor Julian, who had lived

fearless, active,

a

Orosius,

lib. vii. c.

32.
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among barbarians, and who had fought with some Saxon tribes
denotes them as distinguished amongst their neighbours for vehemence and valour. b Zosimus, their contemporary, expresses the
general feeling of his age when he ranks them as superior to
others in energy, strength, and warlike fortitude.'
Their ferocious* qualities were nourished by the habit of indiscriminate depredation. It was from the cruelty and destructiveness, as well as from the suddenness of their incursions, that they
were dreaded more than any other people. Like the Danes and
Norwegians, their successors and assailants, they desolated where
they plundered with the sword and flame. 6
It was consistency in such men to be inattentive to danger.
They launched their predatory vessels, and suffered the wind to
1

blow them

any foreign

coast, indifferent whether the result
unresisted, or the deathful conflict. Such was
their cupidity, or their brutal hardihood, that they often preferred
embarking in the tempest which might shipwreck them, because
at such a season their victims would be more unguarded. Their
warfare did not originate from the more generous, or the more
pardonable of man’s evil passions. It was the offspring of the
basest.
Their swords were not unsheathed by ambition or reto

was a depredation

The love of plunder and of cruelty was their favourite
and hence they attacked, indifferently, every coast which

sentment.
habit

;

they could reach/
Inland provinces were not protected from their invasion.
From ignorance, necessity, or policy, they traversed the ocean
in boats, framed of osiers, and covered with skins sewed together and such was their skill or their prodigality of life, that
in these they sported in the tempests of the German Ocean.*
It is possible that men who had seen the vessels in which the
Francs had escaped from the Pontus, and who had been twice instructed by Imperial usurpers in the naval art, might have constructed more important war ships, if ihcir judgment had approved.
Although their isles, and their maritime provinces of
Ditmarsia and Stormaria, were barren of wood, yet Holsatia
abounded with it ; and if their defective land-carriage prevented
;

b

Julian Imp. Orat. de laud. Const p. 116.
lib. iii. p. 147, ed. Ox.
Salvian says, gens Saxonum fera est. de Gub. Dei, lib. iv. V. Fortunatus calls
them “aspera gens, vivens quasi more ferino,*’ 8 Mag. Bib. 787; and Sidonius has
the strong expression of u omni hosli truculentior,” lib. viii. c. 7. Even in the
eighth century the SaxonB on the continent are described by Eginhard as M natura
feroccs,” p. 4.
e
Amm. Marccll. lib. xxviii. c. 3.
f
Amm. Marcell. lib. xxviii. c. 3, xxvii. c. 8. Sid. Apoll.
8 That this ocean was anciently dangerous from its tempests, Boniface,
the selfdc voted missionary of Germany, often states: pcriculosum cat navigantibus, p. 52.
Gcrmanici lempestatibus maria undique quoasantibus faligati senis miserere, p. 59.
vol. xvi. Bib. Mag. Patrum.
c

d

Zosimus,
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the frequency of this supply, the Elbe was at hand to float dowm
inexhaustible stores from the immense forests of Germany.
They may have preferred their light skiffs,h from an experience
of their superior utility. When their fatal incursions had incited
the Romans to fortify and to garrison the frontier of Britain and

Gaul, the Saxons directed their enmity against the inland regions.
For their peculiar vessels no coast was too shallow, no river too
small they dared to ascend the streams for eighty or an hundred
miles and if other plunder invited, or danger pressed, they carried their vessels from one river to another, and thus escaped
w ith facility from the most superior foe.'
Of the »Saxons, an author of the fifth century says to a friend
who was opposed to them, “ You see as many piratical leaders
as you behold rowers, for they all command, obey, teach, and
Hence, after your greatest caution, still
learn the art of pillage.
This enemy is fiercer than any other ;
greater care is requisite.
if prepared they elude you.
if you be unguarded, they attack
They despise the opposing, and destroy the unwary ; if they purShipwrecks discisue, they overtake; if they fly, they escape.
plino them, not deter they do not merely know, they arc familiar
with all the dangers of the sea a tempest gives them security
and success, for it divests the meditated land of the apprehension
of a descent. In the midst of waves and threatening rocks they
rejoice at their peril, because they hope to surprise. ”J
As their naval expeditions, though often wildly daring, were
much governed by the policy of surprise, so their land incursions
w crc sometimes conducted with all the craft of robbers. “ Dispersed into many bodies,” says Zosimus, of one of their confederates, “ they plundered by night, and when day Jippcarcd,
they concealed themselves in the woods, feasting on the booty
they had gained.” k They are, however, seldom mentioned by
the historians of the fourth and fifth centuries without some epithets which express a superiority over other men in their achievements or their courage.
The forocity of the Saxon character would seem to suit better
the dark and melancholy physiognomies of Asia and Africa, than
the fair, pleasing, and blue-eyed countenances by which our anBut though nature had supplied them
cestors are described.
with the germs of those amiable qualities which have become the
;

;

;

;

;

r

1

Bos, Hist. Crit. He la Mon. de France, i. p.
Est parva scapha cx vimine
et carubus.
Isidorus Orig. lib. xix.c. 1.
facta qum contexts crudo corio genus navigii proebet.
i Sid. Apoll. Epist. vi. lib. 8.
See Du Bos, 149. 2 Gibbon, 594.
k Zosimus, lib. iii.
This tribe whom he calls Quadi, Marcellinus, lib. xvii,
p. 149.
c. 8, more correctly names Chamavi. These robbers were destroyed by one Chariette,
a Franc, who organized some corps on the same plan.
Sidon. Apoll. lib. viii. ep. 9. Bede, lib. ii. c. 1. The expressions applied by Tacitus to all the German nations are, “ truces, ct cerulei oculi.”
h

159.
1

1

On

the vessels of the Saxons, see

— Mioparo quasi minimus paro

;

Du

idem
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national character of their descendants, their direful customs, their
acquired passions, and barbarous educations, perverted every
good propensity. So ductile is the human capacity, that there

no colour, climate, or constitution, which governs the moral
character so permanently as the good or evil habits and discipline to which it is subjected.
An incident mentioned by Symmachus shows that they had a pride of mind which could not
endure disgrace. He says that twenty-nine Saxons strangled
themselves to avoid being brought into a theatre for a gladiatorial
is

show.™
Their persons were of the largest size. On the continent ihoy
were so proud of their forms and their descent, and so anxious

were averse to marriages with
other nations." Hence the colour of the hair of their males is
mentioned as uniform. In the fourth century they cut their hair
so close to the skin, that the appearance of the head was diminished and the face enlarged. 0 In the following ages, their hair
behind is mentioned as diffused upon their shoulders ^ and an
ancient Saxon law punished the man who seized another by the
to perpetuate them, that they

hair.**

In their dress, their loose linen vests were adorned with trimming, woven in different colours/ Their external garment was
Their females had
the sagum, or cloak/ and they had shoes.
gowns, and several ornaments for the arms, hands, and neck.
The Saxons who invaded Thuringia in the sixth century, are
described by Witticbind as leaning on small shields, with long
lances, and with great knives, or crooked swords, by their sides."
1

m
n

Ep.

xlvi. lib. 2. p. 90.

Mcginh.

ib.

ap.

Lung.

expressed the same of
°

all

Script.

the

Dan. tom.

German

ii.

p. 39.

Wittichind.

p. 5.

Tucitus had

tribes.

Cujus vertices extimus per orns

Non

contenta sung tencrc liiorsus
Arctat lamina marginern comnrum
Et sic crini bus ad cutcm recisiw
Decrescit caput, additurque vulLus.
Sid.

Ap.

Wittichind, p. 5.
1 Linden. Codex Lcgum, p. 471.
T
Paul. Warncfrid dc Gent. Langoh. lib. iv. c. 23, p. 838. Grot. cd. The vest is
mentioned in the old Suxon law, p. 474, and their idol, Crodus, had one. Fabric.
Hist. Sax. tom. i. p. 61.
Wittichind, p. 5; and see Lindenbrog Glossary, Voc. Sagum, and Weiss. The
curious may see a description of the dress rtf a Franc in the Monk of St. Gall's life of
Charlemagne, and of a Longobard in P. Wnrncfridus, lib. iv. c. 23.
1
One is called in the old Anglian law the Rhedo, to the stealing of which the
same penalty was attached as to stealing six sows with pig. The mother, in the
same law, might at her death leave to her son, land, slaves, and money ; to her
daughter, the ornaments of the neck
id cst, mu rant as ( necklaces ), nuscas, monilia
(collars), inaures {tar-rings)^ vestes, armillus ( bracelets ) vel quicquid ornamenti proprii videbatur habuisse.
1 Lindcnb. p. 484.
° Wittichind, p. 5.
As Tacitus remarks that the Germans seldom had swords,
and more generally javelins, there is some plausibility in the derivation of the Saxon
p

**

—

;
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Fabricus, an author of the sixteenth century, saw in an ancient
picture of a Saxon, a sword bent into a semilunar shape.'*
He
adds, that their shields were suspended by chains, that their
horsemen used long iron sledge hammers, w and that their

armour

was

heavy. I have not met with the documents from which he
took these circumstances.

CHAPTER
The Government and Laws

II.

of the more ancient Saxons.

by Aristotle, that whoever lives voluntarily out of
must have a vicious disposition, or be an existence
superior to man.
But nature has endeavoured to preserve her
noblest offspring from this dismal and flagitious independence.
S S^ ven us faculties which can only be used,
and wants
u
which
can only be provided for in society. She has made the
social union inseparable from our safety, our virtue,
our pride,
and our felicity.
Government and laws must have been coeval with society, for
It

is

said

civil society

they are essentially necessary to its continuance. A spacious
edifice might as well be expected to last without
cement or foundation, as a society to subsist without some regulations
of individual will, and some acknowledged authority to enforce
their
observance.
The Athenian philosopher has correctly traced the progress of
our species towards political institutions. The connubial
union is
one of the most imperious and most acceptable laws of our frame.
From this, arose families and relationships. Families enlarged
into villages and towns, and an aggregation of these
gave
being
°
&
to a state. b
A family is naturally governed by its parents, and its
ramifica-

tions by the aged.
The father, says Homer, is the legislator to
his wife and children. 0
Among most barbarous tribes, the

aged

ancestors have prescribed to the community the rules of
mutual

name from their Sachs, or peculiar swords. The Cimbri on the contrary
had
and long swords according to Plutarch, in his Life of Marius.
1

irreat

1

v Fabric,

i.

p. 66.

h .c ftvou riie weapon of Thor, .wording to the Northern
Eddas, was a mallet.
I t
Aristotle a Politic, lib. i. c. 2, p. 3S0, cd. 1606.
*Arislot. lib. i. c. 3, p. 381.
This is one of Aristotle's moat valuable work*,
and
will repay with great profit a careful attention.
c Cited by
Ariatot, ibid. p. 379.
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As population has multibehaviour, and have adjudged disputes.
plied, civilization advanced, and the sphere of human activity has
been enlarged, more precise regulations, more decided subordination, and more complicated governments became necessary, and
have been established.
That the Saxon societies, in their early stages, were governed
by the aged, is very strikingly shown in the fact, that the words of
When
their language which denote authority, also express age.
it states that Joseph was appointed ruler over Egypt, the words
vl
For </:csar,
are, “ pecce inco ealbpe ovep €jypta lanb/
the emperor, we have “Cape pap tha beoch cy ninja ylbepc.”*
Here eldest is used as synonymous to greatest. A British general
44
The Latin term satrapa, by which
ealbopman
is called an
the ruling Saxon chief of a district on the conrendered by his royal translator “ ealbopman.’’* The
phrase of 44 a certain ruler,” in St. Luke, is, in the Saxon
The contest between the disciples of
gospel, “ pum ealbop/’ h
Christ which should be the greatest, is expressed in the Saxon,
which should be the ylbepc.* The aged were the primitive
chiefs and governors among the Saxons, and therefore the terms
expressing age were used to denote dignity so habitually that they
were retained in common phrase, even after the custom of connecting power with seniority had l>eeomc obsolete.
The most ancient account of the Saxon government on the
continent exists in this short but expressive passage of Bede:
*•
The ancient Saxons have no king, but many chiefs set over

Bode expressed

tinent, is

who, when war
chance points

their people,

whomsoever

the

ubev during ho war.
1

presses,

draw

lots

equally

;

out, Ihoy all follow as leader,

The war

concluded,

all

the chiefs

and
and

become

a irain of equal power/’-*
That the continental Saxons in ihc eighth and preceding centuries were under an aristocracy of chieftains, and had no kings

but in war; and that the war-kings who were then chosen laid
aside their power when peace w as re-established, is attested by
Thwaile’s Saxon Hcptntcuch.
called yblepca bipceop, Orosius, lib. v. c. 4.
* Smith's edition of Bede, p. 6*24.
f
Snx. Cliron.
h Luke xviii. v. 18.
So the highest seats in the synagogue are

d
'

Grncsis, xlv.

So

called

v. 8,

in

ihc pontifex

is

tha ylbeptan peel, Luke

xx. 46.

The Saxons had ylbepc

workman, ylbepc picmg for the chief of
pirutes, on peype ylbopt for a pilot, yelbepc on chain ypelan
plocce for prince of that evil flock. So Bede’s “he who by the

pyphta

for the chief

priority of seat

seemed

to be their chief,” lib. v. c. 13, is

pe pep peclep ylbepc ec
ealbop beon pceolbe, p. 633.

Alfred
1

i

Luke

xxii. v. 24.

Bede Hist. Ecclea.

VOL.

I.

lib. v. c.

10, p. 192,

13

rendered by

me thuhte cha

he heopa

:
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other ancient authorities .*1 More recent historians have repeated
the assertion 1
Caesar gives an account nearly similar, of the
may, therefore, safely infer,
German magistracy in his time
that when the Anglo-Saxons visited England, they came under
war-kings.
The reigns of IJengist, arid the founders of the
dynasties of the; Octarchy, were so many periods of continued
warfare, and their immediate posterity were assailed with hostiThe Anglo-Saxons were
lity from the natives almost perpetual.
under a necessity of continuing their war-kings, until at length a
permanent, though a limited monarchy, was established. Their
They
chiefs, or wilcna, continued in their influence and power.
dec. ted the king, though they chose him from the family of the
deceased sovereign; and their consent in their gemot continued
to he necessary to the more important acts of his authority.
Then! were? four orders of men among the ancient Saxons: the
Ethcliiig or noble, the free man, the freed man, and the servile.
The nobles were jealous of their race? and rank. Nobles married
nobles only, and the severest penalties prohibited intrusions of one
.

111

.

rank into

Of

tin*

We

others."

their laws, in

from authority

their

pagan

state,

sullieiently ancient.

very

From

little can he detailed
the uniformity of their

principles of legislation in continental Saxony and in England,
in a subsequent age, we may infer, that pecuniary compensa-

and

was their general mode of redressing personal injuries, and
punishing eriminu! otfenees.
This teat lire certainly announces
that the spirit of legislation began to be understood, and that the
tion

ot

k

The undent Saxon

poet Faya,

Quip nee rrge

fiiit Fultcm socintu finb uno
IU we milititp punier dcfendorel usii
Sell Vanin divisa mmlm pli bs omnia imbetat,
Quot p:igoN, tot penc duces.
])u C'hcunc.

Si nu trill universale helium ingruerrt, sorle <li';ifur cui

omnes olxdirr npnrtrat ad
irnnunens helium. Quo pernefo a-quo jure nr lege propria mrileutus
potentate umi«cpiisf]iie nvehat.
illielnrid, lih.
S.> the Vitus Thentiscc
p. 7.
Chroriicnn on the \eur Sl(). Tim IfV l\di Imiim’ di r Saturn de reden over d.i! lant llio
Sasseri.
t ml W unnere dat se krieh in «isi t
l.mt llio Si>si n liaddrn so koren »-e \on
den twelflVn einen, dr was ore honing de wile de kricli w.irdr. Fnd wan de krich
bcrirhl w art, ro weren de live I lie gehrk, s» was ilex einen knnigrx st'ile ulh, und
advniniNtraiifliiiii

War

dt

ii

iindernn pcluk

—W

— T.ifidenh.

i

I

ilns«, |,t|,.

Tlii**

is

"

Twilvr

l*'i|ielnt£fx

go-

verned over the land of the S.ixons; and whenever war arose in that kind, the S.ixona
chose one of the twelvr to he king while the war lasted whin the war was finished
’*
tlu* twelve lirr.imr alike
K rant t Mrtrojv.l hit. i. r. 1, and Belli Dilhmar. p.
Fabricius Hist. Sax. i.
:

1

p.

fill.

Sagittarius Hi*t. Hard.

<»0.

m Qniiin U lhim nvitns u (it illatum dr rendit nut infer!,
mngixtratn* rjui ro bcllo
pwsint ut vitif m risque hubeant |H)trstatem deligiinltir. In pace nullus csl eoniinunis mucislr.itux, M d prinnprs n rimnim ntque pigoruin inter suns jus dicunt
ronlrnvrrsUMipie irimiunl.

—

l>e flrM. C • II hh w. r. !II.
Mipinhard, i2 r.mig. p. 40. Nnhardu*, lib. iv. Huchald Vila B. Lchuini, Act.
Sanct vtl. vi. p, 282, And Wiltichind.
"

.*

w
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sword of punishment had l»cen wrested by the government out of
It also displays a state of
the hand of the vindictive individual.
It is, however, a
society in which prn|x*rtv was accumulating.
form of punishment which is adapted to the first epochas of civilization only; Ixvause as wealth is more generally possessed,
pecuniary mulcts become legal impunity.
Their >e\ erity against adultery was personal and sanguinary.
It

a

woman became

her hodv

was

euted.

>r

(

unchaste, she

burnt,

e|>e a

was

enm|*ollod to

hang

uni over her ashes the adulterer

hersell,

w as

emupanv of females whipped her Irom

e\e-

district

her garment^ to the girdle, they pierced
Tho\ drove her, thus bleeding, from
their habitation*
and wheresoever she went, new' eolleeiions o|
women renewed the eruel punishment, till sin* expired. 0 Tins
dread ul custom show - that the savage charm ter ot the nation was
Female chastity is indeed a virtue
not routined to the males,
as indispensable as u i* attractive: but its proper guardians arc
the maternal example and tuition, the constitutional delicacy of
the female mind, its native love of honour, and the uneomipted
v.»iee and feeling of soeirlv.
If it can be only maintained by the
}ii»rinr>
a Sav*n pum-limcni, the nation is too barharous, or
ti»o eonta minateil lo be bern-liied,
the penalty.
\
In their marring'- tln*v allowed a son to wed his father's
to diMri'-t. and, dividing

her body with

tlieir

knives.

;

l

»

> f

1 »

widow, and

a broihr-r hi- *i*trr-m-ln

laws of their confederates, the Frisians, who
Fngland. we learn that tlieir
religious eMablislirneiit was protected by ]M*nalti«*s as terrible as
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We

human mind.
feel, indeed, that it is impossible to contemplate the grand canopy of the universe to descry the planets,
moving in governed order ; to find comets darting from system
to system in an orbit of which a space almost incalculable is the
diameter ; to discover constellations beyond constellations in endless multiplicity, and to have indications of the light of others
whose full beam of splendour has not yet reached us ; we feel it
impossible to meditate on these innumerable theatres of existence,
without feeling with awe, that this amazing magnificence of
nature announces an Author tremendously great But it is very
difficult to conceive how the lessons of the skies should have
taught that localizing idolatry, which their transcendent grandeur, and almost infinite extent, seem expressly calculated to
the

;

destroy.

The most ancient religions of the world appear to have been
pure theism, with neither idols nor temples. These essential agents
in the political mechanism of idolatry were unknown to the ancient Pelasgians, from whom the Grecians chiefly sprung, and
to the early Egyptians and Romans.
The Jewish patriarchs had
them not, and even our German ancestors, according to Tacitus,
were without them.
In every nation hut the Jewish, a more gross system of superstition was graduallv established.
The Deity was dethroned by
the symbols which human folly selected as his representatives;
the most ancient of these were the heavenly bodies, the most
pardonable objects of erring adoration. But when it was found
possible to make superstition a profitable craft, then departed
heroes and kings were exalted into gods. Delirious fancy soon
added others so profusely, that the air, the sea, the rivers, the
woods, and the earth became so stocked with divinities, that it
was easier, as an ancient sage remarked, to find a deity than a
man.
But if we meditate more profoundly on the subject, we may
infer that polytheism and idolatry were but the effects of the
natural progress of the human mind towards know ledge, and in
reasoning.
They were erroneous deductions, but they were
efforts at improvement.
As the intellect became more exercised,
and the sensibilities awakened and as vice began to spread, the
idea arose that the adored Supreme was so great, and man so
;

unworthy, that human beings, or concerns, could not be objects
The theory of our world being consigned
to inferior divinities more like our imperfect selves, was a sug-

of his divine attention.

gestion of infant philosophy attempting to reconcile their perception of the exalted majesty of the Ileity with their feeling of the
daily misconduct and follies of the human race.
They would
neither deny his existence, nor disbelieve his providence, nor
could they live in comfort without believing them ; and poly-
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theism was patronized by the refining religious intellect asa supposition calculated to unite both these truths, and to satisfy the
doubts of the scrupulous and inquisitive. At first they were but
venerated as his ministers and delegates. But as new refinements or caprices arose, and especially after the custom of allegorizing natural phenomena prevailed, the fancied deities were
multiplied, and connected with all the departments and agencies
of nature. Hero-worship emerged from their belief of the sours
immortality, and was in time added to that excess of posthumous gratitude and veneration, to which mankind are always

prone.

The use of idols was an attempt to
memory, interest the feelings, and

solace the mind, to excite
the attention by a visiIn all religious counble image "of the invisible Omnipresence.
tries they have been found to be efficacious for these purposes,
But in all, both polytheism
especially with the less intellectual.
and idolatry tend at last to fix the mind almost exclusively on
their own false imaginations, to deprave the reasoning faculty, to
su|)erscdc the adoration of the universal Parent, and to occasion
the most deplorable superstitions and tyrannical persecutions.
The continuing advance of the human mind then led to the abolition of both these fictitious systems as steadily as it originally
suggested them. When our Saxon ancestors had settled themscives in England they used both.
They had many gods, and
they venerated their images; hut that the progress of their manly
intellect was fast oj»crating to shake the attachment to the national superstitions, we may infer from the candour with which
they listened to the first Christian missionaries, and from the
rapidity with which they adopted the Christian faith.
There is a l>cauty in the name appropriated by the Saxon and
German nations to the Deity which is not equalled bv any other,
except his most venerated Hebrew appellation. The Saxons
called him God, which is literally, The Good; the samo word
signifying both the Deity and his most endearing quality.
The peculiar system of the Anglo-Saxons is too imperfectly
known to us, for its stages to be discriminated, or its progress
detailed.
It appears to have been of a very mixed nature, and
to have been so long in existence as to have attained a regular
establishment and much ceremonial jmrnp.
That when they settled in Britain they had idols, altars, temples, and priests; that their temples were surrounded with enclosures; that they were profaned if lances were thrown into them;
and that it was not lawful for a priest to bear arms, or to ride
but on a marc ; we learn from the unquestionable authority of our
venerable Bede. 4
the

Bede,

lib.

ii.

c.

13. et 9

;

lib. iii. c.

13*

9

;

fix

lib.

ii.

c. 6.

Pope Gregory
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Some
for the

of the subjects of their adoration

we

find in their

names

days of the week.
or Sunnan baeg,
or (Donan bacg,
or Tiyey baeg,
Tuesday,
Wednesday, or Wobnef baej,
Thursday, or Thunpep baej,
Friday,
or Fjii ge baeg,
Saturday,
or Secepnep baeg,

Sunday,

is

Monday,

is
is
is

is
is
is

the Sun’s day.

Moon’s day.
Tiw’s day.
Woden’s day.
Thunre’s day.
Friga’s day.
Seterne’s day. b

Of the sun and moon wc can only state, that their sun was a
female deity, and their moon was of the male sex ;c of their Tiw,
we know nothing but his name. Woden was the great ancestor
from whom they deduced their genealogies. It has been already
remarked, that the calculations from the Saxon pedigrees place
Woden in the third century,* Of the Saxon Woden, his wife
Friga, and of Thunr, or Thor, we know very little, and it would
not do very profitable to detail all the reveries which have been
mentions, that if their pagan temples were well-built, they might be
used for Christian churches, lib. i. c. 30. Their name for idol was
pig, and for altar pigbeb, the table or bed of the idol. The word
pig also signifies war, and this may imply either that the idol was a
warrior, or the god of war.
b I take tbe Saxon namea of the daya of the week
from the Cotton MS. Tiberioa
A. 3. They may be alio found in the Saxon Gospels, p. 24 S. 72 M. 55 T. 48 W.
49 Th. 28 F. 52 S. As Thop means also a mountain, ilia name may have some
connection with the ancient Eastern custom of worshipping on mountains and hills.
He was called the god of thunder | henoe ia named Tbunpe. The word Thop seems
to imply Uie mountain deity.
c The amine peculiarity of gendera obtained in the ancient
Northern language.
Edda ftemundi, p. 14. It ia curious, that in the passage of an Arabian |>oct, cited by
Pooock, in not. ad Carmen Tograi, p. 13, we meet with a female eun and masculine
moon. The diatich is.

Nec nomen femininnm soli dedecua,
Nec masoulinam lune gloria.
the Caribbeea think the moon a man, and therefore make it masculine, and
Noneim. Breton's Gram. Carabb. p. 20. So the Hindu Chandro, or moon, ia
a male deity. 9 A.R. 127. The priosla of Ceres called the moon Apis, and aim
Taurus. Porph. de Ant Reg. 119. Cenar mentions, that the Germans worshipped
the eun and moon, lib. vi. c. 19. In the Saxon treatise on the vernal equinox we
have their peculiar genders of these bodies displayed. 44 When the son goeth at
•fining under this earth, then ia the earth's breadth between us end the sun ; so
that we have not krr light till *A* rises up at the other end." Of the moon it aaya,
M always As lurna Ai» ridge to the eun."—“ The moon hath no light but of
the sun,
and Ac ia of all stars the lowest” Cotton MS. Tib. A. iii. p. 63.
4 i Anglo-Saxons,
p. 202. Perhaps hleothop, the Saxon for oracle,

Thus
oall

it

—

may have some reference to Thon. pleo means a shady place, or
an asylum, ^leoehop is literally the retirement of Thop. | leochop
cpybe means the saying of an oracle. >leochopp tebe the place of
an oracle.
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published about them. The Odin, Frigg, or Frega, and Thor,
of the Northmen, were obviously the same characters; though
we may hesitate to ascribe to the Saxon deities the apparatus and mythology which the Northern scalds of subsequent ages have transmitted to us from Denmark, Iceland, and
Norway. Woden was the predominant idol of the Saxon adoration, but we can state no more of him but so far as we describe

Odin of the Danes and Norwegians.*
the Anglo-Saxon goddesses have been
He mentions Kheda, to whom they
transmitted to us by Bede.
sacrificed in March, which, from her rites, received the appellation of Rheb-monach; and Eostre, whose festivities w ere celebrated in April, which thence obtained the name of Gopcpethe

The names of two of

r

monach/ licr name is still retained to express the season of
our great pascal solemnity and thus the memory of one of the
idols of our ancestors will be perpetuated as long as our language
and country continue. Their name for a goddess was gybena;
and as the w ord is applied as a pro|>cr name instead of Vesta,*
it is not unlikely that they had a peculiar divinity so called.
The idol adored in Heligland, one of the islands originally
occupied by the Saxons, was Fosete, who was so celebrated
:

p

the place became known by his name; it was called
Fopeceplanb. Temples were there built to him, and the
country was deemed so sacred, that none dared to touch any
that

* Wilhoul imitating theme who have lately fancied that there never was an Odin,
and that he in merely a mythological personage, the name of a deity, we may remark, that the date of Odin's appearance in the North cannot be accurately ascertained.
This difficulty has arisen partly from the confusion in which, from their
want of chronology, all llie incidents of the North, anterior to tlic eighth century,
are involved, and parity from the wild and discordant fictions of the scalds, who
have clouded the history of Odin by their fantastic mythology. The eame obacurity
attends the heroes of all countries who have been deified after death, and upon whose
memory the poets have taken the trouble to scatter the weeds as well as the flowers
of their fancy. The human existence of Odin appears to me to be satisfactorily
proved by two facts: 1st, The founders of the Anglo-Saxon Octarchy deduced their
descent from Odin by genealogies in which the ancestors are distinctly mentioned
up to him. These genealogies have the appearance of greater ttitlienticity by not

being the servile copies of each other ; they exhibit to us different individuals in the
successive stages of the ancestry of each, and they claim different children of Odin
as the founders of the lines. These genealogies are also purely Anglo-Saxon. 2d,
The other circumstance is, that the Northern chroniclers and scalds derive their
heroes also from Odin by his different children. Snorre, in his Ynglinga Sags,
gives a detailed history of Sweden regularly from him; and though the Northerne
cannot be ausprcicd of having borrowed their genealogies from U*e Anglo-Saxons,
yet they agree in some of the children ascribed to Odin. This coincides between
the genealogies preserved in their new country of men who left flic North in tho
fifth ami sixth centuries, and tl»e genealogies of the most celebrated heroes who acted
in the North during the subsequent ages, could not have arisen if there never had
been an Odin who left such children. I have already expressed inv opinion, that
the AnfkSjion genealogies lead us to the most probable date of Odin's arrival in
lbs North.
* Bede, De Tempnrum
Raliooe, in his works, voL ii. p. 81.
1

See Saxon Dictionary, voc. Eybena.
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animal which fed on it, nor to draw water from a fountain which
flowed there, unless in awful silence. In the eighth century,
Willebrord, a converted Anglo-Saxon, bom in Northumbria,
who, under the auspices of his uncle Boniface, went missionary
to Friesland, endeavoured to destroy the superstition, though
Radbod, the fierce king of the island, devoted to a cruel death
Willebrord, fearless of the consequences,
all who violated it.
baptized three men in the fountain, invoking the Trinity, and
caused some cattle who were feeding there to be killed for the
food of his companions. The surrounding pagans expected them
h
to have been struck dead or insane.
That the Angles had a goddess whom they called Hertha, or
mother Earth, we learn from Tacitus. He says, that in an
island in the ocean there was a grove, within which was a
vehicle covered with a garment, which it was permitted to the
The goddess was presumed to be within
priest alone to touch.
Joy, fesit, and was carried, by cows, with great veneration.
Wars and weapons
tivity, and hospitality were then universal.
were forgotten, and peace and quiet reigned, then only known,
then only loved, until the priest returned the goddess to her temThe vehicle, the garment,
ple, satiated with mortal converse.
and the goddess herself, were washed in a secret lake. Slaves
ministered, who were afterwards drowned.'
The Saxons dreaded an evil being, whom they named Faul
some kind of female power they called an elf, who is very frequently used as a complimentary simile to their ladies. Thus
They also
Judith is said to be elp pcinu, shining as an elf. k
venerated stones, groves, and fountains.' The continental Saxons
respected the lady llcra, a fancied being, who w as believed to
fly about in the air in the week after their Julc, or between our
Christmas and Epiphany. Abundance was thought to follow
may add that 1 Tilde, one of their terms for battle,
her visit."1
seems to allude to a war-goddess of that name.
r

Wc

h Alcuini vita S.
p.

130,

ibid.

Willebrord in hi* work*,

p.

1438, or in SancL. Hiat. Col.

vol. ri.

Char Ira Martel conquered Radbod, and added the

Saint Liudgcr,

who

inland to hia dominion!,
died in 8011, destroyed the temples of Fosete. See his
alive in 846, in Act. Sanct. Holland.
March, tom. iii. p.

life by Altfridus, who was
646.
1
Tacit, do mor. German.
i That Faul might not hurt, was part of one of their exorcisms.
See Sax. Diet,
voce Faul.
k So Judith, p. 21.
See Meginliard. Conrad Unpcrg. Wilkin*, 83. Linden. Gloea. 1473.
may add that Bede, in his comGobelin ap. Meibom. Irminaula. p. 12.
mentary on Luke, mention* demons appearing to men a« females, and to women, at
men, whom, he say*, tlie GsnU call Dusii, the presumed origin of our word deuce.
Hincmar, in 16 Bib. Mag. 661. But he does not say that these demons were part
of the Saxon paganism. There were two personage* (eared in the North, whom we
may mcnii»*n lierr, an word* from their names have become familiar to ourselves;
one was Ocbua Bucbtia, a magician and demon, the other wae Noccus, a malign
1

We
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That the Saxons had many idols, appears from several authors.
Gregory, in the eighth century, addressing the old Saxons, ex*
horts them to abandon their idols, whether of gold, silver, brass,
Hama, Flinnus, Siba, and Zernebogus,
stone, or any other kind
or the black, malevolent, ill-omened deity, are said to have occupied part of their superstitions, but we cannot be answerable for
more than their names 0 A Saxon Venus has been also mentioned she is exhibited as standing naked in a car, with myrtle
round her head, a lighted torch in her breast, and the figure of
But this description implies too
the world in her right hand.
much refinement in its allusions, and the authority is not decisive.*
The account of Crodus has stronger marks of authenticity ; it
seems to have been preserved in the Brunswick Chronicle, from
which more recent historians have taken their descriptions. The
figure of Crodus was that of an old man clothed in a white tunic,
with a linen girdle, with floating ends. His head was uncovered:
his right hand held a vessel, full of roses and other flowers, swimming in water his left hand supported the wheel of a car ; his
naked feet stood on a rough scaly fish like a perch.* It was
raised on a pedestal.
It was found on the Mount Hercinius, in
11

.

.

;

;

the fortress of llarsbouru;, which was anciently called Saturbourg, r or the fortified hill of Satur.
Hence this was probably
the idol of Satur, from whom our Saturday is named.*
That the Saxons had the dismal custom of human sacrifices
on some occasions cannot be doubted. Tacitus mentions it as a
feature of all the Germans, that on certain days they offered
human victims to their chief deity. Sidonius attests, that on their
return from a depredation the Saxons immolated one-tenth of
their captives, selected by lot 1
have already mentioned,

We

who frequented the water*. If any perished in whirlpool*, or by cramp, or
bad swimming, he waa thought to be seized by Neocus. Steel waa supposed to cipel
him, and therefore all who bathed threw some little pieces of steel in the water for
that purpose. Verel. Suio-Goth. p. 13.
It is probable that wo here see the origin of
hocus-pocus, and Old Nick.
» 16 Bib. Mag. 101.
° Fabricius Hist. 8ar. p. 63.
Verstigan describes the idol Flynt as the image of
death in a shed, holding a torch, and placed on a great flint-stone. He waa also
represented as a man in a great cloak, with a lion on his bead and shoulders, and
carrying a torch. His figure waa sometimes more deformed with monstrous feet.
It had a crown on its head.
Montf. An L Exp. c. 10.
r l vV raid up says he read of this idol in the 8s son histories.
Worm. Mon. p. 19.
H Albinus No?. Bax. Hist p. 70, and Fabricius,
p. 61.
r
Montfaucon Ant Exp. c. 10. He say*, that at the entrance of this fortress the
place waa, in his time, shown where this image stood.
• The description of Prona, of the three-beaded Trigla of Poreeilh with
five heads,
and S?aolo with lour; of Radegsst with a bull's head in his breast, and an eagle on
bis head, mentioned be Monlfaooon from Grosser** History of Luaatia, seem to be
more Oriental than Teutonic, and may have come into Germany from the latter
Sarmsfian tribes.
1
Tee. Do Moriboa Germ. Sid. A poll ep. ?i. lib. 6. Herodotus says of tho
Scythians, the presumed ancestors of the Saxons, that they saertfioed to Mars every
hundredth man of their prisoners. Mclp.
deity

g
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that for sacrilege the offender

was

sacrificed to the

god whose

temple he haa violated ; and Ennodius states of the Saxons,
Heruli, and Francs, that they were believed to appease their
deities with human blood/
But whether human sacrifices were
an established part of their superstitious ritual, or whether they
were but an occasional immolation of captives or criminals^
cannot be decided. Nor is the distinction material/
Of the rights of the Anglo-Saxons we cannot learn many particulars.
In the month of February they offered cakes to their
deities, which occasioned the month to be called 8ol monath.
September, from its religious ceremonies, was denominated Hali
monaeh, the holy month. November, was marked, as the month
of sacrifices. Bloc monaeh, because at this period they devoted
to their gods the cattle that they slew. w
As it was their custom
to use during the winter salted or dried meat, perhaps November,
or Bloc monaeh, was the period when the winter provision was
prepared and consecrated.
Their celebrated festival of If eol, Julc, or Y ule, which occurred
at the period of our Christmas, was a combination of religion and
conviviality.
December was called eppa Ireola, or before the
Deol. January was epcepa Ireola, or after it. As one of the
Saxon names for Christmas day was Ireola, or Deohol bej, it
is likely that this was the time when the festival commenced.
This day was the first of their year and as Bede derives it from
the turning of the sun, and the days beginning then to lengthen,*
as it was also called mother night, and their sun was worshiped
as a female, 1 suspect that this was a festival dedicated to the
;

sun.

But the Saxon idol, whose celebrity on the continent was the
most eminent, was Irminsula J
°

Ennodius

T

Of

the

in Mag. Bib. Pol. 15, p. 306.
human sacrifices of the Northmen we have more

express testimony.

Dithmar apud 8leph. 92, say*, that in Scland, in January, they slew ninety-nine
men, and as many hortea, dog*, and cock*, to *ppea»e their deities. Snorre men.
tiona a king of Sweden who immolated nine of hi* son* to Odin, to obtain an eaten,
•ion of life, i. p. 34. He also slate* the Swedes sacrificed one of their sovereigns to
Odin, toobtain plenty, ih. p. 56. When the famine began, oxen were offered up; in
the following autumn they proceeded to human victims, and at list destroyed their
king.
Dudo Quint, saya, they slew cattle and men in honour of Thor. For other
instances of human sacrifices in the North, ace Herv.Saga, 97; Arm Frode.63, 145;
Kristni Saga, 93.
w Bede, De Tcmporum Rat kmc,
See a good description of a Danish sap. 81.
crifice in Snorre. Sega Hak. God. c. 16.

Bede, de Temporum Ratione.
I see that gyl punne once occurs
a hymn, « Let the sun shine/ See Diet. Voc. Gyl. They who
desire to see the opinions which have been given of the derivation of
the Ireol will be assisted by Hickes, Dissert. Ep. p. 212, dec.

in

*.The moat complete account of thia idol is in the Irminaola Saxonies, by Henry
Meibomiue. It ia in the third volume of hi* Rorum German. Hid, published by the

two Meibomii.
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The name of this venerated idol has been spelt with varying
The Saxon Chronicle, published at Mentis in 1402,

orthography.

Armensula, which accords with the pronunciation of
The appellation adhered to by Meibomius, the
most elaborate investigator of this curious object of Saxon idolacalls

it

modern Saxony.

try, is Irminsula,*
It stood at Eresberg, on the Dimele/
This place the Saxon
Chronicle above mentioned calls Marsburg.
The Rhyming
Chronicle of the thirteenth century writes it Mersberg, which is

the

modern name. b

temple was spacious, elaborate, and magnificent. The
image was raised upon a marble column/
The predominant figure was an armed warrior. Its right hand
held a banner, in which a red rose was conspicuous its left presented a balance.
The crest of its helmet was a cock on its
breast was engraven a bear, and the shield depending from its
Its

;

;

shoulders exhibited a lion in a field full of flowers
The expressions of Adam of Bremen seem to intimate that it was of wood,
and that the place where it stood had no roof. It was the largest
idol of all Saxony, and according to llolwinck, a writer of the
fifteenth century, whose authorities are not known to us, though
the warlike image was the principal figure, three others were
about it/ From the Chronicle called the Vernacular Chronicle,
we learn that the other Saxon temples had pictures of the Irminsula/
Priests of both sexes attended the temple.
The women applied themselves to divination and fortune-telling; the men sacrificed, and often intermeddled with political affairs, as their sanction was thought to insure success.
The priests of the Irminsula at Eresberg ap|>ointcd the gow
graven, the governors of the districts of continental Saxony.
They also named the judges, who annually decided the provincial disputes.
There were sixteen of these judges, the eldest,
and therefore the chief, was called G ravins ; the youngest, Frono, or attendant
the rest were Frcyerichtcr, or free judges.
They had jurisdiction over seventy-two families. Twice a year, in
April and October, the G ravins and the* Fruno went to Eresberg,
and there made a placatory oflering of two wax lights and nine
pieces of money.
If any of the judges died in the year, the
event was notified to the priests, who out of the seventy-two
families chose a substitute.
In the o|>cn air, before the door of
11

.

:

Meibom, p. 6. Il ha* been called frminaulua, Irmintnl, Irmindtul, Erminaul,
Hcrinanmul, IformenauL, Hcrmeauel, llermenaul, and Adurmcnrul, ibid.
a |hid. p. 7.
* [bid. c. ii. p JR.
« Ibid. c. iii. p. 6
Th® particular description* of this idol are all taken from the Saxon
P* ?•

Cmronirle printed at Mentr.
*

Meibom,

c. iii. p. 9.

'

Ibid.
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the person appointed, his election was seven times announced to
the people in a loud voice, and this was his inauguration.
In the hour of battle, the priests took their favourite image from
its column, and carried it to the held.
After the conflict, cap*
tives, and the cowardly of their own army, were immolated to
the idol. 1 Mcibornius states two stanzas of an ancient song, iA
which the son of a Saxon king, who had lost a battle, complains
that he was delivered to the priest to be sacrificed. 11
He adds,
that, according to some writers, the ancient Saxons, and chiefly
their military, on certain solemn days, clothed in armour, and
brandishing iron cestus, rode round the idol, and, sometimes dismounting to kneel before it, bowed down and murmured out their
prayers for help and victory.’
To whom this great image was erected, is a question full of
uncertainty.
Because Epjirjc approached the sound of Irminsul,
and Apijc that of Eresbcrg, it has been referred to Mars and Mercury^ Some considered it a memorial of the celebrated Arminius; k and one has laboured to prove that it was an hieroglyphical
effigy, intended for no deity in particular. 1
In 772, this venerated object of Saxon superstition was thrown
down and broken, and its fame destroyed by Charlemagne. For
three days the work of demolition was carried on by one part of
the army, while the other remained under arms.
Its immense
wealth and precious vessels were distributed to the conquerors,
or devoted to pious uscs. m
>
1

i Meib. c. iii. p. 10.
Tacitus mentions generally of the Germans, thnt they
detached their idols and banners from their sacred groves, and carried them to
the field of battle. Germ. a. 7.

b

The

verses are

:

nnn in Goltes fronen hende
In mcinen slier beotrn tagen
Geben werden, und ilcrbcn so elende
Daa muiz ich wol hochlich klogcn.

Sol ich

Wen
Dei

mir daa glucke fug el hotte

streites cinen

guten ende,
Dortflc ich nicht leistcn diese wclle
Nt'lrcn mil blut die hire wende.

Meibom,
1

k

Meibom, p.
The names

11.

i

p. 10.

Ibid. c. v. p. 11.

to this supposition are very respectable.

Joannes Goropius Bcccautu* is the person whose reveries sre given at length in
Meibomius, 13-17. We may suggest as a new opinion, that Hcrmanaul literally expresses cither, " The Pillar of the Lord the Moon, or the Lord Man," whom the
Germans, according to Tacitus, revered. As the moon was a male deity, Mannus
and the moon may have been the same person. From the inscription mentioned
below,
ociow, it
ii was cieariy
clearly their
god. The
tnetr war goo.
tin similarity between Irmin and E#;
E#u»c
*
* r n mav
l.
i..._ ..
s
j
led nr*
to mention il.i
have uj
Taeitus
that .i
the (j
Germans chiefly worshipped
Mercury,
ry,s.
i 9.
m Meibom, p.,18. Tlte image ia said to have been long re se rved
in the monasw p
“‘Formerly
at Corbey.
It then bore this inscription
lory
Formerly I was the lea<
leader and
.
w
god of the Saxons. The people of war adored me. The nation who worshipped me
Ibid.
1 the field of battle."
1

u

i

^

.

:
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The fate of the column of the image after its eversion may be
noticed. 11 It was thrown into a wagon, and buried on the Weser,
It was found again
in a place where Corbey afterwards stood.
in the reign after Charlemagne, and was transported beyond the
Weser. The Saxons attempting to rescue it, a battle ensued on the
Spot, which was afterwards called Armensula, from the incident
The Saxons were repulsed, and, to prevent further chances, the
column was hastily thrown into the Inner. A church being afterwards built in the vicinity, at Hillesheim, it was conveyed into it
after much religious lustration, and placed in the choir, where it
long served to hold their lights at their festivals 0 For many
.

remained neglected and forgotten, till at length Meibomius
saw it, and a canon of the church, friendly to his studies, had its
rust and discoloration taken ofl>
Idolatrous nations arc eminently superstitious.
The proneness
of mankind to search into futurity attempts its gratification, in
the eras of ignorance, by the fallacious use of auguries, lots, and
omens.
ages

it

All the German nation were addicted to these absurdities, and
the account which Tacitus relates of them generally is applied by

Mcginhard

Saxons. They were infatuated to beof birds were interpreters of the
Divine will. Horses were supposed to neigh from celestial inspiration, arid they decided their public deliberations by the wisdom of
lots.
They cut a small branch of a fruit-tree into twigs, marked
them, and scattered them at random on a white vest. The priest,
if it were a public council, or the father, at a private consultation,
prayed, gazed at heaven, drew each three times, and interpreted
according to the mark previously impressed. If the omen were
to the ancient

lieve that the voices

and

flights

adverse, the council was deferred. q
To explore the fate of an impending battle, they selected a
captive of the nation opposing, and appointed a chosen Saxon to
“ It was about eleven feet lonj,
and the circumference of the base was about
twelve cubits. The base was of rude stone, or of gravel-stone. The column was
marble, of a light red colour. lit belts were of orichalchos ; the upper end lower
gilt, and also the one between these and the crown, which is also gilt, ss is the
upper
circle incumbent on it, which has three heroic verses.
The whole work was surrounded with iron rails, denUted to preserve it from injury. Meibom, p. 31. He
nee given a plate of it

°

Meibom,

p. 19.

f Ibid. p. 19.

derived from the

end

p. 31.

Our ancient Irmin-atrcet has been lately conjectured to have been
name of this idol. If so, the inferenoe would be .reasonable that

wo ° worshipped

also in England.
* Tacit de morib. Germ, and Meginhard, p. 39; end see Bede,
p. 144, 147.
In
the law of the Frisians there is a carious order of determining by lot, with twige,
who was guilty of a homicide, when it occurred in a popular tumult Sec it in
Liodenh. i. p. 496. Alfred, in bis version of Bede, says,
hlucon
C&num, they east lota with twigs, p. 634
it

che*

VOL.

I.
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They judged of their future victory or defeat by
fight with him.
the issue of this duel/
The notion which from Chaldea pervaded both East and West,
that the celestial luminaries influenced the fortunes of mankind,
operated powerfully on the Saxon mind. Affairs were thought
to be undertaken with better chance on peculiar days, and the
full or new moon was the indication of the auspicious season/
Magic, the favourite delusion of ignorant man, the invention of
his malignity, or the resort of his imbecility, prevailed among the
Anglo-Saxons. Even one of their kings chose to meet the Cnristian missionaries in the open air, because he fancied that magical
arts had peculiar power within a house.*
Of the speculative principles of the Anglo-Saxon Paganism we
have no written evidence. But of the religion of the Northmen,
which prevailed in or near the parts which the Angles and Saxons
inhabited about the Elbe, and was the religion of the Northmen
colonies of England, we have sufficient documents remaining.
In these we probably contemplate the substance of the faith of
our forefathers. In some respects the polytheism of the north
was one of the most rational forms of its erroneous theory ; and,
though inferior in taste and imagination, displays on the whole a
vigour and an improvement of mind beyond the classical myThe Edda, though wilder, has better theology than
thology.
much of Ovid’s Metamorphoses.
It is remarkable, that tnc Northmen venerated three principal
supreme deities connected with each other by relationship. Oain,
whom they called All-father, or the Universal Parent ; Frcya, his
wife ; and their son Thor.
Idols of these three were placed in
their celebrated temple at Upsal."
Of these the Danes, like the
Anglo-Saxons, paid the highest honour to Odin; the Norwegians
ana Icelanders to Thor ; and the Swedes to Freya
In the system of the Northmen’s religion, wc see the great principles of the ancient theism, mingled with the additions of allegory, polytheism, and idolatry. Odin’s first name is the All-father,
though many others were subjoined to this in the process of time.
Ho is described in the Edda as the First of the Gods : “ He lives
for ever: he governs all his kingdom, both the small parts and
the great : he made heaven, and the earth, and the air : he made
man, and gave him a spirit which shall live even after the body
shall have vanished.
Then the just and the well-deserving shall
dwell with him in a place called Gimle ; but bad men shall go to
Hela.” v In other parts it adds “ When the All-father sits on
:

1 Bede,
Meginhsrd, p. 39.
Ibid.
i. c. 35, p. 61.
Ad. Brevn.
Billet Noil. Antiq. tot i. p. 97. So in the Edda, Gang ter b represented
beholding three thrones, eeoh •bore the other. The lowest was called the loftj one;
the second his equal : the higbeet
named * the third." SoppL Nor. Ant. vol. ii.
'

u

f

vu

98?>
• Edda, Hiet. Prim.
in p. 305.

p»

p.

383.

See the twelve names given to Odin,

p.

365, and 46,

:

;
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supreme throne, he surreys with his eyes all the world and
the manners of all men.”1 “ Odin is the first and the most ancient : he governs all things ; and though the rest of the gods are
powerful, yet they serve him as children their father. He is
galled All-father, because he is the father of all the gods.”? Thor
is represented as the son of Odin and Freya, ana the earth is
called Odin’s daughter.*
They had some remarkable traditions preserved in their ancient Voluspa.
One, that the earth and heavens were preceded
by a state of non-entity.* Another, that at a destined period the
earth and all the universe would be destroyed by fire.
This
catastrophe was connected with a being, that was to direct it,
whom they called Surtur, or the black one.* Till this day Loke,
his

1

1 Edda, p.292.
r Ed da, HiaL Duod. p. 305.
p. 292.
u At the beginning of time
of the Voluapa are
there was nothing :
neither land, nor aea, nor foundaliona below. The earth waa nowhere to be found :
nor the heaven above. There waa an infinite abyss, and grata nowhere." Edda.
Hiat. Prim. p. 284.
44
b The Edda thua describes him
:
First of all was Muspelle-heim.
It is
lucid, glowing, and impervious to strangers.
There Surtur rules, and sits in
the extremity of the earth. He holds a flaming sword, and will come at the
end of the world and conquer all the gods and burn the unwise." Edda, p.
286. The most ancient and oracular Voluspa thus speaks of this period

Edda, HiaL ScxL

The worda

:

The
The
The

giant Hrvmr rides from the east
sea swells.
serpent that surrounds the world
Turns himself with gigantic might
The snake moves the seas.
The eagle clamours
It tears the dead with its beak.
The ship of nails is loosened.

from the East.
sons of Muspell oome
Along the deep
It floats

The

Loke governs them.

The

raging people press on.

What occurs among the gods?
What among the Elfi
The world of the giants resounds.
The gods are in the council.
The dwarfs groan
?

Before their alone doors.

They knew the paths of the rocks.
Do you know what is happening?
Surtur

With
Like

is

coming from the south

Fire, bis companion.
the sun shines his sword

:

The sword of the gods of slaughter.
The rocks threaten destruction.
The giant ewes are wandering.

;

;:

—
;

:
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of evil, was to remain in the cave and chains of
which he was consigned. 6 A new world is to emerge at
this period ; the good will be happy. d
The gods will sit in judgment, and the wicked will be condemned to a dreary habitation.*

their principle

iron to

The Edda ends
which presents

it

with another description of this
a more detailed shape.

final

period,

to us in

Men

tread the path of Hela.
are cleft asunder.

The heavens
Then

to

Hlina

Will come a second grief,
When Odin goes forth

To

battle with the wolf.

And the slayer of Bela
The fair one with Surtur,
Then will fall,
The husband of Freya.
The Voluspa then mentions that Vidar, a son of Odin, will revenge his father’s
death on the wolf ; and that Thor will kill^the great serpent. It adds
All mankind
Will disappear from the world
The sun darkens
The sea overwhelms the earth

The

peaceful stars

Vanish from the sky.
Fire rages
To the end of the age.
The ascending flame
Plays on the heavens.
See the original, ap. Bartholin, 590-595.
c

d

Edda, p.347.
The Voluspa thus describes it:—

Then

A

will be seen again
green world come up

Out of the

The
The
And

sea.

waters will glide
eagle Dies,
lakes the fish in the mountains.

The gods will meet
In the fields of Ida,
And there discourse
On the desolated abode ;
.And there will disease
Great conferences
And the ancient words of Odin.

Voluspa,

The

hall will then be seen to stand

Fairer than the sun.
Covered with gold
In Gimli.

ib. p.

590, 597.

;

; ;
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winters without a
will pervade the
whole world. Brother, father, son, will perish by each other a hands. The
wolf will devour the sun another, the moon. The stars will nil from heaven.
The earth trembles. Mountains and trees are torn up. The sea rushes over
of the
the earth. Midgard the great serpent hastens over it The ship made
The giant Hrymer is its pilot. The wolf Fenris
•nails of dead men floats.
opens his enormous mouth ; the lower jaw touching the earth; the upper, the
heavens. The serpent breathes poison over heaven, and the sons of Muepell
Surtur leads them. Before him, behind him, a glowing fire
ride forward
spreads.
His sword radiates like the sun. From their course the bridge of
heaven is broken. They move towards a plain, and Fenris and Midgard
follow. There Loke and Hrymer meet them with all the infernal genii. The

k gnow w ai r ash from all quarters of the world. Three
summer will be followed by three others, and then wars
j

:

There the just people

And

for

will dwell,

endless daya

Enjoy pleasure.
powerful one will then come
For the divine judgment
strong
one from the realms above,
The

The

Who governs all

things.

He

brings the sentence,
And determines the causes.
He appoints the sacred destinies

Which

will

be

fulfilled.

Then will come the dim
And flying dragon

The fierce serpent from below
The mountains of Nida,

He
He

floats

on his wings;

hovers over the plain

Nidhoggr, over the dead.
Now the earth shall he swallowed up.

A

hall will be seen to stand,

Far from the sun,
In Nastrondo.
Its doors behold the north.
Poison-drops distil
Within from its windows.

The abode is woven round
With serpent thorns.
There, over rapid rivers,
Will be seen to go

The perjured
And the assassins
And they who pull

the ear

Of another's wife.
will there gnaw
The bodies of the dead.
The wolf will tear them.

Nidhoggr

Knowest thou what

The same

events are mentioned in

is

coming

!

Vol uspc, ap. Barth, p. 509-601.
the VoAhrudnuuual, Edd, Bern. p. B6-S8.
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hosts of the sons of Mospell glitter round.
Heimdal sounds vehemently his
tremendous trumpet to awaken the gods. Odin consults. The ash Ygdrasil
trembles. Every thing in heaven and earth is in fear. The gods and heroes
arm. Odin, with his golden helmet, moves against Fenris. Thor assails
Midgard. Frey falls beaten down by Surtnr. The dog Garmer attacks Tyr,
and both perish. Thor kills the serpent, but dies also. And the wolf devours
Odin. Vidar seizes the monster's jaws, and at last rends them asunder. Loke*
and Heimdal slay each other. Surtur then darts his flames over all the earth,
and the whole world is consumed."'

These traditions correspond with the idea mentioned in the
beginning of this work, that the barbaric nations of Europe have
sprung from the branches of more civilized states.
Allegory, disturbed imagination, mysticism, and perverted
reasoning, have added to these traditions many wild and absurd
tales, whose meaning we cannot penetrate.
The formation of
Nifl-heiin, or hell, from whose rivers came frozen vapours ; and
Muspcil-hoim, or the world of fire, from which ligntning and
flames issued. The gelid vapours melting from the heat into
drops one of these becoming the giant Ymcr 8 and another, the
cow iEdumla, to nourish him; who by licking off the rocks their
salt and hoar frost, became a beautiful being, from whose son
Boro, their Odin, and the gods proceeded h while from the feet
of the wicked Ymcr sprang the Giants of the Frost. The sons
of Bore slaying Ymcr, and so much blood issuing from his
wounds as to drown all the families of the Giants ol the Frost,
excepting one, who was preserved in his bark
The re-creation
of the earth from the flesh of Y mer ; his perspiration Incoming
the seas; his bones the mountains; his hair the vegetable races;
his brains the clouds ; and his head the heavens^
All these display that mixture of reasoning to account for the origin of things
ot violent allegory to express its deductions
of confused tradition, and distorting fancy, which the mythologies of all nations
:

,

;

1

.

;

have retained.
Wc have already remarked, that the general term used by the
Anglo-Saxons to express the deity in the abstract was God, which
also implied the Good. This identity of phrase carries the imagination to those primeval limes, when the Divine Being was best
known to his creatures by his gracious attributes, was the object
of their love, and was adored for his beneficence. But when they
departed from the pure belief of the first a?ras, and bent their religion to suit their habits, new reasonings, and their wishes, then
systems arose, attempting to account for the production of things
without his preceding eternity or even agency, and to describe
his own origination and destruction.
Hence the Northmen cosf

>
‘

i

ck*P**f »

m

P-

347—350.

It then proceeds to describe the

* Edda, Hist. Quart 389.
Edda, Hist. Ten. p.
Edda, HUL Quia. p. 390. He waa called Berfelmcr.
The anoieal vraa, quoted io Edda, p. 391.

new

world.
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'mogonists taught the rising of the world of frost from the north,
and of the world of lire from the south ; the forming by their
united agency a race of evil beings through Ymer, ana of deities
through the cow ASdumla ; a warfare between the divine and the
wicked race; the death of Ymer; the fabrication of the earth
»and heaven out of his body ; and the final coming of the powers
of the world of lire to destroy all things, and even the deities
themselves. The mixture of materialism, atheism, and superstition visible in these notions, shows the divergency of the human
mind from its first great truths, and its struggles to substitute its
own phantoms and perverted reasonings instead. All polytheism
and mythology seem to be an attempted compromise between
scepticism and superstition the natural process of the mind beginning to know, resolved to question, unattending to its ignorance, and solving its doubts by its fancies, or concealing them
:

by

its

allegories.

The most

formidable feature of the ancient religion of the
Anglo-Saxons, as of all the Teutonic nations, was its separation
from the pure and benevolent virtues of life, and its indissoluble
union with war and violence. It condemned the faithless and
the perjured

;

but

it

represented their

Supreme Deily as

the

combats and slaughter, because those were his favourite
children who fell in the field of battle.
To them he assigned the
heavenly Yalhall and Vingolfa, and promised to salute them after
their death as his hcrocs. k
This tenet sanctified all the horrors
of war, and connected all the hopes, energies, and passions of
humanity with its continual prosecution.
As ihe nation advanced in its active intellect, it liegan to lie
father of

with its mythology. Many indications exist of this
spreading alienation which prepared the Northern mind for the
reception of the nobler truths of Christianity, though at first
averse from them.
dissatisfied

1

,

k

Edda, Hist. Duod. p. 304.
Bartholin hm collected Rome instances which are worth Ihe attention of those
who study the history of human nature. One warrior nji, that he trusted more
to hi* strength and his arms than to Tlior end Odin.
Another cicUims: M I believe not in images and demons.
I have travelled over many places, and have met
giant* and monster*, but they never conquered me. Therefore I have hitherto
trusted to my own strength and courage."
To a Christian who interrogated him,
one of these fighters boasted, that lie knew no religion, but relied on his own powers.
For the same reason a father and his son refused to sacrifice to Ihe idols. When
the king of Norway asked Ganksthor of what religion lie was, he answered,
neither Christian nor heathen; neither I nor my companions have any other religion than In truM to ourselves and our good fortune, which seems to be quite anffi.
cient for us."
Many others are recorded to have given similar answers; despising
their idols, yet not favouring Christianity.
Another is mentioned as taking rather
1

“lam

a middle path. " I do not wish to revile the gods; but Freya seems to me to bo of
,
n
rUl*OC’ **e ' l*ier •b®
Od*11 ere any thing to us." See Bartholin da Cans.

%Q
>
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CHAPTER
On

IV.

the Menology and Literature of the

Pagan Saxons.

In their computation of time, our ancestors reckoned by nights
and by winters instead of years. Their months
were governed by the revolution of the moon. They began their
year From the day which we celebrate as Christmas-aay,* and
that night they called Moedrenech, or mother night, from the
worship or ceremonies, as Bede imagines, in which, unsleeping,
they spent it In the common years, they appropriated three lunar
months to each of the four seasons. When their year of thirteen
months occurred, they added the superfluous month to their
summer season, and by that circumstance had then three months
of the name of Liba, which occasioned these years of thirteen
months to be called Tpi-Libi. The names of their months were
these:
instead of days,

xy te jia
monath
Hehb monath
Eoycuji monath
biuli, or
8oI

Ireola, answering to our JanuaryFebruary.

March.
April.

Tjii-milchi

May.

Liba
Lib a

June.
July.

Weipb,
fralij

or

Wenben monath

August.
September.
October.

monath

Wyntyp

yylleth
Bloth monath
Iriuli, or aejipa beola

(before

beol)

November.
December.

They

divided the year into two principal parts, summer and
The six months of the longer days were applied to the
summer portion, the remainder to winter. Their winter season
began at their month pyncyp pyllech, or October. The full
inoon in this month was the era or the commencement of this

winter.

* The Franc* begun the year in the autumnal *ea*on lor Alcoin
write* to Chari*,
;
magne “ I wonder why your youth* begin the legitimate year from the month of
:

September.'' Oper.

p.

lot.
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season, and the words pyncyji yylleeh were meant to express
the winter full moon.
The reason of the names of their months of 8ol monach, Rehb
monach, 6oj*cuji monach, fahi monach, and Bloch monach,
wc have already explained. Bede thus accounts for the others:
i-milchi expressed that their cattle were then milked three
times a day.
Liba signifies mild or navigable, because in these
months the serenity of the air is peculiarly favourable to navigation.
Wenben monach implies that the month was usually tempestuous.
The months of Ereola were so called because of the
turning of the sun on this day, and the diminution of the length
of the night* One of the months preceded this change, the other
followed it.
It has been much doubted whether the Anglo-Saxons had the
use of letters when they possessed themselves of England.
It is
certain that no specimen of any Saxon writing, anterior to their

Tp

conversion to Christianity, can be produced. It cannot therefore be proved that they had letters by any direct evidence, and
yet some reasons may be stated which make it not altogether
safe to assert too positively, that our ancestors were ignorant of
the art of WTiting in their pagan state.
1st Alphabetical characters were used by the Northern nations on the Baltic before they received Christianity,® and tho
origin of these is ascribed to Odin, w’ho heads the genealogies of
the ancient Saxon chieftains as well as those of Sweden, Norway, and Denmark ; and w’ho is stated to have settled in Saxony
before he advanced to the North. d Either the pagan Saxons
w'crc acquainted with the Runic characters, or they w cre intror

duced

North after the fifth century* when the Saxons came
to Britain, and before the middle of the sixth, when they arc
mentioned by Fortunatus, which is contrary to the history and
traditions of the Scandinavian nations, and "to probability.
Wc
may remark, that Run is used in Anglo-Saxon,* as Runar in the
in the

b

This tillable account of the Scion year ia in Bede, Do Tempomm Rationo, in
the second volume of hia works, in tho edition of
Cologne,
81.
Other
p.

Saxon

mcnologie* may be seen in Wanley, 185, and 109; and a comparative one of the
Anglo-Saxons, Franks, Icelanders, Danes, and Swedes, is in Hiekes's Gram. Anglo.
•

Six.
e

p.

214.

would not attribute to the Runic IcUera an extravagant antiquity, bat the in.
•enptions on rocks, etc. copied by Wormius in hia Literature Runic®, and by Stepheniua, in hit notea on Saxo, proved that the Northerns usod them before
they reocived
I

Christianity.
4

Snorre, Ynglinga Saga.

*

So Cedmon uses

the word,

pun bith gepecenob,

p. 73 ; hpaec
him the letter should read and
explain, hpaee peo pun bube, p. 90
be had before said, in hia account of Daniel and Belshazzar, that the angel of the Lord ppac cha

r co

pun bube,

p.

86

;

that he to

;

in

page popba geppnu bappe bocpcapap,

p. 90.
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Icelandic, to express letters or characters/ It is true that Odin
used the runs for the purpose of magic, and that in Saxon
pun-cpaepcig, or skilled in run®, signifies a magician ;* but the
magical application of characters is no argument against their
alphabetical nature, because many of the foolish charms which j
our ancestors and other nations have respected, have consisted,
not merely of alphabetical characters, but even of words.*1
2d. The passage of Venantius Fortunatus, written in the
middle of the sixth century, attests that the Runic was used for
the purpose of writing in his time.
He says,

The barbarous Rune is painted on ashen
And what the papyrus says a smooth rod

tablets,
effects. 1

Now,

as the Anglo-Saxons were not inferior in civilization to
the barbarous nations of the North, it cannot be easily
supposed that they were ignorant of Runic characters^* if their
neighbours used them.
3d. Though it cannot be doubted that the letters of our Saxon
MSS. written after their conversion arc of Roman origin, except
only two, the th and the w, y, p, the thorn and the wen, yet these
two characters are allowed by the best critics to be of Runic
parentage ; k and if this be true, it would show that the AngloSaxons were acquainted with Runic as well as with Roman
characters, when they commenced the hand-writing that prevails

any of

in their

MSS.

r Schilter’s

Thesaurus,

Thus Ccdmon

r

vol.

says, the

iii.

p.

693.

pun-epaeptige men could not read the

hand-writing till Daniel came, p. 90.
* One passage in a Saxon MS. confirms this idea : “ Then asked the
e&lbopman the hep cling* whether through bpyepep c, or through
nynpcapef, he had broken his bonds; and he answered that he
knew nothing of this craft.” Vesp. D. 14, p. 132. Now pvnpcapep
may remark, that the Welsh word
means literally ryn letters.
for alphabet is coel bren, which literally means the tree or wood of
Omen ; and see the Saxon description of the northern Run®, in Hickes’s
Gram. Ang. Sax. p. 135.

We

1

Ven. Fortun.

lib. vi. p.

1614.

Ed. Miff. Bib. tom.

viii.

There ere various alphabets of the Runs, but their differences are not very
t I consider those characters to be moat interesting which have been taken
the aucient inscription* remaining in the North. Worroiua gives these. Lit
Run. p. 58. Hickea, in Ilia Gram. Anghvlsl. c. 1, gives several Runic alphabets.
k
The Saxons used three characters for th, D, p , and p. Of these
the two first seem to be Roman capitals, with a small hyphen.
Astle,
in his History of Writing, p. 7 and 8, gives these d’s.
The other,
is the Runic d.
See Wormius, p. 58. The Runic d, in some dialects,
was pronounced th ; so dus, a giant, or spectre of the woods, os given
by Wormius, p. 94, is by other writers written thus. I consider the p
to be taken from the f.

n
J

i
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Saxons had derived the use of letters from the Roit is probable that they would have taken from
the Latin language the words they used to express them. Other
nations so indebted, have done this.
To instance from the Erse
4th. If the

man

ecclesiastics,

language:

For book, they have lcabhar, from
liter,

to write,

scriobham,
grafam,
sgriobhadh,
leagham, ?
lcabham, V

writing,
to read,

liber.

1

letter,

litera.

scribere.

scripture.
legere.

But nations who had known letters before they became acquainted with Roman literature would have indigenous terms to
express themThe Saxons have such terms. The most common word by
which the Anglo-Saxons denoted alphabetical letters, was ptxp 5
plural, ptxpa.
Elfric, in his Saxon Grammar, so uses it.M The
copy of the Saxon coronation oath begins with, 44 This writing is
written, r caE F be ptxpe (letter by letter,) from that writing
which Dunstan, archbishop, gave to our lord at Kingston.”® In
the same sense the word is used in Alfred’s translation of Bedc,°
and in the Saxon gospels.*1 It is curious to find the same word
so applied in the Runic mythology.
In the Vafthrudis-mal, one
of the odes of the ancient Edda of Semund, it occurs in the
s|)cceli of Odin, who says, 41 fornum stavfom” in the ancient
letters. 4*

The numerous compound words derived from peep, a letter,
show it to have been a radical term in the language, and of general application.

Stxp-cpept,
8cxpen-pop,
8 c *F‘S € F c
S»

a syllable,

8cxplic»

learned,

Scxpnian,

to teach letters,

8txp

a game at letters,
wise in letters,
the head of the letters,

plcga,

Scxp-pipe,

8cxpep-heapob,
8cxpa-nama,
’

the art of letters,
the alphabet,

the

names of the

In the Erse Teal ament, Greek letters are expressed by Jitrichibh

xxiii.

letters.

Greirk Lake,

38.

• Cotton.

I*ib.

Julios, A. 2.

Colton. Lib. Cleon. B. 13.

p J*»h n
Lake, xxiii. 38.
«
In the Icelandic Gospels, for Let in end Hebrew letters
we have Letintskum and Ebreskum bobstefum. Lake, xxiii. 38. The Freaaotheotisc, for letters, hes e similar com pound word, bok-sUrro.
*
«

5,

t?
S'*’
Edda Srrmind,

•

p. 3.

;
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The same word was
an

also used like the Latin litera, to signify

epistle/

The

art of using letters, or writing,

also expressed in Saxon
for the verb
expression, from the Latin scribere,

by a verb not of Roman

origin.

is

The Saxon term

is not, like the Erse
appitan,” or 44 geppitan.” This verb is formed from a
similar noun of the same meaning as ptaejr.
The noun is preserved in the Maeso-Gothic, where writs signifies 44 a letter.”

to write,

but

is

44

In like manner the Saxons did not derive their word for book
from the Latin liber they expressed it by their own term, 44 boc,”
as the Northerns called it 44 bog.”
I do not mean to assert indiscriminately, that whenever a
word indigenous in a language is used to express writing, it is
therefore to be inferred, that the people using that language have
also letters ; because it may so happen that the word may not
have been an indigenous term for letters, but for something else
and may have been applied to express letters only analogically or
metaphorically. To give an instance the Indians of New England expressed letters, or writing, by the terms wussukwhonk, or
wussukwheg.* But the Indians had no letters nor writing among
them ; whence then had they these words ? The answer is, that
they were in the habit of painting their faces and their garments,
and when we made them acquainted with writing, they applied to
it their word for painting 1
But though they could figuratively
apply their term for painting to express writing, they had nothing
to signify a l>ook, and therefore it was necessary to ingraft our
English word 44 book” into their language for that purpose
On the whole, I am induced to believe that the Anglo-Saxons
;

:

.

11

.

were not unacquainted with alphabetical characters when they
r
When a letter or authoritative document is mentioned in Saxon,
the expressions npplicd to it are not borrowed from the Latin, as scripturn, mandatum, epistola, and such like ; but it is said, “ Honorius sent
the Scot a je-ypit," Sax. Ch. 39 ; desired the Pope with his ge-ppit
to confirm it, ib. 38.
So Alfred, translating Bede, says, “ the Pope
sent to Augustin pallium and ge-ppit,” i. c. 29, here borrowing from
the Latin the pallium, a thing known to them from the Romans, but
using a native Saxon term to express the word epistle.
* Thus in the Indian Bible, “and this
writing’ was written/ Dan. v. 94, k ren**
dered, kah yeh wassukwheg unuasukkuh whoau
and (bis is the writing that was
written," kah yeh wussukwhonk ne adt tannus-sukuh whosik, ib. y. 95. M Darius
signed the writing/ Darius sealham woaauk whosuonk, vi. 9. M And the writing
was" wuasuk whonk no. John, xix. 19.
* Thus
wuMukbosn was a painted cost Williams' Key to the Language of
America, p. 184, ed. 1643, and see his remark, p. 61. The Malays, who have borrowed their letters from other nations, have need the same analogy. Their word
“ to write” b toolis, which also signifies to point See Howison’s Malay Dictionary.
* Hence the translator waa obliged to express, •* this is the book of the
generation"
by uppomotuongatko book. Matt 1 1. So, - 1 base found the book of the law/ nonnamteoh nanmatoe book. 9 Kings, xxii. 8. » Hilkiah give the book, Hilkiah a nin:

numaoau book/

Ibid. f. 9.
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came into England. However this may be, it is certain that if
they had ancient letters, they ceased to use them after their conversion, with the exception of their p and j>.
It was the invariable policy of the Roman ecclesiastics to discourage the use of the
t^Runic characters, because they were of pagan origin, and had
been much connected with idolatrous superstitions. v Hence, as
soon as the Christian clergy acquired influence in the Saxon octarchy, all that appeared in their literature was in the character
which they had formed from the Romans.
know nothing of the compositions of the Anglo-Saxons in
their pagan state.
Tacitus mentions generally of the Germans,
that they had ancient songs, w and therefore we may believe
that
the Anglo Saxons were not without them.
Indeed, Dunstan is
said to have learned the vain songs of his countrymen
in their
pagan state ; and we may suppose, that if such compositions had
not been in existence at that period, Edgar would not
have forbidden men, on festivals, to sing Heathen songs.* But none
of
these have survived to us.
If they were ever committed to writing, it was on wood, or stones indeed, their word
for book (boc)
expresses a bccch-trcc, and seems to allude to the matter
of which
their earliest looks were made.*
The poets of barbarous ages

We

;

usually confide the

little effusions of their genius to
the care of
arc seldom preserved in writing till literature
becomes a serious study: and therefore we may easily believe,

They

tradition.

that

it

the Anglo-Saxons had alphabetical characters, they
were
for divinations, charms, and funeral inscriptions,

much more used

than fur literary compositions.
h0

^

Sw e

ere pcrBUa dc d by

!iT
J . the Roman
o
and
to adopt
in their
a tier wards in Iceland.
De Moribus German.
1

1,10

Pope,

.

stead.

in loot, to lay ..id*

They were gradually

and

the Ranic letter,
abolished in Denmark,'

. Wilk. Leg. Anglo-Sax.
!
p. 83.
n
,
hat
w «£ cut from lh ° bcech-trce were the ancient
?-.'
northern books, Lit ’n
Run. p. 6. Saxo Grammaticus mentions, that Fengo's
ambassador, took with them lileraa ligno inscuiplaa,
“because,” adds Saxo" that was
formerly a celebrated kind of material to write upon,”
lib. iii. p. 52.
Besides the
f0 rm<fr
^rom Fortunalua, we may notice another,
in which he speaks
w as usedIto contain
of o!5L
the bark
characters. See Worm. p.
9, who says, that no wood
d
n
n
" lhe l ecch * nor i# <n mor ®
7^
to receive im.
7
.
or^ion^7b *nl
in W^l* h
j

J^°TT

S

.
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THE VOLUSPA.
This Poem is frequently quoted in the Edda of Snorre, as a
competent authority, and is therefore much more ancient It is
thought to have been compiled from preceding traditions by Saemund, who lived about a hundred years before Snorre. As it has
never appeared in English, and is very little known in Europe, and
is the most ancient record of the traditions of the Northmen tnat has
yet been found, a translation of the whole of it will be here added,
as it illustrates some of the Pagan superstitions of our AngloSaxon ancestors. It is obscure and difficult, and the meaning
not always certain.
The preceding extracts are given with
Bartholin’s ideas.
I will attempt the version of the whole as
literally as possible, and attending to its other late versions.
In

some

parts, all the interpretations differ, but the reader will per-

ceive,

from

poem.

Its

my

tendency of this rude
be found in Snorrc’s Edda.
The name Voluspa implies the oracle or prophecy of Vola. This
Sibyl of the North expresses iu it, though w ith rapid conciseness,
the great outlines of the most ancient Northern Mythology. The
Voluspa and the Edda arc two great repositories of the most
venerated traditions of Pagan Scandinavia. The Voluspa opens
abruptly, and, most probably, represents many of the ancient
Saxon traditions or imaginations.
best

translation, the general

commentary

will

Be silent, I pray, all holy creatures
Greater or small sons of Heimdallar!
I will tell of the devices of Valfodur:
The ancient discourses of men ; the earliest
!

!

know the giants ; the early born
Thoy who formerly instructed me.
I know there arc nine worlds, and nine

I

know.

I

And

supports,

the great centre under the earth.

In the era of the ages where Ymer was dwelling,
There was no sand nor sea,
Nor winds on a vast ocean.
Earth yet was not nor the heaven above.
Only the abyss of chaos ; and no grass.
;

Before Bur had raised up the meadows,

And had enlarged Midgard,
The sun shone round the south.
And the ground produced its green

fruits.

—

;
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his noon, threw out the moon
hand, over the steeds of heaven.
sun knew not where should be his palaces
moon knew not where should be her home:
stars knew not where would be their station.

The sun from
With

The
The
The

his right

Then all the Deities moved to their royal stools:
The stupendously-holy Gods considered these things:
They gave names to the night, and to the twilight.
They called the morning ami mid-day so
And bade the rise and the course of the year to begin.
;

The As® met in the fields of Ida,
And framed their images and temples.
They placed the furnaces. They created money.
They made tongs and iron tools.

They played

at dice.

They were merry.

No

vicious desire of gold arose among them.
Till three of the Thursa virgins come.

Two

very powerful from Jolun-hcim.

The Gods then went to their divine stools.
Inquiring of the Holy Deities, this,
Who ought to be the Lord of the Ducrga, (the dwarfs,)
Or to create them
From Bruner's blood, and the legs of Blavis?
There Motsogner obtained the pre-eminence

Of

all

the Ducrga.

Durin, the next.

They made many images of men.
Dwarfs on the

earth, as Duriu said.

Nor and Nidi the northern the southern
The east the west the hidden Althiofi,
Bivor and Bavor Bumbur; Nori,
An, and Anar Ac the mead of knowledge.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

j

Vciger and Gandalfur ; Vindalfur ; Thntim ;
Thcckur; Thorinn ; Thror Litur and Vitur ;
Nar and Nyradur. Now 1 have the dwarfs.
The violent and the placid, rightly enumerated.
;

Fili; Kili;
Hciti ; Vili ;

Frar

;

Fundinn; Nali;
I

Svior ;
;
Flogur Lone;

Inn a r

Hombore

;

;

Aurvangur and EtkinskiaLIdu
time that the dwarfe
the family of Dualin
Should be reckoned by the kindreds of the people.
For an auspicious year
It is

From

:

;

;

;;;

;;

;

:

:
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They go

out from the rocks above ground.
the seats of the husbandmen
The sea of the ploughs.

To

There was Draupner and Dolgkrasir
Haugspere; Hlevangur; Gloe;
Skryver; Virvir; Skafidur; Ai;

Har

;

Alfur; Ingve of Eikinskialldr
Falur ; Frosti ; Fidur ; Sinnar

Dore

;

Heph;
This

Ore; Dufur; Andvere
Fili ; Haar; Sviar;

will

be manifest while people live;
their descendants will value

The number of

came from

Until three

it.

this troop,

The powerful and rich Asgd, to their home,
They found, in the land, weak unwarlike ones.
Ask and Embla, without a destiny.
These had then no soul they had then no reason
blood no senses no good colour.
Odin gave them a soul. Hrenir gave reason ;
Lodur gave them blood and a good complexion.
;

No

I

;

;

know

an ash existed called Ygdrasil
covered with white clay.

that

Its lofty size

Then comes
It

the rain that falls in the valleys
stands always green over Ordar-brunne.*

Then came

the

much-knowing Virgins

Three, from that sea
Which extends over the oak

One

;

:

Urd (necessity)
Another Verdande (the possible)
is

called

The third Skulld.b
They engrave on the shield
They appoint laws, they chuse laws
For the sons of the ages
The fates of mankind.
This one knew the

Of

first

the people in the world

slaughter
;

When
And

they supported Gullvelg with weapons;
burnt her in tho hall of liar.

Three times they burnt her
Three times re-born

Often—again
b

— yet she

;

lived.

These worth mean M The Fountain of Necemity.**
cells these * The Pent, the Present, mod the

The Edda

Future.**

:

;
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called her Heid,

Whatever house they came

to.

Vola of good omen
Dishonoured the divine mysteries*
She knew magic arts.
She could use enchantments,

Always

troubling like

an

evil

Then the Deities
Went each to their judicial

woman*

stools*

Considering whether mischief from bad counsel
Would occur from the Asce ;
Or whether all the Gods
Should reserve their banquets to themselves.

Odin hastened,

And

sent his darts into the crowd.
This was the first slaughter of men in the world.
The wall of the city of the As® was broken.
Vaner made the fields to be trampled by war.

Then all the gods
Went to their judicial
The Holy Deities: to

stools

:

consider
Who would mingle the ether and the sea
Or give the Virgin Odi
To the race of the Jotna (the giants).

Thor was one

there ; turgid with bile
rarely sat,
When he perceived such things.
Oath and compacts were cut thro*.
And all the controversies which intervened.
:

He

She knew;
Heimdallur had the secret song;
Under the same sacred zone

She beheld

the river

Flowing with its dark torrent.
From the compact of Valfodur.
Know you more I It is this.

She

When

sat alone in the oir T

man came,
Yggiongur of the Asae,
the old

And looked her in the face.
« What do you seek from me V*

“Why

do you tempt me?”
know all. Odin
Where have you hidden the eye 7
1

!

15 *

;

:

;
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In the greater fountain of Mimur.
Mimur every morning drinks mead

From

the pledge of Valfodur.

What

Know you more?

is it ?

Herfodur delivered to him
rings and the bracelets.
spell of riches ; wisdom
the staffs of prophecy.
He saw these well and widely

The
The
And

Over

the earth.

all

What

Know you more ?

is it ?

He saw the Valkyriar
Immediately coming
Adorned on Bteeds, they went
Skulld held the shield
Scogul was the other.

to

Gothiod.

:

Ginnur Helldur;
Gondul and Gierskialld.
Now the maidens of Odin are
;

The Valkyriar
I

:

:

saw

The
The
The

secret destinies

on Balder.

bleeding warrior ; the son of Odin.
slender and polished weapon

That

killed

Stood in the

him
field

growing upwards.

It was made from that
Which appeared to me

A

told

instructed to ride over the ground.

tree

mournful calamity

When

llodur darted it
of Balder, bom before day,
Before one night the new bom
Struck tlic son of Odin.

The

killer

Then he would not
Nor comb his head

raise his

hands

Before he should carry
The foe of Balder to the pile.
Frigga grieved in her Fensola,
The keeper of Vahnlla.

Know you more ?

Is

it

this 7

She saw the bound one
Lying under the grove of

The
One

perfidious funeral.
like

There

Lok,

sat as Sigynia.

the

Huns.

;

;
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to her

n.

husband.

Know you more ?

A

;

What

is it ?

river flows from the east
vales,

Over poisoned

mud and

Carrying

turf.

It is called Slidur.

There stands towards the north,
In Nidaflollum,
golden palace named Sindra
But another exists in Okolni.
The ale-ccllnrs of the Jotun
Which is called Brimir.

A

She saw a palace stand far from the sun
In Nastrondum.
It looks at the doors of the north.
The building is twisted from the spines of serpents
Poisoned torrents

Flow through

windows.

its

There she saw amid

the dreadful streams
perjured and the murderers :
those who pull the ears
another’s wife.

The
And

Of

Their iNidhoggur
Tore the flesh from their corpses.
The fierce Wolf devoured the men.

Know you more ?

this ?

an old man
the cast in a wood of iron.
he nourished the sons of Fenris.

There
Towards

Where

It is

sat

these grew up prodigious
giant form
The persecutor of the moon.

Every one of

A

He was

saturated

the lives of dying men.
sprinkled the host of the Deities with blood.
darkened the light of the sun in the summer.

With

He
He

All the urinds were malignant.

Know you more
He

sat

Gygas

?

It is

this?

on a mound, and struck the harp.

the herdsman.
The glad Egdcr (the eagle)
Sang before him on the boughs of the tree,
The purple cock surnamed Fialer.

:
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The

golden-haired bird

Sang with

the

A see.

He

roused the heroes with Herfadur.
But another crowed below the earth.
The yellow cock in the palace of Hela.

Garmur barked horribly
Before the cave of Gnipa. *
The chains will be broken :
Frcco will rush out.
Wise, she knows many things.
But I see beyond.
From the twilight of the Deities,

The

fierce Sigtiva.

Brethren will fight and slay each other
Kindred will spurn their consanguinity:
Hard will be the world :

Many

A

;

the adulteries.

bearded age

:

an age of swords

Shields will be cloven.

An

age of winds

:

an age of wolves.

Till the world shall perish
There will not be one that will spare another.

The

sons of

Mimur

will sport

But the bosom of the earth will burn.
Hear the sound of the Mystic horn,
Heimdnllur will blow on high

The
Odin

clevutod horn.
will

speuk by the head of Mimur.

The ancient tree will sound ominously.
The Jotun will be dissolved.
The ash Yggdrasil erected
Will become

terrible.

Garmur

bark

will

Before Cwniper’s cave.

The chains will be shattered:
And Freco will run forth.
Hrymcr

will drive his car from the east.
will revolve round
of the Jotun (giants).
With the
The serpent will move the seas ;

JornuYngandus

mge

But the eagle

flies

Through the seas of the people

And

Lfok will hold his club.

All the sons of Fiflo lead Freco.
brother of Bilvifs accompanies them.

The

;

;
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A see ?

the

All the house of the Jotun trembles
The Dvergi (the dwarfs) groan
Before the doors of the rocks :

Their stony asylum.

Know you more ?

What

is it ?

Surtur comes from the south
With Swiga lesi
The sword of Valtivi radiate like the sun

—

The stony rocks glide away
The Deities are enraged
Men tread the way of Hela

:

:

But the heaven

Then

:

twain.

is cleft in

Hlinar, the other grief goes forth.

When

Odin goes to battle with the Wolf.
The striker of Beli shining
Opposes Surtur.
Then the husband of Frigga falls.

Then will come Sigfodr
The greater son of Odin
:

Vidar ;

to fight with the fatal animal.

Who, with her broad hand.
In the middle of her jaws.
Pierces his heart with a sword.
Thus avenging the death of her father.
Then comes
The beautiful son of Hlodynia.
The son of Odin combated the Wolf.
He slew in wrath the serpent Midgard.
Men state the prop of the world.

The offspring of Fiorgunar
Stepped nine steps.
Weakened by the black and hungry snake.
The sun darkens
The earth is im merged in the sea
The serene stars are withdrawn from heaven
Fire rages in the ancient world :
The lofty colour reaches to heaven itself.
Garmur barks before
The chains are broken

the cave of

Gnipa

:

Freco rushes out.

She

sees at last

emerge from the ocean.

An earth in every part flourishing.
The cataracts flow down
:

:

:;;
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:;

:

The eagle flies aloft
And hunt the fishes in

;

:

II.

the mountains.

The Ass met in Ida Valle,
And talked of the world's great calamities
And of the ancient runs of Fimbultyr.
These things done, the wonderful dice
Are found gilt in the grass,
Which those of the former days possessed.

There were

without sowing
became prosperous.

fields

All adverse things

will come again.
Haudur and Baldur

Baldur

Hroptr and Sigroptr

The Asm

Do you

will dwell without evils.

yet understand

?

The Heinir shares the power of
And the sons of the two brothers

choosing Vidar,

Inhabit the vast mansion of the winds.

Do you know more ?
An hall stands brighter than the sun
Covered with gold in Gimle.
Their virtuous people will dwell
And for ages will enjoy every good.
There

will

come

the obscene dragon flying,

The serpent from Nidar-fiolli.
He carries the corpses in his wings
lie

flies

The

Now

over the ground

infernal serpent,

:

Nidhoggur:

the earth gapes for him.
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I.

— His Transactions and Wars with the
final

Settlement in

Britons,

Kent

Hitherto England had been inhabited by branches of the
^
Kimmerian and Keltic races, apparently visited by the Phenicians and Carthaginians, and afterwards occupied by the Roman
military and colonists.
From this successive ]>opulntinn, it had

obtained all the benefits which each could impart. But in tiic
fifth century, the period hud arrived when both England and the
south of Europe were to be |h assessed and commanded by a new
description of people, who had been gradually formed amid the
wars and vicissitudes of the Germanic continent and to be led to
manners, law’s, and institutions fieculiarly their own, and adapted,
as the great result has shown, to produce national and social improvements, superior to those which either Greece or Rome had
attained.
The Anglo-Saxon invasion of Britain must therefore
not be contemplated as a barbarizalion of the country. Our
Saxon ancestors brought with them a sujierior domestic and
moral character, and the rudiments of new jKilitical, juridical, and
An interval of slaughter and desolation
intellectual blessings.
unavoidably occurred before they established themselves and
their new systems in the island,
fiut w hen they had completed
their conquest, they laid the foundations of that national constitution, of that internal polity, of those j>eculiar customs, of that female modesty, and of that vigour ana direction of mind, to which
Great Britain owes the social progress which it has so eminently
acquired.
Some parts of the civilization winch they found in
Their desolathe island assisted to produce this great result.
tions removed much of the moral degeneracy we have before
;

alluded

to.

in the fictions of romance kingdoms fall almost at
the assailant, yet in real life no great revolutions of
states occur, without the preparatory and concurring operation of

Although

the

w ill of

many

political causes.

The Saxons had

for nearly

two

centuries
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been attacking Britain, with no greater successes than the halfnaked Scoti from Ireland had obtained. They plundered where
they arrived unexpectedly. They were defeated when they encountered a military or naval resistance. Hengist and Ella
would not have been more fortunate than their depredatory countrymen who had preceded them, if the events of the day had net
by their agencies conducted them and their successors from exile
and piracy to the proprietorship and kingdoms of the English
octarchy.

which the island was divided,
of power produced,
it appears that one ruler was made the supreme monarch, with
the addition of a council of the other chiefs.
The council is mentioned by all the ancient writers who treat of this period,* and
Gwrthevrn is named by each as the predominating sovereign.
Gwrthcym is mentioned as a proud and cruel tyrant but with
these features Gildas describes the general body of the Britons,
both clergy and laity. c Their supreme king seems to have acted
only with the selfish spirit of his contemporaries, and he was surrounded with many political difficulties that would have embarrassed a wiser anti a better man. His authority was disputed* by
a chieftain of Roman parentage, whose parents had perished in
the possession of the imperial purple, ana to whom Gildas gives
the name of Ambrosius Aurelianus.*
The Scoti and Piets were
harassing the island wherever they could penetrate/ and a mortal
distemper was raging among the people,* which appears to have

Amid

and the

the sovereignties

civil distractions

into

which

this division

1*

;

1

spread over a large part of the world.*
But the greatest
affliction of Britain was the numerous petty sovereignties into
1

At by Gildas. a. 22, 23.
Thus W. Malmnb. p, 9.

Nennius, c. 38, Ac. Bede, p. 52. Flor. Wig. 194.
u Omnw reguli insula Vortigerni substernebtnlur mo*
nsrehia." The traditions of the Welsh that have been committed to writing notice
the same plan of government The seventh historical triad exhibits Arthur as the
enleyrn, literally the licad-king; and Maelgwn, the king of Gwynedd, as the penEynaio, or chief elder. Welsh ArchaoL voL ii. p. 3. According to this British
»

b

Gwrthcym was the pen-teyrn, whose supreme power was called unbeuaeth, literally, the one head-ship or monarchy.
c See Gildas*a epistolm annexed to his history,
p. 10-39.
H Nennius, c. 28.
* Gildas, a. 25.
Nennius, c. 44. The Welsh triads call him Emrys Wledig, or
king Emrys, which is the name disfigured, in the MSS. or printed copy of Nennius,
into Erobreis gleutic, c. 44. Ho is frequently mentioned in the triads. His descend,
ants were alive in the time of Gildas, but much degenerated.
* Gildas, c. 20.
Bede, lib. i. e. 16. The Vita 8. Carentoci names the leaders of
the Seoti, M In istis tomporibus Scnili supers verunt Britanniam ; nomina docum quo.
rum Briocua, Thuibaios, Msehlcius, Anpacua.” MSS. Vesp. A. xiv. p. 90.
* Gildas, e. 21.
* Gildas, e. 21.
Mareellinos mentions a great pestilence following a famine at
Constantinople, when JEtius 111. and Symmachus were
an. 446, p. 41.
Soak Euseb. Eva grins, lib. ii. c. 6, extends it over Asia and the world, tav >•», p.
298, ed. Vales. Corporibos tumeeeenlibos ocuios amitfebaat : simulque tussi rexali
No remedy could be found for it.
tertio die moriebsntar.
appellation,

mwK

;
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which, after the departure of the Romans, it had become divided.
Gwrtheym had to encounter each of these evils, and all nearly
The country became dissatisfied at its sufferat the same time.
increased the civil factions of the period.
discontent
its
and
ings,
Royalty has no safety when the sovereign is unpopular. When
the fuel of rebellion abounds in every part, the restlessness of the
disturbed society seldom fails to produce events or characters
which begin the fatal conflagration.
In this state of the country, three Saxon cyulcs, or vessels,
arrived from Germany on or near the British coast
®f
whose leaders were named Hengist and Horsa, two
their
Woden.
As
brothers, and descendants from
C*440.

1

numbers were too few for conquest, their visit must
have been cither a matter of accident, or for the pur)>ose of a
Nennius says they were exiles.1
transient depredation.
If wc estimate the number of these Saxons, from the size of
the Danish vessels in a subsequent age, they could not have exceeded three hundred men k and there is no reason to believe
that the Saxon ships, as they are mentioned by Sidonius, were
larger.
They may have been some of the Saxons, who were at
this time supporting the Armorici, and hovering on the coast of
;

France.

They

arrived at Ebbsflcct, in the Isle of Thanet, near RichThe king and British chiefs were at that time holding
a public council, on the best means to repel their Irish and Scottish enemies, and it was agreed to employ these Saxon adven1

borough.

gavel kind, which prevailed among the Britons, increased this
In the Lives of the Welsh Saints in the Cottonian library, Veep. A. 14, and
Titus, D. 22, MSS. srcmingly of the twelfth century, two striking instances of this
custom are given. Tlie Vita Cadoci, after mentioning a king who left ten sons,
•aya of them, “ pater num regnum inter sc secundum eorum numcrum onicuique
soam provinciam diviacrunt.” So the Vita B. Csrentoci, speaking of tlie son of
Cuneddt, slates that 14 divisit possessions pslris sui Inter fratree euoe.”
i Nennius, c. 28.
Many authorities mention that the Saxons were invited, and
many that they came accidentally. It is most likely that the first arrival off the
island was casual, but that their landing and subsequent increase wore the result of
1

The custom of

evil.

invitation.
* Ci i Idas, Bede, Flor. Wigom. Malmabo
ry, If. Huntingd. end others, mention the
ships, but not the number of men.
Verstegan and hia authority, p. I2fi, and Spaed,
Hist. 291, outrage probability so tar as to crowd 9U00 into these three tliipa.-—The

—

Danish ships of a subsequent age had 100 men each. Here. flag. p. 25. Laasmon
gives the probable number, “Three scipen gode cocoon mid then fiode, threo hundred cnihten,” MS8. CotL Calig. A. 9. p. 79.
1
Or Ypwineo fleet. Sex. Chronicle, 12. It wee near the wetoary of tho Wanstum, which divides Thanet from the main land of Kent The
anatom was ones
navigable far ships of large burthen. See Bellelry Ant. Rotup. 19. In Bede’s time
it waa three stadia bread, and fordable only in two places, lib. i. c. 25.
It is now,
at Reculver, one of Ha entrances, a brook which may bt slopped over, and Hi Ha
centre, towards the Barr road, is not ail fact brood.
Bbbsfl ect k now an Inland
at some distance Bom the sea.
Barr waa a naval station farmorfy, and aame
drawings still exist, which repremat a man with a farry-boal at Ibie place.

—
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;
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turers as subsidiary soldiers. *
They were accordingly retained
to serve against the northern invaders, the Pihtas, Scoti, and
other foes ; they were promised food and clothing, and were stationed in Thanet.® Tncir first exertions are stated to have been
1

directed against the Irish and Piets, in just performance of their
engagement, and with immediate success.0 But it was not
enough to repress one incursion of these active enemies. It was
their habit to attack, plunder, retire, and return; and if one
quarter was too well guarded, to attempt another.
All pirates
in every age use this policy, and exhibit this perseverance.
Hence it was not enough to have repelled the first assailants
and to do more larger forces were requisite. But as the numbers
which had come with Hengist were few, it was natural that he
should recommend the invitation of more of his countrymen, if
they were to be used for the purpose of continued military defence.*
The king assented ; and they sent to their native land
for further supplies. 4
But we must not resort to Wittichind for the speech of the
1

*

ambassadors. Though a Saxon himself, he appears to have been
completely ignorant of the Saxon antiquities/
can conceive
the application to have been an address to the courage and spirit
of adventure of the youth of Jutland, from which Hengist had
sailed/
Ilengist may have added, as a lure, the probability of
greater aggrandizement ; but the lofty projects of ambition are
not the first conceptions of humbler fortunes auspicious events
gradually teach hope to l>c more aspiring. One unexpected success occasions a further elevation to be attempted, until a greatness, at one time the most improbable, is attained with a facility
which surprises the adventurer. But in the beginning of his employment, it is not probable that Hengist, with nis scanty means,

We

:

"
to

Gildaa,

tills

a.

Ncn. c. 38, The
Welsh Arch. v. i. p.

03.

council

* Gildaa,

a.

13.

Ruithina. Ncn.
* Bede, lib. i.

c.

Nennius,

a.

Britiah poem of Golyddan indignant!/ alludes
156.
98. 35. Tho ancient Britiah name of Thanet wea

98.

c. 15, p. 59.
Sax. Ch. p. 19. Elbelwerd, lib. i. p. 833.
Nennius, a. 37.
* I would place at this period, aa well as at their first arrival, that invitation which
Bede, lib. i. o. 15; Ethelwerd, 833 Sai. Cliron. 19 end other*, affirm.
' He wae the biographer of hit contemporary,
Otho, who died 979. Sigebert,
1 196.
Germ. Quart. Celeb. Chron. He addresses his Saxon history to Matilda,
Otho’a maiden daughter. He knowa nothing of the Saxons prior to their entering
Thuringia. He was so ignorant of I hem aa to say, that the Saxons in England
were called AnglUSaxonea, because the island waa in a sort of angle of the sea.
P. 3. ha says, when he waa a boy, be heard of the Macedonian extraction of the
Sex one. If the Saxons sprang from tho Sacs sens, who lived near Persia, which is
the meat probable account of their origin, traditions connected with the battles of
Alexander might have remained with them, aa with the nations in the east ; bat
this is a subject too illusory to dese rve any attention.
If it be worth reeolleotiof it
all, it is merely as another tradition pointing to their eastern origin.

’

;

—

;

;
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could have projected the conquest of a country so well peopled
as Britain. It was the civil feuds, divided sovereignties, and
warring interests of the unhappy island, and events not before
anticipated, which also arise in disturbed periods of society, that
led him to perceive that permanent settlements were attainable,
and to desire their acquisition. Hence we need not fancy that
his primary invitations held out magnificent hopes, or that his
first friendly allies came in search of thrones.
The sword of the
Saxon was ready for every enterprise war and booty were his
high-prized pleasures ; and it is probable, that at the first call of
Hengist many thronged, who knew only that they were to fight
and to be rewarded.
The Saxons at that time had, as we have already described,
spread from the Elbe to the Rhine and the old Saxon Chronicler describes them to have then been active in depredation on
all the sea-coast from Holland to Denmark . 1
The subsequent actions of Hengist are not satisfactorily detailed in our oldest writers
their great result, the occupation of
Britain by the Anglo-Saxon nations, and the consequent defeats
and sufferings of the Britons, are strongly but generally expressed.
Few of the accompanying circumstances arc noticed, and these
it is not easy to arrange under any definite chronology.
All that
;

;

:

criticism can do is to select the incidents that seem indisputable,
and to add the remarks which they naturally suggest.

was

not until the seventh year after his arrival in England
is stated to have begun his kingdom in Kent." Thus
a period of six years intervened between his entrance and his
establishment; and this was occupied by three classes of events,
which are all mentioned, though not circumstantially narrated.
These were his own conflicts with the Piets and Irish, his alliance and friendship with Gwrtheyrn and the Britons, and his
subsequent hostilities against them, and final conquest of Kent
into a kingdom, which he transmitted to his posterity.
These
events followed in the order thus stated ; but the time which each
occupied cannot now be discriminated.
The consequences of admitting and employing Hengist and
his followers became so calamitous to the Britons, that the original policy of the measure has been generally reprobated.
But
this was not the single act of Gwrtheyrn.
It was the unanimous
It

that Hengist

—
—

•

Etbelwerd,

He

p.

833

Hi* Chronicle end* with Edgar, about whoae time ha lived.
It ia a rode but

derive* himaclf from Ethelrcd, the brother of Alfred, p. 631.
valuable Chronicle.

Th

on hrontcU*
«***<*. tint after the battle in 455, in which
9
Henfiat acquired hi* little kingdom; efter them Heofeat tone to rice,
• nc*pt/*he1»rerd h*« the mbw date, with ct Hoogeet eepit re*Huntingdon dale* hi* acquisition ooc year later, p, 91 1
Worcwter one pear earlier, p. 904. Nesnioa, without epocMjinf
*
the exact year, indicates a similar interraL

u

I.?*i

r?*
_
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resolution of the national council of kings and chiefs who de?
cided for its adoption. It appeared to them to be an expedient
means of protecting the coasts of the island from the maritime
desolations of the Irish and Piets, that one set of barbarians
should be hired to combat the others ; for in the eyes of the Romanized Britons all these piratical invaders were deemed barbarians, and are so mentioned. The purposed utility of the measure
was immediately attained. Hengist defeated the depredators,
with a slaughter which at last ended their incursions/ To have
foreseen at the outset, that the employment of a few hundred
Saxons for this purpose would have induced the whole nation of
the Angli, with a large portion of the continental Saxons and Jutes,
to expatriate themselves from their domestic hearths into Britain,
required a power of prophetic vision, which it was no disgrace
to the Britons to have wanted.
No such event had at that time
occurred to the island. The Saxons were not, like the Romans,
a mighty and civilized empire, whose ambition had been rapaciously progressive.
They had been but petty and partial depredators ; active, bold, and persevering, but whom moderate exertions of military vigilance had always repelled. Hence Gwrtheyrn
and the British council had no reason to anticipate the new spirit
of permanent dominion and territorial conquest, with which so
jarge a jiortion of the Saxon confederation became afterwards
inspired : and still less, their power of effecting such ambitious
resolutions.

The censure to which the Britons are more justly liable is, that
when these intentions began to appear, no vigorous system of
union and patriotic resistance was adopted to frustrate their
completion. On this point the evils of their political system, and
the bad passions of Gwrtheyrn, operated to destroy the independence of the country. The chiefs pursued their conflicts with
each other, which the people supported; and Gwrtheyrn projected to use the aid of Hengist against those who were jealous
of his power, or had become his competitors.
When Hengist obtained permission to increase his forces, as
the island was accessible on so many points of attack, by enemies who came by sea, and chose their own places of operation
this augmentation was necessary to the country while it continued
the pokey of using foreign auxiliaries.
Seventeen more chiules
came with his daughter Rowena;w and aflerwards forty more,
with his son and kinsman, plundering the Orkneys and ocotland
*

W, Malm.

* Newt.

lib.

i.

p. 9.

e. 36.
Milimbarj, p. 9, mentions her with sn “ at sccepimus
and H.
Huntingdon with a " dieitur s qui bonds m," p. 310. The Welsh Triads, c. 38, call
her Ron wen, and some of the later Welsh poems allude to her ; but there seems no
historical authority Sir her existence, exempt the brief passages of Nennius, which
Jefllry of Monmouth, sod from him Wees end Lemmon been so copiously expended, end to which Milmsbury and Huntingdon nem to allude.

;

Cair.
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in their way,

who were

16ft

stationed off the Scottish coast, near the

wall.*

For these services an interval of cordiality occurred between
Hcngist and the Britons.? That Hcngist invited Gwrlhevm to a
feast, at which the fair and blue-eyed Rowcna officiated as the
cup-bearer, till llic British king became intoxicated both with
wine and love, and at last obtained her for his wife, we must beBut the burthen of
lieve, if at all, on the credit of Nennius.*
and
their remuneration diminished the gratitude of the Britons
the martial vigour which had produced the successes of the
Saxons alarmed those whom they hud benefited. The object for
which they had l»ecn engaged having been attained, the natives
wished their departure but military adventurers have no proper
homes; having abandoned peaceful life and its comforts for tho
fame and advantages of daring warfare in other countries, their
new habits arid gratifications are inconsistent with the quiet and
The Saxon-Jutcs refused to
content of agricultural obscurity.
leave their station in Thanet: they demanded larger supplies;
and stated that they must plunder for their subsistence it these
were refused.* The Britons had the spirit to resent their
requisition, but not the wisdom to combine to expel them
and the third class of incidents to which wo have alluded began.
The Saxons made peace with tho Piets, collected their forces,
and, imitating those whom they had been employed to repress,
ravaged the nearest cities and countries, from the east sea to the
;

;

wcst. b The desolations that followed are strongly painted. Public
and private edifices destroyed, priests slain at the altars, and
chieftains with their people : some part of the population flying
to monasteries, others to forests and mountains, and many to
foreign parts, imply the successful ravages, which the first
assaults of llcngist and his Jutes effected, against the unprepared
and astonished natives.*
But these victorious depredations could not long continue.
These evils aroused the Britons to w'isor policy and to a courageous resistance. Self-love produced tne conduct which no
patriotism had suggested.
A vigorous system of defence was
resolved upon, ann Guortemir, a son of Gwrthcym, was apointed to conduct it.
A series of battles occurred between
Eim and Hengist and Horsa, in which victory was alternate. It
is expressly stated by Nennius, that Guortemir three times defeated and besieged Hcngist and his Jutes, and at last expelled
them from Thanet and from England. He adds, that for five
years they were kept out of the island, till Guortemir** death. 4
As Gildas asserts that the invaders at one time returned home;*
N«n.

e.

37.

?

•

Bede,

*

Gildas, c. 85.

lib.

».

e. IS. p, S3.

%

lbid,
*
1 (5

Nra.c. 3<L

»

fthctir. 833.
*

Ibid.

*

Neoo.

c. 45.

;
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and Bede, though a Saxon, admits Ahe

fact

by

inserting

it

in

Kent till
six years after his arrival in the island; 1 and as there are some
foreign traditions of his having founded Leyden during his ab(

his history

as

Hengist did not begin his reign

in

.

sence from England, k his temporary expulsion, and the successful exertions of the Britons at this period, seem entitled to our
belief

The Britons who combined against Hengist were headed by
two sons of Gwrtheym, who are named Guortemir and Categim. On the Derwent the first struggle occurred ;* the next at
a place called the Ford of the Eagles, now Ailesford in Kent,
was distinguished by the death of Horsa on the part of the
Saxons, and of Catcgirn among the Britons
a third battle was
fought at Stonar, on the sea-shore fronting France, from which
the Saxons fled to their chiules. k
Guortemir was the British
j*

chieftain

who commanded

in all these conflicts.

We

But fable has

may concede

to him all the
praise that Cambrian affection can demand, without believing
that he pulled up a tree by the roots, and with the vegetating
club killed Horsa, and defeated the Saxons.
Courage has been
always the characteristic of the Cymry, and they may disclaim,
without injury to their glory, every impossible achievement.
Guortemir dying, Hengist is stated to have returned with an augmentation of his forces, w hich proved ultimately irresistible
but
he is described as having first regained a footing in the island, by
the treacherous massacre of the British chieftains at a banquet.
The account of Nennius represents him not only as soliciting a
treaty of peace, which was closed by the invitation of the Britons
to a friendly feast; but also as commanding his Saxons to come
with their short swords under their garments, and on his exclaiming, 11 Nimod eure saxes,” “ Unsheath your swords,” to slay all
but Gwrtheym. The meeting w as held, and the cruel perfidy'was

obscured his

to celebrity.

title

1

r

f

accomplished

any part of
r

.

0

cannot now be determined how much, or if
true ; or whether the fatal issue, if it occurred,

It

this is

r See before note
16, p. 53.
Primordie EccL Anglic, p. 430, extract* a puure to thio effect
from the Chronicon of Gerbrandua, who died 1504. I do not know nis authorities.
Kempiua,
bia Rer. Friaic. lib. ii. c. 1, affirms the aame. Other add*, that “ Douaa,
Meursioa, Hcfenitioa, Ac. VmigmlM HaUmmdim eArmfoe aequoti," also report it, p. 420.

Bede, lib.

i. c.

h Ualier, in hie

a4i

Nennius,
Ethel w. 834. Nennius girei the British name of the place as
Sex. Chron. IS.
Batbeneyabeil, p. 110; but hie British names of plaoea and persons bare been badl/
transcribed. On Horea'a monument, coo Goufh’a Camden, vol. j. p. 231.
k Nona. e.
Batteley thinks that the cite of thia battle was Stone-end, in
46, 47.
the south corner of Kent. Ant Rut up. p. 19. There atill remains a great quantity
of human bones under the church at Hytbe, which imply that some greet battle hat
been fought in thia vicinity. Nennius emits the stone, from which the field wee
named, *The Stone of the Title.** Unices this meant the boundary of the kingdom or aounty of Kent the subject of the alios ioo is lost
1

i

1

Neon.

e. 45.

•

Neon.

e.

46, 47.

-

Neon.

c.

48.

:

:

:

:
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be attributed to premeditated villany. One Welsh bard,
centuries afterwards, alludes to a catastrophe like this, but
with no distinctness of historical detail*
As Nennius adds to the history of Gwrtheyrn incidents undeniably fictitious,* and inserts fables as decided about Sl
ermain, in circumstances which the true chronology of
the bishop disproves,* he may have equally invented, or at least

jt to

two

G

have exaggerated this event A feast, inebriation, an unpremeand a conflict may have taken place ; and the
But
battle may have ended in the destruction of the Britons.
and
this is all that is creditable of this celebrated catastrophe
even this statement is rather a concession to an ancient tradition,
than the admission of an historical fact
The great battle, which, according to the Saxon chroniclers,
completed the establishment of Hcngist in Kent, was

ditated quarrel,

;

fought at Crayford, in 457. The Britons, defeated in this
with great slaughter, abandoned Kent, and fled in terror to London/ Eight years afterwards, the Britons attacked Hengist
And in 473, they atagain, but it was with ruin to themselves.
tempted another battle with him, but with such a calamitous
issue, that they arc declared to have fled from the Saxons as from
fire.*

of Hcngist has been surrounded with terror, and

The name

all

From Kent, he is affirmed to have carhis steps with victory.
ried devastation iuto the remotest corners of the island ; to have
spared neither age, sex, nor condition ; to have slaughtered the
priests
0

on the

The pwifi

altars; to
in

Golyddan

have butchered

in

heaps

tlic

people

who

is

When they bargained for Thsnet, wilh aoch scanty discretion,
Wilh Hon and tiengya in tlieir violent career.
Their aggrandisement was to ua disgraceful.
After the consuming secret with (he slavei at the confluent dream.
Conceive the intoxication at the great banquet of Mead;
Conceive the deaths in the greet hour of necessity
Conceive the fierce wounds the tears of the women
The grief that was excited hr the week chief
Conceive the sadness that wifi be revolving to os.
When lb© brawlers of Thanet shall be our prince*.
Got Arym. 9. W, Arch. 156.
:

only word* here that imply any premeditated treachery ere
consuming or destroying secret, which in the Cambrian Register

The

laied too freely, “The plot of death."
* Bee his 8tories, from e. 38. in e. 34.
v Nennius, c. 99, 30, Jte.
8*. Germain

«•

rhin dilain," the

for ITOfcarc Irene*

was bishop of Auierrc, from 416 to 446.
Fabrici os, BibL Med. lib. viL p. 139. He lived thirty yesrs and five dace after Sl
matnr, according to bis ancient biographer Constantins. A mater died in 418,
Stiltingfieet, Orig. Brit p. 909.
Bede also errs in placing the visit of 8L Ger ma in
into Britain, to sppaee their FHagian opinions, mfler the arrival of the Be sons.
r
* And tbs BryUss tbs for let* hi Cent!ond," p. 13. It is from Ihf
Bax. Chroo
victory tbst Huntingdon dales the kingdom of Hengist,
311*

A

a

•

8ax.ChML

p. 14.

Flo.

Wig. 900,901.

'
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mountains and deserts ;* and to have finally established
dominion in Kent, Essex, Middlesex, and Sussex* But 'when
from these hyperboles of conquest, we turn to the simple and aufled to the

his

thentic facts, that all the battles of Hengist, particularized by the
Saxons, were fought in Kent ; that one of the last contests was
11
even in Thanet, in the extremity of his little kingdom , and that
no good evidence is extant, of his having penetrated, except in
his first depredations, beyond the region which he transmitted' to
his posterity ; and, above all, that at this very period the Britons
were so warlike that twelve thousand went to Gaul, on the soliciw
tations of the emperor, to assist the natives against the Visigoths,
has
been
as
busy
with
Henthat
perceive
exaggeration
we must
gist as with Arthur ; and that modern historians have suffered
their criticism to slumber, while they were perusing the confused
declamations of Gildas and his copyist, Bede. What Gildas
related as the general consequences of all the Saxon invasions
has been too hastily applied to the single instance of Hengist.
From this error the misconception of his real history has arisen.
The truth seems to be, that the fame of Hengist depends more on
the circumstance of his having first conceived and executed the
project of an hostile settlement in Britain, than on the magnitude
of nis conquests, or the extent of his devastations.
For twelve years after the battle at Wippeds Flcot, he remained
alone exposed to the vengeance of all the Britons in the island,
except those in Kent, whom he had subdued. The ease with
which he seems to have maintained his extorted dominion announces the continuance of the discord between the contending
native chieftains, which was wasting the British strength,* and
wrhich Gildas seems to protract to the times of Arthur. At length
another adventurer appeared on the island. The success
of Hengist made a new species of enterprise familiar to
the Saxon states.
To combine to obtain riches, cultivated lands,
This statement is seriously given by Hume, p. SO., and by our venerable Milton.
KenncU’s Collection of Hiiior. 37. Langliorn, p. 33, follows Jeffry, and adds
York, Lincoln, London, and Wiochealer to his conquests.
'

1

Wipped fleet.
Mr. Carte baa observed, that he never extended his territories beyond Kent.
Hist England, p. 19b. Mr. Whitaker is of a similar opinion. Manebest. ai. 4lo.
*

p. 98.

9

The

expedition of Riothivnus, mentioned in Sidon. Apollon, lib. iii. ep. 9, and
c. 45. This incident was early noticed by Freculphos, Chron. t, ii. q. 17.
Sigebert Gcmbl. in mentioning it gives a gentle laah upon Jeffry ; Qais sutem
fberlt isle, historic Britonum mini me dicit, qu» regum suorum nomins et gests per
ordioem et pandit
Either this Riothamus was Arthur, or it wae
1 PisL 504.
ftmn his expedition that Jeffry, or the Breton bards, took the idea of Arthur's

Jornandea*

—

bettiea in

Gsut

Gildas in hie lavt section, and in his epistle

and Bede, c. 29. An abrupt but
;
118, also intimates that Ambrosias was
fury at this period : - A regno Guorthrigcmi usque ad diacordiavn
Guitolini cl Ambrosia anni sunt duodecimo Huntingdon declares, "Non ceosabnnt
And we the Lives of the Weleh Saints,
civilia balls,” p. 311.
Veep. A. 14.

vahnble passage of Nennius,
with the

p

civil
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slaves to tend them, was more inviting than to risk the tempest for uncertain plunder. Hence it is not wonderful, that while
some were diffusing themselves over Germany, the success of
Hengist attracted the maritime part of the Saxon confederation;
and assisted to convert it from naval piracy to views of regular

conquest in Britain.
Hengist was succeeded in Kent by his son iEsc, who reigned
twenty-four years. No subsequent event of importance is recorded of this little kingdom, till the reign of Ethclbvrhte, who
acceded in 560/ and enjoyed the sceptre for above half a century.*

CHAPTER

II.

—

Ella arrives in Sussex, and founds a kingdom there.
Cerdic invades the sooth
part of the island, and establishes the kingdom of Wessex.
Battles of his
successor* with the Britons.

—

Ella was the next Saxon chieftain, or king, who, tw'enty-cight
vears after the first arrival of Hengist, invaded Britain. He
landed with three sons in Sussex;* and drove the
Britons into the great wood, which stretched from the
°*
south of Kent into Sussex and Hampshire/ Although
they came with but three ships, they succeeded in gaining a settlement Hence we may infer, that they were resisted only
by the petty British sovereign of the district By slow degrees
they enlarged their conquests on the coast
In the eighth year of
their arrival they attempted to |tcnetrute into the interior; a dubious but wasteful battle on the river Mercread checked their
progress.
Recruited by new arrivals from the continent,
they ventured to besiege Andredcs (caster, a city strongly
fortified according to the usages of the age.
The Britons defended this with some skill. Taking advantage of the adjoining
*

Sax. Ch.

“ Flor.

p.

90.

Wif. dates

his aeceeeton 561, sad fire* fifty.*}* year* aa the duration of
hta reign, p. 231. The names by which Alfred translates the title of dace*, which
Bed# fires to Hengist sod Horn, are Latloowaa and Heretogsn, p. 409. The
British king, whom Jeffry calls Vortigomus, and the Welsh writing* Gwrtheyrn,

Alfred nemes
*

flan

Wyrtgeom,

p.

482.

Chran. 14. Flor. Wigora. 303. Eihelwerd,
k Thn weald
of Ken! was ancieaUy 130 miles long
hrosd from north to south. On Urn edge of the wood,
Caoatcf.
Lombard** Perambolalioa of Kent, 167, 168,
derncm,
inha bdod by man, but by door and hogs.

M

834.

towards the west, and 30
Susan, stood Andrades
This vast wood was a wiL

in
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forest, while the Saxons attempted to scale the walls, a division
of the Britons attacked them from the woods behind to repel
them the Saxons were compelled to desist from their assault on
the city. The Britons retired from the pressure of their attack
into the woods, sallying out again when the Saxons again advanced to the city. This plan was successfully repeated with
great loss to the assailants, till Ella conceived the idea of dividing
his Saxons into two bodies one to storm, the other to cover the
attack/ This measure succeeded, and the Saxons burst into the
city ; but, irritated by their loss, disgraced their conquest by one
of those barbarous actions which history ought never to mention
without horror, and which no events or reasons can justify the
d
This was a conquest not far
inhabitants were put to the sword.
so that this Saxon kingdom was rather
distant from the shore
permitted by the Britons to exist than extorted from their national
opposition.
Ella’s settlement was probably considered as a
colonization, that would have no important consequences to the
:

;

:

;

British people.

As

this state

It became the kingdom of Sussex.
was never formidable to the others, nor

is

much

mentioned afterwards, there is no reason to imagine that Ella
made any great progress but Ella is commemorated as the preponderant Saxon chief e at that time in England ; his conquests
wore therefore suf>erior to those of Hengist and his son, who
were his contemporaries. This is another circumstance, which
shows the mistake of attributing such extensive desolation and
triumphs to Hengist Both he and Ella appear to have been
;

with the jiossession of the provinces they invaded. It
the next warrior who spread consternation through Britain,
resisted the genius of Ambrosius and Arthur, and by his successes ensured safety to the intruders in Kent and Sussex.
Eighteen years after Ella, another powerful colony of Saxons
arrived in the island, under the auspices of Cerdic,

satisfied

was

w ^°

a * so derived h lH genealogy from Woden. 1 The
first essay was made with five ships ; but the battles
and conquests of its leaders display either abilities of
the most superior kind, or an accumulation of force far beyond
that which had assailed the other parts of the island.
The place
of his primary descent is by no means clear. The modern name,
Invasion of
Ceidic.

c Hon.
Hunt p. 319. He sdds, that the city was never rebuilt but remained apparently in bia limes in a state of ruin, which showed to the passenger bow noble
plaoe it had been.
d Baa. Chron. 15.
M Ne wearth thmr forthoo an Bryt to lafe." Our ancient
chroniclers make often email differences in their chronologies.
Thus the Sax.
Chron. dates this event in 490, Flor. Wig. 491, and Ethel word, 499.
• Bax. Chron. 71.
Bede, lib. ii. c. 5,
f
Bex. Chron. 15
Flor. Wig. 905. Cerdie was the ninth descendant from Wohia
son
den by
Bmbfmg, and hie great grandson Freothogar. Allowing thirty years
for a generation, this would piece the existence of Odin a boot 995, which is near
the time when the Francs accomplished their voyage frees the Enxine.
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which could correspond with

the ancient appellation of Cord ices
Ofa, has not been preserved 1 Both Yarmouth and Southampton*
have had their advocates ; but a remarkable passage in the
Saxon Chronicle, which indicates that he attacked West Saexnaland six years after his arrival , induces a belief that his first at*
tempt was on some other part of the island.
In the same year that Cerdic assaulted the district afterwards denominated Wessex, a band of his allies, under
Porta, effected a landing with the companies of two ships at
Portsmouth, and defeated the Britons^ Others came, thirteen
years afterwards, under Stuf and Wihtgar.
It was in the battles with Cerdic that the strength of the Britons
and Saxons seem to have been first opposed to each other with a
national magnitude, and for many years with varying success.
It was not till tw’cnty-four years after his arrival that Cerdic and
his son arc noticed to have established the kingdom of Wessex.*
Of the conflicts which he had with the Britons during these
twenty-four years, the Saxons have left scarcely any notice. As
Cerdic did not arrive in any part of England till forty-six years
after Hengist, he found a new generation of Britons, with different kings and chiefs from those who had employed and fought
with the conqueror of Kent. Gwrlheyrn, Guortemir, and AinThe Britons were in possession of
brosius, had long been dead.
and when Cerdic attacked
all the island hut Kent and Sussex
them, they were at liberty to have employed all their forces
against him, as Ida had not yet arrived, nor had the Angles ex.

1

_

;

patriated themselves.

only British king whom the Saxons mention in the battles
preceded the establishment of this West Saxon kingdom was
Natanleod, and he apjxjars but in one great battle, in which he
This was something like a national conflict befell in 508.
tween the two contesting races. Cerdic increased his own

The

that

^

1

* Yet Higdcn, in hie Polychronioon, rfiekce Cerdiceeore the! que nunc dicilur
Gernemoulh, p. 334, which (if we could rely upon il) would decide the! Yarmouth
wee the apot. Camden mcniione a atriking fact in favour of the claima of Yarmouth, “The place ia called by the inbabitenta at thia day, Cerdickaand.” Britain,

390, Gib.
h

Thu

position

thought to be warranted by comparing the Saxon Chron. p. IS,
arrival of the nepoiee of Cerdic at Cerdieeoora, In 514, and
ala tea their arrival in occidental! parte Britannic, p. 184; bat ibia
ia

which menlione the

Mall. Weat who
Mr. Whitaker Uiinka, that all Cerdie'e operations wars
ia not conclusive evidence.
confined to Hampshire, vol. il p. 61.
Sax. Chron. p. 15. So EtbcJwerd, 834. Sexto etiam anno sdveatna eorum
ooc idc ntalem circumienmt Britannic partem qua Weeteexe nuneopatur.
J Sax. Chron. p. 17.
Ethclw. 834.
Flor. Wig. 305.
k Thus the
Sax. Chron. 519, M Her Cerdic and Cynrk West-Saesna rice onion*
run." p. 18. Flor. Wi|. “regnare ccperunt,” p. 90S, Etholwerd, - in ipooanno
faciolonao ccperont regno re,” p. 834. So Huntingdon to tba aama data, u Kegoutn
1

Weal Sexe
1

iocipit” 1^13.
Sax. Chron. p. it Flor. Wig. 306.

Ethelword, 834.

;
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by auxiliary forces from the Saxons in Kent and Susses^
and Natanleod assembled the greatest army of Britons that h£d
yet met the Saxons together. He directed his main attack on their
right wing, where Cerdic commanded, and drove it from the field
strength

but, too eager in pursuit, he allowed this chieftain’s son to move
on him in the rear, and the victory was wrenched from his grasp.®
fell with 5000 Britons ; and such was the extent of his disas-

He

the region near the scene of conflict became afterThis victory gave Cerdic a firm
called by his name. 0
position in the island, though it did not enable him yet to found a

ter, that all

wards

kingdom.

The

subsequent battles of Cerdic and his friends with the Briwhich the Saxon writers have recorded, are but few. In
514 his kinsmen, Stuf and Wihtgar, made their incursion on Cerdiccsorc.
In 519, Cerdic and his son Cynric obtained a victory
at Cerdiccs-ford, which appears to have first laid the actual foundation of the West-Saxon kingdom, as from this time the Saxon
chronicle dates the reign of the West-Saxon kings.® The strug1c lasted the whole day with varying success, but in the evening
5le Saxons conquered.* In 528, another conflict is mentioned at
Cerdices-leah, but its issue is not stated and, in 530, Cerdic and
his son took the Isle of Wight with great slaughter.
In 534,
Cerdic died.* He does not appear to have done more than to
have maintained himself in the district where he landed but his

tons,

:

;

posterity enlarged his settlement into a kingdom, so powerful, as
to absorb every other in the island.
His son Cynric defeated the Britons at Searohyrig ; and four
years afterwards at Beranbirig.' In this last battle the
552—556
Britons made peculiar exertions to overcome their invaders. They collected a large army ; and, taught by former
defeat the evil of disorderly combats, their leaders attempted an
imitation of belter discipline.
They were formed into nine divisions ; three in front, three in the centre, and three in the rear,
apparently to act as a reserve; their archers and horse were
arranged like the Romans. The Saxons observing the array,

condensed themselves into one compact body, and made an attack
mass which proved irresistible. 1

in this

Hunt 312.
Sn. u Her Cerdic end Cynric West Seunt rice oaten gun after menUoning the battle, U adds, u aiththan riceadon Weal Seaxa cjrnebeana of them dege,n
H.

•

Chron.

0 See Note
above.
313. Camden places the battle at a lord of the Avon, at the place
now called Charford in Hampshire.
• Sax. Chr. 90.
Flor. Wig. 919.
I think Somner goee too far from the line of
Cerdie'a operations, when he guaaaea thie to be Cbards Icy in Buckinghamshire.
9
Sex. Ch. 90. Flor. Wig* 990. This ia plaoed at Banbury in Oxfordshire ; the
other at 8elbbonr.
• H. Hunt. p. 314.
Thia ancient author, from sources now lost, has preserved the
particular cirmuaataaoea of several of these Saxon battles. He teems to have had a

p. 18,
p Hen.

Hunt
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It was Cealwin, the third king of Wessex, who acceded in
580, that obtained the greatest successes against the natives, and
took from them more of their country than his predecessors had
been able to subdue. His brother defeated the Britons at
0 '
Bedford, and dispossessed them of four towns ?* and six years
afterwards Cealwin himself obtained a great victory at Deorham,
against three British kings, who fell in the battle ; ConmaiJ, ConThe number of these kings shows that
dJdan, and FarinmaiL
the same ruinous division of the British strength continued in the
island, though its rulers had at times sufficient policy to combine
This appears to have been a conflict of some
their efforts.
magnitude, as well from the union of the three kings, as from
the important results of the victory ; for three of the great cities
of the Britons, Gloucester, Cirencester, and Bath, submitted after
Seven years afterwards, in 504, the Britons
it to the conqueror."
again tried the fortune of war with him at Fcthanleagh: a son
of Cealwin fell in the struggle, and the Saxons retreated in disorder; but their king succeeded in rallying them, and at last
obtained a hard-earned and long-contested triumph. He obtained
much booty and many towns ; but as the Saxon chronicler remarks
that he afterwards retired into his own district/ the Britons were
still ]H>werful enough to prevent or discourage his advance.
Such is the Saxon statement of the battles which attended the
establishment and progress of the formidable kingdom of Wessex ;
by which we find that cighty-two years elapsed after the arrival
of Ccrdic. before it was extended to include Gloucester, CirenIts first acquisition was Hampshire hy Cerdic.
cester, and Bath.
It was enlarged into Wiltshire, Oxfordshire, and Buckinghamshire,
by his son and by his grandson into Gloucestershire and part
of Somersetshire. But after these successes, it was still Hanked
on the west by British kingdoms in Cornwall, Devonshire, and
part of Somersetshire ; and on the northwest by the British
princes in Wales ; and by British states or kingdoms on the north,
from Gloucestershire to Scotland. On the south at the sea-coast
it was supported by the Saxon kingdoms of Sussex and Kent.
But if the nation of the Angles had not successively arrived after
f
Ccrdic s death, to overrun the east, the centre, and the country
beyond the Humber, the Saxon occupation of Britain would have
been a precarious tenure, or have remained, like Normandy in
France, but a Saxon colonization of our southern shores. It was
;

military tael which led him to notice them.
him than thoae which have survived to us.
1

Ljfeaabwh; ABfeleebnrh, Bennington, and Egooeeham. Chr.flu.n.29. Theve

£*•

10

hamshire;

C*r;
believed to
"

,

*

He had certainly other chronicle* before

haw hew

Gehwoarf thoaen
VOL.

Mftoan

Mtartoe and Ensham
f* Wft.

in Bedfordshire;
in Oxfordshire.

Ethelw. 835.
the rile of (hie belli*
to hie agenum, Ch. Bax. p. 92.

17

Aylesbury in Bucking-

Durham

in Gloucestershire Is
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the emigration of the Angles from Sleswick that ultimately wrested
the island from the ancient Britons, and converted it into England.
But before we narrate this great incident, which has so peculiarly
affected our national fortunes and character, we will pause to
consider the ancient British accounts of their conflicts with the

West-Saxon

invaders.

CHAPTER

III.

Ancient British Accoants of tho Betties with the West Saxons, and the
authentic History of Arthur.

Some of the battles mentioned by the ancient Welsh poets arc
those between Cerdic and the Britons ; one of these is the battle
at Llongborth.
In this conflict Arthur was the commander000
in-chief f and Geraint ab Erbin was a Prince of Devonshire, united with him against the Saxons.
Llywarch Hen, in his
elegy on his friend, describes the progress of the battle. The
shout of onset, and the fearful obscurity which followed the shock
are succeeded by the terrible incidents which alarm humanity
into abhorrence of war.
The edges of the blades in contact, the
gushing of blood, the weapons of the heroes with gore fast dropping, men surrounded with terror, the crimson gash upon the
chieftain’s brow, biers with the dead and reddened men, a tumultuous running together, the combatants striving in blood to
the knees, and ravens feasting on human prey,fc compose the
dismal picture which this ancient bard has transmitted to us of a
battle in which he was personally engaged.
The valiant Geraint was slain ; “ slaughtering his foes he fell.”*
The issue of the conflict is not precisely stated, but some ambiguous expressions concur, with tne absence of all triumphant lanAs Llongborth
, to indicate that the BritonB did not prevail.
ly implies the haven of ships, and was some harbour on the
southern coast, we may consider this poem as describing the conflict at Portsmouth when Porta landed.
The Saxon Chronicle
says, that a very noble British youth fell on that occasion,d but
does not mention his name.

O
*

«

—
to

Ll}*U(h Hm'i Ehg lea, p. 9.
Uywatah Han't EUgiaa, p. 7. The 90Ui

MMwrfm

k lb
p. 9-7.
namea bun a* ooe of the Liang.
Tba Webb genealogies oak* him tba

triad

of Britain.
haaaawg, lb* naval
Goran the dtngfclar of Ganger.
sf ConWaati na of Cornwall,
a am no ad 8olig. Bodedd a Saint, Webb Arch, rot ii. n. 39.
* Bu. Cbm. 17. FI. Wig. 904

m
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Llywarch mentions another battle on the Llawen, in which
Arthur was engaged. Gwen* the poet’s favourite son, exerted
himself in the struggle. The battle was at the ford of Morlas.
The bard describes his son as watching the preceding night, with
He compares his impetuosity to the
his shield on his shoulder.
assault of the eagle ; and laments him as the bravest of nis chil“ As he was my son, he did not retreat” Of the event of
dren.
•
the battle, he only says, that Arthur did not recede
was coloWessex
before
ensued
which
contests
Of the other
nized by Saxons, we have no further information from the British
writers, except of the battle at Bath.
Gildas intimates, that until the battle of Bath the Saxons and
the Britons alternately conquered ; and that this was almost the
Nennius makes
last, but not the least slaughter of the invaders.
The position of this battle has
it the twelfth of Arthur’s battles/
been disputed, but it seems to have occurred near Bath.* Its
chronology is not clear/ The Welsh MSS. in the red book of
Hcrgcst says, that 128 years intervened from the age of Gwrtheyrn to the battle of Badon, in which Arthur and the elders conquered the Saxons.*
Arthur was the British chieftain who so long resisted the proThe unparalleled celebrity which this Briton
gress of Ccrdic.
own country and elsewhere, both in history
his
has attained, in
and romance, might be allowed to exalt our estimation of the
Saxon chief, who maintained his invasion, though an Arthur opposed him, if the British hero had not himself been unduly magnified into an incredible and inconsistent conqueror.
The authentic actions of Arthur have been so disfigured by the
additions of the Minstrels, and of Jeffry* that many
writers have denied that he ever livedo hut this is an ueJJJory
extreme, as objectionable as the romances which tx;cn- ©f Arthur,
sioned
*

it.

The

talcs that all

Llywarch Hen's Eleg y on Old Age,

human
p.

perfection

was

131-135.

26. Nennius, ». 23.
Usher places
* Mr. Carte describes tl»c Mount of Badon, in Berkshire, p. 205.
the battle at Bath, p. 477. Camden also thinks thil Badon llill is the Bsnnasdowne,
or that which overhangs the little village Balhslone, and exhibits still its bulwarks
and a ram pi re. Gibson, ed p. 470.
* Gildas in a passage of difficult construction soya, at we interpret, that it took
place forty .four years before he wrote,—annum obsession is Badon id mentis, qufc
qoc quadregemamus quartos at tmvi oritur annus, memo jam primo s onso qai jam
el mew nattvitalis eat, a. 26.— Bede construed it to mean the forty-fourth year after
r

Gilds*,

a.

m

the flax on invasion, lib. i. e. 16, but the words of Gildas do art support him. Matt.
West. p. 186, places it in 520. Langhorn, p. 62, prefort 511.
flee this published in the Cambrian Register, p. 313.
Pryee, In his Defend o, p.
120, quotes a passage of Talieaen on this battle, which 1 hats art observed among
his printed
i His existence was doubled very early.
Genebrsrd said, it might ha inforrad
from Bede, Areturam magnum mmquam estitiase. Citron, lib. iii. ap. Usher,
Sigebert, who wrote in the twelfth century, complained that, except in the then
1

ML

:

:
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collected in Arthur ; k that giants and kings who never existed.,
and nations which he never saw, were subdued by him; that tie
went to Jerusalem for the sacred cross or that he not only excelled the experienced past, but also the possible future,m we may.
if wc please, recollect only to despise ; but when all such fictions
are removed, and those incidents only are retained which the
sober criticism of history sanctions with its approbation ; a fame
ample enough to interest the judicious, and to perpetuate his honourable memoty, will still continue to claim our belief and applause.
The most authentic circumstances concerning Arthur, appear
to be these
He was a chieftain in some part of Britain near its southern
coasts*
As a Mounc, king of Glamorganshire, had a
Hie
,B biith
11
u
son named Arthur at this period," ana many of Arthur's actions ore placed about that district, it has been thought
probable that the celebrated Arthur was the son of Mouric ; but
this seems to have been too petty a personage, and too obscure
for his greater namesake, who is represented by all the traditions
and history that exist concerning him to have been the son of
Uther.
He is represented in the Lives of the Welsh Saints, with inci^ents t^iat 8tat
real manners of the age.
Meeting
Ilis actions
a prince in Glamorganshire, who was flying from his
enemies, Arthur was, at first, desirous of taking by force the
wife of the fugitive. His military friends, Cci and Bedguir, persuaded him to refrain from the injustice ; and to assist the prince

regain his lands."
British chiof having killed some of his warriors, Arthur
pursues him with all the avidity of revenge.
At the request of
t

A

newly-published British history, nulbm de eo menlionem invanimus. 1 Pistori Rer.
German. 504. Our Milton ia a leo sceptical about him. Many others aro as unfriendly to hia fame.
k And, in abort, God haa not made, ainoe Adam was, the man more perfect then
Arthur. Brut G. ab Arthur. 9 W. Arehaiol. p, 999.
1
Nenniua, or hb interpobtor, Samuel, pledgee hi mac If that the fragments of the
eroee brought by Arthur wore kept in Wedale, six miles from Mailroe. 3 Gale, p.
1 14.
Longhorn, whose neat Latin Chronicle of the Saxon kingdoms I wish to praise
for its general precision, edduoea Jerom and others to prove that Britona used to
vbit Jerusalem, p. 47.
Joseph of Exeter, in bb ebgant Antiooheb, after contrasting the interior
achievements of Abxander, Cenr, end Heron lee, with those of hie nos regum Ar-

—

—

thurus, adds.

Bod neo ptoetom oorytt, nee aiders oolem
AEnnanl; ennalee Latios, Graioe qua revolve
Prices parem neoit, mquabm posters nullum
Exhibitors dies. Regee euperemioet omnee
Bolus ; prwteriua motor, ogarpu /start*.
Ap. Usher,
Reg. Lkodiv.

•

Viu

p.

519.

& Cadooi, CbtL MS& Veep. A. 14.

;

Ciir. m.)
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St Cadoc, Arthur submits his complaint to the chiefs and clergy
oMJritain, who award Arthur a compensation.*
At another time, Arthur is stated to have plundered St. Paternus, and to have destroyed a monastery in Wales.*
These incidents suit the short character which Nennius gives of him, that
he was cruel from his childhood/
It is stated, by Caradoc of LJancarvan, that Melva, the king
of Somersetshire, carried off Arthur’s wife, bv force to Glastonbury.
Arthur, with his friends, whom he collected from Cornwall and Devonshire, assaulted the ravisher. The ecclesiastics
interposed, and persuaded Melva to return her peaceably. Arthur
received her, and both the kings rewarded tlie monks for their
useful interference/
Arthur also maintained a war against the Britons in the north
of the island ; and killed Huel their king. He was greatly re-

because, says Caradoc, he had killed his
most powerful enemy/ Thus Arthur, by his wars with his own
countrymen, as much assisted the progress of the Saxons, as he
afterwards endeavoured to check it, by his struggles with Cerdic.
He may have fought the twelve battles mentioned by Nennius ;•
but it is obvious, from the preceding paragraphs, that they were
not all directed against the Anglo-Saxons.
He is represented by
Nennius, as fighting them in conjunction with the kings of the
Britons.
It is clear from many authorities, that there were several kings at this time in different parts of Britain/ But there appears, as the preceding pages have intimated, to have been a
paramount sovereign a Pen-dragon, or Pentcym ; who, in nominal dignity at least, was superior to every other. Arthur is
exhibited in this character;* and his father Uthur had the same

joiced at this success

;

;

spoliation/
r

Ibid.

* Ibid.

Vila S. Patemi

MS.

Cai

ia

mentioned aa bis companion in a poem of

Tslieain’e.
r

Neon.

c.

62.

Carad. Vit Gild. MSS. King's Lib. Mtlntborj mentions. In bis History of
Glaatonbury, p. 307, one cirenmatanos of Arthur sending Ider, the son of King
Noth, on an adventure, after having knighted him ; but it ia too romaotleallj narrated to bo classed among the authentic facia. Giants have no right to admission
into ordinary history.
1
Cared.
Kenn. c. 69, 63. He thus enumerates them : 1st, at the month of the river
called Glen ; 3d, 3d, 4th, and 5th, on another river called Doug lea, in the reign of
Limns : 6th, on the river called Basesa ; the 7th, in the wood or Caledon ; the 8th,
in Castle Gunnion, where be odds that Arthur had the image of the croee and of
Manr on hit shoulder* ; the 9th, at Ceerleon ; the 18th, on the banks of the Rebroit
the I tth, on the mount called Agned Csthregonion ; the 19th, oo the Da don Hills.
* The CotL MSB. Veep.
r A. 14, in the Lives of tbs Walsh Batata, men tion esveral

Wales.
w Trioedd 7,
p. 3.
There ia aa elegy on Utbyr’s death
Welsh Arch. voL i.
in

*

^

among

I7 #

the ancient Britisb barda.

Bee
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Four of the battles, ascribed to him by Nennius, have been
ably illustrated by Mr. Whitaker. 7 Mr. Camden and others had
remarked, that the Douglas, on which Nennius had placed them,
was a river in Lancashire. The historian of Manchester, whom
I am happy to praise for his genius and energy, has commented
on the positions of these conflicts with great local knowledge.
His fancy, though often too prolific, and even on this portion of
our history peculiarly active, yet describes these with so much
probability, that we may adopt his sketches as history.
The battle of Badon Hills, or near Bath, has been celebrated
as Arthur’s greatest and most useful achievement ; a long interval of repose to the Britons has been announced as its consequence;* yet it is curious to remark, that this victory only
checked the progress of Ccrdic ; and docs not appear to have
produced any further success.
hear not of the vindictive
pursuit of Arthur, of the invasion of Hampshire, or the danger of
Cerdic. The Saxon was penetrating onwards even towards
Wales or Mercia; he was defeated, and did not advance.* No
other conflicts ensued. Arthur was content to repulse. This
must have been because he wanted power to pursue. Arthur
was, therefore, not the warrior of irresistible strength ; he permitted Cerdic to retain his settlements in Wessex; and such an
acquiescence accords with the Chronicle, which asserts, that
after many fierce conflicts, he conceded to the Saxon the counties
of Southampton and Somerset.* The latter was however still

We

contested.

This state of moderate greatness suits the character in which
Welsh bards exhibit Arthur. They commemorate him but
it is not with that excelling glory, with which he has been surrounded by subsequent traditions. On the contrary, Urien of
Reged seems to have employed the harp more than Arthur.
Llywarch the aged, who lived through the whole period of
slaughter, and had been one of the guests and counsellors of
Arthur,* never displays him in transcendent majesty.
In the
battle of Llongborth, which Arthur directed, it was the valour
of Geraint that arrested the bard’s notice ; and his elegy, though
long, scarcely mentions the commander, whose ment, in tne
the

;

This

when

Mancb.

voL. it. p. 43-45. 4 to. ed.
entioned by Gildaa
to bo the bailie
Glides area forty-four jeers old.

r Hitt.

*

wami

m

mod Bede, which occurred

Bede's expressions token from Glides express the general troths of these ennOmUb. “Now the natives; now their enemies oooqocrcd, until the siege of the Hills
of Both, when they (the Britons) did net give the least slaughter to their enemies,”
*

c. 16. p.

53.

* Red. qnoted by Polyekrooiea, says, to qoibnodom chronide legHor qood tandem
,
Arthoros axtmdiatas, poet 96 ennnrn edvootee Oerdtoi fidetitato eibi jurats dedit e»
Hamptarablram et BomerseUtam, p. 994.— The Chronicle of Ricardi Dinsionsnsis,
in MSB. et Cambridge, airm the acme.
It is gaoled by Longhorn, Chron. Her.
« Trioedd, 116, p. 74.
Angtorom, p. 70.

—

;

;
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frenzy of later fables, clouds every other. As an effusion of real
feeling, this poem may be supposed to possess less of flattery and
more of truth in its panegyric. It speaks of Arthur with respect,
but not with wonder. Arthur is simply mentioned as the commander and the conductor of the toil of war; but Geraint is profusely celebrated with dignified periphrasis.4
In the same manner Arthur appears in the Afallenau of Myrddin ; and in Taliesin he is mentioned as a character well known
and rei'crenced f but not idolized ; vet he was then dead, and all
the actions of his patriotism and valour had been performed.
Not a single epithet is added, from which wc can discern him to
have been that whirlwind of war, which swept away in its
course all the skill and armies of Europe. That he was a courageous warrior is unquestionable ; but that he was the miraculous Mars of the British history, from whom kings and nations
sunk in panic, is completely disproved by the temperate enco-

miums

One

ol his

contemporary bards.

the hyperboles of Jeffry,
great.
Though
Arthur lived and fought, yet the Anglo-Saxons were not driven
from the island, but gradually advanced their conquest, with
progressive dominion, whether he w ns alive or whether he was
dead. Reflecting on this unquestionable fact, we may hesitate
to believe that Arthur was victorious in all his battles/ because,
if he wielded the whole force of Britain, and only fought to conquer, what rescued Ccrdic, Ella, the son of Hcngist, and the invaders of Essex and East-Anglia from absolute destruction?
The Welsh triads notice many of Arthur’s friends and warfact

sufficient to refute

is

all

whose work has made him so extravagantly

f

riors

;

and mention one stanza as

his composition.

But

this

must

feud

with

be mere tradition.
Sef ynt fy nhri cbsdfhrchawg,
Mael hir, a Llyr Lluyddawg

A

ebolofo

To me

Cymru Caradawg.*

there are three heroes in battle

Mael the tall, and Llyr with hia army,
And Caradawg the pillar of the Cymry.

Arthur perished

at

last

ingloriously, in

a

civil

—let of iho ooomjr

* At “ the glory of Britain—the terrifier of ibo foo
tho mol
the grant aoo of fir bin the atrenooea warrior of Dr main L"

—

Urwcrei, p. 3-7.
him modsr tyria, king of a mnkvtnde. AAIL 1. W. A. 133.
*
Nnaha t 63, aaya this, in omniboa balha riator astith.” Bel the author
q anted by Higdon, p. 394, aaya more probably of Cerdie, who often fbsnfaft with
Arthur, »ai eemel ttnoereter, alia vice terror aorresil ad pegnam. " O ildaa a. 36,
implies an alternation of victory preriona to the battla of Batik—Tbs
Chroo.
Dtvia. oitod hf Lowborn, 70, aftraas it
*

Myrddin

atyloa

f

M&

,
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nephew, who is said to have engrossed the affecGwenhyfar, his wife. But as the blow 'Df
ons
His death.
Arthur on Medrawd is mentioned as one of the most
mischievous blows in Britain ;h this may have been the immediate cause of Medrawd’s hostility.
The character of Medrawd has been branded with much reproach by the Welsh, because their favourite Arthur perished in
the war which he excited. But there is a tHad, which records
his gentleness, good nature, and engaging conversation ; and dehis

**

clares that it was difficult to deny him any request*
He must
have been powerfully supported, to have raised an army capable
of confronting Arthur in the field. Maelgwn, who reigned in
Gwynedd, seems to have been one of Medrawd’s allies; for
Gilaas inculpates him for having destroyed the king his uncle,

with his bravest soldiers^
The conflict took place at Camlan, where both Arthur and
Medrawd fell k Arthur, mortally wounded, was carried out of
the field. From the coast of Cornwall he was conveyed into
Somersetshire. Sailing along the shore they reached the Uzella,
which they ascended, and tne king was committed to the care
of his friends in Glastonbury , but their skill could not avert the
:

1

fatal hour.

The death of Arthur was long concealed, and a wild tale was
among the populace, that he had withdrawn from the

diffused

world into some magical region ; from which at a future crisis
he was to reappear, and to lead the Cymry in triumph through

Why this fiction was invented, wc may now in vain
could not repress the ambition of the Saxons, because
the temporary absence of Arthur was sufficient to favour their
wishes ; and if his living authority could not prevent British insurrection, was it probable that his residence in another region
the island.
inquire.

It

would avail? Yet Taliesin industriously sang that Morgana
promised, if he remained a long time with her, to heal his wounds;
and it is notorious that the return of Arthur was a fond hope of
the people for many ages.
Perhaps it was an illusion devised to
avert the popular vengeance from those who, by aiding Medrawd,
had contributed to produce the lamented event;"* or perhaps
some, affecting to reign in trust for Arthur, conciliated the public
prejudice in favour of their government, by thus representing
that they governed only for him.
k

Triosdd SI,

k

Tbb b*Uk b

Trioedd 83, p. 18.
j Glides, p. 12.
placed ia MS, by the Annab in Wharton’* Andie Sacra, toL ii.
author* cited by Caber, Ant p. 591 ; and by Jeffry and the Welsh

ik IS.

1

648; by many
Brat ah Arthur.
1
See Jeffry** curious poem, hh beat work, M8& Colt Lib. Veep. E. 4. See also
Giraldos Spec. Bedes, dirt. ii. c. 9, cited apod Usher, p. 535.
• Matth. Westin. p. 193, declares that the king voluntarily concealed himself
while dying, that bb enemies might not triumph, nor hb friends ho mnlndnri
p.

;
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Of the family of Arthur we know little.
hear of Noe in
Cacrmaxthenahire, reputed to be his son ; another ton, l-Wtun,
is celebrated as an accomplished warrior."
His sister Anna
married Llew, brother of the famous Urien, and son of Cynvarch
Medrawd was her son." The marriage of Anna united the kings
of the northern Britons in consanguinity with Arthur.
But though the friends of Arthur concealed the place of his
interment, a future ago discovered it. In the year
1180, when romance had begun to magnify his fame,
his body was diligently sought for in the abbey of
;n
Glastonbury. The circumslunccs attending this search
ive us the first clear and historical certainty about this celcg rated man, and arc therefore worth detailing. They have been
transmitted to us by Giraldus Cambrensis, who saw both the bones
and the inscription, as well as by a monk of the abbey ; and the
same facts are alluded to by William of Malmsbury, a contemporary, and by others.
The substance of the account of Giraldus is this.* Henry tho
Second, who twice visited Wales, had heard from an ancient
British bard, that Arthur was interred at Glastonbury, and that
some pyramids marked the place. The king communicated this
to the abbot and monks of the monastery, with the additional information, that the body had been buried very deep to keep it from
the Saxons ; and that it would lie found not in a stone tomb, but
in a hollowed oak.
There were two pyramids or pillars at that
time standing in the cemetery of the ahliey. They dug between
these till they came to a lentfen cross lying under a stone, which
had this inscription, and which Giraidus says he saw and handled
“ Hie jacct scpultus inclytus Ilex Arthunis in insula Avallonia.”*
Below this, at the depth of sixteen feet from the surface, a coffin
of hollow oak was found containing bones of an unusual size.
The leg-bone was three fingers (probably in their breadth) longer
than that of the tallest man then present. This man was pointed
out to Giraldus.
The skull was large, and showed the marks of
ten wounds.
Nine of these had concreted into tho bony mass,
but one had a cleft in it, and the opening still remained ; apparently the mortal blow/

—

MSS. Vcap. A. 14. p 57. THomM 10. p. 3.
See the feneilonr in Mr. Owen's Life or IJy wtreh.
» This account of Giraldus corresponds with that of the monk of Glastonbury,
which Lsland had ei traded in his Assort. Art p. 50. ; and Usher in his Antiq. p.
•
•

Ii7.

Melambury more

briefly alludes to

it.

Do Ant. Glut

of thin inscription U firm in Gibson's Csmdew, p. 66; end In
Whitaker's Manchester, part ii. Dr. Whitaker wee told that the cross had then
lately been in the po sse ssion of Mr. Chancellor Hashes,
at Wdls.
The farm of tho
letters suits the aye of Arthur.
* Matthew Pans
notioss the discovery of the bones, bat says that it was occasioned
bj their digging the grave of a monk, who bad so earnest desire to bo hurried in
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Giraldua says, in another place, that the bones of one of Arthur’s
wives were found there with his, but distinct, at the lower end.
Her yellow hair lay apparently perfect in substance and colour,
but on a monk's eagerly grasping and raising it up, it fell to dust*
The bones were removed into the great church at Glastonbury,
and deposited in a magnificent shrine, which was afterwards
placed, in obedience to the order of Edward L, before the high
altar.

He

visited

Glastonbury with his queen, 1276, and had the

They were
shrine of Arthur opened to contemplate his remains.
both so interested by the sight, that the king folded the bones of
Arthur in a rich shroud, and the queen those of his wife ; and
replaced them reverentially in their tomb.*
The circumstances of Arthur’s funeral could be known only
from Welsh traditions. Giraldus has left us one of these: “ Morgan, a noble lady, proprietor of this district and patroness of the
Abbey, and related to Arthur, had the king carried, after the battle
of Camlan, to the island called Glastonbury to heal his wounds.”"
The same facts are alluded to by Jeffry, in his elegant poem, which
entitles him to more literary respect than his history, and which
contains more of real British traditions/
The pyramids or obelisks that are stated to have marked the
dace of Arthur’s interment, long remained at Glastonbury. They
tad images and inscriptions, which have not yet been understood,
sword, fancied to
>ut which do not seem to relate to Arthur/
lave been his caliburno, was presented by Richard the First, as

A

a valuable
that

pot.

gift, to

the king of Sicily."

It ia not improbable that thia

the convent to

haw

may haw

been a farther inducement with

the apot dug.

* Girald. Inatitutio Principle, ap. Lei. 47.
Thia work atill remaina in MSS. in the
1
Mon. GlaeL Lei. 55.
Briliah Muaeum.
Gir. in Bpeeulo Ecclosiaetioo, M8S. Brit. Mus. ; and Ap. 1*1. 44.
* It ia atill in M88. in Iha Britiah Muaeum.
Since it waa notioed in this work,

Ellia has given an account of it, with extracts, in his History of the Early EngRomances.
* On one of the sides of the pyramid that was twenty*ix feet high, with five aides,
waa a figure in a pontifical dress : on the sooood sidewaa a royal personage, with the
letters Her, Seri, Bliayer: on the third, Wemerest, Dantomn, Winewegn: the other
sides bad also inscriptions. The smaller pyramid was eighteen feet high, and had
four siilea with inscriptions. W. Malmado Antiq. Glaat Gale, iii. p. 306, as collated in my copy by Hearne.
* Usher, p. 121. These are the only circumstances which we oen present to the
reader as Arthur's authentic history. The romances about him oontain severs]
names of real persona, and seem occasionally to allude to a lew real feats. But their
great aubeUnoe and main story are so completely fabulous, that whatever part of
them was ones true, ia overwhelmed and lost in their fictions and manifest fclaiflca.
lions both of manned and history.

Mr.
lish
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Establishment of the Anglo-Saxon* in East Anglia, Mercia, and Bwet
Arrival of Ida in Northumberland.— Battle* with the Briton*.—Kingdom of
Bernicia and Deira.

While Ccrdic and his son were conflicting with Arthur, and
the other British kings and chiefs who opposed them in Hampshire and the adjoining regions, several adventurers from the nation of the Angles in Sleswick, arrived on the eastern coast of
the island.
Tnc chronology of their invasions cannot tie more
definitely stated than by the date which an old chronicler tias
affixed to them, and w hich accords so well with the other facts
on this subject, that it inay be considered as entitled to our attention.
Another more ancient has mentioned that many
petty chiefs arrived in East Anglia and Mercia in the
reign of Ccrdic, and fought many battles w ith the natives; but as they formed no kingdom and were
827.
numerous, their names had not been preserved/ The
year in which the invasions began to occur is placed by the other
annalist in 527/
Contemporary with these assailants, a body of Saxons planted
themselves in Essex, and protected on the south by
the kingdom of the Jutes in Kent, and on the north by Kingdom of
the adventurers in East Anglia, they succeeded in
founded,
founding a little kingdom, about 530/ which has little
53a

Ewx

else

to

attract

our notice, than that

gradually

it

stretched itself into Middlesex, and obtained the command of
London, then but a flourishing town of trade, though destined in
a subsequent age to become the metropolis of all the Jute, Saxon,
and Angli kingdoms of the island.
In this state of the contest between the British nation and
their Saxon invaders, while the Britons, yet masters of all the
island, from the Avon to the Cornish promontory on the west,
and to the Firth of Forth on the north, were resisting and arresting the progress of the son of Cerdic on the one hand, and the
unrecorded adventurers in Norfolk and Suffolk on the other, the
most formidable invasion occurred on the coast above the Hum•
#

H. Hotulfigd.

TW

first

p. 313.

king wa* Erkenwfe,

» Matt.

who

<S*d 567.

Matt.

Wmta.

Wert*, p. 900.

f. 168.
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In
called upon to oppose.
547, Ida led to the region between the Twede Tind
Firth of Forth, or accompanied, a fleet of forty
m 647^^ the
4
vessels of warriors, all, of the nation of the Angles.
Twelve sons were with him.* The chieftains associated with him, or who afterwards joined in his enterprise, appointed him their king/ Ida, like Hengist, Cerdic, and Ella,
traced his pedigree to Woden, the great ancestor of the AngloSaxon chieftains, as well as those of Norway, Sweden, and

ber,

which the natives had yet been

Denmark.
That part of Britain, between the Humber and the Clyde, was
occupied by Britons but they were divided into many states.
The part nearest the Humber, was called Deifyr by the ancient
natives, which, after the Saxon conquest, was named Deira and
north of Deifyr was Bryneich, which became latinized into BemiDeifyr and Bryneich had three sovereigns, whose names
cia.
have descended to us: Gall, Dyvedel, and Ysgwnell.
In some part of the district between the Humber and the Clyde,
was a state called Reged, which Uricn, the patron of Taliesin,
governed. In the parts nearest the Clyde, there were three other
sovereigns, Rhydderc the Generous, Gwallog the son of Llcenog,
and Morcant. Llywarch Hen also enjoyed a little principality
;

;

Aneurin, the bard, was the chief of a district, called
in Argocd.
Godoain. And Mynnyddawr ruled in a part near the friths at
Eiddvn, which has been conjectured to be the origin of Edinburgh, or the burgh of Edin. Cunedda was also a wlodig, or
sovereign, in some of these northern regions, who emigrated into

North Wales : and Cau was another. All these, and some others,
arc mentioned in the Welsh remains ; which proves that the
north of Britain, like the south, was divided amongst many soveThis state
reignties some of them of very inconsiderable size.
of tne country, at the time of the Anglo-Saxon invasion, must be
always recollected, when the facility and permanency of the
:

Saxon conquests are adverted

to.*

From

the

Kymry, or

Britons,

having retained possession of much of this country, for some time
after the Saxon invasions, a large portion of it was called Cumbria which is the Latin name by which their states or kingdoms
As the Saxon conin these parts have been usually expressed.
;

* Flor. Wig. * In provincia Bemicionim,** p. 918. So Nennius calls him the
Aral king of Bernids, p. 114.
•
may record their names as specimens of their family appellations: Adds,
Belric, Theodric, Ethalrfc, Tbeodhere, Oamer from his q ueen s, and Occa, Ailric,
Eoea, Oswold, Bogor, and Sogethar. Most of these are significant words, or combinations of words in the Saxon language.
f So Huntingdon states, p. 314.
s 8ea lor them fida Nennius—-Caradoc*a Lift of Gildas
The Welsh Triads—
oemsAneurln’s Gododin Tkltasin's
otton. MSS. Veep. A- 14.
Llywareh
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uests spread, the extent of British
the British race,
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Cumbria was diminished, and

who had any Cumbrian king*
dom in these parts, were the Ystradclwyd, who maintained what
has been called the Strat Clyde kingdom. The word Y-strad*
aie*most noted of

clyd, literally imports the valley of the Clyde; and the region
they occupied, was therefore about the Clyde. After enduring
wars, with various fortune, with the Britons, the Dalriads, and
the Piks, their little kingdom was destroyed in the close of the
Alclyde, which means the height of the Clyde,
tenth century.
was the principal town of the Y-strad-clydc; and was in all likeThis circumstance increases the
lihood the present Dunbarton.
probability, that the Eiddyn, another town in these parts, which
Mvnnyddawr governed at this period, was the town on the Forth,
almost parallel with Al-clydc, and which has long become illusAnother British state betrious, under the name of Edinburgh.
tween the Y-strad-clyde, and the Saxons, seems to have existed
so late as the tenth century as Eugenius, or Owen, king of the
Cumbri, is then mentioned.*
The defence of the Britons, according to the poems which remain in the manuscripts of their ancient poets, apjjcnrs to have
l>ecn jieculiarly vigorous in these districts; and tneir warriors
have received a liberal meed of praise, from the hards whom they
;

patronized.

chief of Reged, has Uvn most extolled.
Taliesin has addressed
and alludes to him
to him several poems, with warm |Nmcgvric
In these he calls him the Lead of the people; the
in others.
the most generous of men ; bounteous as the
shield of warriors
sea; the thunderbolt of the Cvmrv. He compares his onset to
the rushing of the waves and to the fiery meteors moving across
But though he notices him as engaged in many
the heavens J
battles, k lie has only distinctly described the battle of Argocd
IJwvfain, and the battle of Gwenystrad.
As Ida was the war-king, who led the Angles against the Britons in these parts, it w as with his forces, that Uricn and his sons
and friends so fiercely combated. Ida is not named in the Welsh
|>octry ; because they have chosen to stigmatize the invader by a
They call him Flamddwyn, the? flamcreproachful epithet.

Of

these, Uricn, the

He was

the son of Cynvarc, the Aged.*

;

;

:

1

h Mr. Pinkerton diflinfuiihea the kingdom of Stratclyde from the kingdom of
Cumbria, Inn. HUt Scot i. p. CO-9!). But we mnat add lo this opinion, the recollection that there were many British states at the time of Ida 'a invasion.
Several triads mention him and hit family, aa iko Llywarcb Hen, and Taliesin.
i Sec the Yspeil Talieein, p. 57. Cana Uricn Reged, p. 55
end hie other poema
1

;

addreeaed to Urien.

Aa in his Cana i Uricn, p. 57.
Flamddwyn ia also mentioned in the triads ; bat it is for a rmefortooe which
eome ladies will not permit either the brave or tbe good to escape. His wile. Bon
is classed among tbe British women who were notorious for tmohsstlty.
Trioedd
k

1

pi 56.

It

VOL.

would

I.

mem

from

Ibis tradition that

18

be had

flurried a British lady.
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bearer, or destroyer ; a term
accompanied his progress.
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111.

which implies the devastations that
As the elegy of Llywarch Heif, on

Urien, expresses that he conquered in the land of Bryneich, or
we must infer, that he was frequently successful
against Ida ; and two of his most fortunate battles appear to be
those which Taliesin has selected for his praise.
The bard states, that on a Saturday, the invaders, under “ the
destroyer,” hastened with four divisions, to surround
of
Goddeu and Reged, the seat of Urien’s government.
They spread from Argoed to Arfynnydd, and deLlwata’
manded submission and nostages.
Owen, the son of Urien, and his friend Cenau, indignantly reUrien then indulged their ardour. He exjected the proposal
claimed,

Bernicia^

Being assembled for our country,
Let us elevate our banners above the mountains

:

And push forward our forces over the borders
And lift our spears above the warriors’ heads
And rush upon the Destroyer in his army
And slay both him and his followers ?
;

impressed with

his patron’s valour, Taliesin declares, that
declining with age, he should be unable to meet
death with smiles, unless he was praising Urien."
Another conflict with Ida, was at the mound of Gwcnystrad,
literally, “the pleasant valley.”
The Britons of
Cattraeth assembled round Urien, “ the king of vicstrad
Gwen
W
torious battle.”
Taliesin, who was present in the
54?*
struggle, thus describes it

when he was

Neither the

fields, nor the woods, gave safety to the foe,
the shout of the Britons came
Like a wave raging against the shore
1 saw the brave warriors in array
And after the morning, how mangled
I saw the tumult of the perishing hosts
The blood springing forward and moistening the ground.

When

Gwenystrad was defended by a rampart
Wearied, on the earth, no longer verdant,
:

saw, at the pass of the ford,
blood-stained men dropping their arms
Pale with terror
I admired the brave chief of Reged
I aaw his reddened brow,
When he rushed on his enemies at Llec g wen Calystan
Like the bird of rage was his sword on their bucklers:
It was wielded with deadly fate.
I

The

!

• Llywarch Hen, Welsh Arab. p. 104. Mr. Owen, now Dr. Owen Poghe, published a translation of this ancient bird, which, though wanting some revtsel, entitles him to the thanks of all the friendv of Britiib literature.
» Taliesin, p. 53.

:

;

!
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Taliesin renews his wish not to die pleasantly* unless he was
praising Urien.0
Besides the patriotic valour of Urien* which he lavishly praises
with all the artifice* and sometimes with the exaggerations of
|>oetry ;P Taliesin extols highly his liberality.
This is the theme
of several poems.*
Urien was also commemorated by his bardic friend, Llywnrch
Hen, who ha.s left an elegy upon him. After bravely
Un
resisting the Saxons, it.w^s the misfortune of Urien
^47
to be involved in one of those civil contests which
were at this peri«>d the disgrace and ruin of the Britons. As he
was besieging one of the descendants and successors of Ida, in
Holy Island, he was slain by Llovan Lawdctlro, or Llovnn with
the detested hand, an emissary of Morgnnt, one of the chiefs of
the Northern Britons.' Jdywarch’s elegy celebrates the British
king with much earnest sympathy, but in rude and warlike
.

strains.*
°

Taliesin,

p

One specimen may

52.

p.

be added

What noise
Or is it the

is that ?
Does the earth shake ?
swelling sea that roars ?
If there be a sigh in the dingle ;
Is it not Urien who thrusts !
If there be a sigh on the mountains;
Is it not Urieu who conquers !
If there be a sigh on the slope of the hills
Is it not Urien who wounds ?
If there be a sigh of dismay
Is it not from the assault of Urien !
There is no refuge from him;
Nor will there be from famine,
To those who seek plunder near him !
His wrath is death*
Can. Vrien, p. 50.
m See the Dadolwch Urien, which is translated in the Vindication of the
ancient British Poems, now annexed to this work. See also the Songs to
Urien in 1 W'elsh Arch. p. 55.
r
Ncnn. Gen. p. 117. Trioedd. 38. p. 9.
* Marwnad Lly. Hen.
W. A. p. 103-107. As Lly warch Hen is one of the
British bards of the sixth century, the genuineness of whose poems is strongly
marked, I will translate some extracts from his elegy on Urien of Regei. He
begins with an abrupt address to bis spear.

Let me rush forward, thou ashen piercer
Fierce thine aspect in the conflict
better to kill than to parley.

Ts
Let

me

rush forward, thou ashen piercer
and sullen as the laugh of the sea
Was the bursting tumult of!the battle.
Of Urien of Raged the vehement end stubborn.
Bitter

:

——
;

;

!

;

:
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Owen, one of the sons of Urien, was also distinguished for his
brave resistance to the Angles under Ida. Taliesin praises'his
An eagle to his foe in his thrust, brave as generous.
In the angry warfare certain of the victory
Was Urien, ardent in his grasp.
I

my

bear by

side a head

The head or Urien
The courteous leader
!

of his army
But on his white bosom the raven is feeding.
He was a shield to his country
His course was a wheel in battle.
Better to me would be his life than his mead
He was a city to old age

The
I

head, the noblest pillar of Britain.

bear a head that supported me
any known but he welcomed

Is there

Wo to my hand
Where
I

he that feasted

is

?

!

me ?

bear a head from the mountain
lips foaming with blood.
to Reged from this day.

:

The

Wo

My arm has not shrunk
But my breast is greatly
My

heart

The head

The

I

slender white body will be interred to-day,

Under earth and

Wo to my hand
The

troubled.

not broken ?
bear supported me.

is it

!

father of

stones.

!

Owen

is slain.

Eurddyl will be joyless to-night,
Since the leader of armies is no more,
In Aber Lieu Urien fell.
Dissevered is my lord
Yet from his manly youth

The warriors loved
Many chiefs has he
The fiery breath
am wretched.

not his resentment

consumed.

of Urien

lias

ceased

I

There

is commotion in every district
In search of Llovan with the detested hand.

Silent

is

the gale

But long wilt thou be hoard.
Scarcely any deserve praise,
Since Urien is no more.

Many

a dog

Have been

for the hunt and ethereal
trained on this floor,

Before Erl] eon was shaken into ruins.

hawk
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liberality and valour; and says he chased his enemy, as a herd
of ‘wolves pursuing sheep.1 In his Song to the Winds, the bard
records Owen's successful defence of the flocks and cattle of his
province ; and also mentions his battles at the ford of Alclud, and
The poet’s imagery is wild and dismal, like his
other places.
subject He describes the swords whirled round the faces of the
combatants, and the blood staining their temples. 44 There was
joy,” he exclaims , 44 that day to the ravens, when men clamoured
with the frowning countenance of battle. But the shield of Owen
The elegy states, that by the sword of this
nc\*cr reccdcd.” u

warrior, Flamddwyn perished/ Taliesin occasionally commemorates other British heroes ; but as it would be useless to revive a
catalogue of names, long since forgotten, they need not be enu-

merated here.

That conflict between the Saxons and Britons,
pies the largest space in the ancient British poetry,
This hearth

!

no shout of heroes now adheres

More usual on
Was the mead
This hearth

!

to

which occuis

the battle

it:

its floor
;

and the inebriated warriors.

will not nettles

now

While its defender lived,
More frequent was the tread of the

cover

it

?

petitioner.

The green sod will cover it now
But when Owen and Elphin lived
;

Its caldron

seethed the prey.

the mouldy fungus will hide it now.
usual about its meals
the striking of the sword of the fierce warrior.

This hearth

More

Was

!

will now cover it
More usual once was the mixture
Of Owen’s friends in social harmony.

Thorns

Ants

will soon overran it

More frequent were the
And honest festivities.
Swine

wiil

bright torches

henceforward dig the grouod.

Where once the gladness of heroes
And the born of the banquet went round
It

'

•
*

:

was the solace of the army and the path of melody.

Manroid Owain ap Urien Beged, TaL

l

W.

Can y Gwynt, p. 38, 39.
Marwnad Owain, p. 59.

A.

p.

89.

Both the Saxon Chronicles, Flor. Wig. p. 218, and
mention Ida to have reigned only twelve years. Yet Huntingdon
ealle him at hie secession u juveaem oobilissimom,” p. 314.
The comparison of
thaat authorities plaeea Ida's death in the flower of bis ma nhood ; and this gives a
countenance to the Welsh bard's assertion, that he perished in his conflicts with
Owen of Begad.
'

Nennius,

p. 116,

1Q #

:

—

:
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or destruction of Caltraeth. It forms the subject of the Gododin
of Aneurin,w a poem much alluded to and venerated by the poets
of Wales, and which has procured for him, among them, the
He was a chieftain in tne northern
title of the king of the bards.
part of the island, in the sixth century ; and perished at last from
the blow of an axe, inflicted by one Eiddyn, who has been therefore classed as one of the three foul assassins of Britain.*
As it contains no regular narration of incident, and no introductory annunciation of its subject, but consists chiefly of stanzas
but little connected, on the feats and praises of the chieftains
whom it commemorates and as it records places and British
heroes, whose names, however notorious in their day, are not
preserved elsewhere, it is difficult to say to what precise event or
That the warriors mentioned were
locality it actually applies.
the contemporaries of Anourin is clear, from its contents, but
this is all that we can with certainty infer.
It has been usually supposed to record a battle, between the collected Britons of the north, under Mynvddawr of Eiddyn, which
has been assumed to be Edinburgh, ana the Saxons of Ida, or his
;

>’

The

was calamitous

to the Britons ; for out of
the golden torques, the mark of their nobility, only three escaped, of whom the bard was one.*
This unfortunate result is undeniably stated ; and it is as manifestly imputed to the Britons having previously indulged in an excess of

successor.
above 300,

issue

who wore

mead.
w

It is the first poem printod in the Archaiology of Wales.
I printed a translaof the first seventy-three lines, in the u Vindication of the Ancient British
Poems."
1 u Tair anfad gyflafan ynys Prydain.
Eiddyn mab Einygan a laddwys Ancurin
Gwawdrydd mydeyrn bcird." Triad 47, 2 Welsh Arch. p. 65, and see p. 9.
t Thus he says he saw what he describes

tion

“

saw tho scene from the highland of Adoen.
saw the men in complete order at dawn at Adoen.
And the head of Dyfnwal ravens were consuming.”

I

I

Gweleis y dull o ben tir Adoen.
Gweleis y wyr tyll vawr gun u aur Adoen.
Aphen Dy vynaul vry ch brien ae cnoyn.
God. W. A.
*

A

p.

la

stanza of the Gododin thus states the resuk
44

The warriors went to Cattraeth. They were famous.
Wine and mead, from gold, had been their liouors
Three

heroes, and three score, and three hundred,
the golden torques.
Of those who hastened after the jovial ezoess.
There escaped only three from the power of the swords.
The two war-dogs, Aeron aod Cynon Dayarawd,
And 1 from the Sowing blood,
The reward of my blessed muse.*

With

Godod.

p. 4.

Chat.

;

:

:
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A recent writer on Cambrian mythology, whose imagination
had been as active as such an illusive subject could excite it to
be, has strenuously urged, that the Gododin records the famous
massacre of the British nobles by Hengist.® That it neither mentions Hengist nor Gwrtheyrn, has not appeared to him to be an
He supports his opinion by an unusually free transand by a sanguine commentary.
This translation contains so much fancy, and is in parts so
forcibly adapted to the conjecture, and the whole is removed so
much from the plain literal sense, that it seems most reasonable
to dismiss the new hypothesis, as the illusion of a warm imagiIf the poem has any relation to the incident, which has
nation.
objection . 6
lation,

become

the subject of the tradition alluded to, that incident cannot be attached to Hengist, and did not occur in the manner
hinted by Nennius, and detailed by Jeffry.®
The prevailing subject of the poem, continually repeated in
every second or third stanza, is the intoxication of the Britons,
from some great feast of mead, previous to the battle .*1 So far
* See Mythology and Rite* of the British Droids, p. 318-384.
Of its author, the
Rev. Edward Davies, 1 wish to speak with more than mere respect, because his remarks on the ancient Welsh literature, in this work and in his Celtic researches,
though displaying the same creative imagination, which pervades and injures
Mr. Whitaker's historical investigations, have yet in many parts thrown great light
on the venerable remains of the British bards, and contributed to gain for thorn more
attention than they have been accustomed to receive.
b Mr. Davies thinks that he traces various allusions to them and to Ambrooioa;
but the same latitude of construction in this respect would almost make any poem

mean any thing.
c The difference of

opinion between Mr. Davies and all former readers of tho
M I also perceived, that the
Gododin, cannot be better stated than in his own words :
great catastrophe which the bard deplores, teas not, as it has been generally represented, the fall of 360 noblca in tlie field of battle, to which they had rushed forth
in a state of intoxication ; but, the massacre of 360 unarmed British nobles, in lime
of peace, and at a feast, where they had been arranged promiscuously with armed
Saxons," p. 321. On this I will only remark, that the former opinion is the manifest literal import of the poet's words
The new conjecture requires the ingenious
author's commentary, as wall as an adapted translation to make it at all probable.
d

They went

to Cattraeth

Loquacious were their hosts.
Pale mead had been their feast, and was their poison.
God. p. 2.

So many

other passages

Gwyr

Med

a aeth GaUraelh vedvaeth vedwn.

Ibid.

yvynt melyn melya roaglawr.

Ibid.

Cyt yven vedd gloew with liw babir,
Cyt vei da ei visa y gas bu hir.

Ibid.

So the bard aaya he partook of the wine and mead there
Y?e«a y win a

med y MordaL

God.

p. 4.

;:

:
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the poem and the tradition correspond ; and all the British nobles
perished but three, another coincidence. But as Aneurin, according to the unvarying statement of the Welsh literature, lived in
the early part of the sixth century,* and was contemporary with
Taliesin, who mentions him f ana as the bard was nimself one
of the survivors of the conflict, and a captive from it,* it cannot

have occurred

till

some time

after

Hengist had died. h

To

this

decisive evidence, from its chronology, may be added a remark,
that although to the praise of his several heroes, or of their exploits, he annexes, almost invariably, a lamentation of their festive
indulgence ; yet this is not accompanied with any specific charge
of treachery on the part of the Saxons.' If it related to the reported massacre, the natural process of the poet’s mind would
u Edward Llwyd refers the era
• So Mr. Davies acknowledges, p. 317
; and adds,
of the Gododin to the year 510, and this probably upon the authority of the ancient
MS. which he quotes in the same passage, ” p. 321.
f
In hie Anrec Urien, p. 51. In like manner Aneurin speaks of Taliesin:
1

Aneurin

will

do

What is known to Taliesin,
The partaker of my mind.
*

Aneurin thus mentions

God.

p. 7.

God.

p. 7.

his captivity

In the earthy abode.
With the iron chain
About the top of my two knees
From the mead,
From the festive horns.
From the host at Cattracth.
h

Mr. Davies escapes the difficulties of chronology by three largo suppositions.
ho supposes, that though Hengist came in 449, yet that the reputed massacre
But though Hengist was then alive, the Saxon Chronicle
did not occur till 473.
states, that ho obtained his kingdom after a battle in 455; and that in 457, after another battle, the Britons abandoned Kent. Another battle, in which twelve British
After such transactions as these, such a confiding
leaders fell, occurred in 465.
banquet was not likely to have occurred on the part of the Britons, nor was such a
massacre wanted to give Hengist that kingdom, whioh he bad both acquired and
maintained. His second and third will best speak for themselves: 44 There is no
improbability in Aneurin’s having attended the feast, as a young bard, in 472, and
hia having bewailed the friends of his youth, tAirty-eigAt years afterward#, when he
had fallen into the hands of the foe, and was confined in a dreary dungeon," p. 322.
Yet according to Aneurin’s own expressions in the preceding note, the captivity
seems to me to be clearly referred to the destruction at Cattraetb. His words are
First,

Yn y

ty deyerin

Catuyn hey era in
Am bean vy deulin

O ved o vuelin
O Gatlreeth wnin.
Then

follows the passage, in note

f
,

on himself and

Taliesin.

Mr. Davies believes he discerns such chargee. But the supposed allusions are
not direct, and do not teem to me to be the natural construction of the
yes so
1

pa—

applied.

;

:

!
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have been to have inveighed against the Saxons for

their perfidy;
instead of so continuously censuring the Britons for tneir in*
ebriety.
If Hengist had invited them to a banquet of peace and
friendship, it was not merely natural, but it was even laudable,
according to the customs of that age, that the festivity should
advance to intoxication. As it is not likely that the bards ever
witnessed a banquet without this termination, it could not justly
form, nor would have been made a subject of inculpation.
That the Gododin should commemorate so many British chiefs,

Cca\vg,J Cynon,
ally

Madawg, Tulvwlch, Mynnydawg, Cyvwlch, Ca-

and Acddan and yet not actuname either Gwrthyrn, Guortemir, or Ambrosius, cannot but

radawg, Owen,

Eidiul, Pcrcddur,

;

strengthen the inference, that it has no concern with the latter
for wny should some be mentioned directly and plainly, and others,
the most important in rank and power, be never named, but implied, as he thinks, by some periphrasis ?
The locality of the incident, alluded to in the poem, seems also,
as far as it can be ascertained, to be inconsistent with the masIt fixes tho scene at Cattracth, and it
sacre imputed to Hengist.
implies that the people of Dcira and Bemicia were in the conflicts
Cattracth has been always placed in the northern districts. So
has Eiddyn, from which Mynnydawg came, whose courtcousncss
is repeatedly praised in the )H>cm, and whom in its natural conHis
struction it mentions as the commander of the British force.
host is also mentioned in the conflict, not ns if he was feasting
and it is correwith a small retinue, but as his warlike tribe
sjwndent with this view that the Triads mention his host at tho
) This hero, whose name begins four of the atanzaa of the poem, and whoee oraiso
seems to be their import, has been converted by Mr. Davies, contrary to all former
translations, into an epithet.
But by the same mode of interpretation, when we meet
with the names Hengist, Cicero, and Naso, we may, if we please, turn our Saaon
ancestor into a war-hone ; the Roman orator into a bean ; and the poet of the metamorphoses into a nose.
Of the men of Dewyr and Bryneich
fc

The dreadful ones
Twenty hundred penished

in

an hour.

O wjr

Dewyr a Bryneich dychrawr
Ugeincant eu divant yn un awr.

i

The Gorgordd Mynnydawc mwyn vawr:

ous,"

is

•*

ia

p. S.

Mynnydawg

the Courte-

mentioned in several passages as
:

Rac Gorgordd Mynydawc mwyn vawr.— Twice

He

God.

the boat of

also noticed in p. 10

Of

The last is
Mynnydawg there

in p. 3.

and 11.

the host of

escaped

But one weapon.
Mr. Davies transforms this proper name into an epithet, implying mountain chief;
and then supposes it to mean Vortigern, because North Wake u a mountainous
region, and Vortigern was the lord of it, p. 330.

;

;

;

!

:
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battle of Cattraeth, as one of the three gallant hosts of Britain,
because they followed their chiefs at their own charge. *
The natural import of the poem is, that the Britons had fought
And this leads us to infer,
hastily on one of their festive days.
that they might have been surprised by an unexpected advance
of the Saxon forces. That 360 nobles, intoxicated at a previous
banquet, should have perished in this battle, and that 360 should
be the number said to have been massacred by Hengist at his
1

are coincidences that lead the mind to believe there may
be some connection between the two incidents. But every other
circumstance is so unlike, that we may more reasonably suppose,
that the actual event occurred in a battle, as Aneurin has exhibited it ; and upon a surprise, as we have suggested, and that tradition has erroneously attached it to the first Saxon invader, and
feigned the banquet and its calamitous consequences to be the
result of a premeditated treachery on a festive invitation ; or that
they are what they have been always thought to be, really disfeast,

tinct transactions.

The same

conflict is alluded to in other

poems ; but

its

disas-

and the inebriety, not the Saxon perfidy, is the usual
topic."
Even Golyddan, who mentions the massacre of Hengist,
has no allusion to Cattraeth or Mannydawg, nor gives any intitrous issue

mation that

it

relates to the subject of the

Gododin. 0

“ 8oe Triad 79

and Triad 36, p. 8.
; 2 Welsh Arch. p. 69 ;
so mentioned in a poem printed in the Welsh Archaiology, as a part
of Taliesin's Dyhuddiant Elphin, though it obviously begins as that ends.
Mr. Davies found it to be in one MS. appended to Aneurin’s Gododin, Celt
Res. 574. The passage may be thus translated
n It i*

A

year of sorrow

For the men of Cattraeth
They nourished me.
Their steel blades
Their mead
Their violence

And

1

their fetters.

In the Gorchan Cvnvelyn, the incantation of Cynbelyn,
as if by Aneurin himself:

Three

warriors,

W.

it is

Arch.

p.

21.

thus mentioned,

and three score, and three hundred.

Went to the tumult at Cattraeth.
Of those that hastened
To the bearers of the mead,
Except

three,

none returned.

Cynon and Cattraeth
With songs they preserve.
And me for my mood they bewail
The son of the omen fire,
They made a ransom.

—

Of
°

Tbs

pure gold, and

steel,

and

silver.

me—
Ibid. p. 01.

golden torques mentioned by Aneurin was then worn in Britain.

“In
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The progress of the Angles in the north was slow and difficult
The Britons appear to have fought more obstinately in these parts
than in any other. Three of their kings, besides Uricn and his
son, are named, Ryderthen, Guallawc, and Morcant ,! as maintaining the struggle against the sons of Ida, and with alternate
success. Sometimes the Britons, sometimes the Angles conquered.
After one battle, the latter were driven into an adjoining island,
and were for three days besieged there,* till Urien, their pursuer,
was assassinated, by an agent of Morcant, one of the British
1

kings that had joined him in the attack on the invaders.

The

motive to this atrocious action was the military fame which Urien
was acquiring/ The short reigns of Ida’s six immediate successors, induce us to suppose them to have been shortened by the
violent deaths of destructive warfare/
The death of Ida, in 559, produced a division of his associates.
His son Adda succeeded ; but one of his allied chieftains,
*****
also a descendant of Woden, quitted Bcrnicia, and sought
with those who followed him a new fortune, by attacking
the British kingdom of Dcifyr, between the Tweed and
the Humber.
This chieftain was named Ella, and he succeeded
in conquering this district, in which he raised the Angle kingdom
of Deira, and reigned in it for thirty years
Yet though able to
force an establishment in this country, many years elupscd before
it was completely subdued ; for Elrnet, which is a part of Yorkshire, was not conquered till the reign of his son, who exj Killed
from it Ccrtie, its British king."
One Jute, three Saxon, and three Angle kingdoms were thus
established in Britain bv the year 500: in Kent, Sust
sex, Wessex, Essex, East Anglin, Bcrnicia, and
*^|*^,mci, t
Deira.
Another Angle kingdom was about twenty- la^hy. 500
six years afterwards added in Mercia, which became
in time more powerful and celebrated than any other, except that
of the West JSaxons, who at last conquered it. This kingdom of

^

‘

1

.

^

.

vu

1692, an ancient golden torques
dug up near the castle of Harlech, in McrionethIt it a wreathed bar of gold, or perhaps three or four rode jointly twitted,
about four feci long, flexile, but naturally bending only one way in form of a hat
band ; it ia booked at both enda ; it it of a round form, about an inch in circumference, and weight eight ounces. Gibson's Additions to Camden, p. 658. cd. 1695.—
Bonduca wore one, Aipbelin. Epit. Dion is. p. 169. ed. II. S. 1591 ; and the Gaul*
used them, Livy, lib. inri. c. 40. Gibson quotes a passage of Virgil, jEoeid, lib. v.
t. 559.; which implies that the Trojan youih wore them.
Llywarch, p. 135., asyt,
(bat hia twenty-fear sons were eudorchawg, or wearers of the golden torques, which,
from the above description, we perceive was not a chain.
ahire.

—

p

Nennius Genoa Lp. 117.
* Nennius, p. J 17.
Nenn. p. 117. The Welsh Triads mention this murder in noticing the three
“ Llofen Llawddmo, who killed Urien, the son of Cynfoul sr tat tins of Britain.
fsrch," Trioedd 9a 3 W. A-p. 9.
* T*1 ®*
Adds, hit eldest son, reigned but seven years; Clapps, five;
Tbeedulf, one ; Freotbulf, seven ; Tbeodrie, seven ; end Elbe trie, two. Flor. Wig. SI.
Flor. Wig. 991.
8ax.Cb.20.
Neon. Geoeel. p. 1 17.
'

w

'
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Mercia made the eighth which these bold adventurers succeeded in founding. It was formed the latest of all. The first enterprises of the Angles against the district ih which it was raised,
were those of interior chieftains, whose names have not survived
their day ; and it seems to have been at first considered as a part
v
of Deira, or an appendage to it. Its foundation is dated in 586.
yet
it
was
his
sovereign,
But although Crida is named as its first
grandson, Penda, who is represented as having first separated it
from the dominion of the northern Angles."
4
When we contemplate the slow progress $fthe Saxon conquests, and the insulated settlements of the first adventurers, we
can hardly repress our surprise, that any invader should have effected a permanent residence.
Hengist was engaged in hostility
life ; the safety of Ella, in Sussex, was little less
precarious.
The forces of either were so incommensurable with
the numbers and bravery of the people they attacked, that nothing seems to have saved them from expulsion or annihilation,
but the civil dissensions of the natives. Fallen into a number of
petty states,* in actual warfare with each other, or separated by
jealousy, Britain met the successive invaders with a local, not
with a national force, and rarely with any combination. The
selfish policy of its chiefs, often viewing with satisfaction the
misfortunes of each other, facilitated the successes of the Saxon
aggressions.
Although the people who invaded Britain, were principally
Saxons, Angles, and Jutes, yet as the Saxon confederation extended from the Baltic to the Rhine, if not to the Scheldt, we can
easily accredit the intimations, which we occasionally meet with,
that Frisians/ and their neighbours were mixed with the Saxons.
The Britons maintained a long, though a disorderly and ill-conducted struggle, and many fleets of victims must have been
sacrificed by their patriotic vengeance, before the several kingdoms were established. In such a succession of conflicts, the
invading chiefs would gladly enlist every band of rovers w ho
offered ; and, as in a future day, every coast of Scandinavia and
the Baltic poured their warriors on England, so it is likely that,
in the present period, adventurers crowded from every neigh-

for almost all his

r

bouring district/
f

Crida wia the firat Mercian sovereign, end grandfather to Penda; he beganMo
3 Gale Seriptoree, 399. Is. Hunt, 315. 3 Leland'a Collectanea, 56,
1 ib. 958.— Leland, ib. i. 31 1, from an old chronicle, observes, that the Trent divided
Mercia into two kingdoms, liie north and eooth.
v Nenn. Getieal. 117.

reign, 586.

*

Tola

’

Bede,

inaala, diveraia regibua divisa, •ubjacnit. Joannes Tin moth
lib. a. c. 10.
Procop. lib. it. p. 467. Cohans, ap Canneg.

68; and Ubb.

Emm.

p.

4!

;

ap Usher, 663.
de Britten, p.

and Bpener, 361.

Some of the Ieelandie writings mention
p. 597.
northern kings, who had dominions in Britain,
the sixth and seventh centuries.
If they bo not entirely fabulous, they may relate to some of those expeditions. On
this period we may also recollect the life of the first Ofia. See Matt Paris, Vit Ofiae.
•

So Maacou

also

thinks,

m
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In this part of our subject we arc walking over the country of
the departed, whose memory has not been perpetuated by the
commemorating heralds of their day.
barbarous age is unfriendly to human fame. When the clods of his hillock arc scattered, or his funeral stones are thrown down, the glory of a
savage perishes for ever. In after-ages, fancy labours to supply
the loss, but her incongruities arc visible ; ami gain no lasting

A

belief.

Opposite to the island of Norths! rand, on the western shore of
SIcswick, a small tract of land, dangerous from its vicinity 1o n
turbulent sea, was in ancient times occupied by a colony of
Frisians.
They extended north from Husum for several miles
along the sea-coast In the middle of the district was the tow.i
B rested, surrounded by a rich soil, though sands extended beyond. It terminated about Langhorn. The people who dwelt
it were called Strandfrisii, and the tract was denominated
The marshy soil was colonized by the natives of
Frisia Minor.
Friesland, in an age which has not been ascertained.
Saxo
speaks of Canute the Fifth’s journey to it, and then describes it
as rich in corn and cattle, and protected from the ocean by artificial mounds.
It was a complete flat ; the waters sometimes
were terrible to it; fields were often burst, and carried off to
another snot, leaving to their owner a watery lake. Fertility
followed the inundation. The people were fierce, active, disdaining heavy armour, and expert witn their missile weapons.*
It was an opinion of l ’slier/ that these Frisians accompanied
To convert llcngist's Jutes into the
Ilcngist into Kngland.
Strandfrisii Jutes is an exertion of mere conjecture.
These
Frisii, as well as others from Friesland, may have joined in some
of the expeditions, and this probability is all that can be ad-

on

mitted.

The various parts of Britain, into which the Saxons and their
confederates spread themselves, may lie stated from the Irish
primate’s commentary on Bede’s brief distinction, which forms
the basis of all our reasonings on the subject.®
The Jutes i*>ssessed Kent, the Isle of Wight, and that part of
flic coast of Hampshire which fronts it.

The Saxons were distinguished, from their
South Saxons, who peopled Sussex.
*

Pontanoa, Chrorograph. 657.

Saxo GfinfiMliooi,

vu

Prefalin, p. 3,
Friiii Major
caponed to
fury of tlie ocean. Saxo,

and h»«

Uw

• Uaber, Primofd. 397.
c Bede haa thus placed
them.

Samoa
W*

in Faaaa,

The

8am and Woaaax.
»

situation, into

lib. xir. p. 960.
Ed. Staph,
aa a low manby anil, mooli
167 ; and Staph. aotaa, 16.

not on like

lib. riii. p.

it,

Jotc* in Kent and

Ilia Yale

of Wifta.

The Anf lea, whom native country

Eaat Anglia, Midland Anglia, Marcia, and

all

The

raoiainad

Northumbria,

Alfred, in hie Iranalatioo of the naaaagt, make* no addition to thia informa*
lion. Thcpaopta of Woman warn na iled Ge-wiai, in Brda’a lima and befera, lib. iii a. 7.
p. 53.
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East Saxons, who were in Essex, Middlesex, and the south
part of Hertfordshire:
est Saxons, in Surrey, Hampshire, (the site of the Jutes
excepted,) Berks, Wilts, Dorset, Somerset, Devon, and
that part of Cornwall which the Britons were unable to

W

retain.

.

The Angles were

divided into
East Angles, in Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, the Isle of Ely,
and (it should seem) part of Bedfordshire.
Middle Angles, in Leicestershire, which appertained to

Mercia.

The Mercians,

divided by the Trent into
South Mercians, in the counties of Lincoln, Northampton,
Rutland, Huntingdon, the north parts of Bedfordshire
and Hertfordshire, Bucks, Oxfordshire, Gloucestershire,
Warwickshire, Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Staffordshire, Shropshire;
and into
North Mercians, in the counties of Chester, Derby, and
Nottingham.
The Northumbrians, who were,
The Deiri, in Lancaster, York, Westmoreland, Cumberland.

—

Durham.

The

Bernicians, in Northumberland, and the south of Scotbetween the Tweed and the Firth of Forth. d

land,

CHAPTER
The

V.

History of the Anglo-Saxon Octarchy, and its further Successes against
the Britons, Cb the beginning of the Seventh Century.

The

exertions of the British against their invaders having thus
Anglo-Saxon governments were established in
the island.
This state of Britain has been improperly denominated the Saxon heptarchy/ When all the kingdoms were
failed, eight

394. With this, Camden's idea may be compared
of an ingenious modem on the Anglo-Saxon geography, see
Dr. Whitaker *e Hist Manchester, lib. ii. c. 4. p. 88.
* Although most of our ancient sons lists and modem historians have retained
the ward heptarchy, yet one old chronicler, V perceive, has more critically said,
M Provinces Brilonam, qtus mode Anglia nominator, Saxonom lemporibos in octo
ragaa divisa fount" Th. Rodborae's Hist. Major. Winlon. 1 Anglia Sacra, 187.
Matlb. Waetm 198, aa correctly 'states the Anglo-Saxon kingdoms to have been
eight. Ha names the eight kings who reigned in 586, p. 900.
The word heptarchy came to be used from the habit of mentioning the two king*

sod

Usher, Primord.

c. 19. p.

for the sentiments
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they formed an octarchy. Ella, supporting his invasion
Susscx/likc Hengist in Kent, made a Saxon duarchy before
When Cerdic erected the state of Wessex in 519,
the year 500.
a triarchy appeared ; East Anglia made it a tclrarchy ; Essex a
pentarchy. The success of Ida, after 547, having established a
sovereignty of Angles in Bernicia, the island beheld an hcxarchy.
When the northern Ella penetrated, in 500, southward of the
Tecs, his kingdom of Deira produced an heptarchy. In 586, the
Angles branching from Deira into the regions south of the Humber, the state of Mercia completed an Anglo-Saxon octarchy.
As the Anglo-Saxons warred with each other, sometimes one
state was for a time absorUnl by another; sometimes, after an
interval, it emerged again.
If that term ought to Ik* used which
expresses the complete establishment of the Anglo-Saxons, it
should be octarchy; if not, then the denomination must vary as
If the collective governments are
the tide of conquest fluctuated.
to be denominated from the nations who peopled them, as these
were three, the general term would be triarchy ; but it is obvious,
that octarchy is the appellation that licst suits the historical truth.
It was in the slow progression which has been stated that the
Anglo-Saxons possessed themselves of the different districts of
the island.
The Britons, with nil the faults of their mode of defence, yielded no part till it had been dearly purchased; and almost a century and a half passed away from the first arrival of
Hengist to the full establishment of the octarchy.
cannot
state in what year each British principality was destroyed, or
each county siiIkIijoc! but we have seen that, from the sea-coasts
where they landed, the invaders had always to fight their way
with iiertinacity, and difficulty, to the inland provinces.
But the Anglo-Saxons, as they advanced, did not, as some
have fancied, exterminate the Britons; though many devastations
must ha\e accompanied their progress. The fierce warriors of
Germany wanted husbandmen, artisans, and menials for domestic
purj>oses. There can lx? no doubt that the majority of the British
Imputation was preserved to be useful to their conquerors.
But

settled,
in

We

;

the latter im|msed ihcir own names on every district, place, and
boundary; and spread exclusively their own language in the
parts which they occupied.
It is however true, that some Britons disdained the Saxon yoke, and emigrated to other countries.
Armorica, or Bretagne, was the refuge to many. From others,
Cornwall and Wales received a large accession of population;
and sonic are even said to have visited Holland.*
of Drift tod BernicU, on dor the appellation of Northumbria. Bat
thoufh
WCf ttni toJ ttDder
•oweifn, yet, at they became coneulidafed, Earns.
2
ST*.
*
*****
**
e
r
»tc
«xJ
independent
kiofdome; eo that the term
P*
I.
wee miu P”
improper.
* H. CuMfMter, ia fcb
IWrUtion da friumtwrpk, H.,. Co.
hu parti-

”

1734,

;
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The most indignant of the Cymry retired into Wales. There,
the bards, fugitives like the rest, consoled the expatriated Britons
with the hope that the day would afterwards arrive when they
should have their full revenge, by driving out the Saxon hordes.
Not only Taliesin sung this animating prediction ; c Myrddin also
promised the Britons that they should again be led by their maHe boldly announced, that
jestic chief, and be again victorious.
in this happy day should be restored to every one his own ; that
then the horns of gladness should proclaim the song of peace, the
serene days of Cambrian happiness .*1 The anticipation of this
blissful era gave rapture to the Cymry, even to their stony paradise of Wales.*
The proud invaders marked the vaunting prophecy, and, to render it nugatory, unpeopled some of their native
coasts on the Baltic/ and filled Britain with an active and hardy
cularly examined this point. Hia decision is that Brillcnburg was named from the
Britona, but waa built by the Romans.
He prefers, to the assertion of Gerbrandua,
that tho Britona fled from the Saxons into Holland, and built Calwych on the Rhine,
the opinion ofCoIinua, the ancient monaslical poet, who adinila that they visited and
ravaged it, but affirms that they did not settle.
c

A

serpent with chains.

Towering and plundering,
With armed wings
From Germania
This

will overrun

All Loegria and Brydon,
From the land of the Lochlin sea
To the Severn.

After mentioning that the Britons will be exiles and prisoners to Saxony, he
add*,

Their Lord they shall praise,
Their language preserve,
Their country lose
Except wild Wales,
Till the destined period of their triumph revolves,

Then the Britons will obtain
The crown of their land,
And the strange people
Will vanish away.

He

concludes with declaring that Michael has predicted the future happiness

of Britain.

Taliesin, p. 04.
Gildas, p. 8., states that the Saxons had a prophecy that they should ravage
Britain 150 years, and enjoy it 150.
The limitation has rather a Cambrian
aspect.
’*
Myrddin's Afallcntu, p. 153. Golyddan, in his Ary me* Prydcin vawr, endeavours to inspire his countrymen by a similar prediction. The first part is a review
of the transactions between Hcngist and the Britons. It is in tlie Welsh Archaiolugy, voh i. p. 156-159.
r
These epithets are Welsh. Stony Wales is a phrase of Taliesin, and Llywarch
denominates Powys “ the paradise of the Cymry,” p. 1 19.
' Bede affirms the
complete emigration of the Angles; he says, their country
w sb co tempore usque hndie mancre desert us,” lib. i. c. 15. To the like
purpose
Nennius, "its ut insulas de quibua venerant absque habitatore relinquerunt” c. 37.
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race, whose augmenting population and persevering valour at
length carried the hated Saxon sceptre even to the remotest corBut up to the reign of Alfred, and
ners of venerated Anglesey.
even afterwards, the Britons still maintained their own kingdom
in Cornwall and part of Devonshire, and in that portion of the
north which composed the Stratclyde district. It was not till
Athclstan that they finally lost Exeter.
The Britons lone after Arthur’s death maintained their patriotic
They fought,
struggle against the kingdom of Wessex.
though unsuccessfully, at Bedford, against the brother of
Ceawlin, as wo have noticed before. The Anglo-Saxons, in
inarching back to Wessex, through the districts yet in the hands
of the natives, took Lygcanburh, Aylesbury, tiensington, and
Ensham. 1 Six years afterwards, the Britons again resisted the
An important battle ocprogressive ambition of the Saxons.
curred between them at Dcrharn, in Gloucestershire, in which
some of the kings of Wales appear to have confederated against
the invaders : f*»r three British sovereigns, Conmnil, ('ondidnn.
and Farinmail fell in the conflict:* two of these seem to lie the
princes lamented by Llywarch Hen in one of his elegies: 1 the
Sax. Ch. 22.
Sax. Ch. 22.

<
h

Ethclw. 834.
Ethclw. 835.
Cynddylan, the son of Cyndrwyn.
FI. W'ig. 222.

FI.

His Marwnad

*

Wig. 223.

It

begin* energetically

:

Stand out, ye virgins,
And bchuld llic habiUiion of Cynddylan.
The palace of Pengwcrn:
la

it

Wo
One

not in flame* ?
to the young who wish for social bond*.
tree with the woodbine round it

may escape.
(Jod wills ; bo

Perhaps

What

Cynddylan

Thy

heart

it

done.

!

is

like the

wintry

ire.

Twrch pierced thee through the
Thou gavcsl the ale of Tren.

W.

bend.

Arch.

p.

107.

The

venerable bard prooccds with his panegyrical apostrophes to hia deceased friend,
calling him the bright pillar of hit country; the sagacious in thought; with the heart
of a hawk, of a greyhound, of a wild boar ; and daring as a wolf tracing the fallen
carcass. See it translated by Dr. Owen Pugh, p. 71-105.
He also commemorates Caranaiael, apparently the Saxon Con mail.

heard from the

I

The
The

meadow

the clattering of ahielda.

city confines not Uie mighty.
best of men was Garanrnacl.

W.
He

also laments the fall

A.

p. 112.

of Freuer.

not the death of Freuer,
That or parties me this night 7
Falsi end of social comfort
It breaks my sleep.
I weep at the dawn.
Is

it

;

:
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The capture of three cities,
last was king of Monmouthshire^
then of considerable note among the Britons, as they are now to
us, Gloucester, Cirencester, and Bath, were the fruits of the
Saxon victory.*
Seven years afterwards, we read

of Ceawlin pursuing hostilibloody contest occuragainst the Britons on the Severn.
red at Frithern. The Britons fought with earnest resolution, and
The brother of the West
for some time with unusual success.
Saxon King was slain, and his forces gave way. But Ceawlin
rallied his countrymen, and after great slaughter, obtained the
victory. The issue was as decisive as it had been long doubtful;
and many towns were added to Wessex, and a vast booty
divided among the conquerors 1 The Britons, with undismayed
perseverance, fought again seven years afterwards, at Wanoorough, and appear to have obtained a complete victory."1
There were probamy many efforts of minor importance made by
the Britons which the Saxon chroniclers have not noticed."
But as soon as the Anglo-Saxon kings had so far subdued the
Britons, as to be in no general danger from their hostility
and began to feel their own strength in the growing population of their provinces, and in the habitual submission of the
natives, their propensity to war, and their avarice of power, excited them to turn their arms upon each other.
It was the impatience of a young mind to distinguish itself,
which thus began a new series of wars that lasted till Egggg
bert The attacks and successes of the West Saxons and
the South Saxons had turned off from Kent the direction of
British hostility.
Left at leisure for the indulgence of youthful
turbulence, Ethelbcrt, the fourth successor of Hcngist, at the age of

A

ties

.

i I do not know that the Freuer of Llyward moan* tho tame person oa Farinmail
;
but il ia likely that this wai the Fernvail who wai then reigning in Gwent or Monmouthshire. see Regis. Landew, quoted by Lang horn in his useful chronicle, p. 115.
k See before,
Ethclwcrd calls these cities, urbes eorum clariores, p. S3 Z.
p. 193.
Huntingdon's epithet is excellentiasimus, p. 315.
Hunt. 315. M. Westm. omits the ultimate successes of Ccswlin,
Flor. 994.
and stales it as s British victory, p. 198. Soon after this contest, Langhnm quotes
M psulo post Anglorum introitum imposiium
lo. Sslisb. Poylc. v. e. 17, to say, that
fuiase Anglia* nofflon."
Longhorn has here departed from his usual accuracy. The
passage of our elegant monk is lib. vL c. 17, p. 197, and merely mentions that M ab
inventu Saxonum in insula
appellatur Anglia.* 1 These words determine no chronology like paulo post. They express only one of the consequences of the Saxon
invasion, without marking the precise time of the change of name.
The brief intimation of the Saxon Chronicle, p. 99, is more fully expressed in
Hunt 315; and Ethel werd ascribes to this battle the expulsion of Ceawlin from his
throne, p. 835.
* Thus Meigant, the British bard of the seventh century, mentions an expedition
of the Briliah chief Mortal
1

m

Facing to combat, a great booty
Before Caer Lwydgued, has not Mortal taken
Fifteen hundred cattle and the head of Gwrial
1

?

W. At.

p. ICO.

CBAT.
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presumed to invade Ceawlin, the king of Wessex. This
action seems to have been intemperate. Ceawlin had displayed
both talent and resources for war, and Kent never attained the
territorial extent or power of Wessex.
But it is probable, that
the Anglo-Saxons knew nothing as yet of the geography or comparative strength of their respective kingdoms. The issue of
this contest taught Kent to understand better its true position in
the political scale of the octarchy. Ceawlin collected his troops,
defeated Ethelbcrt at Wimbledon, and threatened the Kentish
Jutes with the subjection which they had armed to impose.*
This is remarked to have been the first battle that occurred between the Anglo-Saxon sovereigns.*
Ceawlin soon imitated, but with more success from his __
On the death of 004
superior means, the ambition of Ethelbcrt.
its sovereign, Cissa, he obtained the kingdom of Sussex.
By annexing it to West Saxony, he changed the Saxon octarchy into a
tcinj>orary heptarchy.
Dreaded for his power and ambition, Ceawlin now prepondebut his prosperity changed
rated over the other Saxon monarchs
His nephew, Ccolric, allied with the Cymrv
before his death.
and the Scoti against him ; and all the valour and conduct of
Ceawlin, could not rescue him from a defeat, in the thirty-third
year of his reign, at Wodnesburg, in Wilts, the mound of
1
Woden already alluded to/ His death soon followed, and
to
succeeded
the crown he had usurped.
the unnatural kinsman
He enjoyed it during a short reign of five years, and Ceolwulf
acceded.
The disaster of Ceawlin gave safety to Kent. Ethelbcrt preserved his authority in that kingdom, and at length succeeded to
that insulary predominance among the Anglo-Saxon kings, which

sixteen,

°

Sax. Chron.

p.

9).

Flor.

Wigorn. 323.

Malmabury

attributes the

igrrvnion

of engrossing prw anliquitatc familiw primes partes aibt, p. 12.
* Hunt. 315. About this time, in 573, the Saxon* obtained a settlement in France.
They were placed in the Armorican region after their irruption, in finibua Baincas.

lo Elhclbert'a desire

aium et Namnetcnaium. Boqucfs recucil dea hiatoriens dea Gaulee, vol. ii. p. 250.—
Hence Gregory of Tour* call* ihem Saxones Bajocaasos, lib. r, c. 10. It ia curioua
that they were *cnt against the British settlers in Gsul, who defeated them. Gregory,
Their district, Charles the Bald, in his Laws spud Silvacum, calls Lin*
lib. t. c. 27.
guam Saxonicam. Bonnet, p. 250.
a Bede, lib. ii. e. 5.
lie was the second Saxon prince so distinguished.— Matt.
West says generally, 14 mag ni Oca turn cat nomen ejoa vehementer,” p. 1 y7- Lang*
horn fancied that he was the Gormund, whom the Britons mention with horror*
Chron. Reg. Anglie, 123. This Gormund, by some styled king of the Afrirans, by

—

others a pirate of Norway or Ireland, ia fabled to have invaded the Britons with
lan us de Insults, lib.
166.000 Africans. Rad. die. 559, 3 Gale, and Jeffry, 12. 2.
i. p. 25, gives him 360,000.
r
Sax Chron. 22. Cools, as Flor. Wig., 225. names him, was son of Cothulf.
Ethrlwcrd, R35. This village stands upon the remarkable ditch called Wansdike,
which Camden thought a Haxon work to divide Mercia from Wessex, end which
others have supposed to have been a defence against the incursions of the Britons.

A
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they called the Bretwalda, or the ruler of Britain.* Whether this
title assumed by Hengist, and afterwards by Ella,
and continued by the most successful Anglo-Saxon prince of his
day, or conceded in any national council of all the Anglo-Saxons;
or ambitiously assumed by the Saxon king that most felt and
pressed his temporary power ; whether it was an imitation of the
British unbennacth, or a continuation of the Saxon custom of
electing a warcyning, cannot be ascertained.
While Ceolwulf was governing Wessex, Ethelfrith, the grandson of Ida, reigned in Bernicia, and attacked the Britons with
vehemence and perseverance. None peopled more districts
of the ancient Cyrnry with Angles, or more enslaved them with
It is probaolc that he extended his conquests
tributary services.*
Alarmed by his progress, Aidan advanced with a
to the Trent
great army of Britons either from Scotland, or those who in the
Cumbrain or Strat-clydc kingdoms, and their vicinity, still preserved their independence, to repress him. The Angles met nim
at Degsastan ; a furious battle ensued, which the determination
of the comlmtants made very deadly. The Britons fought both
with conduct and courage, and the brother of Ethelfrith perished,
with all his followers. At length the Scottish Britons gave way,
and were destroyed with such slaughter, that the king, with but
few attendants, escaped." They had not, up to the time of Bede,
ventured to rnoldst the Angles again.
The colonists of Sussex, endeavouring to throw off the yoke
of Ceolwulf, the West Saxon king, who is mentioned as always
engaged in quarrels with the Angles, Britons, Piets, or Scots,
ventured on a conflict witli him, which, disastrous to both armies,
was most fatal to the assertors of their independence.*
The Berniciun conqueror, Ethelfrith, renewed his war with the
Cyrnry. lie reached Chester, through a course of vicurn or aw
tory.
Apart from the forces of the Welsh, assembled
under Brocmail, king of Powys, he jicrccivcd the monks of Bangor, twelve hundred in number, oflering prayers for the success

was a mere

Bode,

lib. ii. c. 5,

names him

as tho third qui imperavit

all

the provinces south

of the Humber. Malmsbury amplifies this into “ omnes naliones Anglorum preter
Nnrthanhimbros eontinuis vicloriis domitas subjugum Ira x it,” p. It). The Saxon
Chron. calls him one of tho seven bretwaidaa who preceded Egbert The proper
force of this word bretwalda cannot imply conquer!, because Ells the First is not
said to have conquered Hengist or Cerdic
nor did the other bretwaidaa conquer the
other Saxon kingdoms. Tho Anglo^axon sovereigns, to whom Bede gives this
title in succession, are Ella of Sussex; Craw lin, of Wessex ; Ethelbert, of Kent;
Redwald, of East Anglia; Edwin, Oswald, and Oiwj, of Northumbria; and aee
1
Hunt. 314.
Hunt 315.
• Bede, lib. L c. 34.
Bax. Chron. 34. The position of this, as of most of the Saxon
battles, is disputed.
Dais Lon, near Carlisle, and Dawaton, nejr Jedbrough, baa each

—

;

—

its

advocate.
* II.

Hunt

313.

Sax. Chron.

p.

35.

;
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of their countrymen : 41 If they are praying against us,” he exclaimed, u they are fighting against us;” and he ordered them to
be first attacked : they were destroyed ;* and, appalled by their
fate, the courage of Brocmail wavered, and he flea from the field

dismay .* Thus abandoned by their leader, his army gave way,
and Ethclfrith obtained a decisive conquest. Ancient Bangor
itself soon fell into his hands, and wus demolished ; y the noble
monastery was levelled to the earth its library, which is mentioned as a large one, the collection of ages, the repository of the
most precious monuments of the ancient Britons, was consumed ;*
half ruined walls, gates, and rubbish, were all that remained of
the magnificent edifice.*
We may presume that the addition of
Cheshire to Bcrnicia was the consequence of the victory.
But amidst their misfortunes, the Cymry sometimes triumphed.
Ccolwulph from Wessex advanced upon them, not merely to
the Severn, but crossed it into the province of Glamorgan.
Affrighted at his force, the inhabitants hastened to Tewdric their
former king, who had quitted his dignity in behalf of his son Mow
rick, to lead a solitary life among the beautiful rocks and woodlands
of Tintcm. They solicited him to rcassumc the military command, in which he had never known disgrace, if lie sympathized
in the welfare of his countrymen or his son.
The royal hermit
beheld the dreaded Saxons on the Wye, but the ‘Remembrance of
his own achievements inspired him with hope.
He put on his
forsaken armour, conducted the tumult of battle with his former
in

;

The chronology of this battle ia disputed. The Saxon Chronicle dale* it in
25. Flor. Wig. G03.
The Anna I* of Ulster in 612. MsIL West in 603, p.
The ancient Welsh chronologcr, in the Cambrian It eg. for 1796, places it in
and fourteen veurs before the battle of Mcigcn, p. 313. Bede says, that Austin
been jam mufto ante tempore ad celcstia regna aublalo, lib. ii. c. 2.: but Austin
in 605.
*

p.

*

Brocmail was one of the palrona of Talictin,

who commemorates

saw the oppression of the tumult the wrath and Iribulalioo
The blades gloaming on the bright helmets ;
The battle against the Lord of Fame in the dales of Kafren
Against Brocvail of Powys, who loved my muse.
I

;

607,
204.
602,

had
died

this alrugglo.

;

Taliesin, p. 66.

Ancient Bangor was about eight miles distant from Chester. Cains do AntiqCanfah. lib. i. sp. Usher, 133. Leland rays, M the cum pace of the abbey waa as of a
waullid tounc, and yet remaineth the name of a gate caullid Forth Hogan by north,
and the name of another, port Clays by south. Doe syns cheunging the bottom
rennith now ihoroug the mydlc bctwyxt thee two gales, one being a niilo dim from
>

—

—

the other."

I liner, vol. v. p. 26.

* Humph. Lhnyd asse rts this.
Comm. Frag. Brit Descrip*. 5&, and Giraldos
Cambreneia declares that Chester also was destroyed. De illaud. Wallis, c. 7. And
it is not likely that a rude Anglo-Saxon warrior would take any
care to preserve
British MSS. This destruction was an irreparable loss to the ancient British inti,

qutlars.

Malmsbury, 19.— In the Triads Bangor is paralleled wiUi the Ulo of Avallon,
and Cacr Carsdog, for possessing 2400 religious. The Bangor of modern note ia a
city built by Macigo on the Menealfa, near Anglesey Job. Roraiua, sp. Usher, 133.
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and drove the invaders over the Severn. A mortal wound
head arrested him in the full enjoyment of his success, and

in the

he breathed his last wishes for his people’s safety at the confluence of the Severn and the Wye. The local appellation Mathern,
the abbreviation of Merthyr Teudric, b pointed out his remains
to the sympathy of posterity: in the sixteenth century his body
was found unconsumed, and the fatal blow on his head was
visible.*

The

condition of the Britons at this juncture was becoming
and degrading. Driven out of their ancient
country, they had retired to those parts of the island, which, by

more

distressful

mountains, woods, marshes, and rivers, were most secluded from
the rest ; yet in this retreat they lived with their hands against
every man, and every man’s hand against them ; they were the
common butt of enterprise to the Angles of Bcrnicia, and Deira,
and Mercia to the Saxons of Wessex, and to the Gwiddelians
of Ireland ; and they were always as eager to assail as to defend.
The wild prophecies of enthusiasts, who mistook hope for inspiration, having promised to them, in no long period, the enjoyment
of the soil from which they had been exiled, produced a perpetual
appetite for war.
Their independent sovereignties fed, by their
hostile ambition, the flames of domestic quarrels, and accelerated
the ruin of their independence.
But yet, under all these disadvantages, they maintained the unequal conflict against the AngloSaxons with wonderful bravery, and did not lose the sovereignty
of their country until the improvements of their conquerors made
the conquest a blessing.
Cyncgils with the West Saxons again assailed some branches
of the Britons. If Bamptnn in Devonshire be the place which
the Saxon annalist denominates Bcamdunc, the princes of Cornwall were the objects of attack. When the armies met, Cynegils surprised the Britons by drawing up his forces into an ar
rnngemcnt which was not common to that age. This display and the sight of the battle-axes, which the Saxons
were brandishing, aflected them with a sudden panic, and they
quitted the field early, with the loss of above two thousand men.*
1

;

b The martyr
Tewdric. IJnhcr quote* the Register of Lsndaff for this eonfliet, p.
569.— Langliorn. Chron. p. 148.
r
Godwin prvaul. ap. Uahcr, 563. In the chancel of Mathern church an epitaph

mentions that he
d
*

Matt.

West

Hunt. 316.

lies

there entombed,

Williama'a Monmouthshire, App. No. 17.
198 and 199.
Camden suppoeea the place to hare been Bindon
The editor mentions fa to drably the opinion of

paints this forcibly,

Sax. Chron. 95,

in DorarUhire,

1

Gibson, which

is in

Gough's

p.

ed. 44.
the text, ib. p, 50.
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VI.

Introduction of Christianity among the Anglo-Saxons, in
Elhelbert’s Reign in Kent

Kent and Essex.

The history of the Anglo-Saxons has, thus far, been the history of fierce, barbaric tribes ; full of high courage, excited
spirit, persevering resolution, great activity, and some military
skill ; but with minds which, although abounding with talent and
love of enterprise, and inventive of political institutions, well
adapted to their civil position and necessities, were void of all
lettered cultivation ; unused to the social sympathies, and averse
from the intellectual refinements, of which they were naturally
These great blessings of human life were introduced
capable.
into the island, with that peculiar form of Christianity, which the
benevolent feelings and religious enthusiasm of Po|>c Gregory
deservedly, with all his imperfections, surnumed the Great, conveyed info England by his missionary Augustin. This great
mental and moral, we may add from some of its results, political
revolution, was suggested and accomplished by a train of coincidences, which deserve to Ik* recollected.
The Roman papacy had felt the advantage, (o itself, of the
conversion of the Gothic nations and Gregory, in succeeding
to that dignity, would have imhihed a disposition to promote
;

religious policy, if his own earnest oelief in Christianity
But the Anglo-Saxons were not
to befriend it.
the only nation of Europe that were then pagans. All Germany,
and all the nations from the Rhine to the Frozen Ocean, and all

the

same

tad not led him

were of this description. England, which
had long before amused itself with describing, as cut ofi'
from the whole world, and as approaching the frozen and halffabled Thule, was so remote, ana, by its Saxon conquerors, had
been so separated from any connection with the civilized regions,
that it seemed to be the country least adapted to interest him*
But an accidental circumstance, which dries credit to his heart,
had turned the current of Gregory’s feelings towards our island,
before he had reached the pontifical honours.
It was then the practice of Europe to make use of slaves, and
to buy and sell them
and this traffic was carried on, even in
the western capital of the Christian church. Passing through the
market at Rome, the white skins, the flowing locks, and beautiful
the Slavonian tribes,

Rome

;
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countenances of some youths who were standing there for sale,
interested Gregory’s sensibility.*
To his inquiries from what country they had been brought, the
answer was, from Britain, whose inhabitants were all of that fair
complexion. Were they Pagans or Christians? was his next
question : a proof not only of his ignorance of the state of England, but also, that, up to that time, it had occupied no part of his
attention.
But thus brought as it were to a personal knowledge
of it, by these few representatives of its inhabitants, he cxclaimecl,
on hearing that they were still idolators, with a deep sigh: “What
a pity, that such a beauteous frontispiece should possess a mind
so void of internal graces !”
The name of their nation being
mentioned to him to be Angles, his ear caught the verbal coincidence. The benevolent wish for their improvement darted into
his mind, and he expressed his own feelings, and excited those
of
his auditors by remarking “ It suits them well : they have
angel
faces, and ought to be the co-heirs of the angels in heaven.”
A
purer philanthropy perhaps never breathed from the human heart,
than in these sudden effusions of Gregory’s. That their provincial
country Deiri, should resemble the words De ira, seemed to his
simple mind to imply, that they ought to be plucked from the
wrath of God ; and when he heard that their king’s name was
called Ella, the consonancy of its sound, with the idea then
floating in his mind, completed the impression of the whole scene.
His whole enthusiasm hurst out. “ Hallelujah the praise of the
creating Deity must be sung in these regions.”
This succession
of coincidences, though but verbal, affected his mind with a permanent impression of the most benevolent nature. He went immediately to the then pope, and prayed him to send some
592
missionaries to convert the English nation, and offered
himself lor the service.
His petition was refused, but the project
never left his mind, till he was enabled by his own efforts
to ac:

!

11

.

* The
chronicler of St. Augustin’s monastery at Canterbury,
W.
Thom, mentions that these were three boys “ Videt in foro Romano
:

tree pueros Anglios," Decern Script, p. 1757.
In the Anglo-Saxon
hom'ly on Gregory s birth-dny, published by Mrs. Elstob,
it is stated
that English merchants had carried them to Rome, and
that the prac«•
tice was continuing.
gelamp hec *e

Tha

pumum rale r P a
pa gyc F°P °F C bech, chart Cnglrpce cy chine n bpohton
teopa pape eo Romans bypig.
Iipegopiup eobe be
chaepe r c Pxc co cham Gnjlircum mannum heopa chmr
rcempigenbe. Tha zepea he Deepuxc cham pan urn cypecmchtar gereeee. Tha parpen hpicej- lichaman -z earner
1
•] fiican man -j aechelice zepeaxobe, p. II.
*Dsde,
Ub. Ti. c.
78.
p.
Thu incident tvu probably in Gregor y , mind

"

i

L

1

when ha wrote this punp in hi* moral expoailion or Job, “
linfo?j£iunnin>,’
qnm nil ahud nnivrat, qu*m barbirum fnenderr, jamdudom in divinia
brwnm acptl, Halleluia, rcaonarr," lib. ix»L c. 6. p. 688. ed. Pari*. 1640. landibua He-

Chur.
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As EUa died in 569,

before this year.
In 592, Gregory
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this incident

must have occurred
*

four years afterwards he
attempted to execute his philanthropic purpose. He selected a
monk named Augustin, as the fittest for the chief of the mission,
and added some other monks of congenial feelings to assist it.
They set out on their journey, but the dread of encountering a
nation so ferocious, as the Saxons had from their successes the
character of being, and ignorance of their language, overcame
They stopped, began their
both their resolution and their zeal.
return to

on

insist

likely to

became pope, and

Rome, and

back to solicit Gregory not* to
an enterprise so dangerous and so little

sent Augustin

their pursuing

be availing/

Gregory prevailed on Augustin to resume the mission, and
answered the entreaties of the rest by a short but impressive
letter.
He remarked to them that it was more disgraceful to
abandon an undertaking once begun, than to have at first declined
it
That as the work was good, and would receive the Divine
lie reminded them of the glory
aid, they ought to pursue it.
that would recompense their sufferings in another world, and
he appointed Augustin their abbot, and commanded their obedience to his directions, that the little community might have an
effective governor. 4 He wrote also to the bishop of Arles, recommending this band of religious adventurers to his friendship

^

and assistance. He addressed letters to other prelates in
France to the same purport. He requested the patronage of the
Frankish kings to their undertaking; and also endeavoured to
The
interest Bruncchilda, one of their queens, to befriend it.

were forty in number/
which kingdom of the octarchy should they first apply ?
A natural circumstance led them to Kent
^Etlielbert, who had begun his reign with the inauspicious attack
on Wessex, had been afterwards so harassed by others of the
Saxon kings, that it was with difficulty he preserved his own dominions from subjection/ Adversity and danger had made him
wiser.
His future measures were more prosperous, and he became the Broetwalda of the Saxon octarchy, and predominated
over it as far north as the Humber.
missionaries

But

to

The circumstance

auspicious to Augustin’s mission,

was

Ethel-

marriage with Bertha, a Frankish princess. She had been
educated to be a Christian, and she had stipulated for the right of
bert’s

*

Bede,

lib. i. c.

23, p. 59.

«

Bede,

lib.

i.

c. 93, p.

59.

These letters of Gregory ere printed amid his eery tnolUnrioos eorres peedwee,
which ere deseed in twelve books, sod occupy the fourth volume of hie works. Dr.
Smith has selected those which conce rn this mission, In the appendix to hie Bede,
No. 6 ; sod Mrs. Bhtob has tr anslated them hi her appendix, pi f, Jba
1 Malmsh. p. 10.
•
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own religion after her marriage.* To Kent and to
queen Augustin proceeded with his companions, with interpreters whom the king of the Francs had provided.
Augustin sent one of these to Ethelbert, to announce that he
came from Rome, and had brought with him a messenger, who
promised to those that obeyed him everlasting joys in heaven,
and a kingdom that should never end. The king, whom the
conduct of his queen had dispossessed of all virulence against
Christianity, ordered them to remain in Thanet, where they had
landed, supplied with every necessary, till he had determined
what he should do with them.
Interested by their arrival, the queen was not likely to be inactivc.
But the freedom of all the Anglo-Saxon tribes, and
pursuing her
this

^

the power of their witenagemots, as well as the opposing
influence of the Saxon priests, occasioned Ethelbert to pause.
After a few days’ deliberation, he went into the island and appointed a conference.
He sat in the open air, fearful lest, if he
received them in a house, he should be exposed to the power of
their magic if they used any.
They came with a simple but

They advanced in an orderly procession,
preceded by a silver cross, as their standard, and carrying also
a painted portrait of our Saviour, and chanting their litany as
they approached. The king commanded them to sit down, and
to him and his earls, who accompanied them, they disclosed their
mission
Ethelbert answered with a steady and not unfriendly
judgment. “Your words and promises arc fair, but they are
new and uncertain. I cannot therefore abandon the rites, which,
in common with all the nations of the Angles, I have hitherto
observed.
But as you have come so far to communicate to us
what you believe to be true, and the most excellent, we will not
impressive ceremony.

11

.

We

molest you.
will receive you hospitably, and supply you
with what you need. Nor do we forbid any one to join yo^r

whom you can persuade to prefer it” He gave them a
mansion in Canterbury, his metropolis, for their residence, and
allowed them to preach as they pleased.*

society

«
k

Bede,

lib.

i.

c.

95, Hunting. 32).

The homily briefly states the address of
pe milbheopca haelenb mib hip
agenpe chpopange chipne pcylbigan mibbaneapbe alypbe
geleappullum m annum heopena picep inpsep geoponobe,
p. 84.
The substance of the sermon is given at length by Joscelin,
Angh Sac. vol. ii. p. 59 and a translation of it in Elstob, p. 83.
The text is from Bede, p. 61. Bui Alfred’s Saxon of this speech
perhaps exhibits most exactly the actual words of Ethelbert “Faegepe
popb chip ppnb anb gehat the gebpoheon •] up paecgach.
Ac popchon hi mpe pynbon anb uncuthe, ne magon pe nu
gyt eha gethapvgean cha pc poplxcan tha pipan che pe lanBede,

lib.

i.

c.

25, p. 61.

Augustin in these words

:

“Hu

'-j

;

*

:
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the litanies,

which they had found

They distinguished themselves
to be interesting to the populace.
by prayers, vigils, and fastings, which excited the admiration of
those who visited them ; and their discourses pleased many. On
the east side of the city, a church had been built, during the residence of the Romans, dedicated to St Martin, which the queen
had used as her oratory. Here they sang, prayed, performed
their mass, and preached till they made several converts, whom
they baptized. The impression spread, till at length the king
was a flee ted, and became himself a Christian^ In no part of the
in a manner more suitable
benevolent character.
The peculiar form of this religion, which Gregory and Augustin thus introduced, was of course that system which Rome then
professed.
It was the best system which" had been recognized at
Rome ; and it could not be better than that age, or the preceding
times were capable of receiving or framing. It was a compound
of doctrines, ritual, discipline, and polity, derived partly from the
Scriptures, partly from tradition, partly from the decisions and
orders of former councils and popes, and partly from popular
customs and superstitions, which had been permitted to intermix
themselves.
But such as it was, it was the most useful form that
either its teachers or the then intellect of the world could furnish.
Nor is it clear that its new converts would have relished or understood any purer system.
The papal clergy were then the most
enlightened portion of the western world
and the system which
they preferred must have been superior to any that the barbaric
judgment could have provided.
The pope continued his attentions to his infant church. He
sent Augustin the pall, the little addition to his dress which marked the dignity of an archbishop, with a letter of instructions on
tljc formation of the English hierarchy, with several MSS. of
nooks, k ecclesiastical vessels, vestments, and ornaments, and

world has Christianity been introduced
to

its

;

gepe cibe mib ealle Angel cheobe heolban. Ac popchon
the je peoppan hibep sclcheobige coman anb chsep che me
gechuhc anb gepapen ip cha ching cha che poch anb beepe
gelypbon, cha ge eac, ppylce pyllabon up cha gemsenpuman,
nc pyllach pe popbhon eop hepige beon : Ac pe pillach eop
ppempumltce on xzpclichneppe onpon anb eop anblypne
ppllan anb eoppe.cheappe popgfpan. Nc pe eop bepepiach
cha ge ealle cha che ge magon chuph eoppe lape co eoppep
geleapan zpepenyppe gecheobe anb gecyppe,” p. 487
.

Bede, c. 36.
Bede, c. 29, p. 70. Winle; has given a catalogue of the books sent by Gregory.
Theoe were, 1st. A Bibb, adorned with some losses of a purple and rose colour, in
two volumes, which was extant in the time of James the First. 2d. Tbs Psalter of
8l Augustin, with the Creed, Pater Nostar, and several Latin hymns. 3d. Two
°°P*—
3* Gospels, *ith the ten Canons of Eusebius prefixed ; one of which Elj

*
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several religious persons to assist him,* who were afterwards
Augustin reactive in the conversion of the rest of the island.

stored from

had been

ruins another British church at Canterbury, which
Roman times, and began the erection of a
The king sanctioned and assisted him in all that he

its

built in the

monastery.®
did ; and afterwards Dccame distinguished as the author of the
first written Saxon laws, which have descended to us, or which
are known to have been established; an important national
benefit, for which he may have been indebted to his Christian
teachers, as there is no evidence that the Saxons wrote any
compositions before. Gregory sent into the island “ many manu-

—

scripts,”

and thus began

its

intellectual as well as religious edu-

cation."

Seven years after Augustin’s successful exertions in Kent, he
appointed two of the persons that arrived last from Rome, Mellitus and Justus, to the episcopal dignity, and directed them
to the kingdom of Essex.
Sabcrt, the son of Ethelbert’s
sister, was then reigning.
The new religion was favourably
received ; and Ethelbcrt, to whose superior power the little state
was subject, began the erection of St. Paul’s church at London,

^

metropolis.®

its

Augustin did not long live to contemplate the advantages which
he had introduced into England. He died the year of his mission
into Essex.
Ethelbcrt survived him eleven years. His son Eadbald restored the Saxon paganism in Kent, and drove out the
Christian ecclesiastics.
The three sons of Sabert imitated him
in Essex.
But this persecution was of a short duration. A
simple contrivance of Laurence, the successor of Augustin, afHe appeared before
fected the mind of Eadbald with alarm.
the king, bleeding from severe stripes ; and boldly declared that
he had received them in the night from St. Peter, because he
was meditating his departure from the island. The idea
exactly level with the king’s intellect and superstition. A strong
sensation of fear that the same discipline might be inflicted, by
the same invisible hand, on himself, changed his feelings, and he
liecamc a zealous friend to the new faith. The exiled bishops

w^

lob

believed to be in the Bodleian library, and the other at Cambridge, p. 49. 4th.
Another Frailer with hymns. 5th. A volume containing legends on the sufferings
of the apostles, with s picture of our Saviour in silver, in a posture of blessing. 6Ui.
Another volume on the martyrs, which had on the outside a glory, ailvcr gilt, set
round with crystala and beryls. 7th. An exposition of the Epistles and Gospels,
which hsd on Iho cover s large beryl surrounded with crystals. Augustin also
brought Gregory’s Pastoral Care, which Alfred trsnelated. See Elstob, p. 39-43,
snd Wanley, 172, whose description it taken from Thomaa do Elmhitn, a monk of
Augustine's abbey, in the time of Henry the Fifth. See also Cave, Hist. Lit. p. 431.
A list of the vestments, vessels, relics, dtc., sent by Gregory is added to Elatob,
from Wan ley's communication, App. 34-40.
1

*

Bede,

lib.

i.

c.

33.

Bede,

lib.

i.

c.

29.

•

Bede,

lib. ii. c. 3.
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were recalled, and the old Saxon rites were abolished for ever in
Kent and Essex.1
Laurence enjoyed his triumph but two years and, on his
death, Mellitus, who had converted Essex, received his dignity:
a man of noble family, and of such an active spirit, that the
gout, with which he was severely afflicted, was no impediment
to his unabated exertions for the mental and moral improvement
of the Saxon nation. All those early prelates enjoyed their rank
In five years he died, and Justus, his
but for a brief period.
1
friend and companion from Rome, was made his successor.* As
accomto
adapted
were
best
Gregory had chosen the men who
plish his purpose, it is probable that those he selected were ad1

;

vanced

in

life.

CHAPTER

VII.

Expedition of the East Ang liana to the Rhine.—-Ed win’s Asylum in East
Red wa Id’s Defeat of Ethel frith. Edwin's Reign in Northumbria,
Anglia.
and the Introduction of Christianity into that Province.

—

—

The kingdom
cident

of East Anglia becomes remarkable by an inwhich Procopius has preserved, and which oc- 534.547

curred in the sixth century. It exhibits the adventuring
spirit of our early Saxon princes.
Between the Rhine and the Northern Ocean, the Vami inhaTheir king solicited a princess of East Anglia for his
bited/
On his death-bed
son, and the hand of the lady was promised.
^occurred to him, that an alliance with the Francs, his neighbours, would be more profitable to his people than the friendship
of the Angles, who were separated from the Vami by the sea.
In obedience to the political expediency, Radiger, the prince,
married his father's widow, his step-mother, because she was
sister of Theodebert the Franc.
The rejected East Anglian
would not brook the indignity ; she demanded revenge for the
slight, because in the estimation of her countrymen the purity of
female chastity was sullied if the maiden once wooed was not
wedded. Her brother and the East Anglian warriors thought
her quarrel just; a large fleet sailed from England under ner
’ Bede, lib. ii. c. 5, 6.
' Bede, life ii. e. 7, £.
a
The editor of the greet collection dee Hietoriene dee Geolee, Pari*, 1741, remarlu (referring to Valaeius), that Procopio* erred when be pieced the Varni on the
right bank of the Rhine, end that he is more credible when he places them nearer
the Danes, voL ii p. 43.
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part of the

army

III

en-

camped round her; the rest, with one of her brothers, defeated
the Varni, and penetrated the country.
Radiger fled. The
Angles returned to the lady, glorying in their victory. She received them with disdain. They had done nothing, as they had
not brought Radiger to her feet. Again her selected champions
sallied forth, and Radiger at last was taken in a wood.
The
captive entered her tent, to receive his doom. But the heart of
the East Anglian was still his own.
He pleaded his father’s
commands, and the solicitations of his chiefs. The conquering
beauty smiled forgiveness. To accept her hand, and to dismiss
her rival, was the only punishment she awarded. Joyfully the
prince obeyed, and the sister of Theodebcrt was repudiated.'*
This event is the only one in the history of East Anglia which
can interest our notice until the reign of Redwald. Before this
Pri nce it had arrogated no dominating precedence in
617
England. The intemperate ambition of Ethelfrith propelled it into consequence.
This king of the Northumbrian
Angles, dissatisfied with his inherited Bernicia, and his trophies
in Scotland and Wales, invaded Deira, to which Edwin the son
of Ella, at the age of three years, had succeeded ; and by expelling the little infant, converted the Saxon states in England into
an hcxarchy. Edwin was carried to North Wales, and was
generously educated by Cadvan.*
As Edwin grew up he was compelled to leave Wales ; and for
many years wandered about in secret, through various provinces,
to escape the unceasing pursuit of Ethelfrith.
Reaching East
Anglia, he went to the court of Redwald, and avowing himself,
besought his hospitable protection. Redwald received him kindly,
and promised what he asked. Impatient that Edwin should be
alive, Ethelfrith sent repeated messengers, with presents to the
East Anglian sovereign, requiring him to surrender the youth,
and adding menaces if he refused. Redwald remembered the
unvarying successes of Ethelfrith, and fearful of encountering his
hostility, promised either the death or the surrender of Edwin.
A friend to the young exile discovered his intentions, and counselled him to fly.
But Edwin, weary of living like a fugitive,
replied, “ I cannot do this.
I have made a compact with Redwald, and I will not be the first to break it, while he has done me
no evil, nor has yet discovered any enmity. If I am to perish, he
that betrays or destroys me will be disgraced, not myself.
And
whither should I fly, who have been wandering already so long,
‘

Prooopiu* Goth.

534 and 547, which

Hat lib. it. p. 468-471. Gibbon places this incident between
won the extreme tarma of the reign of Tbeodebert, vol. iii. c.

38, p. 687.
* Alured BtiwL
FI Wig. 833.

lib. vi. p.

90.

Redwald wee eon of

Tilol,

and grandeon of

Vila,
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through so many provinces of Britain, without a shelter T How
can I escape elsewhere the toils of my persecutor?” His friend
Edwin remained sitting before the palace, reflecting
left him.
on his misfortunes and darkening projects. In this anxious state
night approached, and he believed he saw an unknown person
advance to him, who promised him present deliverance and great
future prosperity, if he should listen to what would be afterwards
taught him. The vision laid his hand on his head, and, adjuring
d
him to remember this interview, disappeared ; or else Edwin
the apparition
than
friend
substantial
waked. But he had a more
of a dream.
The queen of Redwald secretly pleaded for the youthful exile,
and with noble sentiments : “ A king should not sell a distressed
no ornament is so ennobling
friend, nor violate his faith for gold
Interested by ner intercession, and inspired with
as good faith.”
her fortitude, Redwald resolved to keep sacred the duties of hospitality
and Edwin was informed by his watchful, though unknown friend, of the generous determination.
The preparations of Ethelfrith, disappointed of his prey, comjelled him to arm; Redwald acted with judicious vigour; and
1le attacked Ethelfrith, before he had collected all his troops, on
The Northumthe cast bank of the Idol in Nottinghamshire.*
brian king, by his experienced valour and veteran soldiers, supThe
plied the disparity of his troojra, and balanced the contest
East Anglians advanced in three divisions; one of these, Rainer,
The ancient fortune of Ethelfrith bethe son of Redwald, led.
friended him he attacked this wing, and the prince and his warThis disaster only stimulated Redwald to
riors were destroyed.
more determined exertions; he still outnumbered his opponent,
and his other divisions were firm. Ethelfrith, unused to such
resistance, and inpatient for the event, rushed on the East AnHis friends did not follow
pjians with a dangerous impetuosity.
his injudicious courage ; he was separated from them, and perished among the swonls of the surrounding East Anglians/
Edwin also signalized himself. Redwald not only reinstated him
in Dcira, but enabled him to subject Bernicia to his power. Thus
The sons of the slain usurper fled into
the hexarchy continued.
Scotland/ where they imbibed Christianity. Redwald ascended
to the national pre-eminence which Ella, Ceawlin, and Ethelbert
had possessed under the title of the Bretwalda ; and, on his death,
it was assumed by Edwin.*
The three brothers who governed Essex perished in a
Redwald was succeeded
conflict with the West Saxons.*
:

.

;

;

^

* Bede, lil». ii. c. 12.
• Ibid.
1 1 anti nf . lib. ii. p. 316.
Saji. Cbroa. 27.
* Sex. Chron. 27.
Bede, lib. iii. c. 1. Polrebroo.
* fied*,lih.U.c.5.
•
Ibid.
1

3 Gels, 229.
Flor. W$f. 231.
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East Anglia by Eorpwald. Redwald, during a visit to Ethelbert in Kent, had adopted Christianity for his religion ; but returning to his own country, his wife and the East Anglian priests
opposing his impressions, he attempted to unite it with the Saxon
idolatry.
He built an altar to Christ in the same temple where

in

were performed^ But even this strange
combination of worship had the effect of drawing the attention of
his East Anglians to tne Christian faith.
The vicissitudes of Edwin’s life had indued his mind with a
contemplative temper, which made him more intellectual than
any of the Anglo-Saxon kings that had preceded him, and which
His progress towards
fitted him for the reception of Christianity.
this revolution of mind was gradual, and the steps have been
clearly narrated by his countryman Bede.
He solicited in marriage Tata Edilberga, the daughter of
Ethelbert in Kent.
Her brother, who had abandoned his idolaEdwin
try, objected to her alliance with a worshipper of Odin.
promised that he would not interfere with her religion, but would
allow the free exercise of it both to herself and her friends. He
also intimated that if, on the examination of it by his wise men,
it was found to be more holy and worthier of God than his native
faith, he might himself adopt it
The Saxon princess became his
wife, and Paulinus, one of those whom Gregory had last selected
to assist Augustin, went with her as her priest and bishop. k
The first care of Paulinus was to prevent the queen and the
noble persons in her train from relapsing into their idola0^ try.
His next, to convert some of the natives ; but they
w'ere impenetrable to his exertions.
Odin still continued to be
the sacrifices to Odin

their favourite.

At this period the life of Edwin was attacked by an assassin.
Cwichhclm, the pagan king of Wessex, commissioned one of his
subjects to visit Edwin’s court, and watch his opportunity to sta^
him with a poisoned dagger. The wretch reached the royal
residence on the Derwent, and introduced himself as a messenger
from his king. Edwin was then about to be made a father by
his nueen.
The name of Cwichhelm procured an introduction,
and his intended assassin entered. He had abilities and firmness
sufficient to begin the delivery of a fictitious message, when suddenly starting up, he clenched his weapon and rushed upon the
king.
The attack was so sudden that JEdwin was off his guard
mud defenceless; but a thegri to whom he was greatly attached,
Lilia, was near him: he saw the rising dagger and Edwin’s daner he had no shield ; but with the impulse of a generous heart
Se threw himself before his king, and received in his own body
;

J

of

Ibid. lib.

*

ii.

e, 15.
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So vehement was the
the blow, which it was impossible to avert.
stroke that it went through Lilia and slightly wounded the king.
The swords of the attendants were instantly drawn upon the
murderer ; but he stood on his defence, and was not hewn down
till he had stabbed another knight with the weapon which he had
withdrawn from his first victim’s bpdy. 1
On this same night his queen was delivered of her daughter
Eanfleda. The king thanked his idols for her birth ; and when
Paulinus directed his attention to the Christian Saviour, Edwin,
like Clovis, who had established in France the kingdom of the
Francs, promised that he would adopt the faith he recommended,
if heaven should give victory to his arms against the king, who
had sent the assassin to destroy him. As a pledge of his own
determination to fulfil this engagement, he consented to the baptism of the new-born babe. Eleven others of the household at
the same time received the Christian rite. Edwin assembled his forces and advanced against Cwichhelm.
His expedition was successful. But on his return from his victory into Northumbria," he delayed to embrace the new religion.
He had become dissatisfied with his idols, but he was of that
class of mind which requires the conviction of its reason before
it decides on its belief.
He conferred long and anxiously with
Paulinus on the subject, and with his wisest nobles. He was seen
frequently sitting alone, discussing with himself what he ought
to do, and to which religion he should adhere.®
In these deliberations a letter reached him from Pope Boniface, exhorting him
to

abandon

useless

and insensible

not even change their locality
like

a stone, remain for

idols,

who

of themselves could

moved by others, must,
ever where they were. The Pontiff told
;

but if not

him he had a living spirit within him, of which they were destitute, which would survive the dissolution of his body
; and added,
“Come then to the knowledge of Him who has created you;
"ho has breathed into you this spirit of life and who has sent
his Son to redeem you from sin and every evil power
and to
;
reward you with all the blessings of his heavenly world.”*
Boniface at the same time sent an epistle to his queen, reminding her of the duty of interesting her husband in Christianity;
and urging her to soften his prepossessions against it, and to impress upon his senses the excellence of the faith she had adopted,
and the admirable nature of its future rewards.*
These letters were received and considered; but Paulinus
found that the loftiness of the king's mind, and the natural pride
of the Anglo-Saxon nation, could not be easily brought to stoop
to the humility and gentleness of the Christian precepts.'
In this
;

1

•

Bede,
Ibid.

* Bede,

lib. ii. e. 9.

FI.

&*. Chroo.
lib. ii. c.

10.

Wif. 333.

97.

• Sax. Chron 39.
s Ibid. c. 11.

* Bede,
r

Bede,

lib. ii. e. 9.
lib. ii. c.

12.
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juncture he appears to have come to the knowledge of the king’s
dream at the court of Redwald, and he made an ingenious use

of it

The vision at its departure was said to have laid its right hand
on the king’s head, and to have exclaimed 41 When this sign is
repeated, remember this conference, and perform your promise
of obeying what will then be disclosed to you.”
Paulinus, without appearing to have had any previous knowledge of this dream, one day entered the king’s apartment as he
was pursuing his meditations on the opposing religions and ad:

;

vancing with a solemn air, imitated the action of the imaginary
figure, and placed his right hand on his sovereign’s head, at the
same time asking him if he remembered that sign.
The king’s sensibility was instantly affected. His dream and
promise rushed upon his mind. He did not pause to consider
that Paulinus might, from his queen or his intimate friends, have
become acquainted with his own account of his believed vision.
All seemed supernatural, and Paulinus to be the actual vision
that had addressed him.
He threw himself at the bishop’s feet,
who, pursuing the impression which he had excited, raised him,
and exhorted him to lose no time to fulfil his thrice-repeated engagement and reminded him that this, alone, would deliver him
from the eternal evils of disobedience.*
The king, now seriously affected by the important question,
summoned his witena-gemot, that, if they participated in his feelings, all might be baptized together. When they met, he proposed
the new worship for the subject of their deliberations, and required each to express his feelings without reserve.
Coifi, the high priest of their idols, as the first in rank, addressed ; and unless the coarseness of his mind was that of the
country, must have surprised the king. His speech, from the singularity of the criterion by which he governed the faint moijil
44
feeling he possessed, deserves a literal translation.
You see, O
king what is now preached to us. I declare to you most truly
what I have most certainly experienced, that the religion which
we have hitherto professed contains no virtue at all, and as little
No one of all your court has been more attentive than I
utility.
have been to the worship of our gods and yet many have received far richer benefits, far greater honours, and have prospered
more in all that men transact or pursue, than I have. But if these
gods had been of any real worth, would they not in preference
nave assisted me who have never neglected them ? If then, on
due inquiry, you shall perceive that these new things which are
preached to us will be better and more efficacious, let us hasten
to adopt them without any delay.”
;

!

;

*

Bede,

lib. ii. e.

19.
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This effusion of self-interest would lead one to suspect that the
of the Anglo-Saxon conquest of Romanized and Christianized Britain, and of the civilization, luxuries, and mental cultivation which it had, to a certain extent, exhibited to the Saxon
eye, had already shaken their attachment to the rude superstitions
of their ancestors; or the high priest of their national deities
would not have, so feelingly, expatiated on his comparative neThis circumstance will contribute to account for the ease
glect.
effects

with which Christianity was established in the island.
The next speaker discovered a mind unusually enlarged for a
people hitherto so unaccustomed to intellectual investigations.
“ The present life of man,
king seems to me, if compared
with that after-period which is so uncertain to us, to resemble a
scene at one of your wintry feasts. As you are sitting with your
ealdormen and thegns about you, the fire blazing in the centre,
and the whole hall cheered by its warmth ; and while storms of
rain and snow are raging without, a little sparrow flies in at one
door, roams around our festive meeting, and passes out at some
other entrance.
While it is among us it feels not the wintry tempest.
It enjoys the short comfort and serenity of its transient
stay ; but then, plunging into the winter from which it had flown,
it disappears from our eyes.
Such is here the life of man. It
acts and thinks before us but, as of what preceded its appearance
among us we are ignorant, so are we of all that is destined to
cornc afterwards.
If, then, on this momentous future, this new
doctrine reveals any thing more certain or more reasonable, it is
in mv opinion entitled to our acquiescence.
The other witena and the royal counsellors exhibited similar
Coifi desired to hear from Paulinus an expodispositions.'
The bishop obeyed, and the Angle priest
sition of the Deity.
exclaimed, “ Formerly I understood nothing that I worshipped.
The more I contemplated our idolatry, the less truth I found in it.

O

!

;

1

Bede,

presents

it

lib.

ii.

c. 13.

to us as

Alfred's translation of this interesting speech
its original form as we can now obtain it.

near to

Thyplic me ip gepepen, Cyninj, chip anbpapbe lip manna
on eopehan, to pichmeceny ppe chacpe cibe che up uncuch
ip, ppa gelvc, ppa chu arc pparpenbum piece mib chinum
ealbopmannum chegnum on pmcep cibe py pyp onxleb,
pmpe
pcypine uce.
T bin heall gepypmeb. hie pine
hpaeblice p hup buph pleo
fume bonne an 8 peappa
cume buph oppe bupu m buph oppe uc jcpicev ^pec
he on ba ctb be he inne bij>, ne bip hpmeb mib Py pcopme
bars pmepep. ac p bip an eagan bpyhem
p laepte pare, ac
he pona op pmepa rn pmcep epc cymepv 8 pa bonne bip
raonna lip co mebmyclum paece aecypech. hpaec bacp popegange. o^e hparc baep aepcenpylige pe ne cunnonv Foppon g*F f eo T ni F c
opihe cuplicpe 3 gepipenlicpe bpinge.
Heolzf pypche ip p pe barpe pyliscan-.*” p. 516.
“

;
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But this new system I adopt without hesitation ; for truth shines
around it, and presents to us the gifts of eternal life and blessedness.
Let us then, O king immediately anathematize and burn
the temples and alt^s which we have so uselessly venerated.”
On this bold exhortation he was asked who would be the first to
profane the idols and their altars, and the enclosures with which
they were surrounded. The zealous convert answered, “ I will
as I have led the way in adoring them through my folly, I will
give the example of destroying them in obedience to that wisdom
which I have now received from the true God.” He requested
of the king weapons and a war-horse. It was a maxim of their
ancient religion, that no priest should carry arms, or ride on any
horse but a marc
an interesting rule, to separate the ministers
of their religion from the ferocity of war. The priest girded on
a sword, and, brandishing a spear, mounted the king’s horse, and
rode to the idol temple. The people, without, thought him mad.
He hurled his spear against the temple to profane it, and then
commanded his companions to destroy all the building and its
!

;

—

surrounding enclosures. The scene of this event was a little to
the east of York, beyond the river Derwent, at a place, in Bede’s
time, called Godmundingaham. u

Edwin and

his nobilitv were soon afterwards baptized, in the
eleventh year of his reign.
In C32, he persuaded Eorpwald of East Anglia, the son of Redwald, to imitate his
example. Sigcbert the brother and successor of Eorpwald, not
only increased the diffusion of Christianity in East Anglia, but
applied so closely to the study of it as to be called by the Chronicler, “ Most Learned.”"

Edwin reached the summit of human prosperity: a considerable part of Wales submitted to his power, and the Menavian
islands; and he was the first of the Angles that subdued or defeated all the Anglo-Saxon kingdoms but Kent. w
The internal
police which prevailed through his dominions was so vigilant,
that it became an aphorism to say, that a woman with her newborn

might walk from sea to sea without fear of insult
those days travelling was difficult and tedious, and no
places existed for the entertainment of guests, it was an important and kind convenience to his people, that he caused stakes
to be fixed in the highways where he had seen a clear spring,

As

infant,

in

" Bede, c. 13.
It is still called Godmnndham, or the home of the round, or pro.
taction of the gods.
* Doctissimtia.
Flor. Wig. 933, 334.
* Flor. Wig. 333. 8a*. Cbron. 97. Bade, ii. c. 9,and 16. The Menavian islands
Eubonia
ware
and Mona, or Man and Anglesey. Bede, c. 9, states, that Anglesey
contained 960 hrdea or families, and Man 300. The fertility of Anglesey occasioned
the proverb,
Cymry ; Mona the mother of Wales. Pryae's Preft to

—

Mon mam

Wynne’s Carsdoc.—The king of Gwynedd had his royal
is now a small Tillage.
Camp. Reg. 1796, p. 403.

which

seat in

it

at Aberfraw,
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with brazen dishes chained to them, to refresh the weary sowhose fatigues Edwin had himself experienced. In
another reign these would have been placed only to have been
taken away ; but such was the dread of his inquiring justice, or
such the general affection for his virtues, that no man misused them.
It is remarked by Bede, as an instance of his dignity and power,
that his banner was borne before him whenever he roae out,
either in peace or war.
When he walked abroad, the tufa preceded him.*
For seventeen years he reigned victorious over his enemies,
and making his subjects happy. But Edwin, with all his merit,
was an imperfect character. He had admitted Christianity to
his belief, but he was forty-three years old before he had adopted
it.
His mind and temper had therefore been formed into other
habits before he allowed the new faith to affect him.
He was
still the Saxon warrior, and partook of the fate which so many
experienced from their martial character.
Five years had not
elapsed after his conversion before his reign was ended violently;
and the disaster resulted from his ambition. The tender years of
his life had been cherished by the father of Cadwallon, the sovereign of North Wales; but when Edwin had obtained the sceptre
of Ethelfrith, he waged furious war with the son of his host
know neither what had caused him, when young, to leave his
asylum in Wales, nor what occasioned now the hostility between
him and Cadwallon. But as the Welsh king invaded Edwin,
we may presume him to have been the aggressor. Edwin defeated Cadwallon* who had penetrated to Widdrington, about
eight miles north of Morpeth.*
It is with regret we read that he
was not satisfied with defensive war, and did not forbear to
use the rights of victory against his early friend and protector.
He obeyed his resentment or his ambition in preference to his
gratitude.
He pursued Cadwallon into Wales, and chased him
into Ireland.*
bo severely did he exercise his advantages, that
journer,

We

* 'y* know, from a panage of Vegetius,
corrected by Lipsius, that the tufa was
one of the Roman ensign*; and we are informed by Isidorus, that Augustus introduced a globe upon a spear among his signs, to denote e subjected world. Lipeiue
a. of opinion that this was the tula alluded to by Bode.—
Do Militia Romans, lit: iv.
c. 5. p. 162. ed. Antwerp, 159a
J Jeffry’s account of the quarrel is, that Edwin
wished to wear his crown independenuy of the Welsh prince, who was advised to insist on his subjection, and
threatened to cut off his head if be dared to crown it. Lib. xii. c. 2, 3.
* The 34th Triad st a tes, that Cadwallon and his
family lived seven years in Ireland, p. 7.—Jeffry annexes a pretty nurse tale to Csdwa lion's exile.
Sailing to Armorioa, be was driven by a tempo* on the bland of Garnereb : the lose of
hb compemoiisafleeted him to sickness ; for three days lie refused food, on the
fourth he
pilo<>
day's esarcb discovered none. To save hb king, Brian eat an
*
jl
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the British Triads characterize him as one of the three plagues
which befell the Isle of Anglesey.*
For a few years his authority continued over Gwynedd. But
am this apparent triumph only flattered him into ruin. Cad'
wallon besought the aid of Penda, the Mercian king, who
armed in his cause with all the activity of youth. The •confederated kings met Edwin in Hatfield Chace in Yorkshire, on the
As Mercia until that time had been obscure
12th of October.
and tranquil, and an appendage to his kingdom of Deira, Edwin
had no reason to apprehend any danger from this union. But
the end of all battles is uncertain the death of a commander
the mistake of a movement ; a sudden unforeseen attack on some
part ; a skilful, even at times an accidental, evolution, has frequently made both talent and numbers unavailing. The detail of
this conflict has not been transmitted, but its issue was calamitous
to Edwin.
He fell in his forty-eighth year, with one of his children ; and most of his army perished.
The victors ravaged Northumbria the hoary Penda exercised
peculiar cruelty on the Christian inhabitants.
Consternation
overspread the country. The royal widow fled in terror, under
the protection of Paulinus, and a valiant soldier, with some of
her children, to her kinsman in Kent. c
On Edwin’s death, the ancient divisions of Northumbria again
prevailed, and an heptarchy reappeared.
His cousin Osric, the
grandson of Ella, succeeded to Deira and Eanfrid, the long exboth restored paganism,
iled son of Ethelfrith, to Bcrnicia
though Osric had been baptized. The Welsh king Cad wallon,
full of projects of revenge against the nation of the Angles, conOsric rashly ventured to besiege him in a strong
tinued his war.
town,d but an unexjiected sally of Cadwallon destroyed the king
:

1*

;

;

:

a
Matt Wait 234, in hia Combust ua Urbibus et Colon ia destructis, explains the
direful seourge.
b Oafrid fell before hia father.
Bede, lib. ii. c. 20. Sax. Chron. 29. Gibson and
Carte place the battle in Hatfield Chace. Langhorn prefers Hetbfield in Derby,
shire, near Cheshire, 176: others, more absurdly have glanced on Hatfield in

Herts. Near the Yorkshire town many mtrenenmenta are to be acen. 1 will not
aver that rata shun the town, or that the sparrows are displeased with Lindham in
the moors below it. Gibson’s Add. to Camden, 725. The men of Powys so distinguiahed theinaelves in this battle, that they obtained from Cadwallon a boon of
fourteen privileges. The Welsh call the scene of conflict Mcigen. Cynddelw,

—

Owen’s Llywarch, p. 1 17.
Eadbald received them honourably, and made Paulinos bishop of Rochester.
Bede, lib. ii. e. 20. Sax. Chron. 29. He gave her the villain maxima m Linings
(Liming) eum omnibus adjacentibus, in which she built a monastery. Hugo. Candid. Cmnob. Burg. Hist p. 37, ed. 8parke.
She exhibited a novelty to the English,
which produced serious consequences. She took the veil. Smith's Notes on Bede,
101. Tbs hospitality of Eadbald seems not to have been onebequered ; her approbaaskm of him and Oswald induced her to send her children to Francs, to Da robe rt.
Bede, c. 90.
their relation.
4 Bede, lib. ill. e. 1.
Tho town was a munieipium, and was therefore in all proSmith's Notes on Bede, 103.
bability York.

cited in
c

;

:
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For a year the victor desolated Northumbria : his success struck Eanfrid with terror, and his panic hurried him to his
fate. He went with twelve soldiers to sue for peace of the Welchman. Notwithstanding the sacred purpose of his visit, he was
put to death.
The swords of Cadwallon and his army seemed the agents
The fate of the
destined to fulfil their cherished prophecy.
Anglo-Saxons was now about to arrive : three of their kings had
been already offered up to the shades of the injured Cymry; an
Arthur had revived in Cadwallon. But the lying prophecies of
hope, and human augury, have been the experience ana the complaint of ages, and are never more fallacious than in ambition
of Deira.

—

and war.
Triumphant with the fame of fourteen great battles and sixty
skirmishes,* Cadwallon despised Oswald, the brother and
successor of Eanfrid, who rallied the Bemician forces, and
attempted to become the deliverer of his country. With humble
confidence the royal youth committed his cause to the arbitration
of Providence/ and calmly awaited the decision on the banks of the
Denise.*
There, Cadwallon and the flower of his army were destroyed
The return of the Cymry to their ancient country

^

11

.

never became probable again.*
e

Llywarch Hen,

p. 111.

The piety of Oswald previous to the battle
rayed army he loudly exclaimed 14 Let us kneel
1

expressed by Bede. To bis arOmnipotent Lord, the existing and the true, and unite to implore hia protection against a fierce and arrogant
enemy, fie knows that we have undertaken a just war for the safety of our people."
The army obeyed the royal mandate. Lib. iii. c. 2.
* Camden places this battle at Dilston, formerly Devilston, on
a small brook
which empties into the Tine, 854, Gib. ed.—Smith, with greater probability, marks
Erringburn as the rivulet on which Cadwallon perished, and the fields either of
Cockley, Hallington, or Bingfield, aa the scene of conflict App. to Bede, 721. The
Angles called it Hcfenfiold, « hich name, according to tradition, Bingfield bore.
h Although Jeffry
admits Oswald to have conquered at ffavenficld, yet he has sent
Pends to be the person defeated there and instead of suffering his Cadwallon to
perish, inflames him with rage at the disaster, and despatches him like lightning in
chase of Oswald, whom he permits Penda to hill; Cadwallon then became pcasraacd
:

is

to the

;

Lib. xii. c. 10, 11. Such is hia history !
ancient bard Llywarch Hen composed in his old age an elegy on Cadwallon, whose death he lived to witness ; and thus speaks of his friend :

of all Britain.
1

The

Fourteen great battles he fought
For Britain, the most beautiful

And

sixty skirmishes.

Of Lloegyr (England)
The scourge ana the oppressor,
Hie band was open
Honour flowed from

it

Cadwallon encamped on the Yddoo,
The fierce affliction of his foea.

The

lion,

prosperous against the Saxons.

j

;
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VIII.

Actions, and Death of Penda.— History of the
Anglo-Saxon
to the Accession of Alfred of Northumbria.

Octarchy

About

time the kingdom of Mercia was not only distinctly
formed, but, by the extraordinary ability of one man,

this

027-634.

was

same l* me raised to a greater eminence in
any of its preceding kings, even those
who had become Brctwaldas, had actually obtained. This man
was Penda, who, though not classed among the Bretwaldas,
would, if victory over the other Anglo-Saxon states had
given the
dignity, have possessed it more rightfully than
any other. It has
been mentioned that several petty adventurers of the
Ancles had
successively penetrated into the inland districts,
which were
comprised in the kingdom of Mercia, and established
settlements
at

e

i
o
,
tne
feaxon octarchy than

among

the Britons in these regions.
In 586, one of them, named
also a descendant of Woden, began to attain a
regal precmirumcc
but as we may infer from an intimation of Nennius,
that rendu first separated Mercia from
the kingdom of the
northern Angles, it must have been in subordination
to the king-

Cnda,

1

Cadwallon

in hi*

On

fame encamped

the top of Mount Digoll
Seven months, and seven skirmishes daily.

He

led the hand of slaughter in the breach
Eagerly he pursued the conflict
Stubborn in an hundred battles,
A hundred castles he threw down.

He made the eagles full
Violent his wrath in the gash;
As the water flows from the fountain,
So will our sorrow through the lingering day,
For Cadwallon

an/.

!

Welsh Arch, l

obswjjsjmLi.

p.

p.

121

;

and Owen*s Llywarch,
p. 111-117.

911, that the Trent divided Mercia into two
kingdoms, the north

.

Chap,

;
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dom

of Deira, which formed its northern frontier.* In 627,
Penda, the grandson of Crida, succeeded to the crown at that

are usually more disposed to ease than activity.
years old before he became the king of Mercia, and
he reigned thirty years c but it was to the terror and destruction
Mercia had neither
•of several of ttie other Anglo-Saxon kings.
displayed power nor ability before his accession; but Penda’s
military talents and uncommon vigour speedily raised it to a deIn the year after he
cided and overwhelming preponderance.
attained the crown, we find him in a battle with Cynegils, and
The conflict was
his son Cwichelm, in Wessex, at Cirencester.
undecided during the whole day, and in the ensuing morning the
war was ended by a treaty d TFivc years afterwards, at the age
of sixty, he joined Cadwallon, and defeated Edwin of Northumbria, in that battle in which this prince was slain.®
The piety of Oswald was sincere, and influenced his conduct
he obtained a bishop from Icolm-kill to instruct his rude subjects;
and he earnestly laboured to advance their moral tuition. His
own example strengthened his recommendations on that essentia]
duty, without which all human talents, and all human aggrandizement, are unavailing decorations.
In the festival of Easter a
silver dish was laid before him, full of dainties.
While the
blessing was about to be pronounced, the servant appointed to
relieve the poor, informed the king that the street was crowded
with the needy, soliciting alms. Struck by the contrast, that
while he was feasting with luxury, many of his subjects, beings
of feelings, desires, and necessities like his own, were struggling
with poverty; remembering the benevolent precepts of Christianity, and obeying the impulse of a kind tcnif)cr, he ordered the
food, untouched, to l>c given to the supplicants, and the silver dish
The Iteggar for one instant particito be divided among them/
pated in the enjoyments of a king, and rank was, in that fierce
and proud day, admonished to look with compassion on the
misery which surrounds it.
Oswald had the satisfaction of |>erceiving the blessings of
A spirit so lowly and chariChristianity diffused into Wessex.
table as his own, must have powerfully felt the beauties of its
age,

when men

He was fifty

;

Ncnniat, p. 117. u Penda primus aeparavit regnum Merclorum a regno Nor.
Ceorl acceded between Crida and Penda. Rad. Polych. p. 229. It was
Bede, lib. ii. c. 14.
Ceorl'a daughter Quenburga that Edwin married in hia elite.
b

dorum."

c Flor. Wig. daiee hia accession in 627, p. 232.
Penda waa tho eleventh descendant from Woden, by hi* son Wihthug, ibid, and Hunt. 316.
4 Hunt 316. Sax. Cbron. 29. The pacification ie mentioned bjr Flor. Wig. 233
and Matt. Weal. 217.
*
See before, p. 242.
9 Bede, lib. iii.
c. 6.
Oswald was Nepoa Edwini regia ex aorore Ache. ibid. Aa
be united Deira nod Bernicia, the Saxon elates formed, daring bin reign, aa
bexarchy.

—
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benign morality. He stood sponsor for Cynegils, who received
baptism. The nation followed the example of the king . 1
While Oswald was benefiting his age by a display of those
gentle virtues which above all others are fitted to meliorate
the human character, the Mercian king was preparing to
attack him. His invasion of Northumbria was fatal to the less
warlike Oswald, who fell at Oswestry in Shropshire, in the
thirty-eighth year of his age, and the ninth of his reign. Oswald
breathed his fast sigh in prayer for his friends.
As ferocious as he was daring and restless, Penda caused the
head and limbs of Oswald to be severed from his body, and exposed on stakes . 1 He proceeded through Northumbria with devastations, and finding himself unable to carry the royal city of
Bebbanburh by storm, he resolved to destroy it by fire. He demolished all the villages in its vicinity, and encompassing the
lace with a great quantity of the wood and thatch of the ruins,
Ee surrounded the city with flames. But the wind, which was
raising the fiery shower above the city walls, suddenly shifted.
The dement of destruction, most fatal to man, was driven back
from its expected prey on those who had let it loose, and the
sanguinary besiegers, in panic or in prudence, abandoned the
placed The Northumbrians afterwards made Oswy, the brother

^

11

of Oswald, their king.
Penda’s next warfare was against Wessex. Cenwalh, the son
of Cynegils, had offended him by repudiating his sister.
He invaded and expelled him; and Cenwalh was an
exile in Wessex for three years, before he could regain his

^

crown>
In the year after Oswald’s death, the victorious Penda turned
arms against East Anglia, then in a state of unambitious and
inoffensive tranquillity.
But this disposition only tempted the
ambition of the Mercian. In this country, Sigebcrt had succeeded the son of Redwald, whom at one time fearing, he had
fled into France for safety, and there became a Christian, and
attached himself to study. Attaining the crown of East Anglia,
he established that school in his dominions, which has not only
the distinction of being the first, after that at Canterbury, which
the Anglo-Saxons established to teach reading and the literature
to which it leads, but also of being supposed to have formed the
original germ of the University of Cambridge
Sigebert built

his

1

.

* Bede, lib. iii. e. 9.
Bede, lib. Hi. c. 7.
Bede, lib. it c. 19. Oewy, hie su ccessor, removed and interred them, ibid. But
the Suon Chronicler mention! that hie bands were at Bebbanburh in hie time, p.
SI. They were kept at relics,
i Bede, lib. iii. c. 16.
* Bede, lib.'iii. c. 7.
Flor. Wig. 937.
Bax. Chron. 33.
1
Bede’s aocoont it, that desiring to imitate wbat he had eeen well arranged in
Gaul, he instituted, with the help of Felix from Kent, a school in which yonth
1

Chat.
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a monastery ; and preferring devotion, letters, and tranquilhe resigned his crown to his kinsman Ecgric, who
was reigning in a part of East Anglia, assumed the tonsure, and
On Penda’s
retired into the monastery, which he had founded.
invasion, the East Anglians, fearful lest their reigning monarch
should be unequal to repel his superior numbers, drew Sigebert
by force from his monastery, and compelled him to head their
army, from a belief that it would prosper under the guidance of
He led them to the shock, but disclaiming all
so good a man.
weapons of destruction, he used only a wand of command. His
Both the
skill was excelled by the veteran ability of Penda.
East Anglian princes fell, and their army was dispersed."
The ambition and the success of Penda were not yet terminated.
In G54, he marched into East Anglia, against
Anna, the successor of Sigebert, and Ecgric, and destroyed him." His crime was unpardonable in the eyes of Penda.
He had hospitably received Cenwalch.®
In that warlike age, when every man was a soldier, no conPenda lived to exhibit
quest was permanent, no victor secure.
an instance of this truth. When Oswy assumed the government
of Bernicia on the death of Oswald, he placed Oswin, son of
Osric, the kinsman of the applauded Edwin, over Deira.
Oswin,
of a tall and graceful stature, distinguished himself for his humanity and generosity, but could not allay the jealousy of Oswy,
who soon became eager to destroy the image he had set up.
Oswin shrunk from a martial conflict, and concealed himself,
with one faithful soldier, Tondhcro, his foster-brother, in the
house of Earl Hunwald, his assured friend. This man betrayed
him to Oswy, and suffered him to be murdered.* Oswin had
given to his betrayer the possessions he enjoyed. The soldiers
of Oswv, 'whom he guided, entered the house in the night Tondhcre offered himself to their fury, to save his lord and friend but
had only the consolation to perish with liim.*
also

lity,

to state,

^

;

should be instructed in lelters. Felix five him teachers snd masters from Kent,
Dr. Smith has firen s copious essay on the question, whether thie
lib. iii. c. 18.
was the foundation of the University at Cambridge, and preceded that of Oxford
He considers himself to lists shown “ foliciter,” that the school of
in antiquity.
Sigebert was planted at Cambridge; but admits that the posterior account, which
Peter Bleseensis has left of JoflTrufs teaching near Cambridge, after the Norman
conquest, is so “objectio vslidusims," which can hardly be answered. On the
whole, he thinks, that if he has not identified the Cambridge University with the
school of Sigebert, he has at least shown, that the fables about Alfred's founding
Oxford are to be entirely rejected. App. No. 14, p. 731-740.
Bede, lib. iii. c. 10.
” Flor. Wig. 240.
Sax. Chron. 23. Anna was the son of Enl, of royal descent.
His brother Adclhere acceded on Anna's fall ; but in his second year was slain by
the army of Oswy. The third brother, Edewold, s pious prinee, succeeded. On
Hist. Elion. MSS. Colt. Lib.
his death, Adulpli, the son of Anns, was crowned.
Nero. A. 15; snd 1 Dugdalc, 88.
* Bede, lib. iii. cap. 18, end c. 7,
* Bede, lib. iii. e. 14.
iDufd.Mea.L333.
1
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Oswy was, however, destined to free the Anglo-Saxon octarchy
from Penda. When this aged tyrant was preparing to
ggg

invade his dominions, he sued long and earnestly for
eace in vain. At the age of eighty, the pagan chief, encouraged
Ey his preceding successes, still courted the chances and the
tumult of battle. Rejecting the negotiations repeatedly offered,
he hastened with the veterans whom he had long trained, to add
Oswy to the five monarchs whose funeral honours recorded him
as their destroyer. With trembling anxiety Oswy met him, with
his son Alfred, and a much inferior force
but the battle is not
always given to the strong, nor the race to the swift. Penda
had filled up the measure of his iniquities, and Providence released the country from a ruler, whose appetite for destruction
age could not diminish. He rushed into the battle with Oswy
confident of victory, but the issue was unexpectedly disastrous to
him. Penda, with thirty commanders perisned before the enemy,
whose greatest strength they had subdued, and whose present
feebleness they despised.
The plains of Yorkshire witnessed the
emancipation of England/ Oidilwald, the son of Oswald, was
with the forces of Penda, but not desirous to assist him. When
the battle began, he withdrew from the conflict, and waited
calmly for the event in a distant position. This secession may
have produced a panic among the troops of Penda, or by occupying the jealous attention of part of them, diminished the number
which acted against Oswy. The principal leaders of the Mercians fell in defending Penda, and the country happening to be
overflowed, more perished by the waters than by the sword.
By the death of Oswin the hexarchy returned ; by the death
of Penda, a pentarchy appeared; for the kingdom of Mercia
was so weakened by the result of this battle, that it fell immediately into the power of Oswy, who conquered also part of
Scotland.
Penda, during his life, had appointed one of his sons, Peada to
be king of that part of his dominions and conquests which were
called Middle Angles a youth of royal demeanour and great
merit.
Peada had visited Oswy in Northumbria, and solicited
his daughter, Alchfleda, in marriage.
To renounce his idols and
embrace Christianity, was made the condition of her hand. As his
father was such a determined supporter of the ancient Saxon superstition, and was of a character so stern, the princess must have
inspired her suitor with an ardent affection to have made him
balance on the subject. Peada submitted to hear the Christian
preachers ; and their throe great topics, the resurrection, the hope
of future immortality, and the promise of a heavenly kingdom,
;

;

vu

r 8«x. Chron. 33.
Bede, lib. iii. c. 34. Winvridfiold, near Leeds,
the theatre
of the conflict Camden, Gib. 711.— Bede does not explicitly inert that Peada had
number
forces,
of
bat that it waa ao reported.
three Horn the

; ;
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him to adopt the religion which revealed them. The
persuasions of Alfred, the eldest and intelligent brother of the
princess, who had married his sister Cyneburga, completed the
inclined

He decided to embrace Christianity, even though
impression.
Alchfleda should be refused to him. He was baptized with all
his earls and knights, who had attended him, and. with their
families, and took four priests home with him to instruct his
The Saxon mind appears to have then reached, that
people. 1
and judgment, which had become dissatisfied
irrational idolatry, and w as thus become fitted to receive

state of activity

with

r

its

the belief of Christianity, as soon as they were influenced to attend steadily to its interesting and enlightening truths. The exEvery day, many
ertions of the ecclesiastics were successful
Mercians, both nobles and laity, became converted.
The mind of Penda himself had seemed at last to lessen its
He allowed it to be
aversion to the new faith before his fall.
preached in his own dominions to those who chose to hear it

and he took a fair distinction on the subject. He permitted them
to believe, if they practised what they were taught He is stated
to have hated and despised those who adopted Christianity, but
did not perform its injunctions ; exclaiming that those miserable
creatures were worthy only of contempt, who would not obey
the God in whom they believed.
This important revolution of
opinions occurred to Mercia about two years before Penda’s
death/ His character was violent and ambitious, but his mind
was strong, decided, and of a superior energy. If literature and
Christianity had improved it, his talents would have placed him
high among the most applauded of the Anglo-Saxon kings.
Penda’s death led to the complete conversion of Mercia.
Oswy, after his victory, reigned three years over it, and gave to
his son-in-law Peada the sovereignty of the Southern Mercians,
whom the Trent divided from the Northern. To read that Mercia
beyond the Trent contained but seven thousand families, and in
its other part only five thousand," leads us to the opinfon, that its
successes under Penda had not arisen from the numbers of its
population, but rather from his great military abilities and powerful capacity.
From his reign it advanced with a steady and
rapid progress. Christianity spread through it with great celeIts two first bishops were Irishmen
rity after Penda’s death.
and the third, though bom an Angle, was educated in Ireland.
In the spring after his father's death, Peada was assassinated
at his Easter festival; and, with the report preserved by the
chroniclers, that it was from the treachery of his queen."
An*

Bede, lib. iiL e. 91. The momi of the four print* were Cidd, Adda, Betti, and
The three Aral were Angle*, the hit an Iriahman, ibid.
Bede, lib. iiL e. 91.
Bade, lib. iiL c. 94.
So Bede, e. 94 ; Bax. Cfcroo. 93; and Makaab. p. 27. It ia not aniaterastiag to

Dioma.
1

T
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it to the arts of
her mother, who was still a pagan.* It may have arisen from the
resentments of those who lamented the fall of the ancient idolatry,
which Peada had first subverted in Mercia. He had laid the
foundation of the celebrated monastery at Peterborough before
he fell, which his brother completed. 1
The chieftains of Mercia had submitted to the Northumbrian
king with an impatient reluctance. They concealed Wulfhere,
another of Penda’s children, among themselves, till a fit occasion
arose of using his name and rights and after Peada’s death,
three of them placed Wolf here at their head, assembled in arms,
disclaimed the authority of Oswy, expelled his officers, and made
their young leader their king.
They succeeded in establishing
the independence of their country.*
Wessex now began to emerge into activity and power. Her
king, Cenwalch, defeated the Britons, who had imagined,
that, after his defeat by Penda, he would prove an easy
conquest.* Pen in Somersetshire was the place 01 their conflict:
the Britons attacked with an impetuosity that was at first successful, but at length were defeated, and chased, with a slaughter
from which they never recovered, to Pedridan on the Parrett/
This locality would seem to intimate, that it was the Britons of
Cornwall and Devonshire who had principally invaded. Animated
by this success, Cenwalch sought to revenge on Mercia and
Wulfhere the disgrace which he had suffered from his father.
struggle ensued, in which, after some reverses, the Mercians
prevailed, and part of Wessex was subjected to the authority of

other tradition, but of slender authority, ascribes

:

A

the

Mercian king. b

read how characteristically an ancient monk expresses the incident. M The enemy
of tho human race inatigated against him that nature, by which he deprived ua of
the joya of Paradise; to wit, his wife Alfleda, who betrayed and slew him." Hug.
Cand. p. 4. The Norman Rhimed Chronicle also ascribes the crime to the queen

Aided

Ke ele

engine taunt doluersment,
aun barun tuat par graunt traisement
Ed. Sparke, 943.

la reine

" Speed quotes Rob. Swapham to this effect, but I have not met with the passage.
Regiater of Peterborough, Ap. Dugd. i. p. 63, uses the phrase, indigna et immature morte, without designating the person, whom Ingulf also omits. Huntingdon
boa merely, ipsoocciao, p. 317.
* Chron. Pet rib. p. 1. It waa called Medeehamatede, because there was a well
there named Medea-wel Sax. Chron. 33.
* Bede, lib. iii. c. 94.
Huntingdon, lib. U. p. 317, et frets eat super progeniem Bruti plage insanebilia

The

in die
*

ilia.

*£t

Ib.

peraeeuti aunt eos usque ad

locum qui Pedervdan nuncupatur." Elhelwerd,

fr^-Sothc 8axon Chrooicle, by geflyrode olh Pedridan, p. 39.— There ia a place
OmBi Parrel, in Somersetshire, the entrance of which waa called Pedridan moth,

pH|the Aher Perydden of Golyddan.

MBfcvJRn*. 916.—The issue of thia battle has been differently stated. Ethelweii; 89VPMfcea Cenwalch take Wolfbcre prisoner at jEseesdim, or Aston, near

Chap.
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period restored Christianity, through the inSigeberht its king came frequently into
Northumbria, and Oswy used to reason with him, that those
things could not be gods which the hands of men had made ; that
wood and stone could not be the materials of which Deity subsisted : these were destroyed by the axe and by fire, or were
As Sigeberht admitted
often subjected to the vilest occasions.
these obvious truths, Oswy described the real subject of human
worship to be, that Eternal and Almighty Being, to us invisible,
and in majesty incomprehensible ; yet who had deigned to create
the heavens, and the earth, and the human race ; who governs
what he framed, and will judge the world with parental equity.
His everlasting scat was not in perishing metals, but in the
heavens ; in those regions where he had promised to give endless
recompense to those who would study and do the will of their
Lord and Maker. The frequent discussion of these topics at
length conquered the resisting minds of Sigeberht and his friends.
After consulting together, they abandoned their idolatry; and the
king adopted the Christian faith as the religion of Essex.®
Sussex embraced the opportunity of Ccnwalch’s exile to terminate its subordination to Wessex.
In 045 Penda had expelled
strumentality of

this

Oswy.

Cenwalch from Wessex; and in 048 we find Edilwalch commencing his reign as king of Sussex.* He submitted to the predominance and courted the friendship of Wulfhere; and in 061
1

received the Isle of Wight, and the Meanwara district in Hampshire, part of the spoils of Wessex, from the bounty of his conSussex at this period contained seven thousand families,
queror.
but remained attached to its idol worship.
But Wulfhere persuaded Edilwald to be baptized ; and by the exertions of Wilfrid,
the bishop most distinguished in his day, the little kingdom, about
A. D. 688, exchanged its paganism for Christianity.* Essex also
submitted afterwards to Wulfhere/ who became now the most

—

Wallingford, in Borks. The Saxon Chronicle, 39, and FI or, Wigorn. 941, aa far at
they express themselves, imply (ho contrary. Malrasb. says, the Mercian was at
first gravitur afflictue br the loss, but afterwards avenged hi mac lf, p. 27.—
The expressions of Bede, that Wulfhere gate the Isle of Wight and a province in West
Saxony to the king of Sussex in one part of his life, lib. iv. c. 13, and that Conwaleb
during Wulf hare's life, was grsviaaimis rwni sui damnis ampiasime ab hotfibua ad*
flictos, lib. iii. c. 7, fully countenance the idea, that if Cenwalch at first prevailed,
the
ultimate triumphs were enjoyed by Wulfhere.
c Bede, lib. iii. c. 29.
This was in 653.
d MaU. West
p. 994, mentions the expulsion of Cenwalch.
So Floren. Win. n,
937.
In 648 the exiled monarch returned. Flor. Wig. 23&— 1 q 661, Malt WmL.
plecoa the 1 3th year of Aelhdwald's reign an Suaoex, p. 939.
• Bede, lib. iv. c.
13. Sax. Chron. p. 39.
The annotator oo Bede remarks, that
the memorial of this province remains still in the names of the hundreds
of Mmim.
is sl
sen, Westmesn, and Mansbridge, Smith's Beds, a 155.
lib. iii. c. 30.
Hugo Candidas names Stgber as the kino of B
|l
dead by Wulfhere. Corn*. Bora. Hbt p. 7 sod eU-Thia is a
reigned witk Sebbi in Essex at this period. That So
was also in

—

—
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important of the Anglo-Saxon sovereigns, though he is not mentioned with the title of Bretwalda, which seems to have been discontinued after this period.
Perhaps the conjecture on this
dignity which would come nearest the truth, would be, that it
was the walda or ruler of the Saxon kingdoms against the
Britons, while the latter maintained the struggle for the possession of the country ; a species of Agamemnon against the general
enemy, not a title of dignity or power against each other. If so,
it would be but the war-king of the Saxons in Bri tain, against its
native chiefs.
Oswy is ranked by Bede, the seventh, as Oswald had been the
sixth, of the kings who preponderated in the Anglo07Q
Saxon octarchy.* He died in this year.1* His greatest
action was the deliverance of the Anglo-Saxons from the oppressions of Pcnda ; he also subdued the Piets and Scots ; but the
fate of the amiable Oswin, whom he destroyed, shades his
memory with a cloud. Alfred, his eldest son, who had assisted
to gain the laurels of his fame in the field of Winwid, was rejected from the succession, for his illegitimacy, and the younger
Ccgfrid was placed over the united kingdoms of Northumbrian
On the death of Cenwalch, his widow, Saxburga, assumed the
ceP t re of Wessex. She wielded it with courage and
?
672.
intelligence ; she augmented her army with new levies,
and encouraged her veterans. The submissive were rewarded
by her clemency ; to the enemy a firm countenance was displayed;11 but the proud barbarians of Wessex disdained even a
government of wisdom in the form of a woman and for ten
years the nobles shared the government In the first part of this
interval, ASscuin, son of Cenfusus, a prevailing noble, de074
scended from Cerdic, is mentioned to have ruled.™ He
1

.

Wulfhere, appear. from a charier in the register of Chertaey Abbey, in which
FrilhwaM, the founder, atylea himself “ Provincial Surrianoruaa sabreg ulua regia
Wlfarii Mercianorum." This waa in 666. MSS. Cotton. Lib. Vital A. 13. Thia

Frtthwald ii called king.
* Bede, lib. ii. c. 5.
Sex. Chron. p. 7.
* Sex. Chron. 40. Chron. Abb. Petri de Burgo, p. 2.
* If Oewin’e character has
not been too favourably drnwn, hie death wee e great
loee to hie contemporaries.
Hie tall and handeomo pereon wee adorned by e dispoeition (infrequent in hie ajn; effatu jueundus, moribus civilia, omnibus menu Jareue.
refum homilimus, emabilis omnibus. Flor. Wig. 337. To the same purport Bede,
lib. iii. c.

14,

and Matt West 334.

Reprobato notho— faction* optimstum quimouam eenior. Malma. 30, 21.—
EegIVid had resided ae a hostage with the Mercian queen at the time uf Penda's
1

All.

Bede,

k

Malma.

lib. iii. e.

94.

Bhe reigned for one year. Sex. Chron. 41.
“ Indignanlibua regni megnelibue ex poise eat e regno,
nolentibua sob sexu
JWmineo milUaro." Mitt West. 336.
* There is a seeming oentredietkm on this point between Bede end the Saxon
14.

1

Bede, lib. in. e. 19, saya, that after Cen waieh's death, acceperunt sobretxgnotn gentia, et dWitum inter ae tenoenmt ennie circiter deoem. Flor.
Wif. 346, mentions this pew age, but mentiooe a Wo tbe opposite eeeouot of the

Chronicle.
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a powerful force against Wulfhcre, the king of Mercies a
which the mutual destruction was more conspicuous
than the decision* ensued at Bcdwin in Wilts. It is worth our

led

battle, in

while, says the moralizing historian, to observe how contemptible
arc the glorious wars and noble achievements of the great Both
these contending kings, whose vanity and pomp hurled thousands
of their fellow-creatures to tlicir graves, scarcely survived the
battle a year.”
Within a few months Wulfhcre died of a natural
disease ; and in 070 ASscuin followed.
Kent win is denominated
his successor;* and Ethelred, the surviving son of Pond a, acceded to the crown of Mercia, and ravaged Kent?
Ecgfrid, who was governing in Northumbria, had repulsed,
with great slaughter, an invasion of the Piets. Their genera),
Bernhaeth, fell, and the corses of his followers stopped die current of the river which flowed near the scene of ruin.*
In 070

Ecgfrid invaded Mercia, though Ethelred had married his

sister.

The Mercians met him on the Trent, and, in tlie first battle, his
More calamitous warfare impended from
brother A^lfuin fell.
the exasperation of the combatants, when the aged Theodore
interposed. His function of archbishop derive*! now weight from
he established n pacification between the reA pecuniary mulct compensated for the fate
of jElfuin, and the retaliation in human blood was prevented/
A destructive pestilence liegaii to snread through Britain, from
regions, and equally
its southern provinces to the nortnern
The calamity extended to Wales, and
afflicted Ireland in 604/
many of the natives emigrated to Bretagne. Cad w a lady r, the
son of Cadwallon, accompanied them. He was kindly received
by one of the Breton kings, and partook of his hospitality, till
devotion or an aversion to the military vicissitudes of the day,
induced him to abandon his royal dignity in Wales, and to visit
Home. He was the last of the Cymry who pretended to the
sovereignty of the island. 1
his character, and
lated combatants.

AMn

The 8uon Chronicle, after Stxbarn'f rear, place*
in
674, and Kanlwin in 676, both within the ten year* of Bade, p. 41, 44. I eennol
the
evidence
waa
reject
born at thia time. Per ha pa JEaeuio and Kent,
of Bede, who
win were the moot pow erful of the nobles, and being of the me* of Cerdic, enjoyed
the supremacy.
lu'i charter authefitiealaa Kent win 'a reign. Bee it in MaJmoh.
de Ant. Cleat. 3 Gale, 31 1. Alfred, in hie hronological Fragment, inserted in hie
Bade, mention both jEecoin and Kent win. Walker *a Elfrad. Mag. Appu p. Jt9.
* Bax. Cbroo. 44.
1 H. Hooting, p. 318.
feMetra, 837.
Bax. Cbron. 45.
Bax. Chron. 44. The Chronieon of Peterborongh da tea the fcneaeioo of Kent in
677, p. 3.
s MalmsK Gael. Pontif lib. tea.
Eddioe fill# two riaete with the
p, 361*
eter which the eiclove named ** eiceia pedtbne.*' Vit. Wiif. c. 13, p. il, od. Gale.
*
Bede, lib. ir. c. 31. Malmab. 90. 38. Sax. Chum. 44. EcgfHd Imd aoneaared
Ieneohuhira from Welfhere ha4bra Etbekrad’a accession, Bade, UK ii*a. 13.
* Bade, li h. tii. c. 27.
1 Jeffry, Brit
Hid. lih nL
17, 18. Thia work end the BrsL Tyeifln and Brat*
G. Ah Arthar and hat, Tha death of Cadwaladyr is tba
t
iha of thoea
Anglia Chronic*.
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When Cadwaladyr died at Rome, Alan, the king of Bretagne,
sent his son Ivor, and his nephew, Inyr, with a powerful fleet, to
regain the crown which Cadwaladyr had abandoned or lost
Ivor was at first so successful, that he defeated the Saxons, and
0^ took Cornwall, Devonshire, and Somersetshire. But. Kentwin met him with the West Saxon power, and, chasing
him to the sea, again disappointed the hopes of Cymry.® Rodri
Maelwynawc assumed the pennaduriaeth, or sovereignty of
00Q
the Cymry, on Ivor’s departure for Rome/
The restless Ecgfrid soon turned his arms upon Ireland. This
nation, although by some of its tribes occasionally at va00^
riance with the Welsh, had always continued in strict aimity
with the English ; w but this peaceful forbearance was no protection from the avarice of power.
Their country was miserably
ravaged by Boerht, the Northumbrian general; the lands of
Bregh were plundered, and many churches and monasteries
were destroyed. The islanders defended their domestic lairs
with valour, and the Angles retreated.
It is at this period that Ireland appears to have been conspicuous for the literature of some of her monastic seminaries. Bede
states, that many of the noble and middle classes of the English
left their country, and went to Ireland, either to study the Scriptures or to pass a more virtuous life. Some connected themselves
with the monasteries, and preferred passing from the abode of
one master to that of another, applying themselves to reading.
The Irish received them all most hospitably, supplied them
which contain the Tabled history of Arthur and hia predecessors
and they dose analogously to their general character Tor the voice of an angel is
made uae of to deter Cadwaladyr from returning to Britain. The reason added

British Chronicles,

;

for the celestial interference

because the Deity did not choose that tlie Britons
should reign in the island before the time predicted by Merlin. The same voice
ordered him lo Rome, and promised that his countrymen should, from the merit of
their faith, again recover the island, when the lime foretold was arrived!!
Jeffry,
lib. xii. c. 17.
Brut. Tys. and Brut. Arih. p. 386.
n BruL v Saeson and the BruL
y Ty wsoglon, p. 468-470. Sax. Chron, 45. Wynne’s
History or Wales is not a translation of Cara doe. It is composed from hia work,
with many additions badly put together.
? Brut
y Tvwya, p. 471. Dr. Owen’s biographical notice of Cadwalady r may be
read aa a good summary of the chief incidents that concern this celebrated Welsh
prince.
Cadwaladyr, son of Cadwallon ab Cadwan, succeeded to the nominal sovereignty of Britain, in the year 660. Disheartened at the progress of the Saxons, he
went to Rome in 686, and died in 703. With him the title of king of the Britons
ceased, and such parts as were not conquered by the Saxons were governed by difl
ferent chiefs, aa Stralclyde, Cornwall, and Wales. In the Triads he is styled one of the
throe princes who wore the golden bands, being emblems of supreme authority, which
were worn round the neck, arms, and knees. He was also called one of the three
b lea ted kings, on account of the protection and support afforded by him to the fugitive Christiana, who were dispossessed by the Saxons.
There is a church dedicated
to him in Moos, and another in Denbighshire.
Camb. Biog. p. 34.
• Bade chart cteriaaa the Iriah as a people innoxiam et natieni Angloruvn semper
amioimimam, lib. iv. e. 26. Malms bury describes them aa a M genua hominuvn innocent, gen ulna simplicitatc, nil unqoam mali rooliena,” p. 20.

—

is,
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with food without any recompense, and gave them books to read,

and gratuitous

tuition.

1

In the next year, Ecgfrid invaded the Piets with the same
purpose of depredation ; out a feigned flight of the natives seduced him into a defile. At Drumncchtun the fierce assault of
patriotism was made, and Ecgfrid perished with most of his

The body

of Ecgfrid was taken to Icolmkill, or the
of Sl Columha, and buried there.*
This disastrous expedition humbled the jhjwit of Northumbria.*
The Irish and Scotch immediately disclaimed its predominance,
and some of the Welsh princes obtained their independence. This
kingdom, which in the hands of Ethclfrid. Edwin, and Oswy, had
menaced the others w ith subjection, was formidable to its contemporaries no more.
The kings of Wessex and Mercia obscured
it by their superior power, and it precipitated its own fall bv
incessant usurpations and civil wars.*
troops.*

celebrated

isle

Bede, lib. in. r. 27.
He menlinoe two of theee monaat erica by Mine, Paegnaleech end Rathmelaigi. I'hc studies pursued in Ireland about this time are implied
rather than expressed, in the tumid and not eaaily comprehensible epiatleof Aldbchu,
to be (he feomcirieal and grammatical art*, logic, rhetoric, and the Bcriplurcs.
I
can hardly guess what he merns by hid ** bis (ernaeque oiniaaa* physic* arlif machinas” U»h. tty II. p. 39.
f Dedc, lib. iv. c. 96.
The annala of t Mater lima mention bis death ** Battle of
Drumncchtan, on the 20ih May. where Ecgfrcd M*Offa waa killed with a vast number of hia men. He burnt Tuls-aman Ihnnnlla." Ant. Celt. Nor. p. 59.
:

*

the

Bun. Dun.,

p. 5, call*

Drumncehtan of the

the place of battle Nechloneamere, which correspond* with
Iriali

Chronicle.

Thiricin yeera afterward*, llrorht, endeavouring to rrvenge the calamity by
another invaaion, also prrialied, Bede, lib. v. p. iM. Ann. IMst 59. Bax. t’brott. 49.
*

—

Iluniing. 397.

Bede remark* the fines angualiore* of Northumbria after Ecpfrid, lib. If. e. 96.
Four of them
]l i* about Una time that the authentic ehronirlr* of the Wclah begin.
are printed in (lie Wcl*h A re ha mingy, vol. ii. The Brul.y Tywysogion brginawith
the year CHI I, and end* about 12H0, p. 390-467. Tina i* printed from the Red
Book of Hergcwt The Brut y Haeaon, which ia in the Cotton Library, begins, after
a abort introduction, in 683, and in 1 197. Another copy of the Brut y Tywyoog ion,
printed from MBS. in Wale*, begin* 660, and end* 1196. Homo extract* arc also
printed from another Chromrle, called from the name of a former transcriber, Brnt
Jeuan Brerhfa, beginning 686. These last three Chronicle* oecopy from p. 468 to
Tl*fc Chronicles refer to Caradoc of Llancarran, who lived in the twelfth
p. 589.
eentuary, aa their author. Aa they contain fact* and dale* not always the same in
nil, it ia not probable that Ctndoc wrote them all.
Their variations seem to have
arisen from the imitations or additions of lie ancient transcriber*, who have brought
them down below the limee of Caradoc. Their general character ia that of plain
•imple chronicle*, in an bumble, a nice* style, but seldom correct in their ehrotwlofy.
They scarcely over agree with the Saxon dale*.
*
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IX.

Reign of Alfred of Northumbria and his Successors.—History of Wessex
the Death of Ina.

to

The

important improvements, which always occur to a nation,
^en * ts sovere ig n 13 attached to literature, give pe684—728
culiar consequence to the reign of Alfred, who succeeded his brother Ecgfrid in Northumbria. He was the eldest, but
not the legitimate, son of Oswy, and was therefore prevented by
the nobles of his country from ascending the throne, to which
they elected his younger brother. This exclusion kept him several years from the royal dignity, but was beneficial both to his
understanding and his heart. His name alone would interest us,
as the precursor of the greater sovereign, his namesake ; but the
similarity of his intellectual taste and temper, with the pursuits
and sentiments of the celebrated Alfred of Wessex, makes his
character still more interesting.
cannot avoid remembering
the lives and pursuits of those eminent men whose names we may
happen to hear j and as Alfred of Northumbria appears in Bede
as the first literary king among the Anglo-Saxons, we may reasonably suppose, that his example and reputation had no small
influence, in suggesting the love of study, and exerting the emulation of the distinguished son of Ethelwulf.
Alfred, of Northumbria, whom Eddius distinguishes by the
epithet of the most wise, had been educated by the celebrated
Wilfrid.*
Ho had governed Dcira under his father Oswy, and
had contributed to the defeat of Penda. He had cultivated a
friendship with Pcada, and had married his sister ; and by inspiring Pcada with a favourable impression of Christianity, had
occasioned its establishment in Mcrcia. b
Rejected by the great from the crown of his father, he did not
attempt to raise the sword of military competition against his
brother he submitted to the decision of the Northumbrian Witena,
and retired contentedly to a private life. Learned ecclesiastics
from Ireland had given to his father and country what intellectual
information they nad acquired. The larger tuition of Wilfrid,

w

We

:

* Bede, lib. iii. c. 95.
He remunerated hit preceptor by a bishopric, in. the second
year of hia reign. Ibid. lib. . c. 19. Eddius Vit Wilf. c. 43. The Sason MS. in
ihe Cotton Library, Veep. D. 14. p 139, spells the name Alfred. Bede calla him

—

—

Alfridoe.
* Bede, lib. iii. c. 91. c. 94.
implies, c. 95.

So Bede

He

reigned under his father.

— Eddius,

c. 7. c.

10.

;
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who had

visited

Rome, and

25?

studied in France/ had inspired

him

with a fondness for knowledge which now became his happiness.
He devoted himself to piety and literature, and voluntarily retired
For
into Ireland, that he might pursue his unambitious studies. 4
fifteen years he enjoyed a life of philosophic tranquillity and progressive improvement.
The books reserved by the Christians
engrossed so much of his attention, that one of the epithets applied
to nim was, M most learned in the Scriptures.’*
He exhibited to the world this example of contented privacy
till
the death of Ecgfrid raised him to the throne without a
crime. The catastrophe of his brother had taught most impressively the folly of military ambition, and the national as well
as personal comforts of the peaceful and intellectual virtues. He
governed the kingdom, to which he was now invited, with the
same virtue with which he had resigned it; he derived his
happiness from the quiet and enjoyments of his people/ lie
encouraged literature, received with kindness the Asiatic travels
of Arcnulfus, who had visited Greece, Syria, and Egypt, and
which had been written by Adnmnan, liberally rewaraod the
author, and by his bounty caused the conqiosition to be imparted
to others.*

The love of Alfred for knowledge became known beyond the
precincts of Northumbria, and attracted the attention of the
celebrated Aldhclm.
The subjects chosen by tlie West-Saxon
scholar, for the entertainment of the king, show the extent of the
41
royal attainments.
On the number seven; collections from the
flowers of the Bible, and the tenets of philosophers ; on the
nature of insensible things ; and on the prosody and metre of
poetry/*
c

Brdc, lib. iii. c- 25.
In intulti Scotortim ob stadium liters rum riulibil—ia reg ionibut Bootorocn
leclioni oprrtm dtbtl
pirn lie* spontaneura ptttui cxiliom."
ipM ob amorem
Ifellc Viu 8. Cudbercti, c. 24.
" In Hybemitm tea ri
a indignations weewnl,
ibi cl ab odio yrrmini tntus, et mips olio liierit imbutus, omni pliilooophi* oompoauermt enimum.*' Mslmsbury, 21. Viro undccumqua docliaaimo. Bode, Hiat
lib. v. c. 12Res aapientissimus. Eddies ViL Wilf. c. 43. The vim king of the
d

**

—

Annala

m

—

—

Haioni

u

—

—

Ulster, p. 60.

Bede, llist. AbbaL Wiremuth. p. 300.— A leu in dceeribee him thus: Qui eeeria
fuerat studiis imbutus ab annia vUlis priira. valido sermooo sophist* ecer el inpnio,
idem res aimul ilqoe msgiater. De Pont. 718.
1 M
Per decern et norem anno* aumme pace et ftndio proviiteie prefbft z nihil
unquam prefer in peraeculiowc mag nt Wilfridi quod tivor edas difne carpere posset
edmiilena.**
Malms. 21
Alcuin. p. T23.
f Brde, lib. ». e. 15.
Bede calls the book De fuci* eanetie mottse ut illinium.
Arcuulfas surrrved Jerusalem, Palestine, Damascus, Constantinople, Alexandria,
end the Archipelago. Returning home he waa driven b e tempest on Britain
•

.

j

Adsmnaa

received him, listened eagerly lo his conversations, end immediately committed them to writing
Bede, ibid. This work of Adamoen is apod Ms billon.
Act. Ben. fiec iii. pert ii. p. 502. Thera is a tract of Bede, De lode metis, taken
vltia
from
of Ad am nan, printed p. 315, of Bmith's edition.
» MsUh
Pontif. p. 343.
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Yet, though attached to the studies of the clergy, he was not
He had made his early
undiscriminating instrument
instructor, Wilfrid, a bishop ; but when, in his opinion, that

their

was unduly

prelate

pressing points,

however conscientiously,

he remained immovable in what he
thought was right, and Wilfrid quitted his dominions.
cannot now fairly judge of the subjects of their difference.
They were on ecclesiastical privileges ; but as Wilfrid, though
an able man, was of an ambitious character, inclining to turbulence, and fond of domination, it is probable that Alfred was
not unduly maintaining the fair liberty of his own judgment
The value of perseverance in any opinion depends upon its
wisdom; but the principle, in men of his character, is always
that of well-meaning rectitude.
The pope, John V II., afterwards interfered, by a letter to

which he disapproved

of,

1

We

And Wilfrid, from the Mercian
Alfred, rather dictatorial^
court, to which he had retired, sent an abbot and another with
Alfred at first
the pope’s letters and his further expostulations.
received them austerely. His manner was afterwards softened,
but his purpose continued firm. His final answer was courteous,
but decisive.
44
Ask of me whatever things are
venerable brothers :
necessary to your comfort, and I will grant them, as proofs of
my great respect for vou ; but from this day make no solicitaWhat my royal predecestions in behalf of Wilfrid your lord.
sors, and the archbishop sent formerly from Rome, with almost
all the prelates of Britain, thought fit to order, I will never
change, while I live ; whatever writings you may bring me from
the apostolic seat, as you choose to call it.” k
Alfred adhered with temperate firmnesss to his determination.
The urgencies of the pope and Wilfrid could not shake it. He
reigned over the province, which his knowledge enlightened, and
his virtues cherished, for nineteen years.
Sickness then fell
upon him. In his last hours he was disturbed by the apprehension that he might have acted wrong in resisting the applications of the pope and prelate; but his speech failed him for
several days before his death.
When he expired, one Eadwulf
assumed the sceptre, to whom Wilfrid began a journey with
hopes of a friendly reception ; but Eadwulf sent him this mes44
sage
1 swear, by my salvation, that unless he depart in six
days from iny kingdom, both he and all that I find with him
shall perish.” Wilfrid stopped his progress ; but he had with him
the effective means of retorting the menace. Osred, the son of

—

My

k

coon Vit Wilf.
See Eddio*,
see
81.
Lc. 61.
.

c.

438fe*

It

e.

44-46.

was addressed

also to Ethelrod of Mercia.
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Alfred, had joined him, and in two months was established in
Northumbria, and Eadwulf expelled.
The effect of Alfred’s reign and hahits in this province became
visible in Ceolwulf, who soon succeeded to his throne.
This
prince, who acceded in 731, was the patron to whom Bede
1

addressed his ecclesiastical history of the English nation. In
the dedication, tlie venerable father of the Anglo-Saxon learning
says, that it was this king’s delight not only to hear the Scriptures read, but to lie well acquainted with ihe deeds and sayings
of his illustrious predecessors. From this feeling he had desired
Bede to compose his history. But the flame, which Alfred had
kindled in his dominions, was soon afterw ards quenched there
by the sanguinary civil contests that succeeded. It Intrat, however, with a cheering influence in the otlier provinces of the
octarchy.
Bede and Alcuin n»ay be considered as two of the
valuable minds which it had excited.
In the year of Ecgfrid’s destruction, (Vadw'ulla tiegan to
contend for the throne of Wessex: he was descended from
Terdic, through Ceawlin and his son < \ilha.“
His youth was of
great promise*, and he suffered no opportunity of exerting hit

w arlike talents to occur
try by the- factious chiefs

Banished from his counit, he was assiduous to
assemble from it a military force, and lie succeeded in drawing
In Sclsrv he obtained
the youth of Wessex to Ins standard.
money and horses from Wilfrid, the bishop,* and directed his first
onset on the king of Sussex, whom he surprised and destroyed,
and whose kingdom lie desolated. Tin* royal generals, who hod
been warring in Kent, returned, mal exjiclled the invader,* who
i>r<»fil<*d
by his expulsion to secure to himself flic crown of
Wessex. This accession of strength lie wielded triumphantly
against Sussex, which lost its defenders, and yielded tc * tlio fortune
of his arms.* (Vad walla also captured tlie Isle of Wight; but
unimproved.

who gmcnicd

11

stained his pro«|XTity with cruelty/
For two years, C cad walla and his brother Mollo plundered

Kent, which had been harassed by Sussex, and weakened
by incapable rulers/ Tlie natives viewed the spoilers for
*

Eddiui

“8n.

c.

57.

Milmibury, in hii Life of Aldhelm, p. II. Wharton** Anr.
appointed (Wvalli
Sac. 2, or 3 fjiie, 346. *ajr* that Ivrnl wm, morbo ct eemo
hi* ittMCMor ; but •« Kcnlrio ooly reigned nine year*, tho addition of Minio gratis
can hardljf be correct.
• Mslmsb. Da
Pootif. lib. iiL pi 265.
Milmikury, p. 14.
9 Bede, lib. iv, c. 15.
Flor, Wig. p. 255.
* Bede, ib
Uaaid by Bode
Flor. Wig. 255. I«*nghom Chron. 241, 942.
to have contained the land of 7000 umilio, lib. ir. c. 13.
* During ihi* conquest
be formed tho inhuman project of dentroying lie inhabitants, and of repeopling it from bia own province.
Bede, lib. iv. e. 15.
* Homing, lib. iv.
p, 335. Malms bury mention# the civil ware, which also iffiietod
Kent, tib. t. p. 1 1. In the preceding year, paatilantlA depopulate eat Britannia. Chron.
Chron. 45

Got

Bums

Path da Borgo,

p. 4.
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Town after town was
fruitless indignation.
Rousing themselves at lost, the men of Kent collected
into a competent body, and attacked them with auspicious valour.
Mollo, witn twelve soldiers, was surprised in a cottage. The
invaded people brutally surrounded them with flames, and they

some time with
ravaged.

were reduced

to ashes. 1

In obeying the impulse of a headlong wrath, the Kentish men
forgot that cruelty makes even the injured odious, and justifies
punishment; it much oftener stimulates revenge than deters it
The brother of Mollo was on the throne of Wessex, and in the
following year spread a torrent of vindictive calamities through

Kent, which

it

mourned

in all its districts. 11

The Roman missionaries and the ecclesiastics whom they educated, had not only succeeded in establishing Christianity in
England, but they raised so strong a feeling of piety in some of
its Anglo-Saxon sovereigns, as to lead them to renounce the
world.
It was not only the widowed queen of Edwin, who gave
the first precedent of an Anglo-Saxon lady of that rank taxing
the veil
nor Oswv devoting his daughter Elflcda to a convcnt, w who exhibited this religious zeal ; but several of the sovereigns themselves, from its impulse, abandoned their thrones.
Thus, in 088, Ceadwalla travelled to Rome as on a pilgrimage
of piety, where he was baptized by the poj>e, and died, before he
was thirty, in the following week.* Thus also some years afterwards, in 700, two other Anglo-Saxon kings, Ccnrcd of Mercia,
and Offn of Essex, probably atlcctcd by the example Ceadwalla,
quitted that dignity which so many myriads covet, went to Rome,
and liccame monks there.* And thus, also, at no long interval, a
greater sovereign than either, Ina of Wessex, obeyed the same
impression, took the same journey, and found his grave in tfcfc
same venerated city. Ofia is described as a most amiable
who was induced to abdicate his power from the purest motives
of devotion.
It is remarked by an old chronicler, that the
examples of these two kings produced a thousand imitations.*
Ina succeeded Ceadwalla in Wessex. He was the son of Ccnred, who was the nephew of ( yncgils/
His father was
qqq
living at the period ol his accession.
The Saxon octarchy, amidst nil its vicissitudes, presented in
one province or the other an uninterrupted succession of great
1

8m. Cbron. p. 46. Huntingdon, p. 336. W. Thorn, in bin
p. 11.
the catastrophe at Canterbury, p. 1770, i Script.
Sale Citron. 46.
Hunting. 336.
* Smith**
w Bede, lib. iii. c.
Bede, p. 101, nefto*
39.
Baa. Chron. 46.
Bede, lib ?. c. 7.
Sergius *a?c him the namo of Peter. An
epitaph in Latin verse was inscribed on his tomb, which Bede
quotes.
* Bede. lib. ?. c. 19.
» Hunt. 337.
* Sax. Cbroa. 47.
Bede, lib . c 7.
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From

Hengist to Egbert, talents were never wanting on
The direction of the royal
the Anglo-Saxon thrones.
capacity varied ; in some kings valour, in others military conduct ; in some pietv, in some learning, in some legislative wisdom,
predominated. The result was, that tin? Anglo-Saxons, though
fluctuating in the prosperity of their several districts, yet, considered as a nation, went on rapidly improving in civilization and

men.

some of

power.

Much of the fame of Ina has t>con gained bv his legislation. Ho
published a collection of laws which yet remains, k and he deserves
the gratitude of mankind in common with every other law-giver.
Whoever applies himself to mark tlie useful limits of human action, to set boundaries to individual selfishness, to establish the
provisions of justice in defence of the weak or injured, and to
rescue the criminal from punishments of caprice or favour, is a
character entitled to the veneration of munkind. A declamation
against laws is a satire upon wisdom tlie most benevolent.
Laws must |inrtakc of the ignorance and spirit of the age which
gave them birth. An Ina must legislate as nil Ina, and for tlie
(icople of an Ina.
If the subsequent improvements of mankind
discover that prior regulations have been defective, succeeding
legislators w ill correct those provisions, which the progress of
What they may devise,
society has made obsolete or iinpro|»er.
their |*osterity, who will have changed into new beings, may
mould into a filter correspondence with their own necessities;
hut to alMilish all laws, liecause laws are not all jierfect, would lie
to unchain tin* tiger passions of mankind, and to convert society
into au African desert, or a (Vtherean brothel.
The wrath of the West Saxons for the fate of Moilo had not
relented.
With inhumanity, as great as that which they
professed to chastise?, they continued to desolate Kent
At
length, their hostilities were appeased by the homicidal mulct of
thirty thousand marks of gold/
Wihtred, from the line of EthclIs’ii, had obtaim?d the crown of Kent, and terminated the miseries w hich the people had suffered from die invasion and a turbulent

interregnum

.

4

The Mercian nobility displayed the ferocity of the age, in destroying Ostrida, the wife of Elhclrcd, their reigning king/ The
cause of her fate is not known. The reason adduced by Langk Wilkins's

Legs* Hsroaiev, p. 14-27. The Aral psrsfTsph of these announces
Ccnred as one of the counsellors to whose advice he promulgated them.
* Rss. Chron.
Mslmsbory, 14. Others make the dormant smaller ; as
47, 48.
Poly chrooicon, p. 243. 3000 pounds; Flor. Wif. p. 200, 3730 pounds.
Wihtred,
unable to resist Ins, proposed the espialory hoe. If on lined. 337.
4 fes. Chron. 4a
HunUngd 337.
• Bede.
lib. V. e. oh.
flat. Chron. 49.
Flor. Wif. 290.
Matt West 930. fthe
*****
Eeffrid, and dauf btsr of Oswjr. I dse rvs her name eifned to a char*
tor of Peterborooffc non arts ry in 000.
I Dufd. Monast 97.
i%o Ortrich ref ina
ubrlrcdL
his father

WM
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horn/ that her

sister had murdered Peada, is unlikely, because
event had occurred near forty years before. Ethelred exhibited another instance of the spirit of religion among the
Anglo-Saxon kings. He voluntarily descended from the
throne, to become monk and abbot of Bardney ;* be was
succeeded by his nephew, Cenred. h
Osred, the son of Alfred, and but eight years old at his father’s
death, had been besieged by the usurper Eadulf already noticed,
with his guardian Berthfnd, in Babbanburh, the metropolis of
this northern kingdom. After their deliverance and the dethronement of the usurping competitor, Berthfrid, the protecting praefect of Northumbria, defeated the Piets between Haefe and Caere,
c
*n
Manan. Finguin
Dclaroith perished in
709.

this

1

M

not stated wno commanded the Piets, but
Nectan, or Naiton, wa3 king of this people at this period. k
Ina continued to reign prosperously. He waged war with
Geraint, the British king of Cornwall.
Amid the first
charges, Higbald, a Saxon leader, fell; but at last the
Britons fled. 1 Ina also prosecuted a war with Ceolred, who had
succecd ed his cousin Ccnred in Mercia. At Wodcnsbury
715.
they met ; the slaughter of the battle was great ; the event
the battled

It is

was no advantage

to either."1

Ceolred, king of Mercia," was succeeded by Ethelbald, who
ssesse d the crown for forty-one years.
In this year
716. P°
Osred of Northumbria, the eldest son of' Alfred, was def

Chron. Reg. Angl. p. 256.
In this capacity lie died in 716.

Chron. Petri de Burra, 6.

h

Mslmsbunr, 28.
Malmsb. do Pontif. lib. iii. p. 268. Eddius Vit. Wilf. c. 57, p. 85. Hovcden
describes Bebbanburh to have been s city munitissima non admodum magna,
sed
quasi duorum vel trium agrorum spalium, habena unum introitum cava turn,
et
gradibua miro modo exaltatum. On the top of the mountain was the church. Annul. para prior, 403.
The city wn built by Ida.
J Sax. Chron, 50.
Flor. Wig. 264.
Bede, lib. v. c. 24, dates it 711. Gibson, in
Ins Appendix to the Chronicle, conjectures that H®fe and Care were Carehouso
and Heefctd, a little beyond the wall, p. 18. *710. Slaughter of the Picte in the
c
neld of Manan, among the Saxons, where Finguin
Delaroilh perished. 1 ' Annals
of Ulster, p. 60.
* Noctan, in the Annals of Ulster,
In 716 he drove the family of Iona
p. 60.
lk*d. p. 60.
In 725 he was put in chains by king Drust, ibid,
jci
Bede, lib. v. o. 21, calls him Naiton, and mentions his changing the time
p. 61.
of Easter to the Roman period, which tlie Annals of Ulster place in 715, p. 60.
Sax. Chron. 50. Hunting. 337. Flor. Wig. 264. This Geraint was the third
of that name in Cornwall. Owen*s Llywarch, p. 3. Aldhelm addressed to him a
lelter on the British celebration of Easter, which is among the epistles of
Boniface.
Biblioth.
Magna Pit. v. 16, p. 65, apt 44. In this be styles Geraint, domino glorio1

M

atseimo oeeidentalis regni aosptra gubernanti, Geruntio regi
“
Chron. 50. Hunt 338.
" Unless we interpret the account, given by Boniface,
of Ceolred1s dying confermuon with the devil, who came for him in the middle of a feast, (Malmsb. 28,) ae a
incidence of insanity, ths missionary of Germany is at variance with
J?
,
Huntingdon, who says of Ceolred, that pa trim et avilm virtutis lucres rlangtime
rtxH, p. 337.
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stroyed at the lake of Windamere by his revolting kinsmen,* one
of whom, Coen rid, the son of Cuthwin, succeeded
but he fell
from the agitated throne two years afterwards, and Osric, an*
other son of the learned Alfred, took his place.*
Though no achieveIn 718, Inigils, the brother of Ina, died.
ment of greatness is attached to his name in history, yet the
events of the future time have given it importance. He was the
ancestor from whom Egbert and Alfred, and the following
Saxon monarchs of England, deduced their descent/
Ina rebuilt the abbey of Glastonbury at the request of Aldhelm.
It had been utterly destroyed, but he erected it with magnificence,
and it lasted until the Danish ravages.* The insurrection of pretenders disturbed the close of Ina’s reign : but he attacked and
destroyed Cynewulf iEtheling; and in the next year his queen
besieged another, Ealdbryht, in Taunton, a castle which
the king had built to defend that part of his dominions, and
She levelled it
in which the rebel had taken his post of enmity.
Ina
to the ground, and Ealdbryht withdrew into Sussex.
directed his forces against this province, and three years afterwards slew his competitor. 1
After a fortunate reign of thirty-seven years, the king imitated
the custom which had become so remarkable among the AngloSaxon kings, and laid down his dignity. His queen had long
exhorted him, as his age advanced, to retire from the concerns of
the world ; but the charms of habitual power for some time deOne day, as she travelled with the king
feated her eloquence.
to one of his rural mansions, where a splendid feast was prepared with all the pomp and husllc of royal luxury, she seized
the occasion of converting it to a moral lecture on her favourite
theme. They left the place after the rcymst, and a rustic by her
orders, in their absence, scattered the festive hall with filth anti
rubbish, and placed a swinish litter on the couch where he had
reposed.
Before they had advanced two miles on the road, she
desired to return, and Ina courteously complied with her request;
but when he entered the hall of his festivity, and saw the disgusting change, he contemplated it with silent astonishment and
displeasure, till informed that the queen had directed it : he do°

Malmsb. SI.

Hunting*). 338.

baa received the lath of Boniface.

Bede,

lib. v. c.

Malmab.

28.

94.

Sax. Chron. 51.

—Malmabury

Oared

oomplaina of him,

p- 91.

p Bede, lib. a. c. 29.
Flor. Wig. 966.
a Bede, lib. v. c. 23. Simeon DuncL p. 7.
The expre— ions of Malmsbory imply
that Osric aasialed to procure hia brother Oered'a death; be aaje of Kerned and
Osric, domini aoi occbi sangninem locates ftedo ex it a aaras polioerg, p. 91.

Sax. Chron. 51. Auer. p. 3. Abb. Rieral, 350.
Bromton, p. 758. He founded the great church of Glastonbury pro anima propinqui ejus Mol Ion is
See hie charters to it 1 Dugdale, Menial. 19, 13. Malmeb.
de Ant. Gleet. 3 Gale, 309, 311.
other gifb to H were magnificent.
* Sax. Chroo. 52.
Hunt. 338. Flor. Wig. 26a
1

*

Hb

:

:
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explanation of the strange mystery. She
lord and husband this is not indeed
smiled and answered : “
the noisy hilarity of yesterday : here are no brilliant hangings,
no flattery, and no parasites : here are no tables weighed down
with silver vessels : no exquisite delicacies to delight the palate
Have they not
all these are gone like the smoke and wind.
already passecf away into nothingness? And should we not feel
alarmed who covet them so much ? for we shall be as transient.
Are not all such things ? are not we ourselves like a river, hurlying, heedless and headlong, to the dark ocean of illimitable
time ? Unhappy must we be if we let them absorb our minds.
Think, I entreat you, how disgusting those things become of

manded from her an

My

which we have been

so

I

enamoured.

See

to

what

filthy objects

we

arc attached. In these loathsome relics we may see what
our pampered bodies will at last be. Ah let us reflect, that the
greater we have been, and the more powerful we are now, the
more alanned ought to be our solicitude ; for the greater will be
thepunishment of our misconduct .”
The singularity of the incident had its full impression on the
mind of Ina : he resigned his crown to his kinsman, and, imitate
ing what all ranks were then emulous to do, he travelled to Home/
He founded there a Saxon school, for the instruction of his countrymen who chose to lie educated at Rome, and he added a church
for their service, and the convenience of their burial.
To support
this, and to provide a subsistence for the English who should
dwell there, he imposed the payment of a penny on every family,
which was denominated Romescot. It was sent to the papal see. w
Ina studiously avoided all pomp in his voluntary humiliation. He
cut ofF his hair, put on a plebeian dress, and lived with his queen
a private and retired life, even seeking support by the labour of
his hands, till he died there.*
This conduct was evidence that his
religious feelings were genuine impulses of sincerity.
The mutations of the octarchy for the last century had been
generally from an heptarchy to an hexarchy ; at the period of
Ina’s death it was an hexarchy, because Wessex had absorbed
Sussex, and Dcira and Bernicia were amalgamated into Northurnbrin.
This restless province was then governed by Osric,
who left the kingdom to Ceolwulf, the brother of Cenred,
whom he had destroyed 7 and the friend and patron of Bede. In
!

11

^

,

Malmabory,
*

p. 15.

Sex. Chron. 52. Flor. Wig-. 269. M. Wat. 265. Bede says
in theee timea plnrea de genie Angloram, nobiJes,
ignobilea, laid, deriei, riri ae fetnime, eertaUm facere coowcranL
* MatL Weal, 965.
MooaeL L p. 14. 32. Malm. Pont 313. Alenin mentions him by the name

of

Bede,

lib.

v. c. 7.

Iufi journey, that It wu what

Dag.

of In

"Qoom clamant
7 Flor.

Wig. 969.

In, ineerto cognomina, gentce.”

Malmab. 91.

Opcr.

p.

1676.

Ceolwulf submitted to the tonraro in 737, and
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Mercia, Ethelbald, a descendant of Wybba, reigned.* In Essex,
which was becoming fast the satellite of Mercia, Suebricht had
governed alone since his brother Offa went to Rome.* In Kent,
Eadbert had ascended the throne of Wihtred, whose laws remain
to us.b
In East Anglia, Aldulphus was succeeded by Selred ; on
.

his death, Alphuald, for

a short time, inherited the sceptre 0
.

CHAPTER
The

X.

History of the Octarchy, from the Death of Ina to the Accession of
Egbert, in the year 800.

jEthelheard, the kinsman of Ina, and a descendant of Ccrdic,
obtained the crown of West Saxony.* Oswald, also sprung
from the founder of Wessex, at first opposed his pretensions,
but discovering the inferiority of his forces, abandoned the conEadbert succeeded. Smith's Bede, p. 224. CcoJwulf was descended from Ocga, one
of the sons of Ids. Sim. Dun. p. 7. Bede in one line expresses the vicissitudes of
Ceolwolf, and the state of the country, captus st adtonsus et remiasus in regnom,
ult

lib. v. c.

lib. v. c. 24.
He was the son of Aiwion. Ing. 33.
261, and Rapin, place Selred on the throne of LHex.
Milmsb. 35 ; Flor. Wig. 273 ; and Al. Bevcrl. 85, led them into the error.
learn
from Huntingdon, that Selred was king of East Anglia, p. 339, whom the Chronicle
of Mailroe supports. Suebricht or Sueabred waa king of Essex, and died 738. Mail*
Sim. Dunelm. 100.
roe, p. 136.
charter of his, dated 704, is in Smith's Appendix to Bede,p. 749. In another he signa with Scbbi and Sighear, lb. p. 748. Swithred
reigned in Essex 758, Sim. Dun. 275.
b After a reign of thirty.four years and a half, Wihtred
died in 725, and left Edilberct, and Alrio hie heirs.
Bede, lib. . c. 23. Eadbert reigned until 748. Sex.
Chron. 56, or 749. Mailroe, p. 137. Ethelbert until 760. Sax. Chron. 60, when the
surviving brother, Alric, succeeded. Malmsbury, p. 11. After ibis period we find
three kings again in Kent signing charters contemporaneously ; as in 702 Sigiraed
and Eadbert appear, in one charter, as kings of Kent; and in another, Eardolf; and
in 765 Egcbert signs a charter with the same title.
Thorpe, Reg. Roflens. p. 16.
So many Kings, in so small a province as Kent, atrikingly illustrate the gavel-kind
tenure of lands which still prevails there.
e In the synod at Hatfield in 680, Aldulph was present
This was the seventeenth
rear of hia reign. Bede, lib. iv. c. 17, and the Ely History, MSS. Cott Nero. A.
15, state Aldulph to have been reigning in 679. The Chronicle of Mailros accurately
places Selred after him, who died 747.
AJphoald, the successor
1 Gale Script 137.
of Selred, diod 749. ibid. Humbeso and Albert divided the kingdom afterwards,
ibid.
Sim. Don. 103. M. West names them Beorna and Ethelbert, p. 973. Bromtoo, p. 749.
Flor. Wig. places Beora in 758, p. 975.
I hope these few last notes
correctly elate a very troublesome chronology.
1
Sax. Cbron. SSL Flor. Wig. 969. Ran. Higd. Qiron. Petri de Bargo, p. 6» gives
this dale, which Etbelwerd, p. 837, also unctions.
Matt. West p. 966, has 797, yet
the expressions of Bede, a contemporary, imply the year 795. Smith's ad.
188,
passage of Mahnsbory, In bis Antiq. Gleet Eodee. p. 319; promises to
note.

* Sax.
*

By

Chron. 51. 59.

mistake,

Bede,

Lang born,

We

A

a

—A
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test b

The king invaded Devonshire, and was extending the ravages into Cornwall, when the Britons, under Rodri Malwynawc,
vanquished him at Heilyn, in Cornwall At Garth Maelawch,
in North Wales, and at Pencoet, in Glamorganshire, the Cymry
also triumphed 6 On iEthelheard s death, Cuthred, his kinsman,
succeeded him/
The king of Mercia at this period, Ethelbald, was a man of
elegant stature, a powerful frame, a warlike and imperious spirit.
Persecuted in his youth by the king he had succeeded, and to
whom he had been dangerous, he owed his safety to the secrecy
of his retreat. Here the pious Guthlac endeavoured to moralize
his mind, and, in gratitude to the friend of his adversity, Ethelbald constructed the monastery of Croyland over his tomb. c The
military abilities of this Mercian king, procured him the same
predominance over the other Anglo-Saxon kingdoms which Egbert afterwards acquired.
He subdued them all up to the Humber ; and afterwards, in 737, invaded and conquered Northumbria/
The Welsh next attracted his ambition; and, to annex the pleasant region between the Severn and the Wye to his Mercian
territories, he entered Wales with a powerful army.
At Carno,
a mountain in Monmouthshire, the Britons checked his progress
in a severe battle, and drove him over the Wye with great loss. 8
v

reconcile the contradictions.
“ Eodera anno
It states that Ina wont twice to Rome.
Romam personaliler ad lit, privilegium apoatolico signsculo corroboratum in redenndo Giastoniam apporUvit. Et postea iterum cum Eihelburga regina
sua, inslinctu ejusdem, Romam abut"
Bede may have dated his first peregrination ; I ho others his last.
b Huntingd. 338.
In the charter of Ina, transcribed by Malmsbury, Antiq. Glast.
Etnelhoard signs fralcr regin®. Oswald was the son of Ethelbald, of the
p. 319.
race of Cerdic, through Cealwin and Cuthwin. Flor. Wig. 269. Sax. Chron. 53.
The plural expression of Bede, taken in its natural force, seems to express that Ina
left his crown to Oswald, as well as Ethelheard, 44 ipse relicto regno ac juvenioribua

quo idem rex

—

com mends to,”

lib. v. c. 7.

e

Brut y Saeson, and Brut y Tywysogion, 471, 472.
Chron. 55. The Chronicle of Mailros, a document valuable for its general
aocuraey, countenances Bede's date of jEthelheard's reign ; it says, that in 740, after
a reign of fourteen years, he died. 1 Gale's Rer. Angl. Script, p. 136.
* Ingulf,
To sustain the stony mass an immense quantity
p. 2—4.
d Sax.

of wooden piles was driven into the marsh; and hard earth was
brought in boats nine miles, to assist in making the foundation.
There is a MS. life of Guthlac, in the Cotton Library, Vesp. D. 21, in
Saxon, by a monk named Alfric, and addressed to Alfwold, king of
East Anglia. His beginning will show the respectful style used by the
clergy to the sovereigns at that time.

gelypenbum, a pojiulb

mmum

“Upum

pealbenbe

jiihc

cham leopeptan hlaponbe,
opeji ealle ochjie men eopblice Kyningap, Alppolb tape
Xn 5 U
in
inib P I ^ltc cc
Vrjurcnum juce hcal3^

j^

f

*

d

Hoot. lib. iv. p. 339, 340. 8sx. Chron. 54.
Brut y Tywysogion. p. 479.
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But he afterwards marched another army against the Britons, in
conjunction with Cuthred, who had succeeded iEthelheard
in Wessex.
The great superiority of the Saxon forces
obtained a decisive victory at Ddefawdan. After much plunder,

_

the victors retired.
The friendship between Ethelbald and Cuthred was not lasting.
Cuthred wished to emancipate himself from the power of the
11

Mercian, who, to keep Wessex in subjection, fomented its civil
distractions.
The son of Cuthred gave him this advantage.
This impetuous youth attempted to depose his father, but perished
in the guilty struggle.*
Two years after, Cuthred suppressed a
dangerous rebellion of Edelhun, one of his chieftains,
whose extraordinory valour would have conquered the
superior numbers of the king, if in the hour of victory a wound
had not disabled himJ
Cuthred now presuming his power to be equal to tlic effort,
disclaimed the intolerable exactions of Ethelbald, and resolved to procure the independence of Wessex, or to perish
At Burford in Oxfordshire, the rival princes met
in the contest.
Cuthred was assisted bv the brave Edelhun, who had now become a loyal subject; Ethel bald displayed the forces of Kent,
East Anglia, and Essex, in joint array with his Mercians. Edclhun, advancing beyond his line, pierced the golden dragon the
splendid banner of Mercia, and, animated by his intrepidity, the
West Saxons poured the shout of battle, and rushed to the
charge. The chronicler describes with unusual warmth a conAmbition inflamed the friends of
flict terrible to both armies.
Mercia. The horrors of subjection made Wessex desperate.
Slaughter followed the sword of Edelhun, and Ethelbald raged
like a resistless fire.
Their mutual fury brought the general and
the king into personal collision; each collected his full vigour,
and struck at the other with a pow cr and determination that
menaced destruction in every blow but the king of Mercia at
11

,

r

:

discerned the superiority of his antagonist, and preferring
safety to glory, he gave to his yet struggling army the first example of an hasty flight .
last

1

Brat y Ty wyaogion, p. 472. Flor. Wig. 272. Sax. Chroa. 55. Mailrao, p. 135,
and Matt. Wot, 271, data the event in 744.
Sax. Chron. 55. Mailroa, 137. Huntingdon, 341. Hie expression, that Ethelbald afflixit earn nano eedilionibas nunc bellis, implies that the insurrection wot
fostered by Mercia.
i Hunt 341.
Sax. Chron. 56. Flor. Wig. 273.
k The ancient
Witticbind describes the Saxon standard on the continent, as a re*
presentation of a lion and a dragon with an eagle flying above ; intended to be symbols of their bravery, prudence, end rapidity. Hist Sax. p. &
Huntingdon has preserved the dreumatenoee of the bottle, p. 341. It is else
mentioned in Sax. Chron. 56. Flor. Wig. p. 273. Mailros detee it, ao it does the
h

*

1

events of this period, a year later, p. 137.
in December, 1814.

A

stone coffin

was found near Barfbrd,
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The event of this conflict rescued Wessex from the yoke of
Mercia, and established the foundation of that predominance
which was afterwards improved into the conquest of the
island.
Cuthred again successfully invaded the country
of the Welsh.®
In 754, Cuthred died, leaving Wessex in a state of progress
towards that superiority which, under the reign of Egbert, it
Sigebvrht succeeded
finally attained.
his reign was short,
arrogant, and tyrannical ; he perverted the laws to his convenience, or presumptuously violated them.
When Cumbra, the
noblest of his earls, obeyed the solicitations of the people, and
intimated their complaints to the king, he was arbitrarily put to
death, and the grievances were multiplied.
The nobles and the
people assembled ; after a careful deliberation, Sigebyrht was
deposed from his authority by an unanimous decision, and Cynewulf, a youth of the royal blood, was elected in his place.
Deserted by all, the deposed king fled into the wood of Anderida;
a swineherd of the murdered Cumbra discovered him in his
hiding-place, and immediately slew him.®
The long reign of Ethclbald, at one period so successful, terininated in calamity.
His defeat by Wessex was never
75k
retrieved, and he perished at last by civil insurrection ; by
the same means of evil with which he had endeavoured to oppress
Cuthred. At Seggeswold the fatal battle ensued, for which he
was not prepared, and Ethelbald fell, either by assassination or
in the general slaughter.
Bernred, who headed the rebellion,
Attempted to invest himself with the robes of royalty; but the
nomination of Ethelbald was supported by the nobles of Mercia,
and the young prince, Offa, who has acquired such celebrity, and
who was descended from Eoppa, the brother of Penda, was
placed upon the throne.? Bernred did not survive the year.*
m 8»i. Chron. 56. Mailros, 137. The British Chronicles state a battle at Henford about thia time, in South Walea, where the Cyrary triumphed.
Brut y Ty wys.
FI or. Wig. 973.

Sax. Chron. 56.

Cant-wara-burh, Canterbury was burnt thia

year.
0

Hunt 341, 349. Malmsb. 15. Mailros, 137. Ethelwerd name* the place of
hia death PryfctesAeodan, p. 838.
f Ingulf, p. 5.
Mailros, 137.
Matt. West, p. 974, apparently misconceiving a
passage of Huntingdon, p. 341, erroneously make* Ethelbald to nave fallen against
Cuthred, whom be represents to have aurvived him. The monk of Croyland enables us to rectify the mistake, and ia supported by Malmsb. 98, and by the Sax.
Chron. n. 56, and FI or. Wig. p. 973. who place the decease of Cuthred a year before
EthelbaM’s. Bede implies, that Ethelbald perished by assassination, lib. v. e. ult
* That Bernred died this year has been disputed,
Malmsb. p. 98; Alur. BevcrL
0T ; Ingulf, 5. The biographer of Oft, p. 11 ; Flor. Wig. 974 ; Ethel ward, 839,
affirm or imply it. On the other hand, Matt West, p. 974; Sax. Chron. 59;
Bromton, 776 ; and tome others, state Bern red's expulsion only ; and Matt West
977, makes him to perish by fire in the year 769, after having burnt the town of
But the Chronicle of Mailros, which, p. 137, mentions the attempt on
Calterlck.
the Mercian crown, by Bocrnred, calls the person, who caused and perished in the

;
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We may pause

a moment to cast a rapid glance on NorthumCeolwulf, the friend of Bede, had acceded to
_
the united kingdoms; but so perilous was the regal luttaT’tf
dignity in this perturbed kingdom, that he voluntarily Northumabandoned the aisquieting crown, and sought the Iran- bra.
781-757.
quillity of the cloister/
Eadbert succeeded. His kingdom, left unprotected by his
march against the Piets, suffered from an invasion of the Mercian
Ethelbald ; but he afterwards enlarged his dominions," and had
the ability to maintain himself in his crown for twenty-one years
but religious impressions then came upon him, and he assumed
the religious life/
He was the eighth Anglo-Saxon king

—

bria.

who had exchanged

_

the

crown

cowl

But on his
of the wise example and useful reign of
for the

abdication all the fruits
Alfred seemed to vanish in the turbulent activity of the excited
mind of the country taking now a mischievous direction: the
turbulence of civil murder again broke loose. In the first year
of his accession, his son Osulf perished from domestic treachery,
and Moll Edclwold ventured to accept the crown/ In his third
vear his life and honours were fiercely assaulted by one of his
leaders, Oswin, whom he slew at Edwinescliffe. At no long interval afterwards the tomb received him, and Aired, of the race of
Ida/ was elevated to the crown. After a few years he
was driven out, and Ethelred, the son of Moll, was chosen
in his stead/
In his third year, this king fraudulently procured
the death of two of his generals by the instrumentality of
two others. In the very next year, these men rebelled
against himself, destroyed in two successive attacks others of his
commanders, and expelled him from his kingdom/ Alfwold
of Catterick, Earnredus, p. 138. Hence it ie not certain that they were the
persons, and, if not, the aufugavit of the one aide is not eufficiently explicit to
disprove the death elated on the other.
r
Huntingdon, p. 340, painte strong ly the apprehensions of Ceolwulf : M Ipse hor.

fire

nnw

ribilibus curis neois, et proditionis, et multimodw ealamitatis, intos oruoiebatur, et
et corpore deooquebator.”
Bede remarks that an excessive drought destroyed

animo

the fertility of this year, lib. v. e. ult
• Hunt p. 340.
Sax. Chron. p. 54. Bede, lib. ». c. ult Sim. Dun. II.
1
Hunt. 343. Sax. Chron. 59. Chron. Petrib. 8. Huntingdon ascribes Eadbert's
retreat to the impression made upon his mind by the violent deaths of Elbolbald and
Sigebert, contrasted with the peaceful exit of CeoIwulC
• Bede eays be was a sum pie be electus ; and adds, that in his second vear a great
mortality took place, and lasted for two years. The dysentery was the principal
malady, lib. v. c. ult
’ By bis son Edric, Sim. Dun. 11.
Two letters of Aired to Lullos, a French
bishop, are extant, Mag. Bib!. 16, 88, and apod Du Chesae, Hist Franc, vol. it. p.
In the one he desires the bishop’s assistance in establishing an amity with
854.
Charlemagne | the other is e letter of civility from Aired and hie queen, Oageotfae,
to Lullua, congratulating him on his arrival from • long journey.
• Chr. Msilros, 137, 138. Hunt. 343. Sax. Chron. A, 61. Matt. West, 976, 978.
"Mailros, 138.
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obtained it ; but such was the spirit of the country, that in
the following year two chieftains raised an army, seized
the king's ealdorman, Beorn, and his justiciary, and burnt them
to ashes, because, in the estimation of the rebels, their adminis*
Alfwold, to whom
tration of justice had been too severe. 7
a chronicle applies the epithet, “ King of the innocent,”
was treacherously killed by his patrician, Sigan ; and Osred, his
kinsman, son of Aired, acceded. In the next year he was betrayed and driven out, and Ethelred, the son of Moll, was reBut as adversity, though it corrects many dispositions
called.*
into virtue, yet sometimes only exasperates the stubborn, so it
appears to have rather increased than diminished the obduracy
of Ethelred. In the year of his restoration, he left Eardulf weltaring in his blood at the gate of a monastery ; and in the
-g,
7Wl
following year he dragged Elf and Elwin, the children of
Alfwold, from York, and slew them. Osred, who had been deposed, attempted to recover the crown ; his army deserted him,
ne fell into the hands of Ethelred, and perished. This prince
now endeavoured, by a marriage with the daughter of Offa, to
secure his authority, and for this purpose he repudiated his previous wife. But his policy and his murders were equally vain.
Whoever, by an example of cruelty, lessens the public horror at
deeds of blood, diminishes his own safety, and gives popularity
In the fourth year of Ethelred’s restoto his own assassination.
ration, his subjects, whom he had assisted to brutalize, destroyed
him, and set up Osbald. After a reign of twenty-seven days,
they deposed Osbald, and he obtained security in the cloister.*
Eardulf, who had been recovered from his assassination by the
charity of the monks, who found him apparently lifeless near
*

had fled to Charlemagne, and visited Rome. The
emperor of the West, in conjunction with the papal legate, assisted him in his efforts to regain his kingdom: and he was
crowned in 704. Before four years elapsed, they who had
murdered Ethelred, revolted from Eardulf; and under their
leader, Wada, endeavoured to destroy him.
The sword of the
king prevailed, and the rebels fled.* Here for a while we will

their cloister,

Hunt, 343. Sts. Cfaroo. 69.
Mailroa, 139. Hunt 343. Cbroa. Pot 10. Rich. Hag. 998. Sax. Chroo. 64.
Oared took refugo it the Iale of Man, Sim. Don, 19. Alenin addressed to Ethelred,
or, ae he e palls urn name, Edelred, a letter of strong moral exhortation, which ie still
He reminds him bow many of his predecessors had perished, propter
in existence.
injuetatias at rapines et immandilks film.
He intreats his people to be at peace
between themselves, and to be faithful to their lord, that, by their concord, the king,
dam might he extended, quod awpe per diacordiam minui solebat. Alcnini opera,
* Mailroa, 139.
p. 1337, ed. Paris, 1617.
* Ann. Franc, ap. Do Chesne, vd. ii. p. 45. Mailroa, 140. .Hnntimrdon might
wall say, "Gene Angloram natnraliter dura eat et snperba, et ideo beau inteetinis
incoaaanler nitrite." Alcuin displays the angry feelings of Charlemagne at this rei Mailree, 199.

.

; ;
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of civil discord. Happy is the country in which
the regal office is not elective, nor the right of succession permitted to be questionable! An hereditary monarchy, though,
like all human institutions, it has its inconveniences, yet has not
been the contrivance of childish thinkers or half-way politicians
it was the benevolent invention of human wisdom, profiting from
the most disastrous experience. No contests have been more
baneful to human life and happiness, than those which have
sprung from the uncertain right of succession, and from the pracIt was a noble eflort
ticability of attaining power by violence
of advancing civilization, which strove to annihilate the evil, by
accustoming mankind to revere as sacred the laws of hereditary
succession.
Ofia, who had obtained with violence the throne of Mercia,*
displayed talents, and enjoyed a prosperity, which have made his
name illustrious. His youth has been fabulously represented as distinguished by a wonderful transformation, from a miserable child,
afflicted with imperfections in his speech, and the most important
senses of the intellect, the sight and hearing, into an elegant

auit this region

frame, adorned with every human accomplishment.'1 His monastic panegyrist has also bequeathed to his queen, Drida, or
Cynedrida, a scries of adventures scarcely probable, and which
have the aspect of having been invented, in order to impute to
her, more plausibly, the crime which has stained the memory of
Ofla for ever.* When he had enjoyed his throne many years, he
began to covet an augmentation of dominion. Some of his attacks were against the Northumbrians/ and the Hestingi.* He
of ferocity at Northumbria; he atyfo) them a nation perfidam el perreraam,
pejorem paganis. Malmsb. 36.
c Bede's expression, concerning (be accession of Offs, is, that having driven out
Bemred, he sought the kingdom with a blood-stained sword, lib. v. c. ulL An epithet so marking, as sanguinolento, from a contemporary, implies that Ofie's reign
commenced with human slaughter.
<*
Vita Offs uccundi, added to Watts’* edition of Matthew Paris, p. 10/ The
author of it was some monk of Sl Alban’s ; he makes Oft'i real name Pine red us.
The name of Offs was derived from a king, whom he calls Oflfm primus, the son of
Warmund, who had similar defects, and a core as miraculous. His editor believes
I have however discovered
that this Ofta primus never existed but in his page.
him in Saxo-Grammalicus. Saxo says, Warmund, Um 17th king of Denmark, had
in his age a son named Uffo, who excelled his coevals in his person, hot who was
thought weak in mind, and never spoke till the king of Saxony endangered hie
father, Ac. 59-65.
• The account is, that the lady was allied to the French king, but for some crime
waa adjudged to die. Respect for majesty saved her from the ordeals of iron and
She was committed to the chances of the sea in an open boat, with little food
fire.
the stormy ocean threw her on the coast of Wales, and she was condoctod to Offs.
A plaintive story interested his compassion, and he recommended her to the protec*
lion of his mother.
Her charms or her wile* animated hit pity into love, and aha
became hts wife. Vita Ofta, p. 19.
f Brampton, x 8eript
p. 776, pots the Northumbri first; hot Huntingdon, 943,
places thorn after his other oooqoeate. So Matt. West 375, and Howeden, 469.
Ma&lroa, p. 138- Hovedeo, 403. 8im. Duo. 167. The situation of those people

petition
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invaded Kent, and a great slaughter ensued at Otford, in
which Offa triumphed, and Kent submitted to the power of
Mercia.*1 Afterwards he measured his strength with the king of
Wessex, at Bensington, and established his great power by
*
defeating Cynewulf; and subjecting part of his dominions 1
The conquests of Oifa have not been transmitted to us in accurate detail ; but the celebrity which he attained, and the blood
which his contemporary, Alcuin, attests him to have shed, imply
many warlike and not rightful exertions^ The prerogatives
which he exercised confirm the traditions of his power. He
founded the abbey at St Alban’s, and the abbey of Bath ; and
made gifts of land to Canterbury, and other places, far beyond

_

.

the limits of his inherited domains . 11
Offa is distinguished beyond the other Anglo-Saxon kings who
had preceded him in the octarchy, by commencing an intercourse
with the continent He had a correspondence with Charlemagne,
which does credit to the Frankish sovereign and to himself. In
one letter, Charlemagne communicates to him with perceptible
exultation his success in procuring the continental Saxons to
adopt Christianity. In another the Frankish emperor promises
security to all pilgrims, and his especial protection and legal interference to all commercial adventurers, on their paying the requisite duties.
He greets Offa with expressions of friendship, and
sends him a belt, an Hungarian sword, and two silken cloaks. 1
discord of some moment interrupted this amity. All inter-

A

Mr. Watt* thinks them of Hailing*, one or the Cinque Ports. Langi* contested.
horn, p. 99, believes the word to havo meant east men, and to have alluded to the
east pari of Northumbria.
Alford, in his annals, settles the question.
charter in
Dublet fixes them in Sussex. Offa by this confirms a grant of land, in the neigh*
hour hood of Hastings, to the Abbey of SL Denis ; and styles Bert wild the proprietor of Hastings and Peveniw, his fidelit.
h Mailroa, 138. Sax. Chron. 61.
YiL Off®, p. 15.
Sax. Chron. 61. Matt. West. 279.
i Alcuin, the preceptor of Charlemagne, apeaking of the immature fate of Offa’s
son, mentions, that pater suus pro confirmations regni ejus multum sanguinem
effudit.
Ap. Malms b. de Geat. p. 33.
k Matt Wost 284.
Dugdale Monostioon, i. p. 19, 62, 177, 184. Matt West, p.
288, enumerates twenty-three counties which Offa governed. Amongat these, the
districts of East Anglia, Essex, and part of Wessex and Northumbria, arc recited.
1
Du Chetnc 8crm. Fr. vol. ii. p. 620. Malmsb. 33. In the second volume of
Du Chesne’s Hist Franc. Scriptores, p. 666, is another Jotter from Charlemagne to
Offa.
The kings tales the guilty conduct of a Presbyter et Scottua, who bad eaten
meat in Lent The king mentions that the clergy in France, for want of foil evidence, had declined to paaa sentence upon him ; and adds, that as he could not
remain where he was, firom the ia/iseiy of the thing; and lest the sacerdotal honour
•boold be thought by the ignorant vulgar to be tarnished, and lest others should be
Indnqed to violate the sacred fast Charlemagne thought it fittest to send him to

—

A

1

abidatbe judgment of hi* bishop.
Another monument of their intercourse exists in a letter firom Charlemagne to the
archbishop Athilhard, whom Alcuin styles, the primate of Canterbury. In this
letter the humanity of Charlemagne is nobly distinguished.
It is in behalf of boom
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course between the two countries was reciprocally interdicted
but the quarrel is not stated to have lasted long. Offa had also a
quarrel with the pope.
The wars of Offa with the Britons were at first to his disadvantage. Some branches of the Cymry penetrated in an incurTheir united attack drove the English from
sion into Mercia.
the Severn; they frequently repeated their devastations.
Offa
collected in greater number the forces of the Anglo-Saxons, and
marched into Wales. The Britons, unable to withstand him,
quitted the open country between the Severn and the Wye, and
withdrew to their mountains. Impregnable among these natural
fortresses, they awaited the return of tho invaders, and then salTo terminate these wasteful incurlied out in new aggressions.
ales, as far as the
sions, Offa annexed the eastern regions of
Wye, to Mercia, planted them with Anglo-Saxons, and separated
them from the Britons by a large trench and rampart, extending
from the eestunry of the Dee to the mouth of the Wye." It was
carried through marshes, and over mountains and rivers, for an
hundred miles, and was long celebrated under the name of
Claudh Offa, or Ofla’s Dyke.® Its remains and direction are yet
visible.* It was used for ages afterwards, as the boundary which
determined the confines of England and Wales: a boundary
jealously guarded with the most rigorous penalties.'

W

exile*, for whom he entreat* the prelate to intercede with Offa, that they may have
leave to return to their country in peace, and secured from the oppression of injustice. He says, their lord, Vinhrin^fstsn, was dead, who he thinks would have proved
M To escape tho peril
faithful to his lord, if he might have remained in his country.
of death, he fled to us, but was always ready to purge himself from all infidelity.
kept him with us not from enmity, but with tne hope of producing a reconciliaAs to these his followers, if you can obtain their peace, let them remain in tho
tion.
country.
But,” adds this humane king, “ if my brother answers harshly about
them, send them to us uninjured. It is better to travel than to perish ; it u better
to serve in another country than to die at home.
But I trust to the good ness of
brother, if you strongly intercede for them lint he may receive them kindly for loro
of ua, or rather for tne love of Christ**
The delicacy of this application is peculiar. He does not write to Offa, because
he will not compromise his own dignity by subjecting it to a refusal, nor appear to
dictate to another prince ; be employs an honoured minister of peace ; ho appliea to
Offs the tender epithet of my brother ; and he makes a denial almost impossible, by
the disinterested humanity which he intends to show them, if Oft should be inexorable. 2 Du Chesne, p. 678.

We

my

“ Alcuin

ap. Malrnsb. 32.

Brut y Tywys. p. 473. Brut y Season, p. 474. Asser, de Geetis Elfredi, 10.
Sim Dunelm. p. 118. Ailer these events the princes of Powys moved their royal
seat from Pengwern, or Shrewsbury, to Maibraval in Montgomeryshire. Where
the royal castle of Matbraval stood, a small form-house is the only building visible
now.
° Lhwyd Comment. BriL Descript. 42.— Almost all the cities and towns on its
°

eastern side, u in too id ham finientia habent."
Ibid.
p See Gibson's Camden, p. 507.
4 Jo. Sarish. PulycraL in bis De nugis curialium, lib. vl p. 184.

;
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Offa’s desire of reading is mentioned by Alcuin. r
The basest action of Offa was the murder of Ethelbert, king of

East Anglia.
the close of Offa’s reign, Ethelbert possessed the crown of
intelligent prince, in the bldom of
in his manners, and virtuous in his
disposition.
Invited or welcomed by Offa, 1 he went to Mercia,
for the purpose of receiving the hana of Etheldritha, the daughter
of the Mercian king. He travelled with a splendid retinue. Offa
received him with that distinction which was due to the allotted
husband of his daughter. But before the marriage was completed, Ethelbert was assassinated, and the father of his beloved
commanded the murder. Though Offa had pledged his protection, had received the king of East Anglia as his guest, had introduced him to his daughter as her approved husband, and the
nuptial feast had begun, Offa is represented as having procured
his assassination. 1
The favourable moment of annexing East
Anglia to Mercia was a temptation which overpowered the feelings of the father and the man. The friends of Ethelbert fled in
consternation. Offa invaded his dominions, and East Anglia was
added to his conquests.
Did such a complication of crimes benefit the perpetrator?
Before two years elapsed, he sunk from his empire to his grave.
Remorse embittered all the interval. His widowed daughter
abandoned his court, fled into the marshes of Croyland, and
pined away her life in mourning solitude u his queen, the evil
counsellor of his ambition, perished miserably ; v the husband of
another of his daughters was cut off in the same year with himself:* the other, who married Brihtric, died a martyr to vice and
penury the most extreme, scorned and abhorred;* his
son Ecgfrid, who succeeded him, was permitted to exist
only 141 days
and thus the race of Offa disappeared for ever.

At

East Anglia, a peaceful ana
youth ana beauty, interesting

;

r
Alenin in a letter to him uyi, u It greatly plea bn roe that you have auch an intention to read ; that the light of wisdom may shine in yoor kingdom which is now
eatinjraiahed in many pltoes.”
He adds some good moral advice. Ale. Op. p. 1554.
a
The welcome Is affirmed by all. The invitation by Malmsbury, 39, and the
author of the Life of Offa, p. 33, and Hen. Silgrat e, MSS. CotL Cleop. A. 13.
1
That Offa commanded the murder is eipreesly asserted by Ethelwerd, 840
Hoveden, 410 ; Huntingdon, 344 : Sax. Chroo. 65 ; FI or. Wig. 381 ; Malmsb. da
Pont. 387 ; Bromton, 749 ; Higdon, 351 ; Rad. Dicet 446 ; and Aaseri Anna!. 154.
Their uniting evidence does swsy the attempt of Matt. West p. 383, and the fabulous monk of St Alban's, in Vita Offa, p. 33, who wants to fix it solely on the
queen. Both these apologists admit that Offa immediately seised East Anglia ; and
such an action, after such a catastrophe, la among the moat forcible evidences of his
guilt and its motive.
" Ingulf. 7.
* Vit Offa, p. 95.
Bromton, 759. Vit Offa, p. 94.
9 Ethel red, the eon of MotL
* See further, note f p. 976.
1 Bromton, 754.
Hunt. 344. Ingulf. 6. Offa went to Rome before bis death,
and extended to bis own dominions the liberality of Ids, called Romeecot. It waa
with strict truth that the friend of the great Alfred mentions Offa with the epithet

—
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During the reign of Offa, the sceptre of Wessex had been
swayed, since 755, by Cynewulf. He warred with the Britons
successfully,* and met Offa in the disastrous conflict at BensingAfter a reign of many years he fell a victim to reveuge
ton.
and desperation. He endeavoured to expel Cynehcard, the brother of the deposed Sigcbyrht a suspicion that he was meditating retaliation, occasioned the attempt* Cyneheard determined
to prevent the blow ; he watched the unguarded moment when
the king with a few attendants visited a lady at Merton in Surrey;
he collected about eighty desperadoes, hastened to the place, and
surrounded the chamber to which the king had retired, before
;

were aware of his danger. The king quitted the
apartment, and vigorously defended himself; he beheld Cyneheard, and, rushing forward, severely wounded him; but no
courage could prevail against such numbers. Cynewulf was slain.
Roused by the clamour of the struggle, his thanes hurried to the
Safety and wealth were offered to them by the assasconflict
sins ; but no bribes could repress their loyal indignntion ; and
they fell nobly by their master’s side ; one British hostage only
escaped, desperately wounded. In the morning the dismal tidings
had circulated and the great officers of the royal household, Osric,
the friend, and Wcvcrth, the faithful minister of Cynewulf, with
Cyneheard lavished both
their attendants, rode to the town.
promises and presents, if they would assist him to obtain the
crown. The disinterested thanes disdained the favours of a
murderer, forced an entrance with their battle-axes, and a deadly
b
contest ensued, in which the guilty peri shed
produced
the
dignity of Brihtric.
catastrophe
melancholy
This
He was of the race of Ccrdic,e and married Endburga,
The year of his accession was disthe daughter of Ofla.
tinguished as that in which the Danes arc recorded by the AngloSaxon writers to have first landed on the English shore. The
gerefa of the place went out to see the strangers, who had arrived
his friends

;

.

^

w ith

three vessels, and was instantly killed.*1 Their incursion was
repeated on other parts of the island.
The wife of Brihtric, or Beorhtric, is expressed by Asser to
have imitated the tyranny of her father, Ofla ; to have hated all
to whom her father was attached, and to have done whatever

11

nniversia circa ae regibua et regioniboa finitimie formidoloaua rex.**

Reb. Geat Elfredi,

Aaeer do

p. 10.

Wig. 274. Sax. Chron. 57. Of Cornwall, I
; for in hia charier
monaster/ at Wells, dated 766, he adduces among bis motives to the dooelion
pro clique vexations inimicorum noatrorum Cornubiorum gentia. Bee it ap. Dogd.
L 186.
• Matt West 280.
This author states, that Cr Debeard had been banished.
» Sax. Chron. 59, 63.
Flor. Wig. 278.
Hunt 343.
c Bax. Chron. 63.
d Sax. Chron. 64.; Flor. Wig. 280.; and eoa Ethslwerd.
* Flor.

to the

presume

—
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odious to mankind. She became familiar with crimes which
the gentleness of female nature never perpetrates till its moral
sentiments have been erased. She accused to the king whom*
soever her caprice disliked, and thus deprived them of life or
power. When he refused the gratification to her malice, she
used the secret poison.
To one youth the king was so attached, that her arts were
She mingled for him
fruitlessly exerted to procure his disgrace.
a poisoned cup. It was the destiny of Brihtric, that, by accident,
he should drink the contents. Thus punished for his unjust compliances with the malignancy of Eadburga, he expired as well as
the youth,* and was succeeded by Egbert
Driven out of Wessex, the wretched woman sailed with great
treasures to France, and presented herself to Charlemagne. With
splendid presents Bhc stood before the throne: “Choose, Eadburga,” said the king, “ which you prefer, me or my son.”
“Your son,” was her answer, “ because he is youngest.” The
monarch tauntingly assured her, that if she had selected him, he
should have transferred her to his son ; but that as her election
had been otherwise, she should have neither. He gave her what
he thought better suited her immorality, the habit and discipline
of a cloister ; but even in this retreat she indulged her depravity,
and was turned out of the society. In poverty and miserable
vice she dragged on a loathed existence, and at last, accompanied by a little girl, she begged her daily bread at Pavia ; and
closed an abandoned life by a deplorable death/

was

CHAPTER
The Reigns

XI.

of Egbert and Ethel wolf.

Egbert, the most distinguished and successful king of all the
Anglo-Saxon race before Alfred, was the son of Alcmund, or
Ethelmund, the great ^••andson of Inigils, the brother of Ina.
Alcmund was left early in his mother’s care, and his sisters were
. -I*.

Sit

conm^Mk

Auer relates tbeea incidents from the
of his illustrious master
"Quod a domino quo JElfredo Angutsaxonum rege medico, oliam lape mihi
refarente audm,” p> 10, The Saxon chronicle mentioos Worr as the caldorman
who died with Brihtric, p. 66. Brihtric was buried in Tewksbury. Chroo. de
•

Tewkab. MSB. CotL Cleon,

c. 3.

Ammr says he had this fret from many who had seen
don was burnt, with many ofits inhabitants. Chroo. Pet
'

her, p.
10.

12.—In

798, Lon-
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where they became

reli-

Egbert received the instruction of the times, and his
talents gave splendour to his youth. When Brihtric became king
of Wessex, the popularity of Egbert excited his mistrust, and he
projected his destruction.
To avert the danger, Egbert fled to
Ofla.
The messengers of Brihtric followed him ; and, to debar
the young exile from the friendship of Mercia, they solicited for
Eadburga was betrothed to
their master the daughter of Ofla.
Brihtric, and Egbert sailed to the coast of France, where he
greatly improved his mind. b
It was after 787, that he left Ofla for the court of Charlemagne.
The indefatigable monarch, whom Europe every year beheld in
gious.*

a

new

part of

its

varied climate, pouring nis disciplined warriors

on the powerful savage tribes, which swarmed between the German Ocean and the mouth of the Danube, in the year 788
marched against the Sclavonians on the Baltic. Scarce had
they submitted, but the Huns were invading him, and he was also
summoned towards Naples by the hostilities of the eastern empire.
He subdued the Avarians and the Huns, the modem AusWhen Saxony revolted, he determined
trians and Hungarians.
The fate of
to extirpate the most hostile of its confederation.

men

evinced the dreadful execution of his determination.
return from this expedition, he passed his winter at
Aix-la-Chapcllc, a place with which he w as much delighted.
In the subsequent years w c find him at Pnderbom, afterwards traversing the French coasts, visiting the diet at Mentz,
and, in the year 800, marching into Italy through Suabia and
may reasonably suppose that Egbert attended him
Friuli.
in some of these expeditions, ana that great activity, enlargement,
and information of mind, was acquired by the Anglo-Saxon prince
during his asylum w iih the Frankish sovereign. Thus Egbert's
exile and adversity became beneficial both to himself and to the
country which he was soon called to govern.
It was in the year 800 that Egbert was summoned out of the
French empire to the throne of England. As he was the
only descendant of Ccrdic that was in existence,c his accession was highly popular in Wessex.
At the period of his accession, the island, though nominally
under an hexarchv, w as fast verging into a triarchy. The petty
powers of Kent, Essex, and East Anglia, had already become

30,000

On

his

^

r

T

We

r

^

1 Wallingford, 3 Gale, 531.
See Thom. 2 i. Scrip. 3911 ; and 3 Let 55. The
Saxon Chronicle makes the lather of Egbert king of Kent, p. 63; and Higdon entitles him rob regal i, p. 253.
So Rodborne. The eldest eons of the king* of Wessex
seem, at thie period, to bare been always appointed kings of Kent, until the reign of
;

Allied.
* Malms.
c

lib.

Malmebory,

VOL.

I.

K. e. 1, p. 36.
lib.

i.c.9,p

Hen. SUgrare, Colt MSS.
16.

24

p. 19.
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the satellites of Mercia $ Northumbria, occupied in producing and
destroying a succession of usurpers and turbulent nobles, had
ceased to molest her neighbours; Wessex had enlarged herself
by the incorporation of Sussex ; its population and wealth multiplied under tne peaceable administration of Brihtric, and a series
of able sovereigns had reduced the nobles of the land to an useful
The force of Wessex was therefore a well orgasubordination.
nized concentration of various powers, ready to operate with all
their energies for any great purpose to which they should be sum-

moned.

At this crisis Egbert acceded. The friendship of Charlemagne
had educated him to the arts of empire and the studies cultivated
at the Frankish court had excited his mind, and polished his
manners/ From the example of the French emperor he learnt
the difficult policy of governing, with vigour and prudence, the
discordant members of a great body politic. The character of
Charlemagne was a mixture of cultivated intellect and barbarism,
which was likely to have interested and improved the mind of
Egbert; and in the wars of the Franks he must have imbibed a
military knowledge superior to that of every Anglo-Saxon com;

petitor.

His mild government completed the attachment of his subjects,
and the tranquillity of the first years of his reign fostered his
growing strength.

For the first nineteen years of Egbert’s reign, Kenwulf continued to sit on the throne of Mercia.
He had subdued Kent,
and ruled Mercia and its appendages, with an ability which
suspended the ambition of the West Saxon king. Kenwulf is
mentioned with applause for his peacefulness, piety, and justice.*
His

ability

was known

to

his contemporaries,

and secured

his

repose.
It was on the inferior Britons of the West, that Egbert first
tried the efficacy of his military strength.
penetrated successfully into Devonshire and Cornwall; resistance was in vain;

He

and he ravaged, unchecked, from the East to the West/
The path to his greatness was laid open to Egbert by the death
Kenwulf.* The wisdom of this king had completed the
810.
efforts of Offa for the power of Mercia
and if hU successors had been of equal energy, Wessex might not at this period
have become its superior.
;

4 Malmabury says of the Franca, “ Thia nation, thorn the activity
of ita powers
and the urbanity of ita manners, waa decidedly the prince of all the weafera states;"
he mentions that Egbert regnandi disci plraam a Francis aociperit, and that with
them idem mentis espedirct et mores kfigA a gentilicia barbarie alienoa indue ret

Lib. ii.e.

1, n.

36.

Ingulf Hist aC.ru justiaaimuo. Chron. Pet 10.
1
Sax. Chron. 69. FW. Wig. 985. Malmab. 36. Ethels. 840. In the year 816,
the English school at Rome was burnL Flor. Wig. 985.
• Ingulf 7.
•

Cbjlp.
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such a degree of strength had these rival states respecit was obvious a serious competition must
soon arise from one to be sovereign of the whole. The humiliation of the other powers increased the rivalry of these.
Two
neighbouring co-equals in power cannot long exist in amity together, because man is too much a being of hope and envy, and

But

to

tively attained, that

too

appreciates tranquillity and content.

little

power, Mercia promised

to

win

in the

By

its

political

approaching race of supre-

macy ; but Wessex was rising so fast into importance, that nothing less than a continuation of able government in Mercia could
suppress its competition. Both had reached that point of power,
at w hich the state that was first disquieted by the evils of a weak
administration would inevitably fall under the pressure of the
r

other.

Egbert and Kcnwulf governed their several kingdoms with
such steady capacity, that, during their co-cxistence, the balance
was not determined. If Kcnwulf had been the survivor, and
minors or incapable men, harassed by factious chiefs, had succeeded to the throne of Egbert, then Mercia would have acquired
the monarchy of England ; but the coveted distinction was allotted to Wessex, and the causes powerful enough to reduce a nation,
were suffered to operate in Mercia.
Kenwuilf left his son, Kinelm, a child of seven years of age,
the heir to his crown, under the tutelage of his marriageable
daughters.
The eldest of these, Windrcda, ho[tcful of acciuiring
a permanent authority, resolved on her brother's death.
lie was
carried by bis foster-father, under pretence of hunting, into a
W'ood, and there murdered.
Her crime failed to profit her. Her
uncle, Ceolwulf, took the crow n in his second year he was driven
out by Bcornwulf
These distractions checked Mercia in her career of dignity.
Bcornwulf became by his usurpation rather the king of his party
than sovereign of the united population of his territory. He had
acquired his throne by violence; yet if his skill had been equal
to the crisis, he might have consolidated his power; but he is
characterized as a fool, rich and powerful, though of no regal
With ^iddy precipitancy he plunged into a personal
ancestry
com]>ctition w ith Egbert, and linked the fate of Mercia in his ownJ
;

11

.

1

.

*
1

Ingulf, 7.
Ingulf, 7.

Flor.

A

Wig. 28G.

Bernulpho quodam fatuoeo

ot divitii*

me potentia

pollenli, in nalJo

qua lineam renlem contigcntc cxpulsus cat.
i In 823, n battle occurred at Gsfelford, or Camclford,

in Cornwall Sis. Chron.
Flor. Wig. 287.
The men of Devonshire are particularized aa the combatants
conflicted with the Corniib Briton*. The pieces of armour, rings, and braas
furniture lor horses, dog up here, and the local tradition of a bloody battle, may be

70.

who

collateral evidences of thia struggle ; but they are also claimed by Leland as the
attestations of the celebrated fight of Camlan, which he places on this spot.
Whether
cfgbert or his generals commanded against the Britons, is not decisi vel ascertained.

y
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823 that Beomwulf rushed to that collision, which
wary Egbert seems to have been reluctant to hazard.
The twenty-three years’ forbearance of the West Saxon
in

the

prince indicates no inordinate ambition; but the hostilities of
Beornwulf roused him into activity. At Wilton the competition
between the two states was decided. 1* The superior strength of
the forces of Mercia was balanced by the skill of Egbert
furious battle ensued, which the rival armies maintained with
great obstinacy; but at length Egbert conquered with great
slaughter, and Beomwulf fled in irremediable confusion.
Egbert derived from his victory all the consequences of which
it was so fruitful : he beheld the favourable moment for breaking
the power of Mercia for ever, and he seized it with avidity.
He
despatched his son, Ethclwulf, and the warlike bishop and able
statesman, Ealstan, with a competent army, into Kent, who
drove the potty sovereign that had ruled there, the dependent of
Mercia, over the Thames
and then Kent, and its neighbour,
Essex, became for ever united to the crown of Wessex.
Egbert pursued his scheme of aggrandizement with careful
|Hilicy.
He forbore to invade Mercia ; for though it had been
defeated, it abounded yet with courageous soldiery ; and Egbert
seems to have been cautious of putting too much into hazard.
Instead of attacking Beomwulf in Mercia, Egbert fomented the
discontent with which the East Anglians endured the Mercian
yoke ; by promise of support he excited East Anglia to revolt,
and thus engaged his rival in a new warfare."
Beornwulf went in anger to chastise the East Anglians. His
incapacity again disgraced him with a defeat : he fell in
02^
the contest
and was succeeded by Ludecan, who again
led the forces of Mercia against East Anglia; but he was as unfortunate as his predecessor, and found a grave where he had hoped
for empire.
Wiglaf, the governor or prince of Worcestershire,
succeeded. 0
The view's of Egbert were now accomplished. An important
passage of Ingulfus pours light on the policy of Egbert. He
says that the" two usurpers, Beomw ulf and Ludecan, by their
imprudence destroyed all the military strength of Mercia, which
had been most numerous and victorious.** For this event Egbert
seems to have waited ; and as soon as he found that Mercia had

A

1

h

Sax. Chron. 70. Flor. Wig. 267. Hoot 344.
Sat. Chron. 70. WaI]ingfT534. Hunt 345. Flor. Wig. 287. The year 834
remarked by continental annalists to have had a winter ao extremely severe,
that not only animals, but many of the human race, perished in the excessive cold.
Pee AnnsL Fulde w aea. 6 Bouquet's Recueil, p. 908. The annals add a description
of a huge atone which fell from the air
1

in

"

IngulC

7.

« Ibid.

Chron. Petr. 19.

Regno vebementer oppress n, totam miUUant ejus, que quondam
literal* at vktoriaaWma, ana imprudentia perdiderat
log. 7.
*

• Ibid.
phtri turn ex-

—

—
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exhausted herself against others, his caution was tlirown aside,
and his officers marched his army immediately into Mercia,
Wigl&f, attacked before he could recruit his forces, fled from his
new dominion, and concealed himself from the eager searches of
Egbert in the monastery of CroylancL That interesting character, Ethel burga, widowed in the hour of the marriage-feast
by her father Ona’s crime, sheltered the fugitive prince in her
respected cell.* How painfully must she have moralized on the
deed which had not only destroyed her happiness, but had con*
tributed in its consequences to tne ruin of Mercia
The negotiations of the venerable abbot of Croyland preserved
Wiglaf, but completed the inevitable degradation of
Mercia. Egbert agreed to the king’s continuing on the
throne as the tributary vassal of Wessex.
The expressions of
Wiglaf, in the charter of Croyland, six years after this pacification, are, 44 1 have procured it to be confirmed by my lord,
Egbert, king of Wessex, and his son.” 44 In the presence of my
lord, Egbert and Athelwulf.” r
The payment of the tribute is
attested by Ingulf.*
The submission of East Anglia was consequential to the humiliation of Mercia.
Northumbria had not yet felt his power. Eardulf, whom we
left reigning at the beginning of this the ninth century, had assumed a hostile posture against Kcnwutf of Mcrciu; but the
clergy interposed, and procured a reconciliation.
In 806,
Eardulf wa s driven out, and the province continued without a
Alfwold is mentioned afterwards, as a
king for a long time. u
and Eanrcd, the son of Eardulf,
fleeting monarch of two years
then succeeded for thirtv-three years, and transmitted it to his
son.*
It was against Eanred that Egbert marched, after the
conquest of Mercia. The Northumbrian prince was too prudent
to engage his turbulent and exhausted kingdom in a war with
Egbert he felt the imperious necessity, and obeyed it. At Dore,
beyond the Humber, he met the Wcst-Saxon prince, and amicably
!

—

1

;

:

acknowledged his superiority.*
The Anglo-Saxon octarchy thus subdued, he turned the tide of
conquest towards Wales.
With a numerous army he
net rated to Snowdon, the Parnassus of the Cambrian
rds.
The same successes attended his arms in North Wales,

K

* Inf. 7.

Per dominnm vneum Eg bertum ref em Weet Snooie et Alhelwulphum Attain
ejue illod obiinui confirmed. Inf. 9.
In present!* doniiwran
Efborti
regie Wert Ssionim et Athelnulphi Alii ejue.
Inf. 10.
* Promisee tribute ennuelie Penstaoe.
Inf.
1
Bim. Dunelm. de Geetie Ref. Anfl. 117.
Chroa. Meilroe. 141.
’ Bim. Dunelm. de Duael Ecclce. 13.
r

mom

&

w Bex. Cbron. 71.

Flor.

Wif

.

980.
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and he penetrated to Denbighshire, and from thence

[Boos IIL
to

Anglesey

11

.

He

appointed his son Ethelwulf king of Kent 7
The only enemy that baffled the genius of Egbert wis the
Danes, who continued their depredations; and probably
002.
under the command of that celebrated sea-king, Ragnar
Lodbrog, whose aotions will be more distinctly considered.*
They ravaged the Isle of Sheppey, and in the next year defeated
Egbert at Charmouth, in Dorsetshire.* This disaster, perhaps,
occasioned that council which Wiglaf, in his charter to Croyland,
mentions to have met this year at London, for the purpose of deliberating on the Danish depredations. b
The efficacy of the
measures adopted by the council appeared at Hengston Hill, in
Cornwall. The Danes landed on this part of the island,
and the Cornish Britons, from fear or voluntary policy,
entered into offensive alliance with them against Egbert. The
king of Wessex defeated their combined forces with great

slaughters
After a reign of prosperity seldom rivalled, Egbert died full of
glory.*
He had made all the Anglo-Saxon kingdoms
035
subordinate to his own but the tale, that he assembled
the Anglo-Saxon states, and abolishing the distinction of Saxons
and Angles, and all provincial appellations, commanded the
island to be called England, and procured himself to be crowned
and entitled king of England, seems not to be entitled to our be;

lief,®

Brut y Sseson. 475. Brut y Ty wysog. 392. Sax. Chron, 72. Ethel werd, 841
So he uyi in a charter at Rochester, dated M Etholwulph, quem rage in constituemus in Cantia.” Thorpe, Reg. R eff. p. 22.
• Sax. Chron. 72.
See the next book, ch. 3.
* Ingulf, 10.
(Ubi ora nee congregali fuimus pro concilio capiendo contra Damcon piratas littora Anglia asaidue infestanlca.)
c
Sax. Chron. 72.
4 Sox. Chron. 73.
Fior. Wig. 291.
Higdon, 253. Chron. Petri de Bergo, 13.
The Chronicle of Mailroe says in 838, n. 142. The Aaaerii Annalea, 839, p. 155.
Wallingford, 837, p. 531. On the 26lh January, in the year 839, an unusual inundation of the aea devastated all Friaia, so that it was almost on a level with the copious maaoea of sands, called there Dunos (Downs).
Animals, men, and houses,
were destroyed by the waters. The number of the inhabitants known to have
perished an the deluge, was 2437. Annal. fiertiniani. 6 Bouquet's RecueiL
* I was induced, as early
as I began thia work, to doubt this popular tale, by
observing these circumstances : 1. That although if such an set bad taken place,
tho legal title of Egbert and bis successors would have been rex Anelornm ; yet
that neither he nor his auceeaeora till afler Alfred, generally used it
In his charters Ethelwulf always signs king of the West Saxons; so do his three eons; so
Alfred ; and In his will he says, I, Alfred, of the Weal Saxons, king. Aaser, the
friend of this king, styles Ethelwulf and bis three eons always kings of the West
Saxons, p. 6-21. It is with Alfred that he begins to use a different title ; he names
him Angul Saxon tun rex.—2. Egbert did not esta blish the monarchy of England
he asserted the predominance of Weews over the others, whom be defeated or
made tributary, but he did not incorporate East Anglia, Mercia, or Northumbria.
It was the Danish sword which deotroyed these kingdoms, sod thereby made Alfred
the monareha of the Snxoita j accordingly, Alfred is called primus monarch! by
some; but, in strict truth, the monarchy of Eogkn4 must not even be attributed to
*
>

—
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As the new enemies from the Baltic, who had begun to appear
n England, for the first time, at the end of the eighth and in the
nintn centuries, were not duly noticed by our historians before
the publication of this work, it will be necessary, for the more
perfect understanding of the events which they caused, to take a
review of the political state of Scandinavia, and of its customs at
this period
him, because Danish sovereigns divided the island with him, and oocupied all tbe
parts which the Angles had peopled, except Mercia. It was Albelstan, who destroyed
the Danish sovereignty, that mar, with the greatest propriety, be entitled primus
monarcha Anglorum ; and accordingly Alured of Beverly ao intimates him, p 93.
Totias Anglie monarchism primus Anglo-Saxonum obtinail Edelstanus.—3. The
important incidents of tho coronation, and change of name, are not mentioned by
the beat writers. The Saxon Chronicle, Florence of Worcester, Asser, Ethelwerd,
Ingulf, Huntingdon, Hoveden, Bromton, Malmabury, the Chronicle of Mailroe, of
Peterborough, and MaUhew of Westminster, say nothing about it—4. Why ahoald
The tact
Egbert a Saxon, have given the Angles a preference in the royal title ?
aeoms to be, that the poople of the provinces colonised by the Angles bad been long
called Angli.
Bede and Boniface, in the century before Egbert M> call them.
There is, however, one chirter that makes an exception. In one of thoee at Rocheater, Egbert is called rex Anglorum. Thorpe, p. S3. Yet his son Ethelwulfdoes
not continue the title, but uses that of ocddenlalium Saxonum, p. 23; which proves,
that if tho other charter with the Anglorum be a genuine one, yet that thia word
could not have arisen from any legal change of title, or his son would have continued it. So far aa auch a phrase waa applied to Egbert from bia victories, it
was a just compliment ; but it ia no evidence of bia assumption of it as hi* legal
title.

.
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IV.

CHAPTER
The

Political State of Norway,

[Book iy.

I.

Sweden, and Denmark,

in the

Eighth

Century.

Although popular language, seldom accurate, has given the
denomination of Danes, to the invaders of England, they were
composed of

who

lived in the regions now known by
Sweden and Norway, as well as of
of Zealand and Jutland. Of these, the Swedes

the nations

the general appellations of
the inhabitants

were the

earliest civilized, and seem to have first abandoned the
system of maritime piracy. The Norwegians continued their
aggressions, though at long intervals, to the year wherein this
histoiy ends.
The Danes, who headed the most terrible of the
invasions, were also the most successful.
Under Sweyn, Canute,
and his children, they obtained the government of Britain.

The

general aspect of the north, in the eighth century,

was

re-

markable for two peculiarities, which were fitted to produce an
age of piracy. These were the numerous petty kings who ruled
in its various regions, and the sea-kings who swarmed upon the
ocean.

Norway, whose broken coast stretches along a tumultuous
ocean, from the rocks of the Baltic into the arctic circle, was the
most sterile of all the regions of the north. Its rugged mountains,

vation

and intolerable
;

cold, were unfriendly to agricultural cultibut they nurtured a hardy and vigorous race, who,

possessing no luxuries, feared no invasion, but poured their fleets
on other coasts, to seize the superfluities which happier climates

produced/ The navigator whom Alfred consulted and employed,
describes this region, which he calls Northmannaland, as very
long and very small. M All that man may use for pasture or
plough lieth against the sea ; and even this in some places very
•

Adam

Bremen.

Franc. 1690.

Hiatoria

Ecctoaiu tica,

lib.

ir. c.

96. p. 71,

ed Liadenbrof

j

.
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Wild moors lie against the east, and along the inhabited
In these moors the Annas dwell The cultivated land is
broaSfest towards the east, but becomes continually smaller as it
stretches towards the north.”*
Ohthere added, that the “ moors
were in some places so broad, that a man would be two weeks
in travelling over them ; in others but six days.”*
From these descriptions we may remark, that the natural state
of the country favoured maritime depredations. The population
was along the sea. The natives were hardy, and their subsistence
scanty.
Compelled by their penury, they roamed largely abroad,
and returned, when plunder had enriched them.*
Noway, in the eighth century, was divided among numerous
sovereignties, called fylki, which an Icelandic Saga defines to
have been a province which could furnish twelve snips, containing each sixty or seventy well armed men."
Sometimes every
fylki had an independent king.
Sometimes more than one were
under the same ruler/ The chorographical description of Norway enumerates twenty-two of these fylki, besides the fylki of
Trondheim, which contained eight more.* The number of sovereignties probably varied according to the ambition and success
of the several chiefs. The Hervarar Saga mentions, that at one
period there were twelve kingdoms in Norway h In the ninth
century they were very numerous. Snorre, the very ancient and
most valuable historiographer of Norway, brings all the fylki
kings to our view, in his history of Harald Harfragre, the descendant of a petty prince in the southern parts of Scandinavia,
rocky.

,

1

who acceded

in

sovereigns, as

Gormo had

862J

Harald swore to subdue all these little
already conquered those of Denmark,

See Obthere's narratioo, inserted by Alfred in hie Saxon translation of Orosiua,
Lond. 1773. The land subjected to human culture, he deacribea aa about
60 milea broad in the eastward, about 30 in tho middle ; and northward, where
amalleat, it might be three milea to the moora.
Ibid.
* Ohthere, ibid.
a Adam Brem. p. 71.
* Olaf Tryggva.sou*a Saga, c. 41.
Stephaniua says, that the ancient Danes uaed
the word fylki to signify a province now called the Loo ; but eo populous as to
furnish an army. In each of these a sovereign governed. Note in Saxon. Gram,
p. 118, ed. Hafn. 1644.
' Ola Pa Saga,
p. 97.
i Stephan iu« recapitulate* them, p. 116.
h
This Saga, shew author is unknown, is a kind of Icelandic
P* 221*
Epopea. The original waa published with a vernacular translation and Latin notes,
by Vcreliua, io 1672. The last edition is valuable for its Latin version ; but it baa
omitted, 1 think, with a diminution of its utility, aod with injustice to Verdins, hie
learned notes. Some might have been retrenched, but the great body of them ought
net to have been characterised aa M non momentoam.**
*
Snorre 8iurleson waa born at Hvam, in Wert Iceland, 1178. In 1213 he waa
made supreme judge of Iceland. He waa a poet aa well aa an historian. His moral
character was not so distinguished aa his genius. He waa killed at Reiekholt, in
bis sixty-third year. See hie life, re fix ed to 8eh0aing*s edition of his Heimakriogle,
p
or Historic Regum Norvegieorum. Havo. 1777.
i AnnaJe* IsUndid vetnatiaaimi, 2 Lang book's
Script Dan. p. 186.
fc

p. 24, ed.
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and Eric those of Sweden. He accomplished his vow. By his
first effort he destroyed the kings who governed in the eight fylld"'
of Trondheim, and reduced these fylki under his dominion.*
The rest of his life was chiefly occupied by his wars with the
other.
The struggle ended in his uniting them all under one
monarchy.
Skirted by the Alps of Norway, Sweden was distinguished for
its fertility, wealth, and commerce.™
Its population was numerous, warlike, and hospitable."
The name of Sweden, though now
applied to the whole region governed by the Swedish monarch,
1

was

in ancient times restricted to the territory about Upsal. 0
Before the eighth century, it contained many provincial sovereigns, called Herads Konungr, of whom the king of Upsal was
the chief. As cultivation spread, and deserts were converted into
fields, new kingdoms rose. 1
Nineteen of these puny kingdoms
are enumerated.* The king of Upsal, subjecting these inferior
rulers, received the denomination of Thiod Kongr/
Ingialld,
who perished in the invasion of Ivar Vidfadme, destroyed by
treachery twelve of the petty kings.* The king of Upsal received
tribute from the rest, who were thence denominated Skatte Kongar, tributary kings. 1 But these subordinate rulers sometimes
amassed so much wealth by piracy, as to be more powerful than
the superior lord.®
Sweden nad not a very extensive population,
till after the beginning of the eighth century
:
in the preceding
age it was so full of woods and deserts, that it required many
days’ journey to pass over them.
The father of Ingialld exerted
'

k

Snorre, Haralld's Saga, c. 8, p. 81.
Sae Snorre, Haralld’a Saga, p. 83-112. The last chapters of the Ynglinga
Saga^are on the immediate anceatora of Harald, who aprang from the Ynglingi of
1

* Adam Brem.

Remberl, who obtained the arehbiahopric of Hamburg in
valuable expressions about Birca, which be calls the port of
8weden. He saya, Ibi multi eaaent negotiator©* divitea et abundantia totiua boni
atque pecunia theaaurorum multa. Vila Anfgar. 1 Langb. 459.
B Adam Brem.
He saya, the Swedea not only thought it n disgrace to rep. 68.
tuee hospitalityto the traveller, but they contended for tho honour of entertaining
him. Ibid. The Swedes had aa many wivea aa they could maintain. Ibid.
°
rt
places here the Ynglingi, whose succession
J“
Ivar Vidfadme disturbed. Adam Brem. also distinguishes Suedia from the adjoining province* of Gothland, p. 68.
p Snorre, Ynglinga Saga, c.
40, p. 48.
865, haa

left

ua

68.

tome

™

q In Meaeenii Scond. Illuat i.
p. 7.
r
Verejiua in Got. et RoJ, p. 87. I observe in Snorre, that the ancient title of the
°* ®
B
^rolUiar (lord). Dyggvi wat first saluted Konungur (king),
^'oSET
e. 90, p. 94.
Hie mother was the daughter of Dan the Magnificent, a quo
ortum eat nomen, ibid. Snorre saya, the Swedee call him their drottinn, who
the ekattgiafr, the tribute from them, c. 11,
15.

W^® ww

Damn

a

*

Snorre, Ynel. e. 43, p. 53.
Frringakiaja Mooum. UpL 10. H. call, (he king, of DpMl Enw.kh, or
OfWer
Koaiiogar. The arms of Upland were a golden apple, or globe, surrounded with a
belt, in allusion to the monarchy.
Ibid.
* Vereliua Got at Rolf. 75.
‘
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himself to convert many forests and heaths into arable land."
made roads through parts which no human foot had explored,
anShky his wise industry, great extents of country were adorned
for the first time by the* cottages, corn, and people of a flourishing cultivation.* This continent was, however, still so little
peopled, that Olaf, the son of Ingialld, flying from Ivar, in the
eighth century, found the country from the west of the kingdom
of Upsal, to the Vener lake, an uninhabited forest By the axe
and by fire, he cleared the regions about the river, which runs
into the lake; and the province and kingdom of Vermaland,
under his auspices arose 1 It was not until the ninth century,
that Jamtia and Helsingia, the two northern provinces of Sweden,
received a permanent colony.
Men, flying from the tyranny of
the preponderant sovereign, levelled the woods, and spread themselves over the districts
It seems to have been general throughout the north, that the interior parts of every country were wild
solitudes.
The sea-coasts were peopled ; but as the natives undervalued agriculture, the adventurous spirits plunged into piracy,
and the rest, addicted to hunting and pasturage, made few efforts
to remove the frightful forests and extensive marshes which
everywhere forbad their occupation.* Sweden was for a long
time a favourite prey to the pirates of Denmark and the Baltic?
In the eighth century, the Upsal kingdom was conquered by Ivar
Vidfadme, the little potentate of Scania, whose father was one of
the chiefs ^destroyed by Ingialld. b
Upsal afterwards continued
to increase in its iwwer and preponderance.
The country of the Danes was composed of islands, which an
unquiet ocean separated, and of the peninsula Jutland, which is
almost insulated by its numerous bays. Of the Danish islands,
Fionia was remarkable for its Odinscc, c the place in Denmark to
.

* 8 noire, Ynglinga Saga, c. 37, p. 45.
w Snorre, p. 45. Locooniua, with truer chronology than others, placet Aunund
immediately before the father of Ragnar Lodbrog. Hist. Suec. p. 41.

1 Snorre, Yng. c.
46, p. 55.
y Soor re give* the history of there colonisations in his Saga Hakonsr Gods, c. 14,
137.
cites
Voreliua
the Olaf Saga on the same fact, in Goth. at Rolf. p. J5.
p.
1 Verelius, Goth, et Rolf. 13.
Hence the Suerrie-Saga

fays, that travelling

very

difficult,

was

because on the melting of the ico and mows upon tie rivers and
must then be taken through pools, marshes, and trackless woods.

lakes, the road
VereL ib. p. 14.

Boom,

"
p. 43, 44.
c Ibid.
Odins-cy
p. 9.

* Ibid. p. 53.

means Odin’s

island.

Odin afterwards moved into Swe-

den, built a temple, and founded a city at Sigtun. Ibid. He k usually planed before the Christian era ; but the Saxon Genealogies make him above 900 or 900 yean
more recent. There are entitled to much notice, because the Saxon annals are for
more accurate end precise than the Northern. They were also committed much
earlier to writing.
There make Cerdic, in 495, the ninth descendant from Odio,
(Sax. Gbron. 15,) Ida, in 547, the tenth, (Und. 19.) EUa, in 560, the eleventh, (p.90.)
If we reek an each generation at tweoty-fiveyaars, as a fair average, then, according
to Cerdic’a genealogy, Odin will be placed 970 after Christ ; according to Ida’s, 990,
A. C. ; according to £Ua*s, 985, A. CL This position of Odin, bj the Bason ofcroni-

;
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which Odin went out of Saxony* after his reputed emigration
from the Tanais. It became a great city. The island was very*
fertile, but its coasts were full of pirates.**
Zealand was distinguished amidst the other isles for its magnitude, and its ancient metropolis, Lethra, whose sovereign was
superior to the other kings wno governed in the various provinces
of the Danes.* Jutland, which extended from the Angles to the
Sound, constituted a principal part of the Danish strength. Its'
soil was sterile, but the country upon the rivers was cultivated
and the most frequented cities were on the arms of the sea,
which ran into it The rest was made up of vast solitudes and
briny marshes, like all the north in this savage and calamitous
It abounded with uninhabited forests, which concurred
period.
with the fens to keep the interior unpeopled. Hence the maritime coasts, though full of incessant danger, from the pirates,
were the parts frequented/
The Danes also occupied Scania, on the Scandinavian continent It was their richest province 8 This peninsula was almost
an island : a tract of land, composed of deep forests and rugged
mountains, divided it from Gothland/ It produced Ivar, the
king whose invasion destroyed the dynasty of the Ynglingi at
Upsal, and who occupied part of England.* Saxo mentions Hallandia and Blekingia as Danish possessions^
Wulfstan, a navigator with whom Alfred conversed about the
north-eastern countries of the Baltic, enumerated the isles of
Langoland, Leland, Falster, and Sconey, as belonging at that
period to Denemearca/ The German chronicles at this time
generally mean Jutland when they speak of Denmark, but the
.

has sometimes suggested to me the probability, that Odin’s famous emigration
from the Euxine, was no other than the daring voyage or the Francs from tho Euxioe, which occurred between 970 and 980, A. C., and which is stated before, p. 160.
It is a coincidence, that 8norre places his first conquests in Saxony ; for the Franco
landed about the Frisia, and immediately after that, the sea was covered with Frankish and 8axon pirates. Odin is also said by the Northern traditions to have Bed
from the Romans; but no other flight than the Frankish voyage is noticed by the
Latin writers. Hie Saxon piracies Mow, that tbe Frankish voyage gave a new imolers,

pulse to society in the north.
6
•

Adam Brem. 64.
On Lethra and its

topography, see Stephanius in Sax. p. 74. ft was in tbe mid.
die of the island, not far from Roschild.
Sveno, who lived in 1186, says, that this
famous city had io his time so declined, that inter abjeclissima ferine vix colitur.
Hist Rag- bin. 1 Laugh 45. Roschild became afterwards the metropolis.
1
Adam Brem. 69. Jutland was anciently nailed Reldgotaland. Torfbua, Series
Reg. Dan. 86, 87. The real of Denmark was called Ey-gotaland, tbe insular Gothland. Ibid. 89, 87.
Knytlinga Bags. Worm. Mon. Dan. App. p 35.
* Adam, 64. In his time it bad become very opulent.
*
Sqorre, p. 53, 54.
J In his preface, he mentions tbe rock in Bfekiugit, so famous %r its surprising
He sits, lib. vii. p. 138, liars Id Hyldetaod, as a monument to his
inscriptions.
father, caused his actions to ha described on iL Woraius relates what remains of

It

Monum. Dan.

p.

991.

k Alfred’s Oroaiue, p. 95*
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seem to
peculation. 1

isles

have always formed an important part of the Danish

Dhamark was

anciently possessed

by many contemporary

though then under one sovereign, they had formerly been divided
According to this document, Jutland
into many kingdoms."
contained five of these Konga-ryki, at Sleswick, Ripen, Arhusen,
Wiburg, and Hording. * The islands, and the continental provinces of Scania and Hallandia, had also their respective sovereigns, among whom the king of Lethra appears the most ancient
ana the most powerful 0 These petty kings were styled Fylki
Kongr, people, or provincial kings.'* Ambition, before the eighth
1

.

century, had diminished the number of the rival thrones. Two
monopolized Jutland ; Fionia, Sccland, and Scania, had each
This number also lessened ; and at the period of their
another.
first aggression on England, the Danish royalty was confined to
a king in Jutland, and one over the isles. Soon afterwards one
monarcha commanded the whole. Gormo Grandasvus, who
lived in the end of the ninth century, is stated to have destroyed
the other reguli.'
In speaking of kings and kingdoms, we use words of swelling
sound, and magnificent import Splendour, extensive dominion,
pomp, power, and venerated dignity, ore the majestic images
11

But we
arise in our minds when we hear of thrones.
must dismiss from our thoughts the fascinating appendages to
modem royalty, when we contemplate the petty sovereigns of the
North. Some of their kingdoms may have equalled an English
county in extent, but many would have been rivalled by our hundreds.*
Seated in their rural halls, with a small band of followers

which

scattered about, these northern fylki kings were often victims to
They had neither castles, cities, nor
pirates who assailed them.
1

16.

They were

anciently called Witahedh, or Vitaalett. Verelius, Hiat 8aio-Goth.
Peter Olane says, that the name Dania primo ct principal iter, comprehended

the inlands. Chron. 1 Lengb. 83.
Knyilinga Saga. Wormius, App- 36.
In Canute's time the proportionate importance of these province# may be inferred
from the war-ships they furnished to the king. Heide bar, containing 350 kyrekna
or parishes, provided 130 ships. Ripen, 334 parishes, 110 or 130 ships. Arhusen,
310 periahm, 90 ships. Wiborg, 350 perishes, 100 ships. Hording, 160 parishes,
50 ships. Fionia, 300 parishes, 100 ships. Zealand, 309 churches, 190 ships.
Bosnia, 353 churches, 150 ships. Worm. p. 34, 35.
* Soorro generally calls the Dsnisb kings, kings of Hleidra, as p. 9, 17,
41* 43,
Slc,
Stephanius aaya, ab bae Lethra Dims rages in anliqnwnhpis iwonumentis
semper nominanlnr Konger aff Lsdro, p. 74.
» Stephan, p 103. VereHue infarms os, that talking is an embodied army, fylke
a province fernahiog a fylking, and IVJke king Hs sovereign, la Got at bJL p. 97.
* Anon. Roakild. Chran. lLengh. 374. To the same purpose Wfephanloa, p. 103.
v
Tarfiaua Hist Norv. L p. 410. Soorra intimates as much. Herald Is Rags, a 3.
p. 78L
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defensive fortifications.* Even the Thiod-Kongr, the preponderant ruler, sometimes fell before one of his inferiors whfpiK
plunder had enriched.1
The more settled kings of Denmark became known mdre disDuring his life, Godtinctly to us in the time of Charlemagne.
frid reigned in Jutland, who had subdued the Frisians, and also
the Obotriti and a part of the SlavL He threatened Charlemagne
with war. He was succeeded by Hemming, his cousin, who
made peace with the Frankish monarch, and the Eyder was established as their common boundaxy.
On Hemming’s death, the
Danish sovereignty was contested between Sigefrid and Ring, in
whose warfare 11,000 men with both the competitors perished.

CHAPTER

II.

The Sea-Kings and Vikingr

of the North.

Whbit we review these kings and sub-kings of the North, we
behold only a part of its political situation. There were also
sovereigns who possessed neither country nor regular subjects,
and yet filled the regions adjacent with blood and misery. The
sea-kings of the North were a race of beings whom Europe beheld with horror. Without a yard of territorial property, without
any towns or visible nation,* with no wealth but their ships, no
force but their crews, and no hope but from their swords, the
sea-kings swarmed on the boisterous ocean, and plundered in
every district they could approach. Never to sleep under a
smoky roof, nor to indulge in the cheerful cup over a hearth,
were the boasts of these watery sovereigns, who not only flourished
in the plunder of the sea and its shores, but who sometimes amassed
so much booty, and enlisted so many followers, as to be able to
assault provinces for permanent conquest
Thus Haki and Hag1*

*

We hats a remarkable instance of this

in Birca, the port and chief commercial
Rambert, who lived about 865, etatee this Birca to have
bean so dsfenoabm, that on tbe approach of the Danes, the people fled from it to a
neighbouring civitatem. This oivitas waa a bo non multum firma. Tbej oflerod
pounds of silver to save Birca. Attach, vita, p. 460. 1 Langb.
* Verdins in Hervarar Baga, 148.
Multi enim regca hrac fbera in trill mi (Smkooungar) qoi maximb qoidsm
earib md auUi pvmereni ragtani. floor re, Yngl. Saga, c. 34, p. 43. Multi insuper
qol mo dkionaa nee aubditos babebent aad piratiea tantom ct btrodnib opes qua.
rshant Wifokaomr at NapUangar, l a rsgee maritimi dicabanlur.
Verdins,

emporium of

Swodan

Wf

Sbt fleMblt. a
Boom, p. 43.

flL

.

Cm.

m
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bard were sea-kings; their reputation induced many bands of
“savers to join their fortunes.
They attacked the king of Upsai,

wn&ht Haki defeated and succeeded.0 Some years afterwards,
the sons of Yngvi, who had become sea-kings, and lived wholly
in their war-ships, roamed the ocean in search of adventures.
They encountered the king of Hayley-ia, and hanged him. They
also assaulted Haki, and overpowered him 4
Solvi was a seaking, and infested the eastern regions of the Baltic with his depre.

He suddenly landed in Sweden in the night, surrounded
the house where the king of Upsai was sleeping, and applying
firebrands, reduced all who were in it to ashes.0
Such was tlie
generous warfare of these royal pirates.
It is declared fo have been a law or custom in the North, that
one of the male children should Iks selected to remain at home, to
inherit the government.
The rest were exiled to the ocean, to
w'ield their sceptres amid the turbulent waters/
The consent of
the northern societies entitled nil men of royal descent, w ho assumed piracy as a profession, to enjoy the name of kings, though
they |x>sscsscd no territory.* Hence the sea-kings were the kinsmen of the land-sovereigns. While the eldest son ascended the paternal throne, the rest of the family hastened, like petty Ncptuncs,
to establish their kingdoms in the waves ; h and, if any of the fylkikongr, or thiod-kongr, were expelled their inheritance by others,
they also sought a continuance of their dignity upon the ocean.*
When the younger branches of a reigning dynasty were about
to become sea-kings, the ships and their requisite equipments wore
furnished as a patrimonial right, and j>cr]iaps as a political convenience.
When we recollect the numerous potentates of Scandinavia,
and the general fecundity, we may expect that the ocean
swarmed with sea-kings. Such was their number, that one

dations.

r

Danish sovereign is mentioned by Saxo to have destroyed
seventy of the honourable but direful race/ Their rank and
successes always secured to them abundant crews, and the misc

Snorrc, Yngling.

25, p. 30, 31.
practice of hanging the chief they overpowered, ioem«
to have furnished their scalds with Home gloomy wit
One of them call* the tree
from which the king waa suspended, the kor§e of Sigar. Ibid. 31.
Snorrc, p. 43.
c.

4 Snorrc,
p. 31, 32.

1

Mmsenius Scond.

* Olaf.

The

4; and see Wallingford, 533.
Bartholin, aniiq. Dan. 446. Snorro hat given i particular
S*g« af Olafi, Ilinoni. Hclga, c. 4. War mi us recognises the san.e
i.

p.

T rygg. Saga ap.

instance of this.
custom. Mon. Dan.

2tj9.

b

See Verelius, Hist Suio-G. p. 6. Pontanus, Hist Dan. p. 87. Stophanius in
Sai. p. 152. Thus a grandson of the famous Rignar Lodtwog was i sea-king,
while his brother succeeded to tho crown of Sweden. Filii Biontis jarnstdm fuerc
Binkj. et Refill..., hie ent Hcrkonrr oc S*koogr. Hemrar Sqi, $25.
Tn«»* Gntrnm : ib eo
puUua ptntico more Vizit, 1 Laugh.
* 480. The

n,m

•bo Biorn.
J

8, 1, 10. 89.

Suo-Gramm.

lib. vii. p.

142.
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k These seachief they perpetrated must have been immense.
kings were also called Her-kongr.
The sea-kings had the name of honour, but they were only a
portion of those pirates, or vikingr, who in the ninth century
were covering the ocean. Not only the children of the' kings,
but every man of importance, equipped ships, and roamed the
1
At the age of twelve, the
seas to acquire property by force.
sons of the great were in action under military tutors.® Piracy
was not only the most honourable occupation, and the best harvest of wealth, it was not only consecrated to public emulation
by the industrious who pursued it,* but no one was esteemed noble, no one was respected, who did not return in the winter to
his home with ships laden with booty.®
The spoil consisted of

every necessary of life, clothes, domestic utensils, cattle, which
they killed and prepared on the shores they ravaged, slaves, and
other property .p
vailed,

So

It is

not surprising that while this spirit pre-

every country abounded

in deserts.

was

the pursuit, that parents were even anxious
to compel their children into the dangerous and malevolent occupation.
It is asserted in an Icelandic Saga, that parents would
not suffer the wealth they had gained by it to be inherited by

reputable

mentioned to have been their practice to
and other property to be buried with
them, that their offspring might be driven by necessity to engage
in the conflicts, and to participate the glory of maritime piracy.*
Inherited property was despised.
That affluence only was
their offspring.

command

It is

their gold, silver,

k Snorre hit recorded the sufferings of
Sweden in his Ynglinga Saga ; and the
fivnoua inscription on the lapis Tiratedensis, given by Wormius, Monuro. 267, and
commented on by Bartholin, 438, records the memory of Frotho, a vikingr terrible
to the Swodcs, 443. The ancient Svcnn Aggonis mentions the extensive depredations of Helghi, a rex maris. Hist. Dan. 1 Langb. 44.
And the Nornagesti Historia
11
in one instance exhibits a volume of such incidents.
Hi reguloe permulloe subju.
iverant, pugnatoree fortissimos interfocerant, urbeaque incendio dcleverant ac in
ispania et Gallia immenaam alragem cdideranl.”
Ap. Torfsus, Series Reg.
®

B_

QC

>1

Snorre, Saga, Olafi Helga, c. 192, p. 315.
m Snorre furnishes us with a fact of this kind: “quo tempore
primnm navcm
belli cam adsoendit Olafna Haraldi films XII anno* notus erat."
Hie mother appointed Raniua, who had been hia foster-father, and had been often in warlike expe.
ditione, the commander of the forces, atque Olafi curatorcm. Saga, af Olafi Helga, c.
1

2, p. 3.
“

The

northern writers attest the glory which accompanied piracy. Sec BarVcreliua in Hervarar Saga, 47. Wormius, Moo. Dan. 269. Bartholin
quotes the Vatidarla, whioh aaya, Moa erat magnorum virorum regum vel comitum,
mqualium noatrorum, nt piratics incumberent, opes sc gloriam sibi acquirentes,
p* 438.
0 Stephan iua
in Sax. p. 69.
p Thus Eyaftein, king of Upaal, pirated in Vaurnia, pnedaa ibi agit veites, aliasqoe
res pretiosas neo non oolonorum ntenailia rapiens, peooraqoe in litore msetans, quo
fteto domnm revarai sunt Snorre, Yngling. Saga, c. 51, p. 58. So Adils plundered
in 8exhnd, and got many captives.
Ibid. e. 32, p. 40.
* Vatsdwla ap. Barth. 438.
tholin, 437.

;
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esteemed which danger had endeared' It was therefore wed
stod of the Northmen by one of their contemporaries, that they
sought their food by their sails, and inhabited the seas.*

Even the regular land-kings addicted themselves to piracy.1
was the general amusement of their summer months hence
almost every king commemorated by Snorre is displayed as
It

;

assaulting other provinces, or as suffering invasions in his own."
infatuation, the population of the day welcomed the
successful vikingr with the loudest acclamations; although, from
the prevalence of the practice, domestic misery became the
general lot. The victors of one day were the victims in the next
and he who was consigning without pity the women and children
of other families to the grave or to famine, must have often found
on his return but the ashes of his paternal habitation, and the
corpses of those he loved.
The name by which the pirates were at first distinguished was
Vikingr, which perhaps originally means kings of the bays/ It
was in bays that they ambushed, to dart upon the passing voyager.
The recesses of the shores afforded them a station of
safety as to the perils of the ocean, and of advantage as to their
Our bolder navigation, which selects in preference the
pursuit.
middle of the ocean, was then unusual. The ancient merchants
coasted wherever they could, and therefore naturally frequented
bays in the progress of their voyage. In hopes of prey, the bays
were also full of pirates, ever ready to dart ujwn their object."

With strange

These fierce bands of robbers appear to have been kept in
amity with each other by studied equality. It was a law, that
the drinking vessel should pass round the whole crew, as they
sat, with undistinguished regularity/
Their method of fighting
was the offspring of their fearless courage; they lashed their
ships together, and from the prows rushed to mutual battle/
The fcrocitv and useless cruelty of this race of beings almost
transcend belief. The piracy of the vikingr, who were also
VaIziUbU ap. Bar ti>. 43S.
Nigcllua, who lived about 826, baa
which he aaya,
r

*

left

a

poem on the beptivm of Herald,

in

H Tpae qoidem pnpului

late pernotua habetur,
Linlrc dapes quwrit, incofilatque mare/

1

Vcrel, in

Got

Yogi.

36. p.

c.

Rol. p. 75.
31, 32, 40.

1

Langb. 400.

el

Hence Snorre mark* the autumn aa the eeaaon of

their return.
T

Wormiu* aa ye, viig
derivation, 446.

meant a

bay.

Mon. Dan. 368 S and Bartholin favoura

the

* Wormiua, 369. And aee the d Later tat ion annexed to the Gnnnlaofi Saga, 903
* 8norre, Yogi. Saga, c. 41. p. 50. Tbia custom ia stated Id have prevailed among
the predatory Britons ; “drea medium oereviaim ordinalim hi modem etreull, Mod
dreumdando diacobuerunt/ Viu Cadoei MBS. Cotton Library, Veep.
14.
1
’ Snorre, Herald # Saga, e. 11, p. 85.

.
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called hemadi,* was an exhibition of every species of barbarity.
Besides the savage food of raw flesh and blood,* which, however,
the Greenlanders of our times are stated to have used, as also the
Abyssinians,b to tear the infant from the mother’s breast, and to
it on their lances from one to another,® is stated in several
books to have been the custom of many of these pirates, from
which, though at a late period, their civilizing chiefs at last alienated them. It was a consistency of character in such men to
despise tears and mourning so much, that they would never weep

toss

for their deceased relations .*1

One branch of the vikingr is said to have cultivated paroxysms
of brutal insanity, and they who experienced them were revered.
These were the berserkir,® whom many authors describe. These
men, when a conflict impended, or a great undertaking wr as to
be commenced, abandoned all rationality upon system ; they
studied to resemble wolves or maddening dogs ; they bit their
shields; they howled like tremendous beasts f they threw off
covering; they excited themselves to a strength which has been
compared to that of bears, and then rushed to every crime and
horror which the most frantic enthusiasm could perpetrate.* This
fury tvas an artifice of battle like the Indian war-whoop. Its object
was to intimidate the enemy. It is attested that the unnatural
* These words were at first promiscuously used.
The Brandkrossa thetti, and
the Svarfdalensium historic, cited by the editors of the Gunnlaugi Saga, p. 305,
evince that they had some difference of meaning, but I do not think we understand
the distinction. They who are curious may read the dissertation above quoted,
p. 305.
* Bee the Saga Gothrici et Rolfi, and also the Helgaquida of Smmnnd, in Barthol.
45C. One of the laws of Hislinar mentioned in the Orvar Oddz Sagu, was, ne era*

dam carnem coinedcrent Ibid.
b The Grcenlandere eat raw ffeah, and

drink the reindeer's hot blood.

2 Crantz,

Bee Bruce's life, p. evii. 2d edition.
This is stated by the English annalists, as Osborn, in his life of Elphegus. 2
Langb. p. 441. Matt. Westm. p. 388, and Henry of Huntingdon, lib. v. p. 347. After
citing these, Bartholin rocorde from the Lsndnamk, the name of the man who abolished the horrid custom.
The Landnatni says, M Olverus Barnakall Celebris incola
Nonregie, validus fuit pirata, ille infantes ab uni us hosts mucrone in aliam projici,
passua non est, quod piratis tuno familiars era! ; ideoque Barnakall (infantum presidium vel muhoe habens infiuites) cognominatus est" Bartholin, p. 457.
d Adam Brera. states this fact of the Danes,
p. 64.
* The berserkir were at first honoured.
Tbe Hervarsr Saga applies tho name to
the tons of Arngrim as a matter of reputation. Omnea magni berserkir fuere, p.
15.
Bnorre, in mentioning one who fought with Herald Harfrajm, calls bim a beraerkr mikiU, a might? berserkir. Herald’s Saga, c. 19, p. 94. The scald Hornklofi
•aye, fremuero berserk i helium eie erst circa prsaeordia, p. 95. In another place.
Boom says, Harslld filled bis ship with his attendants and berserkir ; be says tbe
station of the berserkir woa near the prow, ibid. p. 82; he menliooe them also, 69.
It was in allusion to their ferocity, that the Harberz lioth of Bwmund applies the

28.

c

1 Hervar. Saga.
Saxo describee the berserkir fury minutely twice in hie
p. 35.
—tenth book, p. 123, 134. Terftsos also, in Hrolfii kraka, ja 49, meotiona them.
• AnoeUtio de Berserkir added to Kristni Saga, p. 142.
See tbe Eyrbyggia Saga,
ibid. p. 143.
Bo the Egills Saga, ijk Bartholin, p. 346.
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excitation was, as might be expected, always followed
plate debility.*
It was originally practised by Odin.*

used

it,

often joined in companies^

The

by a com*

They who

furor Berserkicus, as

mind and morals improved, was at length felt to be horrible. It
changed from a distinction to a reproach,* and was prohibited by
penal laws
The name at last became execrable.
When we consider the calamities, which the course of nature
everywhere mixes with the happiness of man, we should from
theory, expect a general union of sentiment and wisdom to mitigate the evils which none can avoid. Experience liow cvcr shows
1

.

r

our species to have been engaged at all times, in exasperating
every natural affliction, by tne addition of those which human
agency can create. Mankind appear from history to have been
alw ays attacking each other, without the provocation of personal
injury.
If civilization, science, and Christianity have not allayed
the spirit of political ambition, nor subdued the love of warlike
glory, w e cannot bo surprised that the untaught Northmen delighted in the depredations to which they were educated, from which
they derived honour and fame, and by which they subsisted.
Pity
and benevolence are the children of our disciplined reason and
augmented felicity. They are little knowm to our species in those
ages, when general misery licenses and produces the most tyranr

r

Hence

nical selfishness.

the berserkir, the vikingr, or the sea-

no remorse at the sight of humnn wretchedness. Familiar w ith misery from their infancy, taught to value peaceful
society but as a rich harvest easier to be pillaged, knowing no
glory but from the destruction of their fellow-creatures, all their
feelings, all their reasonings were ferocious; they sailed from
country to country, to desolate its agriculture, and not merely to
plunder, but to murder or enslave its inhabitants.
Thus they
landed in Gothia. The natives endeavoured to escape. The
invaders pursued with the flame and sword 01 Thus in Sweden,
)art of the inhabitants they massacre, and part they make captive;
!>ut the fields were ravaged far and wide with fire.®
The same
miseries proclaimed their triumphs in Wendila.
The flame and
sword were unsparing assailants, and villages w*ere converted into
king,

felt
r

.

h

Herrarar Saga,

So the frills Saga. Bartholin, p. 346.
p. 97.
c. ?L p. 11.
In the Haramtl ofSemund, Odin kwitg of it at
a magical trick. See the ode in Barlhol. 347.
J So they appear in the Herrarar Saga.
k Thus
the Vatsdela. Tboroa furore Beraerkieo nonnunquam corripiebatar, quod
in Uli tiro pcobrum ducebator. Deque enim iltud ipai gbrioaum erst.
BarthoLYtf.
Thta man is made to say of himeeif, that it disgraced him, and be sake ad
how
to overcome it Ibid. 346.
1
M
farore beraerkieo ai quia graaeetur,
1

Snorre, Ynglinga,

vm

“J

Tif
i
,

P

®S

*

relegations

*

Au*'****± S1*' ,4a So the
Sega mentione oflric tbe
5
rcouyt opmea Berner koe Norregia exuiare joadt,
P*

5;

>

Soorre, c-ixiLp. 39.

-

Gretlii

Ibid. 149.
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uninhabited deserts,® Thus at Paris they impaled 111 of their
captives, crucified many others on houses and trees, and slew
numbers in the villages and fields,? In war they seemed to have
reckoned cruelty a circumstance of triumph; for the sea-king and
the vikingr even hung the chiefs of their own order on their de1
feat. *
And yet from the descendants of these men some of the
noblest people in Europe have originated.

CHAPTER

III.

Comparisons between the Histories of Saxo-Grammalicus and Snorre.— The
first aggression of the Northmen on the Anglo-Saxons.
And the Rise,
Actions, and Death of Ragnar Lodbroc.
1

—

Such was the dismal state of society in the North. For a long
time the miseries of this system were limited to the Baltic.
After the colonization of England bad freed the Germanic and
British ocean from Saxon piracy, Europe was blessed with
almost three centuries of tranquillity. One Danish rover is stated
1
to have wandered to the Maesc in the beginning of the sixth
century ; but the enterprise was unfortunate. Odier Danes are
mentioned as acting with the Saxons against the Francs. But
after this century b wc hear no more of Danes for above two hundred years.
But some of the historians of the North pretend that the Danes
visited

England and Europe

in a

much

earlier period.

Are

these

our belief?
Saxo-Grarnmaticus, who died 1204,° has left us a history
which has delighted both taste and learning,* by its elegance and

entitled to

1

0 Snorre, c. xxxi.
p. 39.

Du Chciine, Hist Fran corum Script. voL ii. p. 655. The annals which be edited
abound with such incidents.
q There are many instanoes of this in Snorre, p. 31, 33, 44, dto. ate in the Hervarar Saga, and others.
* Gregory of Tours, who lived in
573, the oldest author extant who mentions the
Danes, narrates this expedition, lib. ill. c. 3, p. 53. Corpus Franc. Hist edL Hanov.
p

1613*
* Venantiua Fortunatus, who lived 565, mentions them as defeated by the kings
of the Francs, lib. viii. e. 1, p. 622, and his lines to the Dux Lupus (lib vi.) imply
that the Danes and Saxons had invaded the country near Bordeaux. This was prosome ebullition of the Angto&axon expeditions affiinst Britain.
bably
“
c Stephan. Prolow. p. 93.
* Erasmus has honoured Saxo with a panegyric which every historian mart
covet ; M qui suss gentis historians splondide nugnifioeque eontezuit Probe vividum

,
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vigour ; and which, considering his age and country, is surprising
its power of composition. He conducts the Danes into Britain
long before the Christian era. According to his narration, Frotho
the first, his ninth king of Denmark,* Amleth, whose memory our
Shakspeare has preserved/ Fridlevus, the twenty-third king of
Saxo,* and Frotho, the next sovereign/ fought, and with one exception obtained splendid victories in Britain, previous to the appearance of the Christian legislator. Twelve reigns afterwards,
lie states that Harald Hyldetand invaded England, and conquered
the king of Northumbria.*
Some documents for his history Saxo may have derived from
poems of the ancient scallds, from inscriptions on stones and
rocks, from an inspection (yet how imperfect !) of the Icelandic
may even
authors, and from the narrations of his friend.’
grant to him, that such men as he enumerates, such actions as he
so eloquently describes, and such poems as he so diffusely translates/ once* appeared ; but the chronology and succession into
which he arranges them arc unquestionably false. The boasted
fountains of the history of the ancient Scandinavians,1 their memorial stones, and funereal runap,“ the inscribed rings of their
shields, the w’oven figures of their tapestry, their storied walls,
for

We

their lettered seats and beds, their narrative wood, their recollected
poetry, and their inherited traditions, may have given to history
the names of many warriors, and have transmitted to posterity
ardens ingenium, orationcm nusquam remiaaam out dorroitantem ; tam rnirsm
sentential err bras, el figurarum admirabilcio rerietitcm, ut satis
admirari nequeam, unde ilia stale, hoinini dano, tan la via eloquendi suppetiveriL"
Dial. Ciccron. ap. Stephan, p. 33.
And yet a more correct taste would suggest that
bis work ia rather an oration than a history.
Though some parts are happy, it is
in general either tumid and exaggerated, or losing, or clouding, the specific fact ia
declamatory generalities. It wants that exact taste for troth, as well as for patient
comparison of antiquarian documents, which the history of such a period peculiarly
et

mborum copiam,

required.
*
r

Hist Dan.

lib.

ii.

p. 25.

The speech of Amleth to the people, after destroy56, 57.
an exertion of eloquence very creditable to the genius of Saxo, p. 54, 55.
Hist. Dan. 67.
h Hist Dan. 95.
Saxo places the birth of Christ immediately after. Ibid.
Hist Dan. 137.
i Saxo mentions these authorities in his preface,
p. 3; and the curious will be
pleased to read Stephanius's notes upon it
* We have a striking proof how much Saxo has amplified the barren songs of the
scallds, and therefore bow little to be relied on for precision in his poetical end elsgant dialogue between Hialto and his friend Biarco, whom be roused to tbs defence
of his endangered king. Forgetful of the emergency, Saxo prolongs it to sis folio
pages. Stephanies has cited part of the concise and energetic original, p. 83, which
IlisL Dan.

ing Fengo,

lib. iii. p.

ia

1

discovers the historian's exuberance.
Torfwus mentions these in tin prolegomena to hit History of Norway, and in
,
W* 8*2* Negom Dan. 50-53. They are also remarked by Bartholin, lib. t a 9.
* Wormins has given os the inscriptions found in Denmark in his Monuments
Denies ; and Peringskiold copiaa many out of Sweden in his Monuments Utters,
karenaia, 331-349, and in his Moouafttolum Sven Goth, 177*306. Bet also Verslius’s man udectio, and others.
1
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fame of many battles, but no dates accompanied the memoeven the geography of the incidents was very rarely
noted Hence, however numerous may have been the preserved
memoranda, their arrangement and appropriation were left to the

the

rials;

mercy of literary fancy or of national conceit.
Saxo unfortunately emulated the fame of Livy,

instead of be-

coming the Pausanias of Scandinavia; and instead of patiently compiling and recording his materials in the humble style or form in
which he found them, which would have been an invaluable present
to us, has shaped them into a most confused, unwarranted, and fabuThe whole of his first eight books, all his hislous chronology.
tory anteceding Ragnar Lodbrog, can as little claim the attention
of the historian, as the British history of Jeffry, or the Swedish
It is indeed superfluous, if we
history of Johannes Magnus.
recollect the Roman history, to argue against a work which
pretends to give to Denmark a throned existence, a regular government, and a tissue of orderly and splendid history for twentyfour royal accessions before the birth of Christ. Saxo, on whose
history many others were formerly built, refers to the Icelandic
writers n but this only increases our depreciation of his narratives, for they are at irreconcilable variance with all his history
before the ninth century.®
The Icelandic writers, Torfoeus, their able champion, divides
into four kinds : the allegorical, the fabulous, the mixed, and the
;

authentic.*
Of the authentic, the only one extant who attempts a history
much earlier* than the times of Harald Harfragre, is Snorre, the
son of Sturla, who has given us as faithful a compilation of
northern history as his means and age permitted. Beginning
with Odin, the common ancestor of the Scandinavian, Danish and
Saxon nations, as Hercules was of the Grecian royal dynasties,
he first gives the history of the Ynglingi kings at Upsal, and the
He then continues
life of Ilalfdan Svarte, the father of Harald.
the history of Norway to his own time.
n Though ho applauds them in hii preface, and even save, “quorum ihesauroe
hietoricarum rerum pignoribus refer toe curiosius consulcns, baud parvam present!*
nperis partem cx corum rclolionia imitntione conlexui; nee arbitros habere contempsi, quo# tanta vetustatis perilia callere cognovi;” notwithstanding this, it may
be fairly doubted if he knew much of them.
0 Torfeus
aaya justly of Saxo, that he haa placed #omo kinga before Christ, who
flourished long after him ; that he hie made other kinga of Denmark, who belonged
to other regions, and haa raised some to the supremo throne of Denmark, who were
but tributary reguli. Series Rcgum Dan. p. 219.
r See liis discriminated catalogue of the Icelandic writings in his Series Regum
Damn. 3-12.
* There are Icelandic writers extant more ancient than Snorre, as Arm Frode,
born 1068; his contemporary, Scmond, the author of the ancient Edda; Eiric, who
about 1161 wrote on the sons of Harald Gillius; Charles, an abbot, in 1169, whose
history of king Swerrer remains ; and Odd us, author of the Saga of Olave Trygfvasoo s but then are on later subjects. Torfieos, prolegomena Hist Nonr.

;
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Snorre incidentally mentions the Danish kings of Lethra,' and
he clashes irreconcilably with Saxo, always in the chronology
and successions, and sometimes in the incidents." As far as the
internal characters of authenticity can decide the competition
between him and Saxo, he has every superiority, and no rational
antiquary will now dispute it His narratives, though sprinkled
with a few fables,1 are very short, consistent, and unadorned
they display the genuine costume of the time: the quotations
from the scallds are given literally* no chronology is marked,
and his arrangement does not carry up his actors to any extravaIt is in his work, if in any of the nortliern angant antiquity.
cient documents, we shall find some true information of the
earliest attacks of the Northmen on Britain.
The first king whom Snorre mentions to have had dominion in
England, is Ivar Vidfadmc, a king of Scania, who conquered
UpsaL His words arc “ Ivar Vidfadmc subjected to him all
Sweden, all Denmark, great part of Saxony, all Austurrikia, and
But no English chronicler notices
the fifth part of England.”*
such a person or such an event Our ancient annalists expressly
mark tne year 787 as the date of the first aggressions of the
Northmen on England, w which is subsequent to the reign of Ivar.
If, therefore, he conquered or plundered anywhere in Britain, it
must have been in Scotland, of whose early history we have no
correct information,* and whose coasts were most likely to be the
11

first

attacked.

P. 24, 34, 37, 3D, 41, 43, 54, 69, 70, 77.
B
To give only one instance ; Saxo place* Hi-Iglii and hi* ton Rolf Kruko eleven
reigns before Chri«t. Snorre "ays, Rolf fell in the reign of Eyslein, p. 43, the third
king before In gin ld f who lived in the seventh century of the Christian era.
'

I

1

°

As in p. 9, JO, 24 and 34.
He gives thirty>two reigns between Odin and Harald

the kings perished violently

Harfragre.

Almost

all

therefore the average of their reigns cannot exceed
twenty years. This computation would place Odin about 220 years after Christ.
Nothing can show more strongly what little support the aongs of the scallds can
give to the remote periods of northern antiquity, than the fact that the aralld Tliio.
dolfr, on whom Snorre bases his history before Herald Harfragre, and whom lie
therefore quotes twenty -six times, lived in the days of Harald, or about the year 900.
We find him, p. 115, singing in the last dirt of Harald, who died 936. Excepting
Brage Gsmle, who is once quoted on Odin, p. 9, and Eywindr, who lived after
Thiodolfr, and who it adduced twice, p. 13, 31, no other seaild is referred to* The
poems of the scallds may be good authority for incidents near their own times, but
can be only deemed mere popular traditions as to the earlier history of a barbarous
people. Snorre’s other authorities are genealogies and individual narratives. 8ce
bis preface.
But the Icelandic genealogies are often contradictory. Their most
;

veracious writers are rather the faithful recorders of traditions, usually true in sub*
stanee, but as usually inaccurate, than the selecting or critical compilers of authentic
history.
*

Snorre Yngf Saga, c. xlv. p. 54. This part of England the Hervarar Saga
to be Northumbria ; and gives the same dominion to bis grandson Haralld
*
Hyldetaod. e. six. p. «3.

marks

64 :

West

nwi$-

280s Ethelw. 839; Malm. 16;

Hunt 343; Malt

282, and several vrthers. The annals of Ulster do not mention their attacks
on Ireland earlier; but from this period incessantly.
The northern liters li place Ivor at tbs end of the sixth oentury. If this were

;
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But from the state and habits of the natives of Scandinavia
and the Baltic, 'which have been described, we might have expected that die result would have been, that mutual destruction
and desolation, which would in time have consumed themselves
and unpeopled the north. Europe had then no reason to- apprehend any mischief from such men, because Charlemagne had
just raised a formidable Frankish empire, Egbert had consolidated the Anglo-Saxon power, and it was the interest of the new
monarchies that were absorbing their own little sovereignties to
extinguish such a restless race.
But such are the unexpected
directions which the course of human agency frequently takes,
that at this very period those dreadful hurricanes of war and
desolation began to arise in the north, which afflicted all the maritime regions of Europe with a succession of calamities for above
a century. As it exhibits a curious picture of human nature in
its more savage energies, and is immediately connected with the
romantic, and yet authentic, history of one man, whose transactions have not before been introduced into our annals, Ragnar
Lodbrog, it is important to take an enlarged but calm review of
the causes that produced this direction, and gave such an eflect
to his peculiar position and singular propensities.
In every country whose inhabitants have passed from their nomadic or wandering condition into a settled state, the cultivated
lands become gradually the property of a portion only of the
community. Their first occupiers or partitioned transmit them
to their descendants

while the rest of society, as it multiplies,
the arts open new sources of employment and acquisitions, either serve the proprietary body as vassals and retainers, more or less dignified by office, title, or birth
or as labourers more or less servile ; or they must float loosely
in life without an adeauatc provision for their desires or necessiThis unprovided class soon arises as population increases,
ties.
and augments with its increase. When the sub-divisions of trade
and manufactures occur, large portions of the unprovided are
absorbed by them; but still many remain, in every age and
country, from the rudest to the most civilized, who form a body
of men disposed to be restless, migratory, enterprising, and ready
for every new adventure, or impression, which the flowing accidents of time, or the rise of bold and active original characters
can present to them. This class pursues the progress of society
in al! its stages, feeds or occasions all its wars, seditions, colonies,
must, until

;

commerce and

joit chronology* he night have been one of the adventurers that
Angles into Northumbria or Mercia.

came n m^ng the

As the Angles and Jutes came from the Danish provinces of Sleswick and JoU
land, their ancient memorials might have, not unfairly, pretended to conquests in
a critical comparison of some of the most authentic of the an.
Britain. But
eiaot Icelandic authorities, 1 am satisfied that Ivar Vidfadme has been placed above
e century too early.

M
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and migrations, and has repeatedly shaken the happiness of the
more civilized nations.
It seems not to be the want of actual food on the earth which
creates this unprovided body ; for there is not sufficient evidence that nature has, in any period, produced less food than
.

The more population tends to
the existing population needed.
press upon the quantity of subsistence in any country, the more
As the pressure begins, the activity
it also tends to increase it.
The
and ingenuity of mankind are roused to provide for it.
powers of nature have hitherto answered to their call, and
Hence
rewarded their exertions with the requisite supply.
increased productibility has always accompanied increased deputation, and still attends it : nor have we yet approached, nor
probably shall we ever reach the period when the fertility of the
earth and the ingenuity of man shall fail to be equal to the
New means have always hitherto
subsistence that is needed.
unfolded to meet new exigencies. In the case of the Northmen,
it is remarkable, that although every act of plunder was also an
act of ravage, and more of the necessaries and conveniences of
life were destroyed by their depredations than were either carried
off* or consumed ; yet the numbers of both the plunderers and
plundered increased till they formed well-peopled and prosperous
communities.
This unprovided class arises from the impossibility of having
These systems have inany system of property without it
creased population, civilization, general prosperity, and individual
comfort but they arc always multiplying the number of those,
who either form no part of the proprietary body, or whose
individual portions arc inferior to the demands of their habits,
their passions, or their necessities.
To equalize all property,
would not destroy the evil, unless wisdom and virtue could be
made equally common. Society at this moment presents us, in
every part of Europe, with a large unprovided population.
similar class existed, though under different habits, in the ninth
century, all round the Baltic and North Sea ; and it was from
this body of men that the sea-kings and vikingr principally
emerged.
This unprovided population consisted and consists not of the
poor only, but also of many from the wealthier classes of every
state.
In every age, some portions of the families of all the rich
and great have been as unable to continue the state and enjoyment of their relations, and of their own earlier days, as tne
meaner conditions of life to attain them. The one become the
leaders of the other, and both alike desire adventures and employments, by which they can attain the property, the luxuries,
or the distinctions which they covet.
In the fifth and sixth centuries, the Anglo-Saxons of this class
;

A
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poured themselves on Britain, and the numerous petty sovereignties in Norway, Sweden, and the Danish isles,'seem to have
arisen

from the same source.

Adventurers, seeking their fortune,

appear to have landed from time to time on various parts of the
uninhabited regions and islands of Scandinavia, with little bands
of inferior companies and as their posterity multiplied, levelled
;

the forests, drained the marshes, and cultivated the earth : then
humble kingdoms, jarlls, and nobility appeared. But the same
result, in time, pursued them here which nad driven them hither.
All the lands they could subject to human culture became appropriated ; claims of individual property became fastened on the
parts which were left untilled ; and unprovided population increased in each, who had to look elsewhere for the rank and
comforts which the rest inherited.
At the close of the eighth and the beginning of the ninth century, the unprovided population of the north was in full activity
among their little kingdoms and jarlldoms in every part of the
Baltic.
The acquisition of property by violence was their object,
the sea their road to it, the sword their instrument, and all the
settled habitations which they could reach, master, or surprise,
were the theatres of their enterprise. The invention of the term
sea-king satisfied the ambition of their highest-born chieftains;
and the spoil obtained by their depredations, and the energies
necessary to be exerted to make the expeditions successful, gratified their associates.

But the vicinity of their domestic homes for a long time circumscribed the sphere of their exertions. There is not sufficient
evidence that they had advanced beyond the Baltic, till that
individual to whom we have already alluded, Ragnar Lodbrog,
had been expelled by Harald from his insular kingdom; and
becoming himself a sea-king, led his fleet of depredators successively to Friesland, Flanders, the British islands, and to France.
do not know enough of the incidents of his youth to delineate the gradual formation of Ragnar’s peculiar character;
but we can trace some of the circumstances that favoured the
new habit which he either began or the most powerfully promoted. His father, Sigurd, was a Norwegian, who had married
the Danish princess, daughter of the king of the chief Danish
island.*
His spirit of adventure had therefore an encouraging
example in his father’s elevation.
But that father had been
opposed by the king of Jutland in a battle in which nearly eleven
thousand men and both the chieftains perished.* On this fatal
result the contending partisans compromised their quarrel by
.

We

raising the sons of their several leaders to their fathers’ thrones.
Ragnar was made king of the isles, and Harald of the Danish

So

Boom atataa.

Ad. Brea. Alb. Stod. sad
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arrangement was too pacific to

long in such a turbulent age ; and the friends of Harald
were found to be numerous enough to enable him to expel
Ragnar from his sea-girt kingdom. This warrior, in all the pride
and activity of his youth, was driven with all his followers to
seek that provision and distinction on the ocean, and by their
swords, which they were not allowed to retain on their domestic
last

territory.

If Ragnar had been a common-minded man he would have
been but a common plunderer, and have soon fallen into the usual
violent deaths of battle or punishment which most pirates at last
undergo. But Denmark was, from its contiguity to the Frankish
kingdom and to the improving continental Saxons, the most
civilized country of the barbaric north.
Its monarchy was also
beginning to arise. Its small kingdoms having been subdued or
absorbed into two, and these, from their increasing power and
dignity, being more cultivated than formerly, Ragnar Lodbrog,
before he became a sea-king, had obtained the greatest advantages
of education which the Baltic at that time afforded. Son of an
enterprising Norwegian and of a Danish princess, he thus united
in himself all the

improvements which

Norway and Denmark

could then confer.
His great natural talents thus assisted, he
entered upon his new profession with a distinction which led to
real exploits.
The actual enjoyment of a previous kingdom
xcd large objects of ambition in his mind ; gave him at his
outset an impressive and dignified character, and connected him
with more numerous and powerful friends and followers than
any ordinary vikingr could influence or command. The insular
nature of the territory over which he had reigned favoured his
enterprises, and he soon became formidable enough to compel
his
land-rival to implore the succours of the Frankish empire.
But this event became only another impulse to the new direction which Ragnar was insensibly giving to all the
population
about him. That the Franks should presume to interfere in
behalf of his enemy, was an affront tliat fixed in his heart an
indignant resolution to avenge himself on them. This
vindictive feeling
led him out of the Baltic to France
itself; and though he could
not dethrone his competitor at home, he had followers
enough to
penetrate to the walls of Paris, and to afflict France, in
its then
quarrelling state, with the most calamitous depredations.
The
personal fame which he gained by these distant expeditions
was
an impressive appeal to the vanity and emulation
of all the
northern youth ; and his booty tempted the
most selfish to join his
fleets or to imitate his adventures.

About the same period a king of
unintentionally contributed to give th<

Norway, Harald Hariagre,

unprovided population and
ambitious youth of that country the
same external direction and
s

;
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a new impulse to pursue it He also began the system of subduing in Norway all its petty sovereignties, and of extirpating
piracy within his dominions. Nothing then remained in Norway
for those who had not lands or property, but to seek them elsewhere. Bands of adventurers now arose from hence, who were
resolved to obtain subsistence, plunder, fame, or settlement in
other countries by their swords. And one of these, under the
command of Hrolfr or Rollo, after harassing France with desolation, extorted from its sovereign the province of Normandy.
From the operation of these circumstances as they successively
occurred, distant expeditions, for temporary plunder, vindictive
retaliations, or military colonization, became, from the end of the
eighth century, the regular habits of the active population of the
north.
We have mentioned that in 787 the fierce visiters first
appeared in England. By the year 800, they had begun to molest the Franks ; b and before the death of Charlemagne, which
occurred in 814, they had even reached the Mediterranean.

He was

at dinner in the city of Narbonne when their ships
in sight
By the construction of the vessels and the agility
of their mariners, he knew they were not merchants.
rose

came

He

and went to the eastern window of the mansion
to contemplate them.
His tears fell as he gazed “ I fear not,”
he exclaimed, “ that they can injure me but I weep that they
should dare, in my lifetime, to approach my coasts. I foresee
the misery they will bring on my descendants.” 0
To protect his empire from assaults, he caused ships to be
built against them on the rivers which, from Gaul and Germany,
disembogue their waters into the Northern Ocean. d In every
harbour, and at the mouth of every stream which it was possible
for them to ascend, he established stations and garrisons to preserve the endangered country. Kept oflf by his active genius,
they seldom molested the peace of his dominions.
His son Louis attempted the policy of converting the north
he invited all such vikingr as approached his coasts to accept of

from the

table,

:

;

the sacred baptism.
As he was careful that the initiated should
leave his court laden with presents, it is not surprising that they
came in haste to be baptized.
surly exclamation of a converted chieftain revealed the sincerity of the new Christians and
the utility of the project.
At one paschal solemnity, the pretended penitents were so numerous, that white dresses could not
be procured for all the pagans ; some linen of the clergy was cut

A

Hist Franc. Da Cbesne, ii. p. 164.
versifier states.
of St Gall has transmitted to ns this incident in his work, De Reb.
Car. Nifo. it p. ISO.
4 Ejfiohard, p. 8.
Meyer, in his Annals of Flanders, mentions that the emperor
etajedeome time at Ghent, on account of the ahipe which be bad ordered to be built
there against the Northmen.

So the ancient Saxon Latin

c
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up and sewed together, and a garment thus made was given to
a northern leader. The son of Odin frowned with disdain.
“ This is the twentieth time that I have come to be washed, and
I have hitherto always received the best white dresses ; this vile
apparel is fit only for a herdsman ; if I can have no better gar*
ment, I disclaim your Christianity.”®
The civil wars of the children of Louis favoured the subsequent
aggressions of the vikingr/ The Frankish princess sent an embassy, in 847, to the king of the Northmen, to desire peace, and
to announce their union. 1 But such an embassy was as useless
as it would have been to have petitioned any single wind not to
blow. Every habitable district was a nursery of pirates and to
obtain the forbearance of one leader, was to ensure a rich harvest
for the rest
This effect seems to have been experienced ; for in
this same year we read of their attacks on Brittany, Aquitain,
and Bourdeaux, as well as on Dorestadt and the Batavian island.
In Aquitain they ravaged successfully ; “ because,” says Ademar,
41
the chiefs were destroying each other in their warfare, and because the people had no fleet to protect their coasts.” The list
of districts which they afflicted is very copious.* They also attacked Spain near Cadiz, fought three battles with the Moors,
and, when Abderrahman provided a fleet to oppose them, they
;

the country, full of plunder.'
all the sea-kings and vikingr who roamed the ocean
in the
ninth century, the man whose life and death had the most disastrous effects on England was Ragnar Lodbrog, whose quida,
left

Of

or

death-song, has been long venerated for its antiquity, and celebrated for its genius^ The learned of the North have
usually
quoted it as his own composition,* although one would ascribe
it
to his wife, who was also a famous scalld or
poetess.1
It is one
of the most ancient pieces of northern literature
; expresses exactly the manners of those times and, compared
;
with the other

and traditions that have been preserved concerning him,
be found to contain the most simple, probable, and
consistent
incidents.
As his death, the approach of which it ends with intimating was the cause of that disastrous invasion
which shook
histories

will

Allred from his throne, it merits the
consideration of the English
reader, in those parts which concern the
British islands.

yT

* Sts. Gall.
p. 134.
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Ragnar is not mentioned by name in the Saxon annalists ; because, while they commemorate the invasions of the Northmen
during his life, they seldom notice the commander. But the
Frankish chronicles expressly mention him in that aggression in
845, in which he even penetrated as far up the Seine as Paris.
He began by ravaging the isles of the sea ; thence proceeded to
Rouen, and finding no

effective resistance, he left his ships, and
over the country. Invited onwards by the
general consternation, they advanced to Paris on Easter-Eve.
The next day they entered the city, and found it deserted by its
inhabitants.
They destroyed the monastery of St Germains,
when a present from the king of seven thousand pounds induced
them to desist from their ravages. 10 The attacks of his son Biorn,
in 843, are also recorded.0
His name of Lothbroc occurs in our
chroniclers at his death ; but they were ignorant of his true history, which is stated in none of our old documents, except in the
ancient Anglo-Norman poem of Denis Pyramis.® His death, as
stated in the Icelandic remains, happened in Northumbria.
position to his wife Aslauga's counsel he built two ships of a
#
size which the North had never beheld before; he filled them
with soldiers, and sailed along the Scottish coast to England,
which he selected to be the theatre of his exertions.? The trihis warriors spread

K

Chron. Fontanel ; 7 Booq. p. 41 ; Chron. Veael. p. 971 ; Mirac, Racher. p. 361
and Aitnoniua, p. 350. Pet. Olaus, 1 Laugh. 109. See alao Ann. Berlin, and Amin.
Mirao, 8. Gem.
Frag. Hiet. Brit 7 Bonn. p. 46. The chronicles wbch mention Biorn'e expedition* are very numerous. See Pontop. Geat Dan.
• It is so -extraordinary to find this in an Anglo-Norman rhymer’s work,
that I Quote the passage in the original, as it has never been observed or
printed before. He is here called Lothbroc, and his three sons, Yngar, Hulbe,
and Berin, for Inguar, Ubba, and Beom.
Cil Lothebroc e sea trels fix
Furent de tute gent haiz
Kar uthlages furent en mer
Unques ne foierent de rober.
Tux jura vesquirent de rapine;
Tere ne cuntree veisine
N*est pres d’ela ou il a larun,
N’ensent feit envasiun.
De ceo furent si enrichexi

Amuntex

et

amanantex,

Qu’il aveient grant annee

Pe

gent

;

e mult grant assemble

QuTl aveient en lur companye
Sant erronent oth lur navye.
Destrut en aveient meint pais
Meint poeple destrut et occis
Nule contree lex la mer
Ne seput d’ela ja girder.
Den. Pyr. MBS.
r

2 Laagb.

997.

Tsrftrua,

Hat

Norr.

Domit xL
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had been obtained by the

celerity of
of their attacks. It was not
their competency to overcome the force which any country could
embody against them, that made them so successful ; but their
ability in their light ships of attacking before it could be collected,
These spacious ships
or of eluding it when too formidable.
tended to deprive Ragnar of this advantage, and thereby pro-

these royal pirates

their retreats, as well as the vigour

duced

Too

his fate.

large for the ignorant navigation of that period, these ves-

were soon wrecked on the English shore. Thrown on the
coast of enemies, without means of return, Ragnar had no choice
but to dare his fortune, which his pride also counselled.
He
moved forward as soon as he got to the shore, to plunder and
ravage, either disdaining to recollect that his small tiand would
soon be confronted by superior strength, or hoping to deter any
hostility by the boldness of his measures.
Ella, at that time, was king of Deira, and with the force of his
kingdom marched up to the fearless vikingr a fierce, though unequal conflict ensued.
Ragnar, clothed in the garments which
he had received from his beloved Aslauga, at their jparting, four
times pierced the ranks of Ella, but his friends fell one by one
around him, and he at last was taken prisoner alive.
Ella obeyed the impulse of barbarian resentment, and doomed
sels

;

his illustrious prisoner to perish with lingering pain in a dungeon,
stung by venomous snakes.*
The Quida celebrates the depredations of Ragnar on various
countries, from the Baltic to England, and on Flanders.
It presents to us a view of one of the dreadful states of society in winch
our species have lived. Every incident is triumphantly described
with the imagery of death, and the revolting circumstances
attending human slaughter arc recollected with exultation. Such
were the people for whom the author composed this death-song,
that not content with equalling the pleasures of war to social festivity, and with remembering, without remorse, its destruction of
youthful happiness;* he even extols it as rivalling one of the
s 9 Langb. 977. Bsxo baa been thought to place Ella
in Ireland, bat whoever
read* the pegee 176, 177, careful!/, will aee that he apeaka of England. The Icelandic aolhora unanimously station him in Northumbria. Tbia Act ascertains the
time of Ragnar’s death) tor Ella usurped the Northumbrian crown in 869, and
rished 867 ; therefore between these years Ragnar must bare expired. The Eng.
to chroniclers acknowledge that Lodbrog was killed in England
; but ao taperftetlj was the Northumbrian history known to them, that for the true history of
Rejnarja^&ie^they su bsti t uted two contradictory lata. See Matt. West 314-816,

E
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“ Delif hlfol was the work at Sky, as when the damsels bring
the wine.9” St 18.
R at Ua’s Straits, ae when the wine- bearing Ntomne hand the warm

JPfceaant was

M In the morning I saw etrock down
The Air -hair'd wooer of the —pHAnd him whose convene was so sweet

to the widow,"

St

19.
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my

sweetest hours of life: ** Was it not like that hour when
What must have
bright bride I seated by me on my couch V*
been the characters and the transactions of that nation, in which
the conversation and sympathy of love, were felt to be but as
charming as a battle 1
may concede to the historical traditions of the North, and
to the chroniclers of other nations, that Ragnar Lodbrog depredated with success on various parts of Europe, on the British
islands, on Sweden, Norway, and the coasts round the Baltic.*
may admit that he was one of those men whose lives become
models to their contemporaries ; and that his activity and genius
were fitted to give celebrity to bloodshed, and dignity to plunder.
“ Fifty and one times,” as his Quida asserts, “ his messenger, the
spear, may have announced the distant enterprise.”
But it would
be an extravagant aggrandizement of his fame, to attribute to him
all the horrors which Northern piracy poured upon Europe in
the first part of the ninth centuiy.
It is indeed a coincidence
with his life, that till he lived, few and rare were the aggressions
of the sea-king and the vikingr, beyond the northern HeTlespontu
But though he gave to tho storm of depredation a new direction;
yet when he had once burst beyond the precincts of the Baltic
when he had once crossed new oceans, and thrown the beam
of glory round his course, we may believe that adventurers
swarmed from every coast, eager to track his way. It is certain
that after his life, new heroes appeared every year, and the seas
were burthened with ever-succeeding fleets of such greedy and
ruthless savages.
It was the lot of Ragnar to have a numerous posterity,* and
all his passions were infused into his children, whom he educated
to be sea-kings like himself.
But as our history is concerned with

We

We

his English exploits only, we will state them from his Quida, in
its own language, and in the succession in which they are there

placed.

The Quida begins with Ragnar's attempt on

Gothland, by which
obtained his wife Thora. This expedition, and others in
Eyra-sound, or the Baltic ; at the mouth of the
wina ; at Helsingio, in the bay of Finland ; and against Herrauthr, his wife’s
father; at Scarpey, in Norway; at Uller Akri, near Upsal; at
the Indoro Isles, in the bay of Drontheim ; and on the island of
lie

D

Stansa 19, and eee Stansa 94.
refer to Saxo, L ix. p. 169, 177, with Stephanios'a notes ; to the loelandic
fragment, in 9 Langb. 970, 960 ; to the Ragnar Saga ; and to Torfeua, in his Series
Dan. and his Hist Norvog. for the northern uccoont of the particular transactions
of Ragnar. Johannes Magnus, and Loooenius, also mention his history.
The Bakio is called by some the Hellespont ; as by Herdios, in the Dedie. to
his Bokmographia. Tho oae of this word has, I think, sometimes misled Northern
authors to carry some of their heroes towards the Buxine, the Hellespont of Homer.
T According to Sen, he had ten eons b
y his three wires, p. 169, 170, 179. The
Rsgpar Sega, ap. Torfitus, 346, 347, giraa their mothers differently from Saxo.
*

1

We may

:;

:

mj
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Bornholm, occupy the first nine stanzas. After these exploits the
sea-king comes nearer to the British shores, and begins his southern ravages with an attack on Flanders. This is followed by a
bold invasion of England, in which he boasts of the death of the
Anglo-Saxon Walthiofr.

We hewed
Hundreds,

with our

swords—

declare lay
the horses of the Island-rocks,
I

Round
At the English promontory.

We sailed to the battle
Six days before the hosts
We chanted the mass of the spears
fell.

With

the uprising sun.

Destiny was with our swords
Walthiofr fell in the tumult”

and on the Orkneys, are then exultingly
another occurs afterwards in England.

Conflicts at Perth,

sung

:

Hard came the storm on the

shield
Till they fell prone to the earth
On Northumbria's land.
On that morning was there

Any need
The sport

for men to stimulate
of Hillda, where the sharp
Lightnings bit the helmed skull ?
Was it not as when the young widow
On my seat of pre-eminence I saluted.*

Exploits at the Hebrides in Ireland ; at another coast, where
“ the thorn of the sheath glided to the heart of Agnar,” his son
at the Isle of Sky ; and in the bav of Ila, on the Scottish coast,
arc triumphantly narrated. Another stanza follows, which seems
to make Lindisfarne the locality of the battle:
;

We had the music of swords
For our sport at Lindis-eyri
With

in the

morning

three kingly heroes.

Many fell into the jaws of the wolf;
The hawk plucked the flesh with the

Few

ought therefore

wild beasts;

to rejoice

That they came safe from the battle,
v
Ira s blood into the sea
Profusely fell ; into the clear wave.r

He

next records his expedition on the British

isle

of Anglesey

The aworda

bit the shields;
gold resounded
The steel on the clothes of Hillda.
They ahall see on AungoTs Eyri,
In the ages hereafter,

Red with

* Lud. Quid.

8t.ll.

John.

p. 14.

»8tl$.

p. 18.

r

St

90. p. 94.

:

:
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How we to the appointed

play
heroes advanced.
Red were on the distant cape
The flying dragons of the river that gave wounds.*

Of

After two stanzas of eulogy on battles, he begins to commehis disastrous change of fortunes, and avows that it was
unexpected to him

morate

It seems to me, from experience,
That we follow the decrees of the

fates.

Few

escape the statutes of the natal goddesses.
Never dia I believe that from Ella
The end of my life would come,
When I strewed the bloody slaughter,
And urged my planks on the lakes.
Largely we feasted the beasts of prey
Along the bays of Scotland. *

But he consoles himself with

his belief in his

pagan mythology

me continually
seats of Baldors father
1 know are strewed for guests.
shall drink ale immediately
It delights

That tne

We

From

the large hollowed skulls.

Youths grieve not at death
In the mansions of dread Fiolner.
I come not with the words of fear
Into the hall of Vithris. b

He

animates his

remembrance of

as the adders sting him, with the
he anticipated their fiercer

spirit

his children, as if

revenge for his sufferings
Here would

for

:

me

All the sons of Aslauga,*
The bright brands of Hillda awake
If they knew but the danger
Of our encounter.

What

a number of snakes
Full of venom strike me !
I gained a true mother for my children,
That they might have brave hearts.*1
* St. 91. p.

94.

Ws

St

34. p. 98.

*.

St. 25. p.

2&

have a specimen of the traditions of the Norwegians concerning this lady,
in Torftrus. He says that in Spangareid, an isthmus in Norway, the greatest part
of bar history remains an corrupted. The people of this region relate from the accounts of their ancestors, that a golden harp cam# on shore in a small bay near them,
in which was found a little girl She was brought np ; afterwards kepi sheep ; became famed for her beauty ; married a Danish king, and was called Otlaoga. They
show a hill, called Otlauga's bill. The bay is named Gull-Sikea, or golden bay; and
the stream near this is called Kraaka-becker, or the rivulet of Kraaka. Tor£ so r.
Reg. p. 35. Kraka was one of this lady's names.
*

-St

96. p. 90.

:

:

;

;

:

;
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His strength decreases as he sings : he feels advancing death,
yet seems to catch a gleam of pleasure from the hopes of the
vengeance which his children wul inflict
It flowB to

my

inheritance

Grim dangers surround me from

the adder
Vipers dwell in the palace of my heart—
hope that soon the staff
Of Vithris will stand in Ella's breast

We

My sons mast swell
That their father has been thus conquered.
Must not the valiant youths
Forsake their repose

for us."

The recollection of his own exploits gives a momentary impulse of new vigour, and the number announces the ferocious
activity of his sea-king life
Fifty and one times have I
Called the people to the appointed battles
By the warning spear-messenger.
Little do I believe that of men
There will be any
King, more famous than ourself.
When young 1 grasped and reddened my spear.
The jEsir must invite us
I will die without a groan/

As

the fatal instant presses on, he rouses himself to expire with
marks of exultation which it was the boast of this fierce
race to exhibit
those

We desire this end.
The Disir goddesses invite me home.
As if from the hall of him rejoicing in
From Odin, sent to me.
Glad shall I with the Ass
Drink ale

in

my

lofty

seat

hours of my life glide
But laughing I will die.*

The

spoils,

away

The sovereign that arose with sufficient ability to meet and
change the crisis which these new habits of the Scandinavian nations were bringing on Europe, was Alfred the Great, the son of
Ethel wulph, and grandson of Egbert
* St
97, p. 30.
* 8t- 29, p. 38.

f

St 98,

p. 33.

Torfrae supposes two other Lodbroga. I am not sure that he is
not dividing the asms person into throe parts. But it is dear that the Bagnar Lodbwg.the subject of the Quids, is the person whom EUa of Northumbria destroyed
between 668 end 667, and whose children, in revenge, executed that invasion which
deetfoyed the octsrohyof England, and dethroned Alfred for s time.
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IV.

—

Invasion of the Northmen.—Birth of Alfred
the Great*— His Travels.— Ethel wulph’s Deposition.

The Reign of Ethelwulph.

The death of Egbert, in 836, checked for a while the ascendancy of the West Saxon power, because his sceptre descended
to an inferior hand in his son Ethelwulph.
This prince,
030^000
who from the failure of other issue became his successor, was then a monk.
Educated in the earlier part of his life
by Helmstan the bishop of Winchester, he had shared at first in
his father’s warlike toils.
In 823, he had marched with Alstan
into Kent after the defeat of Mercia, and was appointed by his
father king of that country,* but the passive timidity of his dispo-

him from an ambitious life, and he returned to his
preceptor, who recommended him to the care of Swithin, a prior
of the monastery at Winchester. From Swithin the prince received not only instruction, but also the monastic habit, and by
his first master was appointed a sub-deacon. b
The quiet seclusion which Ethelwulph’s slow capacity and
meek temper coveted, was not refused to him by Egbert, because
another son promised to perpetuate his lineage. 6 But life is a
mysterious gift, which vanishes at the will of other agencies,
whose operations we cannot trace, whose power we cannot limit.
The destined heir of Egbert’s dignity was in the tomb before his
father, and this catastrophe invested Ethelwulph with an importance which his natural character could never have obtained.
He became what Egbert had been, the only existing descendant
of Cerdic, the revered ancestor of the West Saxon princes. This
casualty made the accession of Ethelwulph an object of popular
desire ; but though sovereigns had often at will descended from
the throne to the cloister, it was less easy to quit the cloister for
The papal dispensation was first wanted to release
the throne.
sition alienated

There it e charter of Egbert, dated 823, in which he nji of Etbelwolph, u quern
m eonatituimos in Canlie.” Thorne, Reg. Ro£ p. 22.
Rodbome Hist Mag. Winton. lib. iii. c. 1, p. 199, published in Wharton's Anglia
8am, »oL L—Malmabnrj Pontif. p. 242. Wallingf. 532. No good document
authorises oa to say that be waa made a bishop.
• Tha axpreaaiont of the chronicler* are in general mere negatives, implying that
Egbert left no other heir ; but the extract which Leland baa translated, ex Chrooieo
ooodam Vilodonooai Aoglieia ritfimie script*, explicitly saya, Atwulphos rex %berti
Aline eecvadoa Col lect anea, vol* Lu. p» 219.
*

y

g

Cur.
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Ethelwulph from his sacerdotal engagement; on its arrival he
assumed the crown of Egbert d
His indolent mild, ana weak mind® was not adequate to the
;
exigencies of the time, but he enjoyed the great advantage which
was capable of counteracting the ul effects of his inability, a wise
and vigorous minister. Alston, the bishop of Sherborne, had possessed the favour of Egbert, and on his death became the political
and military tutor of Ethelwulph he was powerful, warlike and
intelligent
He had the good and rare fortune to enjoy his preferments for fifty vears. He endeavoured to rouse the king to
those exertions which his dignity made a duty.
He provided
supplies for his exchequer, and he laboured to organize a military
force..
His wise measures, though sometimes baffled by an incompetent execution, and by the suddenness of aggressions,
which no vigilance could prevent, had the general success of
punishing many insults, and of preserving the country from a
permanent conquest'
Nothing is more curious nor more interesting in history than
to remark, that when great political exigencies evolve, which
:

threaten to shake the foundations of civil society, they are
usually as much distinguished by the rise of sublime characters,
with genius and ability sufficient to check the progress of the
evil, and even to convert its disasters to benevolent issues.
One
of these extraordinary persons was Alfred the Great, and considered with regard to the time of his appearance, the great
ends which he achieved, and the difficulties under which he
formed himself, no historical character can more justly claim
our attention and admiration than our venerated king.
Ethelwulph had married Osberga, the daughter of Oslac, a
man mentioned with an epithet of celebrity, ana the king’s cuphearer. Oslac had sprung from the chieftain, who, in the time
of Cerdic, had obtained tin; Isle of Wight* After three elder
sons, Osberga was delivered of Alfred, at Wantage, in
Rig|
Berkshire.*
She is highly extolled for her piety and
understanding ; but the education of Alfred must have lost the
4 Wallingford. 533.

The name of

orthography which prevailed at

this

thia lime,

king time been disfigured by that variety of
and often con fines history. Efbulwulpoot,

Elhulfua, Atfaulfus, Adolfos, Aitbulfus, Adhelwlfua, Alhelwlfus, Atwolfbs.
* Malmsbury*s expression are, nature Jen is et qui aob qoiete degere quern mollis
provineiis imperitare mallet—crasuoris et hebetis ingenii. p. 37
manaoetoria ingraii eegnem, p. 247.
s|

—

—

stripped his monastery of some of its advantages, our Wit
37, and his Gest pout 347, commemorates him with an eneomiom which is liberal and strongly festered.
1 Asser de rebos gestis JElfiredi,
p. 4, ed. Ox. 1732. Oslac was alive at hie grandeoo's birth ; lor he signed a charter ss the ambassador of Elbelwolph, which the
kiag of Mercia gave to Craylaod in 651. Ingulf, p. 15.
• Asser, p. 3, adds, that the- country was called Berne scire
a faerroc ailvs obi
r

Though Alston bad

liain, in his history, p.

bum abundantiesinm nasdUir.
VOL.

I.
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benefit of her talents, because his father married another lady
before die sixth year of his childhood had expired. She is Baia
to have given him to Swithin, the preceptor of his father, to be

taught.1 The bishop may have nurtured or infused that habitual
piety for which Alfred was remarkable ; but was unquestionably
unfit for the office of literary tutor, as Alfred passed his childhood without knowing how to read.
Their successes in France, having enlarged the horizon of the
Northmen’s ambition, every new aggression on England became
more formidable than the preceding. In 851, they first ventured
This was a new era in their
to winter in the Isle of ThanetJ
Their ancient custom had been to pirate abroad in the
habits.
summer, but to return with the autumn. But Ragnar’s success in
France had increased their daring, and enlarged their views.
They had now formed the daring project of remaining in the
countries which they insulted.
In the spring they attempted against the Anglo-Saxons the
most serious invasion which England had yet experienced.
Q- Their numbers, perhaps the result of a confederation, were
superior to any preceding attack.
They entered the Thames

with 850 ships, plundered Canterbury and London, and marched
into Mercia. The names of all their chieftains are not mentioned;
but as Ragnar Lodbrog was now in full activity, he may have
led or aided the invaders.
Mercia had been governed by Withtlaf till 886. His son and
wife reached the tomb before him, and he buried them by the
side of Etheldritha, the daughter of Offa.
She had sheltered
him from the pursuit of Egbert, and his grateful feelings were so
ardent, that when he heard of her death, his grief confined him
to his bed, and it was with difficulty afterwards that he was
withdrawn from her grave. His brother Bertulph succeeded,
and signalized his reign by favouring the assassination of his
brother’s grandson; his own son was the murderer; love of
power was the cause. Bertulph was king of Mercia, wfeen the
Northern warriors entered his dominions ;k he endeavoured to
repel them, but was defeated. 1
The Northmen after this victory turned southward and entered
Surrey. The West Saxons collected under Ethelwulph, and his
1

Rudborne Hist mag.

p.

907.

Thors

is

m bcaotiAil MfiL on St Swithin, written

b r Lantfredus in the tenth centnrj, in the British Museum. Bib. Reg. it. c. 7.
Rut it oontiins in icoonnt of his miraetea onlr, to justify bis canonisation in the
reign of Edgar. One part is a curious Latin alphafestiesil or acrostic hymn.
I Bex.
f
Bax. Cbron. 74.
Asscr, p. 5, places the winter residence in Shaper
74 Aaser,
Sbepey Isle ; bat
the printed Chronicle datee their first wintering in Sbepey in 864. Toe
SB. Bax.
Chron. Tib. B. 4, has 855.
k
H* Sex. Chron. 74. Mr. Home erroneously says that Brichtxie gorented Mercia at this period, p. 71.
1
Sax* Chron. 74. Flor. Wig. 995.

M
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son Ethelbald, and at Aclea, a field of oaks, the two nations met,
and a battle ensued, which the desperate courage of both armies
made long and very deadly. It was not until the greatest put
of the invaders had perished, that they lost the ground. The
English at last triumphed: the battle was so destructive, that
Asser, who lived in the period when the Northmen maintained the
most furious contests, yet attests that so great a slaughter of the
invaders had never been known before that day, or during his
experience since.The Earl of Devonshire had already defeated them at Wen*
bury in that county, and ASthelstan, the subordinate king of
Kent, with the Earl Ealhere, had enjoyed a similar success at
Sandwich, where nine of their ships were taken.*
The Mercian succession of sovereigns was now drawing to its
close.
Beortulf was succeeded in 852, by Burrhed the last king
of Mercia, who in the next year requested the assistance of
Ethelwulph against the Britons of Wales.0 Burrhed had already
fought a battle, in which Merfyn Frych the British king, fell, and
was succeeded by Roderick, who has obtained in Welsh history
the epithet of Mawr, or the Greats But an epithet like this
rather expresses the feelings of his countrymen, than the merit of
Aaaer, p. 6. Voltaire ha* atrangely confounded thia invaaion with that againat
Ethel red, above a century later. He aaya, “ On pretend qu'en 853, ila romontSrent
la Tatnise avec troia cena voile*.
Lea Anglaia ni le dtfend&rent mieux qoe lee
Franca. II § payirent com me cux Jeura vainqueura. Un roi nommd Etkelbert auivit
le malbenreuz excmple do Charlea le chauve.
II donna da Vargent .**
Eaaai anr lee
Maura. (Euvrea complete*, L 16, p. 473, ed. 1785. In hie previous paragraph*, he
oon founds the Britona with the English. “ Lea Anglais, ila iT6laient dchappds da
joug dea Romaina que pour lomber aoua celui de cea Saxons." Ibid.
B Asser,
Sax. Chron. 74. There is some confusion about
p. 6.

—

Ethelslan; by three authors (Huntingd. 345, Mailros, 142, and Hoveden, 412,) he is styled the brother of Ethelwulph.
But Flor. Wig.
291, Ethel werd, 841, Malmsbury, 37, and the printed Saxon Chronicle,
make him the son. The MSS. Saxon Chronicle, in the Cotton Library,
Tib. B. 4, differs from the printed one, for it calls him the son of Egbert.
It says, “penj Bchelpulp hip
Scaxna
p unu co

Wepc

anb Cchelpcan hip ochep punu, peng to Cancpana
ice, anb co Suchpigean, anb co Suthpeaxna pice,” p. 30.
aatt. West. 301, and Kudborne, 201, make him Ethel wulph’s illegitimate son. Asser’s testimony, p. 6, would decide that be was the son
pice

;

of Ethelwulph ; but that these descriptive words are warning in the
Cotton MSS. of his book. Bromton says, Ethelwulph had a son,
Athelstan ; but that he died in annis adolescentua suae, 802. Malmsbury states, that Ethelwulph gave to him the provinces which Egbert
had conquered, 37. Ethelstan is mentioned by Fordun to have perished
in a battle against the Piets, lib. iv. c. 14, p. 666.
In 850 he signed a
charter as king of Kent. Thorpe, Reg. RofE p. 23.
Dr. Whitaker
supposes him to have been St* Neot.
'Wyant's Hist, p 37.
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may

be just in provincial history as long as
It
his character.
that exists in its local seclusion ; but the force of the expression
vanishes when the person it accompanies is brought forward into

He

who was great
history in an enlightened age.
circle or ruder times, becomes then diminutive and
obscure; and it is almost ludicrous to apply one of the most
splendid symbols of recorded merit, to actions so inconsiderable,
and to characters so ambiguous as a petty Welsh prince. The

more general
in his

little

epithets of history should be reserved for those who can
abide a comparison with the illustrious of every age, like the
Italy, in
lofty mountains of nature, which, whether existing
Tartary, or Chili, are admired for their sublimity by every spec-

grand

m

and in every period.
Roderic endured the invasion of Ethelwulf and Burrhed,
who penetrated with victorious ravages to Anglesey.*
ggg
Ethelwulph gave his daughter Ethelswitha in marriage
to the Mercian, and the nuptial solemnities were celebrated
royally at Chippenham.'
The vikingr appeared again in Thaneb Ealhere with the
armed men of Kent, and Huda with those of Surrey, overwhelmed
the invaders with the first fury of their battle ; but the conflict
was obstinately renewed, the English chiefs fell, and after many
of both armies had been slain or drowned, the pirates obtained
tator,

the victory.'
In the fifth year of Alfred's age, his father, although he had
three elder sons, seems to have formed an idea of making him
his successor.
This intention is inferred from the facts that
Ethelwulf sent him at this time to Rome, with a great train of
nobility and others ; and that the pope anointed him king at the
request of his father.*
It is expressly affirmed, that the king loved Alfred better than
his other sons. u
When the king went to Rome himself,

003

two years afterwards, he took Alfred with him, because

he loved him with superior
intended to

affection.'

The presumption

that

he

make

Alfred his successor, therefore agrees with the
fact of his paternal partiality.
It is warranted by the declara'

Wjnne,

'

Aaaer,

Auer, 7. Sax. Chron. 75.
Matt. Weal. 305. Burrhed therefore became Alfred'. brother-in-law.
Voltaire calls him inaccurate)/ his uncle. Com me Burred son oncle, p. 473.
* Aaaer, 7.
Ragnar'a Quids mentions one of his exploits at an English proon lory, where the English noble Walthiofr fell 8ee before, note * p. 308.
1
So Florence, 396; Sim. Dun. 139; Rsd. dioeto. 450; Chron. Mailraa, 149;
Matt. West 307 ; and Cron. Joan. Tsxton, MSS. Cotton Lib. Joliua, A. 1, affirm.
•A> 8t Neot the son or brother of Ethelwulph went about this period, seven times
to Rome, his Journeys or bis advioe may bate had some connection with this project
Co
intent! petris sui et nutria amors supra omoee fratrea suoa.
Amer, 15»Matt West. 307, Sim. Duo. 141, Flor. Wig. 397, express the same Act
‘
* FUiutn sunm ASUtadom iternm
in eandem viam
ptoa oeteris Alik aula dtllgebet Aaser, p.8.
97.

7.

®

®

*

;
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Matthew of Westminster, that one of the causes of the
which followed against Elhelwulph was, that he had

rebellion

caused Alfred to be crowned, thereby, as it were, excluding hie
other children from the chance of succession.”
In Alfred's journey through France, he was very hospitably
When Alfred arrived in the
treated by Bertinus and Grimbald.*
course of nature at the royal dignity, he remembered Grimbald 'a
services and talents, requited them by a steady friendship, and
obtained from them an important intellectual benefit
In 655, Ethclwulph, with the sanction of his witena-gemot,
made that donation to the church which is usually construed to
be the grant of its tithes. But on reading carefully the obscure
words of the three copies of this charter, which three succeeding
chroniclers have left us, it will appear that it cannot have been
the original grant of the tithes of all England.
These words
imply either that it was a liberation of the land which the clergy
had before been in possession of, from all the services and pay*
ments to which the Anglo-Saxon lands were generally liable/ or
that it was an additional gift of land, not of tithes, either of the
king's private patrimony, or of some other which is not explained.
The reason for the gift which is added in the charter strengthens
the first supposition ;* but the terms used to express the persons
w Ctiut totem Infant crat, unt quod filium
juniorem ASlfredum quaai aliit a torts
regni exclusis, in regem Roms* fecerat coronari. Matt West. p. 308.
* Vila Grimbaldi.
Lei. Collect i. p. 18.
* Ingulf, Malmabury, and Matt West., profSm to give copica of the charter.
The king, (in Ingulf'a copy.) after reciting the depredations of the Northmen, adds,
with aonie con fun ion of grammar and style, “ Wherefore I Ethclwulph, king of the
West Saxons, with the advice of my bishops and princes, affirming a salutary
counsel, and uniform remedy, we have consented that I should adjudge some hereditary portion of land to all degrees before possessing it, whether male or female
servants of God, serving him, or poor laymen ; always the tenth mansion : where
that may be the least, then the tenth part of all goods should be given in perpetual
freedom to the church, so that it may be safe ana protected from all secular services
and royal contributions greater or smaller, or taxations which we call wynterden
mid that it may be free from all things; and without the military expedition,
building of bridges, and constructions of fortresses.** Ing. Hist. p. 17. Afa!msViary 9e
copy corresponds with this ; but for “then the tenth part of all goods,** it has “yet
the tenth part," omitting the words, “ of all goods,** and changing “ tom** into
“ tamen," p. 41. Matt. West p. 306, gives it a different aspect : lie
makes it like so
absolute hereditary gift, but converts the general term “land," used by the others,
into “ my land." Thus “ I grant some portion of my land to be poseres*# fn perpetmal wigk& % to wit, the tenth part of my
that it may be free from all cnees,
and secular services, and royal tributes," Ac. adding ibe tame reason as above.
The natural force of Matthew's words limits the lands given, to the king's own
w hich were only a small part of the kingdom, but gives a proprietary right
more expressly than (he others. I think there is no ressoo to believe that tithes
were then first granted, but that this charter was meant to have the operation
mentioned in the text
* “That they may
more diligently pour forth their prayers to God lor ns without
cminf ; as we have mUevUud their eeroitmde in
pert, • eoram servitotem la
aKqua parte levtjgamna. 9 " log. p. 17. Mai rash. 41. AoaUevialioe
of nrvien is
not a grant or nines.

M,

mm
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was granted seem

But whatever was

its

after-ages interpreted it to mean
the tithes of the whole kingdom.

to confine it to monastical
original meaning, the clergy in
a distinct and formal grant of

1*

He went afterwards to Rome himself with great magnificence,
accompanied by Alfred,® who was entering his seventh year.
the expeditions of the great to Rome were, in those days,
usually by land, Ethelwulf went first into France, where Charles,
the French king, received him with honour and royal liberality,

As

and caused him to be conducted through his dominions with
every respectful attention.*
Tne presents which the West Saxon king carried to the pope
were peculiarly splendid.
crown of pure gold, weighing four
pounds, two golden vessels called Baucas, a sword adorned with
pure gold, two golden images, four Saxon dishes of silver gilt,
1

A

besides valuable dresses, are enumerated by his contemporary
Anastasius.
The king also gave a donative of gold to all the
Roman clergy and nobles, and silver to the people."

Ethelwulf continued a year at Rome, and rebuilt the Saxon
school which Ina had founded/ By the carelessness of its English inhabitants, it had been set on fire the preceding year, and
was burnt to ashes.* One act which he cud at Rome evinces
his patriotism

and influence, and

He saw

membrance.

entitles him to honourable rethat the public penitents and exiles were

' The words in Ingulf are, “fhmulis et fsmulabus
Dei, Deo servienlibus aive
Uieia miseris.” In Malmsbury the same, omitting the epithet “ miseris.” Fsmulmbas can not apply to rectors or curates ; famuli* et fsmulabus Dei, mean usually
monks and nuns. The copy of Matthew of Westminster, for these words, substitutes
M Deo et beats Maris, et omnibus
sanctis.”
But Matthew wrote in the latter end
of the thirteenth century,
Ingulfa copy is above two centuries more ancient

than

hit.

1

So Ingulf, and Malmsbury, and others state it bot all classes of men who have
wtained a grant bv deed, try to extend its meaning as far for their own benefit as
;

the construction of the words can be carried. Tbc law itself looks only at the sense
of the words used. A*Mr's opinion of its import would be very valuable if it was
okarly given : because, as a contemporary, we should gain from him the meaning
given to it at its first publication. If his first senlenco stood alone, it would oonfirm
our first construction ; but his rhetorical after-pbraae adds something, which, if it
mmns anv thing more, I do not understand it. The passage stands thus : M He
liberated the tenth part of all his kingdom from every royal service end contribution,
and in an everlasting instrument in the cross of Christ for the redemption of his
soul, and of his nredeosssurs, he immolated to the triune Deity.**
I do not see that
them latter words increase the meaning of the first, which express only a liberation
<rom burthens. They seem to add that he offered this liberation aa a sacrifice to the
Deity.
c Aaser,
9.
4 Annales Bertiniani in
Bouquet's Recast!, tom. vii. p. 71.
* Anastasias Bibliothecarius de vitis Pontif. vol.
i. p. 403, ed. Rome, I71&
f
Rodhorne, 909. Anastasius describes it as an habitation qua* in eorum lingua
;
burgue disdtur,
317.
Tha place where it waa situated, was called the Saxon
Anast 363. This sobod was much attended to by the
Street, Saxomua vioum.
AngHMMion nobles and sovereigns.
* Anastasius, p. 317.

a

i
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bound with iron, and he obtained an order from the pone that no
Englishman, out of his country, should be put into bonds for
penance.*

way through

France, he discovered that senility gave
In July he sued for an alliance with
Judith, the daughter of Charles, and in October was married to
her by Hincmar. He admitted her to share in the royal dignity,
and the diadem was placed on her head. Presents worthy of the
high characters concerned were mutually given, and Ethelwulph
In his

no exemption from

love.

took shipping for England.*
Few marriages of our sovereigns have been more important in
their consequences to the reputation and happiness of England
than this, which at the time might have appeared censurable from
the disparity of the ages of the parties, and from our aversion to
see the hoary head imitating the youthful bridegroom.
It was
this lady who began the education of Alfred ; and to her therefore may be traced all his literary acquisitions.
But the connubial felicity of Ethelwulf was interrupted by intelligence of a successful conspiracy against his power, which
menaced him with deposition and exile. It was conducted by
Alstan, the bishop, to whom he owed all his prosperity; and
Ethelbald, the eldest of the legitimate princes, was placed at the
head.
The Earl of Somerset participated in the rebellion. The
principal object was to defeat the plans of Ethelwulf in favour of
Alfred, and to invest Ethelbald with the crownJ
The popular
reason was, the elevation of his new wife to the dignity of queen.
The crimes of Eadburga had incited the Anglo-Saxon nation to
forbid the wife of any other of their kings to be crowned.* Ethelwulf fs visit to Rome without having resigned his crown may have
begun the discontent Two of the preceding sovereigns of Wessex who had taken this step, Cad walla ana Ina, had first abdicated the throne, though OfTa retained it during his journey. But
Ethelwulf had been in the church, and had not the warlike character of OfTa to impress or satisfy his thanes and eorls.
For
him therefore to pursue the steps that were so like a re-assumption of his early ecclesiastical character may have dissatisfied
the fierce Anglo-Saxons, who thought little of religion until some
event roused them to renounce the world altogether.
In Selwood Forest the revolters first assembled in strength.
The king’s absence favoured the scheme ; and as his devotion to
k

Rodbome, 303.

A

—

Ei nalea Bcrtinisni, p. 72.
Asser, ft The ceremony need at the coronation of
Jodith yet exists, snd may be seen in Do Cbesne's Hist Frano. sol. ii.
423.
J Matt West 308.
Rod borne also states, that some write, qood fills incorrexenmi contra patrem propter invidiam qood Prater minimus, via. Alfinados ante onmae
inooctuB crat in regem jossione paterna, p. 201.
k Aaeer,
10, 11. This degradation of their sovereign's queen was eontrary, says
Aaser, to tho coatom of aU the German nations.
1

a
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Roman see, combined with the prospect of a stripling’s succession, to the prejudice of brothers, who to priority of birth
added maturity of age, may have diminished the general loyalty;
so the circumstances of his marriage concurred, fortunately for
Ethelwulf
the conspirators, to complete his unpopularity.
returned, he found the combination too powerful to be resisted
but the nobles of all Wessex would not permit him to be absolutely dethroned ; they promoted an accommodation between the
two parties, on the plan, that Ethelbald should be put in possession of West Saxony, the best portion of the monarchy , 1 and that

the

When

Ethelwulf should be contented with the eastern districts which
Ethelstan had enjoyed. The king, averse to war, and perhaps
intimidated by the strength of his opponents, submitted to the
proposition.1*

CHAPTER
The Reigns of

V.

£thelbald and Ethelbert.

—Alfred’s Education.

Br

wresting the sceptre of Wessex from the hand of his father,
Ethelbald gained a very short interval of regal pomp.
His father survived the disappointment of his nope and
the diminution of his power but two years, and Ethelbald outlived him scarcely three more. Ethelwulf, by his will, left landed
possessions to three of his sons and it is a proof of his placable
disposition, that Ethelbald was one; the others were Ethelred
and Alfred ; the survivor of the three was to inherit the bequest*
His other son, his daughter and kinsmen, and also his nobles,
partook of his testamentary liberality. His will displayed both
the equity and the piety of his mind. b
Soon after EthelwulPs decease, Ethelbald married his widow,
Judith, in defiance of religious institutions and the customs of
qC0_q00'

;

1

A(Mr, 9. He

pallor

eat

remark* the! occidentals* pan Saaonie aemper

oriental! princi-

ibid.

* Then

a complimentary

of Lupna, a French abbot to Ethelwulf; still
church of his monaster/
be speaks of the good opinion which had spread of Ethelwulf %
government and of the reputation he had acquired by his exertions against the enemie* of Christianity, alluding to hi* vietories over the Northmen. Epist Lupt Bib.
is

existing, soliciting
with lead. In this

Mag. vol.
*

iii.

p.

him

letter

to bo at the expense of covering the

63a.

Sea Alfred's will, published by Mr. Artie, whieh recites this devise.
* He ordered throughout all bis lands, that in every ten manors one poor person,
sitter a native or a foreigner, should be maintained in food and clothing, as long ns
the eoontry contained men and cattle. lie left the pope n hundred mancussm, and
two hundred to illuminate St Fetor's and St Paul** ehurebes at Rome on p--l-r
eve and the ensuing dawn. Aseer, 1&

;
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every Christian state.* On the exhortations of Swithin, he is re*
presented to have dismissed her, and to have passed the remainder
4
He died in 800.
of his short life in reputation and justice.
Some time after the death of Ethelbald, Judith sold her possessions in England, -and returned to her father; she livea at
Senlis with regal dignity. Here she was seen by Baldwin, surnamed the Arm of Iron, whom she married. He was descended
from the count, who had cultivated and occupied Flanders.* The
pope reconciled him with the king of France, her father,f who
gave to Baldwin all the region between the Scheld, the S&mbre,
and the sea, and created him count of the empire, that he might
be the bulwark of the French kingdom against the Northmen.*
Baldwin built Bruges in 856, as a fortress to coerce them, and
died in 880, having enjoyed his honours with peculiar celebrity.h
On the death of Ethelbald, the kingdom of Wessex became
the possession of Ethelbert, his brother, who had been
already reigning in Kent, Surrey, and Sussex.
In his days, the tranquillity of England was again endangered
a large fleet of the northern vikingr suddenly appeared on Winchester and ravaged it; but as they were retiring with their
plunder, they were overtaken and chased to their ships by the
earls of Hampshire and Berkshire.
Their commander led them from England to France; with
above 300 ships they ascended the Seine, and Charles averted
their hostilities from his own domains by money.
The winter
forbidding them to navigate the sea, they dispersed themselves
along the Seine and the adjacent shores in different bands.1 Such
* Alter, 23.

Bat this tuthor, and they who follow him, are wrong in atatiog
was initial the cnatom of the pagans for Eadbald, king of Kent, bad done
the earne in 61S ; and the Saxon Chronicle, in mentioning that event, aaya, bo lived
“on heehenum cheapo spa, chac he haepbe hip paeben lape
co pive,” p. 26.
4 MatL West 310.
Rndborae, 204.
* Annalea Bertiniani Bouquet, tom. vii.
p. 77.—The Genealogia eomitnm Flanthat thia

;

drae eeripta aeenlo 13, aaya, A. 792, Lidricua Harlebecenaia cornea videna Flandriam
vacoam el iuculUtn et nemoroaam oeeopavit Mm. Ibid. p. 81, be waa the great
grandfather of Baldwin. Previona to Baldwin, Fbundera waa in the handa of threaten, Eapinoy'a Recbercbea, p. 5.
f
Tbepope’a lettera to Charles, and his queen Hermentrodea, are in Mirwi opera
diplomatic*, i. p. 132. Hincmar’a letter to the pope, elating what be bad dooe
In
obedience to his order, ie in the
work, p. 25. The pope hints to Charlea,
if hie anger lasted, Baldwin might join the Northmen.
*
Annalea Flandrto, 13. For the mow purpose, Theodore waa node the
first count of Holland at thia time, ibid.
* The author of
the life of 8. Winnoc, written in the eleventh oenUiry, Mys,
r*
had a r D hia aoperior in talent and warlike ability, 7 Bouquet, p. 379.
f*
i
a
Bertiniani. One express ioo of these annala is curious
.
; it Mya, that
uie Northmen divided themselves, secundum
suss eodelitalee, ae if they had bseu
a union of different oompaniee associated fer
the

mm
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incursions induced the Flemings to build castles and fortified
places^
In 864, they wintered in Thanet While the Kentish men were
offering money, to be spared from their ravages, they broke from
their camp at night, and ravaged all the east of the country.

Ethelbert was, like his brother, taken off prematurely, after
a short, but honourable reign of six years, and was buried
He left some children,1 but Ethelred, his brother,
in ShircbumA

888*

acceded in their stead.
During the reigns of his brethren, Alfred was quietly advancing into youth and manhood. When an illustrious character
excites our attention, it is natural to inquire whether any imusual circumstances distinguished his early years. ThiB curiosity
arises, not from the expectation of beholding an extraordinary
being, acting to astonish us in the features and dress of infancy,
because it is probable, that in the beginning of life no indications
of future greatness appear. Healthy children are in general
sprightly ; and the man destined to interest ages by his mature
intellect, cannot be distinguished amid the universal animation
and activity of his delighted play-fellows. But as the evolution
of genius, and its luxuriant fertility, depend much upon the accidents of its experience, it becomes important to notice those
events which have occurred to an illustrious individual, during
the first periods of life, that we may trace their influence in producing or determining the tendencies of his manly character, and
The minds of all men, in every
in shaping his future fortunes.
portion of their lives, are composed of the impressions received,
and the ideas retained from their preceding experience. As the
events of childhood affect its future youth, those of its youth influence its manhood, and that also impresses its subsequent age.
Hence they who wish to study the formation of great characters
must attentively consider the successive circumstances of their
previous stages of life.
The first years of Alfred’s life were marked by incidents unusual to youth. When he was but four years old, he was sent
by his father to travel by land through France, and over the
Alps to Rome, accompanied with a large retinue. He was
brought back in safety from this journey; and in his seventh
year he attended his father in a similar expedition, and resided
with him a year in that distinguished city. Although Alfred at
i Ob tain ftiribandaa eeptenlxionalium barbarornm ineeraionee Flandri in ran
pagia eaatellia qui munition ea fa cere eaparant Mayer. Ann. Fland. 13.
* Aaeer, 14
1
They are mentioned In Alft«d*o will About thia time, Rorie, a prince of the
WarefI, obtained the empire of Rnaeia, and fixinf hie eeat at Notragaidia, which he
adorned with bnildingo, aeeaaioned all Rank to hare that name. Chreoieoa. Theod.

Kiow,

oiled

by Langh. i

p.

554

*

;
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these periods was but a child, yet the varied succession of scenes
and incidents, and the new habits, privations, alarms, and vicissitudes with which such dangerous and toilsome journeys must
have abounded, could not occur to his perception without powerfully exciting and instructing his young intellect.
His residence
twice at Borne, in which so many monuments of ancient art
were then visible to rouse the enthusiasm and interest the curiosity of the observer, must have left impressions on his mind, not
likely to have forsaken it, of the superiority and civilization of
the people, whose celebrity was everywhere resounded, and

whose noble works he was contemplating

111

.

The survey of

the

ruins of the Capitol has excited some to the arduous toil of
literary composition, n and their remembrance may have produced in the mind of Alfred that eagerness for knowledge which
so usefully distinguished his maturer years.
In his eighth year he received a new train of associations from
his residence in the court of France, during his father's courtship
and marriage with Judith. An urbanity of manners, and a cultivation of knowledge, vigorous because recent, distinguished the
Francs at that time from the other Gothic nations. Alfred seems
to have been inspired by them with some desire of improvement,
though the occupations and contrary tastes of his father confined
his wishes to a latent sentiment.
From his eighth year to his twelfth, his biography is less certain.
If it be true, as some chronicles intimate, that infirm health
occasioned his father, in obedience to the superstition of the day,
to send him to Modwenna, a religious lady in Ireland, celebrated
into sanctity , 0 such an expedition must, by its new and contrasting scenes, have kept his curiosity alive, and have amplified his
information.
The disposition to improve may also have been increased, if not produced, within him by the reputation of his

namesake, Alfred of Northumbria.
But though Alfred’s mind may have abounded with excited
capability, eager to know, and emulous of distinction , it had received none of that fruitful cultivation which is gained in literary
education, from the transmitted wisdom of other times; from the
unobtrusive eloquence of books. Alfr^l had been a favourite

“

Betide. ihe remain* of ancient taste, Allied meat have seen there the meet per.
of the time, as the pope was perpetually reoeiriof a fleet variety
of rich prorata from Constantinople, and every other Christian country. See many
of these mentioned in Anastasius.
" Mr. Gibbon mentions tbit be conceived the first
idea of writing his history
while etlliog on the mine of the Capitol,
feet productions

*
197.
p
.

**'.*’

•«« Johan. Tinmnlh, M8&

Higden

also

of

in Bib.

BodL died by Dugdale, MonasL i n.

mentions

it,

W®f wi

*b lacuna bails ants omnia et

p.

vita studiis, sapientim deriderium
*
sopptarit, p. 16.

256.

com

com omnibus

nobilitats *
generis, nobilis

prassntis

mentis ingenious
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and of such children, indulgences and ignorance are too often
the lot Happily, his father's misfortunes and new connection
rescued him from that ruin of temper and mind: which sometimes
disappoints the fairest promises of nature.
Allred’s intellect first displayed itself in a fondness for the only
mental object which then existed to attract it This was the
Anglo-Saxon poetry. It was in a rude and simple state, and
barren of all that we now admire in the productions of the muses.
But it was stately and heroical. It tended to confer fame, and
was therefore adapted to rouse the mind to seek it Hence to
Alfred the Saxon poems, being the best which Were then accessible to him, were impressive and delightful.
By day and by
night, he was an assiduous auditor, whenever they were recited.’
As he listened, the first aspirings of a soaring mind seem to have
.arisen within him; and they prepared him to desire larger
draughts of that intellectual fountain, whose scantiest waters
were so sweet He became at last to be a versifier himself. But
the great cause of the dearth of intellectual cultivation at that
period was, that few would learn to read. Alfred had passed
eleven years without having acquired this easy though inestimable accomplishment
prince, son of a father who had been
educated for the church ; who had twice visited Rome, and resided at Paris after Charlemagne had improved his people, was
yet passing into youth without the simplest of all tuition, which
the poorest infant is now invited and urged to attain.
That he
received it at last was owing to his step-mother, Judith. When
Alfred was twelve years old, she was sitting onte day, surrounded
by her family, with a manuscript of Saxon poetry in her hands.
As Aldhelm and Cedmon had written poems of great popularity,
it may have contained some of theirs.
That; she was able to
read is not surprising, because she was a Franc, and the Francs
had received from the Anglo-Saxons a taste for literary pursuits,
and were cultivating them with superior ardour. With a happy
judgment she proposed it as a gift to turn who would the soonest
learn to read it. The whole incident may have been chance
play, but it was fruitful of consequences.
The elder princes, one
then a king, the others in mature youth or manhood, thought
the reward inadequate to the task, and were silent But the
mind of Alfred, captivated by the prospect of information, and
pleased with the beautiful decoration of the first letter of the writing, inquired if she actually intended to give it to such of her
children as would the soonest learn to understand and repeat it.
His mother repeating the promise with a smile of joy at the
question, he took the book, found out an instructor, and learnt to
read it When his industry had crowned his Wishes with suc-

A

’

Awer,

p. 16.

Our.
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To this important, though seemingly
the intellectual cultivation, and all the
literary works of Alfred ; and all the benefit which by these he
imparted to his countrymen. If this family conversation had not
occurred, Alfred would probably have lived and died as ignorant, as unimportant, and as little known as his three brothers.
For the momentous benefit thus begun to Alfred, the memory of
Judith deserves our gratitude.
His brothers had reached manhood without having been taught letters by their father, who,
though he had received an ecclesiastical education, had left both
them and Alfred illiterate. Nine years old at his father’s death,
and yet wholly uninstructed ; with one brother on the throne, and
two more so near it as ultimately to succeed to it, equally uneducated ; and surrounded by nobles as ignorant, and with no lettered clergy alwut the throne, whence could Alfred have received
this necessary introduction to all his improvement, if the more
intelligent Judith, the grandaughtcr of Charlemagne, had not
been transplanted by Ethelwulf from Paris to England, and even
detained there by Ethelbnld.
This French princess was the kind
Minerva from whom arose the first shoots of that intellectual
character which we admire in Alfred. To such remote and
apparently unconnected causes do wc often owe our greatest
cess,

he recited

trivial incident,

it

to her.'

we owe

all

blessings.

But in learning to read Saxon, Alfred had only entered a dark
and scanty ante-room of knowledge. The Saxon language was
not at that day the repository of literature.
The learned of the
Anglo-Saxons. Bede, Alcuin, and others, had written their useful
works in Latin, and translations of the classics had not then been

thought

of.

Alfred’s

first

acquisition

was

therefore of a nature

which rather augmented his own conviction of his ignorance,
than supplied him with the treasures which he coveted.
He had

vet to master the language of ancient Rome, before
he could
become acquainted with the compositions which contained all
the facts of history, the elegance of poetry, and the
disquisitions
of philosophy. He knew where these invaluable riches lay,
but
he was unable to appropriate them to his improvement.
arc
told that

it

was one of

Wc

his greatest lamentations,

and, as he con-

ceived, among his severest misfortunes, and which he often
mentioned with deep sighs, that when he had youth and leisure,

and

emission

to learn, he could not find teachers.
good masters,
capable of initiating him in that language, in which the minds he
1

No

afterwards studied had conversed and written, were at that time
to be found in all the kingdom of Wessex.*

knowledge made him neither effeminate nor slothrobust labours of the chase engrossed a large portion

Ilis love for
ful.

The
'

VOL. U

Amcr,

p. 16.

*
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Auer,

p. 17.
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panegyrized for his incomparable skill
art 1 To Alfred, whose life was indispensably a life of great warlike exertion, the exercise of hunting
may have been salutary and even needful. Perhaps his commercial and polished posterity may wisely permit amusements
more philanthropic, to diminish their attachment to this dubious
pursuit
He followed the labours of the chase as far as Cornwall. His
fondness for this practice is a striking proof of his activity of disposition, because he appears to have been afflicted with a disease
which would have sanctioned indolence in a person less alert
This malady assumed the appearance of a slow fever, of an
unusual kind, with symptoms that made some call it the piles.
But his life and actions show,
It pursued him from his infancy.
that, though this debilitating disease was succeeded by another
that haunted him incessantly with tormenting agony, nothing could
suppress his unwearied and inextinguishable genius. Though
environed with difficulties which would have shipwrecked any
other man, his energetic spirit converted them into active instruments to advance him to virtue and to fame.
His religious impressions led him from his childhood to be a
frequent visiter at sacred places, for the purposes of giving alms,
and offering prayer. It was from this practice, that as he was
hunting in Cornwall, near Liskeard, and observing a village
church near, he dismounted, and went into it. A Cornish man
of religion, called St Gueryr, had been buried there. The name
implied that he had possessed medical powers or reputation ; and
with a sudden hope of obtaining relief from his distressing malady,
Alfred prostrated himself there in silent prayer to God, and
remained a long time mentally petitioning that his suffering might
be alleviated. He solicited any change of the divine visitations

of his leisure

and

;

and he

is

felicity in this rural

that would not make him useless in body or contemptible in his
crsonal appearance ; for he was afraid of leprosy or blindness,

Eut he

implored relief. His devotions ended, he quitted the tomb
of the saint, and resumed his journey. No immediate effect followed. He had often prayed before for relief in vain. Happily
in no long space afterwards his constitution experienced a beneficial alteration, and this complaint entirely ceased, though after
his marriage it was succeeded by another and a worse, which
lasted

till

his death. 0

Though men fond of literature have Dot often excelled in the royet some remarkable character* hare been distinguished for corporal
Thus the great Pythagoras was a successful boter in the Olympic games
nfllitj.
Urn first who boxed according to art. Cleantbea, the Stoic, was a aimilar adept
scholar,
Chryaippua, the acute* of the Straca, was at first a racer 5 and even
His
Pints himaelf was a wrestler at the Isthmian and Pythian games. Bentley on Pha1

After,

p*.

16.

bs* exercises,

Inrla,

51-54.

• Ansar,

4ft.

Flor.

Wig. 309. Goerir,

in Cornish, signifies to heal or

cm.

Gibs.
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For a while we must leave Alfred aspiring to become the student, to describe that storm of desolation and ferocious war which
was proceeding from the North to intercept the progress, and
disturb the happiness of the future king ; and to lay waste the
island, with havoc the most sanguinary, and ruin the most

whole

permanent.

CHAPTER

VI.

—

The Accession

of Ethelred, the third Son of Ethelwulf. The Arrival of the
Sons of Ragnar Lodbrog in England. Their Revenge on Ella.— Conquests
and Depredations. Ethelred’s Death.

As

of Ragnar Lodbrog had disturbed the peace of many
regions of Europe, his death became the source of pe000^1
culiar evil to England.
When his sons heard of his
death in the prison in Northumbria, they determined on revenge.
Their transient hostilities as sea-kings were laid aside for the
gratification of this passion ; and as their father’s fame was the
conversation and pride of the North, they found that wherever
they spread news of his fate, and their own resolutions to avenge
it, their feelings were applauded, and auxiliaries procured to join
them, from every part. Bands of warriors confederated from
every region for this vindictive object. Jutes, Swedes, Norwegians, Danes, Russians, and others ; all the fury and all the valour
of the North assembled for the expedition ,4 while none of tho
Anglo-Saxon kings even suspected tne preparations.
Eight kings and twenty carls, the children, relatives, and associates of Ragnar, were its leaders.
Their armament assembled
without molestation, and when it had become numerous enough
to promise success to their adventure, Halfdcn, Ingwar, and
Hubba, three of Ragnar’s sons, assumed the command, sailed
out of the Baltic, and conducted it safely to the English coasts.
By some error in the pilotage, or accident of weather, or actual
policy, it passed Northumbria, and anchored off the shores of
East Anglia.
Ethelred was scarcely seated on his brother’s throne, before
the

life

1

*

den places tbe church near Liakcard. St. Neot lived here alter Guerir, and it acquired the name from him of N cot Moke. WhiL Neut 109.
»2Langb.27& Saxo, 176. AI.BeterL 92. Hunt. 347. M. West. 316. Bromton, 803. Sim. Dun. 13.
AL Kiev. 353.
k The
kings were Bseseg. Halfflen, Ingwar, Ubba, Guhtrums, Oskitel, Amund
and Euwk AL Be*. 33. Simeon adds to the kings, Sid roc, with a jarl of that
name. Frena and Herald, p. 14.
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It found the country in
the great confederacy began to arrive.
a state auspicious to an invasion. Four distinct governments
divided its natural force, whose narrow policy saw nothing but
triumph and safety in the destruction of each other. One of
these, the peculiar object of the hostility of the North, was

plunged in a civil warfare.
Of the Anglo-Saxon governments, the kingdom of Northumbria
had been always the most perturbed. Usurper murdering usurA crowd of ghastly monarchs
per, is the pervading incident.
pass swiftly along the page of history as we gaze ; and scarcely
was the sword of the assassin sheathed before it was drawn
ugainst its master, and he was carried to the sepulchre which he
had just closed upon another. In this manner, during the last
century and a half, no fewer than seventeen sceptcrcd chiefs
hurled each other from their joyless throne, r and the deaths of
the greatest number w cre accompanied by hecatombs of their
r

friends.

When the Northern fleet suddenly appeared off East Anglia,
such sanguinary events were still disturbing Northumbria.
Osbcrt had been four years expelled by Ella from the throne
w hich he had usurped from another, and at this juncture was
formidable enough to dare his rival again to the ambitious field.
The Danish chieftains who first landed, did not at once rush to
their destined prey.
Whether accident or policy had occasioned
them to disembark in East Anglia, they made it a beneficial
event.
Awing the country by a force which the winds had
never wafted from Denmark before
they quietly passed the
winter in their camp, collecting provisions and uniting their
friends.
They demanded a supply of horses from the king, who
complied with their request, and mounted the greatest part of
their army.® He attempted no enmity; he suffered them to enjoy
their W’intry feasts unmolested
no alliance with the other Saxon
kingdoms was made during the interval; each state looked on with
hope, that the collected tempest was to burst upon another; and
as the menaced government was a rival, nothing but advantage
was foreseen from its destruction.
The Northern kings must have contemplated this behaviour
with all the satisfaction and contempt of meditative mischief
and conscious superiority. The Northumbrian usurpers at last
sheathed, though tardily, the swords of contending ambition
f

11

,

;

c

Ella

iff

called

num quendtm

by Huntingdon dcgcncrcm, 349. A**cr describe* him as lyrannomine non do regali proaapia progen turn super regni apicem

Ella

i

conffl it uer ant, p. 18.

* Al. Bev. 93.
• Auer, 15.

The

Icelander* intimate that the Northmen on their first arrival
end that Ingwar negotiated with him, and cultivated
teeueopahle intercourse with hie aubjec
till the complete arrival of the invaders
enabled him to pccee cul e his revenge. 2 Laugh. 278.
fottnd Elia too powerful;
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and, on the advice of their nobles, united for their mutual
defence and the general safety/
The invaders, though in many bands, like the Grecian host
before Troy, yet submitted to the predominance of Ingwar
and Ubbo, two of the sons of Ragnar. Of these two,
Ingwar was distinguished for a commanding genius, and Ubbo
for his fortitude ; both were highly courageous, and inordinately

^

cruel.*

In the next spring, the invaders roused from their useful repose,
The metropolis of the county was
into Yorkshire.
their first object ; and, on the first of March, it yielded to their
Devastation followed their footsteps; they extended
attack.
their divisions to the Tyne, but, without passing it, returned to

and marched

York*
Osbcrt and Ella, having completed their pacification, moved
forwards, accompanied with eight of their carls, and, on the 12th
of April, assaulted the Northmen near York. The Danes, surprised by the attack, fled into the city.
The English pursued
with the eagerness of anticipated victory, broke down the slight
walls,1 and entered, conflicting promiscuously with their enemies;
but, having abandoned the great advantage of their superior
discipline, the English rushed only to destruction.
nation
could hope to excel the Northmen in personal intrepidity or
manual dexterity ; from their childhood they were exercised in
single combat and disorderly warfare ; the disunited Northumbrians were therefore cut down with irremediable slaughter.
Osbert and Ella, their chiefs, and most of their army, perished/
The sons of Ragnar inflicted a cruel and inhuman retaliation on
Ella, for their father's sufferings.
They divided his back, spread
his ribs into the figure of an eagle, and agonized his lacerated
flesh by the addition of the saline stimulant.^
After this battle, decisive of the fate of Northumbria, it

No

appeared no more as an Anglo-Saxon kingdom. The people
beyond the Tyne appointed Egbert as their sovereign, but in a
few years he was expelled, and one Ricseg took the shadowy
diadem. In 876 he died w'ith grief at the distresses of his coun1

Hunt

341.

AMr,

16.
So Sim. Dan. 14.
culled chief of the Friiiana

by Sim. Dud. 70. Adam of
describee Ingwar as the most cruel of all, and aa destroying Chriatiana
everywhere in torments, p. 14. fie ia alao called leer.
h Sim. Dun. 14.
In line year Ealetan died, Uie celebrated bishop and statesman.
Asser, 1&
1
Asser remarks, that York had not at this period walls so firm and stable aa In
the latter part of Alfred's reign, 16.
I Asaer, 18.
Sim. Dun. 14. The place where they fell was in Bromfoo'a time
called Ellesorofl
Broint 603.
k Frag. I si.
9 Lang. 979. Ragnar Saga, ih. The ScaDd Sigvatr, ib. Saxo
Gram. 177. This punishment was often indicted by these savage conquerors on
their enemies. See some instances in Stephaniua, 193.
•

Hunt.

34a

Ubbo

if

Bremen

28*
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But
and another Egbert obtained the nominal honours
Ingwar was the Danish chief, who, profiting by his victory,
assumed the sceptre of Northumbria from the Humber to the
Tyne.m
A dismal sacrifice had been offered up to the manes of Rag1

.

try,

yet the invaders did not depart It was soon evident that
their object was to conquer, in order to occupy ; desolation followed their victories, because Northmen could not move to battle
without it; but while plunder was the concomitant of their

na'r,

march, dominion became the passion of their chiefs.
The country was affected by a great dearth this year, which
Alfred had
the presence of such enemies must have enhanced.
now reached his nineteenth year ; he was raised by his brother
to an inferior participation of the regal dignity, and he married
Ealswitha, the daughter of a Mercian nobleman." The earnestness with which Alfred in his Boctius speaks of conjugal affecunion contributed greatly to his felicity.
resolved on their plans of occupation
and conquest, began to separate into divisions. One body rebuilt
York, cultivated the country round it, and continued to colonize it.°
Other bands deIt may be presumed that Ingwar headed these.
voted themselves to promote the ambition of those chieftains who
also aspired to royal settlements.
This army passed the Humber into Mercia, and established themselves at Nottingham,** w here they wintered.
Alarmed by their approach, Burrhed, the king, and his nobles,
sent an urgent embassy to West Saxony for assistance.
Ethelred, with judicious policy, hastened to his wishes.
He joined the
Mercian with Alfred and the whole force of his dominions ; and
their united armies marched towards the frontier through which
the invaders had penetrated.
They found the Northmen in possession of Nottingham ; the
Danes discerned the great superiority of the allied armies, and
remained within the strong walls and castle of the town.* The

tion, implies that this

The Northmen having

0^

r

Sim. Dun. 14. Matt. Weal. 336, 327, 328. Leland'a Collect, ii. p. 373.
language of the Northern writcra ia, that Ivar obtained that part of Eng.
lend which hia anoeators had poaacaaed. Ragnar Saga, in Torfcua Series Dan. Olatf
Trjfggr. Saga, ib. 375. This adds that he reigned a long while, and died without
iaaoe, 376.
So Frag. la!. 2 Langb. 979.
° Ethelred, turnamed the Large.
The mother of Alfred's queen wae Eadburh,
of the family of the Mercian king*. Aster frequently aaw her before her death, and
oalla her a venerable woman.
Her dauehtor'a merit aa a wife leads us to infer the
eioellenee and ea refill nurture of the mother, 19.
° Sim. Dun. Vita St Culhbcrti, 71.
p lie British name waa Tiguo Cobauc, the hoti«e of cores. Aaaer, 19.
Ty, is a
honee in Welsh now ; and cwh, a concavity. In the charter of 868, it ia called
Soothryngham, the house of Snothryng ; which in the days of Ingulf bad become
changed to Nothing ham, p. 18, 19.
* Pagini munitiooe fortiaaimoroai aurorum el aroia nlidiadm <^ ej tf
I
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Anglo-Saxons were incapable of breaking through these fortifiand their mutual respect, after an ineffectual struggle,
occasioned a pacification, advantageous only to the Danes. The
invaders were to retreat to York, and the kings of Wessex, satisfied with having delivered Mercia, and not discerning the danger
of suffering the Northmen to remain in any part of the island,
cations,

home/
The Northmen retired to York with great booty/ In this year
two of the most terrible calamities to mankind occurred, a great
returned

famine, and

its

inevitable attendant, a mortality of cattle,

human race/

and of

The

general misery presented no temptations
to the rapacity of the Northmen, and they remained a year in
the

their

Yorkshire

stations. 0

_

When spring arrived, they threw off all disguise, and
signalized this fourth year of their residence in England
by a series of hostilities the most fatal, and of ravages the most
cruel.
They embarked on the Huml>er, and sailing to Lincolnlanded at Humberstan in Lindesey/ From this period,
language cannot describe their devastations. It can only repeat
the words plunder, murder, rape, famine, and distress.
It can
only enumerate towns, villages, churches and monasteries, harvests, and libraries, ransacked and burnt.
But by the incessant
rejK3tition, the horrors arc diminished; and we read, without
emotion, the narration of deeds which rent the hearts of thousands with anguish, and inflicted wounds on human happiness
and human improvement, which ages with difficulty healed. Instead, therefore, of general statements, which glide as unimpressively over the mind as the arrow upon ice, it may be preferable
select a few incidents, to imply those scenes of desolation,
which, when stated in the aggregate, only confuse and overwhelm
the sensibility of our ijerceptioii.
After destroying the monastery, and slaying all the monks of
the then much-admircd abbey of Bardcncy, they employed the
summer in desolating the country around with sword and fire. w
About Michaelmas they passed tlw Wilham, and entered the district of Kestcven* with the same dismal ministers of fate.
The
shire,

Burrhed

Ingulf, SO.

have made

it

at

in

a charter to Cropland, dated Aug.

Snolhryngham

before bis brolJicr's friends,

1,

868, fates himself to
oil his people aseorn.

and

bled to besiege the pagans.
r
Asscr, 20, mentions no conflict : the Salon Chronicle asserts, that sn attack was
made on the inlrenchments, but disgraces the Anglo-Saxons, by adding, that it was
not severe, p. 79. The monk of Croyland praises il«e young carl Algur, for bis
prowess in the affair, p. 18.
i
* Ingulf, 18-20.
Asser, 20.
* Sax. Chron. 80. % Asser, 20.
* I ii nd eee
y wee the largest of the three parts into which the county of Lincoln
was anciently divided.
* Ingulf, 2a
* KeCevn was another of the throe districts into which Lincolnshire was soctentJy divided.
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sovereign of the country made no effort of defence ; but a patriotic few attempted to procure for themselves and the rest, that
protection which their government did not impart
The brave Earl Algar, in September, drew out all the youth of

Hoiland 7 his two seneschals, Wibert and Leofric, whose names
the aged rustics that survived, attached, with grateful memory,
to their possessions, which they called Wiberton and Lefrinkton,
assembled from Deeping, Langtoft, and Boston, 300 valiant and
well-appointed men; 200 more joined him from the Croyland
monastery. They were composed chiefly of fugitives, and were
led by Tolius, who had assumed the cowl ; but who, previous to
his entering the sacred profession, had been celebrated for his
military character.
Morcard, lord of Brunne, added his family,
who were undaunted and numerous. Osgot, the sheriff of Lincoln, a courageous and formidable veteran, collected 500 more
These generous patriots
from the inhabitants of the county.
united in Kcstcven, with the daring hope of checking, by their
;

valour, the progress of the ferocious invaders.
On the feast of St. Maurice, they attacked the advanced bands
of the Northmen with such auspicious bravery, that they slew
three of their kings, and many of the soldiers.
They chased the
rest to the gates of their entrenchments, and, notwithstanding a
fierce resistance, they assailed these, till the advance of night
compelled the valiant earl to call off his noble army.®
With an unpropitious celerity, the other kings of the Northmen, who had spread thomsclves over ihc country to plunder it,
Godrun, Bacscg, Oskitul, Halfden, and Amond, together with
F rena, Ingwar, Ubbo, and the two Sidrocs, hastened, during the
night, to reunite their bands in the camp.
An immense booty,
and a numerous multitude of women and children, their spoil, ac-

companied them.
Tlie news of their unfortunate arrival reached the English stations, and produced a lamentable effect
for a large part of the
small army, affrighted by the vast disproportion of numoers which
in the ensuing morn they must encounter, fled during the darkness
of the night. This desertion might have inspired and justified a
general flight but the rest, as though they had felt that their post
was the Thermopylm of England, with generous magnanimity
and religious solemnity, prepared themselves to perish for their
country and their faith.
The brave Algar managed his diminished force with the wisest
;

;

ami t hern division of Lincolnshire, which extended
Like the Batavian Holland, it wae ao moist, that
the aurfeoe ahook if stamped upon, and the print of the feet remained on it It wae
oompoacd of two porta, the lower and the tipper. The lower wae fall of impaanble
marehee; hofo banka preserved it from the ooean. Camd. 459.
* Infol£ SO. Cbron: Bt Petri de Borgo, 16. The plaoe where these three kings
It waa before named Lacnndoo.
Ing. 91.
fell, obtained the name of Trekjngham.
y Holland, or

Holland

from the Wit bam

;

tl»e

to the Nine.
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economy, and with soldierly judgment He selected the valiant
Tolius, and 500 intrepid followers, for the post of the greatest
danger, and therefore placed them on his right Morcard, the
lord of Brunne, and his companions in arms, he stationed with

On

of his array, Osgot, the illustrious sheriff, with
with Harding of Rehale,
and the young and impetuous citizens of Stamford. Algar himself, with his seneschals, chose the centre, that they might be
ready to aid cither division as exigency required.
The Northmen, in the first dawn of light, buried their three
kings in the spot thence called Trckyngnam, and leaving tw o
other of their royal leaders, with four jarls, to guard their camp
and captives, they moved forward with four kings and eight
jarls, burning with fury for the disgrace of their friends on the
preceding day.
The English, from their small number, contracted themselves
into a wedge; against the impetus of the Northern darts, they
presented an unpenetrable arch of shields, and they repelled the
violence of the liorsc by a dense arrangement of their spears.
Lessoned by their intelligent commanders, they maintained their
station immovable the whole day.
Evening advanced, and their unconqucred valour had kept ofT
enemies, whose numbers had menaced them with inevitable ruin.
The Northmen had sjicnt their darts in vain. Their horsemen
were wearied with the ineffectual toil of the day; and their whole
army, despairing of success, in feigned confusion withdrew.
Elated at the sight of the retreating foe, the English, quitting their
array, sprang forwards to complete their conquest. In vain their
hoary leaders expostulated, in vain proclaimed ruin if they separated.
Intoxicated with the prospect of unhofted success, they
forgot that it was the skill of their commanders, which, more
than their own bravery, had protected them.
They forgot the
fewness of their nmnliers, and the yet immense sujicriority of
their foes.
They saw flight, and they thought only of victory.
Disjxirscd in their eager pursuit, they displayed to the Northern
chiefs a certain means of conquest. Suddenly the pagans rallied
in every part, and rushing upon the scattered English, surrounded
them on every side. It was then they saw that fatal rashness
had involved in equal ruin their country and themselves. They
had almost rescued England from destruction by their valour
and conduct; and now, by a moment’s folly, all their advantages
were lost. For a while, Algar, the undaunted earl, and the sclfdevoting Tolius, with the other chiefs, discreet even in the midst
of approaching ruin, by gaining a little eminence, protracted
their fate.
But as the dispersed English could not be reunited,
as the dissolved arrangement could not be recomposed, the
valour and skill of the magnanimous leaders, however exalted and
them.

his

500

the

left

soldiers, took his allotted f>ost

f
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unexcelled, could only serve to multiply the victims of the day.
The possibility of victory was vanished. The six chiefs beheld
their followers falling fast around ; death approached themselves.
Mounting upon the bodies of their friends, they returned blow
for blow, till, fainting under innumerable wounds, they expired
upon the corses of their too impetuous companions.*
few youths of Sutton and Gedeney threw their arms into
the neighbouring wood, and escaping with difficulty in the following night, they communicated the fatal catastrophe to the
monastery of Croyland,b while its abbot and the society were
erforminc matins. The dismal tidings threw terror into every
Creast; all foreboded that the next stroke of calamity would fall
on them. The abbot, retaining with him the aged monks and a
few infants, sent away the youthful and the strong, with their relics, jewels, and charters, to hide themselves in the nearest
marshes, till the demons of slaughter had passed by. With
anxious haste they loaded a boat with their treasures. They
threw their domestic property into the waters, but as part of the
table of the great altar, plated with gold, rose above the waves,
they drew it out, and replaced it in the abbey.
The flames of the villages in Kesteven now gradually spread
towards them, and the clamours of the fierce pagans drew nearer.
Alarmed, they resumed their boat, and reached the wood of Ancarig near the south of the island.'
Here, with Toretus the anchorite, and his fraternity, they remained four days.
The abbot, and they who were too young or too old to fly, put
on their sacred vestments, and assembled in the choir, performing their moss and singing all the Psalter with the faint hope,
that unresisting age and harmless childhood would disarm ferocity of its cruelty.
Soon a furious torrent of howling barbarians
poured in, oxulting to find Christian priests to massacre. The
venerable abbot was hewed down at the altar by the cruel Oskitul, and the attendant ministers were beheaded after him.
The
old men and children, who ran atfrighted from the choir, were
seized and tortured, to discover the treasure of the place.
The
prior suffered in the vestry, the sub-prior in the refectory ; every
part of the sacred edifice was stained with blood. One child
only, of ten years of age, whose beautiful countenance happened

A

*

This interesting narrative is in Ingulf, 510-421.
Crnyland was one of the islands lying in that tract of the Eastern waters,
which, rising from the middle of the country, and spreading above 100 miles, pre*

cipitated themselves into the sea with many great rivers.
Malm. GcsL Pont 529%
c Or Thorn-ey,
the island of Thorns. There was a monastery here. Malmsbury exhibits it ae the picture of a paradise ; amidst the marshee abounding in
trees, wee a fine green plain, aa smooth and level as a stream { every pert wae cultieated ; here apple-trees arose, there vines crept along the fields, or twined round
poles.
Yet bo adds one trait so expressive of loneeomeneee, aa to throw a gloom

over the charms of nature : u

Do Geet Pont 994.

When

a

man comae be

is

^

applauded like an angel,"*
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to interest the younger Sidroc, was permitted to survive.
ana monuments, with the avatombs
spoilers broke down all the
ricious hope of discovering treasures : and, on the third day, they
committed the superb edifice to the flames.
With a great plunder of cattle, the insatiate barbarians marched
the next day to Peterborough.® There stood a monastery, the
glory of the architecture of the age, and whose library was a
large repository of books, which the anxious labours of two cenBut arts and science were toys not worthy
turies had collected.
even to amuse their women, in the estimation of these invaders.
They assailed the gates and fastenings, and with their archers
and machines attacked the walls. The monks resisted with all
brother of Ubbo was carried off
their means of annoyance.
to his tent, wounded by the blow of a stone. This incident added
a new incentive to the cruel fury of the Northmen. They burst
He slew the hoary abbot,
in at the second assault under Ubbo.
and all the monks, with his own weapon. Every other inhabitant
was slaughtered without mercy by his followers. One man only
had a gleam of humanity. Sidroc cautioned the little boy, whom
he had saved from Croyland, to keep out of the way of Ubbo.
The immense booty which they were gorged with did not mitigate their love of ruin. The much-admired monastery, and its
valuable and scarcely reparable literary treasures, were soon
wrapt in fire. For fifteen days the conflagration continued.
The Northmen, turning to the south, advanced to Huntingdon.
The two carls Sidroc were appointed to guard the rear and the
baggage over the rivers. As they were passing the Nen, r after
the rest of the army, two cars, laden with vast wealth and prooverturned, at the
, with all the cattle drawing them, w crc
f the stone bridge, into a depth less whirlpool
While all the
attendants of the younger Sidroc were employed in recovering
what was possible of tnc loss, the child of Cropland ran into the
nearest wood, and, walking all night, he beheld the smoky ruins
of his monastery at the dawn.
He found that the monks had returned from Incarig the day
before, and were laboriously toiling to extinguish the flames.

A

E

r

d One of the Sidroc* hid already diitintniihed himself for his aggressions on
France. In 832, end 855, he entered the Seine with much aucoeasful depreciation.
Chron, Fontanel. Bouquet 7, p. 40-43.
* This aleo lands in the land of the Girvii or Fen men, who occupied thorn immense marshes, coots i nine millions of acres, where the coontiee of Lincoln, Cambridge, Huntingdon, end Northampton meet Gamd. 408. The marshes are do.
scribed br Hugo Candid us as furnishing wood and turf lor fire, hay lor cattle, reeds
lor thatching, and fish and water-fowl for subsistence.
Peterborough monastery
was in the best portion. On one tide wae a range of water, on the other woods and
i cultivated country. It wae aeeessibie on all akftee but the east, where e beet wee
requisite.

This
its

banks.

river reus through

Camden

calls it

Northampton, making many reaches by the winding of
a very noble river, p. 480.
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When

divisions of the monastery.
the fate of their superior and elder
sorrow suspended their exertions, till

which yet raged in various
they heard from the infant

brethren, unconquerable
wearied nature compelled a remission of their grief. They collected such as they could find of the mutilated and half-consumed
Having
bodies, and buried them with sympathetic reverence.
repaired part of the ruins, they chose another aljbot; when the
hermits of Incarig came to implore their charitable care for the
bodies at Peterborough, which the animals of prey were violating.
deputation of monKs was sent, who found the corpses, and interred them in one large grave, with the abbot at the summit.

A

A

stony pyramid covered his remains, round which were afterwards
engraven their images in memorial of the catastrophe.*
{Spreading devastation and murder around them as they marchEly and its
ed, the Northmen proceeded into Cambridgeshire.
first Christian church and monastery, with the heroic nuns, who
mutilated "their faces to preserve their honour, were destroyed by
the ruthless enemy ; and many other places were desolated.
The sanguinary invaders went afterwards into East Anglia.h
The throne of this kingdom was occupied by Edmund, a man
praised for his affability, his gentleness, and humility. He may
nave merited all the lavish encomiums which hi has received for
the milder virtues ; but he w as deficient in those manly energies
whose vigorous activity would leave met the storm in its fury,
and might have disarmed it of its terrors."
Ingvvar, separating from Ubbo, proceeded to the place where
Edmund resided. The picture annexed to his route represents a
burning country, the highways strewed with the victims of massacre, violated wo nen, the husband expiring on his own threshold
near his wife, and the infant torn from its mother’s bosom, and
slain before her eyes to increase her sc re am sJ Ingwar had heard
a favourable account of Edward’s warlike abilities, and by a
rapid movement endeavoured, according to the usual plan of the
Chron. Tctrib. 18-20.
who wrote in the tenth century, describee East Anglia as
nc-irly environed with water*; immense marches, a hundred miles in extent, were
cm the north ; the ocean on the cast and south. On the west it was protected from
the irruptions of the other members of the octarchy, by a mound of earth like a lofty
Its soil was fertile and pleasant; it was full of lakes two or three miles in
wall.
space; its marshes were peopled with monks. MSS. Cott. Library. Tib. B. 2, p. 3.
One of the fullest accounts of the fate of Edmund, is in the little book of Abbo.
He addremes it to the famous Dunstan, from whom he had the particulars be narrates.
Ho intimates that Dunstan used to repeat them with eyes moist with tears,
and had learnt them from an old aoldior of Edmund's, who simply and faithfully
recounted them upon his oath to the illustrious Ethelstan. Abbo*s treatise has been
printed abroad in Acta Sanctorum. Cologne, vok vi. p. 465-473, ed. 1575.
j "Maritna cum conjugo aut morluui aut moribund us jaoebat in Kmine; infane
raptus a matris oberibus, ut major esact ejulatus, trucidabatur coram maternis obtoThis author was so well acquainted with Virgil and
tibu*.” Abbo, MSS. p. 3.
Horace as to. cite them in his little work.
«

Ingulf 22-21.

b

Abbo

1

Floriaccnsis,
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to surprise the king, before he could present an armed
him. Edmund, though horrors had for some
repel
to
country
time been raging round his frontiers, was roused to no preparawas dwelling quietly in a
tions ; had meditated no warfare.
1
village near Hagilsdun, when the active Dane appeared near

Northmen,k

He

him, and he was taken completely unawares.

His earl, Ulfketul, had made one effort to save East Anglia,
His army was decisively beaten at Thetford with
but it failed.
profuse slaughter and this calamity deeply wounded the mind
of Edmund, who did not reflect, that to resist the Danes with
energy, was not merely to uphold his own domination, but to
®
protect his people from the most fatal ruin.
As Ingwar drew nigh to the royal residence he sent one of his
countrymen to the king, with a haughty command, to divide his
treasures, submit to his religion, and reign in subjection to his
44
And who are you that should dare to withstand our
will.
Thes storm of the ocean deters not our proposed enterpower
Neither the loud roarings of
prise, but serves us instead of oars.
Submit,
the sky, nor its darting lightnings have ever injured us.
then, with your subjects, to a master whom even the elements
;

1

!

respect. ,,u

On receiving this imperious message, Edmund held counsel
with one of his bishops who enjoyed his confidence. The ecclesiastic, apprehensive of the king’s safety, exhorted his compliance.
A dialogue ensued, in which Edmund displayed the sensibility of
an amiable rnind, but not those active talents which would have
given safety to his people. He pitied his unhappy subjects,
groaning under every evil which a barbarous enemy could
When the
inflict, and wished his death could restore them.
bishop represented to him the ravages which the Northmen had
perorated, and the danger which impended on himself, and
44
1 desire not
advised his flight, the mild-hearted king exclaimed,
do you suggest
to survive my dear and faithful subjects.
I have
to me the shame of abandoning my fellow-soldiers?
always shunned the disgrace of reproach, and especially of
cowardly abandoning my knights ; because I feel it nobler to
die for my country than to forsake it ; and shall I now be a

Why

Abbo remarks of the Danish notion, 44 cam semper etadeat rapto mere, nonla men indicia pugna palam contendit cam hoete, niai preventa insidiis, ablata
ape ad portua navi am remeandi," MSS. p. 6.
k

quam

The

1

the

It is upon
It ia now, eaja Bromton, 805, called Hosne.
Hill of Eagle*.
It is not far from
little river dividing put of Norfolk from Suffolk.

Wavenev, a

Camden names it Hoxon, p. 375.
Asser, 20. Matt Wert. 3ia
« « El quia to, at lanls potential iasoleoter aadeas oontradieere 7
an e ternpeotatia procella nostris servit remigiis, nec morel a pveposito direct® intentionis.
Qaibus nec ingene magi lus oasli, nee erebri jactas falminam unqoaxn noeoenmt
Esto ilaqae, cum lais omnibus, sub boo imperative ms rimo cai fhmalantar ele-

Diaa in Norfolk.

“

Ingulf, 24.

ments.^

vou

Abbo,
i.

M m

ib.
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voluntary recreant, when the loss of those I loved makes even
the light of heaven tedious to me ?”° The Danish envoy was
then called in, and Edmund addressed him with an energy that
ought to have anticipated such a crisis, and to have influenced
“ Stained as you are with the blood of
people,
his actions.
you deserve death ; but I will imitate the example of him 1 veneTell your comrate, and not pollute my hands with your blood.
mander, I am neither terrified by his threats, nor deluded by his
promises. Let his boundless cupidity, which no plunder can
satiate, take and consume my treasures.
You may destroy this
frail and falling body, like a despised vessel ; but know, that the
freedom of my mind shall never, for an instant, bow before him.

my

more honourable to defend our liberties with our lives than
mercy with our tears. Death is preferable to servility.
Hence my spirit shall fly to heaven from its prison, contaminated by no degrading submission. How can you allure me by

It is

to beg

!

the hope of retained power, as if I could desire a kingdom,
when its population has been so destroyed ; or a few subjects
robbed of every thing that makes life valuable !"?
This passive fortitude, and these irritating reproaches only
goaded the resentment of the Dane, whose rapid hostilities had
now made active warfare useless. The king was taken without
farther contest
He was bound with close fetters, and severely
beaten. He was then dragged to a tree, tied to its trunk, and
lacerated with whips. Even these sufferings could not appease
the tigers of the Baltic. They aimed their arrows at his body
with contending dexterity. At length Inewar, enraged at his
firmness and piety, closed the cruel scene by the amputation of
his head.*
Thus terminated another kingdom of the Anglo-Saxon octarchy, which, as it had been baneful to the happiness of the
islana by occasioning incessant warfare, was now become
wholly incompatible with the security of every individual, while
the states of the continent were enlarging, and the North was
By annihilating with such total exflouring its throngs around.
tirpation all the rival dynasties, and the prejudices which supported them, the Danes unconsciously made some atonement for
the calamities they diffused. They harassed the Anglo-Saxons
into national fraternity, and combined contending sceptres into
one well-regulated monarchy.

The Northmen placed Godrun, one of
* Abba,
*

their kings,

over East

ibid.

This ii • literal translation of bis speech to the messenger of Ingwar, as given
*.
Iff Abbo, on the eotbority ansnliooed in note
t The 90th of November wee the day of bis catastrophe, which was so interesting,
that the Islander, Ara Frode, makss it one of the steps of his chronology, p. 7. He
weeeiiimnted. His msmory was much venerated, and hie name still exists in oar

J
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Anglia ; while the brother of Edmund, terrified at the miseries
of die day, fled into Dorset, and there lived an hermitical life on
bread and water/
Having resolved to attempt the subjection of the island, the
Northmen governed their career with policy, as distinguished as
They had attacked Mercia, and they Beheld the
their cruelty.
banners of West Saxony waving on its frontiers. If they assaulted
Wessex, would the Mercian sword be there ? Their experience
proved that they calculated well on the petty policy of that degraded kingdom. Although the crown of Mercia trembled in
every battle in Wessex though it was, impossible for Ethelred
to be conquered, and for Burrhed to be secure, yet the protecting
succour which Mercia had received from the kings of Wessex,
was never returned, though common danger claimed it
Ingwar having completed the conquest of East Anglia, and
permitted his associate, Godrun, to assume its sceptre, returned
The rest of the invaders,
to his brother Ubbo, in Northumbria. under the command of Halfden and Bacseg, two of their kings,
or sea-kings, hastened from East Anglia to a direct invasion of
;

Wessex.

They penetrated from Norfolk unchecked into Berkshire; they
possessed themselves of Reading as soon as they reached it, and
continued there many days unmolested.
On the third day after their arrival, their leaders, with a
powerful body of cavalry, spread themselves successfully to pillage; the rest dug a trench Between the Thames and the Kennet,
Ethelto the right of the city, to defend their encampments.
wulph, tne earl of the countv, who had defeated the invaders
before, collected the men of the vicinity, and exhorted them to
disregard the superiority of the foe.
His argument was a popular one : u What though their army is larger than ours, Christ,
our general, is stronger than them.” His countrymen were convinced by his logic ; and, after a long combat, the invaders were
repulsed at Inglcfield, 1 with the loss of Sidroc the elder, the chief
who had so much afflicted France.
Four days after this conflict, the kings of Wessex, Ethelred
and Alfred, put themselves into motion, with their forces, and
joining the Earl Ethelwulph, attacked the Northmen at Reading.
They destroyed all the enemies who were out of the citadel ; but
Malmsb. 250. Bromton, 807.
Bromton, 807. Ethelwerd my* of him, 44 Ivir died tfaii year,” p. 843. The
annals of Ulster state, that he went in this year from SeotTand to Dublin with
200 ships, with great booty, snd a multitude of English, Welsh, and Pictiah priu 872, Ivar, king of all the
soners. These annals place his death in 872, thus
Northerns in Ireland and Britain, died,” p. 65. His children, sea-king a, like himself, are often mentioned in these Irish Annals.
1
Sax. Chroo. 80. Sim. Don. 125. Aaaer, 21. Inglefield m a little viDago in the
neighbourhood of Reading. Camden, 142; who, in i small mistake, calls Euathrolph
r

*
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those within rushing from all its gates, a fiercer battle followed,
which ended in die death of Ethelwulph, and the retreat of the

West Saxons."
Taken unawares by

the invasion, the West Saxons had rushed
Four days
to the conflict with a hasty and inadequate force.
afterwards, they collected in a more complete and formidable
array, and combated the enemy at ASscesdun, or the Ash-tree
Hill/ The Danes had accumulated all their strength, and with
an attempt at tactical arrangement, they divided themselves into
two bodies ; one, the chief, tneir two kings conducted ; the other
moved under the earls. The English imitated their array.
Ethelred resolved himself to encounter the northern kings, and
appointed Alfred to shock with their earls. Both armies raised
their shields into a tortoise-arch, and demanded the battle.
The Northmen were first in the field ; for Ethelred, either impressed with that dispiriting belief, which men on the eve of
great conflicts sometimes experience, that he should not survive
it, or preparing his mind for the worst event, and for its better
state, ana desirous to obtain the favour of the Lord of all existing
worlds, waited to say his prayers in his tent, which he declared
he would not leave till the priest had finished. Alfred, more
eager for the fray, and provoked by the defying presence of the
enemy, was impatient at the delay ; his indignant courage forgot
the inferiority of the division which he commanded ; he led up
his troops in condensed order, and disdained to remark that the
crafty Danes were waiting on an eminence for an advantageous
conflicts
solitary tree marked the place of combat, and
round this the nations shocked with frightful clamour and equal
bravery. The exertions of Alfred were unavailing, though he is
stated to have attacked like the chafed boar ; he had been too
precipitate.
The English ranks gave w ay, w’hen the presence of
Ethelred, with his battle, destroyed the inequality of the combatants, and reanimated the fainting spirits of his countrymen.
The long and dreadful struggle at last ended in the death of the
king Bacscg, of the younger Sidroc,* many other earls, and some

A

r

T Aawr, 31.
Sim. Dun. 135. Aaacr, 31.
w Amer raja he had his account of Alfred's impetuous alacrity from those who
oaw it, 33. He adds the phrase “ aprino more.'*
* Asser and the printed copy of the Saxon Chronicle place the deaths
of both the Sidrocs in this battle, although it had recorded the fall of
one in the preceding battle. The fine MS. of the Saxon Chronicle in
the Cotton Library, Tib. B. 4, n. 30, having mentioned the death of
one Sidroc at Inglefield, refers the death of the younger Sid roc only to
41
anb thep Sibjiac pe Teonra, anb Op be arm eopl,
anb Fpsena eopl, anb Hanalb eopl.” This MS., thougn in some
respect leu complete than time which Dr. Gibson edited, is yet more

this battle

:

accurate in others*
ancient.

It is

remarkably well written, and seems very
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thousands of the Danes, who fled in general rout The English
chased them all night and the next day over the fields of Ashdown till they reacned their fortress at Heading.? The slaughter
of the day gave it a dismal claim to memory.*
Fourteen days after this, the Danes collected strength sufficient
to defeat the kings of Wessex at Basing.*
An important accession of allies, newly arrived from the North,* increased the terrors
of this defeat, and augured new miseries to the Anglo-Saxons.
The last invaders joined harmoniously with the preceding, because their object was the same. Within two montns afterwards
the princes of Wessex supported another battle with the recruited
confederates at Merton c but the conflict, after many changes of
victory, was again unfortunate to the English.
Ethelred received
a wound in it, of which he died soon after Easter, and was in;

terred at

Wimburn. d

CHAPTER
The Reign

VII.

of Alfred, from his Accession to his Retirement

The death of Ethelred raised Alfred to the throne of Wessex.
Some children of his elder brother wore alive,® but the
crisis

was

too perilous for the nation to have suffered the

r Asser. 23, 24.
Flor. Wig. 307.
Sax. Chron. 81.
*
place of ibis great battle has been controverted.

The

Aston, near Wallingford,
has good claims, because the Saxon Chrnnicle (os ils editor observed)
mentions A3cesdun, on another occasion, as close by Wallingford, p. 135. Dr. Wise,
in bis letter to Dr. Mead, concerning some antiquities in Berkshire, printed 1738,
contends that the famous white horse on the bill was made to commemorate this
victory.
He says, “ I take Escesdune to mean that ridge of hills from Let combe
and thereabouts, going on to Wiltshire, and overlooking the vale with the towns in
it.
The town formerly called Ayshesdown, is now called Ashbury; the old name is
still preserved hereabouts, the downs being called by the shepherds, Ashdown
; and
about a mile southward from Ashbury, is Ashdown Park/* p. 90. Whitaker pie.
fers the locality of Aston, p. 272.
Asser, 24.
h
Quo praslio peractn, de ultra mari nil partibus alius paganonim exereitos soeietati
se adjunxit
Asscr, 24.
c
Sax. Chron. 81. This position of Meretune is doubtfli). Merton in 8nmy,
Mcrden in Wilts, and Merton in Oxfordshire, have been suggested. I am indnood
to venture a new opinion, that it was Morton in Berks, bees use the Chronicle of
Mailros, 144, places iho battle at Reading ; and, according to the map, Morton ban*
dred joins Reading, and contains both North Merton and Sooth Mertoo.
4 Bromton, 803.
The bishop of Sherborne fell in this battle. Mali. West 393.
The Saxon Chronicle says, that be and many Jgobjl*
fell in it, 81, whom
Huntingdon calls moki procures Angliw, p. 349. Etbelwerd, the ehroaioler,
mm.
Boning Ethelred*! death, styles the king hie atavna, p 843.
0
* Alfred in his will gave eight manors to ABthclm, bis brother ! non, and throe
in Berks,

menna

29 *
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The dangers
sceptre to be feebly wielded by a juvenile hand*
which environed the country, excited the earls and chiefs oi the
whole nation, whom we may understand to have been the witena1
gemot, with the unanimous approbation of the country, to choose
who could
prince
Alfred for the successor, that thev might have a
give them the protection of his abilities.
c
It is intimated that he hesitated ; and indeed, every evil that
can abate human happiness, seemed to surround the diadem
offered to Alfred. It was the defeat and death of a brother which
occasioned his accession. The victorious enemies, stronger from
their victory, promised to be more formidable to Alfred than to
Ethclred. All the causes that had produced their former successes were yet in full operation, while the new sovereign’s
means of resisting them were not increased. According to the
natural course of things his reign could not but be calamitous.
Alfred chose to endure the threatening contingencies, and by accepting the throne, began a life of severe military labour, of continual difficulty, and of great mental anxiety, shaded for some
time with the deepest gloom of misfortune and personal degrada*

tion.

The fiercest and most destructive succession of conflicts which
ever saddened a year of human existence, distinguished that of
Alfred’s accession with peculiar misery.
With their own population, the West Saxons maintained eight pitched battles against
the Northmon/ besides innumerable skirmishes by day and night,
with which the nobles and royal officers endeavoured to check
their depredations.
Many thousands of the invaders fell, but new
fleet# of adventurers were perpetually shading the German Ocean
with their armaments, who supplied the havoc caused by the
West Saxon swords. d It was now become a conflict between
the Northman nations and the Anglo-Saxons, for the conquest and
occupation of England, like that of their own ancestors against
the Britons, and of these against the Romans.
The Northman
mind had taken a full direction to a forcible settlement in EngIt was no longer battles for transient plunder or personal
land.
fame. It was for lasting dominion for the land-inheritance of
the country ; and for the projxjrty and liberty of every individual
who possessed any.
;

muon

to Athelwold, his brother 1 * son.
He al*o gave some manor* to bis cousin
Osferth. The end of Athelwold will be seen in Edward's reign.
b Sim. Dun. 186, 187. Aeeer, 24.
c Aster's expression is, that ho began to reign quasi invitus, as if unwillingly,
bocause be thought that unless he was supported by the dirioe assistance, he could not
racist each enemies. Vita Alfredi, n. 91
d Aeeer, 95. Flor. Wig. 311. Horaden, 417. The year 871 ie noted
ee the be'ag of Alfred's reign by Aeeer, the Saxon Chronicle, Mail res, Hovedcn, Sim.
end come others. But Ingulf, 35, Malms b. 43, and Pctrib. 3], place bis ac cca
eioo in £73.
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Within a month after Alfred’s accession, the Danes attacked
0
Wilton , in his absence, with such superiority of force,
the
valour of patriotism could not prevent defeat. This
that all
made the ninth great battle which had been fought this year in
West Saxony, besides the excursions which Alfred and several
of the ealdormen and the king’s thregns made against the enemy,
which were not numbered. Wearied himself, and the country
being exhausted by these depopulating conflicts, Alfred made a
peace with his enemies, and they quitted his dominions/
Yet a peace, with their continuance in the island, could but be
a dangerous truce, that would soon end in more dangerous hostilities; and which, in the mean time, surrendered the rest of
England into their power. This soon became visible ; for the invaders marched immediately, even those who were in Northumberland, to London, and, wintering there, threatened Mercia.
Burrhcd, its king, twice negotiated with them but at last,
disregarding all treaties, they entered Mercia, and wintered
at Repton in Derbyshire, where they destroyed the celebrated
monastery, the sacred mausoleum of all the Mercian kings.*
Burrhcd quitted his throne, and, leaving his people to the mercy
of the invaders, went disgracefully to Rome, where he soon died,
and was buried in the English school
The Danes gave the Mercian crown to Ceolwulf, an officer of

his troops at

^

;

.*1

Burrhed’s court: his capacity was contracted; his disposition
mischievous ; he swore fidelity to his foreign masters paid them
tribute, and promised to return the power they granted, whenever
they required, and to be ready with his forces to co-operate with
them. lie plundered the poor peasantry, robbed the merchants,
and oppressed the unprotected and the clergy on the wretched
monks of the destroyed abbey of Croyland he barbarously imposed a tax of a thousand pounds. But this pageant of tyranny
displeased his masters ; he was stripped of every thing, and he
perished miserably.* With him ended for ever the Anglo-Saxon
;

;

e
Bromton, 809, in a mistake, puts down Walton in Sussex. But Aster, whom
the other chroniclers follow, says, Wilton is on the north bsnk of the riser Guilou,
from which the whole couutry is nsmed, p. 25. Guilou means the meandering

river.
* Sax. Ch. 82.
Asser, 25. Elhelw. 844. ft would seem that Ingwar went to
Scotland and Ireland after his conquest of East Anglia ; for he is noticed in the
Annals of Ulster, as besieging and destroy inn Alcuilh at Dunbarton, and proceeding
afterwards to Ireland with a multitude of English, Welsh, and Pictish prisoners.
In 872 he is mentioned to have died in Ireland. These Annals style him king of
all the Northmen in Ireland and Britain, p. 65.
* Monasteriura qoe oeleberrimum omnium regum Merciortun sacra tissimum
mausoleum funditus destruxissent. Ingulf, 26.
h In the church of St Mary there.
Asser, 26. Ingulf, who in general is a very
valuable authority, here makes a email confusion of dates ; be says. Bunked fled in
874, while Alfred was tarrying in Etheting island. This is not correct. Alfred did
not seclude himself till four years afterw ards.
1

Ingulf, 27.
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of Mercia never existed again. When
power declined, it was associated by Alfred to Wesseiyi from which it was never separated again.
England was now become divided between two powers, the
West Saxons, and the Northmen, who had subdued all the island

octarchy.
the Danish

The kingdom

but Wessex.
The invaders divided themselves into two bodies. The largest
part of their army, under their three kings, Godrun, Oskitul, and
Amund, marched from Repton to Cambridge, where they wintered and resided twelve months ;k while another division of their
forces proceeded to Northumbria under Halfden, to complete the
conquest of this kingdom. As yet they had subdued no more of
His calamitous invasion subjected the whole
it than Dcira.
kingdom of Northumbria, and harassed the Strathcluyd Britons 1
Scotland attempted to withstand them, but failed ; and the king
of Wales fled to Ireland for refuge from their attacks. * Halfden, having completed the conquest of Bernicia, divided it amongst
He perished soon afhis followers, and tilled and cultivated it.
terwards in Ireland.*
The three kings, who had wintered at Cambridge, began their
.

1

™

hostilities against Wessex.
Leaving their positions at night,
they sailed to Dorsetshire, surprised the castle of Wareham,
and depopulated the country round. Alfred, after a naval victory, weary of battles and seeking only repose, again negotiated
with them to leave his dominions ; and he had the impolicy to
use money as his peace-maker.® They pledged themselves by
their bracelets, the oath most sacred to their feelings, and which
they had never plighted before .*
But Alfred exacted also an
may smile at the logic of the king,
oath on Christian relics.
who thought that a Christian oath would impose a stronger obligation on pagan minds, or that the crime of perjury was aggravated by tnc formalities of the adjuration. But the delusion of
his mind in not discerning that the welfare of himself and his
country was sacrificed by such treaties is more remarkable ; es’

1

Wc

He nyr, that from Uie fir»t year of Pcnda, to the deposition of Ceoli Ingulf, 97.
wolf, the Mercian throne had loafed about 230 year*.
k Ethelward, 844. ,Aascr, 27.
Sax. Chron. 63.
m Ann. Ulater. 65. Theae annala notice aomo diaaenaiona of ibe Northmen, in
whaoh Halfden killed by alratagem Ibe aon of Olaf, one of the kinga, or aca-king a,
1

that accompanied Ingwar.
» Sax. Chron. 84.
In 876, the Annala of T Jlater place the death of Halfden. u Battle at Lochraun, between the Fingkla and Dubb-glla, where the latter loat Halfdan
11
their captain, p. 65.
• Etlielwerd, 844.
Before thia treaty Alfred attacked the Danea by aea. Hie
abip*, meeting six of theirs, took one and dispersed the otbera. Aaaer, 27.
« Aaaer, 28. Their bracelets were highly rained by them, and alwaya buried
whit them. See Bartholin. 499-503. Joannes Tinmouth says, they were nobiliUtia indicium. Hist MSS. cited by Dogdalc, i. p. 256; and aee Aimon, p. 371, 385.
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pecially as Asser mentions that his natural character was to be
too warlike.*
To punish Northmen by the impositions of oaths, or by hostages, which appear to have been reciprocal,* was to encourage
It was
their depredations by the impunity which attended them.
binding a giant with a rush, an eagle with a cobweb. Accordingly, in a night quickly succeeding the peace-making solemnity,
they rushed clandestinely on the king’s forces, and slew all his
horsemen.* They used the steeds to mount a part of their army,
which rode immediately to Exeter, and remained there for the
winter.*
The small advantage which the ships of Alfred had obtained
over a few Danish vessels, induced him to cause long ships and
galleys to be built at the ports of his kingdom ; and, as his coun-

trymen were less competent to navigate them, he manned them
with such piratical foreigners as would engage in his service."
They were appointed to cut off all supplies from his invaders.
They met a large fleet of Northmen hastening from Wareham,
to relieve their countrymen.
They flew to arms with the same
alacrity with which they prosecuted all their enterprises.
The
Northmen, half ruined already by a stormv voyage, waged a
fruitless battle
their hosts perished, and of their steeds of the
ocean, to adopt their favourite metaphor, one hundred and twenty
were destroyed at the rock of Swanwick, on the coast of Hamp;

shire^
Alfred at last collected his troops, and marched against the
Danes in Exeter ; but they possessed themselves of the castle before he reached it, and his military skill was unable or unwilling
to assault or to besiege it.
He contented himself with repeating the
illusory policy of exacting new hostages and new oaths, that
they should depart from his kingdom.*
The conduct of Alfred, in the first year of his reign, seems to
have been imprudent. While acting with his brother, he was
energetic and indefatigable ; but after he l>eCame possessed of the
crown himself, instead of a system of vigilance and vigour against
q

“Nimiuin

r

I infer this,

bcllicosus," p. 24.
because in mentioning Alfred’s comploleand final conquest ofGulhrun, Asser says, ho exacted hostages, but gave none, llle nullum cia da ret, p. 34.
He adds that this was unusual. Ita tamen qualiler nunquara cum aliquo paocm
* Asser, 28.
ante pcpigcranL
* Named by the Britons, Caer Wise; by the Saxons, Eaxanceap Cpe.
It it,
continues Asser, on the eastern bank of the river Wise, near the southern aea, which
flows between Gaul and Britain.
9 Asaer's expressions
are M Impositis que piratia in illia visa maria ousted iendao

comm is it.”

p. 29.
printed copy of Asser, besides this detest, makes 120 also to perish in a
tonn. I follow Matt West 328, who consolidates the two incidents into one. FIor.
Wig. 315, Sax. Ch. 83, Ethelw. 845, and Hoot 350, mention only one
of 120
w Amor, 28.
easels.

’
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we

find nothing but inert quietude, temporizing paciThe only plan discernible
transient armaments.
in the first seven years of his reign, was to gain momentary repose.
An interval of tranquillity was certainly obtained ; but it

his enemies,
fications,

was a

and

delusive slumber on the precipice of fate.

CHAPTER
Alfred becomes a Fugitive.

VIII.

—Misconduct imputed

to him.

We now approach the period of Alfred’s greatest degradation.
locusts of the Baltic, to use the expressive metaphor
of the chronicles, having spread themselves over part of
Mercia in the preceding August, and being joined by new swarms,
advanced again into Wessex ; and in January took possession of
Chippenham in Wiltshire, where they passed the winter, and from
whien they made exclusive iavugea ever the adjacent country.
On this decisive invasion, the country found itself so unprotected,
from whatever cause, that many of "the inhabitants emigrated in
penury and terror to other regions. Some fled over sea, and to
France ; the rest, overawed by the cavalry of the invaders, submitted to their dominion, and Alfred himself was compelled to
become a fugitive/
These circumstances, which every chronicle states or implies,
are so extraordinary, that it is difficult to comprehend them. The
Danes invade Wessex, the country falls undefended into their
hands, and Alfred preserves his life by such a concealment, that
his friends were as ignorant as his enemies both of his residence
and fate/ Such became his distress, that he knew not where to
turn ; c such was his poverty, that he had even no subsistence but
that which by furtive or open plunder he could extort, not merely
from the Danes, but even from those'of his subjects who submitted
to their government; or by fishing and hunting obtain.*1
He

The

• Auer, 30.
Hunt 350.
Mott. West 339.
Ethel w. 845.
Sex. Chron. 84.
Aaeerii Annate*, 166. Alar. Be*. 105. Walling. 537, and others.
b Qua re ergo
idem anpedictu* ASIfredna in lantern mteerUm sepiua incidit at nemo
eubjeotorum eaoram eciret, ubi eeeet vel quo deveniaeet Aaeer, 32. So Aaeeril
Annate*, 166. So Flor. Wig.
c At
rex AHfredua tact a* dolore oordie intrinsecua, quid ageret, quo ae rerteret
igoorabat. Matt
329.
4 Nihil enim habebat quo uteretor, niai quod a ptgania el etiem e Christiante qni
paganorum aubdiderant dominie, freqoenlibua irraptionibua aut clam, ant otiem
ptlam fobtrabercL Aaeer, 30. Flor. Wig.
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wandered about in woods and marshes in the greatest penury,
with a few companions ; sometimes, for greater secrecy, alone."
He had neither territory, nor, for a time, the hope of regaining
any/
To find Alfred and the country in this distress, and at the same
time to remark, that no battles are mentioned to have occurred
between the arrival of the Northmen at Chippenham, and the
of the king, or the subjection of the country, are circumstances peculiarly perplexing.
It is not stated on this invasion,
as it is on every other, that Alfred collected an army, and resisted
the Northmen ; that he retired at the head of his forces, though
defeated ; that he posted himself in any fortress, 1 or that he took
any measures to defend the country against its enemies. They
invade in January ; between that month and the following Easter,
a very short period, all this disaster occurred.
The power of the Danes may have been formidable, but it had
never been found by Alfred to be irresistible ; and the events of a
flight

it was easily assailable.
When they
attacked his brother, they met a resistance which has been recorded. When they attacked himself in the preceding years, his
means of opposition, though not vigorous, arc yet noticed. But
on this invasion, a most remarkable silence occurs as to any
measures of defence. As far as we can penetrate into such an
obscured incident, we can discern none; nothing appears blit
panic and disaffection in the people ; inactivity and distress in

few months proved that

the king.

To suppose that the Northmen surprised him by a rapid movement into Wessex is no diminution of the difficulty, because they
had been eight years in the island, moving about as they pleased
and often with celerity, for the purpose of easier victory. Ramotion was, indeed, a part of their usual tactics, l>oth in
and not to have prepared against an
in France
event that was always possible, and always impending over him,
impeaches both the judgment and patriotism of the king at this
period of peril.
Before Alfred, from a respected sovereign, would have become
a miserable fugitive, we should expect to read of many previous
battles of much patriotic exertion corresponding with nis character and dignity, and the duties of his station ; and worthy of
his intellect.
If defeated in one county, we should look for him
in another ; always with an army, or in a fortress always withstanding the fierce enemies who assaulted him.
pidity of
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;
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What overwhelmed Alfred with such distress ? What drove
It could not be, as Sir John
him so easily from his throne
Spelman intimates, that the Saxons “ were before quite spent and
44
seven
done,” because it is not true, that in 876 they fought
These battles have been placed in this year
desperate battles.”
On comparing every reputable chromcler
hitherto erroneously.
the king, we find them to have occunred
of
friend
the
with Asser,
in the last year of Ethelred’s reign, and the first of Alfred’s. Since
that period, though the king sometimes headed armies, no sanguinary conflict is mentioned to have ensued in Wessex. Seven
years had now elapsed without one important struggle; the
strength of West Saxony was therefore unimpaired, because one'f

11

third of the juvenile population, at Alfred’s accession, would, in
878, have attained the age of courageous manhood.
That the arrival of new supplies from the Baltic, could not
have 44 broken the spirits of the Saxons” so suddenly, and have
44
reduced them to despair,” is probable, because the West Saxons
14
undergone a miserable havoc
not, for the last seven years,
44
vigorous
in their persons and property,” and had exerted no
So far from being reduced to the
actions in their own defence.”
necessity of despair, we shall find that a single summons from
their king, when he recovered his self-possession, and resolved to
be the heroic patriot, was sufficient to bring them eagerly into
the field, though the undisputed occupation of the country for
some months must have rendered the collection of an adequate
force more difficult, and its hostilities far less availing than before.
The king is not stated to have troubled them with exhortations,
to defend 44 their prince, their country, and their liberties,”* before
he had left
he retired. And it is remarkable, that the foes
at Chippenham, he found near Westbury, when he made the
Amid all the confusion,
effort wnich produced his restoration.
emigration, and dismay, which his seclusion must have produced,
twenty miles composed the extent of their intermediate progress.
The invaders, whose conquests, when unresisted, were so cir-

had

whom

cumscribed, and whose triumphs were afterwards destroyed by
one well-directed effort, could not have exhibited that gigantic
port, which intimidates strength into imbecility, and insures destruction, by annihilating the spirit that might avert it.

To

understand

this

obscure incident,

it

is

necessary to

notifce

some charges of misconduct which have been made against Al-

The

improprieties alluded to, are declared to nave had
consequences, and have been connected^with his mysterious seclusion.
It may be most impartial to review the traditional imputations in all their extent, and then to consider, from

fred.

political

* See hit plain bet

Copied hia
*

Thia

lammed and useful
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oar

life

of Alfred,
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reasonable to believe, or

to reject^

An ancient life of Saint Neot f a kinsman of Alfred, exists in
Saxon, k which alludes, though vaguely, to some impropriety in
It says, thatl^eot chided him with many
the king’s conduct
him prophetically: “O king, much shalt
to
spoke
and
words,
thou suffer in this life; hereafter so much distress thou shalt
Now, loved child,
abide, that no man’s tongue may say it all.
hear me if thou wilt, and turn thy heart to my counsel Depart
entirely from thine unrighteousness, and thy sins with alms redeem, and with tears abolish.”
Another ancient MS. life of St. Neot m is somewhat stronger
44
that Neot, reproving
It states,
in its expressions of reproach.
his bad actions, commanded him to amend; that Alfred, not
having wholly followed the rule of reigning justly, pursued the
way of depravity:® that one day when the king came, Neot
sharply reproached him for the wickedness of his tyranny, and
It declares that Neot
the proud austerity of his government.”
foresaw and foretold his misfortunes: 44 Why do you glory in
your misconduct ? Why are you powerful but in iniquity 1 you
1

would bo absurd for me to offer any apology for haring ventured to be the
writer in our history that has called the public attention to the faults of Alfred,
whose life had been made one continued stream of panegyric. Hiatory ia only valuable in proportion to its truth, and it ia no injustice to any great characters to
remark, with due candour, those imperfections which they allowed themselves to
commit. Yet Dr. Whitaker accuses of falsehood those who state that Alfred bad
any defects.
few strokes of his pen demolish authorities aa easily aa he sometimes unduly stretches them. See his St. Neot, p. 141.
k It is in MS. in the Cotton Library, Vespasian, D. 14, intituled, H Vita Sancti Neoti
Saxon ice.” It follows an account of Furseus, an East Anglian Saint, and some religious essays of Elfric, all in Saxon. As Elfric wrote the lives of many Saints in
Saxon, it is most probably his composition.
It

i

first

A

After mentioning that Alfred came to Neot, emb hip paple
cheappe, it adds, he hine eac chepabe manega popben, anb
him co cp* mib pope picegunge. 44 Bala chu king, mycel
pcealc chu choligen on chyppen lipe, on chan copeapben
cime ppa micele angpumnyppe chu gebinben pcealc cha
nan maennipe cunge hie call apeegen ne maeig. Nu leop
beapn gehop me gyp chu pylt anb chine heopte co mine
pebe geceppe. Lie pic eallinge ppom chinpa unpichcpipnyppe, anb chine rynnen mib aelmeppen alep ec mib ceapen
abigole.” MSS. vesp. p. 145. From Asser’s expressions, (ut in
1

Vita Sancti patris Neoti legitur,) p. 30, it seems that a life of Neot had
been written before Asser died. The Saxon life above quoted seems
In this manner Elfric
to be an epitome of some more ancient one.
epitomized Abbo’s life.
See MSS. Julius, E. 7.
This ia a MS. in the Cotton Library, Claudius, A. 5. It ia in Latin, and ia intituled, “ Vita Sancti Neoti per WilL Abbatem Croylandenaem, an. 1180.**
Praroa etiara ejna redargoens ados jtudt u melius oonverti PoodiHn ad
-

jdenura recta regnandi nortnaxn
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shall not continue; you shall be
bruised like the ears of wheat. Where then will be your pride T
You shall
If that is not. yet excluded from you, it soon shall be.
be deprived of that very sovereignty, of whose vain splendour
”
you are so extravagantly arrogant 0
these
two lives of Neot that those
with
conformity
full
It is in
others written by Ramsay in the twelfth century,p express also
The life composed in prose states that
inculpations of Alfred.
Neot chided him severely for his iniquitous conduct “ You shall
be deprived of that kingdom in which you are swelling ; in which
you are so violently exercising an immoderate tyranny. But if
you withdraw yourself from your cruel vices and inordinate

have been exalted, but you

passions,

you

shall find

mercy.”’

The same

author’s biography, in Latin verse, reproaches the
king’s conduct as “ dissolute, cruel, proud, and severe.” It adds,
that the king promised to correct himself, but did not ; but only
added to his misdeeds, and became worse. That Neot again
reproved him for M wandering in depraved manners,” and announced his impending calamities/
The same ideas are repeated in the fourteenth century by
Matthew of Westminster in his history, in phrases like those of
Ramsay;' and John of Tinmouth, about the same period, reiterates the charge in the language of the Claudius MS/ Another
writer of a chronicle, Wallingford, asserts that Alfred, in the
beginning of his reign, indulged in luxury and vice ; and that the
amendment of his conduct was a consequence of his adversity."
With these statements from later authorities in our recollection,
let us turn to the contemporary evidence of Asser, the confiden° Quidim denique die eolemni venientem ez more de tirannidis improbitale et
de superba regiminis auateritate acriter eum increpavit Neotua. Apponebat ei aanctom David— regum manauetiaaimum et omnibua numilitatia exemplar—afferebat et

—

Saulem auperbia reprobat urn.

—

Spiriln aftactua prophetic©, future ei predixit infortunia. “Quid gloriaris,” inquit, 44 in malitia7
Quid potena ea in iuiquitate, elevatoa ee ad modicum et non aubaiatea et aicut aummitatea apicaram contcria. Ubi eat
Ipso enim
glorialio tua 7 at ai nondum ezcluaa eat, aliquando tamen ezclodetur.
regiminia principatu cujua inani gloriatione te ipaum excedondo auperbia, in proximo
pmaberia,*' dec. MS. Claud, p. 154.
Dr. Whitaker haa printed theae from two MSS. at Oxford, one at the Bodleian,
the other in Magdalen College, in the Appendix to hia St. Neot He thooght them
the oldest lives of 8 l Neot now known. The two which 1 have already quoted
arc, however, more ancient, especially the Saxon, which preceded the Norman
*
I bid. p. 348.
the correspondence of hia words, be must have
had Ramsay's prose life be fere him when he wrote.
* From the very damaged MS. of Tinmooth's history in the British Museum,
Tiberius, b. 1, Dr. Whitaker haa printed the part which relates to St. Neot App.
366. There is a fine complete MS. of Tinmoulh in the Lambeth library, which I
have inspected. Aa I have found, on comparing them, Matthew of Westminster to
have copied Ramsay, so 1 perceive Tinmouth haa extracted passages from the older
life which I have quoted in notes * and
* Wallingford, Cron. 3 Gale, p. 535, 536.

°°«VhiL App. p. 347.
See Matt Weat p.

330.
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friend as 'well as the biographer of Alfred, and who declares
so repeatedly in his history that he wrote from the information
He loved his royal master, and we
of living eye-witnesses.
of him without perceiving that
biography
artless
his
cannot read
he woula have overstated his faults, or have
it is not likely
even mentioned them, if they had not been then too well known
to have been omitted by an honest writer.
Two words used by Asser are sufficient to remove all doubt
on the existence of some great faults in Alfred, in the first part
of his reign ; and his continuing expressions will assist us in
believe that
comprehending what they were. Asser says, “
tial

We

occurred to the king not undeservedly.”* This
emphatic admission is followed by these sentences
« Because, in the first part of his reign, when ho was a young
man, and governed by a youthful mind ; when the men of his
kingdom and his subjects came to him and besought his aid in
their necessities; when they who were depressed by the powhe would not hear them,
erful, implored his aid and patronage
nor afford them any assistance, hut treated them as of no
this adversity

;

estimation.” 1*
Asser continues to state, that

“ Saint Neot, who was then
deeply lamented this, and foretold that the
greatest adversity would befall him. But Alfred paid no attention
to his admonitions, and treated the prediction with disdain.”*
The guarded expressions of the bishop, writing to his living
sovereign, whom he highly venerated, prevent us from deciphering more clearly the exact nature of Alfred’s offence. As
far as he goes, however, he gives some confirmation to the traHe confesses some misconduct
ditions which have been quoted.
And, as he adds,
in the discharge of the king’s royal functions.
that Alfred’s punishment was so severe in this world, that his
insipientia, his folly, might not be chastised hereafter ,7 we may
presume that the fault was of magnitude, though he has not moro
clearly explained it.
The prophetic spirit of Neot could be nothing but his sagacity.
living, his relation,

r

Quam

dimu*.

aiquidem adveraitatem prsfrto rcgi illafum non immerito

Asser,

ei

eaeniaae c re-

p. 31.

w Quia in priino tempore regni aui, cum adliuc juacnia erat, animo que juvenili
detentua fuerat, hominca aui regni aibi que auhjccti, qui ad eum acncrant, et pro
neceaaitatibua aui* cum requisieranl, et qui depresai, poteatalibua erant, auum auxiliutn ac palrocinium iinplorabant ; illc vero noluit too audirt, ncc aliquod auxklium
impendebat, aed omnino too nihili pendebat , p. 31.
* Quod bcatiasimoa vir Nootua ndhuc virena in came qui erat eagnatoa aqua
intime eorde doluit; maximamque adaersitatem ab hoc ei aenturam apiritu pro.
phetico plenoa predixeraL Sed ille et piiaaimam viri Dei eorrepiionem parti
pendebat et aeriaaimam ejua prophetiam non recipiebat Aaaer, 32.
y Quia igitur qoiequid ab nomine peeeatar aut bio ant io future neeeeee eat ut
qnolibet modo poniator; noluit aeroe el pine judex illem regie ineipieotieni e«e
imponitam in boo aecolo qoatenua illi perceret in dielrieto jodSda Aaaer,
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his sub-

may hare made him unpopular, and Neot may have foreseen

the calamities which would result from the displeasure of the
The activity and power of the Danes could not be
people.
resisted with success, without the highest zeal and alacrity of the
Saxon people. But if Alfred, by treating their grievances with
contempt, nad alienated their affections, the strongest fortress of
his throne was sapped.
In considering the subject, we must, in justice to Alfred, remember, that all his errors were confined to the first part of his
It is also fair to state, that the
reign, and were nobly amended.
imputed neglect of his people must not be hastily attributed to a
tyrannical disposition, because it may be referred to circumstances which better suit his authentic character. It may have
arisen from the intellectual disparity between himself and his
people.
When men begin to acquire knowledge, they sometimes
encourage a haughty self-opinion, a craving fondness for their
favourite pursuit, and an irritable impatience of every interruption.
This hurtful temper, which disappears as the judgment
matures, may have accompanied Alfred’s first acquisitions of
knowledge ; and such feelings could only be exasperated, when
the duties of his office called him from his studies and meditations
into a world of barbarians, who despised books and bookmen,
with whom his mind could have no point of contact, whose
ignorance provoked his contempt, ana whose habits, perhaps,
excited his abhorrence. Beginning to meditate, in his private
hours, on the illustrious ancients whom he had heard of, his mind
aspired to be assimilated to theirs, and could only loathe the
rude, martial, and ignorant savages who filled his court, claimed
Dependant and noble were
his time, and oppressed his kingdom.
How could his emerging
alike fierce, uninstructed, and gross.
mind compare the exalted characters and depictured civilization
of Greece and Rome, or the sweet and interesting virtues inculcated by Christianity, without an indignation, impatience, and
misanthropy which call for our compassion rather than our reproach 1
ilow could he have imbibed an ardent intellectual
taste, and have thereby possessed the increasing love of the great,
the beautiful, and the good, without being affected by the melancholy contrast between his studies and his experience ! Every
one who has struggled into taste and knowledge amid the
impediments of uncongenial connections and occupations, will
have felt, in his own experience, something of that temper of
mind which, in circumstances somewhat analogous, seems at
first to have actuated Alfred.
Asser connects with the hints about his faults, an intimation,
that in this important crisis of his life, he suffered from the disaffection of his subjects. It is expressed obscurely, but the words
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are of strong import. He says, “ the Lord permitted him to be
very often wearied by his enemies, afflicted by adversity, and to
be depressed by the contempt of his people”* He adds to these
phrases, the paragraphs already quoted about his faults, and ends
the subject oy declaring, “ fvherefmre he fell often into such
misery, that none of his subjects knew where he was, or what

had

befallen

him .”4

Asser had already declared, that on the invasion of Godrun,
many fled into exile and that “ for the greatest part, all the inThe infehabitants of that region submitted to his dominion.”
rence which seems naturally to result from all his passages is,
that Alfred had offended his people, and in this trying emergency
was deserted by them. Other authors also declare, that it was
c
their flight or disaffection which produced his.
subject
other
remarks
on
this
may
be
few
perused in the acA
;

1

*

companying note 4
.

* Verum etiam ab hoalibui fatigari, adveraitatlbus affiigi, detpeetu tuorum deprimi , multoticna eum idem benignua dominua permisit, p. 31.
1
Qiiare ergo idem eepedictua Alfred us in lantam miaeriam soapius incidit, ut
nemo subjeclorum auorum sc ret, ubi eaact vel quo devemsset, p. 32.
i

b Aaser, p. 30.

n

The chronicle of Mailroe says, that Alfred fugientibui its cum paocia relictua
eat et in nemoribus ae abscondcbat, p. 144.
Wallingford says, Rex vero Ealfredus
elegit prophetiee apiritui cedere quam cum eerto 9 uorum dissidio sovientibua occurIngulf declares, that ad tantam tandem exilitatem dcductua eat ut tribus pagis
sare.
Hamtonienai, Wiltonicnai, etSomersata agre in fid* retent is, p. 26. So Malmsbury,
p. 43.
The Latin life of St. Neot says, Rex autem Aluredua audions bar bar team rabiem
alque Bsvitiam cominus irruiasc Buorumqut comiderant diBpertionem hue illueque
ccepit animo fluctuare.
MSS. Claud. 137. The expression of Asser, in note 32, of
S*piu9 t would lead us to infer that Alfred had been in groat difficulties btforc this
last distress.
d
huve endeavoured to account for the neglect of his subjects mentioned by
Asser; but he is also charged with cruelty and severity, and with immoral conduct,
in the ancient lives of St. Neot.
On the last imputation we may ohserve, that Alfred in bia youth felt hi rose If subject to tendencies which induced him to implore from Heaven some disciplining visitation to repress them, that would not make him useless or contemptible among his
contemporaries. Asser, p. 41. The accusation of cruelly and severity is more rethis we may recollect some of his judicial punishments which arc
markable.
mentioned in the old law-book called the u Mirroir dee Justices," written by Andrew
Horne in the reign of Edward the Second. Ho quotes in this work. Rolls in the
lime of king Alfred, and, among many other inflictions of the king’s love of justice,
he mentions several executions which appear to hove been both summary and arbitrary, and, according to our present notions, cruelly severe. It is true that the minds
and habits of every part of society were in those limes so violent, that our estimation of the propriety of those judicial severities cannot now be accurately just.
But
c

We

On

yet, even with this recollection, the capital punishments with which Alfred is stated
to have visited the judicial errors, corruptions, incapacity, dishonesty, and violence,
which are recorded in the mirror, strike our moral feeling as coming within the ex-

pressions of the u immoderate tyranny" which he is said to have at first exhibited.
That Alfred should desire the improvement of his people, was (lie natural result
of his own improving mind. But if he at first attempted to effect this by violence;
and to precipitate, by pitiless exertions of power, that melioration which time, and
adapted education, laws, example, and institutions, only could produce, be acted with
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IX.

bis Seclusion.

us now collect all that the most ancient writers have
to us of this afflictive crisis of Alfred's life.
transmitted
g-g
Their statements present us with all that was known or
believed on this subject, by our ancestors who lived nearest to the
times of our venerable king ; and they are too interesting not to
merit our careful preservation.
The period of Alfred’s humiliation may be divided into four
stages.
1st What occurred between his leaving his throne and

Let

Athelncy : 2d. The incidents which happened to him
there before he began his active measures against the invaders
3d. His exertions until he discovered himself again to his subjects : and 4th. The great battle which restored him to his kingdom. On each of these heads we will lay before the reader the
circumstances which the best and most ancient authorities that
we could explore have transmitted to us.
On the first stage, the oldest authority that now remains is the
Saxon life of St. Neot, written before the Conquest He says of
the king, that when the army approached “ he was soon lost ; he
took flight, and left all his warriors, and his commanders, and all
his people, his treasures and his treasure vessels, and preserved
his life.
He went hiding over hedges and ways, woods and wilds,
the divine guidance he came safe to the isle of
till through
ASthelney.”*
his reaching

ai much real tyranny aa if he had abed their blood from the common passions of ordinary despots; but nis motives must not be confounded with theirs, lie meant
well,

though he

may

have acted, in

this respect, injudiciously.

Yet no motive ean make crime not

criminal.
However men may palter with the
question to servo temporary purposes, no end justifies bad means. Cruelly and violence are always evils, and tend to produce greater ones than those which they correct.
mar, therefore, understand from the examples mentioned by Horne, that
even Alfred** better purposes, thus executed, may have attached to the beginning of
hie reign the charges of tyranny and cruelty, and may have produced the temporary
aversion of bis people. They could not appreciate his great objects. They saw
what they hated. They probably misconceived, for a time, his real character, and
bjr their alienation may rave contributed to amend it.
Virtue, without intending it,
will often set viciously from ignorance, prejudice, wrong advice, or undue alarm.
Wisdom most unite with virtue to keep it from wrong conduct or deterioration ; but
true wisdom arises from the best human and divine tuition, and the gradual concurrence of experience. Alfred posse sse d these in the latter part of his lifo, but in its
earlier periods had not attained them.

We

• Tha pe hejie
p pa pctehlic psep, anb ppa neh Gnjlelanbe,
he pone pojipyphc, pleamep cepte,hip cempen ealle pojtlec
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The life of St. Neot was first written in Alfred’s time, and is
quoted by his friend Asser.b This primitive tract of Neol’s biography is not now to be found ; but we may reasonably suppose
that the ancient lives of this saint which have survived to us were
composed from

it

Tne next work in point of antiquity is the MS. Latin life of the
same person in the Cotton Library, ascribed by the title of the
MS. to an Abbot of Croyland in 1180. It says:
“ The king hearing that the rage and cruelty of the barbarians
were rushing immediately upon him, and considering the disperAt
sion of his people, began to fluctuate to and fro in his mind.
length yielding to his discreeter judgment, he retired from his
enemies alone and unarmed, and exposed to be the sport of flight.
As he was entirely ignorant whither he should turn himself or
where the necessity of his flight should impel him, he let fortune
lead him, and came unexpectedly into a place surrounded on all
This place was in the extreme
sides with extensive marshes.
boundary of England, on the borders of Britain, which, in their
language is called Ethelingaia, and in ours (Latin) means the
royal island.”'
The fuller account of Matthew of Westminster seems to be
taken chiefly from Ramsay’s Life of St Neot, written within half
a century after the preceding.
“In the extreme borders of the English people towards the
west, there is a place called iEthclingeie, or the isle of the nobles.
It is surrounded by marshes, and so inaccessible that no one can
get to it but by a small vessel. It has a great wood of alders, which
contains stags and goats, and many animals of that kind. Its solid
earth is scarcely two acres in breadth. Alfred having left the
few fellow-soldiers whom he had, that he might be concealed from
his enemies, sought this place alone, where, seeing the hut of an
unknown person, he turned to it, asked and received a shelter.
For some days he remained there as a guest and in poverty, and
contented with the fewest necessaries. But the king, being asked
who he was and what he sought in such a desert place, answered
that he was one of the king’s thegns, had been conquered with

him

and flying from

his enemies had reached that place.
believing his words, and moved with pity, carefully supplied him with the necessaries of life.”*1

in battle,

The herdsman

anb hip hejiecogen anb eall hip cheobe, mabmep anb mabmpacen anb hip lipe gebeajih. Fepbe cha lutigenbe geonb
hegep anb pegep, geonb pubep anb pelbep ppachahe chimb
Eobep pippunze gepunb become co JEchelrog-ege. MSS.
British

Museum, Vespas. D.

14.

Ut in vita uncti polria Neoti fegitnr.
* Matt. Wait. p. 399, 330.

*

Aner,

p. 90.

«

MSS. Claud. A.
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incident is thus described by his friend Asser, with an
a contemporary life of Neot not now extant
“ He led an unquiet life there, at his cowherd’s. It happened
that on a certain day the rustic wife of this man prepared to
bake her bread. The king, sitting then near the hearth, was
making ready his bow and arrows, and other warlike instruments,
when the ill-tempered woman beheld the loaves burning at the fire.
She ran hastily and removed them, scolding the king, and exclaiming 4 You man! you will not turn the bread you see burning, but you will be very glad to eat it when done.’
This unlucky

His

first

allusion to

thought she was addressing the king, Alfred.” 6
The same event is told in the Saxon life thus
44
He took shelter in a swain’s house, and also him and his evil
wife diligently served. It happened that on one day the swain’s
wife heated her oven, and the king sat by it warming himself by
the fire.
She knew not then that he was the king. Then the
evil woman was excited, and spoke to the king with an angry
mind : 4 Turn thou those loaves, that they burn not ; for I see
daily that thou art a great cater.’
He soon obeyed this evil woman, because she would scold. He then, the good king, with
great anxiety and sighing, called to his Lord, imploring his pity.” f
The Latin life gives a little more detail.
44
Alfred, a fugitive, and exiled from his people, came by chance
and entered the house of a poor herdsman, and there remained
some days concealed, poor and unknown.
44
It happened that on the Sabbath day, the herdsman as usual
led his cattle to their accustomed pastures, and the king remained
alone in the cottage with the man’s wife. She, as necessity required, placed a few loaves, which some call loudas, on a pan

woman

•

Aatcr,

ing, yet

it

little

p.

30, 31.

waa

in

Although

in tho

Cotton MSS. of Aster this passage

is

want-

Camden's ancient MSS., and tha preceding words, U upud quon-

dam ouum

vaccariuin" aro in the Cotton MS. Dr. Whitaker, in his usual hasty
manner, boldly calls it an interpolation taken from Ramsay's Life of Sf. Ncol, which
he has printed. But Dr. W. did not know of the earlier life in the Claud. MS., nor
of the still more ancient Saxon life, Veep. D. 14, both of which contain the incident.
Malmabury also mentions tho M in eilvam profugus,” and tbo subsequent education
of the herdsman for the church, and his elevation to the sco of Winchester, p. 242.
f
Anb on pumep ppanep hupe hip hleop gepnbe anb eac
ppylce him anb hip ypele pipe geopne heytbe. bic gelamp
ume beige cha thaep ppanep pip haecce hepe open anb pc
fmg chop big pact hleoppmbe hine beo chan pype. Than
heo pep nycen che he king pepe. Tha peapeh cha ypele
pir paepinge apeypeb anb cpscch to chan kmge eoppe mobe
41
Wenb chu cha hlapep, cha heo ne popbeopnep roppam
ic gepeo beighamlice cha chu mycel aece eape.
De psep
pone geheppum chan ^pele pipe. Foppan che heo nebe
pcolbe. be tha, pe gobe king, mib mycelpe angpumnyrpe
anb piccecunxe co hip Dpihcen clypobc, hip mtlbpe bibbenbe. MSS. vesp. D. 14.
:
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underneath, to be baked for her husband’s repast and her

his return*

“ While she was necessarily busied like peasants on other afshe went anxious to the fire and found the bread burning on
the other side. She immediately assailed the king with reproaches
‘Why, man do you sit thinking there, and are too proud to turn
Whatever be your family, with such manners and
the bread ?
If you were even
sloth, what trust can be put in you hereafter T
a nobleman, you will be glad to eat the bread which you neglect
to attend to.’
The king, though stung by her upbraidings, yet
heard her with patience and mildness ; and roused by her scolding, took care to bake her bread as she wished.”*
Matthew of Westminster’s statement of the same circumstance
“ It happened that the herdsman, one day,
is to the same effect
as usual, led his swine to their accustomed pasture, and the king
remained at home alone with the wife. Sne placed her bread
under the ashes of the fire to bake, and was employed in other
business, when she saw the loaves burning, and said to the king
in her rage : * You will not turn the bread you see burning, though
you will he very glad to eat it when done.’ The king, with a
submitting countenance, though vexed at her upbraidings, not only
turned the bread, but gave them to the woman well baked and
unbroken.”*
It is stated, that he afterwards munificently rewarded the peasant, whose name was Denulf.
He observed him to be a man of
capacity ; he recommended him to apply to letters, and to assume
the ecclesiastical profession.
He afterwards made him bishop of
Winchester.*
The homely taunts of this angry rustic must have sounded
harshly to the yet haughty king but he was now levelled to her
condition, or rather he was even more destitute than herself ; for
he was dependent on the bounty of her poverty, and had no asylum but in her humble cottage. All the honours and all the pleasures of his life had vanished like a dream : self-reproach, if he
had only suffered himself to be surprised, and more poignant feelings, if his personal misconduct had driven his subjects to desert
him in the hour of need, concurred to aggravate his distress. In
the solitude of his retreat, and amid its penury and mortifications,
it was natural that he should be pensive and melancholy, and yet
improved. It is in its distresses that arrogance learns to know
fairs,

!

:

that man perceives his individual insignificance, discerns
the importance of others to his well-being and even existence,

its folly;

*» Matt. Weal. 330.
MSS. Claud. A. 5. p. 157.
Malinsb. 243. Flor. Wig. 318. Aa Florence of Worcester mentions this eleva.
'
turn of Denulf p. 318, he ought not to hare been mentioned ss an eridenoe against the
incident as staled by Asser ; yet Dr. Whitaker unguardedly so produces biro. p. 239.
MaU. West 332. Denulf died bishop of Winchester in 909. Bus. Chron. 102.

*
1

;
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feels the necessity and the comfort of believing or hoping
Huthat there exists a Protector more powerful than himself.
mility, urbanity, philanthropy, decorum, and self-coercion, all the
virtues which are requisite to produce the good-will of our species,
are among the offspring which nature has allotted to adversity,
and which the wise and good have in every age adopted in their
The sequel of Alfred’s reign, which was a stream of
eclipsed
virtue and intelligence, attests that his fortunate humiliation disciplined his temper, softened his heart, increased his piety, and
enlightened his understanding.* His mind was too powerful and
too intelligent, either to remain inactive or to fail of discerning
the best means of emancipating the country from its barbaric
invaders.
His subsequent measures to regain his throne, and to surround
it with its natural and impregnable bulwark, the confidence of his
And an auspicious incipeople, were judicious and exemplary.
dent occurred at this juncture to excite both their courage and
his own perseverance.
Ubbo, who, with his brothers Ingwar and Halfden, had conducted the fatal fleet to England, to avenge the death of their
father, and who had distinguished himself in the massacre at
Peterborough, and who was now the only survivor of those chil-

and

dren of Ragnar Lodbrog who had afflicted England, had been
harassing the Britons in South Wales, where he had wintered.
After much of that slaughter, which always attended their invasions, he returned with twenty-three ships to the English Channel
Sailing by the north of Devonshire, the castle of Kynwith attracted his notice, where many of the king’s thegns had embraced
the protection of the Earl of Devon.
The place was unprovided
with subsistence. It had no stronger fortification than a Saxon
wall ; m but Ubbo found that its rocky situation made it impregnable against all assault, except at the eastern point He also
remarked that no water was near it, and consequently that a
short siege would reduce the inhabitants to every misery of thirst
and famine. He preferred the certain victory of a blockade to a
bloody attack, and surrounded it with his followers.
1

44

1 honour solitude, the meditating sinter of society, and often her legislator,
converts the experience of active life into principles, and its passions into nutritious juices."
Herder’s Outlines of the Philosophy of the History of Man, p. 511.
Eng. ed. 1600.
k Aster’s reflection at this period of AlfVed’s life seems to allude to his previous
imperfections.
He says he ms afflicted, u that he might know that there exists one
Lord of all to whom every knee must bow ; in whoso hands are the hearts of kioga
who deposes the mighty from their seat, and exalts the humble," p. 31.
1
Risdoo places ibis castle near ApLedore ; it is called Heaney Castle. 1 Gough’s
Camden, p. 40.
* Asacr seems to treat Baxon fortifications with some oontempt; for he says,
that it was omnino immunitam nisi quod masoia nostro more erects solum modo
haberet, ^ 38. He says be bad men this castle himself.
i

who

w
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Odun saw the extent of his distress, and the inevitable certainty
on which the pagans calculated ; and determined on a vigorous
While the dawn was mingling
It was bravely executed.
sally.
with the darkness, Odun pierced at once to the tent of Ubbo, slew
him and his attendants, and turning on the affrighted host, destroyed the largest part a few reached their vessels and escaped.
An immense booty rewarded the victors, among which the capture of their magical standard, the famous Reafan, was to the
eye' of ignorant superstition a more fatal disaster that even Ubbo’s
death, and their destructive defeat
When Easter had passed, Alfred, now twenty-eight years of
age, began to execute a new plan of operations. The place of
;

11

his retreat, as already described,

was

peculiarly fitted to be

a military post of the most defensible nature, and the king

made
forti-

as his place of safety.®
The fullest account of the exertions of Alfred, during his seclusion in this little island? is that left by the Abbot of Croyland.
44
The king, overwhelmed with the disgrace of poverty and
dejection, and instead of his royal palace, being confined to a vile
hovel, was one day casually recognised by some of his people,
who, being dispersed, and flying all around, stopped where he
was. An eager desire then arose both in the king and his knights
to devise a remedy for their fugitive condition.
44
In a few days they constructed a place of defence as well as
they could ; and here recovering a little his strength, and comforted by the protection of his few friends, he began to move in
warfare against his enemies. His companions were very few in
number, compared with the barbarian multitude ; nor could they
on the first day, or by their first attacks, obtain any advantages:
vet they neither quitted the foe nor submitted to their defeats
but, supported by the hope of victory, as their small number
gradually increased, they renewed their efforts, and made one
battle but the preparation for another.
44
Sometimes conauerors, and sometimes conquered, they learnt
to overcome time by chances, and chance by time.
The king,
fied

it

a Ataev, 33.
The Sax. Chron. makes the number of the slain 640. Flor. Wig.
1300, p. 316. Aster describes the raven as a banner woven by Ubbo'a three sisters,
the daughters of Rsgnar Lodbrog, in one noon-tide. It was believed that the bird
appeared as if flying when the Danes were to oooquer, but was motionless whon
they were to be defeated. Ataer adds, et hoc eepe probatum eat, p. 33. He might
have said that nothing was easier to be contrived. Bartholin has collected some traditions concerning such standards, and the raven’s prophetic powers, p. 473-460.
° Dr. Whitaker’s account of the present state of thia plaoe, of the existing traditions there, and of hit own feelings and belief, arc worth reading. See bit St. Neot
p
jewel of gold, enamelled like a bulla or amulet, to bang round the nock, circumscribed,
hehc gepyjican, I. «. Alfred tiered me to be

A

Alppeb meg

mmde% waa found

7a

It is

here.

It is

now

engraved in that work,

in the
p.

Ashmolean Museum.

59, and elsewhere.

1
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successful, preserved

a

cheerful countenance, and supported his friends by his example.”*
To this natural and intelligible account, we may add, from
Asser, that the only land-access to their little island was by one
bridge, on which by great labour they raised two defensive
towers, or, as we should now call them, tiles du pont. From this
fortified retreat, with his noble vassals in Somersetshire, he was
continually assaulting the Danes/
The same incidents are implied in the brief narrative of Matthew of Westminster. 41 While the king remained alone with the
herdsman, there came to him many of his warriors ; and by his
directions they built a fortress with towers and defences, and
from thence made continual irruptions on their enemies.”*
They led here an uncertain and unquiet life. They, had no
subsistence but what they could obtain by plunder, hunting or
fishing,* in the adjoining districts.
Here, dispossessed of his
kingdom, the king concealed himself with a few of his: friends
among these woods and marshes, living on the fish they taught"
for several weeks.
He had none to aid him but a part of his

own household/
The plan of Alfred,

suggested by the lonesomeness ^id security of his retreat, was as efficacious as it was wisely adapted
to his position and necessities.
With a small force he attacked
without ceasing his superior enemies, wherever he found any of
their parties or camps accessible to his attempts.
His object
achieved, or repulsed by a superior force, he retired with a celerity

which

harassed the

baffled pursuit, to his

enemy with

unknown asylum, and soon
By day

hostility in a distant quarter.

and by night, at dawn,

in the evening twilight, from woods'* and
marshes, he was ever rushing on the Northmen with all th^ advantages of selection and surprise."
By these expeditions Alfred provided himself and his party With
sustenance ; he inured himself to war and skilful generalship ; he
improved in his knowledge of the country, secured the attachment
of his friends, collected others, provided new resources of character for his future life, collected perpetual intelligence of the
motions of the Danes, revived the spirit of the country, and preared it for that grand exploit which was soon to crown his

Eibours.
During his residence in this fenny isle, an incident occurred,
which the monks are particular in recording as a Droof of the
improvement of his disposition ; and as it shows both nis situation
ana his benevolent temper, it is worth our reciting, though with-

•

MS. Claud. A. 5, p.157.
Malt West p. 330.

•

ElMmd.

*

•

mm

Abb.

Claud.

353.
Walliogf.

9
1

*

p.

p.

537.

Anar, ViL p. 60.
Ran. Hifden Pol/ch.

p. 357.

Ethel verd, Chroo. 845.

Brum ton,
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Out those additions of celestial machinery with which the tenants
of the cloister seem to have been as warmly enamoured as any
possessor of the epic laurel
His wife and family had joined him. His friends were abroad
in search of food, and his queen and one thegn only were with
him.* It was his custom when alone here to be reading the^
books of scripture, hymns, or the annals of his country, ana the*
actions of illustrious men.? He was sitting by himself reading one
of these, when he was interrupted by a feeble knock at his gate,
and by the lowly cry of poverty supplicating relief. He remembered the state of penury in which he had reached the same spot
he laid down his book, and called his thegn to give the poor
claimant some food. The thegn found only one loaf in their
store, which would not suffice for their family on their return from
Alfred thought the
their toilsome expedition, and a little wine.
necessities of the mendicant more urgent than their own, and reserving a part of the pittance for ms friends, he presented the
beggar with the rest.*

CHAPTER
The

X.

Battle which produced Alfred’s Restoration.

After passing about six months in this retreat,* Alfred revolved in his mind the means of suiprising the main army of the
Northmen, which still continued in Wiltsliire. It was encamped
on and about Bratton Hill, at Eddcndun,b near Westbury. And it
is a tradition which some of the most respectable of our ancient
chroniclers have recorded, that he resolved to inspect their camp
1

r Ingulf, p. 36,
Ethel. Abb. 353.
Sim. Dun. Hist Cuthb. p. 71.
Sim. Dan. 71. Ing. 36. Ethel. 353.
» Mr. Walker, In hie notes to Sir John Spelman's Life of Alfred, computes, that
Alfred's seclusion did not lest six months. Chippenham was taken In January,
and the great battle which produced his restoration was fought eeren weeks after
Easier day was in that year the 33d of March ; p. 30. The seventh week
Easter.
after that would of course be the eleventh of May, which does not allow the retreat to
have been five months.
b A* part of Mr. Walker's curious note is worth translating; u Eddaadmi lies under
Bratton Hill, which is lofty, abrupt, and of difficult ascent: on it* summit there are
yet extant the trenches and ditches of the Danish Camp. Two breaches, for the
sake of water, spread to the foot of the mountain. Here, weary of the con fin ement
of a camp, and under no alarm of any hostile troops, the Danes di ffhssd themselves
to Eddendun, and over the neigh boo ring plain. It is probable that the king had noaived to examine tbs fret to person. Mr. Warner bints,
tioe of this descent end
that the king may have made his atlaok between their army and the hill, so as to
separate thorn from their encampment” Not Vit JSUMi, p. 33.
*

w

YOL.
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His early predilection for
him to assume the
character of a harper ; and thus disguised he went to the Danish
tents.
His harp and singing excited notice he was admitted to
their king’s table ; he heard their conversation, and contemplated

in person, before

he

the attempt

Saxon poetry and music, had
41

the

qualified

;

He quitted their encampment without
their position unsuspected.
There is nomolestation, and reached his little isle in safety.
thing improbable in the incident, nor is it inconsistent with the
manners of the
It

time.

was now Whitsuntide.

He

sent confidential messengers to

his principal friends in the three adjacent counties, Wilts,

Hamp-

and Sofnerset, announcing his existence; declaring his
intention of joining them, and requiring them to collect their followers secretly, and to meet him in military array on the east of
Selwood Forest.® A dream, of St. Neot’s appearing to him, and
promising him both assistance and a great success, is placed at
this crisis.
It may have been suggested by the king’s policy, or
may have occurred naturally from nis memory of his sacred monitor, and anticipating its encouraging effects, he may have circu-

shire,

it among his friends/
celebrated place called the stone of Egbert/ was the appointed place of meeting. As the Anglo-Saxons had suffered
severely in his absence, the tidings of nis being alive, and the
prospect of his re-appearance, filled every bosom with joy. All
who were entrusted with the secret crowded enthusiastically to
the place appointed, and the horns, trumpets, and clashing of the
arms of those who came, and of those who welcomed the loyal
patriots, loudly expressed their mutual congratulations and ex-

lated

A

ultations . 11

Two days were passed in these arrivals and rejoicings, and in
making the necessary arrangements for the consequential exertion.
Some rumours of what was preparing reached the ears of Gode

See before,

d

This incident

p. 324.

it mentioned by Ingulf, who waa a lad in the reign of Edward the
Confessor, p. 26; by Malmsbury, p. 43 ; both highly respectable chroniclers; and by
It is also in the MS. Chronicles of Henry de Silgrave,
Higden in his Polycb. 258.
Cleop. A. 12, and of Joh. Dover, Hsrl. Coll. 641. That others omit it may be accounted for by their desire of attributing the victory to St. NeoTa miracolous interference, rather than to the plans of the king's previously exerted sagacity.
• This was named in British Coit miwr, the great wood. After, 33. The county

(perhaps from the wood) was anciently called 8ealpubpcipc. Ethel w. p. 837.
The wood resohea from Fro me to Durham, near fifteen miles in length, and six in
breadth.
This was, there1 Gough’s Camden, 78. Seal, in Saxon, ia a willow-tree.
fore, a wood of willowa ; and ao the MSS. Claud, names it, sylvam salicis.
1
Doth the MS. lives of St Neot, and Aaaer’a Annals, mention this.
f Aster, 33.
MSS. Claud.
Flor. Wig.
h MSS. Claud, p. 158* That Alfred invited Rollo out of France to hia aid, and that
Rollo oame to help him, b a circumstance which I have found ft Wallingford only
It is not
(p. 537), and therefore oannot state it as a fact on hia tingle authority.
probable of itself ; and yet it is difficult to account for its invention, if fiuse.

1
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Danish king, but nothing to explain the meditated blow.
in his forces to be prepared; but as he saw no collected
enemy, he had no object before him to move against.
ran, the

H6 called
On

day Alfred marched his new raised army to
an adjoining hill; encamped that night there, and
In the morning they
again reconnoitred his enemies position.
advanced rapidly to the place called Ethandune, where the
northern myriads were overspreading the plain.
Alfred halted to form them into a skilful arrangement, and
made a short but impressive address. He reminded them that
they were about to combat both for their country and for themselves
he conjured them to act manlily, and he promised them
They advanced when he had concluded,
a glorious victory.
and soon beheld the invading warriors before them, but whether
resting in their camp, or arrayed for battle, is not clearly expressed.
The attack was meant, by the secrecy and celerity of
the movement, to be a surprise, and most probably was so, and
the expressions used by most of the chroniclers imply this cirthe third

.£cglea,<J seized

11

;

1

cumstance.

The Anglo-Saxons rushed on their enemies with an impetuosity
which disordered valour was unable to withstand. It was Alfred
who led them on who seemed to have risen from his grave to
destroy them. The discharge of the Anglo-Saxon arrows was
succeeded by the attack of their lances, and soon it became a
personal combat of swords." The Northmen resisted with their
usual individual intrepidity; but their efforts, though furious, were
;

1

Seeing a standard-bearer leading on ono of his diviunavailing.
sions with great bravery, Alfred is represented to have pointed
him out to his warriors as St. Neot himself at their head." The
belief increased their enthusiasm their resolute attack was everywhere irresistible ; and the Northmen gave way. Their bodies
strewed the plain, till a part found refuge with their king in a
neighbouring fortification; Alfred was thus left the master of
that important field, which, from the marshes and penury of
Ethelingey, exalted him to the throne of England. 9
;

1

MSS. Claud.

34.
Ecglea h&i been conjectured to be the village Leigh. Gough's Camden, p. 100. Dr. Whitaker prefers High Icy, near Whiddon, p. 260. Gibson suggested Clay Hill, near Warminster.
k MSS. Claud,
Dr. Whitaker thinks the present Yatton, about five
p. 158, 159.
miles from Chippenham, to be the representative of Ethandun. He adds, w But the
Gibson menbattle itself was a little lower on the Avon, at Slaughterfbrd,” p. 268.
tions a tradition of the inhabitants, of a great slaughter of the Danes at this place. 1
remark that the place is called Aasandune by Sira. Dun. p. 71 : Edderandun by
Iloveden, 417 ; Ethandune by Ethel werd, 845.
1
* MSS. Claud, p. 159.
MSS. Claud,
MSS. Claud, n. 59.
° Asaer, 34. Jfcfr. Gough remarks, that on the southwest face of the hill, near
Edindon, t lie re is a most curious monument unnoticed by Bishop Gibson. It is a
J

Auer,
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The

king, with vigorous judgment, followed the Northmen to
and contrary to their hopes, encamped himself
strongly round it By this decisive measure he cut them off from
all reinforcement, and' confined them to the scanty subsistence
which happened to be in their station. While the siege lasted,
the strength of Alfred augmented in a proportion which destroyed
They lingered in unain the Danes every hope of emancipation.
vailing distress for fourteen days, and then, oppressed with cold
and famine, and worn down by fatigue and dismay, the imprisoned chiefs humbly supplicated the mercy of their conqueror.^
Thus, after a very doubtful struggle for the sovereignty of the
island, during twelve years of peril and calamity, the AngloSaxons by this battle triumphed over their enemies, and surmounted one of the most formidable invasions that any nation
had experienced. To this great achievement, to the talent3
which planned, and to the energy which accomplished it, words
can add no praise. It was the triumph of mind over barbarian
strength ; of a wisely conceiving and arranging intelligence over
superiority of number, elation from past successes, and a hardihood of personal valour which no competition could excel. It was
as complete in its beneficial effects as it was brilliant in its immediate glory.
The immediate conditions which Alfred imposed, were, hostages, which were not reciprocal, and oaths that they should
leave his dominions. These, however, were of puerile importance, because Godrun, having got released from his confinement,
might have acted with the same contempt of diplomatic and
religious faith, for which his countrymen were notorious. Alfred
had learnt that oaths and hostages were but bonds of sand, and
therefore relied no longer upon these.
their fortress;

His comprehensive mind conceived and executed the magnanipolicy of making Godrun and his followers his allies, and
of leading them to agriculture, civilization, and Christianity. To
effect this, ho persuaded them to exchange their paganism for
the Christian religion, and on these terms he admitted them to
cultivate and possess East Anglia as peaceful colonists.
After some weeks, Godrun, to whom the conditions were

mous

white hone, in
walking attitude, cut out of the chalk, fifty.foor feet high, from hie
toe to hia cheat ; and to the tip of hla ear, near one hundred feet high, and from ear
to tail one hundred feet long. The learned editor of Camden thinks, that it was
made to commemorate this celebrated victory, p. 100, 101. Yet Whitaker, p. 973,
haa remarked, that Wise, in 1749, declared it bad been wrought bj the inhabitants
of Weatbury in the memory of persons then living.
^ Asser, 34. Flor. Wig. 317. Sea. Chroo. 85. Whitaker, p. 969, supposes the
fortress to which the fames fled to have been the double entraoebmeot in Bury,

wood, which is thus described by Gough : “
ra shall tod 8lt nyhterfefd, in Bury wood,

W

across double works, not

Roman

:

On Colerne^own,

on the fosse near
North wood, a oamp of eighteen
the entrance from Coieme-down.” p. 99.
it

;
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acceptable, went with thirty of his chiefs to Aulre,* near Ethelney, where, Alfred standing as his godfather, he was baptized by
the name of Ethelstan.
The ceremony was completed a week
after at the royal town of Waedmor.
He stayed twelve days
with the king, as his guest, and received magnificent presents at
his departure/
Such a conversion could be but nominal; but the religious
tenets of the unreflcctive mass of mankind are little else.
The
object of Alfred was to place them immediately under new
habits, which would give them dispositions more compatible with
the well-being of society than their ferocious paganism.
To
time, reflection, and tuition, he left their further progress in the
system he revered.

Godrun, to fulfil his engagements with Alfred, left Chippenham,
and went into Gloucestershire. He remained at Cirencester- a
year, and then marching into East Anglia, he divided it among
his soldiers, and they cultivated it*
Although the Northmen came to England as the ministers of
vengeance yet, by residing in it for twelve years, they must
have become more sensible to the charms of civilized life. The
bands under Halfden attested this impression when they cultivated
Northumbria. Having thus turned their swords into ploughshares,
they gave no assistance to Godrun in his invasion of Wessex
and if left unmolested, and not endangered, it was probable they
would continue to be pacific. By admitting Godrun to imitate
their example, Alfred calmed their inquietude; and by giving this
occupation to Godrun, he secured safety to himself; the beginning
change in the manners of the North, was cherished in its most
and as the Danes became civilized in East
important crisis
Anglia, they would inevitably, for their own safety, form a barrier, defending the most exposed coast of the island from their
more ferocious countrymen/
;

;

wu

the modern Autre, an inconsiderable
35.
Mr. Walker think*, it
near Ethclney. Wedmor was not leas than twelve miles from it.
At
Wed m or, the white garments and mystic veil, then appropriated to beptism, were
4

Auer,

place

Vit..£ir.35.
given.
r
FI or. 318. Sax. Chron. 85.
Asscr, 35. MSS. Veap.
r 14.
Cirrenccaatre, qui BriUnnioc Cairceri nominator, quw eat in meridiana parte
Huiccinrum ; ibique per unom annum man sit. Aaaer, 35.

D

1

An. 880.

Cirrenceastre desereos, ad orientates Anglos perrexit,
Asser, 95.
di videos, ctepit inhabitare.
bepe

ipsam que regionem

pop pe hepe op Cypenceapcpe on €apc 6ngle, anb gepaec
che lonb, anb jebaclbe. Sax. Chron. 86. The printed chronicle
dates their occupation of East Anglia in 879. The MS* chronicle
Cot. Lib, Tib. B. 4, p. 35,
places it, like Asser, in 880.
Saxo places aGormo Anglicus soon after Ragnar Lodbrog, p. 176. Iu the Ghronicon of Eric lie ia surnamed Enske, the Englishman, and ia there aaid to have
been baptised in England. 1 Lang b. 15S. Hamsfort says, be went to England, am|
waa converted by Alfred ; ib. p. 37. If an, he was the Godrun here mentioned,

31*
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XI.
Invasions. —The
—Alfred’s death.

Review of the Causes and Consequences of the Northman
Actions of Hastings, and his Invasions of England.

Alfred having permitted Godrun to colonize East Anglia, the
limits of their respective territories were settled by a treaty,
which still exists/ By the first article, the boundary was placed
in the Thames, the river Lea to its source, and Watling Street to
the Ouse.b The spaces thus marked, contained Norfolk, Suffolk,
Cambridgeshire, Essex, part of Hertfordshire, part of Bedford6
These regions were
shire, and a little of Huntingdonshire
subjected to Godrun, and were filled with Danes.*1 Northumbria
was afterwards put under Guthred, who governed Deira; and
.

Egbert ruled

in Eernicia.'

Wilkins’s Leges Anglo-Saxonicre, p. 47. The beginning
quoted as an intimation of the parties to such transactions
ip the pny the tha AElppeb cyning anb Euchpun cyning, anb eallep Xnxel cynnep pi tan anb eal reo theob the
on 6 apt 6 nglum beoth, ealle geepeben habbath anb mib
athum gepaepenob pop hi pyipe anb pop heopa gin 5 pan ge
* It

is in

may be
« Thip

pop gebopene, ge pop ungebopene, the gobep miltpe
pecca oththe upe.”
b The words are, M AEpept ymb upe lanbgemepa upon
Temere, anb thonne upon Ligan anb anblang Ligan oth hipe
acpylm, thonne on gepiht to Bebanpopba, thon upon Upan
oth Wactlnixapcpec, p.
pUoM Northumbria also under Godrun, p. 66. He ie cerMalmsbury, p. 43 ; but Aeser, 35 ; Florence, 338 ; Saxon
Chron. 66; Ethel word, 645; Hunt 350; Ingulf; 36; and Mailroe, 144, unite in
merely elating God run's occupation of East Anglia. The grammatical construction of the Saxon treaty appears to me to imply no more.
« Sir John Spefman
tainly sanctioned by

d The other articles of the treaty are legal regulations.
Spelman's Summary may
be cited : They provide 44 that there shall be one and the same estimation of person,
of
them both alike. That a
slaughter
both of English and Dane, and the mulct for
thane of the king's being questioned for manslaughter or any other offence above
four marks, shall be tried by twelve of bia peers, and others by eleven of their peers,
sod one of the king's men. That no buy ing of men, horse, or oxen, shall be jnstiffable without voucher of the seller, and his avowing the sale. And, lastly, that there
shall be no licentious intercourse of the soldiers of the one with those of the other
uy," P. 68, Herne's ed.
1
Mailroe, 145. In 896, Godrun died in East Anglia, Flor. 398 ; and Guthred fin
Northumbria died 894. Sim. Dan. 133, and 70. Mafilroa, 146.
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sovereignty of Mercia, on the defeat of the Danes/ fell
power of Alfred He did not, however, avowedly incorporate it with Wessex. He discontinued its regal honours, and
constituted Ethelred its military commander, to whom he afterwards married his daughter, Ethelfleda, when her age permitted 9
The reign of Alfred, from his restoration to his death, was
wise and prosperous. One great object of his care was, to fortify
He rebuilt the cities ana
his kingdom against hostile attacks.
castles which had been destroyed, and constructed new fortifications in every useful place ; and he divided the country into hundreds and tythings for its better military defence and internal
peace, and to repel that disposition for depredation which was
prevailing even among his own subjects.
By these defensive
precautions, he gave to the country a new face, and not only kept
awe the Northmen who were in it, but was prepared to wage,
with advantage, that defensive war, which the means and disposition of the impetuous invaders could never successfully withinto the

11

m

stand.

The policy of Alfred's conduct towards Godrun was evinced
and rewarded immediately afterwards. A large fleet of Northmen arrived in the Thames, who joined Godrun, as if desirous to
unite with him in a new warfare but, Alfred having pacified his
ambition, these adventurers found no encouragement to continue
here.
They wintered at Fulham, and then followed their leader,
the famous Hastings, into Flanders; and remained a year at
;

Ghent.*

Alfred discerned the inestimable benefit to England of creating a
naval armament for the protection of its coast from the advenThis king, who never
turers that now swarmed on the ocean.
used war but from necessity, which he deplored, may be considered as the founder of the English navy. In this, however, he
was but the copyist of Charlemagne, whose policy of building
ships to repress the northern invasions, has been noticed before-*
Alfred haa already experienced the efficacy of a few ships of
f Spelman think* that the superior sovereignty of Alfred was preserved in
remarks from Malmsbury, that Alfred gave the
treaties with the Danes.
minion to Godrun, nt eas tub fidelitate regie jure hereditario fore ret, and that
that the one was a vassal, p. 69.
shows
very joining in the laws
r It ia said in the Saxon life of Neot, that after the pacification, Godrun, with

He

remains of hie army, departed

in pesos to hie

own

eapbe mib

country,

hi*
dothe

the

“ eo hip axenen

ealne pibbe,” MSS. Veep. D. 14. This seems to imply a return to Denmark, as East Anglia was not properly his own country.
1
*>
Aaser, 35, 36. Malmsb. 43.
Ingulf, 97.
Matt West 345.
i About this time kings seem to have thought of navies.
In 688, Mahomet, the
Saracen king in Cordoba, ordered ships to be built at Cordoba, Hispall, and in other
places where wood abounded. Of this king it is said, that aa he was walking in his
garden, a soldier exclaimed, “What a beautiful place ! What a delightfhl day ! How
charming would lHb be if death never camel" ** Yon ere wrong?9 answe red Mahomet; 94 if death never had come, 1 should not have reigned hare." Bod. ToLHist
Arab. c. 28, p. 94.

—
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war. In 882, he was prepared to engage in a naval conflict,
and took two ships. Tne chief of two others and the crews, but
k
not until they were all wounded, submitted to him.
The army of the Northmen on the Scheld divided into two
branches. One moved against Eastern France ; the other invaded England, and besieged Rochester. They built a castle
against its gate, but the valour of the citizens prolonged their defence, till Alfred, with a great army, approached to relieve them.
On the king's sudden presence, the pagans abandoned their tower,
all the horses which they had brought from France, and the
greatest part of their captives, and fled with precipitation to their
ships. Compelled by extreme necessity, they returned in the same

summer

to France/
Alfred, improving the hour of success, directed his fleet, full of
warriors, to the East Anglians, where bands of depredation had
They met thirteen war-ships of the
arrived or were forming.

Danes ready
with

all

for battle.

their

perished.

But

The Saxons

attacked and took them,

the crews fighting fiercely, till every one
the Saxons forgot the suspicious vigilance which

booty

;

should always be maintained on an enemy’s coast. The Danes
gathered all their ships together, and coming on the fleet of Alfred, which was at tne mouth of the river, they obtained a victory of superiority or surprise. 01 The colonizing followers of
Godrun broke their troaty with Alfred ; but as no account of the
consequences is transmitted to us, the peace was probably soon
restored. 11

The most brilliant incident in the life of Alfred, was his defence
of England against the formidable Hastings, which has not
In his struggles against the
hitherto been sufficiently remarked.
Northmen, over whom lie prevailed at Eddinton, he had to oppose
power rather than ability ; but in resisting Hastings, he had to
withstand a skilful veteran, disciplined in all the arts of war by
thirty years’ practice of it ; renowned for his numerous successes
in other regions, and putting in action a mass of hostility, which
might have destroyed a man of less ability than the Saxon king.
Hastings must nave long been a favourite of tradition, because
he was one of those heroic and successful adventurers, whom

Time
|K>pular fame loves to celebrate, and sometimes to fancy.
nas, however, so much to record, such numerous characters to
perpetuate, that it suffers many to fall into the shroud of oblivion,
of whom our curiosity would desire a distinct memorial. Hastings
k

1
Aster, 37.
Sax. Chron. 86.
Tbs Cotton MSS. and the editions of Parker and Camden say, the
English fleet dormiret Florence, in relating the incident, enbstitutea the word re-

*

Auer, 36.

Aster, 38.

p.391; and the Saxon Chron. p. 87, hampeajtfo penbon.
great army of Northmen w as at this time attacking the contiAster, 39.
nental Saxons and Frisians, ibid. 38.
diret,

A
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has scarcely survived the general lot* We know him but by a
few imperfect fragments : they announce a character of high importance in his day, but they give us little acquaintance with his
individual features.

He

appears to us as selected by Ragnar Lodbrog, to inithat he possessed
of piracy
the virtues of a vikingr, intrepidity, activity, and ferocity, is
evinced by the office which Ragnar assigned him.
He fulfilled his military duty with distinguished courage ; for
he led his young pupil into a collision with the Francs : to detail
his successful depredations against this powerful nation,* would
be to repeat much of those descriptions with which our annals
abound.
Charles at last bought off his hostility, and the ambitious Northman is said to have formed the bold hope of conquering, for his
master, the imperial dignity. To accomplish this project, he
sailed to Italy/ and, mistaking the city of Luna* for Rome, he
attacked and obtained it. The geographical error, and his ignorance of the country, occasioned him to return. But the scheme
evinces the largeness of ambition, and prospect to which the fame
and actions of Ragnar was expanding the Northman mind.
He landed again in France/ and from him and others, renewed
first

tiate his son, Biorn, in the habit

destruction became its fate.
The government was weak, and
Sometimes the assailants were bought off. a
the country factious.
Sometimes the rivers were fortified to prevent their ingress.*
general assembly of the powerful chiefs was in one year convened, to provide an united defence ; w and an edict was after-

A

Dudo

hu attempted

to draw hia character ; but he has only recollected and apthirty-two vituperative epithets from the Latin language, strung into
hexameters. One of the historian's bright ideas is, that Hastings should be non
°

plied to

him

atrsmento verum oarbone notandus, p. 63.
p Hastings had been the nutritius of Biorn. Ord. Vital, p. 456. Snorre gives a
similar instance, in Olaf Helga’s history. This prince first began piracy at the
age of twelve, under the tuition of Ran, his foster-father. Hastings is also mentioned by his contemporary Odo, an abbot of Clogny, in his account of St. Martin.
7 Bib. Mag. Pat. p. 637.
For bis actions, see Gemmeticensis Hist. lib. ii. c. 5, p. 218. Dudo, lib. i. c. 1,
Ord. VitaJis, lib. iii. p. 458. The chronicles cited by Du Chesne, p. 25, and
p. 63.
32, of his HisL Norm. Scriptorea. The authorities vary much as to the year of the
attack.
r

Some

Dudo,
*

place

it

Chron. Turooense,

in 843, others in 851.
Du Chesne Script.
p. 25.

Norm. Chron.

Floriac. p. 32, ibid.

Gemmet

220.
p. 64.
Luua is mentioned in Strabo, p. 339.

Tbs Gesta Normannorum does not state when they returned from
p. 65.
mentions that, in 869, part returned to Italy, p. 3.
In 869, Charles gave them 4000 pounds of silver, and raised this sum by exacting aix denarii from every memo ingenuili et de senrili tres cl de aceolis unus
et de duoboa hnspitibua unus et dccima do omnibus quo negutiatores videbanlur
habere. Gesta Norman. Do Chesne, p. 3. So in 870, they obtained a great dona#
lion of silver, corn, wine, and cattle, p. 4, dtc.
1

Dudo,

Italy, but
B

w

Ann.

Bcrtiniani, an. 864.

* In Junio 864, celebrant ur Comitia Pistensia quo regem et prooeres traxerat

;
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wards passed, awarding death to all who should give breastplates, arms, or horses, to Northmen, even though it was to

own

But the particular actions of
be traced, because, though the chronicles of France abound with depredations, they often omit the
name of the commanding adventurer.
He appears to us, however, twice by name in the annals of
Regino. Once in the year 867, as compelled to fortify himself
in a church, sallying from which, he destroyed Count Robert the
Strong/ who has been called the greatest captain which France
then had.* Again, in the year 874, as hovering about Bretagne,
and accepting a defiance from a celebrated Breton warrior,
w hose courage excited his admiration, and averted or deterred
rocure their

redemption.*

Elastings are not now

to

r

his hostility.*

In 879 he was in England, as before-mentioned, at Fulham
but as he received no co-operation from Godrun, whom Alfred
had wisely pacified, he sailed to Ghent,b and joined vigorously in
those furious assaults by which the kingdom of France was for
thirteen years again desolated, and endangered.0
Defeated at length by the imperial forces, Hastings marched
to Boulogne, and constructing there a large fleet,4 he determined
to try his fortune against Alfred in England.
Perhaps
ggg
wcaiy of a life of wandering warfare, he now hoped to
extort an English kingdom, or to be chosen king of the AngloDanes, as no chieftain of the Northmen was now surviving of
equal celebrity with himself.
Fifteen years had now elapsed since Alfred’s restoration, and
he had employed the interval in executing every scheme which
his active wisdom could form, for the improvement and protection of his people.
His activity in defeating this attempt is a remarkable feature in a character so contemplative. The sudden
invasion of Hastings compelled him to abandon literature and
gcneralia neceasitas instituendi munition©* contra Normannos. Capit. R ee- ap.
K
*
1 Lang. 558.
* Capit. Rfjf. ap. 1 Lang*. 558.
When the Pope Nicolaus cited the bishops of
Franco, they excused themselves on account of the Northmen. I Lang. 568.
* Regino, p. 481.
Piator. Script. Germ.
* Cot fut ainai quo perit alora Robert le Fort le plua grand capitaine qu’il
y eust
olora on Franco.
Daniel Hiat. dc France, vol. ii. p. 99.
‘ Regino, p. 55.
b It ia Maltnaburv who hna
affixed hit name to this incident.
Aaaer and othera
mention the arrival at Fulham, and tho departure. Malmsbury says, M Ceteri ex
Danis qui Christian! esse recusassent, cum Haslingo mare transfretaveront ubi qua
mala feoerunt indig irm norunt,” p. 43.
c During
this period they were defeated by Louie : a song, in the ancient Teutonic language, written at the time, on this victory, still exists. Their siege of
Paris, ana its defence in 886, is narrated in a curioua poem of Abba, who was in
the seen© of aetian, and who has transmitted to us a full description of the incident.
It is in Du Chesnc;
* Ethel word.

and 2 Langb. 76-106.
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ease, for unremitted exertion of sagacity and courage, in the decline of his life, and towards the end of his reign.
Hastings attacked Alfred with peculiar advantages. As the
Northmen were in possession of Northumbria and East Anglia,
he had only to contend against the strength of Wessex and its

dependencies. Godrun was dead ; e whose friendship with Alfred
might have counteracted his invasion. If his countrymen in England declined to assist him by their active co-operation, he was
sure of their neutrality, and he relied on their secret connivance.
He shaped his operation in conformity to this political situation.
By not landing in East Anglia and Northumbria, he avoided the
means of exciting their jealousy; and by directing his fleet to
Kent, he was enabled to profit from their vicinity. If he were defeated, they might afford him a shelter ; if successful, they could
immediately assist On these occasions we must also recollect,
that the assailing force did not merely consist of those who at
first invaded.
The landing actually made, usually drew to the
enterprise many of the independent bands that were floating
about It may have been from these supplies that Hastings continued the struggle so long.
Two hundred and fifty vessels sailed to the southwest coast of
Kent, and landed near Romncy-marsh, at the eastern termination
of the great wood or weald of Andcrida/ They drew up their
ships to the weald, four miles from the outward mouth of the
river, and there attacked and mastered a fortification which the
peasants of the country were constructing in the fens.
They
(milt a stronger military work at Apuldre, on the Rothcr, and
ravaged Hampshire and Berkshire.*
Soon afterwards, Hastings himself appeared with the division
he had selected to be under his own command, consisting of
eighty ships, in the Thames. lie navigated them into the East
Swale, landed at Milton, near Sittingbourn, and threw up a
strong intrenchment, which continued visible for ages.*
This distribution of his forces was judicious. The two armies
were but twenty miles asunder, and could therefore act separately,
or combine for any joint operation which prudence or exigency
should direct The vicinity of their countrymen in Essex secured
them from any attacks on the right, and the sea was their frontier
on the left The fertile districts in the east part of Kent became
their spoil without a blow ; and thus Hastings secured an ample
supply, and a safe position, which courage and policy might convert into a kingdom.
•

He

'

The Seioo

Sex. Chron. p. 90.
Chronicle seys, they leaded et Limine mothsn, p. 91. This authority describee this wood ea then being 190 miles long from cent to west, and 30
«

died 8D0.

Chron. 99.

Efhelw. 846.

Mitt West

345.
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for measures of active resistance, he
endeavoured to bind the Northumbrians and East Anglians
to peace, by oaths and hostages ; but the sympathetic temptations to plunder, which the presence and situation of Hastings
presented, overcame their young religion and their honour. When
the armies of Hastings pervaded the country in occasional excursions, they joined in tne enterprise, and sometim^ they made

While Alfred prepared

aggressions themselves.*
In this perilous conjuncture, Alfred, with cool judgment, disHe netinguished the dangerous from the temporary attack.
glected the East Anglians ; he left the country which they could
infest to the protection of its inhabitants, and the fortified cities
which he had provided; and he encamped, with his collected
army, between the two divisions of the Danes : the forest on the
one side, and waters upon the other, protected his flanks, and
gave security to his encampment.'
By this judicious station he separated the invaders from the
East Anglians, and at the same time kept asunder the two armies
of the Northmen. He watched their movements, and was prepared to pour his avenging troops on either which should attempt
to molest his people beyond the districts in which they resided.
They sometimes endeavoured to plunder in places where the royal
army was absent; but bands from the neighbouring cities, or
Alfred’s patrolling parties, both by day and night, chastised their

ravages.1

The king’s
was so unlike

discretion and activity awed even Hastings.
It
the disorderly warfare which he had experienced
in France, that for some time he seemed intimidated by an enemy
whose strength was multiplied by his judgment. Alfred’s position was too strong to be attacked without assured peril ; and as
the king despised the valour of temerity, he forebore to assault
the Danes in their intrenchments.
His hope was to acquire a
certain victory from a Fabian caution, combined with a Fabian
vigilance.
The plan of Alfred required the aid of time, and a permanent
force : but the conditions of military service prevented the Saxon
army from being perpetually in the field. To remedy this inconvenience, which would have robbed him of all the advantages he
ted, Alfred divided his army into two bodies : of these, he
one to the warlike campaign, while the individuals of the
other were enjoying peaceably their private occupations. After
a reasonable service, the active portion was allowed to return
home, and the rest quitted their domestic hearths to supply the

S

,

place of their retiring countrymen.
8ts.Chnm.99.
•Su.Chraa.93.

*

Thus while he avoided every

Fkr.Wif.S9.
Fkr.MO. Matt. W«L S4&

Cair. XIJ
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necessity of rushing to a precipitate attack, he always presented
to the invaders a strong and undiminished force.
Surprised at this new phenomenon, Hastings and his confederates remained in their camps, discontented, coerced, and over-

awed. The East Anglians, wno watched the motions of Hastings,
any material warfare while he remained inactive.
Weary of this destructive confinement, Hastings resolved at
last to emancipate himself.
To deceive Alfred, he sent his two
sons to be baptized, and promised to leave the kingdom^ Then,
at the same instant that he took to his shipping, as if to fulfil his
engagement, his main army suddenly broke up their encampments, and passed beyond the army of Alfred into the interior of
the country.
Their object was to reach the Thames, where fordable, and to pass into Essex, where they could unite.
The celerity
of their movements prevented his vigilance, and an ample booty
was their first reward. But the wakeful monarch was not long
outstripped ; he pursued with a speed commensurate to theirs,
while ms son Edward advanced to the same point with the warriors which he had collected
Alfred reached them at Famham,
in Surrey, and hastening into action, with as much judgment as
he had before deferred it, he defeated them so decisively, and
pursued them with such vigour, that they were compelled to
plunge into the Thames, without a ford, for shelter against his
sword. Their king, desperately wounded, was saved with difficulty, being carried over the river on horseback.
They who
could swim, escaped into Middlesex.
Alfred followed them
through this county into Essex, and drove them across Essex
over the Coin. In this point they found a refuge in the Isle of
Mersey. The defences of this place secured them from attack,
and tne king had no ships to make his siege effectual.1 His
forces maintained the blockade as long as their time of service,
and their provisions allowed them.™ Alfred then marched thither
with other forces from the county, whose allotment it was to continue the siege.
The king of the Northmen being wounded, they
were compelled to stay in their position. They now sued for
peace, and agreed to retire from England."
forbore

11

.

Matt. West 546.
k It ia Ethel word who mention* the prince'*
exertion*. Hi* chronicle in thia part
*• ebaicudrjthe tranalalkm of
Saxon song on thia straggle, p. 848.
'.Matt Wait 346. Bishop Gibson
of Men** Island, which contain* night
PWMhaa, “It in a place of groat strength, and map be almost kept against all the
world; for which reason the parliament dapped in a thousand man to gnard it
being seised by tbs Dutch, abont the beginning of the Dutch war." Camd 333.
1

an

Am

“ The passage is curious: “ Tha beyec po
pfnb hie chsejt
ucaa che hpile che hie lengeye mete beep bon. Ac hie h*pbon cha hiona rcemn zerecenne aub hiona mece zeuocubne.” Sax. Chroo. 98.
Ethdwrd, 843.
VOL. L
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While Alfred was thus victoriously employed, the exhortations
of Hastings produced at last their effect on the Danish colonists
of Northumbria and East Anglia. Unable to resist the wish of
seeing a countryman on the throne of Wessex, they combined
their exertions to make two diversions in favour of the invaders.
With a hundred ships they passed the North Foreland, and sailed
along the southern coasts, while a fleet of forty vessels successfully attempted a passage round the north of the island.
Their scheme was to attack in two points. The larger armament
besieged Exeter; the other, reaching the Bristol Channel, surrounded a fortress in the north part of the county.®
The king was preparing to renew the blockade of Mersey,
when the intelligence reached him of these invasions in the west.
The possession of Devonshire was perilous to his best interests.
The Welsh might be stimulated to take advantage of his difficulties ; and if this county had been occupied by Danes, from
its maritime conveniences, it might be difficult to dislodge them.
Alfred therefore determined, at every hazard, to have Exeter
He left his eastern troops to proceed to the siege of
relieved.
Mersey ; and he hastened to protect his endangered fortresses in
Devonshire.
In the meantime, Hastings had been more fortunate in his
movement than his discomfited friends. He got out of the Swale,
and crossing the Thames, he established himself at South Benfleet,
near the Canvcy Isle, in Essex ; but he had not been able to
abandon Kent with total impunity. The same superintending
genius which had chased the invaders from Farnham to Mersey,
had watched the paths of Hastings, and as soon as he had left lus
entrenched camp it was immediately attacked, and all his wealth
and booty that it contained were taken, with his wife and children.
Alfred baptized the boys and, hoping to overcome the enmity of
his competitor by liberality, he restored the captives with great
But the delicate emotions of cultivated sentiment
presents.?
could not operate on the furious ambition of a sea-king, who
If he could not conquer
subsisted by his army and his ravages.
a territorial settlement, he must pirate or perish. His friendship,
nor were the promises he
therefore, did not survive his fear
made to quit the kingdom performed ; on the contrary, as soon
as he had disembarked on Essex, instead of quitting the island,
he prepared for new aggressions. His friends at Mersey, hearing
of nis arrival, joined him on the coast
Alarmed into caution, by the skill of Alfred, he built a strong
fortification at Benfleet, ana from this sent out powerful detachments to forage and devastate. The acquisition of provisions
;

;

® flu. Chroo. 93.
Bu. Cbroa. 94.

>

floe. Wig. 330.
Alfred ami hit •oa*u»4aw l Elhered, Hood oponaoro.

Flor. 331.
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was as necessary as, from the precautionary measures of Alfred,
was difficult The country was no longer open to incursions

it

as formerly

;

a regular communication of defence, and a vigilant
able men, secured the property of

armed peasantry, directed by
the country, and straitened the

supplies of the invader.
Hastings
to conquer, before he could subsist.
From his stronghold at Benfieet, Hastings marched with a

had

army to spread his depredations through
This excursion was fortunate for Alfred. The troops

portion of his united

Mercia.

which he had allotted to act against the enemy in Mersey proceeded through London, and were joined by the warlike citizens.
While Hastings was abroad, the Anglo-Saxons attacked those
who remained in the entrenchment, forced their defence, threw
them into complete confusion, and again carried away their
wealth, women, and children, to London.
Of the ships which
lay under the protection of the fort, they broke up some, burnt
others, and sailed with the rest to London and Rochester.*
The wife and children of Hastings were again sent to Alfred.
The king was strongly urged to put them to death, as an act of
vengeance for the perfidy and cruelty of Hastings but Alfred’s
nobler mind consulted only its generosity, and with that benevolent magnanimity so rare, not only in barbarous ages, but in
civilized war, and yet which sheds new glory round the illustrious
character who displays it, he loaded them with presents, and
again sent them free to his rival/
During these transactions Alfred had reached Exeter with so
much expedition, that the invaders, disconcerted by his unexpected
presence, raised the siege of the town with precipitation, hastened
to their ships, and committed themselves once more to the chance
of the ocean. On their return round the southern shore, they
attacked Chichester, on the coast of Sussex but the brave citizens
repulsed them to the sea, slaying many hundreds, and taking
;

;

some

ships/

Before Alfred could return from Devonshire, Hastings had
collected again his defeated army, and keeping still on the seacoast, where he might receive the supplies he needed, he creeled
a strong fortress at South Shobcrv, near the southeastern point
of Essex : there he was joined by numbers from Northumbria
and East Anglia, and by another descendant from Ragnar I^odConfident from his numbers, and dissatisfied with his
brog/
frustrated plan of defensive settlement, he appears to have adopted
r
Sax. Chron. 94. Malt Woat 347. Flor. 331.
Flor. 331.
1
Elhelwerd mentions that Sigefert came to him with a powerful fleet from North'
umbria, p. 847. The annaii of Uloter, p. 65, mention Sif fred, the eon of fngwar,
roaming about the British ialea at this period. Elhelwerd notices the death of
Guthfred, king of Northumbria at thia time, and bis burial ai York, p. 847. As
Sigfred is stated, in the Ulster Annals, to have killed his brother GodIVed about thia
period, p. 65, they are probably the Sigefbrt and Guthfred of EUwJwerd.

* Sax. Chron. 94.
Sax. Chron. 94, 96.

u

;
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a new scheme of operations, in which rapid enterprise was the
predominant feature.
Haotingo sailed up the Thames into the heart of the king’s dominions, and spread his forces over Mercia." By this intrepid
measure, he had often scattered terror through France, and enriched himself with booty.
He proceeded through Mercia to the Severn.

But his presence
rouseato their duty the military commanders of every district
which he traversed. Ethered, the governor of Mercia, two other
aldermen, and the king’s thanes, who were residing in the strongholds which he had erected, summoned the people of every
borough from the east of Pedridan, the west of Selwood, and the
east and north of the Thames, to the west of the Severn, with
some portion of the North Welsh. The willing citizens united to
protect their families and their property. Alfred advanced to
join them, pursued the bold invaders to Buttington, on the Severn,
and besieged them in their fortress, both by land and on the river.
Surrounded by the hostility of the country, and without shipping,
they were obliged to submit to the blockade. They were lodged
on Doth banks of the Severn, and they remained confined to their
post for several weeks, enduring every extremity of distress.
They killed a great part of their horses for their subsistence, and
yet many perisned by famine.'
The success with which the generals of Alfred, and their hasty
levies, compelled such a spirit as that of Hastings to submit to a
calamitous confinement, announces highly the energy and wisdom
of the regulations by which Alfred had provided for the defence
of his people.
Roused by their sufferings, the Northmen attempted to burst
They threw themselves upon the Anglofrom their prison.
Saxons, who occupied the eastern part of the blockade, and an
ardent conflict ensued, in which several royal thanes perished
the Northmen were repulsed, many drowned, and some thousands

These went dislain ; but the rest effected their escape.
rectly forwards to Essex, and reached their entrenchments, and
the snips they had abandoned, without further molestation.*
Although their bold enterprise, which had carried devastation
into the centre of England, had ended in disaster, yet their spirit
of adventure was not quelled. They were educated to exist with
the most excited and most pleasurable vitality in the tempests of

were

war, and no failure deterred them, because, having no homes but
their ships, or a conquered country, no profession but piracy, no
provisions but their spoils, they had no chances of enjoyment, or

am

• Ethel ward
Kt iitenfad hit nvara to Stamford, between the
the thick wood celled Gooflefoe, p. 847.

'Sox.Cfcfon.95.
• Sex.Cfcron.95.

M.Wert.il&
Florence,

3&

WeoM end

;
:
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even existence, but from the battle. It was dreadful to have
such an enemy to encounter, who must gain his point or perish
because their is a vivaciousness in his despair, which no danger
can intimidate, no defeat, less than total annihilation, can destroy.
He must act offensively while he lives. Desperate, and therefore
fearless, he delights to multiply contests, because every encounter,
presenting a possibility of success, is to him an advantage, and to
his opponent a peril.
The ruined bands of Hastings were in this situation when they
regained their station in Essex.
He might have manned hfs
vessels, and sought the smiles of fortune on more prosperous
shores but wherever he went he must extort subsistence from
plunder, and win his fortune with his sword.
England had
charms which overbalanced the discouragement of his discomfiture; and he resolved to wrestle with Alfred for the sceptre
;

again. 1

Before the winter came on, Hastings had raised a large army
from the East Anglians and Northumbrians. Their wives, their
shipping, and their wealth, they confided to the East Anglians,
and marching with that vigorous rapidity from which Hastings
and the Northmen had so often derived their surest advantages,
they rested neither night nor day till they had reached and forChester in the Wirall.* Alfred was active to pursue, but
he did not overtake them till they had surrounded themselves
with fortifications, which the military knowledge of that day reAlfred, for two days, besieged them,
spected as impregnable.
drove away all the cattle in the vicinity, slew every enemy who
ventured beyond the encampment, and burnt and consumed all
the corn of the district.®
From Chester, Hastings led his bands for subsistence
into North Wales: he plundered, and then quitted it, with
his booty; but not daring to molest West Saxony, or Mercia,
where the troops of Alfred were watching his progress, he made
a circuit through Northumbria, and East Anglia, and proceeded
till he reached Mersey, in Essex.
He seems to have always
made this a favourite point of retreat or rallying. It was favouratified

Hastings is thoa far distinctly mentioned. M. Weitm. stale* him to hare led the
Northmen from Benflcel to (he Severn, p. 347, 348, and carries on the history of the
same army to Cwalbridgc, 349. Hence there can be no doubt that he waa still the
chief leader.

Spelman, who, in his Life of Alfred, is generally accurate, eonstroed Legs -coaster
Leicester, but this town ia epell with an r before coaster, as Legerceaaler,
trail is thoa described by Camden
Legraceaster. Sex. Cbron. 95, and 106. Tlte
M From the city (Cheater) there runneth out a Chersonese into the sea, inclosed on
ooe aide with flic wstuary Dee, and on the other with the river Mersey; we call it
Wirall ; the Welsh, because it ia a corner, Killgury. This waa all heretofore a da*
soLte forest, and not inhabited (as the natives say); but king Edward disforested it
Brit Cheat).
Now it ia well furnished with town 4
Sea. Chron. 95.
84 *
r
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W
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bte for the junction of other adventurers,
and it seems to have
been his wish to have founded a little kingdom
here.
Before the
winter, he drew his ships from the Thames
up the Lea.*
To protect their fleet, they built a fortress on the

Lea, twenty
This distance suits either Ware or Hartlord.
To have maintained this position would have been to have
secured the establishment they wished in Essex.
In the summer.
r
f
of London, and many from its
~
n
neighbourhood,
attacked the Danish stronghold but
the North;
men repulsed them with the loss of fou? king’s
thanes.
This
disaster required the presence and
ability of Allred to repair.
In
autumn he encamped near the discomfited city,
at the timewhen
1116 invadere
not
Londoners of their subsistence. One day,
the king musing on
IVe b ow ag&mst his pertinacious
!?“® d
enemy) rode to the
l
6
practicability of a plan of so affecting
?®
t
d ,p8 Ight 1)6 revente d from coming out
P
t,r
Ufu ? P 1^®®**
digging three new channels
ff
ff8° mUC Wa ter asto *® ave
ships aground ;*
«mSTl
L
and
to protect his new works, he
built a castle on each side
of
*hon v®r» and encamped in the vicinity,
Find
could not get out their ships, the
Northmen
jff
*J?®y
ba"do 1ed
the."?» an d» desirous to escape
from the nets of
894 ^
J
destruction with which the active
mind of Alfred was
encompassing than, they had again recourse
to that celerity of
novjno«nA wbush had so often rescued them
from impending ruin.
Sending their wives to their countrymen
in East Anglia- they
8
ie up fr°™ their entre
nchments at night, and, out,
l
^Hig Alfred, they again traversed Mercia, from
the Lea to the
Severn, and settling themselves at
Bridgenorth,* they defended
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spected hia entrenchments so highly as to permit him to pass the
Winter unmolested. In the meantime, the citizens of London
seized the ships on the Lea ; such as they could bring away
were carried to London, with their contents ; the others were
destroyed.
For three years had Hastings, undismayed, contended against
Alfred f and, notwithstanding the power, skill, and victories of
the West Saxon king, had always recruited his losses, and maintained his invasion ; but his spirit now began to bend under the
genius of his master. All that energy, and valour, and labour,
could effect, he had used in vain. He hid, as the Saxon Chronicle intimates, made great devastations, and weakened the English
nation, by the destruction of much of its population, but he had
Hastings therefore at last yielded indignot “ broken it up.”
nantly to his evil fortune. The Northmen now disbanded ; some
withdrew to East Anglia, some to Northumbria. They who had
no resources to expect from these regions, made snips; and,
stimulated by want, crossed the ocean, and attempted plunder on
the Seine.*
One feeble attempt terminated this invasion, which must have
been prodigal of human life. The depredators, who had

^

retired beyond the Humber and the Ouse, embarked in
long, well-constructed ships, to revenge themselves by piracy on
But even through the ocean the genius of
the coast of Wessex.

Alfred pursued them. He was skilled in domestic architecture
and he applied his talents to the improvement of his ships ; he
caused vessels to be built against the Northmen, full-nigh twice
as long as theirs, swifter, higher, and less unsteady. In some he
put sixty rowers, in others more. They were neither like Frisian
nor Danish ships, which then excelled all others in Europe. They
were made on that plan which the judgment of Alfred, enlightened by his knowledge and experience, discerned to be more useful
than either.* Six Danish vessels ravaged the Isle of Wight and
Chronicle says, M Thi* wax about the third jear since thej came
Limcoe-moulb,” p. 97 ; thus expressing that the invaders at
Cwalbridge were tlie same who had come from Boulogne.
• Sax. Chron. 97.
Flor. Wig. 334.
Hastings it not mentioned in the Saxon
Chronicle by name aa having accompanied these, because the Chronicles rarely
mention the king or chieft of the Northmen. Hence it was with some trouble
that 1 have been enabled to trace a connected biatory of his warfare against Alfred.
But the fact in our chroniclers of part of the army he had acted with going afterwards to the Seine, suits the intimation in the French Chronicles, that he obtained at
Si nee the above remarks were written,
last a settlement there. See further, note ".
I perceive a passage in the Annals of Asaer, which justifies our ascribing the incidents of this long-contested invasion to Hastings, and which distinctly states him to
have begun it, and to have retired with the army to the Seine, 895. Hartmans
com eiercititMW sibi sdbmrenlibua, tertio anno poetqoam veoeruot in ostium Tamemua, et in ostium Hum inis, mars trmmmvU, sine locro et sine honors, sed multie
perditts ex ooctis sue applieuit in ostium Sequins Hum inis, p. 173.
* This important passage deserves to ha transcribed, in its original language;
1

The Saxon

hither, over the aaa to

“Tha hec

llpjicb cymng cimbjiiaa lange f cipu oogeo cha
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Devonshire, and the intervening coast The kins ordered nine
ships of his new naval architecture, manned with Frisians and
English, to pursue them ; with the orders to take all alive they
The king’s fleet found the Northmen’s six near the
could.1
shore ; three of these were aground, the other three went out
and endured the combat : two were taken the third escaped
with only five men. The conquering English sailed to the bay,
where the others were detained but the inconstant waters betrayed them into peril. The unexpected retreat of the waves
separated the English fleet into two portions ; one, consisting of
:

;

by the enemy, the rest were
kept asunder on another part, and could not move to the support
of their friends. The wary Danes embraced the opportunity,
and attacked the three ships which the waters had placed near
them. Lucumon, the king’s gcrefa, perished, with iEthelferth,
his geneat or herdsman, three Frisian chiefs, and sixty-two of the
crew. Of the Danes, 120 fell. The battle seems to have been
indecisive ; but the tide first releasing the Danish ships, they
They were, however, so injured, that two
sailed into the ocean.
were afterwards cast on the English shore, and their crews were
ordered to execution. The same year, twenty more of their ships
were taken, and the men were punished as pirates. k
Thus terminated the formidable attempt of Hastings. As far
as we can distinguish the last incidents of his life, he returned to
France, and obtained from the king the gift of some territory,
where he passed the remainder of his life in peaceful privacy.
His memory was honoured by the encomium of a warrior, in a
future age, whose invasion of England was successful, but who
had not to encounter the abilities of an Alfred. ® The defence of
England against Hastings was a greater evidence of Alfred’s military talents than his triumph over the armies which had harassed
the first part of his reign.
Notwithstanding the vigilance and ability of Alfred, it was
three ships, remained fixed close

1

1

Tha pxpon pul neah epa ppa lanje ppa cha ochpu.
haepbon 60 ajia, fume ma.
Tha pxpon xichep je
ppiptpan, ge unpealcpan, jc eac hyp an chonne cha ochpu.
Naepon hie napehep ne on Fpepipc gepcaepene ne on Daenipc
buce ppa him pelpum chuhce, chxc hie nycpypcbopce beon
*rcap.

Hume

meaheon ”

8az.Chron.98.
Wig. 335.
* Saz. Chron. 99.
Flor. Wig. 335.
Hulingm vero Karolum Franco™ m repent adiena, pacem pet it, quint adipiaocna, urbein Carnot enaent atipendii vnunere ab ipn accept!
WiL Gem. 221. He ie
mentioned for the leaf time on Rollo'a invasion and acquisition of Normandy, aa re•iding at this place. Ibid. p. 228; and Dude, p. 76.
»

FI.

1

i

» William the Conqueror, in him addreea to hia troops, as stated bj Brotnpton,
says, “Quid pot u it rex Francorom belli* proticere earn omni genie qoe eat a LotarMigia usque ad Iliapaniam contra Hasting ante ream rem vest ram, qui aibi quantum
da Francis foluit soquisit it, qainton trolait regi permisit, dam placait tenuit, dnm
aaaeUtaa oat ad majors anahna reUqoit?” p. 959.

;
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impossible that such a dangerous contest could have existed with*
out great detriment to his people . 0 The ravages and depopulation
caused by Hastings and his associates, in their persisting invasion
and extensive movements, are spoken of very strongly by the
chroniclers.
But the miseries of this warfare Were exceeded by
the dreadful calamity which attended its conclusion.
pestilence
which raged for three years filled the nation with death ; even
the highest ranks were thinned by its destruction . 0
The sovereignty of Alfred was not only established over the
Anglo-Saxons,r but even the Cymry in Wales acknowledged his
The rest of his life was tranquil.
rwer, and sought his alliance.
e continued to prosecute all his plans for the improvement of
his shipping and tne defence and education of his kingdom.
His
All sought his friendship, and
reputation increased with his life.
none in vain. He gave land and money to those who desired
them, and his personal friendship to those who aspired to it. All
experienced that love, vigilance and protection, with which the
But at last
king defended himself, and those attached to him.
the progress of human destiny deprived the world of its then
most beneficent luminary. After a life of the most active utility,
he was taken from the world, on the 20th day of October, in the
year 900, or 901/ His great character has been praised by
many/ but, by none more than it has merited. Its best panegyric
will be an impartial consideration of it, under three divisions, of

A

S

11

his intellectual, moral, and political exertions.
M O quam crebria vexexclamation of the monk of Worcester is forcible :
quam gravibua laboribus, quam diria et lamentalibua modi a, non solum a
Danis, qui partes Anglin tunc temporis occupaverant, verum etinm ab bis Satanas
MatL West, has copied it, p. 348.
filiis tots Texata cat Anglia/* p. 334.
n

The

ationibus,

° Some of
Wig. 335.

the noblemen

who

periahed are

named

in

Sax.Chron.

p.

97 ; and Flor.

836 Alfred bcaieged London ( Ethel w. 846), rebuilt it with honour, made it
and aubjected it to Ethelred'a dominion. It is added, that all the Anglo.
Saxons, not under the dominion of the Danes, submitted to Alfred. Flor. Wig. 329.
Aster, 50.
Sax. Chron. 88.
r
The year of his death ia variously given. MatL West 350, Ing. 28, and Rad. Die.
452, place it in 900. The Sax. Chron. 99 ; Malms. 46 ; Mailrns, 146 ; Florence, 336
Petrib. Cb. 9, affix it to the year 901. So Hen. Silgrave, MSS. Clcop. A. 12, and
p In

habitable,

**

others.
•
Alfred has been highly extolled by foreigners. The following extracts show the
Jo ne sfais s'il y a jamais
opinions of a Frenchman and German on his character
eu sur la tern on bom me plot digne dee respects de la potferilt qu' Alfred le grand,
qoi rend it eea services k aa patrie supposd que toot ce qu'on ranoonic de Ini soil veritable.—Voltaire, Essai sur lea Mcsurs, vol. iti. e. 26, p. 473, ed. 1785.—* Bat aa the
greatest minds display themselves in the moat turbulent storms on the call of necespattern fcr kings in a
sity, so England baa to boast, among others, her Alfred ;
time of extremity, a bright star in the history of mankind. Living a century after

Charlemagne, be was, perhaps, a greater man in a circle liappily more limited.** Her.
The erlebrated
der'a Outlines ofa Philosophy of the History of Man, p. 547, 54R
Mira beau, in a Discourse Pretiminaire, published under his name, to a translation of
Mrs. Mscauley's History, draws with a liberality that does him credit, a parallel between Alfred and Charlemagne, and gives the superiority to the Aoglo49axoo.
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incidents which principally contributed to excite Alfred’s
mind into activity,* and to give it ideas, more varied and
numerous than childhood usually obtains, have been noticed in
infant

as well as the fact, that he was passing the
6
But although
life without any education.
thus neglected, his intellectual faculty was too powerful to be indolent, or to be contented with the illiterate pursuits which were
the fashion of the day. It turned, from its own energies and sympathies, towards mental cultivation ; and attached itself to that
the preceding pages

;

twelve years of his

first

species of it, which, without the aid of others, it could by its own
industry obtain.
This was the Saxon popular poetry. In all the
uations of the north, whether from the Keltic or Teutonic stock,
persons were continually emerging, who pursued the art of arranging words into metrical composition, and of applying this
arrangement to express their own feelings, or to perpetuate the
By this
favourite subjects of their contemporaries or patrons.
verbal rhythm, however imperfect; by the emotions which it
breathed or caused ; or by the themes with which it has been
a

Alfred had the felicity of poe acasing a literary friend, Asser, of Saint David's,
biographical sketches of his great master's life and manners.
Hia work is somewhat rude and incomplete ; but it is estimable for ita apparent
candour and unaffeoted simplicity. It is the effusion of a sensible, honest, observing
mind. The information which it conveys has never been contradicted, and hirmo*
ntses with every other history or tradition, tbst hss been preserved concerning
Alfred. The merits of Alfred, therefore, are supported by a degree of evidence
which seldom attends the character* of ancieot days. But we ahali be able to ex-

who composed come

hibit

him

in this edition

still

more

satisfactorily, in his

own words from

his

own

worha.
6

per*

See
foil.

before, p. 324.

Aaacr, 16, Malmsb. 45,

Jam

duodeaia omnia litcralnrw ex-

:;
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connected, the rudest minds, that have been most adverse to litealways found to be impressible. Hence, beSaxon poems had been written ; and, in the
and brothers, there were men who were fond
of repeating them. Wherever they were recited, either by day
or night, Alfred is recorded to have been, before he could read,

rature, have been
fore Alfred’s birth,
court of his father

an eager auditor, and was industrious to commit them to his
memory.® This fondness for poetry continued with him through
It was always one of his principal pleasures to learn Saxon
life.
poems, and to teach them to others d and we have specimens of
his own efforts to compose them, in his translation of the metres
;

The memory of his children was also chiefly exercised in this captivating art.* It had a powerful effect on Alfred's
mind : it kindled a desire of being sung and celebrated himself
it created a wish for further knowledge ; and began a taste for
The muses have in every age had
intellectual compositions.
these effects. Their lays have always been found to be most capThey are the
tivating and most exciting to the young mind.
most comprehensible form of lettered intellect; and being, in their
rudest state, the effusions of the feelings of the day, they excite
congenial feelings in those who hear and read them. Poetry is
sympathy addressing sympathy ; and if its subjects were but
worthy of its excellences, it would lead the human mind to every
attainable perfection. Alfred, though young, felt forcibly its silent
appeal to the noble nature that lived within him ; and when his
mother promised the book of poems, already mentioned, to her son,

of Boetius.

could read it, he sought an instructor, and never ceased his
till he had enabled himself to read/
The merit of Alfred in voluntarily attaining this imporlant
though now infantile art, was more peculiar, because not only his
royal brothers, and most, if not all, of the contemporary kings
were without it ; but even that venerated class of the nation, in
whom the largest part of the learning of their age usually concenSuch facts induce us to
trates, was, in general, ignorant of it.

who

exertions

c Bed Saxonica poemala die noc tuque solera auditor relalu aliorum awpiaaime
Aiwr, 16.
audiens, docibilia memoriter retine bat.
«*
Et maxima carmine Saxonica memoriter diaeere, aliie imperare. Aaser, 43.
Many princee were at thic period fond of poetry. Eg inherd mention* of Charlemagne, that he transcribed and learnt the barbara et antiquiasima carmine qoibua
veterom regum actus et belle canebantur, p. 11. In 844 died Abdalla, eon of Taber,
a Persian king, in Choraaan, who composed some Arabic poems, and waa celebrated
Mirehond, Hist.
for bit talents in many elegies, by the poets who survived him.
Reg. Pers. p. 9. In 8G2, Mostansir Bills, the caliph of the Saracens, died by poison
he wrote verses, of which Etmacin has preserved two. Hist Sane. c. xii. p. 154.
Wacic, the caliph, who died 845, wae a poet El niacin cites some of bis verms. Hie
thou, whose kingdom never peases away, pity
dying words were, "
1
‘ "
ala. poatied.
Notomktl,
ib.
Hi* nriraMir
e wr, Mntamkd
dtfnll* i. to tnoMMilt” iK
* Et maxim. Saxonica earmina atadioae dadio a at fmjoeatiaatm. libris atwrtor.
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consider oar ancestors with too much contempt. But we may recollect that literature was not despised by them from want of
Their minds were
natural talent, or from intellectual torpidity.
vigorous, and in great and continued exertion ; but the exertion
was confined within the horizon, and directed to the object^,
around them. The ancient world stood, in its recording memorials, like an unknown continent before them, shrouded from their
sight by its clouds and distance, and kept so by the belief of its
It was too unlike their own world, and too little coninutility.
nected with their immediate pursuits, for them to value or explore.
They did not want its remains for their jurisprudence; their
landed property; the rules of their nobility ana feudal rights;
their municipal institutions; their religion; their morals; their
On
internal traffic, manners, amusements, or favourite pursuits.
most of these points, and in their legislative assemblies and laws,
as well as in tneir private and public wars, they were so dissimilar
to the Greeks and Romans, that the classical authors were as unHence
serviceable to them as those of the Chinese are to us.
although a magician had offered them a fairy wand, by which,
at their own pleasure, they could have transported themselves to
the busy streets of Athens or Rome, to have heard Demosthenes
harangue, or Socrates teach, or Cato censure ;. or to have made
all the past ages live again before their sight, with all their applauded characters, they would not have welcomed the stupendous
gift ; not from mere ignorance or stupidity, but because it would not
nave suited their wants, nor have promoted their interests. Classical literature could have then been only a subject of speculative
curiosity, inapplicable to any of their worldly pursuits, and rather
impeding than assisting the devotion of their monasteries. For
their religion and morals they had higher sources in their revered
Scriptures ; and for their rites and ceremonies they had sufficient
teachers, occasionally from Rome, and generally in their native
clergy. To these indeed, a small portion of Latin was necessary,
for the correct reading and due understanding of their breviaries.
But to the rest of society it was not more practically essential
than the scientific astronomy of a Newton or La Place to ourIt would have improved their minds, and enlarged their
selves.
knowledge, and produced beneficial effects ; but all the daily business of tneir lives could be, and was, very ably transacted without
Hence the intellects of our ancestors are no more to be imit
peached for their ignorance of classical literature, than ours are
for the absence of that great mass of discoveries and improvements, which we hope that a few more centuries will add to the
stock we now possess. There is indeed no convincing evidence,
(
‘

that the Anglo-Saxon public were much more deficient in the art
or habit of reading, than the public of the Roman empire, whom
too gratuitously ascribe a lifethe Gothic nations subdued.

We

!

Chaf.
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rary cultivation to the Grecian and Roman population. But vo
must not take the writers in the Latin language that have survived to us, as the general sample of their contemporaries. The
jnore this subject is studied, the more clearly it will be perceived,
that there was less difference between the intellectual state of the
mass of the people before and after the Gothic irruptions than has
been usually supposed. It is the art of printing which has created
that vast distinction, in this respect, which we now observe, and

which we so justly exult and yet, until lately, how many, even
amongst ourselves, have passed through life, not unrcputably,
without that instruction, for the absence of which our predecessors have been so strongly arraigned
But in this state, even before increased wealth and population
had given to some part of society both leisure and desire for
objects of mere intellectual curiosity, a few soaring minds occasionally emerged among the Anglo-Saxons, who became inquisitive beyond the precincts of their day. One of these was Alfred.
Led by the encouragement of his step-mother to attain the art of
reading, it was happy for his country that he endeavoured to
pursue it If he had not made this acquisition, he wxrnld have
been no more than many of the race of Ccrdic had been before
him. But the love of study arising within him, and gradually
bringing to his view the anterior ages of human history, and all
in

;

immortalized characters, the spark of moral emulation
kindled within him; he strove for virtues which he could not
else have conceived ; he aspired to the fame which only these
will bestow; and became a model of wisdom and excellence
In no instance has
himself, for other generations to resemble.
an immortal renown been more clearly the result of literary culIt was his intellectual imtivation than in our venerated Alfred.
rovemcnt which raised him from a half-barbaric Saxon to a
Eigh-minded, patriotic, and benevolent sage, wT hose wisdom, as
will be presently show n, still lives to instruct and interest even an
age so superior as our own.
But the Anglo-Saxon poetry, to which Alfred first directed his
application, wr as but scanty and barren, and must have been soon
exhausted.
To gratify his increasing intellectual propensities, he
had to go far beyond his contemporaries, and to become himself
Modern education deprives
the architect of his knowledge.
modem men of this merit, because all parents are at present
anxious to have their children taught whatever it is honourable to
their

f

be intelligent now is even more necessary than to be
because Mind has become the invisible sovereign of the
world, and they who cultivate its progress, being diffused every-

know.

To

affluent,

in society, are the real tutors of the human race; they
dictate the opinions, they fashion the conduct of all men.
To be
illiterate, or to be imbecile in this illumined day, is to be despised
33
vol. i.
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and trodden down in that tumultuous struggle for wealth, power,
or reputation, in which every individual is too eagerly conflicting.
In the days of Alfred, the intellect was a faculty which no
one considered distinct from the pursuits of life, and therefore
few thought of cultivating it separately from them, or even knew
that they possessed it as a distinct property of their nature.
It is difficult to conceive how much even churchmen partook
of the most gross ignorance of the times. “Very few were
they,” says Alfred, 44 on this side the Humber (the most improved
parts of England) who could understand their daily prayers in
English, or translate any letter from the Latin. I think there
were not many beyond the Humber ; they were so few, that I
indeed cannot recollect one single instance on the south of the
Thames, when I took the kingdom.”* On less authority than his
own, we could hardly believe such a general illiteracy among the
clergy, even of that day it is so contrary to all our present experience.
The earls, governors, and servants of Alfred, were as
uninformed. When the king’s wise severity afterwards compelled
them to study reading and literature, or to be degraded, they lamented that in their youth they had not been instructed ; they
thought their children happy who could be taught the liberal arts,
and mourned their own misfortune, who had not learnt in their
youth ; because in advanced life they felt themselves too old to
acquire what Alfred’s commands imposed as a duty, and*by his
example had made a wish.*
When Alfred began his own education, he had not only to find
the stimulus in himself, to cherish it in opposition to the prejudices and practice of his countrymen, and to search out his own
means, but he had also to struggle against difficulties which would
have extinguished the infant desire in a mind of less energy. His
44
principal obstacle was the want of instructors.
What,” says
nis friend, who happily for posterity has made us acquainted with
the private feelings as well as public pursuits of this noble-minded
sovereign, 44 what of all his troubles and difficulties, he affirmed
with frequent complaint and the deep lamentations of his heart,
to have been the greatest, was, that when he had the age, permission, and ability to learn, he could find no masters.” 4 When
Alfred had attained the age of maturity, and by the dignity to
which he succeeded, had gained the means of obtaining uistruc:

1 Syiche pea ye paepon behionan bumbpe the hiopa ehenunga cucben unbepreanban on Gnghpc oehche pupchum an
sepenbgeppit op Laebene on Cngnpc apeccan anb ic pene
cnaee ce nauhe monige begeonban Dumbjie naepen: ppapeape
hiopa paepon chacce ic pupchum anne anlepne ne maeg gecliencean be ruthan Temepe cha eba ic to pice Feng.

Alfred's Prefree, p.
* After, 71.

ttt.

Witc't After.
1

Ibid.17.

Guar.
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he was almost disabled from profiting by the advantage.
his daily and nightly tormentor, which his physicians
could neither remedy nor explore ; the duties and anxieties inseparable from his royal station the fierce aggressions of the
Northmen, which on sea and land demanded his presence and
exertions, so afflicted and consumed his future life, that though he
got a few masters and writers, he was unable to enjoy their tuiIt is admirable to see, that notwithstanding impediments,
tion^'
which to most would have been insuperable, Alfred persevered in
his pursuit of improvement.
The desire of knowledge, that inborn
instinct of the truly great, which no gratifications could saturate,
no obstacles discourage, never left him but with life. k If Alfred
succeeded in his mental cultivation, who should despair?
It has been already hinted, that the Anglo-Saxon language had
been at this period very little applied to the purposes of literature.
In their vernacular tongue, Cedmon and Aldhelm had sung, but
almost all the learning of the nation was clothed in the Latin
phrase.
Bede had in this composed his history, and his multifarious treatises on chronology, grammar, rhetoric, and other subtion,

A disease,

;

The other lettered monks of that day, also
expressed themselves in the language, though not with the eloquence of Cicero. In the same tongue the polished Alcuin expressed all the effusions of his cultivated mind. The immortalized
classics had not been as yet familiarized to our ancestors by transhe, therefore, who knew not Latin, could not know much.
lations
From the period of his father’s death, in 858, to his accession
in 871, Alfred had no opportunity of procuring that knowledge
which he coveted. Such feelings as his could not be cherished
by elder brothers, who were unacquainted with them, or by a
When he verged towards manhood
nation who despised them.
he was still unable to obtain instructors, because his influence was
The hostilities of the
small, and his patrimony was withheld.
Northmen augmented every obstacle on every occasion they
burnt the books which the Anglo-Saxons had collected, and destroyed the men who could use them, in their promiscuous persecution of the Christian clergy.
Their presence also compelled
Alfred repeatedly into the martial field, and from these united
causes his ardent thirst for knowledge remained ungratifled, until
the possession of the crown invested him with the wealth and influence of the West-Saxon kings.

jects of erudition.

;

1

:

k Ibid. 17.
Atser, 17.
Alfred details the particulars in his will : be mts, that Ethel irolf left his in*
beritanee to Ethelbald, Ethel red, and Alfred, snd to the survivor of them ; and that
on EtbelbakTs death, Etbelred and Alfred fate K to Ethelbert their brother, on
condition of reoeivtnf it afain at his decease; when Etbelred acceded. Allied requested of him, before all the nobles, to divide the inheritance, that Alfred might
have his share, bat Etbelred refused.
i
1
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But on receiving the crown, he exerted himself to remove the
ignorance of divine and human learning which he had been so
long lamenting in himself. He sent at various intervals to every
part, abroad and at home, for instructors capable of translating
the learned languages. Like the sagacious bee, says his honoured
friend, which, springing in the dawn of summer from its beloved
cells, wheels its swift flight through the trackless air, descends on
the shrubs and flowers of vegetable nature, selects what it prefers,
and brings home the

grateful load
so Alfred, directing afar his
sought elsewhere for the treasure which his own
kingdom did not afford.™
His first acquisitions were, Werfrith, the bishop of Worcester,
a man skilled in the Scriptures Plegmund, a Mercian, who was
made archbishop of Canterbury, a wise and venerable man ;
Ethclstan and Werwulf, also Mercians, and priests.
He invited
them to his court, and endowed them munificently with promotions ; and by their incessant exertions, the studious passion of
Alfred was appeased. By day and by night, whenever he could
create leisure to listen, they recited or interpreted to him the
books he commanded he was never without one of them near
him and by this indefatigable application, though he could not
himself understand the learned languages as yet, he obtained a
general knowledge of all that books contained."
The information which the king acquired, rather disclosed him
the vast repositories of knowledge, of which he was ignorant, than
satisfied him with its attainment.
The more he knew, the more
tuition he craved.
He sent ambassadors over the sea into France,
to inquire for teachers there.
He obtained from that country,
Grimbald, the priest and monk, who had treated him kindly in
his journeys, and who is described as a respected man, learned in
the writings he revered, adorned with every moral excellence,
and skilled in vocal music. He obtained another literary friend,
of talents and acquisitions much superior, and indeed worthy of
This was Johannes Erigena, or John the IrishAlfred’s society.
man, a monk of most penetrating intellect, acquainted with all the
treasures of literature, versed in many languages, and accomplished in many other arts.
By these acquisitions the mind of
Alfred was greatly expanded and enriched, and he rewarded their
friendship with princely liberality.®
The merit of Asser also reached the king’s ear, which was
open to every rumour of extraordinary merit.
“ I was called by the king,” says this plain, but interesting
biographer, 44 from the western extremities of Wales.
I accompanied my conductors to Sussex, and first saw him in the royal
city of Dene.
I was bcnignantly received by him.
Amongst
;

intellectual eye,

;

;

:

Ainr,

p. 45.

Ibid. p. 46.

Ibid. p. 46, 47.
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earnestly to devote myself to

become his companion. He requested me to
leave all my preferments beyond the Severn, and he promised to
compensate them to me by greater possessions.”*
Asscr ex-

his service,

and

to

pressed a hesitation at quitting without necessity, and merely
for profit, the places where he had been nourished, and taken
orders.
Alfred replied, “ If this will not suit you, accommodate
me with at least half of your time. Be with me six months, and
ass the rest in Wales.”
Asser declined to engage himself till
Ke had consulted his friends. The king condescended to repeat
his solicitations, and Asser promised to return to him within half
a year; a day ivas fixed with a pledge for his visit; and, on the
fourth day of their interview, Asser quitted him to go home.'
fever seized the Welshman at Winton, and continued to
oppress him for a year/ The king, not seeing him at the appointed day, sent letters to inquire into the cause of his tarrying,
and to accelerate his journey. Asser, unable to stir, wrote to
acquaint him with the disease but, on his recovery, he advised
with his friends, and, on receiving their assent, he attached himself to Alfred for a moiety of every year.
The clergy of St.
David’s expected that Alfred’s friendship for Asser would preserve
44
their patrimony from the depredations of Hemcid/
I was
honourably received in the royal city of Lconaford,” says Asser,
44
and that time stayed eight months in his court. I translated and
read to him whatever books he wished, which were within our
reach for it was his jKjeuliar and perpetual custom, day and
night, amidst all his other afflictions of mind and body, either to
read books himself, or to have them read to him by others.”
Asser states the donations with which Alfred remunerated his
attachment 1 No eloquence can do more honour to any human
The condescension,
character, than this unadorned narration.
benignity, the desire of improvement, and the wise liberality of
Alfred, arc qualities so estimable, as to insure the veneration of

A

;

;

.

every reader.

The manner of his obtaining the society of Grirnbald, was an
evidence of die respect and delicacy with which he treated those
’

Auer,

*

Asser, 4J.
Asser, 50.

47.

0 Ibid. 47, 46.

Hcmcid wss one of the Welah

' Ibid. 46.
princes contiguous to St. David's,

On the morning of Christmas eve, when Asser was determining to
Wales, the king gave hi:n two writings, containing a list of the things which
were in the two monasteries of Ambresbury in Wiltshire, and Ban well in Somerset.
In the same day, Alfred gave him those two monasteries, and all that they contained,
a silk pall, very precious, and as much ineenee as a strong man could carry ; adding,
that he did not give him these trijie$ as if he was unwilling to give him greater
things. On Asser's neat visit, the king ^ave him Exeter, with all the perish belonging to it in Saxony and Cornwall, besides innumerable dally gift* of all sorts of
worldly wealth. He gave him immediate permission of riding to the two moms,
terica, end then of returning home, p. 50, 51.
t

visit
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whom he selected for his literary companions. He sent an honourable embassy of bishops, presbyters, deacons, and religious
laymen, to Fulco, the archbishop of Kheims, within whose district
Grimbald resided.
He accompanied his mission with munificent
presents/ and his petition was, that Grimbald might be pen itted
The
to leave his functions in France, and to reside in England.
ambassadors engaged for Alfred, that Grimbald should be treated
with distinguished^ honour during the rest of his life. w The
archbishop, in his letter to Alfred, speaks highly of the king’s
administration of his government/ and commends the merit of
Grimbald.^ Fulco adds, that it was with great personal pain
that he permitted him to be taken from France.
The liberality
of Alfred overcame his reluctance, and Grimbald became a
companion of the king of Wessex.
In 887, Alfred obtained the happiness he had long coveted, of
reading the Latin authors in their original language. Asser has
noted the date of the circumstance, and described its occurrence.
As the monarch and his friend were sitting together, and, as
usual, discoursing in the royal apartments, it happened that Asser
made a quotation. The king was struck witli it, and taking from
his bosom his little book of devotion, he required that it might be
inserted in it.
Asser found no room in the little manual of his
11

piety, and, after

some

hesitation, calculated to increase his desire,

proposed to put a few other leaves together, for the purpose of
preserving any passages that might please the king.
Alfred
assented ; the new book was made ; the quotation was entered,
and soon two more, as they occurred in the conversation. The
king, pleased with the sentiments, began to translate them into
Saxon. The book became full of diversified extracts. The first
were from the Scriptures, others from all subjects. Alfred was
delighted with his new talent
and the book became a perpetual
companion, in which he declared he had no small recreation.*
To John Erigena, to Grimbald, to Asser, and Plegmund, Alfred
himself ascribes his acquisition of the Latin language/
;

Fulco** letter to Alfred on this subject is yet extant It is printed at the end of
Wiee'a Aster, p. 133-129. He says, p. 12H, “ Eum ad vos mittendum cum suia
elector! bus et cum nonnullia regni vestri pruccribus vel optimatibus tarn episcopis
scilicet, pmbyterts Diaconibus, quam eliavn religiosia Laicis.” Ac.
In p. 126, lie
slarta a curious metaphor.
He eays, •• Misistes siquidom nobis licet generosos et
optimoe tamen corporate* atqoe morlales eonta." This rhetorical metamorphosis
is pursued for thirteen lines.
These noble doga were to drive away the irreligious
wolves ; and he says they came to desire some other doge, not the dumb doga mentioned by the prophet, but good noisy doge who could lark heartily, M Pro domfno
suo magnoa 1st rat us foods rc."
One of these was Grimbald. Fulco may have
strayed Into a joke, but ho intended a serious compliment
* Ibid. p. 128.
* Ibid. p. 123.
* Ibid. p. 126.
f Ibid. p. 137.
* Aaaer, 56, 57. In quo non mediocre, aicut tune aiebat, habebat solatium.
1
8pe ffe ic hie geleojtnobe sc Plegmunbe,
epce-

mioum

bifcepe

;

anb

arc

Xppepie, mine bipcepe anb»c Irjumbolbe,
;
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his people was so ardent, that he had
the attainment before he was active to make it of
He beheld his subjects ignorant and barbarous,
public utility.
and he wisely judged that he should best amend their condition
by informing their minds. Let us hear his own mind giving

His desire to improve

scarcely

made

voice to his patriotic and intelligent feelings.
He first recalls to the mind ot his correspondent, that even the
Anglo-Saxons had once been more learned than he found them.

wish thee to know that it comes very often into mv mind
what wise men there were in England, both laymen and ecclehow the
siastics, and how happy those times were to England
kings, who then had the government of the people, obeyed God
and his messengers 1 how they both preserved tneir peace, their
customs, and their power at home, and increased their territory
abroad, and how they prospered both in wisdom and in war!
The sacred profession was diligent both to teach and to learn,
and in all the offices which they should do to God. Men from
abroad sought wisdom and learning hither in this country, though
we now must go out of it to obtain knowledge, if we should wish
to have it.” b
The king contrasts with this account the state of England m

«

I

!

his time.

was it fallen out of England, that there are vciy
side of the Humber who understand to say their
prayers in English, or to translate any letter from Latin into
English; and I know that there were not many beyond the
Humber; so few were they, that I indeed cannot think of a single
“

So

clean

few on

this

instance south of the Thames, when I took the kingdom.
Recollecting here the success of his own exertions, he exclaims,
“ Thanks lie to Almighty God, that we have now some teachers
in

stalls !”*

our

father of his people, and the benevolent man, appear
" Therestrikingly in the expressions which he continues to use :
fore I direct that you do, as I believe that you will, that you who
have leisure for the things of this world, as often as you can, im-

The

part that

impart
world,
others

;

few of
«

it.

wisdom which God has given you, wherever you can
Think what punishments will come upon us from this

we shall have neither loved it
we shall have had only the name

if

their proper habits.
I recollect all this, l also

When

that every thing

ourselves, nor left

remember how

was ravaged and

it

to

of Christians, and very

burnt, that

I saw, before
the churches

pjteopce; anb ®c Johanne, mmum me j*j*e peojirte. AlfteA Pwfa* Is kb Gwniy’i Putmli. Wise, p. 85.

minum mepfe
k

Thii preface

lciin

MBS.

It

published by Wise, ml the end of his Life of Aeeer, from the Bod*

Jus. 53.

«

WiM.p.89.
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through

all the English nation stood full of vessels and books,
and also of a great many of the servants of God.”
This statement alludes to the times in which Bede flourished,
and when Alcuin was educated but after that period, the Saxon
mind declined from its beginning literature. Other occupations
occurred during the interval in which their octarchy was passing
into a monarchy, from the feuds and wars, and mutations of fortune which this political crisis occasioned, which the Northmen’s
invasions increased, and which monopolized their time, passions,
and activity.
;

“ They knew very little of the use of their books, because they
could not understand any thing in them, as these were not written
in their own language, which thev spoke.
Our ancestors, that
held these places Defore, loved wisdom, and through this they obtained abundance of it, and left it to us.
Here wc may yet see
their treasures, though we are unable to explore them ; therefore
we have now lost both their wealth and their wisdom, because
we have not been willing with ohr minds to tread their steps. d
44
When I remembered all this, then I wondered greatly that of
those good wise men who were formerly in our nation, and who
had all learnt fully these books, none would translate any part
into their own language
but I soon answered myself, and said,
they never thought that men would be so reckless, and that learning would be so fallen. They intentionally omitted it, and wished
that there should be more wisdom in the land, by many languages
*
being known.
“ 1 then recollected how the law was first revealed in the
Hebrew tongue, and that after the Greeks had learned it, they
turned it all into their own language, and also other books and
the Latin men likewise, when they had learned it, they, by wise
foreigners, turned it into their tongue; and also every other
Christian nation translated some part.”*
The wise, the activc-mindcd, but unassuming king, proceeds
modestly to say to the bishop he addresses, “ Therefore I think it
better, if you think so, that we also translate some books, the
most necessary for all men to know, into our own language, that
we all may know them ; and we may do this, with God’s help,
very easily, if we have stillness ; so that all the youth that noware in England, who aro free men, and have so much wealth as
that they may satisfy themselves, be committed to learning, so
that for a time they may apply to no other duty till they first well
know to read English writing. Let them learn further the Latin
language, they who will further learn, and will advance to a
higher condition.*’*'
;

;

14

When

I

remembered how the learning of the Latin tongue

* Wise, p. 89.

Ibid. p. 84.

*

Ibid. p. 85.

;

!

Chip.
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before this

was

fallen

through the English nation, and yet

could read English, then began

I,

among much

many

other manifold

business of this kingdom, to turn into English the book

named

Herdsman’s Book, sometimes word for word,
sometimes sense for sense, so as I had learned of Plcgmund, my
archbishop; and of Asser, my bishop; of Grimbold, my mass
priest
and of John, my mass priest and as I understood and
could most intellectually express it, I have turned it into EngPastoralis, or the

;

;

lish.

What

a sublime, yet unostentatious, character appears to us
A king, though in nation, age, and

in these artless effusions

!

education, almost a barbarian

himself, yet not merely calmly

planning to raise his people from their ignorance, but amid
anxiety, business, and disease, sitting down himself to level the

by

obstacles

his

own

personal labour, and to lead them, by his

own practice, to the improvements he wished
We proceed to notice the translations of Alfred.

The

prece-

ding preface mentions his determination to translate some books.
The Life of St. Neot says, that he made many books.h Malmsbury

he put into English a great part of the Roman comand the more ancient Ethelwcrd declares, that the

affirms, that

positions

;‘

number of his versions was not known.*

wc

genuine mind,
s

The

first

of these, which

shall consider as the most expressive cxliibition of his

Araer.

He

is

his translation

concludes with,

11

own

of Boetius.

1 will send

one copy

(o

every bishop’s scat in

my

kingdom ; and on every one there shall be an restcl that ihall be of fifty ma mouses
and I entreat, in God’s name, that no man take the ©stel from the book, nor the
book from the minster. It is uncertain how long there may be learned bishona
such as now, thank God, there are everywhere. Hence I wish that they should
always be at these places, unless the bishops should desire to have it with them, or
Ibid. p. 86.
What the nitcl
to lend it anywhere, or to write another from it.”
meant that was to be so costly is not precisely known.
h

“6ac

if to

pycene cha fc km; jElppeb manega

chujih Irobef gafC gebyhte.”

Vita

Sand

Neoli, p. 147.

MSS.

btcc
Colt.

Vesp. D. 14.
*

Malmsb.

p. 45.

cx Latino rhetorico fasmatc in propriam vcrtcrat linguam volumifla, numcro ignoto, &c. Ethelwcrd, 847.
j

Nam

:;

;

:
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II.

—

Alfred's Translation of Boetius’s Consolations of Philosophy.
Alfred considered as a Moral Essayist
His thoughts. Tales, and Dialogues on various
Subjects.

—

Boetius flourished at the close of the fifth century/ He was
master of the offices to Theodoric, king of the Goths, who had
the discernment to appreciate his intellectual acquisitions, b but who
at last destroyed him, from a political suspicion, in 524 . c
While
he was in prison on this charge, he wrote his celebrated book, de
Consolationc Philosophise, whose object is to diminish the influence
of riches, dignity, power, pleasure, or glory and to prove their
inadequacy to produce happiness.
He fancies that philosophy visits him in prison, and by expanding these views, reconciles his mind to the adversity he was suffering.
The Author of existence is suggested to be the sovereign
ood/ and all the reasonings of a Cicero could supply is adfuced to show that worldly prosperity is, of itself, as inferior
in value and comfort as it is uncertain in its duration, and capri;

cious in

its

favours.

The book of

Boetius is praised by the Erigena whom Alfred
admitted into his friendship.® That the king translated it, is stated
by Ethel werd,f who was his kinsman, and almost his contemporary by Malmsbury,* and by other chroniclers h and by the
;

*
p.

;

See Gibbon on the character, studies, honours, and death of Boetius.

vol. iv.

33-39.

Tho letter of Theodoric
among the Ep. Cassiod. lib.
**

c

Fab. Bib. Med.

d

The

lated

first

and

to Boetius, full of panegyric
ep. 45, p. 33.

?ol. i. p. 667.
last part of his

by our great moralist and

O Thou, whose

on his studies, yet exists

i.

address to the Supreme,

is.

thus beautifully trans-

critic

power

o’er

moving worlds presides

Whose voice created, and whose wisdom guides
On darkling man, in pure effulgence, shine :
And cheer the clouded mind with light divine.
*Tis thine alone to calm the pious breast,
With silent confidence and holy rest
From thee, great God ! we spring ; to thee
Path ; motive ; guide ; Original, and End.

we

tend

JtanMer, No. 7.
See his Div. Nalurw, p. 39, 34, 113, and 174. Gibbon calls the book of Boetius
• golden volume, not unworthy of the leisure of Plato, or Tully." Hist Dec! voL
®

iv. p. 38.
' Ethel.

Hiat.p. 847.

•

Main.

p. 45,

and 248.

—
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1

work itself, which reads like the king9 s own
of the Anglo-Saxon translation exists in the
Bodleian library, with the metrums rendered in prose.* Another
copy existed in the Cotton library with the metrums in AngloSaxon verse,k the preface to which also mentions Alfred as the
Saxon preface
language.*

A

to the

MS.

translator.
In this translation of Boetius there is a value which has been
hitherto unnoticed. It is that Alfred has taken occasion to insert,
in various parts, many of his own thoughts and feelings.
He has
thus composed several little moral essays, and by them has transmitted himself to posterity in his own words and manner,
It is highly interesting, at the distance of nearly one thousand
years, to hear, as it were, our most revered sovereign speaking to
us in his own language, on some of the most important topics of
human life. Right feeling and true wisdom appear in all these

be deemed the first moral essayist of
ground, which has been hitherto unexplored, we will extract and translate literally several of the
passages which Alfred has added to his version.
Boetius had made philosophy call upon him to remember that,
amidst his misfortunes, he had comfort yet left him a celebrated

effusions,

our

and

island.

entitle

As

him

this is

to

new

—

father-in-law, his wife, and children.
Alfred, after adding, 4 ‘ It is untrue, as thou thinkest, that thou
art unhappy/’ proceeds to enlarge on the short description of
Boetius with such emphatic repetition, that it may be read as his
own feeling of the value of an affectionate wife.
The passages in italics are the additions of Alfred:
11

Liveth not thy wife also!

She has excelled
1

all

other

Its literal translation is

She

women

is

exceedingly prudent, and very modest.
1 may, in a few words, express

in purity.

:

M Alfred, King, was the translator of this book and from book-lalin into English
;
turned it, as it now is done. Awhile he put down word for word : awhile tense for
sense, so as he the moat manifestly and intellectually might explain it for the varioua
and manifold worldly occupations that oft, both in mind and in body, busied him.
These occupations are very difficult for ua to number, which in hit daya came on
thia kingdom which he bad undertaken.
He learned this book, and turned it fwom
Latin to the English phrase, and made it again into song, so as it is now done.
44
And now may it be, and for God’s name let him beseech every one of those that
desire to read thia book, that they pray for him, and do not blame him if they should
more rightly understand it than he could : because that every man should according
to the condition of his understanding, and from his leisure, speak what he speaks,
and do that which he dnelh.” See the original in Rawlinson’a edition.
i See Wanley’s CataL p. 64, 85.
From thia Rawlinsoo published his printed
work.
k It was
MS. Otho. A. 6, when it was collated by Rawlinaon. It has been since
The versiburnt. Wanlcy thought thia MS. waa one written in Alfred’s lifetime.
fication of the metrums seems to be what the prone preface alludes to—“and made it
again into aong.”
The plan of Boetiue is to add to each division of hit prune dialogue a matrons on
the name subject in Latin versa.
See Rawlincoo.
1

:
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her merit: thia is, that in all her manners she is like her father. She
now for thee ; thee alone. Hence the love» nought eUe hut thee She
hoe enough of every good in this present life but she has despised it all for
thee alone.
She has shunned it ail because only she has not thee also. This
one thing is now wanting to her. Thine absence makes her think that all
which she possesses is nothing. Hence for thy love she is wasting, and full
nigh dead with tears and sorrow.”*
all

lives

,

Alfred dwells on the " vivit tibi” of Boetius with manifest delight, and dilates upon the thought as if with fond recollections of
the conduct of his own wife, who shared his adversity with him.
Congenial with this subject is the narration which ne has given
of Orpheus and Eurydice. Boetius, in a metrum of Latin verse,
has in a more general manner described the incident But Alfred
tells the story so completely in his own way, and with so many of
his own little touches and additions, as to make his account an
original talc
“ It happened formerly, that there was a harper in that nation which is
called Tbracia.
It was a country in Greece.
This harper was incomprehensibly good. His name was Orpheus; he had an incomparable wife: she
was called Eurydice.
41

Men

then began to say of that harper, that he could harp so, that the

woods danced, and the stones moved, from its sound. The wild deer would
run to him, and stand as if they were tame; so still, that though men or
hounds came against them, they would not shun them.
14
They mention also that this harper’s wife died, and her soul was led into
hell.
Then the harper became very sorry, so that he could not be among
other men. But he withdrew to the woods, and sat upon the mountains both
day and night, and wept and harped. Then the woods trembled, and the
rivers stopped, and no hart shunned the lion no hare the hound.
No cattle
knew any mistrust or fear of others, from the power of his Songs.
44
Then the harper thought that nothing pleased him in this world. Then
he thought that he would seek the gates of hell, and begin to soothe with his
harp, and pray that they would give him his wife again.
4
When he came there where he should come, that hellhound, whose name
was Cerverus attacked him. He had three heads, but he began to sport with
his tail, and to play with him for his harping. There was also there a very
terrible gate-warder: his name should be Caron: he had also three beads,
and he was very fierce. Then began the harper to supplicate him for bis
protection while he was there, and that he should be brought out from thence
sound. Caron promised him this, because he was pleased with his uncommon
;

‘

song.
44

Then he went on

titude call

Parcas.

punish every

man

till he met the grim goddesses that the mulsay that they provide honour to no men, but
according to his deserts, and that they govern every

further,

They

man's fortune.
44
Then he began to entreat their mercy, and they began to weep with
him. Then he went further, and all the citizens of hell ran against him,'
and led him to their king. And all began to talk with him, and to ask what

he prayed.

44
The restless wheel that Ixion was bound to, the king of Larista, fas his
guilt, stood still for his harping; Tantalus, the king that in this world
was
immoderately covetous, and whom the same evil passion followed, hk cove

Alfred's

Boot

p. 17,

RawL

Ed. Boot.

lib. iL

prosa 4.

—
cm**,

:
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tomrmi vh stayed and

tbe vulture forbore to tear the liver of THtu* the
;
king that before was thus punished; and ail heirs cilisene rested from their
torments while he harped before the king.
M When he had long and long harped, the king of the citisens of hell called
him and said, * Let us give this slave his wife, for be hath earned her by his
harping. Bid him, then, that he may well know, that be must never look
and he said, 1 If he look back, ho shall lose
back after he is gone from hence
this woman.'
“But men can with great difficulty forbid love. Wel-a-way! What!
Orpheus then led his wife with him, till he came to the boundary of light and
darkness, then his wife went after him then he came forth unto the light
then he looked back towards the woman, and she died away from him.”*
:

He has
In another part we have his sentiments on riches.
to the reflections of Boetius the several following passages:
Boctius has merely said

added

“ Are riches precious in their own nature, or in yours ? Which of tbsm
But these shine more by being
prefer, gold or accumulated money 1
poured out than by being heaped up ; for avarice makes us always odious, but

do you

liberality illustrious.” 0

On

this text

Alfred has expatiated into these effusions

“ Tell me now whethef thy riches, that in thiue own thought are so preBut yet, I tell thee that what is so of its
cious, be so from their own nature.
own nature, is not so from thee. If then of its own nature it be so, and not of
thine, why art thou then ever the better for its good.
“ Tell me now which of these thou thiukest the most dear. Is it gold? I
know that gold avails something. But though it now be gold, and dear to os,
yet be will be more renowned, and more beloved, who gives it, than he who
gathereth it, or plunders it from others. So riches are more reputable and
estimable when men give them, than they are when men gather and hold

them.
“ Hence covetousness m&keth the avaricious odious both to God and roan
while bounty maketh us always pleasing and famous, and worthy both to God

and to men who love it
P. 100. I have made the translation strictly literal ; and will add as literal a
one of the original of Boelios, that the reader may observe for himself what Alfred
M Formerly the Thracian poet mourning the death of his wife,
made
has
hia own.
afterwards compelled, by his plaintive measures, the woods to run, and the movable rivers to stand : tho hind joined her intrepid side to tbe cruellion’s ; nor did
tbe hare fear the visible dog, made placid by the song.
When the interior fervour
of hie bosom burnt more violent those sirsins which subdued ell could not soothe
tbe r mister. Complaining of the croel deities, he went to the infernal regions.
There attempering hia bland laya to the sounding stringa, whatever he bad imbibed
from tbe chief fountains of tbe goddess mother; what impotent grief gave; whet
and moving Tanaros, solicited with e
love, groaning in grief, wept he expressed
sweet prayer the lords of the shades. Caught by the new song, the threefold porter
was etupified. The guilty, whom the goddesses, avengers of crimes, agitate with
The swift wheel revolves not the heed of
fear, now sorrowful, dissolve in tears.
Ixion; end Tantalus, perishing with thirst despises the long streams. The vulture,
At length, * Wo are eon*
satisfied with the harmony, drew not the liver of Titiue.
q tiered !* exclaims the pitying arbiter of the shades ; * Let us give the man hie
companion, bb wife, bought by his song.' But a law restricted the gift, that while
he should leave Tartarus be should not bond back bb eyes. Who shall give a bw to
love rs 7
Love b e greeter bw to itself Alas ! near the borders of night. Orphans
saw, lost, and killed hb Eurydice.” Ubiii.oMt.19.
:

;

•

Boat lib !L prom
vol. i.

5.

84

—

:
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“ Now as property may then belong both to those who give
it, and to those
it ia therefore always better and more wuable when
given
*

who take it away,
than when held/’*

On

a passage may be read as an instance of the
force, with which the king partly translates,
and partly imitates his author when he means to render him
this subject

intelligent ease

and

exactly.

Boetius says

“Your

riches, unless broken into pieces, cannot pass to many, and when
done they must make those poor whom they quit O narrow and impotent riches, which cannot be had entire by many, and yet cannot
come to
each without the poverty of the rest !”
this is

Alfred’s version

is

“Though thou shouldst divide them as small as dust, yet thou couldst not
make all men to possess them equally and when thou hadst divided them all,
thou wouldest then be poor thyself. So worthy of a man are the riches of this
world
No man may fully have them. They can make no man happy except they make others poor.”
;

!

Alfred has taken occasion to insert the following thoughts from
own mind, on reputation, obviously expressing his own feelings
of the value of that blessing which has accompanied his memory:
his

“ This is clear enough, that a good word, and
good fame, are better and
more precious to every man than any riches. The word filleth the ear of all

who hear it; and it thrives not the less with those who speak it. It openeth
the vacancy of the heart ; it pierces through other hearts that are locked up,
and in its progress among them it is never diminished. No one can slay it
with a sword, nor bind it with a rope, nor ever kill it.”*

He has so expanded the thought of Boetius on the value of
jewels, with turns and feelings of his own, and expressed them
with so much more energy than his author, as to be in a great
measure original even where he copies
“Why should
them, as

the beauty of

know they do?

gems draw your eyes

What

to

them

to

wonder at

then tho nobility of that beauty which is
in gems ?
It is theirs ; not yours.
At this 1 am most exceedingly astonished,
wbv you should think thiB irrational, created good, better than your own exceuence: why should you ao exceedingly admire these gems, or any of those
dead uke-things that have not reason ; because they can, by no right, deserve
that you should wonder at them. Though they be God’s creatures, they are
not to be measured with you ; because one of two things occurs; either they
are not good for you themselves, or but for a little good compared with
you.
too much onbbb v a lub ogoselyss when we love that which ia inferior
to us, and in our power, more than ourselves, or the Lord that has
made us
and given us all these goods.”*
I

is

Wi

* Alfred's Boat
* Alfred, p. 84.

p.JS,U
The

<i

Alfred, p. 34.

English of Boetius is:—-Does the brightness of gemo
attract your eyes ?
But the chief part of the splendour with them is the liobt itself
of the jewels, not of the men, which indeed 1 wonder that any should vehemently
literal

:

ciap.

m
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Alfred’s translation of the passages on the other advantages
possessed by the rich is also so animated, that we quote it as a
specimen of his own genuine feelings on the subject, with a version of the Latin,* that the reader may make his own comparison
44 4

Dost thou like

fair lands

V

to Reason and said—
Is not that the fairest part
!
should I not like fair lands !
creation? Full oft we rejoice at the mild sea, and also admire the

“Then Mind answered
** 1

How

Why

of God's
beauty of the sun, and the moon, and
“

all

Then answered Wisdom and Reason

“«
is

the stara.’
to the

Mind, and thus said

:

How belongeth heaven's fairness to thee Dural thou glory that its beanty
How Knowest thou not that thou madest
It is not, it is not
thine ?
?

!

If thou wilt glory, glory in God.
44 4
Whether now dost tliou rejoice in the fairer blossoms of Easter, as if
thou hadst made them ; l canst thou now make any such ? or haBt thou made
them? Not so, not so. Do not thou thus. Is it now from thy power that
the harvest is so rich in fruits? Do I not know that this is not in thy power?
art thou then indamed With such an idle joy ? or why lovest thou strange
goods so immeasurably as if they now had been thy own ?
44 4
Thinkest thou that fortune may do for thee, that those things be thine
own, which of their own nature are made foreign to thee ? Not so, not so.
It is not natural to thee that thou should ponsess them ; nor does it belong to
them that they should follow thee. But the heavenly things they are natural
to thee : not these earth-like ones.
44 4
The earthly fruits are made for animals to subsist on and the riches of
the world are made to deceive those men that are like animals; that are unrighteous and insatiable. To these they also oflenest come.
44 4
If thou wilt then have this moderation, and wilt know what necessity
requires; this is, that meat and drink, and clothes, and tools for such craft as
thou knowest are natural to thee, and are what it is right for thee to have.
What advantage is it to thee that thou should desire these temporal riches

none of them.

Why

above measure, when they can neither help thee nor themselves. With very
with so much she has enough, as we belittle of them hath nature enough
fore mentioned.
If thou usest more of them, one of two things happen either
they hurt thee; or they are unpleasant Inconvenient or dangerous is all
:

:

for what is there in that which wants the motion of the soul, and the combination of limba ; which can aeem by right to be beautifbl to animate and rational
nature 7 Although they are the works of the Creator, and by this distinction attract
something of the final beauty, yet placed below jour excellence, they by no means
deserve your admiration.” Lib. ii. pr. 5.
• The passage in Boetius ia :
“ Does the beauty of tbe fields delight you ?
not ? It ia a rair portion of the fairest work. So sometimes we delight in the faoe
of the serene sea. So we admire the sky, the stars, the sun, and the moon. But
does any of these touch you ? Do you dare to boast of the splendour of any such 7”

admire ;

—

Boot

lib.

ii.

Why

pr. 5.

the vernal flowers 7 Or does your abundance swell in the summer fruits 7 Why are you carried away by empty joys 7
Why do you embrace external goods for your own 7 Will fortune make those things
Boat lib.
to be yours which by tbe nature of things she has made foreign to you T”
1 44

ii.

Are you yourself distinguished by

pr. 5.

“The

fruits

of tbe earth indeed are, wilhout doubt, provided for tbe nourish,

meat of animats But if you wish to supply your wants by what is sufficient for
nature, there is no reason that you should aeek the affloenoe of fortune, for nature
ia eonteoted with very little; whom if you urge into satiety by superfluities whet
you shall poor in booomee unpleasant and hurtful.” Beet kb. ii. pr. &

:
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that thou now doest beyond moderation. If thou eateet now, or drinkest immoderately ; or bait more clothes on than thou needest, the excess becomes to
thee either sorrow or nauseous, or unsuitable or dangerous.
444
If thou thickest that extraordinary apparel be any honour,* then I assert
the honour to belong to the workman who wrought it, and not to thee. The
workman is God, whose skill I praise in it.
*“Thinke8t thou that a great company of thy servants will make thee

happy 1 W

Not so, not so. But if they be
more troublesome, if bound

evil,

then are they more dangerous

to you, than if you had them not,
because evil thorns will always be their lord’s enemies. If they be good and
Is not this their virtue?
faithful to their lord, and not of double mind—-How !
canst thou possess their virtue 1 If thou now gloriest
It is not thine.

to thee; and

How

in

this—How

!

Dost thou not glory

in their

merit?

It is

not thine.’

Alfred has added the following remarks of his
trinsic value of

worldly advantages

”

own on

the in-

:

Now

then, now, every creature shunneth that which is contrary to it, and
very diligently that it be removed from him. But what two are more
contrary between themselves than good and evil? They never will be har44

toils

monious together.

By

this thou mayeat understand, that if the prosperities of this present
through themselves, possessed power of themselves, and were good from
their own nature ; they would then always cleave to those who work with
them good, and hot evil.
44
But there, Where they be a good, then are they good through the goodness
of the good man that doth good with them ; and he is good through God. If
then a bad man hath them, then are they evil through the badness of that
man whodoeth evil with them; and through the devil.”*
44

life,

He has followed up these remarks by adding to Boetius’s metrum
on Nero, the following observations
44
What cruelties ; what adulteries; and what crimes; and what impiety,
that unrighteous Cesar Nero committed !
44
He commanded at some time that all Rome city should be burnt after the
example, formerly, when Troy’s city burnt It pleased him also to see how
it burnt, and how long, and how light, compared with that other.
41
Thinkest now that the Divine power could not have removed the dominion from this unrighteous Cesar, and have restrained him from that evil if he
would ? Yes. Oh yes ! 1 know that he might if he had willed. Oh ! how
heavy a yoke he slipped on all that in his times were living on the earth, and
how oft his sword was sullied with guiltless blood ! How ! Was it not there
clear enough that power, of its own worth, is not good, when he is not good

to

whom it comes ?’’*

He

has enlarged on the remark of Boctius on power, so as to
own sentiments in addition to those of nis original.

exhibit his

* M
Do you think it beautiful to shine in various garments 7 Bot if their appear•nos be agreeable to look at, I would admire either the nature of the materials, or
the ingenuity of the artificer.” Ibid.
* “ But will a long train of servants make you happy 7 who, if they be vicious in
morals, are the pernicious burthen of a house, and grievously an enemy to their lord
himself. If honest, bow can another's probity be reckoned among jour wealth 7”

Ibid.

« Alfred, p. 34, 35.

r Alfred, p. 36.

:

:

—

:
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Boetius had only said
“ If ever, which

is very rare, hooours are conferred on the upright, what is
pleasing in then but the integrity of those who use them! Thus honour accrues not to the virtues from the dignity, but to the dignity feotn the virtuea”*

Alfred, a king, expands this to insert his

own

feelings

on

this

subject.

M If then it should ever happen, as it very seldom happens, that power and
dignity come to good men, and to wise ones, what is there then worthy of
pleasing but the goodness and dignity of these persons : of the good king, not
of the power. Hence power is never a good, unless he be good that has it;
and that is the good of the man, not of tho power. If power be goodness,
why then is it that no man by his dominion can come to the virtues and to
merit; but by his virtues and merit he comes to dominion and power. Thus
no man is better for his power ; but if he be good, it is from his virtues that he
is good. From his virtues be becomes worthy of power, if he be worthy of it/**

He

adds to

this, entirely his

own, and as

the annunciation to his people of his

ment

own

he intended it to be
principle of govern-

if

:

“ Learn therefore wisdom, and when ye have learned it, do not neglect it
I tell you then, without any doubt, that by that you may come to power, though
you should not desire the power. You need not be solicitous about power,
nor strive after it If you be wise and good, it will fellow you, though you
should not wish it”b

Connected with the subject of power, Alfred has in another
place inserted these passages of his own
44
If thou now saw some very wise man that had very good qualities, but
was nevertheless very poor, and very unhappy, whether wouldst thou say that
he was unworthy of bower and dignity?*
44
Then answered Boetius and said 4 Not so, Oh, not so. If I feund him
such, I would never say that he was unworthy of power or dignity, for me
4

thinketh that

lie

would be worthy of every honour that

is

in this world/

**•

the sa me freedom he amplifies another idea of Boetius,
applies it to express his own high estimate of the human

With
and

mind.

His author says
44

If you saw among mice, one claiming a right to himself; and power over
the rest, to what a horse-laugh would you be moved ? But if you look at the
body, what can you find weaker than man, whom a bite oi his Bosh, or of
something within secretly creeping destroys ? N *

Alfred’s paraphrase

now saw a mouse that was lord over another moose, and establwbed
him, and compelled him to pay taxes, bow wonderlike you would
think it !
What derision you would have of this ; and to how much langhtsr
would you not be excited. How much more then would it be so to compare
the body of man with the mind, than tho moose with tho man? You may
44

Ifyou

laws

•

for

Boot Uh.iLpr.fi.
• Ibid, p. S3,

• Alfred, p. 31.

» Alfred, p. 31, 33.

<Bost.IikU.pr.fi.

fifi.

34*

»
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If you will diligently inquire about

it*

and

investigate,

Indeed the little fleas may sometimes destroy him.
hurt him, either inside or out" 9

Every

then adds, partly translating and partly imitating Boetius

But where can a man hnrt another except in his body, or in that wealth
which we call happiness ! No one can injure the reasoning mind, nor make
it that it should not be what it is."
**

We now come to a noble effusion of
on

his

Alfred’s

mind and

heart,

own power and government

Boetius had said
* You know that the ambition of mortal things governed us but little but
we desired materials for acting, that virtue might not grow old in silence."
;

On these few words Alfred has thus expatiated, to express
from himself, and on his own situation, his views and feelings as
a king, and his principles of conduct We cannot avoid remembering, on reading tnis, that he hesitated about accepting the
crown at his accession. He seems to allude to this circumstance:

O Reason

tbou knowest that covetousness and the possession of this
did not well like, nor strongly desired at all this earthly
kingdom, except Oh ! I desired materials for the work that I was commanded
This was that I might unfractiously and becomingly steer and rule the
to aa
power that was committed to me What thou knowest that no man may
know any craft or rule, or steer any power without tools and materials. There
are materials fbr every craft, without which a man cannot work in that craft.
44
These are the mater ialB of a king's work, and his tools to govern with
that he may have his land fully peopled ; that he should have prayer-men, and
army-men, and workmen. What thou knowest that without these tools no
44

!

earthly power,

I

—

—

!

!

kingmay show

his skill.
44
These are also his materials, that with these tools he should have provision
fbr these three classes ; and their provision then is, land to inhabit, and gifts,
and weapons, and meat, and ale, and clothes, and what else that these three
classes need ; nor can he without these keep his tools ; nor without these tools
can he work any of those things that it is commanded to him to da
44
For this purpose I desired materials to govern that power with, that my
But every virtue ana
skill and power might not be given up and concealed.
every power will soon become oldened and silenced if they be without wisdom. Therefore no man can bring forth any virtue without wisdom : hence
whatsoever is done through folly, man can never make that to be virtue.
44
to uvi wokthily
This 1 can now most truly say, that I have

owned

WHILE

I

LIVED, AND A FT BE

arm mb a kememebamoe

MY
in

LIVE TO LEAVE TO

THE MEM THAT SHOULD BE

good women."*

may amuse us to read Alfred’s picture of the Golden Age,
which he has added some marking circumstances of his own

It

in

sentiments to his author's description,
44

Oh, bow happy was the
9

Alfred, p.

Am

age of
'

this world,

Ibid.

when every man thought
s Ibid, p. 36, 37.
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he had enough in the finite of the earth ! k There were no rich horoee, nor
They required no expensive garments,
various sweet dainties, nor drinks.
because there were none then ; they saw no such things, nor heard of them.
They cared not for luxury ; but they lived naturally and temperately. They
always ate but once a day, and that was in the evening. They ate the finite
of trees and herbs. They drank no pure wine. They knew not to mix liquor
with their honey. They required not silken clothing with varied colour*.
They always slept out under the shade of trees. The water of the clear
springs they drank. They saw no merchant from island or shore, nor did any
one hear of ship-armies, nor speak of battle, nor was the earth yet stained
with the blood of slain men, nor were men then wounded, nor did they behold
evil-willing men, nor had they any dignities, nor did men love them. Oh, that
our times now might be such ! but now man's rapacity is as burning as flame,
in that hell which is in the mount called Etna, in the island named Sicilia.
That mountain is always burning with sulphur, and it consumes all the places
near and about it Oh the first covetous man was he that the earliest oegmn
to delve the earth after gold, and after gems; and found those dangerous
valuables which before were hidden and covered by the earth." 1
!

This sentence of Boctius—
“ There is one thing which can seduce even minds excellent in their nature
but not yet brought to the full perfection of their virtues, that is the desire of
glory, and the fame of the greatest merit towards the state ; consider how
slender and light a thing this is.”J

Alfred has thus amplified

:

“ Oh, mind one ! oh one evil is very much to be shunned. This is that
which very unceasingly and very heavily deceiveth the mind of all those men
who in their nature are select, and vet be not come to the roof of their fullframed virtues. This is then the desire of false glory, and of unrighteous
power, and of immoderate fame of good works above all people ; for many
men desire power that they may have a good fame, though they be unworthy
of it; and even the worst of all desire the same. But he that will wisely ana
diligently seek after this fame, let him very truly perceive how little it is,
and how slight, and how tender, and how distinct Irom every good!"*
!

!

Boctius, after remarking that but a fourth part of the earth
inhabited, continues

was

“ And that many nations, differing in language, manners, and all the habits
of life, inhabit tbisBDiall inclosure, which, from the difficulty of the journey,
h Boetius’s lines are

** Too happy was
:
the prior age, contented with (heir faithnor lost in sluggish luxury : it was accustomed to end Its late faata with
the ready acorn ; nor knew how to confuse the present of Bsccbus with liquid
honey ; nor to mingle the bright fleece of the Seres with the IVrian poison. The
grass gave them healthful aluinbera. The gliding river their drink. The loftiest
pines their shades. They did not yet cut the depth# of the see f nor did the stranger
see new shores with his merchandise collected from every side. The cruel trumpets were silent; nor did the effused blond with bitter haired tinge horrid arms,
why should an ancient fury move any army against enemies, when no cruel wounds,
and no rewards of blood were seen ? 1 wish our times could return to the ancient
manners. But the raging love of possessing burns fiercer than the Urea of Etna.
Alas ! who was he that first dug up the weight of the covered gold and gome, deBoet. lib. ii. met 5.
siring to be bid,
tbaae precious dangers 7”

ful ploughs,

—

‘
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as well as from the diversity of their speech* and want of commerce* the fame
not only of each man* hot even of cities cannot reach.**1

Alfred has thus enlarged upon this sentiment* with the insertion
of more knowledge as to the number of the languages of the world.
M Why desire ye then* so immoderately, that you should spread your name
over the tenth parti for with the sea* with fens, and with all else* there is
not more.
“ Bethink ye* also, that in this little park many nations dwell* and various
ones and very unlike both in speech and customs, and in all their manners*
are all these nations, that you now so immoderately desire that you should
spread your name over. This you can never do; because their speech is divided into two and seventy languages, and each of these is divided among
many nations. They are distinguished and separated by sea* and by woods*
and Vy mountains* and by fens, ond by many and various wastes and unfrequented lands, so that merchants indeed do not go to them.
M But how can then the name of any powerful man come there separately,
when they do not indeed hear there the nnme of his city, nor of the people
where hia home is fixed. This I know, with what folly you are yearning*
when you would extend your name over the whole earth. This you can never
do* nor indeed never nearly to."“
:

Boetius having said* from Cicero* that the Roman name had
not passed Mount Caucasus* Alfred* exhibiting his own study of

geography* adds
“ Nor among the Scythians who dwell on the other side of these mountains •
where they had not heard of the names of the cities nor of the people of
Rome.”“
“ No man hath the like praise in every land ; because that which they do
not like in some lands, they like in others.
44
Writers, from their negligence and from carelessness, have left unwritten
the manners and deeds of those men* who, in their days* were the worthiest

and moat

illustrious."*

Boetius having said
“ What is there that attaches from fame to the eminent
by virtue, after the dissolution of their body I**9

men who seek

glory

Alfred thus dilates the thought
44

What then has

so very
will

it

it profiled the best men that have been before ua* that they
desired this idle glory* and this fame after their death ; or what
profit those who now exist

much

“There

man that he should desire good qualities than
he have from that fame, after the separation of the
body and the soul. How ! do we not know, that all men die bodily, and yet
their soul will be living.
But the soul departs very free-like to Heaven.
Then the mind wifi itself be a witness of God’s wilL’*«
is

fries fame.

more need

What

to every

will

Boetius in the accompanying
M

Why do

metrum had impressively sang

the proud strive to raise their necks from this mortal joke in

Bortlos, Jib.
* Alfred,

ii.

pr. V.

ii.

pr. 9,

pH

r Rodins,

lib.

- Alfred* p,
met

SP.
• Ibid,
40.
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Though their diftheed (mine, pervading many people, ebook) be ex*
preaeed in their languages, and the great family should shine with illustrious
titles, death spurns tbelofty glory ; alike involves the high and humble head,
and equals the lowest with the greatest Where now lie the bones of the
fiuthful Fabricius, or Brutus, or the rigid Cato !”*

min ?

a

Alfred has thus expanded, and added to these suggestions, with
error as to Brutus and Cassius

little

“ Oh, ye proud why do you desire
neck 1 or, why regard such idle toil,
!

people

yoke upon your
your name among so many

to put this death-like
to spread

1

it now should happen that the uttermost nations should upheave
your name, and celebrate you in many countries, and though any one should
increase his birth with much nobility, and flourish in all wealth, and in all
honours, yet death careth not for such; but he despiseth the noble, and devoured! alike the rich and the poor, and thusequals the powerful with the low.
44
Where are now the illustrious ami the wise goldsmith's (Fabricius)
bones, the foreigner ?
Hence I say the wise man hence the skilful can never
lose his skill ; nor can men take it away from him easier than they can turn
the sun from his pljice.
44
Where are now the foreigner's bones, or who knows now where they
were ? or, where is now the illustrious and recorded Roman citizens, the heretoga, that was called Brutus, his other name Cassius ? or, the wise and
steadfast Cato ? he was also a Roman heretoga he was openly a philosopher.
How! did they not anciently die, and no man knoweth where they now are?” 0
44

Though

;

:

He exclaims from

himself in another part

glory of this world
why do silly men with a false voice call thee
Now thou art not so; for more men have much pomp, and much
glory, and much worship, from the opinion of foolish people, than they have

“Oh,

!

glory?

from their

own works.”

1

Alfred adds on adverse fortune

:

41

1 dread it not myself; for it often happens, that deceitful fortune can
neither give man any help, nor take any away. u
Adverse fortune is the true
happiness, though one does not think so; for it is to be depended upon, and
always promises what is true.”*

—

Boetius remarks
44

Departing fortune takes away hor own creatures and leaves thine. For
you, when entire, and as you seemed to yourself fortunate,
have bought this ? Cease now to seek after your lost wealth you have found
friends, which are the most precious kind of wealth.”'

how much would

;

and, by the emphasis of his resensibility, and probably his
experience of the different value of false and real friends

Alfred reiterates the thought
petitions, displays strongly his

own

;

own

44
But the false riches, when they depart from thee, they take away their
men with them, and leave thy few true ones with thee. How wooldest thou
now have bought this, when thou wert the most happy, and thought that thy

r

Boetius,

lib. ii.

Ibid. p. 66.
* Ibid, pt 43,44.

*

met

7.

0 Alfred,
p. 42, 43.
« Ibid. p. 43.
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to thy will I
With how much property wouldest thou have
that thou mightest manifestly know thy friends from thine
enemies 1 I know, that with great property, thou wouldest have bought this,
Although thou thinkest
that thou mightest know to discriminate them well.
that thou hast now lost a precious property, yet thou hast bought with it one
much more valuable. These are tree friends. These thou mayest now
know, and thou perceivest what thou hast of them. This is of all things the
dearest possession."*

fortune

went most

purchased

this,

In another part he takes occasion to add to his original the

same

feelings

u True friends

I say then, that this is the most precious of all the riches
!
of the world. They are not even to be reckoned among the goods of the
world, but as divine ones ; because false fortune can neither bring nor take

them away.
“ Nature

attracts and limes friends together with inseparable love.
But
with the riches of this world, and by our present prosperity, men oftener
make an enemy than a friend.?
44
The friends that loved him before for his wealth, they depart away with
that wealth, and then become enemies; but the few that loved him from
affection, and with truth, they would love him still, though he were needy.
They would remain with him." 1

Alfred, from the text of the eighth metre of Boetius, has taken
occasion to enlarge upon it, to express his philosophical views of
the divine government of nature
44

One

beyond any doubt; and he is also the Governor of heaven,
creatures visible and invisible. This is God Almighty.
All things serve Him that Berve thee ; both those that know thee and those
that do not know thee; both they which understand that they serve Him,
and they which do not perceive it The same has appointed unchangeable
laws and customs, and also a natural harmony among all His creatures, that
they should now stand in the world as He hath willed, and as long as He
Creator

and earth, and of

is

all

wills.
44
The motions of all active creatures cannot be stilled, nor even altered
from their course, and from the arrangement which is provided for them.
But Hb hath power over all His creatures ; and, as with his bridle, confines,
restrains, and admonishes them ; so that they can neither be still, nor more
strongly stir, than the space of His ruling reins permits. The Almighty God
hath so coerced all his creatures with his dominion, that each of them striveth
against the other ; and yet it is so wreathed with it, that they may not slide
away from each other, but are turned again to that same course that they ran
before.
Thus will it be again renewed. Thus he varies it, that although
the elements of a contrary kind contend betwixt themselves, yet they also
hold a firm peace together. Thus do fire and water, now, and sea and earth,
and many other substances. They will always be as discordant among themselves, as they are now ; and yet they are so harmonized, that they can not
only be companions, but this forther happens, that indeed none can exist without the rest The one contrariety for ever restrains the other contrariety.
44
So the Almighty God has most wisely and pertinently established the
successive changes of all things. Thus now spring and harvest In spring
things grow. In harvest they become yellow. Again, summer and winter.
In summer it is warm, and in winter cold. So the sun bringoth light days,

Alfred, p. 45.

r Ibid. p. 51.
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and the moon enlightens the night through the tame Deity's might So the
same Power admonishes the sea, that it must not overstep the threshold of
the earth. Bat he hath appointed its boundaries that it may not extend its
limits over the quiet earth.

“ By the same government is the like interchange directed of the flood and
the ebb. He permits this appointment to stand as long as he wills it But
then if evor he should let go the reins of those bridles with which he has
now restrained his creations, the contrariety of which we have before spoken,
if he were to allow it to escape, would destroy the peace that he now maintains.
Each of them would contend with the other after his own will, and
lose their combination, and destroy all this world, and bring themselves to
nothing. The same God combines people in friendship together, and aasociates their families with purer love.
He unites friends and companions, so
that they truly retain their peace and attachment
How happy would mankind be from this, if their minds were as right, and as established, and as well
ordered, as those of other creatures are !”

He

tells

with his
rical

the story of Ulysses and Circe in his own way, and
additions, which will show the nature of his histo-

own

knowledge:

“ There happened formerly, in the Trojan war, that there was a king of the
name of Aulixes (Ulysses). He had two nations under the Cesar. These
were called Ithacige and Retie, and tho Cesar’s name was Agamemnon.
Then Aulixes went with that Cesar to that battle. He had then some hundred ships. Then were they some ten years in that war.
"Then the king returned home from that Cesar, when they had won the
country.
He had not then more Bhips than one but that was a three-rower.
Then a high tempest and a stormy sea withstood him, and he was driven into
an island beyond the Wendcl Sea. There lived a daughter of Apolline, the
*
son of Job (Jove).
“ This Job was their king, and it pleased them that he should be their
highest god, and these foolish men believed in him because lie was of a kingly
race, and they knew no other god in that time, but they worshipped their kings
for gods.
Then should Job’s lather be also a god. His name was Saturn us,
and they had him also the same for a god and one of them was the Apolline
that we have mentioned.
M This Apolline’s daughter should be a
goddess.
Her name was Kirke.
They said she was a very great magician; and she lived in that island that
the king was driven on.
She had there a great retinue of her thegns, and
also of other maidens.
“Soon as she saw the forth-driven king, that we spoke of before, whose
name was Aulixes, she began to love him, and each of them the other, ao immoderately, that he for love of her abandoned all his kingdom and his fkmily,
and remained with her, till the time that his thegns would not stay longer
with him ; but for love of their country, and from being exiled from it, they
resolved to leave him. Then began false men to make spells, and they said,
that by their magic they would spread and turn these men into the bodies of
wild animals; and afterwards throw them into chains and fettora.
M Some they said they should transform into lions, and when
they shook!
apeak then they roared. Some became boars, and when they lamented their
sorrow they furiously granted. Some were changed into wolves, and, when
they thought to apeak, they bowled. Some were turned to that deer kind,
;

:

which men

call tigers.

• Alfred,
p. 45,
great additions.

4ft.
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kinds of doer, every one to some deer, except only the king. They Bhnnned
every meat that men eat, and desired those thingB which the deer eat They
had no likeness of man, neither in their body, nor in their Voice ; yet every
one knew in his understanding as he did before. This understanding sorrowed very much for the miseries which they suffered.” *
1

He

has inserted the following observations of his own, on the

Supreme Good
“ This blessedness is then God. He is the beginning and the end of every
good, and be is the highest happiness.
44
There is no man that needs not some increase, but God alone. He hath
enough in his own self. He needs nothing but that which he has in himself.

these things we may manifestly understand, that every man desires
he may obtain the Supreme Uood, where he can know it, or is enabled to seek it rightly. But they seek it not in the most right way.
nothin this world.
44
There is no creature made, which does not desire that it may proceed

By

44

this, that

from whence it came
with God, and that is God.”*
thither,

He

before.*

This

is

to rest

and

felicity.

Its rest is

has added these remarks on wisdom

“Wisdom is the highest virtue, and he hath in him four other virtues.
One of these is prudence another moderation the third is courage the
Wisdom maketh those that love it wise, and worthy,
fourth is righteousness.
;

and constant, and

;

;

and righteous, and with every good habit filleth
this who have the power of this world ;
nor can they give any virtue from their wealth to those who love them, if
they have it not in their nature. From this it is very evident, that the
powerful in this world's wealth have no appropriate virtue from it ; but their
wealth comes to them from without, and they can have nothing from without
which is their own.” d

him

that loveth

it.

patient,

They cannot do

He turns a sentence of Boetius,® which he enlarges
commendation of wisdom

on, into a

“ Do you see any thing in your body greater than the elephant ; or stronger
than the lion, or tne bull; or swiflcr than that deer, the tiger 1 But if thou
wert the fairest of all men in beauty, and shouldest diligently inquire after
wisdom, until thou fully right understood it, then mightest thou clearly comprehend that all the power and excellence which we have just mentioned,
are not to be compared with the one virtue of the soul. Now wisdom is this
ona single virtue of the soul ; and we all know that it is better than all the
other excellencies that we have before spoken about"'

He

pursues the next sentence of Boetius,* with his

own original

sentiments.
“ Behold now the spaciousness and the constancy, and the swiftness of the
b Alfred, p. 115.

See Boatiua,

lib. if.

uA 3.

'Alfred, p.49.53, 54, 55.
- Alfred, p. 60.
* The passage is Doatios is : H Cse you axoel elephants
in bulk, or bolls in
stiwg^of precede tigers in swiftness V* Lib. iii. press 8*
• The words in Boetios are only: “Survey the space, firmnem, and rapidity of
the heavens, and eseso sometime* to admire vile things.” Boetios, lib. iii. prom 8.
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we mny

understand that ell this is not to be conjured with its
governor. Bat why do ye not let yoaraelvee be weary of
admiring end praising that which is unprofitable : thia ie worldly riches. For
ee heaven m better end loftier, end foirer then ell within it, except men alone
bo is man's body better end more preciooB then ell his poswions. Bat how
much more bethink thee, ie the soul better end more valuable then the body.
Every existence ie to be honoured according to its proportion, end elweyo the
Therefore the divine power ia to be honoured, admired, end
higliest moat.
worshipped above ell other existences.”*

Yet

benveas.

creator end

its

His free translation of the eighth metrum of Boetius is a
specimen of his easy and flowing style, and at the same time a
In this he also turns the
picture of the manners of his time.
ideas of his author, to express his own sublime piety and moral
1

energy.
M Oh wo how heavy and how dangerous the folly is, which misleads
unhappy men, and draws them from the right way. This way is God. Do
ye now seek gold on trees ? I know that you do not seek it there ; nor find
No more do
it on them, because all men know that it does not grow there.
jewels grow in vineyards. Do you now set your nets on the highest mounI know indeed that you do not place them there.
tains when you would fish 1
Do you lead your hounds and your nets out into the sea, when you would
hunt ? I think you would set them on hills and in woods. It is wonderful
that industrious men understand that they must seek by sea-voyages, and on
the banks of riven, for both white gems and red ones, and jewels of every
kind.
They also know on what waters, and at the mouths of what river*
they should seek for fishes ; and where they should search for all their present
wealth ; and most unweariedly they seek it But it is a very pitiable thing,
that weak men are so blind of all judgment, that they do not perceive where
the true riches lie hid, and have no pleasure in inquiring for them. Yet they
think, that in these frail and mortal thing* they may find out the true good,
which is God, 1 know not how I can express their folly so clearly, nor toll it
so strongly as I would ; because they are more deplorable, and sillier, end
unhappier than I am able to explain. They desire wealth and dignity, end
when they have them, they irrationally think that they possess true hap!

!

piness.”!

Boetius had merely said

:

any one, who had enjoyed several consulship* should go by chance
among barbarous nation* would his honours make him venerated by them 1”*
44

If

Alfred on this brief passage pours out the following ideas
14

If

any powerful naan should be driven from

his country, or should

go on

* Alfred, p. 70.

The Latin of Boetius is: “Oh, how ignoranoe leads wretched men from their
way
You do not aeek gold on the green tree, nor pluck gems from the vine.
You do not place nets on high mountains to enrich yonr tsbles with fish ; nor if
you wish to follow the roe, do you hunt the Tuscan waves. Men know the n eamee
4

right

!

ef the ee* that are hidden by the waves and which wave is more froitfiil of the
enowy gems; which, of the blushing purple; and what shores excel in the tender
fish, or the rough shell-fish.
But bow ts it they who deeire good, blindly endnro to
be ignorant of it, end, degraded, seek that on earth wMeh lies beyond the etarry
pole? Whet that ia worthy shall I implore for the foolish minds? They ereve
wealth end honours; and when they have prepared the fa lee things in e great maas,
let tbam then discern the true goods of kfc.”
Uk lib met ft
* Beetle* Uk Hi press A
J Alfred,
* 71, 79.
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and should then come to a foreign people, where no man
one, nor indeed the language ; dost thou think that his
greatness would mafce him honourable in that land? Bat I know that it
coaid not If, then, dignity were natural to power, and were its own ; or if
the wealth of the rich were their own affluence, then they could not lose it
Were a person on any land soever, he would be there with what he possessed.
His riches and his dignity would be with him ; but because wealth and power
have no merit of their own, they abandon him ; and hence they have no
Hence he loseth them, like a shadow or smoke,
natural good in themselves.
though false hope and imagination of weak men make power to be their
his lord’s errand,

knew him, nor he any

highest good.

M Great men will be in one or two conditions, either in a foreign country,
or in their own nation, with reasonable men ; bat both with these wise men,
and with the foreigner, their power would be deemed nothing, after they had
understood that they had not received it for any virtues ; but from the praises
of silly men. Yet, if wealth had any excellence of its own, or of nature, in
Though they should lose their
its power, they would have it within them.
territory, they could not lose a natural good ; but this would always follow
them, and make them worthy in whatsoever land they were .’ 91

The

following extract shows the ease with which he translates
when he chooses to adhere to him. Boetius has a
passage on the effect of the vices on the characters of men,m
which Alfred thus expresses with a little expansion

his author

M But as the goodness of men raiseth them above human nature, to this that
they be exalted to divine ; so also their evilneas converts them into something
below human nature, to the degree that they may be named devila This we
sty should not be so ; for if thou findest a man so corrupted, as that he be
turned wholly from good to evil, thou canst not with right name him a man,
but an animal. If thou perceivest of any man that he be covetous, and a
plunderer, thou ahalt not call him a man, but a wolf. And the fierce person
And the false, crafty
that is restless, thou shalt call a bound, not a man.
one, a fox. He that is extremely moody, and enraged, and hath too great
The slothful that is too slow, thou
Airy, thou shalt call a lion, not a man.
The unseasonably fearful person, who
shalt term an am, more than a man.
dreads more than he needs, thou mayest call a hare, rather than man.
Thou mayest aay of the innocent and light-minded, that they are more like
the winds or the unquiet fowls, than steady men. And if thou perceivest one
that pursues the lusts of hiB body he is most like fkt swine, who alwsyB desire
to lay down io foul soils, and will not wash themselves in clear waters; or if
they should, by a rare chance, be swimming in them, they throw themselves
again on their mire, and wallow therein.”*

Alfred adds much of his own to Boetius 9 s remarks on nobility,
as:
“ Think now first of noble birth. If any one should glory in this, how idle
1

ABM, p 61.

u As probity alone can raise any one above humanity, it followe
it is :
that thooa whom wickedness throws down Bern the human condition, it lowers below
the merit of a man. Therefore when yon see any one transformed by rices, yon
cannot think him a man. Does a violent plunderer of another's property glow with
be is like a wolf. Does a fierce end unquiet one exercise
avarice 1 Yon may
hie tongue In atrifo ? He la to lie compered to a dag. Does a betrayer rejoice to
have en r priesd by-set i at fttud ? Ho is an a level with foxes. Does be rage with
intemperate an**r T Believe that be carries the aool of a lion
dtc. foe. Ub. tv. pr. 3.
* Alfred, p. 113, 114.
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and how fruition would that glory be ! Beeaaao evo?y one knowo that
men come from one father and one mother.”

This reason is the addition of Alfred
lowing passages from himself:

:

he also

M Or again of fame among the multitude, or their

praise.

all

inserts the fol-

I

know

that

we

rejoice et this; although those persona now Beam illustrious, whom the people
praise, yet they are more illustrious and more justly to be applauded, when
they are made worthy by their virtues; for no man is so by right from any

other advantage.
44
man will be full little
Art thou more beautiful for other men's beauty t
the better, because he hath agood father, if he himself is but nought
44
Therefore, I teach, that thou mayest rejoice in other men's goods, and
their nobility; for this chiefly, that thou art thereby exempt from toiling thy
own self; because every man's good and nobility is more in his mind than in

A

his flesh.” 0

He now

adds, paraphrasing the words of Boetius.*

This alone I yet know to be good in nobility; that it makes many men
eshamed of being worse than their elders were ; and therefore they strive
all their power, that they may become better in some habits, and may increase
44

their virtues.”

With the same nobleness of mind, he paraphrases and adds
sentiments to the sixth metrum of Boetius,* which would surprise
us from any other king, than the great-minded, wise, and moral
Alfred:
44

What

!

all

men had a like beginning
They all are yet born

and one mother.

God alone

is

the father of

all

creatures

;

all come of one father
This is no wonder: because
made them all and governs all.

because they

alike.

He

gave us the sun’s light, and the moon, and placed all the stare. He created
men on the earth. He has connected together the soul and the body by his
power, and made all men equally noble in their first nature. Why then do ye
arrogate over other men for your birth without works 1 Now you can find
none unnoble. Bat all are equally noble, if you will think of your beginning
creation, and the Creator, and afterwards of your own nativity ; yet the right
we said before. But every
nobility is in the mind.
It is not in the flesh,
man that is at all subjected to his vices, forsakes his Creator, and his first creation, and his nobility ; and thence becomes more ignoble than if he were not

He

m

nobly born.” 4

Alfred adapts to his own times a passage of Boetius, which he
rather imitates than translates, and thereby gives us a lively pic0 Alfred,

p.66,67.
Which are : M If there be any good in nobility, I think it is this alone, that « nscomity teems to be impoosd on the noble, that they should not degenerate from the
virtue of their ancestors.” Lib. iti. proem 6L
t Boetius says : 44 All the human race arises on earth from a tike origin. There
one Father of thing! : ooe administers all things. He gave the son me rays, and
he gave the moon her borne. He give men to the earth, and stare to the sky. He
has inclosed in limbs, pools derived from a lofty eeet Therefore a noble germ has
prod uced all mortals. Why do you boast of your race and aneesiersT If you look at
jour beginnings and your Author, God, you would poroaiv* that no ouo tires Ignobly
*

u

:

:

!
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tore of the habits
sufferings

and
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pursuits of his day, with

an

allusion to his

own
44

Dost thou then mean to be covetous

for

money 1

Now

thou m&yest no

how

else get it, except thou steal it, or plunder it, or find it hidden, or there increase thyself with it, where you lessen it to others.
44
Wouldest thou now be foremost in dignities? But if thou wilt have them,
thou must Batter very miserably and very humbly those that may assist thee
to them. If thou wilt make thyself better and worthier than many, then ehalt
thou let thyself be worse than some. How ! is not this then some portion of
unhappiness, that a man so brave should cringe to those that can give it ?
“Desirest thou power? But thou shalt never obtain it free from sorrows
from foreign nations, and pet more from thine own men and kindred
M Yearnest thou for glory ? But thou canst never have it without vexations;
for thou wilt always have something contrary and unpteasing.
44
Dost thou wish to enjoy thine unrestrained desires? But then thou wilt
despise God’s commandments, and thy wearied flesh will have the command

of tnee; not thou of that How can a man become more wretched, than by
being subject to his wearying flesh, and not to his reasoning soul?” 0

We

now come to a series of thoughts on kings, in which Alfred
largely adds to those of Boetius.* They display his feelings on
kingly power used for oppression; his magnanimity in alluding
to nis own anxieties and vicissitudes ; his estimate of sovereign
greatness ; his reasoning cast, and effusion of consecutive thought,
and

his flowing style

Dost thou now think that the friendship and society of kings, and the
wealth and power which they give to their favourites, may make any man happy
or powerful ?
44
Then answered I, and said, 4 Why may they not? What is in this present
life more pleaant and better than the retinue of the king, and to be near him
and the wealth and power that follow. 1
44
Then answered Wisdom, and said: 4 Tell me, now, whether thou ever
heardest, that these things always continued with those who have been before
us ; or dost thou think that any may always keep what they now possess ? Dost
thou not know that all books are full of the examples of men that lived before
us ; and every man knows, that of those who now are alive, the power and
affluence have changed with many kings, till they have become poor again.
44
Oh, this is a very admirable felicity, that neither may support itself nor its
lord, so that he need no more help, or that they be both retained
44
How ! is your highest happiness in the power of kings, and yet, if there
be any failure of his will to any king, then that diminishes his power and
increaseth his misery
Hence this your happiness will always be in come
44

!

things unblessed.
0

Alfred, p. 69, 70.

is: u Do kingdoms or the familiarity of kings make you
not ? Since their felicity lasts perpetually. But antiquity is full of
examples, the prese nt age is fell of them, in which the felicity of kings hse been
ohanged by calamity. Ob, excellent power ! which is not found to be aoffieiently
efficacious to its own preservation.
Yet if this power of kingdoms were the author
of blessedness, would It not, if felling in any part, lessen our felicity and introduce
misery. But though human empire should he widely spread, yet it most abandon
many nations, over whom every king cannot reign. Wherever the power that
makes us happy esaesi, that impotence enters which makes us miserable. Therefore
kings meet have a larger portion of misery.” Boetius, lib. iii. prose
1

The passage of Boetius

powerfel

?

Why

&
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adorned with belts* and golden-billed swords* and manifold warlike appendtgea. They three tea aQ mankind with their majesty; and of those they
ent, they care neither for Mend nor foe* no more than a maddened hound.
are very incomprehensibly puffed op in their minds from their immoderate power.
tt
But if men should divest them of their clothes, and withdraw from them
their retinue and their power* then might thou see that they be very like some
of their thegns that serve them, except that they be worse. And if it was now
to happen to them that their retinae was a while taken away* and their dress
and Uieir power* they would think that they were brought into a prison* or
were in bondage; because from their excessive and unreasonable apparel;
from their sweetmeat^ and from the various drinks of their cup, the raging
course of their luxury is excited, and would very powerfully torment Uieir
minds. Then would increase both their pride and their inquietude; then
would they be enraged ; then would their minds be lashed with the fervour of
their hot-heartedneas, till they were overcome with their own sadness* and
were made captives. After this were done, the hope of their revenge would
begin to cheat them* and whatsoever their anger desired they would promise
themselves that this would be their security.
44
1 told thee formerly in this same book, that all creatures desire some good
from nature: but unrighteous kings can do no good. Hence I said it to
thee.
This is no wonder, because they subject themselves to all the vices
that I before named to thee. Thus they are necessarily under the power of
these masters, whom at first they might have subdued. And, what is worse,
they will not oppose these when they might begin to do it; and thus cannot
continue in the struggle, though then they would have had no guilt”?

K7

The warmth of

and voluntary additions and amplificaAlfred, on this delicate subject, in which
he was so personally involved* tempt one to recollect his own
faults in the first part of his reign* and to believe that he is
describing* with a generous self-reproach* some of his own former
tendencies and imperfections* and some of the effects of his own
humiliations.
The freedom which Alfred has taken in adding to his author
what he pleases; in substituting opinions and reasoning of his
own instead of those he found ; and of enlarging upon the topics
that pleased him, makes this work a record of the king's own
feelings.
Hence many parts in which the king paraphrases his
original become interesting to us as evidences or his own sentiments* although the substance of them be found in Boetius* One
of them is the conversation on adversity. Alfred had become
well acquainted with this unwelcome visiter* and he repeats*
enlarges* and sometimes alters what Boetius had said upon it*
sufficiency to show that he has given U9 the effusions of his own
heart and mind upon the subject. From a king who did not
write* like Seneca* in the full enjoyment of every luxury* which
he never lessened ; but who formed and penned his thoughts amid
vicissitudes* difficulties* privations and dangers that would have
overwhelmed most other men* a statement of the uses of adversity
is peculiarly valuable for its sincerity* as well as its practical
feeling*

tions here exhibited

by

i Alfred* |k lie* 111.

— —

4

—

-
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Nor are

the ease and breaks of the dialogue, and flow
remarkable than the justness of the feeling, in the
following passages .a
44 4
Dost thou now understand whither this disooorse will lead os V

wisdom.
of style,

less

“ 4 Tell me whither

•

it will.*

would but, that every fortune is good ; whether men think it good, or
whether they think it evil.*
“ * I imagine it may easily be so, though we should at times think otherwise.*
44 4
There is no doubt that every fortune is good in those things that be right
and usefhl ; for this reason, every fortune, whether it be pleasant, or whether
it be unpleasant, cometh to the good for the purpose that it may do one of two
things either it urges them to this, that they should sot better than they did
And again,
before, or it rewards them for what they have done well bofore.
every fortune of those things that come to evil men, cometh for these two
purposes, whether it be severe, or whether it be pleasant ; if severe fortune
cometh to evil men, it comes aa a retribution for their evils, or for correction,
and to teach them that they do not act so again.*
44
Then 1 began to wonder, and said—
44 4
la it from inwardly right observation that thou expl&ineet this so V
44 4
But I would, if thou art willing, that we turn a
It is as thou sayesL
little while to the popular discourse on this subject, lest they should say that
we are talking above man's understanding.*
44 4
Speak as you wish.*
44 4
Dost thou suppose that that is not good which is useful V
44 4

1

:

it

44 4

I

44 4

Then every

suppose that

it is good.*
fortune is useful that happens to thee.

It either teaches,

or

punishes.*
44 4
44 4

them
44 4

This is true.’
Adverse fortune

is

a good to those

who strive against vices, and

indineth

to good.*

cannot contradict this.*
dost thou suppose of that good fortune which comes often to good
men in this world so as to be a foretoken of eternal blessings? Whether can
people say of this that it is evil fortune?*
44
Then I smiled and said
44 4
No man would aay that, but would declare that it is very good. So also
44 4

it

1

What

would
44 4

be.*

What

thinkest thou of that invisible fortune that often threatens the
them ? Whether would this folk suppose that that was good

evil to punish

fortune f

*

44 4
They would not suppose that it was good, but would think that it was
very miserable.*
41
Let us then pause, that we may not think so as the people think ; if we
should think on this as the people suppose, then we shook! lose all reason and
all rightwisenesa*
44 4
Why should we lose these ever the more ?’
44 4
Because the populace saj that every severe and unpleasant fortune is so
evil.
But we shoula not believe this ; because that every fortune is good, as
we before mentioned, whether it be severe, or whether it be pleasant.^

it

44

Then

44

‘That

1

was

is

to foolish

afraid, and said
true which thou sayest

men, because no

44

Then Wisdom

*

To me how much

on

foolish

Yet, I

man can

know not bow I dare to mention
believe it*

severely opposed, and said
Alfred has added of his awn, both of dialogue and sentiment,
may compare Bostics, lib. iv. proas 7.

this part, the reader

:
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u 4 For thifl reason no wioe man should tremble or lament at what may happen to him in this way, whether severe or agreeable fortune comes to him, no
more than a brave vassal should lament about bow often he must fight. Nor
will his praise be less.
But the hope is that all will be greater. 80 also will
the meed of the wise be greater, the more angry and severer fortune that befell* him.
No wise man should desire a soft Tim, if he careth for any virtues
or any worship here from the world, or for eternal life after this world. But
every wise man should struggle both against hard fortune and against a pleasant one : lest he should presume upon his good fortune, or despair of his bad
one. But it is needful to him that he should find out the middle way between
severe and agreeable fortune, that he may not desire a more pleasant one, nor
more enjoyment than will be suitable to him ; nor again, a severer fortune;
for this reason, that he may not suffer any thing unbecoming.
But it is in
their own power which of these they should clmse. If then they will find
out this middle path, then shall they themselves moderate their good fortune,
and their enjoyments. Then will God mitigate to them all severe fortune,
both in this world and in that which is to come, so as that they may bear it.* ”*

Alfred now omits all the seventh metre of Boetius but the last
three verses and a half ;b and these he enlarges upon into this
animated exhortation, which obviously issues from his heart
44
Well ! O wise men Well Go all into the way which the illustrious
examples of those good men, and those worthy heroes that were before you,
lead you. Oh ye slothful and idle loiterers, why will ye be so unprofitable
and so enervated ? Why will ye not ask after the wise and worthy ; such as
they were that lived before you 1 and why will ye not then, after you have
inquired into their customs, listen to them the most earnestly you may ? For
they struggled after worship in this world, and toiled for a good fame by good
works, and wrought a good example for those that should be after them.
Hence they dwell now above the stars in everlasting blessedness for their
good works.”®
!

!

!

After a discussion that the five most desired things of human
are, wealth, power, worship, fame, and pleasure ; and that
all these fail to give true happiness, their conversation turns upon
what is the supreme good in which this can be obtained. All
this part is translated by Alfred with the same spirit and freedom,
and vivacity of dialogue, of which we have already given specimens. Alfred, at length, adds of his own

life

M That, methinketh, would be the true and perfect felicity, that would
give

to

followers permanent affluence and eternal power, and perpetual reverence,
and everlasting feme, and fulness of joy
its

and asks Wisdom to inform him where this is to be found; who,
reminding him that Plato advised us to implore the Divine help
in small things as well as in great, proceeds to utter that noble
address to the Deity, of which Dr. Johnson has so finely trans• Alfred, 138-138.
^ There are in Booties i "Ge now, ye brave!
the loAy
ter or
of e greet
greet ea# way
ide you.
Why ohoold you, inert, uncover yoor back*'? The earth, n
grveo «e tha •tan.*' lib. iv. met 7.
• Alfred, ft 138,

<

;
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and the conclusion into those beautiful lines
already cited.
Parts of this address are very fine in Boetius, but the whole
is finer in Alfred; for it is made more natural, more flowing
from the heart, and more expanded, both in the feeling and the
illustrations.
It is a noble specimen of Alfred’s lofty and enlarged, and even philosophical theism
the best foundation, and
most attractive support of Christianity. He mingles with his
devotion all the natural philosophy he possessed. Our ancient
king has added to it so much of nis own as to make it almost his
original composition.
The extent of his additions will be perceived when the reader
is told that the passage occupies 28 lines in Boetius, 4 and 131 in
Alfred:
lated the beginning

—

creatures, visible ana also invisible, hast wonderfully made, and wisely dost
»vera.
Thou ! who the courses of time, from the beginning of the world to
e end, hast established in such order, that from Thee they all proceed, and
to Thee return.
Thou ! that all moving creatures stirrest to thy will, while
thou Thyself remainest ever tranquil and unchangeable. Hence none exists
mightier than Thou art; none like Thu. No necessity has taught Thee to
make what thou hast made ; but, of Thine own will, ana by Thy own power,
Thoo hast created all things. Yet Thou hast no need of any.

S

“ Most wonderful

Thv

goodness.

is

the nature of

Thy

goodness, for

Good comes not from without

Thu

to
that is

it is all
;

but

Thou and
Thine own,

one.

it is

we have of good in this world, and
coming to us from withproceeds from Thu. Thou hast no envy towards any thing.
“ None, therefore,* is more skilful than Thou art No one is like Thee
because Thou hast conceived and made all good from thine own thought No
man has given Thee a pattern ; for none of these things existed 'before Thee
to create any thing or not
But Thou hast created all things very good and
very fair ; and Thou Thyself art the highest and the fkirest good.
41
As Thou Thyself didst conceive, so hast Thou made this world ; and
Thou rules! it as Thou dost will ; and Thou distributest Thyself all good as
and

all that

out,

Thou pleasest Thou hast made all creatures alike, or in some things unlike,
but Thou hast named them with one name. Thou hast named them collectively, and called them the World.
Yet this single name Thou hast divided
into four

One

elements/

of these

is

Earth

;

Water; the

another,

third, Air;

d

That the reader may perceive what is Alfred’s own, we thill add version of
It begins, “ O Tbou, who govemeet the world with continual reason
!
Author of the earth and heaven ! who commandest time to move from eternity, and
etabSe and enduring thvself, rlvest all things to be moved
Whom external oaose*
have not impelled to form the work of flowing matter, but the inns te form of the
supreme good, void of all envy.*4 Boot lib. Ui. met. 9.
his original.

!

*
“Thou leodest all things by thy superior example. Faireet
of all thyself! Tbou bearast the fair world in thy mind, forming it in
a rneombtlni
imagejjuid commanding the perfect to have perfect parts. ** Lib. iii. met. 9.
***• alemaota by numbers, that cold may suit with flame, and the
.
d,/ w,|h the liquid, lest the purer fire should fly of£ or their
weight lead the earth
to be submerged. Tbou connecting
the middle soul that moves afi things of threefoM Mlure, rreolmt it throofh oooMnaot member. When
di.Ued.it cmtwiMnc
into two orb* gom on to return iota iuelf, circle, round Lb. irndinnil mind,
turn, heaven with • cfanihr lmprem.** Beotia^ ibid.
•'
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the fourth, Fire. To etch of these Tboa hast established his own separate
position ; yet, each is classed with the other ; and so harmoniooslv bound by
Thy commandment, that none of them intrudes on the limits of the other.
The cold striveth with the beat, and the wet with the dry. The nature of
the earth and water is to be cold. The earth is dry and cold ; the water wet
and cold. The air then is called either cold, or wet, or warm ; nor is this a
wonder, because it is made in the middle between the dry and the cold earth,
and the hot fire. The fire is the uppermost of all this world's creations.
M Wonder-like is Thy plan, which Thoo hast executed, both that created
things should have limits between them, and be also intermingled ; the dry
and cold earth under the cold and wet water, so that the soft and flowing water
should have a floor on the firm earth, because it cannot of itself stand. But
the earth preserves it, and absorbs a portion, and by thus imbibing it the ground
is watered till it grows and blossoms, and brings forth fruits.
But if the
water did not thus moisten it, the earth would be dried up and driven away
by the wind like dust and ashes.
“ Nor could any living creature enjoy the earth, or the water, or any earthly
thing, for the cold, if Thou didst not a little intermix it with fire.
Wonderful
the skill with which Thou hast created that the fire should not burn the water
and the earth. It is now mingled with both. Nor, again, can the water and the
earth entirely extinguish the fire. The water's own country is on the earth,
and also in the air, and again, above the sky : but the fire's own place is over
all the visible creatures of the world ; and though it is mingled with all the
elements, yet it cannot entirely overcome any of Uiem; because it has not the
leave of the Almighty.
“ The earth, then, is heavier and thicker than the other elements, because
Hence the sky is every day on its
it is lower than any other except the sky.
exterior ; yet it no where more approaches it, but in every place it is equally
nigh both above and below.
M Each of the elements that we formerly spoke about has its own station
apart, and though each is mingled with the other, so that none of them can
exist without the other, yet they are not perceptible within the rest
Thus
water and earth are very difficult to be seen, or to be comprehended by unwise
men, in fire, and yet they are therewith commingled. So is also the fire in
stones and water very difficult to be perceived ; but it is there.
41
Thou bindest fire with very indissoluble chains, that it may not go to its
own station, which is the mightiest fire that exists above us, lest it should
abandon the earth, and all other creatures should be destroyed from extreme
cold in case it should wholly depart.
M Thou hast most wonderfully and firmly established the earth, so that it
halts on no side, and no earthly thing fhlls from it but all earth-like things it
holds, that they cannot leave it
Nor is it easier to them toftll off downwards
than upwarda
“ Thou also stirrest the threefold soul in accordant limbs, so that there is no
less of that soul in the least finger than in all the body. By this I know that the
soul is threefold, because foreign writers say that it hath three natures.
One
of these natures, is that it desires ; another, that it becomes angry ; the third,
that it is rational. Two of these natures animals possess the same as men
one is desire, the other is anger. But man alooe has reason, no other creature
has it Hence he hath excelled all earthly creatures in thought and understanding; because reason shall govern both desire and wrath. It is the distinguishing virtue of the soul.
u Thoo hast so made the soul that she should always revolve upon herself
as all this sky turneth, or as a wheel rolls round, inquiring about her Creator
or herseIC or about the creatures on the earth. When she inquireth about
her Creator she rises above herself; when she searches into herself, then die
is within herself; and she becomes below herself when dm lores earthly thing*
and wonders et them.
;

;
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M Thou, O Lou wilt front the pool a dwell inf in the heavens,* and wilt
endow it there with worthy gifts, to every one according to their deserts. Than
!

wilt

make

some more

to shine very bright, and yet with brightness very various;
splendidly, some lem bright, as the stars are, each according to

it

his earning.

M Thou, O Loan! gathered the heaven-like souls, and the earth-like bodies;
and Thou minglest them in this world so that they come hither from Thee,
and to Thee again from hence aspire. Thou hast filled the earth with an imals
of various kinds, and then sowed it with different seeds of trees and herbs.
“ Grant now, O Loan,* to our minds that they may ascend to Thee from
the difficulties of this world ; that from the occupations here they may cbme
With the opened eyes of our mind may we behold the noble founto Thee.
Give us then a healthy sight toour undertain of all good! Tnou amt this.
Drive away this mist that now
standing, that we may fasten it upon Tan.
hangs before our mental vision, and enlighten our eyes with Thy light For
Tnou art the brightness of the true light. Thou srt the soft rest or the just
Thou causest them to see it Thou art the beginning of all things, and their
Thou art the path and the
end. Thou supportest all things without fatigue.
.” 1
All men tend to
leader, and the place to which the path conducts us.

Thu

One of the most curious parts of Alfred’s Boetius is his metaphysical reasoning.
When he comes to the fifth book, he leaves off translating his
author, and indulges his own meditations on chance, free will, the
Divine prescience, providence, the perceptions of animals ; on the
difference betwixt human reason and the understanding of angels
and on the Divine nature.
That an Anglo-Saxon, when his whole nation was so illiterate,
and both public and private affairs so disturbed, should attend at
all to metaphysical studies is extraordinary ; but that Alfred, the
king whose life was so embarrassed by disease and warlike tumult,
should have had either leisure or inclination to cultivate them, and
should have reasoned upon them with so much concise good sense
as the following extracts will show that he did, is not the least
surprising circumstance in his character.
But a sagacious judgment attended him in every thing that he attempted.
clearly has Alfred apprehended, and with what congenial
enlargement and philosophy of mind has he in his own way stated
and condensed the reasoning, more diffused and not so clear, of
Boetius, on chance.
The sentence in italics is rather implied than
expressed, in BoetiusJ

How

1 fioetina adds : " Thou with lika caosas conveyed tools sod inferior life, snd
adapting the sublime beings to lighter chariots, thou co w e them in baa ran sod is
earth, and by a benign law roaketh them, converging, to be brought beak to Tboa
like the flame of a torch.**
Boat. lib. iii. mat. 9.
h This, which ie the
best part of the metnuo of Bodies, is literally thus : * Grant
my mind, Father ! to ascend to thine august seat Grant it to surrey the cooros
of good; grant H, with the attained light, to fix the risible eyce of its intellect on Thee.
Gid off the deads and weight of tins terrestrial mass, and shin# on it In thy aplsn
door; for Twoc art serenity ; tboa art red to the pfcme. To behold Thee is oar end,
origin, supporter, loader, path, and termination !"
Ibid.
1
Alfred, p. 77-60. May we ad ear, withoot exaggeration, that Alfred has improved open hie original f
i 8ae Boat lib. v. prana 1.

d
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It is nought when men say that any thing happens by chance, because
every thing comesfrom some other things or causes, therefore it has not happened from chance; bat if it came not from any thing, then it would have
occurred from chance.*
M ‘Then/ said I, ‘whence first came the name?* Then, quoth he, ‘My
darling, Aristotle mentioned it in the book that is called Fisica/ Then mid
He answered, ‘Men said formerly, when any
I, ‘how does he explain it?*
thing happened to tfiem unexpectedly, that this was by chance. As if any one
should now dig the earth, and find there a treasure of gold, and should then
say that this happened by chance. But yet, I know that' if the digger had
not dug into the earth, and no man before had hidden the ^old there, he would
"
by no means have found it. Therefore it was not found by chance.' k

Could any reasoner have put this philosophical doctrine more
correctly or concisely ?
In the fifth book, we have Alfred's thoughts on the liberty of
human actions. They are founded on the suggestions of Boetius ;*
but he not only selects from his original what he liked on this
subject, and compressed what he found diffused, into a'small and
expressive compass, but he states it so much in his own manner,
as to show that he had well considered the subject, and has given
us his genuine sentiments upon it
“I would ask thee, whether we have any freedom or any power, what we
should do, or what we should not do? or does the Divine preordination or fate
compel us to that which we wish?
“ Then, said he, ‘
have much power. There is no rational creature
which has not freedom. He that hath reason may judge and discriminate
what he should will, and what he should shun ; and every man hath this
freedom, that he knows what he should will and what he should not wilL All
Angels have right judgments, and
rational creatures have a like freedom.
good will, and all that they desire they obtain very easily, because they wish
nothing wrong. But no creature hath freedom and reason, except angels and
men. Men have always freedom ; and the more of it as they lead their minds
towards divine things. But they have less freedom when they incline their
minds near to this world's wealth and honours. They have no freedom when
they themselves subject their own wills to the vices ; but, so soon as they turn
away their mind from good, they are blinded with unwisenesa.’

We

All the good sense of this much-agitated discussion seems to be
condensed in these clear and forcible passages.
Alfred, instead of translating the subsequent observations of
Boetius, has inserted the following questions, and their answers
from his own mind. The answer contains an illustration, that
strongly shows his own high-mindedness as a king, in loving to
have Tree men in his court
“ I said, ‘ I am sometimes very much disturbed.* Quoth he, * At what ?* I
answered:
“ It is at this which thou sayest, that God gives to every one freedom to do
evil, is well ee good, whichsoever he will ; sad thou sayest also, that God
kneweth every thing before it happens; and, thou also sayest, that nothing
k Alfred,
p. IIS.
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happens, hot that God wills, or consents to it: and them aavest that it shall
go as be has appointed. Now, 1 wonder at this: why he should noneent
that evil men should have freedom that they may do evil, as well as good
whichsoever they will, when he knew before that they would do eviL
“ Then quoth he, 4 1 may very easily answer thee this remark. How would
it now look to you, if there were any very powerful king, and he had no
freemen in all his kingdom, but that all were slaves
44
Then said 1, 4 It would not be thought by me right, nor also reasonable, if
9
servile men only should attend upon him.
“ Then quoth he, 4 It would be more unnatural, if God, in all his kingdom,
had no free creature under his power. Therefore he made two rational creaHe gave them the great gift of freedom. Hence
tures free ; angels and men.
they could do evil as well as good, whichsoever they would. He gave this
very fixed gift, and a very fixed law with that gift to every man unto his end.
The freedom is, that man may do what he will ; and the law is, that he will
render to every man according to his works, either in this world or in the
Men may obtain through this
future one; good or evil, whiclisoever he doth.
freedom whatsoever they will; but they cannot escape death, though they
may by good conduct hinder it, so that it shall come later. Indeed, they may
9
defer it to old age, if they do not want good will for good works.
“ Then said 1, 4 Thou hast well removed that doubt.’
all

This solution of the difficulty proposed, shows that Alfred was
He felt from his own great
the true king of an English people.
heart, that the Divine Sovereign must prefer to govern freemen
rather than slaves ; because such were his own sentiments as a
king.
The force of his answer rested on this noble feeling. If
it be derogatory to the dignity of an earthly monarch, to have
only slaves for his subjects, how much more unnatural would it
be, that the King of kings should have no creatures with free wilL
The following passages on the same metaphysical subject are
also Alfred’s own compositions, which he inserts instead of the
reasoning of Boetius. They obviously express his own feelings,
and investigations, and the arguments by which his doubts were
satisfied

u But I
44
44

am yet grieved with much more
What is Uiy grief about 1

It is

about the Divine Providence.

trouble,

Because

even to aadneos.

we

heard

it,

some while

since, said, that all shall happen ss God, at the beginning had appointed, and
that no man can change it
methinkelh, tliat be errs, when behonoareth
the good, and also when he punishes the evil; if it be true, that it was so
shaped by him, that they cannot do otherwise.
labour unneeemarily
when we pray, sod when we foot, or give alms; if we have no more merit from

Now

We

than those that in all things proceed according to their
99
after their bodily pleasures.

it,

owo will, and run

The answer begins by a reference to Cicero, whom Boetius
had cited for the argument, for which Alfred had substituted his
own difficulty. But he deviates immediately into reasoning of
his own.
44
1 tell thee, if this be true, we ought to eay, that it was on unnecessary cow
mandment in the divine books, that God should order man to forsake evil and
Alfred, p. 141, 148.
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do good

:
and, again, the saving which he expressed, that the more a
man lanooreth the greater reward he shall receive* I wonder why thou
hast forgotten all that we spoke about before.
said before, that the Divine
Providence wrought every good and no evil, nor appointed any to be
made,
nor ever made any ; bat that indeed we are directed to good.
44
It is thought evil by common people that He should avenge or
punish anv

We

one for

-or

his evil.

z

did we not also say in this same book, that God bad
appointed
freedom to be given to men, and made them free ; and that if they held
this
freedom well, he would greatly dignify them with everlasting power;
and
that if they injured this freedom, that he would then punish them
with death 1
“ He has appointed, that if they sin in any thing against
this freedom, the?
shall, by penitence, compensate for it, to recover that
freedom ; and if any
of them will be so hard-hearted, that be would do no repentance, that
he shall
then have a just punishment
“ He has appointed all creatures to be servants,
except angels and men, and
hence they are the servants of these other creatures. They have their
ministerial duties till domes-day.
But men and angels, they are free. He dispenses with their servitude.
“What! can men say, that the Divine Providence has appointed this, that
they should not fulfil these duties, or how 1 May they neglect
them ; that
they may not do good ? Now it is written that God will render
to every man
according to his works.
then should any man be idle, that he work
not ?—

“Bat!

Why

“Then Mid I, • It is obvious enough to me, that God knew it all before,
both good and evil, before it happened. But I know not,
whether that shall
all happen unchangeably, which he knowB and has
appointed.’

" Then quoth he, 4 Thus is mo need that
all should happen dm*
chakobaelt: though some of it shall happen unchangeably. This
will be
that, which will be best for our necessities and that
will be his will.
Bat
there are some so instructed that there is no neceMity for this,
and though its
1* W °U “ nc,ther in
j“ re * nor benefit. nor be any harm, yet it will not

be'doiie?

th y*e,f» whether thou hast appointed any thing
so firmly,
that thou thinkest that it shall never be changed by thy will,
nor that thou
**®*t he without it: or whether thou again art so divided
in opinion, on any
thought, whether it shall happen to help thee, or whether it
shall not
Many
ore the thmgs which God knows before they happen:
and he knows aim
whether it will hart his creatures that they should happen.
But he knows
not this for the purpose of willing that they should
happen, but that he may
take previous care that they should not happen. Thus a
good abin-ateerer
peroenee many a stormy wind before it occurs, and folds hi? Mil,
andawhile
nkmlaya down his mast, and then abides the beating, if, before the
thientenha
of the advene wind, he can warn himself againstthe weather.' **•

In this train of original reasoning, it is remarkable that
Alfred's
aound and practical understanding has fixed itself on the true soluticm of this difficult question.
The Divine prescience foresees
wl things that can happen, not that every thing which he foresees
should happen; but that he may select out of the
possibilities
whtch his foresight anticipates, those things which it will be most
beneficial to his creation to take place; nor does
he even will
these unalterably. He binds himself in no chains.
His laws are
not bke those of the Medes and Persians, immutable,
when the
Alftsd, p. 149-144.
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course and changes of circumstances make alteration advisable.
« There is no need,” as our royal sage intimates, M that all dungs
should unchangeably happen.” He felt it to be wiser, from his
own experience, to reserve and exercise the right of making new
determinations and arrangements as new exigencies occurred;
and he has reasonably applied the same principle to the Divine
government The Deity could make all things unchangeable if
he pleased, and could from all eternity have so appointed them.
But there was no need for his doing this. It was wiser and more
expedient that he should not do so. He is under no necessity, at
all times, or at any time, to exert all his possibilities of power.
He uses on every occasion so much of it as that occasion re*
He involves himself in no fetters of necesquires, and no more.
He is always doing what it is the best and fittest to do,
sity.
and reserves to himself tne right and the freedom of making at
every period what new arrangement the progress or the new positions and the welfare of his creation requires.
Thus Alfred has hit upon the real wisdom of opinion on this
contested subject, which both theologians and metaphysicians
have failed to attain. He could pot have left a more impressive
instance of the penetrating sagacity of his clear and honest mind.
Boetius was advancing to the point but missed it; for he seems
to have thought, that whatever was foreseen must occur. Alfred's
idea of an exerted foresight to choose from, without the necessity
of the thing foreseen therefore unalterably occurring, was a beautiful distinction of his correct judgment.
Instead of the reasoning of Boetius, in the fifth prosa of his
last book, Alfred substitutes the following of his own.
u Then, said I, 'Thou hast venr welt helped me by this speech. I wonder
so many wise men should nave laboured so much on this subject, and
have found out so little that was wise.*
“ Then, quoth he, * Why wonderest thou so much 1 Is it so easy to be understood 1 How ! knowest thou not, that many things are not understood so
as they exist; hut according to the quality of the understanding of him that
inquires after them.
Such is wisdom. No man from this world can understand it, such as it really is; though everyone strives according to the quality
of his understanding, that he may perceive it if be can. Wisdom may entirely
comprehend us, such aa we are, though we may not wholly comprehend that,
such as it is in itself; because wisdom is God. He aeetb all our works, hpth
good and evil, before they are done, or for this purpose, thought Bat he compels us not to this, that we mast necessarily do the good ; nor prevents ns from
doing evil; because he has given us freedom. I can teach thee also some examples, by which thou mayest the easier understand this speech. What!
thou knowest the sight sod the bearing, and the taste : they perceive the
body of man, and yet they perceive it not alike. The earn perceive so that
they hear, hot they perceive not yet the body entirely as it is; our sense of
fooling moat touch it and feel that it is the body.
cannot foal whether
this be Hack or white, fair or not foir ; but the sight at the beginning turns to
these points; and aa the eyes look on things, they perceive all the appearance

why

We

!
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farther explanation, that thou mayest

9

know that which thou wonderest at
M Then mid 1, 4 What ia this 9
M He said 4 It if that man underatanda
?

only that which he eeparately perceives in others. He perceives separately through hia eyes; separately
through his ears ; separately through hia nostrila; separately by his reason;
separately by bis wise comprehension. There are many living things that are
unmoving, such as shell-fish are ; and these have yet some portion of percepSome
tion ; or they would not else live, if they had no grain of perception.
can see, some can hear, some taste, some smell ; rat the moving animals are
more like man, because they have all that the unmoving creatures have, and
This is that they obey men. They love what loves them, and
also more toa
hate what hates them ; and they fly from what they hate, and seek what they
love.
But men have all that we have before mentioned, and also add to them
the great gift of reason. Angela have a still wiser understanding.
14 4
Hence are these creatures thus made, that the unmoving shall not exalt
themselves above the moving ones, nor contend with them ; nor the moving
ones above men ; nor men above angels ; nor angels strive against God.
44 4
But this is miserable, that the greatest part of men look not to that which
is above them, which is what angels and wise men have; this is a wise understanding. But most men now move with cattle, in this, that they desire the
If we now had any portion of an unhesitating
lusts 0t the world like cattle.
understanding, such as angels have, then we might perceive that such an understanding would be much better than our reason. Though we investigate
many thing* we have little ready knowledge free from doubt But to angels
there is no doubt of any of those things which they know, because their ready
knowledge is much better than our reasoning ; as our reasoning is better than
the perception of animals. Any portion of understanding that is given to
them, is either to those that are prone, or to those that are erect But let us
now elevate our minds as supremely as we may towards the high roof of the
highest understanding, that thou mayest most swiftly and most easily come to
thine own kindred from whence thou earnest before. There' may thy mind and
thy reason see openly that which they now doubt about ; every thing, whether of the divine prescience, which we have been discoursing on, or of our
9 n
*
freedom, or of all such things.
:

—

What an

easy flow of reasoning, on topics, which the Aristoteschoolmen afterwards bewildered without improving
If it be interesting to read the philosophical reasonings of great
men on the sublime subject of Deity, and on that which constitutes the supreme good, it is peculiarly so to observe how Alfred
treats of it, when we recollect the age he lived in, and the barbaric minds with which he was surrounded. He has enlarged so
copiously on the suggestions of Boetius,* added so much to his
text, inserted so much vigour of reasoning, and also thrown it so
much more into dialogue, that it claims our attention as another
specimen of his original composition. He argues and thinks like

lian

a Platonic philosopher.
would ask thee first one thing. Whether thinkest thou that any thing in
world is so good as that it may give us full happiness 1 I ask this of thee. I
do not wish that any false likeness should deceive you and me, instead of the
44

1

this

» Alfred, p. 144-146.
* The reader may compere, with the king's effusion, Doetiue,
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true comfort; for no mtn can dear that boom food must be the most superior.
there m aome great and deep fountain, ftom which hubj brooks and
Just
rivers ran Hence men say of some advantages, that they are not complete
good, bccauee there is some little deficiency in them, which they are not entirely without
Yet every thing would go to naught, if it had not aome good

u

in iL

9

this you may understand, that from the greatest good come the leas
goods; not the greatest from the leas : no more than the river can be the
spring and source, though the spring may flow into a river. Aa the river
may return again to the spring, so every good cometh from God, and returns
to him ; and be is the full and the perfect good ; and there is no deficiency of
will in him.
Now you may clearly understand that thia is God himself
M Then answered I, and mid, 4 Thou hast very rightly and verv rationally
overcome and convinced me. I cannot deny thia, nor indeed think otherwise,
but that it is all so as thou sayest'
M Then said Wisdom, ‘Now I would that thou shouldest think carefiilly till
thou understand where true happiness is. How ! k no west thou not, that all
mankind are with one mind consenting that God ia the beginning of all good
things, and the governor of all creatures 1
He is the supreme good. No man
now doubts this, because he knows nothing better, and indeed nothing equally
good.
Hence every reasoning tells us, and all men confess the same, that
God is the highest good. Thus they signify that all good ia in him ; for if it
were not, then he would not be that which he is called ; but something has
existed before him or is more excellent
Then that would be better than he
is; but nothing was ever before him, nor more excellent than he ia, nor more
precious than himself.
Hence he ia the beginning, and the fountain, and the
roof of all good. This ia clear enough. Now it ia openly shown, that the
true felicities are in no other existing thing but in God/
44
Then said I, • I am consenting to this. 9
“ Then he answered, 4 1 conjure thee that thou rationally understand this
that God is full of every perfection, and of every good, and of every happi14

From

44
4
1 then replied,
1 cannot folly understand it.
Wherefore tell me again,
the same that thou didst mention before.*
44
He said, 4 Then I will say it again. I would not that thou shouldeat think
thia, that God is the father and toe origin of all creatures, and yet that his
supreme goodness, of which be is full, comes to him from anywhere from
without I also would not have thee think that any other can be nis good and
happiness hot himself; because, if thou suppoeest that the good which he
hath, cornea to him anywhere from without, then that thing from which it
comes to him would be better than he, if there were such. But it is very
silly, and a very groat sin, that men should think so of God
; either to supporo
again, that any thing were before him, or better than be in, or like him. Ait
we should agree that be ia the best of all things.
44 4
If thou now believest that God exists so as men are, either he is a man
that hath soul and body, or his goodness is that which gmtheretb good elsewhere, and then holds it together, and rules it If thou then believest that it
is so with God, then shall thou necessarily believe that aome power is greater
than his, which it so unites as that it maketh the course of things. But whatever thing is divided from others ia distinct, is another thing, though they
may be placed together. If; then, any thing be divided from the highest good,
it will not be that highest good.
Yet it would be a great sin to think or God
that there could be any good without him, or any separated from him. Hence
nothing is better than He is, or even as good. What thing can be better than
its creator t
Hence I say, with faster reason, that He is the supreme good
in his own nature, which ia the origin of all things. 9
94
Then I said, 4 Now thou hast very rightly convinced me. 9

—
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44
Then quoth he, 4 Did I not before tell thee that the supreme good, and
the highest happiness were ooe? 9 I answered, 4 So it is.' He replied, 4 Shall
we then say that this is any thing.else
bat God?’ I said, 4 I cannot deny this;
*
because I sssrntod to it before.'

The following passages are from Alfred's
of the Deity, he adds

own

pen.

Speaking

44 4
He is the stem and the foundation of all blessings. From Himj^l good
cometh, and every thing tends to Him again. He governs the^^^&Thtis
He is the beginning, and the support of all blessings.
aoim are
so as the light and brightness or the planets come from
ifrdch
brighter, some are less bright
So ilio the moon ; he enlightens
as the sun shines on him.
When she shineth all over him, then i&'-hv all

They^^W^Him

0

bright'
44
When I heard these observations I was then astonished, and much awed,
and exclaimed, 4 This is a wonderful and delightful, and reasonable observa*
tion which thou now expressest to me !*
44
He answered, 4 It is not more pleasant nor wiser than the thing that thy
discourse was about
will now talk about that ; b*Gfim;fetetiunketh it
good that we connect this with the former.’ Then replied 1, 4 What is

We

that?"'

tffc.

^

concise question of Boetius, whethc? ** the ^
several things of which beatitude consists, do not unite, as it ,,
were, in one body of blessedness, with a certain variety of parts
or whether any one of them hath it complete to which the resit; ^
may be referred,”* is thus amplified and commented upon bjp
Alfred with his own illustrations and reasonings

After

this,

the

^
:

44 4
What I expressed to thee before was, that Qod was happiness ; and that
from this true felicity come all the other goods that we discoursed about beThus from the sea the water cometh into the earth,
fore; and return to him.
and there freshens itself. It prooeedeth then up into a spring; it goeth then
into a brook; then into a river; then along the river till it fioweth again into
the sea. But I would now ask thee how thou hast understood this assertion ?
Whether dost thou suppose that the five goods which we have often mentioned before, that is, power, dignities, celebrity, abundance, and bliss;—
would know whether you suppose that those goods were limbs of the true
felicity, so as a man’s limbs are those of one person, and belong all to one
body? Or dost thou think that some ooe of the five goods makes the true
felicity, and afterwards that the four others become its goods: as now the
soul and body compose one man ?
44 4
The one mao hath many limbs, and yet to these two, that is, to the soul
and the body, belong all this man’s comforts both spiritual and corporeal. It
is now the good of toe body that a man be fair and strong, and long and broad,
with many other excellences beside these. Yet they are not the body itself
because, though he should lose any of these good things, he would still be
what be was before. Then the excellences or the soul are, prudence, moderation, patience, righteousness, and wisdom, and many such virtues ; and yet,
at the aoul is one thing, so the virtues are another.*
44
4
1 then said,
1 wnh that thou wouldst explain to me yet more clearly,
about the other goods that belong to the true felicity.’
44
He anawered, • Did I not inform thee before that the true bappines is
God?' 4 Yes,’ I replied, 4 Thou hast said he was the supreme good/ Then

*
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4
Art thou oow consen ting that power, end dignities, end Auna, end
end joy, end happiness, end the supreme good, ere ell one ; end tbet
this one must be the Deity V
44
Then he answered, * Whether
I mid, * How should I now deny this V
dost thou think tbet those things which ere the limbs of the true felicity is

quoth bet
plenty,

tbet felicity itself?*
4
1 know now whet thou wouldest eay ; but it will please me
you should speak to me some while about it then esk me.' He
then m£d^ 4 Jpe$ ! couldest thou not reflect that if these goods were limbs of
they would be somewhat distinct from it as a man's limbs
the true
are fVom his body! But the nature of these limbs is that they make up one
body, aud yet av^not wholly alike.*
44
Thou hast ex1 then remarked, 4 Thou needest no more speak about it
plained it to me clearly enough that these goods are no-whit separated from
44

I replied,

better that

the true

felicity.’

Then quoth he, 4 Thou comprehendest

it right enough.
Thou now understand eat that all good is the same that happiness is, and this happiness is the
supreme good, ami the supreme good is Gob, and God is always inseparably
44

one.*
44

a

1

mid,

little

4
There is no doubt of
what is unknown.' ** u

it

But

I

wish you now to discourse to

me

All the preceding is the addition of Alfred to the short suggestion already given from Boetius.
.

Shortly after the above occurs the tenth metrum of Boetius/
Alfred paraphrases, or rather imitates, so as to make the
whole of it, in point of composition, his own, and nearly so in its
5

tSrhich

thoughts.
It is Alfred’s corollary from the preceding dialogue.

O men

Well ! Every one of you that be free, tend to this good,
and he that is now in bondage with the fruitless love of
this world let him seek liberty ; that he may come to this felicity.
For this is
the only rest of all our labours. This is the only port always calm after the
storms and billows of our toils. This is the only station of peace ; the only
comforter of grief after all the sorrows of the present life. The golden stonee
and the silvery ones, and jewels of all kinds, and all the riches before ua, will
not enlighten the eyes of the mind, nor improve their acuteness to perceive
the appearance of the true felicity. They rather blind the mind's eyes than
make them sharper; because all things that please here, in this present life,
are earthly; because they are flying. But the admirable brightness that
brightens all things and governs all, it will not destroy the soul, but will enlighten it If, then, any man could perceive the splendour of the heavenly
light with the pure eyes of his mind, he would then my that the radiance of
44

Well

and to

!

;

this felicity:

• Alfred, p. 84-86.

original iei u Come hers, all ye that are thus captivated; whom deceit Ail
your earthly minds, binds with its wicked chains; here will be rest
from your labours ; here, a serene part where you may remain quiet. This la the
only asylum open to the wretched. Tagus never gave any thing in its golden sands,
nor Hermus from hit ruddy bank, or Indus near the heated circle, mingling green
with white stones. They blase to the sight, and the more oonoaal the bunded mind
within their darkness. In this, whatever pleases and caches the mind, the low earth
nourishes in Its caverns. The splendour with which heaven is governed and
flourishes, shuna the obscure ruins of the souL
Whoever can note this light, will
v

Tbs

desire, dulling

deny the bright rays of Fhcshua."
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to this,—is not to be

compared to the

everlasting brightness of

The last chapter of his Boetius is Alfred’s composition. He
has token a few hints from his original/ but he has made what he
has borrowed his own, by his mode of expression, and he has
added from his own mind all the rest It is a fine exhibition of
his enlightened views and feelings on that great subject, which has,
in every age, so much interested the truly philosophical mind
and we may add, that no one has contemplated it with more
sympathy, rationality, and even sublimity, than our illustrious
lung.
His description of the Deity is entirely his own
44
Hence we
know what he

our power inquire after God, that we may
should not be our lot to know what He is, yet
we should from the dignity of the understanding which he has given us, try
to explore it
44
Every creature, both rational and irrational, discovers this ! that God is
eternal.
Because so many creatures, so great and so fair, could never be
subject to less creatures and to less power than they all are, nor indeed to
should with

is.

Though

all

it

manyequal

“Then

ones.
said 1, 4

What

is

eternity

V

“He

answered, 4 Thou hast asked me a great and difficult thing to comprehend.
If thou wilt understand it, thou must first have the eyes of thy mind
clean and lucid. I may not conceal from thee what I know of this.
44 4
Know thou that there are three things in this world : one is temporary
to this there is both a beginning and an end : and I do not know any creature
that is temporary, but hath his beginning and his end. Another thing is eternal which hath a beginning, but hath not an end
1 know not when it began,
but I know that it will never end : such are angels and the souls of men.
The third thing is eternal without end, as without beginning : this is God.
Between these three there is a very great discrimination. If we were to
investigate all this subject we should come late to the end of this book, or
:

never.

—Why

But one thing thou must necessarily know of this previously
is
called the highest eternity V
4
V
Then said 1,
44
Then quoth he, 4 Because we know very little of that which was before
us, except by memory and by asking ; and yet we know less of that which
will be after us.
That alone exists rationally to us which is present ; but to
Him all is present, as well that which was before, as that which now is; and
that which after us will be.
All of it is present to Him.
44 4
Hie riches increase not, nor do they ever diminish.
never remembers any thing, because He never forgets aught: He seeks nothing, nor
inquires, because
knows it all : He searches for nothing, because He
loses nothing: He pursues no creature, because none can fly from Him : He
dreads nothing, because He knows no one more powerful than Himself, nor
even like Him. He is always giving, and never wants. He is always
44 4

God

Why

44

Hs

He

Almighty, because He always wishes good, and never evil. To Him there
is no need of any thing.
He is always seeing: He never sleeps: He is
always alike mild and kind : He will alwaya be eternal. Hence there never
was a time that He was not, nor ever will be. He is always free. He is
• Alfred, p. 87,881
How few these are may be

*

Lib.

v. pc. 6.

mm by those who

read tbs lest chapter of Booties.

;

!
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From H» divine power He m everywhere preHie greetnem no mmn can measure. He is not to be coooeived bodily,
but spiriUiuly, so as now wisdom is and reason. But He is wisdom : He is
Mr
itself.'

not compelled to nay work.
sent.

reason

We

can scarcely believe that we are perusing the written
thoughts of an Anglo-Saxon of the ninth century, who could not
even read till he was twelve years old ; who could then find no
instructors to teach him what he wished; whose kingdom was
overrun by the fiercest and most ignorant of barbarian invaders
whose life was either continual battle or continual disease ; and
who had to make both his own mind and the minds of all about
him. How great must have been Alfred's genius, that, under
circumstances so disadvantageous, could attain to such great
and enlightened conceptions

CHAPTER

III.

Alfred's Geographical, Historical, Astronomical, Botanical, and other

Knowledge.

Alfred’s translation of Orosius*

peculiarly valuable for the
in it.
This consists
his time, and an account of the voyages of Ohthere to the North Pole, and of Wulfstan to the Baltic, during his reign.
Alfred does in this as in all
his translations: he omits some chapters, abbreviates others;
sometimes rather imitates than translates ; and often inserts new
is

new geographical matter which he inserted
of a sketch of the chief German nations in

fc

paragraphs of his own.
It is clear, from these additions, that Alfred was fond of geography, and was active both to increase and diffuse the knowledge
of it. Some little insertions in his Boetius implied this fact ; for
he introduces there a notice of the positions of tne Scythians,* and
derives the Goths from them; 4 and mentions Ptolemy's description of the world.*
But it is in his Orosius that the extent of his
• Alfred, p. 147, 14&
• Orosios ends hie

mammy

of •ncieol history end geography In 4 IS, when be
quotes some historians now lost ; as Claudius on the Roman conquest of Macedonia, and Antiaa on the war with the Cimbri and Teutooee; cad
appears to have read Tabero'e history, and an ancient history of Carthage.
The principal MS. of Alfred’s translation is in the Cotton library, Tiber, b. i.
which is very ancient and well written. A transcript of this, with a translation,
was printed by Mr. Daines Barrington in 1773.
e Alfred’s
4 Ibid. p. L
Beet. p. 39.
• Ibid. p. 38.
He enlarges on Boetins’s aeooeat of Etna.

was

alive.

He
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researches is most displayed. The first part of his original is a
geographical summary of the nations and kingdoms of me world
the fifth century. Alfred has interspersed in this some few
particulars/ which prove that he had sought elsewhere for the
information he lovea. Having done this, he goes beyond his original, and inserts a geographical review of Germany, as it was
peopled in his time ; which is not only curious as coming from
ms pen, and as giving a chronological map of the Germanic continent of the ninth century, which is nowhere else to be met with
of that period; but also as exhibiting his enlarged views and
No common labour must have been exindefatigable intellect

m

erted to have collected, in that illiterate age, in which intercourse
was so rare and difficult, so much geographical information. It
is too honourable to his memory to be omitted in this delineation

of his intellectual pursuits.
“ Then north against the source of the Donua (Danube), and to the east of
the Rhine, are the East Francan ; south of them are the Sweefas (Swabians);
on the other part of the Danube, and south of them, and to the east, are the
Begthware (Bavarians), in the part which men call Regnes-burh ;* right east
of them are the Berne (Bohemians); and to the northeast the Thyringas
(Thuringians) ; north of them are E&ld Seazan ; and northwest of them are
the Fiysan (Frisians).
u West of the Eald Seaxum is the mouth of the ASlfe River (the Elbe) and
Fiysland; and thence westnorth, is that land which men call Angle and
Siflende (Zealand), and some part of Dena (Denmark) ; north of them is
Apdrede ; h and eastnorth the Wilds that men call A2feldan ; and east o'* them
is Wineda land, that men call Sysyle (Silesians), and southeastover some part
Maroaro (the Moravians) ; and these Maroaro have west of them the Thyringas and Schemas (Bohemians), and half of the Bavarians ; south of them,
on other half of the river Danube, is the laud Carendre (Carinthia). South
To these same mountains lie the
to the mountains that men call Alpis.
boundaries of the Bavarians' land, and Swabians ; and then by the east of
Carendra land, beyond the deserts, is Pulgara land (Bulgaria) ; east of this is
Creca land (Greece) ; east of Maroaro land is Wisleland ;* east of this is Datia,
where formerly were the Gotten (the Goths).
f

Thus Orosius

says, Asia

is

surrounded on three sides by the ooean. Alfred
What Orosius calls M our sea,” meaning the

adds, on the south, north and east

Wenbel

f *• Ssrmaticus, be translates ]* C P”
A. says it is so named in Latin, “
fS
O. mentions the boundaries of Europe; A.
gives them in different phrases, mentions the source of the Rhine and Danube, and
I lean
names the Cpacn ]**• Speaking of Gades, he adds, “ On
Wenbel pae on hype Wepeenbe ip Scoelanb.” He adds also of
the Tygria, that it flowa south into the Red Sea. Several little traits of this sort
Mediterranean, Alfred names

Mb

monbipc. o. speaks of Albania.
hy hat ae h nu Eriobene.”

Ch*m

imy

he observed.
Ratiaboo ; the Germans call it Bcgcnsborgh. Tbe modern names added to this
I have in ibis, as in all the extracts from
extract are from J. R. Forster's notes.
Alfred's works, made tbe translation as literal se pomible, that the exact phrases

may

bs seen.

Tbe Obotritw

settled in Mccklenburgb.
that part of Poland which is
here tbe Vistula rises, which in Polish is called

*
1

WMsnd

is

commonly
Wisk.

called Little Poland, for

;
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« Northeast of Moarara are the Dalameoaan ;J and east of the Dalamenaan
are the Horithi ; and north of the Dalamenaan are the Surpe,* and west of
them are the Sysele. North of the Horiti is Megthataod; and north of
Btegthalande is Sermende (the Sannatw), to the Riffin (Riphwan) mountains.
“Southwest of the Denom is that aim of the ocean which lieth about the
iMful Brittannia, and north of them is that arm of the sea which men call Oat
To the east of them, and to the north of them, are North Dene, both
sea. 1
on the mater lands and on the islands ; and east of them are the Aforede
south of them is the mouth of the river jElfe, and some part of Raid Seaxna.
« The North Dene have on their north that same arm of the sea which
men call Oat ; and east of them are the Oati* nation, and Afflrede on the
The Osti have on the north of them the mine arm of the aea, and the
south.
Winedas and Burgendas and south of them are the Hefeldin.
“ The Burgendan have the same arm of the sea west of them, and the
Sweon (Swedes) on the north ; east of them are Sermende ; south of them
are the Surfe. The Sweon have to the south of them the Osti arm of the
sea; east of them are the Sermende ; and north over the wastes is Cwenland
northwest are the Scride Finnas ; and west, the Northmenn.”

the notitia of Germany, which Alfred has inserted in
As it displays the ideas of an inquisitive king on the
positions of the German nations in the ninth century, it is valuable

Such

is

his Orosius.

to geographers.

To this delineation of Germany, Alfred adds an interesting
account of the voyage of Ohthere towards the North Pole,® and
As it is the king's comthe voyage of Wulfstan in the Baltic.
position, and gives a curious sketch of several nations in the
ninth century, we think it a duty to insert it
44
Ohthere said to hie lord, king Alfred, that he abode the northmost of all
He declared, that he abode on those lands northward against
the Northmen.
the West Sea. He mid, that that land is very long to the north, and is all
waste, except in few places ; the Finnas dwell scattered about ; they hunt in
winter, and in summer they fish in the sea.
“ He mid, that on some occasion he wished to find out how long that land
stretched to the north, or whether any man abode to the north of those wastes.
Then went he right north of those lands, leaving the waste land all the way
on the starboard, and the wide sea on the back-board (larboard). He was for
three days as far north as the whale-hunters farthest go. Then went he yet
right north as far as he might mil for three other days ; the land bent there
right east, or the sea in on that land ; he knew not whether ; but he knew,
that he there expected a west wind, or a little to the north. He sailed thence
east of the land, so as he might in four days sail. Then should he there abide
a right north wind, because that inclined right south, or the sea in on that

Dali meows are thorn ScUroniana who formerly inhabited Silesia from Moravia,
G login, aloof the Oder. Wittekiod cells them BcKavi Dalamenti.
The Borahi, Sorbi, or Sorvi, who lived in Loaatia, end Misnie, end part of Brandes burgh and Silesia, below Glogad ; their oapHal wae 8oraw, a town which stffl
cxista.
I vary the orthography as the
doss.
1
Tbs Germans have for tbs Bailie do other name than the Ost Boa.
m The same whom
Walfotan ealla the Estnaa. The northernmost part of Livonia
Mill bears the name of Estland.
* Bornholm, the contraction of Borgundebolm, Walfotan ealla
1
Whoever now reads Obtbere'a vogfge, wiH hardly think U
mid have so mistaken it, as to aay it eras a revise to discover a
to the Reel ImUm Tot so Mallet and Voltaire have repreasntod it
J

as far as
k

MR

1

|

t

;
:
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(He knew not whether it wae a mere bay or the
land, he knew not whether.
open sea.)
“ Then failed he thence right sooth of the land, so aa he might in five days
eaiL Then lay there a great river up in that land. Then returned they up
from that river, because they durst not sail forth oo that river from hostility,
Nor had he met
for that land was all inhabited on the other aide of tbe river.
before any inhabited land, since he went from his own home, but to him all
the way was waste land on the starboard, except the fishers, fowlers, and
hunters ; and these were all Fionas ; on his larboard, there was a wide sea.
M Tbe Beormas had very well inhabited their land, and be durst not come
there but Terfinna land was all waste, except where tht hunters, or the
;

1
accounts both of their own fknds, and of the
lands that were about them ; but he knew not what was truths because he did
not see it himself. He thought the Finnas and the Beormas nearly spoke one
language. He went chiefly thither to each of these lands looking for the
horse-whales, because they nave very good bone in their teeth. He brought
some of the teeth to the king ; the hides are very good for ship ropes. These
whales are much Jess than the other whales ; they are not longer than seven
fishers, or the fowlers settled.

“

The Beormas told him many

ells long.

“ On his own land are the best whales hunted ; they are forty-eight ells
Of these, he said, that he was one of six who
long, and the largest fifty ells.
slew sixty in two days.
“ He was a very wealthy man in those possessions that be their wealth
that is, in wild deer. He had then yet when he sought the king 600 unbought
tame deer; these deers they call hranas (rain-deer.) There were six decoy
hranas; they are very dear amid tbe Fionas, because they take the wild
hranas with them.
“ He was amid the first men in those lands, though he had not more than
twenty horned cattle, and twenty sheep, and twenty swine ; and the little that
he ploughed, he ploughed with horses. But their wealth is most in those gafol
These gafol are in deer skins, and in birds*
that the Finnas pay to them.
1
feathers, and whales bones, and in the ship ropes that be made of the whales'
hides, and of seals.
M Every one pays according to his birth. The best born (or richest) shall
pay fifteen martens’ skins, aim five hranas, and one bear skin, and ten ambra
of feathers, and a kyrtel of bears' or otters' skin, and two ship ropes, each to
be sixty ells long ; some are made of whales’ hide, some of seals.
M He said, that Northman na land was very long and very small all that
;
men could use of it for pasture or plough, lay against the sea, and even this
Wild moors lay against the east, and along the
is in some places very stony.
inhabited lands. In these moon the Finnas dwell.
“ Tbe inhabited land is broadest eastward, but northward becomes conEastward, it may be sixty miles broad, or a little broader
tinually smaller.
midway thirty or broader ; and to the north, he said, where it was smallest, it
might be three miles broad to the moors. Tbe moors are in some places so
broad, that a man might be two weeks in passing over them.
In some places
their breadth was such that a man might go over them in six days.
44
Even with these lands, southward, on the other aide of the moon is Sweoknd; to that land, northward, and even with those northward lands, is Cwenar
The Cwsnas make depredations, sometimes on tbe Northmen over the
land.
moors (sometimes tbe Northmen oo them) ; and tbeto are many great fresh
lakes over these moors, and tbe Cwsnas carry their ships over land to the lakes,
and thence plunder the Northmen. They have ships very little and very
light
ctlM Hdgoiand that ha abode in. H* de>
“Ofcftw Mid tha afaire
•land that no nut •bode north of him.
» am port on the mtbwaid

wu

Am
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of these lands; this men call Sciringee-beale; thither he mid a man might
not sail in a month, if he rested at night, and every day had a favourable wind
all the while he shall sail by the land and on the starboard, the first to him
would be Ireland, and then the islands that are betwixt Ireland and thia land
then is this land till he comes to Sciringes-heale.
u All the way on the larboard is Norway ; against the south of Sciringesheale a very great sea fallelh upon that land. It is broader than any man
may see over. Gotland is opposite on the other side, afterwards SiUende.
The sea lieth many hundred miles up in on that land.
44
He said, he sailed from Sciringee-heale in five days to that port which men
It stands between the Winedum and Saxons and Angles,
call et Hethum.
and belongs to Denmark.
“ When he thitherward sailed from Sciringes-heale, Denmark was on his
larboard, and on his starboard was a wide aea for three days ; and then two
days before he came to Hethum. Gothland was on his starboard, and SiUende
and many islands ; on those lands the Engle dwelt before they came to this
country ; and for two days the islands were on his larboard that belong to

Denmark.”

This voyage of Ohthcre presents us with an interesting and
authentic picture of the manners and political state of a great
The next is the voyage of Wulfstan toportion of the north.
wards the east of the Baltic.
44
Wulfat&n said, that he went from Hethum that in seven days and nights
he was in Truso ; that the ship was all the way running under sail. Weonothland was to him on the starboard, and on his larboard was Langaland and
Leland, and FYrister and Sconeg, and all these lands belong to Denmark ; and
then Burgenda land was to us on the larboard, and they have to themselves a
;

king.
44
Then after Burgenda land were to us those lands that were called first
Blecinga-eg and Meore, and Eowlsnd and Gotland on the larboard. These
Weonod land was all the way to us on starboard to
lands belong to Sweon.
the mouth of the Wisla. The Wisla is a very great river, and towards it
This Witl&nd belongeth to the Eotum, and
lieth Witland and Weonod lam).
the Wisle flows out of Weonod land, and flows in the East Lake. The East
Lake is at least fifteen miles broad.
44
Then cometh the Tiling east into the East I*ke. Truso stands on the banks
of thia lake, and the Ilfing cometh out in East Lake, east of Eastlande, together with the Wisla south of Winodland ; and then Wisla takes away the
name of Ilfing, and tends west of this lake, and north into the sea ; therefore
men call it the mouth of the Wisla.
44
This Eastlande is very large, and there be a great many towns, and in
every town there is a king ; and there is a great quantity of honey and fish.
The king and the richest men drink mare’s milk, and the poor and the slaves
drink mead. There be very many battles between them. There is no ale
brewed amid the Estum, but there is moad enough.
44
And there is a custom amid the Estum, that when there is a man dead, he
lieth within, unburnt, a month amid his relations and friends sometimes two
months ; and the kings and the other principal men so much longer, aa they
have more wealth : sometimes they be half a year nnbumL They lie above
the earth in their house, and all the while that the body is within, there shall
be drink and plays until the day that they burn them.
44
Then the same day that they choose to bear them to the pile, his property
that remains after this drink and play is divided into five or six parts, sometimes more, as the proportion of bis wealth admits. They lay these dong, a
mile apart, the greatest portion from the town, then another, then a third, till

vol.

i.

37
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it be all laid at one mile asunder ; and the least part shall be nearest to the
town where the dead man lieth.
“ Then Bhall be collected all the men that have the swiftest horses in the
Then run
land, for the way of five miles or six miles from the property.
they all together to the property. Then cometh the man that nath the swiftest horse to the farthest portion and to the greatest, and so on one after the
other, till all be taken away; he taketh the least who is nearest the town, and
runs to it ; then each rides away with his prize, and may have it all ; and be-

cause of this custom the swift horse is inconceivably dear.
" And when the wealth is all thus spent, then they bear the man out and
burn him, with his weapons and garments. Most frequently all his wealth is
What they lay by the
spent during the long lying of the dead man within.
way, strangers run for and take it.
“ This is the custom with the Eslum, that the men of every nation shall be
burnt ; and if a man finds a bone uuburnt, it much enrages him. There is
with the Estum the power of producing cold, so that there the dead man may
lie thus long and not be foul ; and they make such cold among them, that if
any one sets two vessels full of ale or water, they so do, that these shall be
frozen the

Bame

in

summer

as in winter.” p

The attachment

of Alfred to history appears, from his translations of Orosius’s Abridgment of the History of the World, and
of Bede’s History of the Anglo-Saxon Nation, and from his short
sketch of the History of Theodoric the Gothic King, by whose
order Boctius was confined.
But from the want of proper books,
Alfred’s acquaintance with ancient history appears, from his allusions to it in his Boctius/ to have been but slight, and not always
accurate.
His great historical work was his version of Bede’s history into
Saxon. - In this he omits or abridges sometimes single passages,
and sometimes whole chapters. He frequently gives the sense of
the Latin in fewer and simpler words ; but he for the most part
renders his original with sufficient exactness. The style of the
translation is more stately* than the dialogues of his Boctius, and
therefore has not the charm of their lively case and graceful freedom ; but it shows the variety of his powers of composition.
1

*

p For b commentary on this peri plus, the reader may consult 9 Lsngbcck's Script.
Dsn. p. 106-193, and the note* of Mr. Foster added to Barrington's Orosius. As it
would occupy too large a portion of this work to do it justice, I have not attempted it
Itere.

* Alf. Boet. p. 1.

Thus he mentions, p. 39, Cicero's other names ; touches on the Troian war, p.
114; on tho hydra, p. 196: notices Virgil, p. 140 ; and adds a few additional circumstances in other places, to the names of the persons mentioned by Boetius.
* This translation was formerly published by Wheloc, from three MSS., two at
Cambridge, and one in the Colton Library • but the best edition of it is that appended by Smith to his I«atin Bede, Cantab. 1799, with the various readings and a
few notea. Alfred's translation is mentioned by Elfric, who lived in 994, in his
Anglo-Saxon Homily on 8t. Gregory, « unb e&c ipCojiia Anxlojium cha
r

che Aelpjieb cyning op Leben on 6oglipc apenb.

ElatohSax.

llom. p. 9.
1
Dr. Hiekes says of it, that neither Cesar nor Cicero ever wrote more perfectly in
Pref. Gram. AngL Sax.
the middle species of oom position.
This is too warm an

encomium

for

a

translation.

:
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His attention to astronomy appears from his translation of a
Boetius, in which he rather imitates than translates
his original, and expresses a few more astronomical ideas than he
found thcrc. u

metrum of

“ Which of the unlearned wonder not at the journeying and swiftness of the
firmament 1 How he every day revolves round all this world, outside! Or
who does not admire that some stars have shorter revolutions than others have,
They have a short circuit,
as the stars have that we call the Waggon-shafts 1
because they are near the north end of that axis on which all the firmament
Or, who is not amazed, except those only who know it, that some
revolves.
stars have a longer circuit than others have, and the longest, those which revolve round the axis midway, as now Booties doth 1
So the planet Saturn
comes not where he was before till about thirty winters. Or, who does not
wonder at some stare departing under the sea, as some men think the sun doth,
when she goetli to rest? But she is not nearer the sea than she was at midday.
Who is not amazed at this, that the full moon is covered over with
darkness? or, again, that the stars shine before the moon, but do not shine
before the sun ?
“They wonder at this* and many such like things, and do not wonder that
men and all living animals have perpetual and unnecessary enmities betwixt
themselves. Or, why should they wonder at this, that it sometimes thunders,
and sometimes that there begins a conflict of the sea and the winds, and the
waves and the land ? or why that this should be and again, that the sun
should shine according to his own nature?
But the unsteady folk wonder
enough at that which they most seldom see, though this is less surprising.
They think that all else is but old creation, but that the casual is something
new. Yet, when they become curious, and begin to learn, if God takes from
their mind the folly that it was covered with before, then they wonder not at
many things which now amaze them.”"
;

latter part, in which he has enlarged upon his concise orishows how much his mind rose above the superstitions both
of his own times and of the ancient world on the phenomena of

This

ginal,

nature.

The

additions

which he has made to a passage in Boetius show
known, had been an object of his attention

that botany, as then

acquisition.
The sentences in italics are the additions of
Alfred, and evince that he had interested himself with studying
the progress of vegetation, as far as its process was then known,
and as its principles could from that knowledge be understood

and

u The passage in Boetius is
“ If any one should nut know that the stars of Arc*
turns glide near the pole; or why Bootes slowly drives his wain, end immerges his
fires late in the see, while he urges rapid their ascent ; ho will wonder at the law of
the lofty sky. The horns of the full moon may grow pale, affected by the departure
of the dark night, and Phebe, overshadowed herself, discovers the stars which tier
general error then diaiarbs the nations, sod they
radiant Ace had concealed.
tire their cymbals with frequent blows.”
r M
Yet no one wonders that the breath of the northwest wind bests the shore
with the raging wave, nor that the frosen mass of snow is dissolved by the fervour
of Phebos. Here the mind is alert to perceive causes ; there the unknown disturbs
it, and what is rare amazes the movable vulgar.
Let the errors of ignorance depart with their cloodo, and the wooderful cease to amaze.” Boat. lib. iv. met 5.
:

A

9 Al£ Boat

p. 135,

IK

:,

4
1

;

,
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cannot understand of any living thing; of that which knows
it does not will, that uncornpelled it should desire to
rish ; because every creature wishes to be healthy and to live, of those that
faink alive ; excepting that 1 know not how it may be with trees and herbs,
and such substances that have no soul.”
“Then he smiled and said, * Thou needest not doubt it of these creatures,
any more than of others. How ! canst thou not see, that every herb and every
tree grows on the richest land that best suits it, and that is natural and customary to it, and there it hastens to grow the most quickly, that it may, and
the latest decays? The soil of some herbs and some woods is on hills; of
some in marshes; of some in moors of some on rocks ; some on bare sands.
44
Take any wood or herb whatsoever thou wiltyrom the place that is its
earth and country to grow on, and set it in a place unnatural to it, then it will
not grow there but will fade away ; for the nature of every land is, that it
nourishes like herbs and like trees ; and it so doeth, that it defends and sustains them very carefully, so long as it is their nature that they may grow.
“ 4 What thinkest thou ? Hence every seed grows within the earth, and
For this they are appointed
becometh grass and roots in the earth without
that the stem and the stalk may fasten and longer stand.
44
Why canst thou not comprehend, though thou mayest not see it, that
all the portions of these trees, which increases in twelve months, begins from
the roots, and so groweth upwards to the stem, and then along the pith, and
alonp the rind to the stalk, and then afterwards to the boughs, till it springs

“I mid,

what

it

I

will

and what

n

.

out into leaves, and blossoms, and fruit ?
44 4
Why may you not understand that every living thing is tenderest inward,
and its unbroken outside the hardest ? Thou canst see how the trees are
clothed without, and protected by their bark against winter, and against stark
Who may not wonder at
storms, and also against the sun's heat in summer.
such works of our Creator, and not less their Creator 1 And though we may
admire it now , which of us can properly explain our Creator's will and power,
and how his creatures increase ana again decline ? When that time cometh,
They then become
it occurs again, that from their seed they are renewed.
regenerated, to be what they then should be again, and become also in this
respect alike auch they will be for ever,/or every year their regeneration
,

goes on. 1

The book written by Pope Gregory, for the instruction of the
bishops of the church, called his Liber Pastoralis Cura, was much
valued in Christendom at that period.* It was the best book at
that time accessible to him, by which he could educate his higher
clergy to fulfil their duties ;* and though it tends to make them
too inquisitive into human actions, and would insensibly lead them
to erect a tyranny over the human mind, incompatible with its
improvement or its happiness; yet as it contains many moral
counsels and regulations, and was written by the Pope, who was
called the Apostle of the English, and no other book was then at
his hand which was equally popular or likely to be as effectual,
Alf. Boei. p. 89, 90.
’

BoeL

Aleuin twioa pniiei iU

by ill

lib. iii. pr. 11.

The councilor Toledo ordered

tint

it

abould be studied

bishops.

Tbs MBS. of

It

in the Cotton Library, Tiber, B. 11,

which Ftegmond p o— Eased

MS. of

it

nearly destroyed by
in the Bodleian, Hatton, 68.
.

It is

«ru supposed to be the copy
There is another ancient

fire.

Coat, nr.]

it

was an
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act of patriotism and philanthropy in the king to trans-

late it*
It was not Alfred, but his Bishop Werefrith, who translated the
Dialogues of Gregory. The king directed the translation, and
b
The subjects are
afterwards recommended it to ms clergy.
chiefly the miracles stated to be performed in Italy by religious
men. They display the pious feeling of the age, but these words
comprise almost the whole of their merit; for the piety is unhappily connected with so much ignorance, superstition, credulity,
and defective reasoning, that we arc surprised it should have inBut as it had not then been
terested the attention of Alfred.
determined what was true, or what was false in history, geography, philology, or philosophy, criticism was not at that time pracThe weight of evidence, the natural guide of the human
ticable.
belief, was then its only criterion; and a3 Gregory professed to
relate what he himself had known concerning perfect and approved men, or what he had received from the attestations of
good and faithful persons, these legends seemed to have an adearc now wise with the
quate support of human testimony.
experience, thought, reading, comparisons, and inferences of a
thousand additional years and with this knowledge, the slowlyformed creation of so many centuries beyond the time of Alfred,
we can detect those errors of judgment and of vulgar tradition,
which he had no materials that enabled him to question.
Let us, however, not impeach our Anglo-Saxon ancestors for
peculiar credulity, nor consider it as an index of their barbarism.
They believed nothing on these points, but such tilings as came
recommended to them bv the analogous belief of the classical and
Roman empire which had preceded them. What Athens and
Rome alike supposed of the powers and agencies of their gods

We

;

and goddesses, ncroos, demons, and genii, the imperial Christians
Pope Greattributed to their saints and most venerated clergy.
gory was not more credulous in his religion than the Emperor
or Apuleius, and perhaps even
Julian was in his paganism
;

Lucian, in common with his age, of witchcraft;* Philostratus,
Jamblichus, Porphyry, Ammonius, and other heathen philosophers,
of the third and fourth centuries, in their belief of the miracles
achieved by the sages whom they patronized/ were the procur* Alfred had complained to Fuleo, archbiahop of Vthoim*. that “the eecJreiasticfi)
from age, or the
order, from Ihe frequent irruptions and attache of the Northmen, or
ca rolcwencai of the prelates and the ignorance of the people, had declined in many.
Ep. Folc. p. 134.
_
.
.
....
.
* Alfred’s recommendation of this work appear* in the pre&ce which he prefited
Hatton. 100.
to it, and which is printed hy Wanlcy, p. 71, from tbo Bodleian MB.
e Julian's work* show abundant evidences of hit credulity, and Lucian describe*
the powers of witchcraft as fully, and with as much aerkniancaa, as Apoleias.

See Philastratus’s Lifo of AppoUoniue Tjanaau*; JambSichea's Life of Prtheoilier remains ; and far ether phiftoao: Porphyry's de aoto nympharam, and
pbera. see Brucker and bis abridge; Dr. Enfold in his History of Philosophy.
*

goras
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sors of the Catholic biographers of their respected saints; and
our Alfred may be pardoned for following the stream, not only of
his own age, but or the most cultivated classical periods, in believing such wonders on the authority of Gregory, which every
age of the world had concurred to admit to be both practicable

by those whom its different sects and parties reWith such sanction, from both philosophical and popular
One of Alfred’s
belief, it then seemed irrational to doubt them/
He
favourite objects was the moral improvement of his people.

and

pra< etised,

verca.

wisely considered religion to be the most efficacious instrument
of his benevolence, and Gregory’s dialogues were as adapted to
excite pious feelings at that time, as they would now operate
feel that piety allied with nonsense
rather to diminish mem.
or with falsehood, only degrades the Majestic Being whom it pro-

We

He whose wisdom is the most perfect intelligence
and the fountain of all knowledge to us; He whose creations
display a sagacity that has no limit but space, and which appears

fesses to extol.

in forms as multifarious as the countless objects that pervade it,
should be adored with our sublimest reason and knowledge,
Alfred possessed this noble
united with our purest sensibility.
feeling in its full aspiration, but he was compelled to use the maHe chose the best within his
terials which his age afforded.
reach, which was all that was within his power. That they were
not better was his misfortune, but leaves no imputation on his
judgment.
In the Cotton Library there is an Anglo-Saxon MS. of some
selections from St. Austin’s soliloquies/ or, as the manuscript expresses it, 44 The gathering of the flowers,” from St. Austin’s
work. At the end of these flowers is this imperfect sentence,
"Here end the sayings that King Alfred selected from those books
that we call
Here the manuscript terminates.
Malmsbury mentions that Alfred began to translate the Hymns
of David, but that he had hardly finished the first part when he
* So muoh self-delusion and mistake have been oonnecled with miracle* ; so many
are resolvable into accident*, natural agencies, imagination, false perceptions, erroneous judgments, and popular exaggeration, independent of wilful falsehood, that the
cautious mind will believo none but those mentioned in the Scriptures, as no others
have that accumulation of evidence both direct and inferential, which impreases
these upon our belief.
9 It is in Vitelline, A. 15. After three pages of preface, it aa ye, 44 Anjuftinur

Cap cams biceop pophee ppa baec be hip egnum xechance ;
cha baec pine gehaeene pohliquioptim, cha ip be mobep
pineaunge
epeounga.”
1 2Lep enbiaeh cha cpibap
the Clppeb Kming alaep op
chaepe baec cbe pe hacaeh on
MS. p. 56.
Wah»cy aay* of thie MR
• Tractatos

iste quondam ftftit eocleatm, B. Maris de Sowika ut patet ex. fol. 9. litter is
Konmmno^kxonicis post eooaosMtum script os," p. SIR A transcript of this MS.
nda bjr Junius, ie in the Bodleian Library, Jun. 70, and this has the same abrupt

fading.

Wanfey, 06.

:
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There are many MSS. of the Anglo-Saxon translation of
the Psalter extant ;* but it is not in our power to discriminate the
performance of Alfred.
That the king translated the Bible or Testament into AngloSaxon has been stated on some authorities, but the seloctions
which he made for his own use appear to have been confounded

died.*

with a general translation^
In the Harleian Library there

is a MS. of a translation of
romance verse. At the conFrench
into
sop’s,
AS
styled
fables
clusion of her work, the author* asserts that Alfred the king
translated the fables from the Latin into English, from which verMary, the French
sion she turned them into French verse.'
The evidence of her
translator, lived in the thirteenth century.
assertion, as to Alfred being the English translator of the fables,
can certainly only have the force of her individual belief ; and

ns this belief may have been merely founded on popular tradition,
evidence.
Such an assertion
it cannot be considered as decisive
and belief, however, of an authoress of the thirteenth century,
must be allowed to have so much weight as to be entitled to noh

Psalierium transfers aggreasus vix prima parte explicate vivendi finem

Mulmub.

45.

fecit.

,

1
Wanlcy Buys, p. 182, there is a MS. very elegantly written about the time of
Ethelatan, which contains Jerome’s Latin Psalter, with an inlerlineary Saxon TorThere is another interlinesry version in tlie Cotton
sion, in the King’s Library.
Library, Vesp. A. 1, written 1000 years a go, very elegantly, in capital letters. WanThere is another written before the conquest, in Tiberius, C. 6, p. 934.
lcy, 222.
This contains many figures of musical instruments, alleged to be Jewish, and
several coloured drawings on religious subjects. There is another loterlineary version in the Lambeth Library, written in Edgar's reign, or a little before, which oonWsnley, 968.
tains the curious and valuable addition of ancient musical notes.

Spelman has published an Anglo-Saxon Psalter.
SL Martin, he began it. It is clear,
i Flor. Wig. says, that in 887, on the fcaat of
on comparing the passages, that he only meant what Aasor had mentioned, p. 57,
The history of Ely asserts, that he
that he then began to translate some parts.
* almost all the Testranslated all the Bible ; but Boston of Bury snys, that it was
tament.” Spel man’s Life, p.213. Yet ns no MSS. of such a work have been seen,
we cannot accredit the fact beyond the limits mentioned in the text.
She states herself to have
k This author was Mary, an Anglo-Norman poetess.
been born in France, and she seems to have visited England. The thirteenth
volume of the Arclwologia, published by the Antiauarisn Society, contains a dissertation upon her life and writings, by the Abbd La Hue, p. 36-67.
Mary’s words are

“Pot amor le conic Willame
Le plus vaillant de nul rcalme
Meintenur de cesl livre fclre
Engkis cn romans Ireire
JEtopt apelum cent livre

E del

Qu’il translate e

Del

gnu en

I>i reis

Le

fist

Latin

A hires qui

la

escrire

turns

mot Pams

translate puis en Engleis.

Eieobi

rlmee en Franceis.”

UarL MS. 978,

p. 87.

:
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MS.

fables,

of Mary's translation contains
out of which thirty-one only are

iEsop’s.®

But it would seem that Alfred's extensive mind had even condescended to write on one of the rural sports of his day ; for in
the catalogue of MSS. which in 1315 were in the Christ Church
library, we find a treatise of this king on keeping hawks men44
Liber Alured, regis, de custodiendis accipitribus.”®
tioned.
This book corresponds with the fact mentioned by Asser, that
44
to teach his falconers and hawkers,
Alfred was accustomed
and hound-trainers.”*
It has been declared that the Parables of Alfred had great
It is a great loss
edification, beauty, pleasantry, and nobleness/*
to oiir curiosity, perhaps to our education, that we have not these
tales, or moral apologues, which were existing in the reign of

Henry

the

Second/

also praised for his excellence in proverbial sayings.*
collections of this sort have been noticed by his biographer,
Spclman, which may perhaps contain some of his ideas, as they

Alfred

is

Some

were preserved by tradition, and in a later age committed to
writing ; but they are probably not wholly in the phrases of his

own

composition/

m Mom. La Roo thinks, that Alfred was not the author of the English translaHi* reason* are by no mean* concluaive 1st. Asser mention which Mary used.
:

and therefore

his omission of A2sop is of no
2d. Though Malmsbury does not particularize jE*op among the
conscquenco.
translations he enumerates, this argument is indecisive, because Malmsbury expressly states, that the king translated more books than those which he enumerates.

tions

no translations of

Alfred's,

Romans Bibliotbecs Anglorum auribus
Orosius," dtc. Malmsbury only names the
chief of hie translations; a monk would have hardly ranked JSsopinlhis honourable
3d. The abbd's doubt, whether Mary could, in tho thirteenth century, have
class.
understood Alfred's language, is of no great force, because we cannot thiok it unlikely that there should be persona in England who knew both Norman and Saxon,
or that Mary should have learnt Saxon if alie wished it. 4th. As to the feudal expressions which Mary uses, as we have not the English MSS. which ahe translated,
and therefore cannot know what were the actual expressions in that, I think no arumenl can be rested on them. Alfred, in his Boetius, puts king in one place, and
teretogas in another, for Roman conauls.
B Archaolog is, p. 53.
• Wanlry's preface.
p Asser, 43.
* So tho MSS. Chron. Joan. Oxonedce says
“ Parabola eius plurimum habentrs edification is, venuatatis, jocunditatis et nobiNero, D. 2.
Coll. Lib. MSS.
litatis."
u Extant parabola ejua,” dcc uaing nearly
r
Ail. Kiev., who then lived, declares,
n
the same words as Oxenedes, p. 355.
* In proverbiis ita eniluit ut nemo post ilium amplios.” Ann. Eccl. Wint.
Some of these arc noticed in the old English dialogue
1 Angl. Sacra, p. 289.
between the owl end the nightingale,
c
One of these, the least likely to be Alfred's, may be seen in Dr. Hickes's
AnglnJ3axon Grammar, p. 222. The other, which soils belter Alfred’# wisdom, has
been quoted by Sprlman, in his Life of Alfred, and translated from the MS. in the
Cotton Library. See p. 94, of Walker's edition, end 127, of Hearne's. Spelmen'e
extract* may be more valued, ea the Cotton MS. of Galbs, A. 19, was ruined by the
fire which destroyed much valuable antiquity.

His words
decit,

are,

11

Denique plurimam partem

cujus pracipui aunt

libri
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Of Alfred’s manual or memorandum book, which seems to
have existed in Malmsbury’s days,* and which would have been
such a curiosity to modem times, not even a remnant has been
found.

The genius of Alfred was not confined to literature: it also
extended to the arts; and in three of these, architecture, shipbuilding, and gold and silver workmanship, he obtained an excellence which corresponded with his other talents.
Asser mentions, tnat he caused edifices to be constructed from his
own new designs, more venerable and precious than those which
These not only consisted of halls
his predecessors had raised/
and royal apartments, made of wood or stone, in pursuance of
his directions, to the surprise of his contemporaries, but he also
formed cities and towns, some of which he repaired, and others
some he destroyed on their ancient sites, to raise them of
built
w He was so
positions more useful and appropriate.
;

stone, in

earnest ill these improvements, that he procured from many
nations numerous artificers, versed in every sort of building, and
he regularly appropriated a sixth of his yearly revenues to pay
their expenses, and remunerate their labour.*
His talent and cultivation of naval architecture have been

already noticed.
He also taught liis artisans and workers in gold/ and by his
instructions, occasioned many things to be incomparably executed
(we use the epithet of his contemporary) in gold and silver.*
One specimen of his talent in this art yet exists to us in a jewel
of gold, which was found near Athclney.*
In the less valuable pursuits of hunting, falconry, hawking, and
coursing, he was also distinguished/
° Mtlmibory'i references to this, show, that it was not a mere receptacle for
devout extracts, but was rather a general commonplace book; for he cilei from it
some traits of biography, and observations on a piece of poetry. * Qui cniin legit
msnualcm librum regia Elfredi, rcperict Kenteram Beat! Aldhelmi pstrum non
fuisse regia Inc germanum sed arctiaaima neoessitudine consanguineum,” lib. r,
De Pont 341. Again, speaking of Aldhelm, he says, he cultivated Anglo-Saxon
poetry, “ Adeo at, teste libro Elfredi, de quo superius dixi, nullo unquam state par
ei (merit quisouam poesin Anglieam posse face re, tantum com pone re, eadem apposite
Deninue commemorat Elfredua carmen trivial© quod adbue
vel eanere vel dicere.
vulgo cantitstur Aldchnunra fecisse.” By the next paragraph, Alfred seems to have
reasoned upon the subject. His manual was therefore the repository of his own
occasional literary reflections; for Malmsbory adds, speaking still of Alfred,
AdjicUns eammm qua probet rmtionabililer, tantum virum his que videsntur frivols,
instituisse populum eo tempore semibarbornm, parora divinis aermonibua inleotum,

statim can tails missis, corsitare aolitnm," p. 34SL
v Et cdificia supra onioem anteoessonim soornm consuetudinem venerabiliora at
Asser, 43.
pretioaiora nova ana machinstiooe fkcere* Ibid. 58.
Mbid. 43.
* Asser, 58.
« Ibid. 66.
* On one aide is a rode outline of a human figure apparently sitting, and holding
what sesxn like two flowers. On tho other aide is a flower; it is much ornamented,
and the workmanship is said to be excellen t The inscription exp resses, that it was

made by Alfred's
* Asmr, 43.

orders.
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IV.

Alfreds Poetical Composition.

To

the other accomplishments of his mind Alfred endeavoured
add that of poetry. Fond of Saxon poems from his infancy,
he found pleasure in attempting to compose them; and the
metrums of Boetius afforded him the opportunity of practising
his powers of language in this interesting art.
to

The great characteristic of Saxon versification was the position
of a few words in short lines, with a rhythmical effect As far as
we can now discern, there were no rules of artificial prosody to
lie observed ; but the ear was to be gratified by a rhythm or
musical effect in the pronunciation and any brief sequence of syllables that would produce this pleasure was used and permitted.
It would be presumptuous, now that the Anglo-Saxon has so
long ceased to be sjjokcn, to decide peremptorily on the merit of
;

Alfred’s versification, which must have depended so much on the
But as far as can be
colloquial tones and cadences of his day.
judged from a comparison of it with the compositions of Cedmon,
the odes in the Saxon Chronicle, and the poem on Beowulf, it has
not their general strength and fulness of rhythm. Though at times
sufficiently successful, it is weaker and less elevated than their
style, and is not often much more musical than his own prose.
Of its poetical feeling and mind wc can better judge, as he has
translated the metrums also into prose ; and it may be said, without injustice, that his verse has less intellectual energy than his
prose.
The diction is amplified to admit of its ticing made
nearer to poetry, hut it is rather diluted than improved. Here
and there a few expressions of greater vigour occur, but, in
general, the prose is not only more concise, but also more spirited

and more clear.
Yet it is only

in

comparison with

his

own

prose that the merit

His superior intellect in
imitating and emulating, and sometimes passing beyond his original, has given it a value of thought ana feeling, an infusion of
moral mina, and a graceful case of diction, which wc shall look
for in vain, to the same degree and effect, among the other remains of the Anglo-Saxon poetry.
The reader who compares the description of the Golden Age,
and the stories of Eurydicc and Circe, inserted before from

of Alfred’s poetry

is

thus questioned.

Alfred’s prose, with his translations of the

same

into verse, will

;

:

;
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perceive that his poetry has not increased their interest. They
are too long to be inserted here. But it will be a just respect to
his memory to insert some of his other versifications of tnc mctrums of Boetius, as specimens of the usual style of his poetical
He has so amplified and varied his originals as to make
diction.
much of them his own compositions. The amount of the poetry
of the king’s mind will best appear from comparing the following
effusions with the originals in Boetius, w'hich arc also given:

ON SERENITY OF MIND.
Alfred

Boetius

.

With black

Thou mightest of the sun
Manifestly think;
And of all the other stars
Of those that behind cities
Shine the brightest.
That if before them wan
The atmosphere should hang,
They cannot then
Sena forth the beams of their light
While the thick mist prevails.

So often the mild sea,
Clear as gray glass,
The southern wind

.

clouds hidden, do light
Lib. i. met. 7.

can the stars emit

If the rolling sea the turbid south

wind should mingle, the wave, before
glassy and serene, sordid with diffused mud, would obstruct the sight.

Grimly disturbs;

Then mingle
The mighty waves
The great whales rear up.
Then rough that becomes,
Which before serene

Was

to the sight.

So often a spring
Wells up from a hoary
Cool ana clear,

And

Ibid.

the lofty moundevious river is often resisted by the obstructing stone, loosened
from the rock. Lib. i. met. 7.

As wandering from

tains, the

cliff,

flows spaciously right on.

runneth over the earth
Till it gets within it
Great stones from the mountains
And in the midst of it
It

fall,

Lie, trundled
the rock.

From
In
It

two parts afterwards
becomes divided.

The transparent is disturbed
The streams mingle;
The brook is turned aside
From its right course.
Flowing

into riven*

Ho now the darkness

Of thy

heart

If thou also wilt, with a clear light,
behold the truth, in the right path

;

:

;

; :

;
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Alfred,

Will of my

light

The doctrine withstand,
And thy mind’s thoughts

IBook v.

Boetiue.
direct your steps: drive away joys;
drive away fear ; chase hope.
Ibid.

Greatly disturb.
But if now thou desirest
That thou m&yest well

This true

light clearly know
believe in that light
Thou must dismiss

To

The idle excess of riches
Unprofitable joy.
Thou must also the evil
Fear wholly dismiss

Of the

world’s difficulties.

Nor must thou be for them
At all in despair
Nor do thou ever let
Prosperity weaken thee
Lest thou Bhouldst become,

With arrogance

from that.

Again confounded

And be too elevated
By the enjoyments
Of this world’s riches.
Nor, again, too weakly
Despair of any good

When

in the world,

Nor
is

let

grief be preseht

in a cloud,

where these reign.

Lib.

Adversity of most things
Oppresses thee
And thou thyself

Most strongly

The mind

and bound with chains
i.

met

7.

pressest forwards.

Because always

is

The mind’s thought
Much bound with sorrow
If these evils can disturb it
With which it struggles within.
Because both these two
Draw together, over the mind
The mists of error
So that on it the eternal sun
May not hence shine upon it

On

account of the black mists
Before that it has become
strengthened.
P. 155.

OK TUI NATURAL EQUALITY OF MANKIND.
The

citixens of earth,

Inhabitants of the ground.
All had

One like beginning.
They of two on)y
All came;

Men and

women,
Within the world.

All the human race arises on the
earth from a like origin. There is

one father of events: one administers
all things.

;;

;: ;

;

;
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And they

also

now

Boetiut.

yet

AU alike
Come into the world
The splendid and the

lowly.

This is no wonder,
Because all know
That there is one God

Of all

creatures

Lord of mankind

The Father and

He

the Creator.

the sun’s light

He

Giveth from the heavens;
The moon, and ihis

Of the

He
earth

At the

Why

beginning
under the skies

first

folk

Every

met

find

not noble.

do ye from nobility

Now

exalt yourselves?
In his mind let

Every one of men
Be rightly noble,

As I have mentioned to thee,
The inhabitants of the earth
Nor only in the flesh;
But yet every man
That is by all
His vices subdued
First abandons
His origin of life,
his

own

Nobility from himself
And also which the Father
At the beginning made for him.

For

this, will

The Almighty God
Unnoble him
That he noble no more
Thenceforth might be,
In the world

Nor come
VOL.

i.

to the earth,

sky.

He

and the

inclosed

in

Why do you clamour on your birth
and ancestors ? If you consider your
beginning and your author, Goa, no
one exists that is not noble. Lib. iii.

then do ye ever

Without cause?
you do not

And

the

men.

Now

Why

to

equally noble

sort of

Over other men
Thus arrogate

Any

and

limbs the minds sought from the loft?
seat Therefore he made all mortals
a noble race.

soul to the body.

He made

gave men

stars

united

The

his rays,

greater stars.

He made
Men on the
And
The

to Phmbus
moon her horns.

gave

to the

to glory.

P. 171.

38

0.

;;

;;

;
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ON TYRANTS.
Boetius.

Alfred.

The

Hear dow one discourse

Of those

Unrighteous
Kings of the earth,

That now here with many

And

various garments,
Bright in beauty,
Wonderously shine
On high seats
Clothed in gold

And

whom you

see sitting
of the throne,
splendid with their Bhining purple;
hedged with dismal weapons ; threatening with grim countenance ; breathless with the rage of the heart.

on the

proud,

kings

lofty elevation

jewels.

Without these stand around
Innumerable
Thegns and earls
That are adorned

With

warlike decorations;

Illustrious in battle

With swords and belts
Very glittering
And who attend him

With great glory.
They threaten everywhere
The surrounding
Other nations

And

the lord careth not.

That governs this army,
For either friends' or enemies’
Life or possessions

But

he, a fierce mind,
Rests on every one,
Likest of anv thing
To a fierce hound.

He

is

exalted

Within in his mind
For that power
That to him every one

Of his dear

princes

Gives and supports.
If men then would

Wind

from him
These kingly ornaments,
Each of his garments,
And him then divest
off

Of that retinue
And that power
That he before had,

Then

thou shouldest see

That he would be very

Some

of those

That most

Now, with

Pm

like

men

diligently
their services,

round about him.
If he be not worse

If from these proud ones any one
should draw aside the covering of
their gaudy apparel, he will see that
the lords are bound with chains within.

;

Cbap.

;

;
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tyred.
I

Boetitu.

think he will be no better.

him then ever,
Unexpectedly, chance should happen
That he should be deprived
Of that glory, and garments,

If to

And retinue, and that power
That we have spoken about
If from him any of these things
Were taken away,
1 know that he would think
Then he was crawling in a prison,

Or indeed bound with

ropes.

can assert
That from this excess of every thing
Of food and clothes, wine, drinks,
And sweetmeats,
Most strongly would increase

For here greedy

1

lust pours

venom on

their hearts: here turbid anger, rais*

waves, lashes the mind; or
sorrow wearies her captives; or dcceitfiil hope torments tnom.
ing

its

Of that luxuriousness
The great furious course.
Much disturbed would be
His intellectual mind.
every man

To

Thence must come
Extraordinary evils,
And useless quarrels
Then they become angry.

To them

it

happens

That within are

in their hearts

afflicted,

Their thoughts in their minds

With this strong fire
Of hot-hcartedness,
And afterwards fierce sorrow
Also bindeth them
Hard imprisoned.

Then afterwards beginneth
Hope to some
Greatly to

lie

About that revenge of battle
Which the anger desireth
Of one and of the other,
It

promises them

all

Which their contempt
Of right may enjoin.
I told

Since, then, you tee that one head

thee before

In this

same

book,

That of the various creatures
Each single one

Some good
Always desired
From his own
Ancient nature

But the unrighteous
Kings of the earth
Cannot ever
Accomplirii any good

has so

many

it

wishes.

prewed by their
performs not what

tyrants,

iniquitous sway,
Lib.

it

iv.

met

2.

;

:

:
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the evil

That I have mentioned.
It is no wonder,
Because they love the vices

Which I named before,
And to which only
They are always subject

P. 186.

ON COVETOUSNESS.

What will the rich man be,
The worldly, covetous one,

Though the rich miser should be in
a flowing whirlpool of gold, he could

In his mind the better,
should much possess
Of gold and gems
Ana of every good :
Possessions innumerable;

not satisfy his appetite for wealth.
Let him adorn his neck with the berries of the Red Sea, and cleave his
rich soils with a hundred oxen.

Though he

And

for

him men

Should plough every day
A thousand acres !

Though

And

this

world

Biting cares will not quit him while

this race of men

he lives, nor can his trivial riches
accompany him when dead. Lib. iii.

Should be under the sun
South, west, and cast,

To

met.

3.

power

his

All subjected,
He could not
Of these acquisitions
Hence lead away

From

this

world

Any thing more
Of his treasured property
Than he hither brought.

P. 169.

ON SELF-GOVERNMENT.

He

that would

lie that would be powerful, let

Possess power,

tame

Then

reins his

let

him

first toil

him

mind, nor submit to foul
neck bowed down by lust

his fierce

That he of his self
In his mind have
Power within
Unless ho ever
be to his vices

Would

Entirely subjected
Let him expel from his mind
Many of those
Various anxieties
That to him are useless
Let him dismiss some
Of his complaints and miseries.

Though

to him should
All this world,
as the great streams
Surround it without,

So

For though the remote Indian earth
should tremble at thy command, and
Thule serve thee, vet it is not
in their power to expel gloomy care,
farthest

;

;: ;

;
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Be given to hie possession,
Even so wide
As now westmost is,
Where on island lietb
Out on the ocean

nor to drive
plaints.

away your miserable com-

Lib. iiL

met

fi.

is no
Night in summer,

In which

Nor more

in

winter

Of any day
Distinguished by time

Which

is

called Tile.

Though now any alone
Governed

To
To

all

this island

And

also thence

India eastward

Though he now
Might

all that

possess,

Why should

his

power be

Ought the greater
he afterwards hath not
Power over himself
If

In hi9 thoughts,

And does

not earnestly

Guard himself well
In words and deeds
Against the vices

That we before have mentioned

1

P. 170.

THE EXCERSIVENEflS OF THE HINDI

have wings

1

Swifter than the birds ;
With them I can fly
Far from the earth,
Over the high roof
Of this heaven.
And there I now must
Wing thy mind,

With my

the hated earth, surmounts the globe
of the immense air, and sees (he clouds
behind her.

feathers,

To

look forth
Till that thou mayest

This world
And every earthly thing
Entirely overlook

Thou mayest over

the skies

Extensively
Sport with thy wings,
Far up over

The heavens

to

have rapid wings that can ascend

the heights of the pole, which theswitl
mind puts on when she looks down on

wind

Afterwards to view
Above over all.

Thou mayest

also go
Above the fire
That many years ascends flu

38 *

; ;

;

;

;
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and the firmament
So as to it at the beginning
The Father appointed.
Betwixt the

air

That thou mayeBt afterwards
With the Sun

Go betwixt
The other stars.
Thou mightest

Warmed

by the motion of the agile
transcends the vortex of fire,
till it rises to the star-bearing domes,
and touches on the paths of Phoebus.
ether,

it

soon

full

In the firmament

Above afterwards advance

And then

To

continuously

the coldest

Only star
That outmost

Of

all

is

the stars.

This Saturnus

The

inhabitants of the sea call

Or it may accompany the journey of
the chill old man, as a soldier of the
radiant star ; or shining wherever night
is painted, it may retrace the circle of
the star ; and when sufficiently B&tiated,
it may leave the extremity of the pole
and, partaker of the revered light, press
towards the summit of the swift ether.

Under the heavens,
lie is the cold
All icy planet.

He

wanders outmost

Over all,
Abovo the other

stars.

Afterwards thou then
From this may upheave thyself

To go

forth

Thou mayest proceed farther
Then wouldest thou afterwards soon
Ascend above the firmament
In

swift course.

its

If thou goest on right

Thou wouldest then the highest
Heaven leave behind.
Then mightest thou afterwards

Of

the true light
thy portion.
the Only
Widely governs,

Have

Whence

King

Above the firmament.

And below
And in like manner

rules

All the creatures
Of the world.
the Wise King,
he that governs
Over the nations of men,

This
This

is

And

all

is

the other

Kings of the

oarth.

He

with his bridle
Hath restrained around
All the revolutions
Of earth and heaven.

He his
Well

governing reins

coerces.

IIo governs ever

Here the Lord of Kings holds the
sceptre and governs the reins of the
world, and, stable himself, rales the
swift car, the splendid arbiter of things.

—

;

Caar.

;

!
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Through

his strong might
All the swift cars
Of heaven and earth.

He

the only judge is steadfast,
Unchangeable,
Beauteous, and great.
If thou tufnest right in thy
Up to that country,
Thou wilt find it

A noble place

way

If that road should meet thee returning, which now forgetful you inquire
for,

you may Bay

:

Though thou now yet
Hast not obtained it
If thou ever again
There canst come,

Then wilt thou say,
And soon declare
:

“This

“

entirely
kindred,
Earth, and country.
is

My own

remember that this

I

this is

Formerly from henco
came, and was born
Through the might of this
I will never
Depart hence from it,
But I always here

my

is

my country;

birth-place: here I will rest"

I

artificer.

Will softly

With my wings
Firmly

desire

to stand.'

If to thee

1

then

should ever again happen,
That thou wilt or must
The world's darkness
Again try;
Thou mightest easily look on
The unrighteous kings of the earth.
And the other arrogant rich,
It

That this weary
Worst torment

If you should like to revisit the earthly night you have left, you would sec

what

fierce banished tyrants the mise-

rable people fear.

Lib.

iv.

met

1.

folk

And see that always
They be very wretched
Unmighty
In every thing
Even the same
That they, wretched folk.

Some

while

now

Most strongly dreaded.

P. 184.

HU
O children

of men,
Over the world
Every one of the free
Try for that eternal good
Thai we have spoken of.
!

!

PICTURE OP FUTURITY.
Hither come, all ye captives, whom
deceitful desire, blunting your earthly
minds, binds in its vicious chains

;

;

;
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V.

for those riches

That we hare mentioned.

He

that then

now

is

Narrowly bound

With the useless love
Of this large world.
Let him seek speedily
Full freedom,

That he may advance
To the riches
Of the soul’s wisdom.
Because

The

this is

only rest of all labours;

A desirable port
To high ships
Of our mina
The great and
This

That

Here will be the rest to your labours.
Here, the serene port; a tranquil abode.
Here, the only asylum open to the
wretched.

mild habitation.
the only port
will last for ever

is

After the waves
Of our troubles,
Of every storm,

Always
This

is

mild.
the place of peace,

And the only comforter
Of all distresses,
After this world’s troubles.

This

Not

Tagus may give

is the pleasant station
After these miseries

golden sands, or

To possess.

tering bank, or Indus near the

And

I

earnestly

That the

know

gilded vessel,

The silvery treasure,
The Btonc fortress of gems,
Or riches of the world
To the mind’s eye

all

that

Hermus from

in its

its glit-

warm

circle mingling green gems with white,
can enlighten the sight ; but they make
the mina more blind from their darkening effects.

Can never

bring any light.
Nothing can recompense
Its acuteness,

But the contemplation

Of

the truer riches

But such things strongly

The mind’s eye
Of every one of men
Blind in their breast,
When they to it

Are made

brighter.

But all things
That in this present
Life so please.
Are slender,

Earthly things,

And

to be fled from.

Whatever of these pleases and excites
the mind, earth nourishes in its lowest
caverns.

:

!

;;

:
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The

radiance by which Heaven is
governed and flourishes, shins the ob»
pc u red ruins of the soul.

But wonderful iis that
Beauty and brightness,

With every creature

Which beauty
And after that

458

illuminates,

Governs all
This Governor will not
That we should destroy

Our souls,
But he himself will them
Enlighten with light;
The Ruler of life.
If then

Whoever can remark this light will
deny the beams of Phirbus their lustre.

any man

With the clear eyes
Of his mind,

Lib.

iii.

met. 10.

May ever behold
Of heaven’s light
The lucid brightness,
Then he

will say.

That the brightness of the sun
Will be darkness.
If any man
Should compare it

With the

superior light

Of God Almighty.
That

will

be to every

spirit

Eternal without end
To happy souls. P. 181, 182.

HIS ADDBESS TO TIIE DEITY.

O

thou Creator
Of the shining stare
Of heaven and the earth
Thou on high throne
Eternal govemest.
And thou swiftly all
The heaven turnest round,
And through thy

Holy might
Compel lest the stare
That they should obey
Thus the sun

Oh Framer of the starry world ! who*
resting on thy perpetual throne, turnest
the heaven with a rapid whirl, and compel lest the stars to endure a law Lib. i.
m.

5.

thee.

Of the black night
The darkness extinguishes
Through thy might.

With pale light
The bright planets
The moon tempers
effect of thy power.
while also the sun
Bereaveth that of its
Bright light

Through the

A

When

it may happen
That near enough

It

necessarily comes.

As now the moon, with her full horn
of light imbibing all her toother’s flames,
hideth the lesser stars : now pale with
obscure horn, nearer to Pbrnbus loses
her lustre.
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Morning star
That we with another name

The evening

star
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As Hesperus in the first hours of night

emerges with chilling beams ; and again
as the morning star, when Phcebusmcs
changes his accustomed

Here named:
Thou compellest this
That he the sun’s

rule.

Path should precede,
Every year
He shall go on
Before him to advance.

O

Thou,

Father,

Makest of summer

.

Very

stay

hot.

the winter days,

Wonderously short
Times hast thou appointed.
Thou,

to the trees

Givest the south and west.
Which before, black storms
From the north and east
Had deprived
Of every leaf

By

the

more

leaf-flow-

frost,

confinest the light to a shorter
Thou, when the fervid summer
shall come, dividest the active
hours of

The long days

To

Thou, with the cold of the

ing

:

the night

Thy power tempers the various year,
so that the leaves which the breath
of
Boreas takes away, the mild zephyr reclothes ; and the seeds which Arcturus
beheld, Sirius burns in their tall harvest

hostile wind.

Oh ! how on earth
All creatures
Obey tby command
As in the heavens

Nothing, forsaking its ancient law,
work of its own station. Governing all things with a certain end,
Thou, deservedly our ruler! disdainest
to restrain the actions of men only.
quits the

Some do
In mind and power.
But men only
Against thy will
Oftenest struggle.
Hail
Oh thou Eternal,
And thou Almighty,
!

Of

all

creatures

Creator and ruler.
Pardon thy wretched
Children of the earth,

Mankind
In the course of tby

Why,

O eternal

might

God

!

Wouldst thou ever
That fortune

At her will
Should go

To

evil

men!

in

every

She

way

so strongly

rail oft

Should hurt the

Why should

slippery fortune take 00
turns!
Noxious pain due to
crime presses the innocent

many

guiltless.

;

!
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men

Evil

Over the

On

Boetnu,
But perverse manners ait on the lofty
throne, and the guilty tread on the
righteous neck by an unjust change.

sit

earth's

kingdoms

high seats.

Who

tread down the holy
their feet
know no crimes.

Why

should fortune

They
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Under

Virtue hidden in obscurity lives unseen, bright in its darkness. The just
endure the crime of the wicked.

Move so perversely ?
Thus are hidden
Here on the world
Over many cities

The bright arta
The unrighteous always
Have in contempt
Those that are, than them
Wiser in right
Worthier ot power.

The

A

false lot is

long while

Covered by frauds.

Now,

These, no perjury, no fraud, dressed
with falsehood, hurt; but when they
choose to use their strength, they rejoice to subdue the greatest kings,
whom innumerable people fear.

in the world here,
Impious oaths

Hurt not man.

O

If thou now,
Ruler,
Wilt not steer fortune.
But at her self-will
Lettest her triumph.

Then

1

know

That thee

will

Worldly men doubt

Over the

parts of the globe,

Except a few only.

Oh,

my

Lord

O

now behold thy wretched earth,
connectest the union of all things.
mankind, not a vile part of so great
a work, are shaken by the sea of fortune.
Ruler, repress the rapid waves, and
with the law that rules the immense
heaven, keep steady thy solid earth.

!

who

Thou

Of

that overseest all
the world's creatures.

We
O

Look now on mankind
With mild eyes.

Now
Of

they here in many
the world's waves

Struggle and labour.
Miserable earth citizens
Forgive them now. P. 153.

The preceding facts of Alfred’s studies, translations, additions,
and compositions, enable us to perceive the great improvements
which they diffused upon the intellect of the Anglo-Saxon nation.
By his Orosius and Bede, he made the general history and geography of the world, and the particular history of England, a
art of the mind of his countrymen ; and, by his Bede, he made
Cistorical fame an object of ambition to his royal successors for
;

that exhibited to their

own

eyesight

how

their predecessors hail

;
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been recorded and applauded. By transmitting to posterity the
of Ohthere ana Wulfstan’s voyages, he made such expeditions interesting to the nation, fixed them in their memory, and
insured their future imitation. By his Boetius he poured a great
number of moral thoughts and feelings among his rude AngloSaxons, 'which they had never considered or experienced before
and by cultivating poetical versification he increased the popuHe found the
larity and improvement of that pleasing art.
English mind unformed and barren, and he led it to knowledge,
His attachment
civility, moral sentiment, and moral reasoning.
to religion increased its influence among his descendants and in
detail

his country.

another point of view in which the intellectual
upon his country has not yet been
This is the easy, fluent, and lively prose style, which
considered.
it may be seen from the extracts already given, that he So pecu-

But there

is

benefit that Alfred conferred

form by his translations and additions to
The work is not a mere literal version of the Latin
Boetius.
diction, into a servile corresponding one, as the Anglo-Saxon
Psalter, published by Spelman, in which every Latin word is
rendered, however harshly, by a similar English one. Alfred’s
Boetius, even where he translates exactly, is done with the freedom
liarly contributed to

of a master, who uses his own style without departing from his
The best prose style of all countries is that
author’s meaning.
which men of superior intellect use, who, to much literary cultivation, add much intercourse with public affairs, and with the
The activity
highest classes of the society in which they live.
of their daily life gives a spirit and freedom to their minds and
thoughts, which pervade their colloquial diction ; and this, when
olisned by the most cultivated urbanity of the day, and enlarged
Ey the more extensive subjects of their studies, and the greater
correctness of meditative composition, becomes superior to any
that the world or the closet can singly create.
Alfred’s Boetius
Its form of dialogue
in every part displays these excellencies.
favoured their union. It is clear, easy, animated, attractive, and
It comes the nearest to our present best English
impressive.
prose style of all the Anglo-Saxon prose writings that have survived to us, and entitles Alfred to be considered os the venerable
father of our best English diction, as well as our first moral essayist

We

may dose our review of his intellectual character with
remarking, as an additional subject for our admiration, that not
above two centuries and a half elapsed, between the first appearance of literature among the Anglo-Saxons, and the formaHas any country, within so short a
tion of Alfred’s mind.
period, produced in itself an intellect amongst its sovereigns, that
combined so many excellencies T
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Alfred's Moral Character.

We

have contemplated Alfred as the student, and the man of
and in his public character. Let us proceed to review
his conduct in more interesting relations.
To educate our children in the best improvements and noblest
virtues of our times, is to perform a duty the most sacred which
we owe to society, and its rarent. If as reason hopes, and revelation assures us, He, who called man into being, is interested in
liis concerns, no event can more propitiate his favour, than the
gradual improvement of his creation. If one idea can predomiliterature,

nate over others in the divine economy of human affairs, it is
reasonable to believe, that it must be the plan of our moral and
intellectual progression.
Whoever leaves his offspring more informed and more virtuous than himself, accelerates this favourite
scheme of supreme goodness, and claims the gratitude of society

whom

he

benefits.

was a

great example to posterity in this path of duty.
He had
as solicitous to improve his family as himself.
ASthclfied a, Edseveral children; some died in their infancy/
ward, Ethclgiva, Alfritha, and ASthelwcard, survived him. Edward and Alfritha were educated in the royal court with great
Alfred

He was

They were accustomed

to filial duty towards their
behave with mildness and affability towards others,
whether strangers or natives. Asser remarks, that they retained
these estimable qualities at the period in which he wrote.
They
were induced to improve their minds with all the lilieral learning
which could then be obtained. Besides the hymns of devotion,
they were studiously taught Saxon books, and particularly Saxon
poetry; and they were accustomed to frequent reading.
-/Ethel wcard, his youngest son, received a sort of public education ; he was committed to the diligent care of proper teachers,
with almost all the noble children of the province, and with many

attention.

parent,

and

to

1*

Asicr, mentioning his living children, adds, “ Exceptis hi* qoi in infant ia morto
aunt,” p. 42. Rudborne mentions that Edmond was his drat,
born, whom his lather had crowned as hia intended successor. He died a little before his father, and waa buried in the old monastery at Winchester, * as appears,*'
says Eudborne, M by hia marble on hia tomb, on the north aide of tho alter, which is
9
inscribed, Hie jaeet Edronndos Ran, filii Alfred! regia.*
Hitt. Mag. Wint. p. 207.
b Asser 43.
?
•

pnmniente pneoccupati

VOL.

I.

39
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of inferior ranks* There they were all assiduously instructed in
Latin and Saxon : they learned also the art of writing, to which
literature owes its existence.
By these institutions, the season of
their youth was employed to inform and enlarge their minds.
When their matured age gave the requisite strength, they were
exercised in hunting and those robust arts, which by the habits
of society at that time, were made honourable and popular.®
The most exquisite luxury which aged parents can enjoy,
when the charms of life and all the pleasures of sense are fast
fading around them, is to see their parental care rewarded by a
dutiful, affectionate, and intelligent offspring.
Alfred enjoyed this
happiness, which he had so well merited.
iEthelfleda, his eldest,
became a woman of very superior mind : such were its energies,
that they even reached a masculine strength.
She is extolled, in
the ancient chronicles, as the wisest lady in England.
Her
brother Edward governed his life in its best actions by her counsels.
After she was married to Ethelrcd, the governor of Mercia,
she built several cities, and upon all occasions displayed a statesman’s skill, and an Amazonian activity
The reign of Edward was distinguished by its vigour and prosperity.
Some of the last instructions of Alfred to his son nave
been popularly preserved,® and they deserve to be quoted, for their
pathetic simplicity, their political wisdom, and the proof which
they afford of this monarch’s anxiety for the welfare of his sub11

.

jects.

“ Thou,” quoth Alfred, “ my dear son, set thee now beside me,
and I will deliver thee true instructions. My son, I feel that my
hour is coming. My countenance is wan. My days are almost
done.
We must now part. I shall to another world, and thou
shalt be left alone in all my wealth. I pray thee (for thou art my
dear child) strive to be a father, and a lord to thy people. Be
• Asscr, 43.
iEtlrelwoard lived iwenty.onc years after hia father, and died 933, in
the beginning of tho reign of Athelstan. MalL West 359.
d The diffieultjjr.and sufferings of her first parturition, deterred her from the
chance of a repetition. She protested that it did not become a king's daughter to
pursue any pleasure which was attended with such inconvenience. Malmsb. 46.
He describee her, w Favor civium, pavor boatium, immodici cordis famina. Virago
potenlissima multum fratrem juvarc conail i is, in urbibus extruendia non minus valere, non discernae polio re fortuna, an virtute ; ut mulier viroa domes! icoa protegeret,
alienoe toreret."
Ib. 46,
The Chronicle MS. Nero. A. 6, says of her, “Per cujua
frater suus Ed ward us multo melius in regno actua auoa dirigebat" p. 6.
an i
* This is the conclusion of the Cotton MSS. mentioned before, p. 440.
Of thie
work Spelman says, fairly, “ I cannot think it fit to offer them into the world as an
instance of what the king composed ; for they are not bit very work in the Saxon
tongue, but a miscellany col lection of some later author, who, according to his own
faculty, hath, in a broken English, put together such of the sayings of king Alfred,
aa he met withal." p. 135. Wanley says, the fragment is in Norman Saxon, “cirea
tempos Henriei II. aot Riehardi I. conacriptum in quo onntineutor q madam ex proverbitfi et apothefmatia idfredi regia mpfentiaaimi," p. 331.
enpv of the Gslba
MS. of this work it elated to exist in MS. at Oxford, in the Bodleian Library.

—
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thou the children’s father, and the widow’s friend. Comfort thou
and, with all thy might, right
the poor, and shelter the weak
that which is wrong.
And, son, govern thyself, by law ; then
shall the Lord love thee, and God above all things shall be thy
reward. Call thou upon him to advise thee in alt thy need, and
so shall he help thee, the better to compass that which thou
;

wouldest,’*

ASthelweard became a man celebrated for his learning.*
Alfritha obtained an honourable marriage.*1
have mentioned, in a preceding chapter,* Baldwin, with the iron arm,
count of Flanders, who carried off, with friendly violence, Judith,
the widow of Ethel wulf, and of Alfred’s brother Ethelbald.
The
son of this marriage, which the king of France at last sanctioned, was Baldwin the Bald. It was lie who obtained the hand
of Alfritha ; their offspring was Arnulfy who is mentioned with
expressions of celebrity, and who succeeded bis father in 918>
From a descendant of Arnulf was born Mathilda, the wife of
William the Conqueror.
It is the invariable dictate of benevolence, never to be inattentive to the comforts of others.
Alfred displayed this accomplished temper in his arrangement of his household.
He divided
all his noble attendants into three bodies, and he regulated their

We

r

Spelman,

“Ac

p. 131.

This

collection begins thus

Siepopb pecen Thainep manic,

Fclc Bipcopep anb pele boc lepeb,
Cplep pjiube
Kmhcep egloche.
Thcp paer €ple Alppich op the lage pputh pipe,

Anb cc Alppeb
Gngle hipbe, Gngle bapling.
On Gnglonb he pap king, bem he gan lepen
Spo him hepen miheen, hu hi hepe lip leben pcolben.
Alfred be was on Englclond a king well swithe strong.

He waa king and clerk. Well he luvied God's werk
He waa wise on hit word, and war on his speechc.
He
The 5th

teas the wioeote

article ii

man

worth quoting

in

that tcat on Engelind,”

Spclman's translation.

:

Ibid. p.

1

27.

u Thus,” quoth Alfred,

M
without wisdom, wealth is worth little. Though a man had an hundred and
•eventy acres sown with gold, and all grew like corn, yet were all that wealth worth
nothing unless that of an enemy one could make it become his friend. For what
differs gold from a stone, but by discreet using of it T* p. 130.
f To this son, Alfred, by his will, devised land in seventeen places, beside that of
the Weal district, and 500 pounds.
b
Vol. i. p. 921.
Alfred bequeathed to her 100 pounds, and three manors.
i Her relation Ethelwerd, thus speaks of this marriage : “ Alfred misit Alftbrythc
filiam soam ad partes German im Baldwino in matrimonium qui genuit ab ea Alios
duos, Athulfum et Earnulfum; duas Alias nuoqoe, Eelehwid eft Earmenlroth.”
Prologue Ethel w. p. 831. The Chronioon Sithense in Booquet's Recoeil, tom. is.
p. 74, places the marriage in 898.
The Chronicon Alberiei mistakes both the name
end parentage of the lady, for it calls her Ethclwioda, and makes her Alfred's granddaughter, fifiam Alim sum. Booq. tom. it. p. 61.
* Bouquet's
Recoeil, tom. 1
p. 158.
1

l
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personal services with a kind regard to their convenience, as well
as to his own. He exacted the attendance of one of the divisions
for a month, and afterwards allowed the persons who composed
it to return home to their families and affairs, while another supplied their place for the same period.
By this regular routine,
Alfred was carefully served, and an ample time was afforded to
He was
his attendants to watch over their private concerns.
also scrupulously exact in the distribution and application of his
yearly revenue. He ordered his officers to divide it into two
general portions. These portions he again subdivided, and appropriated each division to a peculiar and inalienable service.
One of his allotments, a sixth of his income, he set apart for
his warriors and noble attendants ; he gave to each according to
his dignity and to his services.
Another sixth he devoted to the
workmen in architecture, whom he collected from several nations.
Another sixth he appropriated to foreigners who came to him,
whatever might be their country, whether remote or near, whether they claimed his bounty, or awaited its voluntary descent;
they received each a portion according to their worthiness,
which was given with admirable discretion.™
The other half of his revenue was consecrated to religious
objects.
This he also separated again, and commanded his
officers to nut it into four shares.
One of these, being one-eighth
of his whole income, was prudently administered to the poor of
every nation who came to him. In distributing this, he rememlicred the axiom of Pope Gregory ; “ Give not little to him who
needs much, nor much to him who needs little ; refuse not to the
man who should have something, and give not to him who
deserves nothing. 1 ’
Another eighth was paid to the two monasteries he built, for their maintenance.
Another eighth was for
the school which he had diligently made up from many nobles of
his nation.
Another eighth was dispersed among the neighbouring monasteries of West Saxony and Mercia.
In some years he
made donations to the churches and clergy in Wales, Cornwall,
France, Bretagne, Northumbria, and Ireland, according to his
1

ability."

Allred was an exact economist of his time, without which
indeed nothing great can be achieved. He had not those heralds
of its lapse which we can make so minute and exact ; but he was
sensible, that to do all he projected, he must divide his day, and
appropriate every part.
The darkness of the night afforded him no natural means of
measuring the progress of the revolving globe; and as clouds
and rain often concealed the sun, which is the only chronometer
of uncultivated man, he was compelled to frame some method of
i
r,

65.

Ibid, 65, 66.

—
Chap.

;:
;
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marking his day into regular intervals.* Mechanics were then
so little known, either in theory or practice, that Alfred had not
the aid of this science, from which most of our comforts, both
domestic and political, have arisen. He used a simple expedient
chaplains, by his orders, procured wax, ana he ordered
seventy-two denarii of it to be made into six equal candles, each
candle to be twelve inches long, which were separately marked.
These candles, successively used, lasted through the whole
twenty-four hours, and of course every inch marked the lapse of
twenty minutes; but sometimes the wind rushing in through the
windows and doors, the numerous chinks of the walls,* or the
slender covering of the tents, consumed the candles with undue
celerity.
To cure this evil, which confused his calculation, he
thought skilfully and wisely, says Asscr q and the result of this
skill and wisdom was the invention of lnnthoms.
He found that
the white horn became pellucid like glass/ and with this and
wood, a case for his candle was (mirabiliter) admirably made.
By these schemes, which our clocks and watches make us deride,
he obtained what he wanted, an exact admeasurement of the
lapse of time.
have not a correct detail of its appropriation.
Asseris general statement, that he consecrated half the time to
God/ gives no distinct idea, because we find, that his liberal mind,
in the distribution of his revenue, thought that to apportion money
for a school, was devoting it to the Supreme.
Malmsbury's
account is, that one-third of the natural day and night was given
to sleep and refreshment; one third to the affairs of his kingdom
and one-third to those duties which he considered os sacred/
This indistinct statement cannot now be amplified.
He had been fond of hunting and sporting hut as he became
older, wo may infer, from his paraphrase of Bootius’s conditional
assertion, that if a man rode for his health, he did not desire the
motion but its effect, that our afflicted king did not take this exercise for pleasure.
He says
his

;

We

;

:

“ No man ridea out because it pleases him to ride ; but he ridea because by
the excursion he earns something. Some earn by it that they shall be healthier
some that they shall be more active ; and some because they would come to
some other place which they desire to be at N|
*

The king of

the Francs bad an advantage in Ihia respect above Alfred; lor, in

Charlemagne was presented bv the king of Persia with a superb clock.
“ Horologium ex orichalco, arte mechanics imrifice com posit urn, in quo duodecim
bormruni eumus ad depsydram vertebatur, cum tolidcm acre is pilulia, qua ad com.
pletiooem borarum decidebant et easu soo subjectum sibi cy minium tinnire ftcirbent; additis in eodem ejuadem numcri equitibua qui per 19 fencal/ae eomplciia
807,

horia exibant et impulse egressionis a us lotidem fenestras qoe print crant a per tee,
claodebanL** Annalca Car. Mag. Aatron. p. 85. Reuberi.
* Thia is curious language of a royal paiice.
q Conailio quo artificiote atquc aapientcr iovento, p. 68.
v
a
Aaaer, 67.
Malmabury, 45.
* Alf. BocL pu 90.

39 *
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One of the principal features of Alfred’s useful lifey was his
earnest piety. From the gross and illiberal superstitions which
have been connected with religion, and from the frauds and hypocrisy which have been sometimes practised under her venerable
name, piety, although one of the native flowers of the uncorrupted
Philosophy
heart, has lost much of its influence upon mankind.
has justly taught us to discredit priestcraft ; and the dread of the
evils which this has produced, has greatly alienated many from
Whenever a mischief tends to accompany a blessreligion itself.
ing, the good is undervalued till the evil can be removed.
But although this state of opinion rosults, not unnaturally, from
some part of the former experience of mankind, it is not a deciResion which wisdom and knowledge will ultimately sanction.
ligion is as necessary to the happiness and improvement of man,
and to the healthful continuance and expected melioration of society, as superstition, artifice, tyranny, and ignorance are injurious and debasing ; and of all religions none can be compared with
It lias
Christianity, either in intellect, morals, or beneficence.
raised the kingdoms where it has prevailed, to a proud superiority
over the rest of the world ; and it has given a beauty, a richness,
and an utility to the human character, which we shall in vain look
for under any other system.
No religion is either in spirit or in
precept more adverse to those systems of delusion and selfishness
to which it has been perverted, and from which it is ever appealing ; none can better claim the support of the wise, and the sympathy of the good.
Religion was one of the earliest offsprings of the human intellect, and cannot long be separated from it without certain deterioAs it is the best guide and guardian of mind as
ration to both.
well as of virtue, if it be allied with our reason, and enriched with
our knowledge, many of the greatest characters of their day have
But there are some dispositions to whom it
in all ages upheld it.
and Alfred w^as one of that
is peculiarly congenial and gratifying
order of intelligence which has delighted in its exercise.
By other men, piety may have been taken up as a mask, or
worn as a habit ; oy Alfred it w as applied to its great and proper
use, to the correction of immorality, to the advancement of virtue,
to the encouragement of knowledge, and to become the asylum
of happiness.
Alfred, like other men, inherited the passions and frailties of
mortality : lie felt immoral tendencies prevalent in his constitution,
and he found that he could not restrain his objectionable desires.
With this experience mankind in general rest satisfied : they feel
themselves prompted to vicious gratifications : they take the tendencies of nalure as their excuse, and they freely indulge.
But the mind of Alfred emancipated itself from such sophistry
he knew that ois prolie disdained to palter with his moral sense
;

r

:

:
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pensities were immoral; and though a prince, he determined not
found the power of his reason to be inadeto be their slave.
quate to subdue them ; and he therefore had recourse to the aids of

He

His honoured friend assures us, that to protect himself
he rose alone at the first dawn of day, and privately
visited churches and their shrines, for the sake of prayer.
There,
long prostrate, he besought the great moral Legislator to strengthen
So sincere was his virtuous determinahis good intentions.
tion, that he even implored the dispensation of some affliction
which he could support, and which would not, like blindness or
leprosy, make him useless and contemptible in society, as an asWith frequent and earnest devotion, lie presistant to his virtue.
ferred this request and when at no long interval the disorder of
the ficus came upon him, he welcomed its occurrence, and converted it to a moral utility, though it attacked him severely. 0
religion.

from

vice,

;

However

variously with our present habits,

remedy with which Alfred chose

to

we may appreciate the

combat

his too ardent pas-

we

cannot refuse our applause to his magnanimity. His
abhorrence of vice, his zeal for practical virtue, would do honour
to any private man of the most regular'habits but in a prince who
lives in that sphere of society where every object and every associate tempt the passions, and seduce the reason, it was one of
those noble exertions of soul which humanity rarely yet displays,
and which words cannot adequately applaud.
Asser repeatedly describes his sovereign’s religious disposition
“ He was accustomed to hear divine service, especially Inc mass,
every day, and to repeat psalms and prayers, and the devotions
for the hours of the day and for night
and he often frequented
churches alone, without his state, in the night time, for the sake of
sions,

:

;

praying.” T
Asser also adds : " It was his habit, attentively and solicitously,
to hear the sacred Scriptures read by his own subjects, or by foreigners when any came to him from abroad, and also prayers.
“ He lamented continually, w ith sorrow and sighing, to all who
were admitted into his intimacy, that the Deity had made him
void of Divine wisdom and the liberal arts.
But He who beholds the internal mind, and promotes every virtuous meditation
and good inclination, increased this inward impulse, till the king
had acquired, from every quarter within his reach, coadjutors of
this pious disposition who were able to assist him in the wisdom
he desired, and to conduct him to the proficiency he coveted.”"
In another place Asser informs us that Alfred carefully carried
in his bosom a little book, in which w'crc written the daily offices
of prayer, and some psalms and pious supplications which he had
read in his youth.*
Aanr,

41, 49.

Ajmbt,

p. 44.

:
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Asser intimates that one of the kind’s first uses of his knowledge
of Latin, and his mode of learning it, was to translate passages
of the sacred Scriptures, and to insert them in the book which he
called his manual, because he had it always in his hand, and from
which he then said he derived no small comfort?
Nearly a thousand years have elapsed since Alfred's reign, and
yet no plan of acquiring moral and philosophical wisdom has been
suggested which will be found to be more efficacious than this invaluable habit of our Anglo-Saxon king. They who have profited
from it, can attest its efficacy.
But, independently of Asser’s account, we have two written
records still remaining of the pious feelings of this admirable king,
from his own heart and pen, in his Anglo-Saxon selections and
translations from St Austin’s meditations, and in his additions to
his version of Boetius.
As the truth is every day becoming more
apparent, and will be ere long admitted by the most philosophical,
that enlightened religion is the best guide to wisdom, virtue, and
social order, and their surest basis, we will make no apology for
adding a few extracts on this subject
Alfred’s imitation of the fourth metrum of Boetius consists
chiefly of the additions of his own piety
“

He

est bill

would firmly build his house, he should not set it upon the highand he that would seek heavenly wisdom must not be amgant And

that
;

again,

“ As he that would firmly build his house will not place it upon sand-hills,
so if thou wouldst build wisdom, set it not up on covetousness ; for as the
drinking sand swalloweth the rain, so covetousness absorbs the frail happiness
of this world, because it will be always thirsty.
M Nor can a house stand long on a high mountain if a full raging wind
presses on it Nor hath it on the drinking sand that which will continue
against violent rain.
44
So also the mind of man is undermined and agitated from its place, when
the wind of strong troubles or the rain of immeasurable anxiety shake it
44
But he ftit will have the eternal riches, he will fly from the dangerous
beauty of this middle earth, and build the house of his mind on the fast stone
of lowliness; for Christ dwelt in the valley of humility and in the meditation

of wisdom.
41
Hence the wise man will lead all his life to the joy that is unchangeable,
endless, and without care.
Then he will despise both earthly good, and evil
also ; and hope for the future, which will be eternal. Because God, who for
ever abides, will preserve him everywhere in the riches of his mind, though
the wind of this world’s difficulties, and the perpetual cares of its prosperities

should blow on him.”*

From

the diffuse meditations of

St

Austin,* Alfred selected the

which most pleased him, and has translated these into Saxon,
with that freedom, and with those additions which make his verparte

As«er, p. 57.
Alfred's Boat p. 22. The
are Alfred'* own eompooitfon.
y

*

Mm Brit Mm,

Vilcli.

two

A.

last

15.

paragraphs, and some phrases of the others,

:

::

Cbat.

;!;
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own feelings. As the king's heart is laid

sions so often breathe his

open before us in these chosen effusions, it may not be uninteresting to insert some extracts from them, as a further delineation of
his real character
u Lord
rightly

Thou who art the maker of all creation, grant me first that I may
know Thee and rationally address Thee then may 1 earn that 1 shall
!

;

become worthy that Thou, from thy mild-heartednesa, shouldest redeem and
free me.
“ I call to Thee, Lord
Tbou that abandonest none of thy creatures to
become nought To Thee I call Thou that lovest all that can love Thee
both those which know that they should love and those which do not.
“ O Thou
that didst make all creatures very good without any evil
Thou who wilt not openly show thyself to any others but to those who are
To Thee, O Lord 1 call, because Thou art the
cleansed in their mind
father of sincerity and wisdom, and true life, and of the supreme life and the
supreme felicity, and of the highest good and the supreme brightness, and of
!

;

!

!

!

!

intellectual light
*' O Thou who art the Father of that Son which has awakened us, and yet
urgeth us out of the sleep of our sins, and exhorteth us, that we become thine
to Thee, Lord ! 1 pray, who art the supreme truth, for all the truth that is, is
truth from Thee.
“ Thee, I implore,
Lord who art the highest wisdom. Through Thee
Thou art the true life, and through Thee all
are wise all those that are so.
that live subsist
Thou art the supreme felicity, and from Thee all have become happy that are so. Thou art the highest good, and from Thee all beauty
springs. Thou art the intellectual light, and from Thee man derives his understanding!
“ He that loveth Thee, seeketh Thee : be that followeth Tbee, he will ob-

O

!

Thee.”

tain

After indulging in these lofty feelings awhile, he proceeds
earnestly

more

O

“ Come now to help me,
Thou, who art the only Eternal ; the true God
of glory: Father and Son, and so art now; and lloly Spirit, without any
separation or mutability, and without any necessity or diminution of power,
and who never diesL Thou art always dwelling in the highest brightness,
and in highest happiness; in perfect unanimity, and in the fullest abundance.
With Thee there is no deficiency of good, but Thou art ever abiding, replete
with every felicity, through endless time.
M To Thee,
hear me ! Lord ! (or Thou
God ! I call and speak. Hear,
art my God arid my Lord ; my father and my creator ; my ruler, and my hope
my wealth and my honour; my house; ray country; my salvation, and my

O

O

life

!

Hear, hear me,

O

Lord

!

Few of thy servants comprehend

Thee.

But

Thee alone I love, indeed, above all other things; Thee I seek; Thee I will
follow
Thee 1 am ready to serve. Under Thv power I desire to abide, for
Thou alone art the sovereign of all I pray Thee to command me as Tbou
;

wilt."

One extract more, breathing the
be added

same warmth of

feeling,

may

Now I have sought Thee : unlock thy door end teach me how 1 may come
Thee. I have nothing to briog to Thee but my good will, but I myself
have nothing else. I know nothing that is better than to lore Tbee, the heavenly and the spiritual One, above all earthly things. Thus I also do, Good
Father! because I know of nothing better than thyself
14

to
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not how I can come to Thee unless Thou permittest me.
me* and help me. If those through Thee find the truth who find
Thee, give me that truth. If they through Thee obtain any virtue who
If wisdom, grant me that wisdom.
obtain Thee, import that virtue to me.
Add to me the hope of the everlasting life, and pour thy love upon me.
“ Oh how Thy goodness is to be admired, for it is unlike all other goods.
I wish to come to Thee, and the more earnestly, because of all things I need
this path.
My desire is to Thee, and this most chiefly because without Thee
I cannot come to Thee.
If thou abandonest me, then I shall be removed from
Thee; but I know that Thou wilt not forsake roe unless I forsake Thee. But
I will not forsake Thee, because Thou art the highest good.
There is none
of those who seek Thee rightly that may not find Thee. But they only will
seek Thee rightly whom Thou instructest to seek Thee, and teachest how to
find Thee.”1
**

But

Teach

I

it

know

to

!

*

Prom

the preceding extracts, and from those before given from
Boetius, it will appear that Alfred connected his belief in
Christianity with high-minded feelings.
In his Boetius he takes
repeated occasions, and with a peculiar pleasure, to expatiate
upon the power, perfections, and providence of the Deity, with
all the clearness of perception, and largeness of thought, and
warmth of sentiment, of a Platonic or Pythagorean philosopher,
though with the superior light of a Christian thinker.
The subject never occurs to his pen but he dilates upon it with
such visible affection, as to show that it was the habitual and predominant feeling of his cultivated mind. Yet, frequently as he
his

has discussed it, he never betrays any narrow-minded superstition.
He views the
All his conceptions are intelligent and expanded.
greatest of beings not only as the sovereign, but as the father, the
He
guide, the instructor, and the benefactor of his creatures.
loves to contemplate this awful theme, and to interest others with
It is surprising, in an age so dark and tuhis contemplations.
multuous, and amid cares and employments so harassing and
multifarious, and when relies and rites were the religion that was
most valued, that the mind of Alfred could have thus enlarged
its religious meditations, have conceived them so justly, and expressed them so rationally, and yet so fervently. Nothing displays
more emphatically the habitual greatness of his mind than his
pure, ana lofty, and affectionate theism, and the natural and
earnest diction into which it effuses.
That Alfred, who lost both his parents before he was ten years
old ; who was on the throne at tne age of twenty-one, and was
immersed so long in the occupations and vicissitudes of the most
deadly warfares; who lived amid such desolations and ignorance,
and had no education but such as in his maturer life he was enabled to give himself, should yet have formed his mind to that
admirable combination of great piety with great wisdom, enlarged
intellect, liberal feelings, and as much knowledge as his inquisi*

Time extracts

are taken from the Cotton

MSS.

VileU.

A*

15.

Cur.
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tive curiosity could obtain, is a phenomenon that, in far happier
times, has rarely, if ever, been exhibited on the throne.
As all
effects have adequate causes, we are led to inquire into the origin,

or first author, of this attainment The individual within his
reach to whom the commencement of his religious feelings can
be most justly attributed is his kinsman, St Neot.* Alfred is declared to have frequently visited this pious man ; to have conversed much with him on devotional subjects ; to have profited
greatly, both in his moral conduct and knowledge of Christianity ,
trom these interviews ; and to have been reproved by him, as
already mentioned, for his faults.
It is not clear whether St. Neot was his brother or his uncle.*
He was king before he abandoned the world/ but as to what province he reigned in England, and of his former name, we have
no satisfactory information ;* and where this is wanting, no conjecture, however ingenious, can in history be substituted for it h
But of his spirit ana subsequent conduct the details arc clear and
abundant.
Neot is described to have been a very meek and mild man : to
have become a monk at Glastonbury ; to have visited Rome seven
times and to have retired to a wild solitude in Cornwall, which
11

;

c
Asscr calls Neot, “Cognatus suus,” p. 32.
the feet of St. Neot and Wcrefrilh, p. 27.

d

The Saxon

life

of Neot Bay*,

anb co chan halgen

cheappe.”
received

him as

Ingulf says, he was frequently at

“On chan time paep iElppeb king
(often) com emb hip raple

gelomen

MS. Venp. D.

Neot

Ilia

him,

The oldest Latin life adds. that
14, p. 145.
lord with honour, and aa hia brother with love, bleaaed

taught and instructed him, and showed him the way of prudence. Claud. A. 5, p.
153.
Ramsay’s prose life mentions that Neot taught him M multa in divinia et qua
C'hristianismo pertinebant, regi disseruil.”
Whit. Neot, p. 347. Hia metrical life
mcnlions that “nd sanctum perietpe requirit.” Ibid. p. 334.
* The MSS.
Claud. A. 5, makes him the son of Ethelwulph, and therefore brother
of Alfred. So docs the metricnl life of Ramaay, Whit. p. 318, and the livea of
St. Neot, extracted by Lcland in his Collect, vol. iv.
p. 13, and so Leland himself.
De Script. Brit. p. 143. Other authorities state him to be the son of Egbert I
think if ho had .been Alfred’s brother, Aaser would have hardly called him M cognalus.”
1
So the Claudius MS. intimates : M Neque enim a lien us vet ipso genere inferior
sanctus erat Neotua : sed ex eodem tangvine creatMM rex,’* p. 153. One of the inscriptions on ihc window in his Cornish church was, u Hie tradidit oorooam fVatri
auo juniori.” Whit. Neot. p. 74.
* Ramsay’s prose life implies East Anglia,
p. 340, and so Leland understood it
Itin. iv. p. 135.
h
Dr. Whitaker’s theory is, that he was EtiielsUn, the son of EtheJwulpb, and
inr of Kent, p. 73. It is a very spirited conjecture, and not wholly improbable;
but Malmsbury has declared that he did not know what end ElbekUn had ; and the
Saxon life aaya of Neot, 44 He was in hia youth addicted to book-like learning, and
to religions practices, and diligently inquired about the eternal life, and bow ho
ntight moat firmly live for God.” MSS. Vesp,
This does not exactly suit with
Ethelsfan’a reign in Kent, and battle in 851 with the Danes.
See before, p. 315.
Fordan, who mentions hit death in a conflict with the Scuta, does not stale bit
earlier authority for this incident.
On the whole, we cannot identify the eaint with
to* king as an historical certainty.
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he afterwards quitted to build a monastery. He died before 678.
The principal feature in his moral character is the resolution
which he formed of ropying the predominant virtue of every
person in his cloister that had any,—the continence of one man,
the pleasantness of another, the suavity of a third ; the serious*
ness, humanity, good nature, and love of singing, and of study,
1

Hence the summary of his character is thus transmitted to us: "Humble to all, affable in conversation, mild in
transaction of business, venerable in aspect, serene in countenance, moderate even in his walk, sincere, upright, calm, temin others.

perate,

and

charitable.”-1

It is extraordinary that such a man should have led the mind
of Alfred to favourable impressions of sincere religion.
It is an agreeable instance of Alfred’s good humour, that after
his restoration, he was in the habit of narrating to his friends the
adventures of his adversity, with lively pleasantry.11
There is one little incident attached to the memory of Alfred,
which, as it exists in an author who seems to have been curious
in searching into ancient remains, may be mentioned here, that
nothing concerning so great a man be lost
One day he was hunting in a wood, he heard the cry of an
infant in a tree, and ordered his huntsmen to examine the place.
They ascended the branches, and found at top, in an eaglc’3
nest, a beautiful child, dressed in purple, with golden bracelets,
the marks of nobility, on Ills arms.
The king nad him brought
down and baptized, and well educated from the accident, he
named the foundling Nestingum. His grandson’s daughter is
stated to have been one of the ladies for whom Edgar indulged
an improper passion.
will close our account of Alfred’s moral character by one
remarkable trait. An author who lived at the period of the
Norman conquest, in mentioning some of the preceding kings
with short appropriate epithets, names Alfred, with the simple
but expressive addition of “ the truth teller,”™ as if it had been
1

;

We

his traditional character.
See the preceding lire*, and Whitaker'* account.
Ramsay's Lite, p. 341 ; Whitaker, p. 93 ; and aee hi* further aeoount, p. 94, 95.
k Malmabory, 43.
Thia ia Johannes Tiamuth, whose MSS. hare not yet been published, though
they appear to oontain some curious particulars. I find an extract from hia history
in the Bodleian Library, lib. xxi. quoted by Dugdale, Monaaticon, 1, p. 356.
*

i

1

™ Hermann!

MS. Cotton Library, Tibescript. circa 1070.
of this king. It is very beautifully written. P. 91,
ha says “ Eluaredi Veridtei." In bis epithets of the kings, he seems to have closely
Allowed their traditional biography, for he eaUs Edred, " debilia pedibua," which is
n very marking trait.
rius, b.

ii.

miracula

It fallows

Edmundi

Abbo'e

life
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CHAPTER

VI.

Alfred's Public Conduct.

The

conduct of kings

The

afreets the

fortunes of

whole nation which contein*

human

nature are in their hands.
Virtue and intellect flourish as their conduct is wdse and moral
and nations prosper or decline, as the measures of the executive
authority are salutary or ignoble.
Although his conduct in the first part of his reign was objectionable, few sovereigns have shaped their conduct with more
regard to the public happiness than Alfred, after his restoration.
He seems to havo considered his life but as a trust to be used for
the benefit of his people ; and his plans for their welfare were intelligent and great.
His military exertions for the benefit of the
nation, and their final successes, have been already commemorated.
But although performed by him as necessary duties, they
were uncongenial with his heart and mind. These turned, as
soon as they were at liberty to pursue their natural bias, to nobler
objects than war and bloodshed.
His predominant wish was the mental and moral improvement
of his countrymen. His letter to his bishop, prefixed to his translation of Gregory's Pastorals, and already cited/ breathes this
plates it

principle throughout
To communicate to others the knowledge
which we possess, he even states to be a religious duty. He laments the ignorance which overspread his land ; he desires that
all the youth, who had pecuniary means, should learn to read
English ; he gently censures former students who had not put
their knowledge into a popular form, by translating it into the
vernacular tongue ; he devotes his own leisure, and he calls upon
his literary clergy to devote theirs, to the translating into English the books they possessed.
He led the way with taste and
judgment in his historical and philosophical translations he
seems to place his glory in the intellectual advancement of his
rude countrymen.
His correspondent, the French archbishop, also bears testimony
:

same spirit. b The translation of Gregory's Pastorals could
have no other meaning than to rouse the clergy to labour for the
moral emendation of his people and, at the same time that we
to the

;

surrender this book to disapprobation, for

*Franp.Sll,ofthiivolm.
VOL. U

its

*

40

tendency to enchain

8m beftr*, p. 390.
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the mind, it may be proper to remark, that the principle upon
which the king recommended it to his clergy was unquestionably
just
cannot look roupd the world without perceiving how
much the morality of a people depends upon the sagacity, the
knowledge, and the virtue of its sacred preceptors.
is the
fair influence of true religion lessening among us, but because
the appointed guardians of our morals are not always careful to
acquire the talents, to display the enlarged views, and to exert
the conduct which will interest the thoughtless, impress the disIn every age the world requires,
solute, and satisfy the doubting ?
from its moral teachers, example, persuasion, and conviction.
The clergy of Alfred were not distinguished for either, and die
king knew no other book which at all aimed at educating them,
to influence honourably, as well as to exhort ; nor was any other
way at that time likely to be more efficacious than to increase
the influence of the ecclesiastical order.
In the first days of society, and in its most improved period,
when religion and philosophy have become duly united and firmly
seated in the heart, the patriarchal and the priestly character
may be often most usefully united ; but in the intermediate eras,
when so many myriads are ignorant of religion, or indifferent to
it, or prejudiced against it, if there be not a well educated, respected, and authorized clergy, it will depart from the young
intellect amid the pressure of worldly objects, and become associated with degrading superstitions in the vulgar and older minds.
Alfred could not at that time have pursued a wiser or more patriotic object than that of endeavouring to enlighten and improve
the ecclesiastical body.
The school which he established for his nobles,® and the masters
which he provided for high and low, who were educated with
his son Althelweard* arc proofs of his desire to augment the
knowledge of his country.
His invitations to his court, of learned foreigners and skilful
artisans; his search around his dominions for men of literary
attainments ; and his munificent patronage to all whose talents
came within his notice, concur to demonstrate his laudable anxiety

We

Why

improve

to

He

his people.
lived in an age,

when to promote the general welfare was
an idea which seldom influenced the conduct6 His plans to
benefit his subjects

were

dices and their ignorance.
c

nt.
J

therefore counteracted by their prejuMany of his royal exhortations were

Sobol* quin ex multls warn propria fen tie nobilibos stodiosisrime con fragme-

Aaer,

67.

Com omnibue pane

totim refionw nobilibos io&ntibos et etiam mol Lis ifnobilicare treditus mt Aver, 43.
Thie it i ftetare which Aster fives of his contemporaries, " Qoi nullom sot
pirai fohmtario pro eonmoni refni necessitate tdJent ssbire laborom,” p. 58.

bue, mb dilifeati im*f ialrornm
•
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not obeyed

;

even the castles which he advised y or ordered his

nobility to build, to protect their

own

lands, against the North*

were reluctantly begun. It often happened that the ravages,
which his advice was meant to prevent, occurred before the landholders would obey his foresight. Then, when they had lost their
families and property, they mourned their folly with a repentance,

jnen,

says Asser, that could neither restore their slain relations, redeem
nor even support themselves with common
subsistence/
But Alfred was not discouraged by the tardiness of his subjects.
By mild expostulation, by reasoning, by gentle flattery, or by express command ; or, in case of obstinate disobedience, by severe
chastisement, he overcame the pertinacity of vulgar folly ; and
wisely made his bishops, carls, ministers, and public officers,
exert themselves for the common benefit of all his kingdom.*
Among other things, he was inflexible in exacting from all a
competence for their offices. To produce this, he compelled
them to study literature. Even they who had been illiterate from
their infancy, earls, governors, and ministers, were compelled to
learn to read and write/ choosing rather to endure the painful
toil, than to lose their preferment
If from age, or peculiar dulncss of intellect, they could not be taught themselves, their son or
some kinsman, or if none, some freeman or slave, educated for
the purpose, was ordered to recite before them Saxon books, both
day and night*
His public demeanour was very affable, mixed with decorous
pleasantry ; he was eager to join in the investigation of tilings
unknown** for the curiosity of his mind was insupprcssihlc.
Many Francs, Frisians, and other neighbouring nations, willingly came to submit to his authority, both noble and ignoble.
He loved them all like his own people, received them honourably,
and gave them both money and power/
His bishops and clergy, his nobles and servants, he treated with
paternal affection; he was indefatigable in his endeavours to educate such of their children as were in the royal court, in every
valuable morality ; and he himself did not disdain to assist in
their captive friends,

their scholastic tuition. 1

His embassy to India, to the shrine of St. Thomas, is os exmind and public spirit as any other action of his
life.
No other potentate in Eurojic could in that day have conpressive of his

« Ibid. 59.
Asser, €0.
So I construe the expression*, “ Liters tor i® srli studerent” Asser, 71.
1
Asser, 71. These pesos ye* of Asser sre very curious.
i Et msxims et iocompsrmbili eootrs omnes homines sflebiliUte stque jocundilste
Asser, 44.
el ifnoUrum rerum investirstioni solerter se juofebaL
k Asser, 44.
1
This I presume is the Been inf of omnibus bonis monbus instituere et Uteris im*
boors nhii die noetoque inter eaten non deeinetuL Asser, 44.
'

h
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ceived it because no other had acquired that knowledge which
would have interested them in a country so remote and unknown.
The embassy displays not only the extent of Alfred’s information, but that searching curiosity, which characterized his un;

derstanding.

The journey is stated by several chroniclers. The Saxon
Chronicle,® Florence of Worcester,” Radulph,” and Bromton,*
simply mention, that Suithelm, the bishop of Shirebum, carried
the benevolence of Alfred to India, to St. Thomas, and returned
Huntingdon/ and Alured of Beverley/ express that
in safety.
the embassy was sent in a discharge of a vow which the king
had made. Matthew of Westminster,* and Malmsbury, mention
the curiosities which Suithelm brought back with him.
Malmsbury, who gives the fullest account of the incident, says
that the king sent many presents over sea to Rome, and to St.
Thomas in India ; that Sighelm, the bishop of Shireburn, was his
ambassador, who penetrated with great success to India, to the
admiration of the age ; and that he brought with him, on his return, many foreign gems and aromatic liquors, the produce of
the country.* In another passage, Malmsbury declares, that some
of those gems were to be seen in his days, in the monuments of
the church.”
In the former editions of this work, for the purpose of verifying
this extraordinary incident, a careful investigation was pursued,
in order to show that it was long before believed that Saint
Thomas had been in India ; that in the age of Alfred he was presumed to have died there and that at that time there were
It was also proved that such journeys
Christians living there.
were in those days attempted, and the inference was drawn from
these facts, that the assertions of our chroniclers were not counteracted by any improbability in their assertions of this remarka;

ble embassy.

m

Sax. Chron. p. 86.
883.
Aasero Scireburncmi cpiacopo dcfuncto succcdit Suithelm o« qui regie
Alfred! eleraoejrnam id S. Thorosra, Indiam detulit, indeqoe proape re retolit. FI or.

Wig. 380.
0 Rad. Die. 451.
p Bromton, 812.
He ditea it 887.
* Alfredua totem miait elemotjnam
el etiam in Indiam ad S.
secundum votum quod fecerat quando b Ottilia exercitua hyemavit apod

mam Rom®

mam

dooiam.
1

Lib.

Hoot
vii. p.

ThoLoa-

350.

106.

Matt. Weal. 333. He aajre that Suithelm brought back precious atones. Malm,
him Sighelm.
Et Irene mare Romam et ad Sanctum Tbomavn in Indiam multa oners miait
Lagatua in hoc mtaaoe Sigdmua Scirebornenais epieoopua cam magns praperitate,
quod quifia hoc secolo miretur, Indiam peoetravit : inde radians action apleodoree
^emmarom^et Uqooree aromatum, quorum ilia bumua fcrax eat repertavit De
*

calls

m

1

Notukolfaa

Ularam adhoo is

eccl te ha

mooumentk

tieunter.

Malms. Da Pent 248.

;

Coat.
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But the journeys and writings of the late Claudius Buchanan*
and of other travellers ; and tne subsequent efforts and correspondence of our Bible and Missionary Societies, have so completely confirmed the facts, not only that Syrian Christian churches
were early founded in the Indian peninsula, but are still existing
in the same parts, that it is unnecessary now to repeat our former

collection of authorities/
No others of Alfred's foreign correspondencies have been
transmitted to us, besides the compliment from the Jerusalem
w
patriarch; except some donations Irom the pope, and several

messages and presents from Alfred to Rome. The king appears
to have sent embassies or couriers to Rome, in several successive
years.*
w In Alfred’s reign, the following journey to Egypt and Palestine occurred.
In
870, three monk a, desirous to see the places so celebrated in the Christian writings,
undertook a journey thither. Their itinerary, written by Bernard, one of the travel-

They first went to Mount Garganum, in which they found the
Michael. This is near the Gulf of Manfrcdonia. An hundred and
onco
fifty miles brought them to Bar re, then a city of the Saracens, but which had
been subject to the Bcnevcntana. This is on the southeast side of Italy ; they sought
admission to the prince of the city, who was called a Sul dan, and obtained leave to
prosecute their journey with letters to the chief of Alexandria and Babylon, describing their countenances, and the object of their journey.
From Barre, they walked ninety miles to the port of Tarentum, where they
found six ships, two going to Tripoli, and two to other parts of Africa, with somo
captives.
After thirty days’ sailing they readied Alexandria; here the master of
the ship exacted six pieces of gold before he would let them leave it.
They produced to the governor of Alexandria the letter of the sultan of Barre,
but it did them no good a present of thirteen denarii a piece was more serviceable.
Bernard remarks, that it was the custom of Alexandria to take the money by weight
he says, six of the solidi and denarii, which they oarriedout with them, ***? vJ.0 ? ^
three of those at Alexandria. The governor gave them letters to the chid of Babylon ; but by Babylon, it is obvious that Bernard incans the city of that name in
Egypt, and not the famous Babylon which spreud along the Euphrates.
Sailing up the Nile south for aix days, they came to the city of Egyptian Babylon.
The guards of the place conducted them to the governor; their letters were useless,
and they were sent to prison ; a present of denurii, as before, released them. In return for this, he made them out letters, which, ho said, whoever saw, would in no
They could not leave this Babylon without a sealed
place or town exact any more.
lers, is extant.

church of

St.

;

permission, which some more denarii were required to obtain.
Bernard proceeds to describe bis journey from Egypt to Jerusalem. It is shortly ;
back op the Nile in three days to Silnuth, thence to Maalla ; thence they sailed to
Amiamale. Qua habuit ab aquilone mare ; thence aailed to Tania, to Fsrimea J
here was a multitude of camels. The desert of six days’ journey began from this
city ; it had only palm-trees ; in the middle were two hoepitis ; the earth was fertile
.

thence to Alarisa, to Ramula, to Emaua Castle, to Jerusalem. He menmaintained by
trait of Jerusalem, which shows that some intercourse was
u we were
devotioo between tliese distant places, and the west of Europe. He says,
in
reeeived there in the mansion of hospitality of the most glorious Charlemagne,
which all are reeeived who visit this place for devotion, and who speak the Roman
language.” He eays there was a church near it, with a most noble librarf from the
same empire. From Jerusalem they aailed in sixty days, with an unfavourable
to Gaza

tions

;

one

^

wind^ to Italy.

* Aaeer, 39.

The

pope, at Alfred’s request, liberated the Saxon school in

«*!«. that
Rome.

890, Alfred’s alms or letters were seat to

40 *

in

III.

_
Rome

y*»r» 689, 687, 869, 866,

;
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When the measures are mentioned by which Alfred endeavoured to excite in his subjects a love of letters, it will not be
forgotten that the University of Oxford has been connected with
his

memory.

concurring testimonies of some respectable authors seem
to prove, that he founded public schools in this city ; and therefore the University, which has long existed with high celebrity,

The

and which has enriched every department of literature and
science by the talents it has nourished, may claim Alfred as one
of its authors, and original benefactors.
But this incident, plain and intelligible as it appears to be, is
environed with a controversy which demands some consideration
involves nothing less than the decision of the superior antwo Universities of England.
leave to abler
pens the determination of the dispute, and shall only notice in the
note a few particulars concerning the first periods of the contest,
and the point on which it turned.)'
This indefatigable king made also a code of laws, with the
concurrence of nis witena-gemot or parliament, which has been
In this, for the first time, he introduced into
called his Dom-boc.
the Anglo-Saxon legislation, not only the decalogue, but also the
principal provisions of the Mosaic legislation, contained in the
three chapters which follow the decalogue, with such modifications as were necessary to adapt them to the Anglo-Saxon
manners. In the laws attached to those, he mentions, that, with
the concurrence of his witena-gemot, he had collected together,
and committed to writing, the regulations which his ancestors
had established ; selected such of them as he approved, and reHe adds, that he showed them to all his witena,
jected the rest.
who declared that it pleased them all that these should be observed. Forty heads of laws then follow, on the most important
subjects of the Anglo-Saxon jurisprudence and legislation, obviously tending to increase the national civilization.1
When Alfred regained his throne, and with that, the kingdom
of Mercia, he found that the Danish invasions had so destroyed
the ancient police of the kingdom, and regular habits of the
inhabitants, that the Anglo-Saxons were infesting each other with
predatory depredations.*
The means which he took to remedy this evil, and also to
>rovidc an efficient force to repress the Danes, are stated to have
1nsen some modification of the ancient provincial divisions of

for

it

tiquity of the

8m

We

Um and of this cbaiittf,
Wilkins’s Leg. 6ki.>38-46. 1 cannot doubt that these coapo
the donwboc which eoae ancient writers aJ hided to.
* Ianl( 96 j Milmbar;, 44 ; and the Chronicle of Joan nos de
iencdea. Gelt.
M88. Nero, D. 8. This chronicle k oat much more than an abridgment of
y

'

note * at

m

8m those in

O

Maimeburj.
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England, which had long before been known as shires. The
But it is
alterations which he made with these are not detailed.
expressly declared that he began the system of dividing them

Under these
into hundreds, and these into ten parts or tithings.
nominal divisions, the population of the country was arranged.
Every person was directed to belong to some hundred or tithing.

Every nundred and tithing were pledged to the preservation of
the public peace and security in tneir districts, and were made
answerable for the conduct of their several inhabitants. In consequence of this arrangement, the inhabitants were speedily called
out to repel an invader, and every criminal accused was sure to be
apprehended. If he was not produced by the hundred or tithing
to which he was attached, the inhabitants of these divisions incurred a general mulct. Thus every person in the district was
If he fled, he
interested in seizing or discovering the offender.
must go to other districts, where, not having been marshalled
within their jurisdiction, he would be known and punished as an
outlaw, because unpledged ; for he who was not pledged by some
b
It
hundred and tithing, experienced all the severity of the law.
divided
the
provincial
Alfred
that
statement,
is added to this
Until his time
prefects into two officers, judges and sheriffs.*
He separated, by the appointment of
there were only sheriffs.
justices or judges, the judicial from the executing department of
the law, and thus provided an improved administration of law
and justice. That golden bracelets were hung up in the public
roads, and were not pilfered, is mentioned as a fact, which evidenced the efficacy of

The

his polico.

unsettled state of society in

Saxon-England, and that

twilight of mind, which everywhere appears at this period, may
have justified these severe provisions. They are, however, liable
to such objections, that though we may admit them to have been
necessary to Alfred, no modern government can wish to have

them imitated. They may have suppressed robbery ; they may
have perpetuated public peace but they were calculated to keep
They must have prerociety in a bondage the most pernicious.
;

vented that free intercourse, that incessant communication, that
unrestricted travelling, which have produced so much of our
b Ingulf, 98.

Malamb. 44.

Pnefcctos vero provincianini qai antes vioedomini vocabantor in due oOcia
vice eomiles qui
divitif, id eat, in iudicea qooa nunc justiciaries vooamus ct in
will briefly remark here, that the
adhoc idem nomen retinent Ingulf,
Welsh anciently had the territorial divisions of eanlrcf; a hundred, which contained
two eymmwd ; each of these bad twelve maenawr, and two tref; in every maenawr
were four tref, or towns ; in every town four gafael, each of which contained four
rhandir ; every rhandir was c omposed of sixteen acres. Thus every caul ref con*
Lefts* Wsllicw, p
tained, as the name imports, a hundred towns, or 25fl00 sere*.
sixty. foor
157, 15& The preface to these laws states Sooth Wales to have contained
oantrefc, and North Wales eighteen. Ibid. p. 1. The caotref and the eymmwd had
•

We

each a ooert to determine conSfoverdhe,

Ibid,

p 989,

,
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They made every hundred and

insulated populations, to

which

all

strangers were

causing every member of each district to become
responsible for the conduct of every other, they converted neighbours into spies ; they incited curiosity to pry into private conduct; and as selfishness is generally malignant, when in danger
of meeting injury, they must have tended to legalize habits of
censoriousness and acrimonious calumny.
That Alfred was assiduous to procure to his people the blessing
of a correct and able administration of justice, we have the geneHe not only gave the precept, but he
ral testimony of Asser.
exhibited the example ; he was a patient and minute arbiter in
judicial investigations, and this, chiefly for the sake of the poor,
to whose affairs, amongst his other duties, he day and night

By

odious.

1
earnestly applied himself /
When we reflect that Alfred had, in the beginning of his reign,

transgressed on this point, he claims our applause for his noble
It was highly salutary to nis subjects ; “ for,”
self-correction.
says Asser, “ in all his kingdom, the poor had no helpers, or very
few besides him. The rich and powerful, engrossed with their
own concerns, were inattentive to their inferiors. They studied
6
their private, not the public good .”
Alfred applied to the administration of justice, because it was
then so little understood, and so little valued by the people, that
both noble and inferior persons were accustomed to dispute pertinaciously with each other in the very tribunals of justice.
What the earls and legal officers adjudged, was disregarded.
All resorted to the king’s judgment, which was then respectfully
Burthensome as so many legal appeals must have been,
fulfilled.
he never hesitated to sacrifice his own comfort for the welfare of
With great discernment, and wonderful patience,
his subjects.
he examined every dispute; he reviewed the adjudications made
by others in his absence. When he saw that the judges had
erred, he called them mildly to him, and either personally, or by
confidential persons, inquired if they had erred from ignorance,
or malevolence, or avarice. When he found that ignorance had
produced a wrong decision, he rebuked the judges for accepting
an office for which they were unqualified, and commanded them
to improve themselves by study, or to abandon their offices/
have already
The statement of Asser is in gcncal terms.
alluded to the ancient law-book, the Mirroir des Justices, which
presents to us many instances of Alfred’s punishing judges for

We

misconduct Andrew Home, who wrote this work in Norman
French, in the time of Edward the Second , 1 has been attacked,
with severity, by Dr. Hickes, because he makes the institution of
<

Amt, 69.

• It

vu piinted

9

in

Ibid.

London, 1649,

'

Ibid. 70, 71.

A IramUUon appeared in

1646,
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be anterior to the conquest.* The objections of this
respectable critic are, however, weakened by the recollections
that lord Coke and Spelman, before Hickcs wrote, and bishop
Nicholson1 since, have maintained, with others, that the AngloSaxons had juries, and that Home professes to have taken his
facts from the records of the court
Some of the cases stated in the Mirror, show that Alfred was
assiduous in protecting the independence, the purity, and the
He punished capitally some judges for decidrights of jurymen.
ing criminal cases by an arbitrary violation of the right of jury.

juries to

44
He hanged Caawinc, because he condemned Jtlachwy to
death without the assent of all the jurors, in a case where he put
himself upon the jury of twelve men, and because Cadwtne
removed three who wished to save him against the nine, for
three others into whose jury this Hachwy did not put himself."
44
He hanged Markes, because he adjudged During to death by
twelve men not sworn.”
44
He hanged Frebcrne, because he adjudged Harpin to death
when the jurors were in doubt about their verdict ; for when in
doubt, w e ought rather to save than condemn.”-!
The numerous occupations, both public and private, to which this
active-minded king directed his attention, seem sufficient to have
occupied the longevity of a Nestor. Yet Alfred died at the
age of fifty-two, and his life was literally a life of disease.
The ficus molested him severely in his childhood 16 After distressing him for manv years, this malady disappeared, but at the age of
twenty was replaced by another of the most tormenting nature.
It attacked him, before all the people, suddenly with an immense
pain, during, and probably caused by, the protracted banquets,
44
day and night,” of his nuptial festivities ; and never left him . 1
Its seat was internal and invisible ;
but its agony wras incessant.
Such was the dreadful anguish it perpetually produced, that if
for one short hour it happened to intermit, the dread and horror
of its inevitable return poisoned the little interval of ease.® The
skill of his Saxon physicians w as unable to detect its nature, or
r

^

.

111

r

h
1

j
1

See Hickes’e DieeerUtio EpistoUris, p. 34-43.
See the bishop’s preface to Wilkins's Legee Anglo-Saxonkw.
k Aeeer, p, 40.
Mirror, p. 396-398.
Poet diuluma die noctuqae oonvivia eobito et immemn itque omnibus medicie

incognito eonfoctim comm oaini popolo oorreputus eet dolors. Anw, 40. It was
afflicting him in the forty-fifth year of hie life, when Aeeer w rote the paragraph which
mentioned it. The expremioas of Aeeer, “ daily banquets by day and night,” imply
that the? were continued for aome day* ; and ink exhausting continuation may have
given Alfred's oonetitnUon the irretrievable blow.
me r describee it as incog nilum enim erst omnibus qui tone adarant et ctisa
hue usque q ootid ie oernentibus, p. 40.
Sea si alkmendo Dei mkertaordsa onioe dki ant noetk vel etiam nnine bora in*
terrallo iQa infinniUs eap oa i ta fiaerat, Umar tames ae tremor illius exeenbilk dolork
oaqoam earn non deseriL Anar, 43.

A

;
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Alfred had to endure it unrelieved.0 It is
among the least admirable circumstances of this extraordinary man, that he withstood the fiercest hostilities that ever
distressed a nation, cultivated literature, discharged his public
duties, and executed all his schemes for the improvement of his
people, amid a perpetual agony, so distressing, that it would have

to alleviate its pain.

not

disabled a
0

From

common man from

the least exertion.?

thi« disorder continuing so long with

such acute pain, without destroying
began ; from its internal situation
from its horrible agony, and from its not appearing to have ceased till his death,
some conjecture may be formed of it ; at least, I understand, there are some diseases incident to the human frame, as internal cancer, or some derangement of the
biliary functions, to which these circumstances are applicable.
p We have referred to this place
a cursory review of the former discussions between Oxford and Cambridge, which have been connected with the memory of Alfred.
This dispute did not burst out publicly till the reign of Elizabeth. When the
queen visited Cambridge in 1564, the orator of the university unfortunately declared
in his harangue, that Cambridge truly claimed a superior antiquity to Oxford.
Enraged that an attempt should have been insidiously made to prepossess the ear of
majesty to its prejudice, Oxford retaliated the aggression, by asserting, in a written

him sooner ; from the period of

his

life

when

it

when she came to the university in 1566, that it was Oxand Oxford only, which could truly boast the earliest foundation.
Wars, horrid wars became then the business and the amusement of every studont. Cantabs and Oxonians arranged themselves to battle, and every weapon of
polemical erudition and polemical fury, was raised against each other.
Caius, one of tbe leaders in this discussion, published a quarto, in defence of Cambridge, in 1574.
He said, lie came to restore peace os if, by assuring the world
that Cambridge was in the right, be could ever give tranquillity to Oxford.
Oxford denied the right of an insidious partisan to be a peace-maker; and at last
Brian Twyne appeared, with a book aa large and as full as that of Caius, in which
lb*' glory of Oxford was sturdily and angrily maintained.
Many combatants at
various intervals succeeded, and the conflict became as ardent as, from the fragility
of the materials, it was ineffectual.
Some of the friends of Cambridge managed to see the first stones of their univera
sity laid in the 173d year after the flood.
Others, however, who were not blessed
with optics which had the faculty of seeing what had never been visible, very wisely
composition, to the queen,
ford,

;

postponed the existence of their favourite till about four centuries before the Christian nra. At that period, they found out that one Cantaber, a royal Spanish emigrant, who came to England in the days of Gurgunlius, bad sent for Greek philosophers from Athens, and given to Cambridge a local habitation, and a name.
It woe easy for Oxford to object, that Cantaber was but one of those airy nothings
whieh the poet or the antiquary, in his phrenzy, discerns. It was not more difficult
to laugh at the wise and learned giants, who were placed as the aborigines of our
island, and who first cultivated letters.
But the Oxonian champion did not content
himself with destroying ail the superstructures of Cambridge vanity. The heralds
of national ancestry are as fond of their own chimeras, as they are intolerant of the
antiquarian progeny of others.
Henee, though the advocate of Oxford denied to
Cambridge its Cantaber, be conceived it to be just to claim for Oxford a colony of
Greek philosophers, who came into the island with Brutus, and established a college
at Cricklade, whieh was afterwards translated to Bello Situm, where Oxford now
stands. See Caius Ant Canlabt and Twyne’s Aoliq. Acad. Oxon.
Tbe fame of Oxford was, however, not wholly intrusted to phantoms.
basis
more seoure was found for it in a passage printed under tbe name of Aaser ; and it
unfortunate passage which has connected the dispute with the history of

A

Alfred.
An edition of Aaser was published from a MS. of Camden, in 1603; in whicb n
paragraph appeared, staling, that in 686, s discord arose at Oxford between Grytnbold and bis learned friends whom be bad brought with him, and those ancient
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end who refused

to obey entirely his
schoolmen
Three years the dissension lasted. Alfred, to sppeaie it, went to Oxford. The ancient
schoolmen contended, that before the arrival of Grymbold, letters had flourished
there, though the scholars bad been fewer ; and they proved by the indubi table testimony of ancient annals, that the ordinations and institutes of this plaoe had been
established by some pious and erudite men, as Gildaa, Melkin, Nennius, Kentigern,
and others, who there grew old in letters ; and that St. Germain, who resided half a
year at Oxford, had also approved of them. The king recommended peace ; but
Grymbold, dissatisfied, withdrew to Winchester.
Such is the import of this contested paragraph. If it had been genuine, it gave
the evidence of Asser, that there had been public schools at Oxfora, at least in the
Now Cambridge had no
fifth and sixth centuries, when Germain and others lived.
such plausible document as this. Its friends had indeed talked of Arthur's charters,
but these were soon decried as surreptitious. The most ancient historical dress that
it could assume, with any decorous attention to probability, was Bede's paragraph,
about Sigebort establishing schools in East Anglia ; and Sigebert lived above a oen-

tury after Gildas.
But unfortunately for the fame of Oxford, Parker, archbishop of Canterbury, had
Saxon types, an edition of Asser, in 1574, from a MS. in which this

published, in

passage was not to be found. The ancient MS. of Asser, in the Cotton Library,
which has been thought to have been written within a century after its author's death,
was also without this clause. It was Otho, A. 12, since burnt.
Here, then, was the point of an elaborate controversy ; was this passage written by

Did Parker insidiously omit it, or did Camden surreptitiously insert it, or
wanting in the one MS. and really existing in the other 7 The oontro.
versy had begun before Parker published his Asser, but it was then in its infoncy.
When Camden's Asser appeared, it was raging in all its violence. Camden's MS.
which he thought to have been of tho age of Richard II. was never produced after
it was printed ; and no other MSS. can now be obtained to determine the question.
Asser?

was

See

it

really

Wood,

Hist. Oxf. p. 9.

Oxford and Cambridge have since produced such great scholars in every department of knowledge, and such distinguished iqpn in the most honourable paths of
active life, that controversies like these are felt to be unworthy of their attention,
and are not now even thought of. Tho point of emulation ia known to be, which
can now produce the ablest men not which firat began their formation.
;

;
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I.

of Edward the Elder.

Alfred had been called to the crown in preference to the children of his elder brother. Their pretensions were equally neglected at his death ; and Edward, his son, who had distinguished himself against Hastings, was chosen bv the nobles as their king/
Ethelwold, one of the disregarded princes, in opposition to the
decision of the Anglo-Saxon witena, aspired to the crown, and
seized Wimbum, declaring that he would keep it or perish/ But
when the king advanced with an army against him, he fled, at
night, to the Northumbrian Danes ; and exciting their sympathy,
was appointed their sovereign at York, over all their other kings
and

chiefs.*

By this incident

he became formidable both to Edward and his
colonists, by occupying all Northumbria and East Anglia, independently of Edward, possessed one-third part of England and if Ethelwold’s abilities had equalled his ambition, or if Edward had been a weaker character, the
Northmen might have gained the sovereignty of the island. But
Ethelwold seems not to nave long pleased his subjects ; for he was
afterwards on the seas a pirate/ and sailed to France in quest of
partisans to distress the king/
He returned with a great fleet, and
subdued Essex r persuading the East Anglian Danes to join him,
he entered Mercia, and ravaged as far as Cricklade. He even
passed the Thames into Wessex, and plundered in Wiltshire; but
the Anglo-Saxons not supporting him, he returned. The army
people.

gQ-

The Northmen

'

;

A

*u

*
crowned *t the WbiUontide after
primatia electa*. Ethelwerd, 847, He
1
hie father * death. Ibid.
* 8ax. Ch. 100. Hen. Hunt 359. Matt Weal. 351. At Wimbora, be panned

him—If of a nan by force, and married ber. Ibid.
« Hen. Hunt 359. Matt. Weat 351. Sax. Ch. 100. Flor. 337. The kiof replaced the non in ber retreat
* In exiliiiin traaoa pirates addnxerat Malm. 46.
* Malt. WeeL 351.
'Hunt. 359. Sax. Ch. 100.
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of Edward followed him, and ravaged, in retaliation, to the fern
of Lincolnshire. When the king withdrew, he directed his forces
not to separate. The Kentish troops neglected his orders, and
remained after the others had retired. Ethelwold eagerly attack*
ed them with superior numbers. The Kentish men were overpowered, but their defence was desperate. Their chiefs fell ; and
the author of the quarrel also perished in his victory.* His fate
released the island from the destructive competition ; and a peace,
two years afterwards, restored amity between the Anglo-Saxons

and Anglo-Danes.*
But war was soon renewed between the rival powers. With
his Mercians and West Saxons, Edward, in a five weeks* depredation of Northumbria, destroyed and plundered extensively.
In the next year, the Northerns devastated Mercia
A misconception of the Danes brought them within the reach of the king’s
sword. While he was tarrying in Kent, he collected one hundred
ships, which he sent to guard the southeastern coasty* probably to
prevent new invasions.
The Danes, fancying the great body of
nis forces to be on the seas, advanced into the country to the
Avon, and plundered without apprehension, and passed onwards
to the Severn.
Edward immediately sent a powerful army to
attack them ; his orders were obeyed.
The Northerns were surprised into a fixed battle at Wodensfield, and were defeated, with
the slaughter of many thousands.
Two of their kings fell, brothers of the celebrated Ingwar, and therefore children of Ragnar
Lodbrog, and many earls and officers.
The Anglo-Saxons sung
hymns on their great victory
4

,

15

1

.

The event of this battle established the superiority of Edward
over his dangerous neighbours, and checked the progress of their
power. He pursued the plans which Alfred had devised for the
protection of his throne.
As the Danes possessed the north of
England, from the Humber to the Tweed, and the eastern districts,
* Six. Ch. 101.
Hunt 352. Eohrie, the Anglo- Danish king, fell in the struggle.
Ethel word placet this battle at Holme, 848.
Holme in Saxon meant * rirer island.
In Lincolnthire there it one called Axelholmo. Camd. 474. The printed Saxon
Chronicle makee a battle at Holme in 902, beaidea the battle wherein Ethelwold fell ;
but the MS. Cfaron. Tib. b. ir. omite the battle in 902. So the
Tib. b. i. With
theae Florence agree* ; and therefore the paaaage of 902, in the printed Chronicle,
may be deemed • mistake.
k Sax. Chron.
Matt Weat adds, that the king immediately afterwards reduced
thoae who had rebelled against him ; Et maxima circa London lenses et Oxoaisnaaa,
p. 352.
In 905, Ealhswythe, the widow of Alfred, died ; and her brother, AlfaoK in
ealdorman, in 903. Sax-Cb. 101. She bad founded a monastery of nuns at Winchester.
Mailros, 146.
1
8a x. Cb. 102. Hunt 352. The MS. Saxon Chronicles mention, that
hah defeated at this time the Dance at Totanheale. Floreses and
oted en place
this conflict end place in Staffordshire.
k
i Sax. Ch. 102.
Flo. 340.
Etbdw. 84& Sax.Ch.103.
’Hunt 353. Efbdwcrd*! acoount of EdwanTs htlliaa base aoesral poetioal phraeaa,
•e if he bad translated some fragments of these songs.
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from the Ouse to the sea, he protected his own frontiers by a line
of fortresses. In the places where irruptions into Mercia and
Wessex were most practicable, and therefore where a prepared
defence was more needed, he built burghs or fortifications. He
filled these with appointed soldiers, who, when invaders approached, marched out in conjunction with the provincials, to chastise
them. No time was lost in waiting for the presence of the king,
or of the earls of the county : they were empowered to act of
themselves on every emergency ; and by this plan of vigilance,
energy, and co-operation, the invaders were so easily defeated,
that they became a derision to the English soldiery."*
Ethelfieda
co-operated in thus fortifying the country. She became a widow
in 012 ; but she continued in the sovereignty of Mercia," and displayed great warlike activity.
The positions of these fortresses, which soon became inhabited
towns, demonstrates their utility. Wigmore, in Herefordshire;
Bridgnorth and Cherbury, in Shropshire Edesbury, in Cheshire
;

and Stafford and Wedesborough, in Staffordshire; were well
chosen to coerce the Welsh upon the western limits. Runcorne
and Thelwall, in Cheshire, and Bakewell, in Derbyshire, answered
the double purpose of awing Wales, and of protecting that part of
the north frontier of Mercia from the incursions of the Northumbrian Danes. Manchester, Tamworth in Staffordshire, Leicester,
Nottingham, and Warwick, assisted to strengthen Mercia on this
northern frontier ; and Stamford, Towcester, Bedford, Hartford,
Colchester,Witham, and Malden, presented a strong boundaiy of
defence against the hostilities of the East Anglian Danes. The
three last places watched three rivers important for their affordingan easy debarkation from foreign parts.
The strength of Edward was tried by an invasion of Northmen from Armorica, and his military policy was evidenced
gjk
by its issue. Two chieftains led the hostile fleet round
Cornwall into the Severn, and devastated North Wales. They
debarked, and plundered in Herefordshire. The men of Hereford,
Gloucester, and the nearest burghs or fortified places, defeated
them with the loss of one of their chiefs, and the brother of the
other, and drove the rest into a wood, which they besieged.
Edward directed armed bodies to watch the Severn, from Cornwall to the Avon. The enemy endeavoured one night to escape

two

them in Somersetshire.
destroyed in Watchet ; the other in Porlock bay. The
remainder sheltered themselves in a neighbouring island, till,
urged by famine, they fled to South Wales, whence in the autumn
they sailed to Ireland.*

in

divisions, but the English overtook

One was

-Bfafeaak 46.
8u. Ch. 109.
Horn. SSI.
•

Ethel red, her huband, had bam ton* infirm before hi* death.
* Sax. Chroo, 105. Flor. 949.
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The Anglo-Saxon monarchy

received

408

new

security

from Edward’s incorporation of Mercia with Wessex, on

™

®w

‘

Ethclfleda’s death.

Ethelfleda had many struggles with the
but their triumphs were easy, for they
;
attacked enemies, not in their compact strength, but in their
scattered positions. Thus Ethelfleda warred with them in Derby.
In assaulting the castle, four of her bravest and most esteemed
generals fell ; but she still urged the combat, and at last mastered the place : she also obtained Leicester,p Derby, and even

Both

Edward and

Northmen

in

England

York.

Edward endured, and perhaps provoked similar conflicts.
The Danes attacked his fortress at Towcestcr, but the garrison
and the provincials repulsed them. In Buckinghamshire, the
invasion was formidable, and many districts were overrun, till
Edward rescued his people by new victories. In some parts
they seemed to copy his policy. They built hostile fortresses at
Huntingdon, and at Temesford in Bedfordshire, and assailed
Bedford ; but the garrison and its supporters defeated them with
slaughter.'

A

peculiar spirit of hostility seemed in the latter years of his
reign to have excited the Anglo-Danes ; for scarcely had they
experienced the defeats already noticed, before another aggression
was attempted, and was punished.’ The progress of Edward’s
jwer endangering their own, may have caused thiteir animosity.
ut happily for the Anglo-Saxons and Edward, their love of
freedom, and the independence of their chiefs, made their kings
weak in actual power, and prevented their permanent union
under one sovereign. Before they retrieved their former disasters, the king collected a large army from the burghs nearest
his object, and attacked them at Temesford.
A king, and some
carls, perished against him ; the survivors were taken, with the
city.
Pressing on his advantages, he raised another powerful
force from Kent, Surrey, Essex, and their burghs, and stormed
and mastered Colchester. The East Anglian Danes marched
against Malden, in alliance with some vikingr, whom they had
Edward secured his
invited from the seas ;* but they failed.
conquests by new fortifications: and the submission of many
districts augmented his realms, and enfeebled his competitor.*

E

* Hunt. 353, 354. Sax. Chroa. 10& In«nlf Mjra of her: “ Ipoom olkm orMbao
•itruendls ewldlw man tend m, ic exnrcitibui doeendis dedlto m, Mran natme
paUrii,” p. 28.
» Sea Bax. Chroo. 108, 109.
' Matt. Wort. 358. Sax. Chroo. 107.
* Degabpobe micel hejie hrne or Gape Gngtum, aegchep
ge chaep lanb hepej*, ge chaps Wicinpa che hie him co
pttlcume arpanen haepbon. Sox. Chroo. 106.
*

Sul Chroa.

109.

Thao

the king wool to

Plubau

ia Norihsmptaaihiro,

oa4

;
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[Book

VL

not only swore to him “ that they would

what he should will,”® and promised immunity to
were living under his protection but the Danish army
bridge separately chose him for their lord and patron/

will

;

all

at

who
Cam-

When the king was at
Stamford, constructing a burgh, all the people, about the
north of the river, received his dominion. The Welsh
kings yielded to his power. Howel, Cledauc, and Jeothwefl,
with their subjects, submitted to him as their chief lord,®
yjw
and the king of the Scots chose him for his father and
lord.
If princes almost beyond the reach of his ambiiioqacquiesced in his superiority, it is not surprising that the ri'&Sgs pf
Northumbria and the Strathcluyd population shoafl .follow the
same impulse.® After these successes, Edward died at FarringTnese examples of submission spread.

gnn

ton in Berkshire.7

Edward the Elder must be ranked among the founders of the
English monarchy. He executed with judicious' vigour the military plans of his father ; and not only secured th&^Mto-Saxons
from a Danish sovereignty, but even prepared
destruction of the Anglo-Danish power which hi# aescena&nts
achieved.
It has been said of Edward, that he was inferior to bis father,
in letters, but superior to him in war, glory,
lac^
assertion is rather an oratorical point than an
Edward had never to struggle with such warfare r-s that during
which Alfred ascended his throne, in which he lost it, and by
whose suppression he regained it Edward encountered ’f: t the
fragments of that tremendous mass which Alfred first broke.
.

A

,

*

'it-s.

-

Towceater then Thurferth Eorl and his
follower*, and all the army from Northampton to the river Weland in that county,
•ought him to HUforde, and to Mundboran. Sax. Chron. 109.
° Tha hie eall tha polbon tha he polbe. ibid. 109.

stayed (Here while a burgh wai

*

made

at

;

bine geceap p^nbejxhce him to blapopbe anb to CDunb-

bojian. Sax. Chron. 109.
w 8ax. Chron. 110. The Welsh had previously Buffered from the warlike EthelSeda. She look Brecon and a Welah queen, aria signalised
Afterward
another invasion. Howel waa the celebrated Howel Dha, the legifJMor of WaleK#
3
Ho held both Powya and South Wales. Clydauc waa bia broll^^^Sv^ne'a Hut
of
44, 45. Powye and Dineftwr were tributary to the king af Aberfraw. The laws
Howel Dha mention the tribute to the king of London thua : u Sixty-throe pounds
ie the tribute from the king of Aberfraw to the king of London, when be took hie
kingdom from him ; and besides thin, except dogs, hawks, and horses, nothing else
hall be enacted." Lib. ill. e. 9, p. 199. Wottoo1! edition.
Mailroe, 147.
Chron. 110. Flor. 347. Matt. Wert. 359. Hoveden, 499.
Malmabury, 46. Ingulf, 98. Bromton, 835.
* The year of hb death ia differently stated ; 994 is given by Malt West 359
Bromton, 637; Flor. 347; Malm. 48; Mail. 147; Chron. Petrib. 85; and by the
iv.
The printed Saxon Chronicle has 995, p. 110.
318- Chron. Tib. b. L and also
Hoveden puts 919, and Ethel werd 996. The authorities for 994 preponderate.
-Melmeb.46. Flor. 336. Ingulf, 98.

Sam

b
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Edward had many

46ft

children besides Athelstan.

He was twice

His first marriage produced two sons, Ethelward and
Edwin, and six daughters. Four of the latter were mated to
continental potentates.*
His second unionb was followed by the
birth of two more sons, Edmund and Edred, who in the course
of time succeeded to his sceptre ; and of three daughters. One
of these, a lady of exquisite beauty,* was wedded to the prince of
married.

.

Aoquitain.

Edward

imitated his father as well in his plan of education as
The first part of his daughters' lives was
devot^q to letters : they were afterwards taught to use the needle,
and the distafE His sons received the best literaiy education of
the day, that they might be well qualified for the offices of govern*
-

in his

menl

government

to

which they were bom.d

CHAPTER
The Reign

II.

of Athelstan.

Immediately after Edward's interment, Ethelward, the eldest
of his first marriage, the pattern of tbo illustrious Alfred, in
i twiners, countenance, and acquisitions, was taken away from
fte hopes of his countrymen.*
On his death, the Anglo-Saxon
sceptre was given by the witona-gemot to Athelstan, and he was
crowned at Kingston. He was thirty years of age at his accession.
His father’s will directed the choice of the approving

wn

nobles.*

Athelstan, the eldest but illegitimate son« of

Edward, was bom

* Malnwb 47.
* Hiq aeceac wile
dSadgifu, whose will ii printed in Soon, with a Latin
transition,
appendix to Lie'i Saxon dictionary.
c
eximiar mulierem. Malnwb. 47.
4
Edward w»? for tome time under an asooannunicstMM from
47.
Rotne,^>
hie biftboprirv recant The kino appeased the pope by filling
even eeea in one day. Malnwb. 48. Edward was buried in the
monastery
where hia father 'and brother Ethelwerd lay. Ibid,
* Malnwb. 46.
Fior. 347. Sax. Ch. III.
Maluwbar? mja, the prince died in a
few daye after his lather. The MS. Saxon Chrooicle, Tib. b. if. particalarixee eixtean daye, «
hjiabe thejt gepoji
16 baxap
Oxan-

wu

^i^PMtatii

non

fonba.w

ymbe

pychc

3C

<

Malnwb. 48, 49.
His mother was a shepherd's daughter, of extraordinary beauty. Malnwb. 53.
Bromton, 831. Matt. West. 351. She ie called Eg wine, illufltrie ftinina, by H. Stgrave, MS. deep. A. 13, and in J. Bevor'e Chron. MSS. HarL 641. It was bar daugh'

*

ter

who married

Sigtryg.

Ibid.
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He could be only six years of age when his
in Alfred’s lifetime.
grandfather died, and yet, interested by his beauty and manners,
Alfred had invested him prematurely with the dignity of knighthood, and given him a purple vestment, a jewelled belt, and a
Saxon sword, with a golden sheath. His aunt, Ethelfleda, joined
with her husband in superintending his education ; and the attainments of Athelstan reflected honour on their attentions,”*1
The Anglo-Saxon sovereign became a character of dignity and
consequence in Europe, in the person of Athelstan. His connections with the most respectable personages on the Continent, give
to his reign a political importance,
Sigtryg, the son of Ingwar,* and grandson of Ragnar Lodbrog,
was a reigning king in Northumbria at the accession of Athelstan.
He is chiefly known in the Saxon annals, for having murdered
his brother^ and in Irish history, for his piratical depredations.*
He, therefore, deserves the character of barbarian, both in mind
and in nation.* Athelstan, however, to conciliate his friendship
during the first years of his government, gave him his own sister
in marriage.
Their nuptials were celebrated with magnificence. 4
Perhaps the circumstance of the king’s birth, and the existence of
legitimate brethren, disposed him to court the alliance, rather than
to encounter the enmity, of the Anglo-Danes, while his power was
young. Sigtryg embraced Christianity on the occasion ; but soon
repenting, put away his wife, and resumed his idolatry J Roused
by the insult, Athelstan prepared to attack him ; but Sigtryg died
before he invaded. k His sons fled before the king ; the warlike
Anlaf into Ireland, and Godefrid into Scotland.
Athelstan pursued Godefrid
he sent messages to Eugenius,
king of the Cumbri, and to Constantine king of the Scots, to de;

mand the fugitives. The Scottish prince obeyed the necessity,
and came with homage to England. Godefrid, with a friend,
escaped during the journey; and endeavoured, but in vain, to
interest York
his favour.
Retiring from this city, he was be-

m

d

Mihnib. 49.

9

Heii named

the eon of Iear in the annals of Ulster. See them, p. 65, 66, 67.
Niel rex occisus est
fra t re Sihtrico.
Sim. Dun. 133. So Huntingdon,
354. The Annals of Ulster contain a similar incident, which they date in 887, p. 65.
They call the brother Godfred. Whether thia b a mianomer, or whether Sigtrjg
perpetrated two fratricides, I cannot decide.
• Bee the Annals of Ulster.
b Bo Malmsbury entitles him, gente et antmo barbaroa,
p. 50.
k
Hoveden, 499. Flor. 398. The MS. Chronicle, Tib. h. is. mentions the place
and the daj of this marriage. It aaya that the two kings met and concluded the
nuptials at Tamworth, on the 30th of January, M 925, haep JEchelpcan
1

914.

caning
aec

Bihtpic

Nopthh^mbna caning heo jepamnobon

Tameyeopchehige, 3

r^eopco|^hi m ^popgemp ”

kal.

Febpuapn

MSB.

Tib.

ASthelfcan hip

b. iv,

» 996
SUttrkaa vita deceaait. Flor. 348. The Annals of Ulaler express
» 996, Sigtryg O'lvar died in his old sge. M p. 67.

it

thus:

;
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sieged, but again eluded the darker.
His friend perished at sea
the prince, alter as much misery on the waters as upon
sub*
niitted to Athelstan, and was honourably received at his court
Four days’ enjoyment satiated him with the charms of civilized
His early habits impelled him to abandon that tranquillity
life.
which is so grateful to the cultured mind, and he fled to maritime

piracy.

1

Athelstan exerted his power with an eflect to which Edward’s
superiority had never reached.
He drove Ealdred from Bebbanburh, demolished the castle at York,™ and added Northumbria to
his paternal dominions. 0
But Athelstan was not permitted to enjoy his triumph unmolested.
The Northmen chieftains saw that the progress of Athelstan’s power was advancing to their complete subjection.
Tiro
states on the Baltic were still full of fierce and active adventurers
who had to seek fame and fortune in other regions ; and descendants of Ragnar Lodbrog yet existed, both enterprising and popular.
These circumstances occasioned a great effort to be made
against Athelstan, which not only threatened 1o emancipate
Northumbria from his authority, but to overwhelm his inherited
government. The greatness of the confederacy, and the preparations by which it was supported, excited great attention in
Europe, as well as in England. It is narrated in a Northern
•Saga, as well as in the English Chronicles ; and, from a careful
comparison of all the documents, the following facts seem to be
an authentic detail.
In 934, Athelstan had ravaged Scotland with his army, as far
as Dunfoeder and Wertmore, while his fleet spread dismay to
Caithness.” Constantine was then unable to withstand the storm,
but he prepared for a day of retaliation.
Anlaf also, the son of
Sigtryg, though he had obtained a sovereignty in Ireland, was
planning to regain his power in Northumbria. In Wales, the
1

Malmsb. 50.

a Malmab.

50.
In Edward*a reign Reginwald, a pafan king, came with a great
and conquered York. Two of hit leaders are mentioned. Souls, and the cruel
Onlafbald, to whom he gave poeaessiona.
He drove oat Aldred and his brother, and
defeated Constantine. Ibid. 74. Sim. Dun. 23. This was in 919. Ibid. 133. Regin.
wiki had before attacked Dublin. Ibid. In 921, be submitted to Edward. Ibid.
153. The Annals of Ulster state, m 917, that the Gala, from Ireland, attacked the
Scotch, and Northern Saxons, and that Reginald MacBeokch, one of the leaders of
the Gala, attacked the Scotch and Saxone in the rear with great slaughter, p. 66.
* Malt West 360.
Flor. 340.
The MS. Tib. U iv. gives • passage in Saxon not
in the printed Chronicle, but of the same import irith the Latin of Florence, ad an,
926. On comparing the two MS. Chronicles of Tik h. L and Tib. b iv. I And that
they oontain in several places passages which are nowhere else preserved, bat in
Florence, or Matthew of Westminster, Hoveden, or in Huntingdon. The Aimak of
these writers, and of Ethelwerd, seem, therefore, to be but Latin translations of AngloSaxon Chronicles, some of which are now lost
• Mailroa, 147. Sex-Chrao. 111. Sim. Don. 134. Tbs canes of the invasion
was Constantine’s violation of bis treaty. The Scot! tab king gave op bk eon os a
fleet

hostage, with

many

presents.

Sax. Chron. 349,

;
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humbled by Athelstan,* were ready to co-operate for the
diminution of his strength. The Anglo-Danes (as, for convenience and despatch, we will hereafter term the descendants of
the Northern colonists of Northumbria and East Anglia) beheld
with displeasure die preponderance of the Saxon sovereign, and
the petty state of Cumbria had no choice but to follow the
impulse of the potent neighbours who surrounded it All these
powers confederated* against Athelstan, and the united mass of
their hostilities was increased by fleets of warriors from Norway
and the Baltic.' By an attack of this magnitude, it seemed a
certain calculation that the single force of Athelstan must be
overthrown. England had never been assailed before with a confederacy of so much power, formed with so much skill, and consisting of so many parts.
Such a combination of hostility could not be completed, and
the armaments, necessary for its successful explosion, could not
be collected, without Athelstan’s knowledge.
He prepared to meet the storm with firmness and energy ; and,
to multiply his own means of defence, he circulated promises of
high reward to every warrior who should join his standard.*
Thorolf and Egil, two of those navigating vikingr whose weapons were ready for any enterprise, heard the tidings as they
sailed by Saxony and Flanders.
They came in the autumn with
three hundred companions, to proffer their services to Athelstan, who gladly received them. 1
And Rollo assisted him from

princes,

Normandy.
Anlaf"

commenced

p Florence

the warfare,

by entering

the

Humber with

mention! the prior subjection of Hawaii king of the West Britons, end

in 926, p. 348.
Melt West names these princes Hun360.
* The members of the confederacy sre staled from Ingulf, 29, 37 ; Flor. Wig. 349
8a*. Chron. 111-114; Hoveden, 422; and the Egilli.Saga, in Johnstone's Cello
SeandicB, p. 31. Florence, Alured Be?, and Hoveden, say, that Constantine incited
Anlaf to the attempt
1
The British Chronicle in the Cotton library, MSw Cleopatra, b. v. says, “Ac y
doelh gwyr Denmarc y geiaiaw goresgyn yr ynya y arnaw.” 1 And the men of
Denmark came who sought to conquer the island from him.' It adds, “ Ac y rodea
ynter kyffrano ydunt ac yny kyffrsnc hwnnw y lias brenbin yr yscottieit, phymp
brenbin o Denmarc." ‘And he give them battle, and in this battle were slain
the king of Sootland, and five king of Denmark.' This Chronicle ends near the
year 1200. The Saxon song mentions North manna to hare been in the kettle,
peapth
bpeju,” p* 113. The

Wcr, the king of Gwent,
wall and WUferih,

p.

“Th«p Tcplemeb

Nopchmanna

Annals of Ulster call the struggle, “s great and destructive wsr between the
Saxons and Normans," p. 67. Bo Hunt, mentions Froda aa doctor Norm annus,
Ingulf mentions Denorum and Norreganorum, 37.
p. 354.
1 AdalateTnn
eutera copies eibi oontraxlt, prwbuitqne stipend! a omnibus, exteria et
indigenis, qoi hoe paeto
freer® copiebant
Egilli 8kallagrimi Saga, p. 31.
1 Egilli
Saga, p. 31, 32. They are called Vikingum in p. 43. On Rollo, see

mm

W. Gem. 229, and

Dodo.
In the Egilli Bags, be is called OSafr. In the Annals of Ulster, Otave, p. 67.
In the Brat Jenin Breckfr, Awls
In Bromton, Anlaf. Other English
p. 485.
ohronklee call him Anlaf, Anlavus, Aoalspb, and Onlafi
•

H
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of 815 ships.* The governors, whom Athelstan had
left
Northumbria are named Alfgeirr, and Gudrekr. Their forces
were soon overpowered. Gudrekr fell, and Alfgeirr fled to his
a

fleet

in

sovereign with the tidings. w

Among

the allies of Anlaf, the

Northern Saga names Hryngr, and Adils, as British princes.
The latter perhaps may have been Edwai, the son of Anarawd,

who was

reigning in North

bable, that

Wales at this
Hryngr was a Danish leader.?

period

;*

but

it is

pro-

The Northern account states, that the first array collected by
the friends of Athelstan, being unequal to a contest, pretended
negotiations, and that fictitious offers of money, were made by
the Anglo-Saxons, to gain time till all their army could be assem-

bled.*
When their preparations were complete, Athelstan closed
the intercourse by a message to Anlaf,* that he should have permission to withdraw from England unmolested, if he restored his
plunder, and would acknowledge himself the subject of the
Saxon king.

The messengers reached Anlaf s camp at night ; he arose from
bed and assembled his earls. The tidings were added, that
Athelstan had that day marched into the city a powerful host.
The Welsh prince exclaimed, that the negotiations had been mere
artifice; and proposed, that he and Hryngr should attempt a
his

night attack

on the advanced part of Athelstan’s army, com-

manded by Alfgeirr and

Thorolf. b
Anlaf, brave and active, resolved to inspect the army before he
attempted the surprise, that the blow might be directed to the
most important quarter. He put off his regal vestments, and concealing himself under the disguise of a harper, he went singing
through the Saxon army, till he reached the royal tent. His

music and dancing gratified Athelstan, till the business of the camp
demanded his presence. The minstrel was then dismissed with
presents, but

his pride revolted against accepting

a

gift

from

' Mtilrm, 147, and Sim.
Don. 25. Hoveden, 439. Tbe ship in which Efil
afterward* left England, oonlained ooe hundred man or mnre. Egil. Saga, pa ft.
If Anlaf
ships were of Ibis me, bis army must have been iitlj thousand.
may take forty thousand as a safer average.
” Egilli San, 33, 34.
1
Eidwal Foel acceded in 913, on the death of Anarawd. Brat y Tywya, p. 435.
He fell againft tbe Saxoni in 941. MS. Cleop. 5.
T There
is an Icelandic fragment which expressly states, that Harald Blaatood, or
Blue Tooth, pent his eon Hryngr with en army to England; but that Hryngr there,
dolo circumrentua et occisua eat
1 Langb. 149.
Now aa the oJd Icelandic Annala
(1 Langb. 187,) place the accession of Harald in 907, and aa be wea reigning et the
time of this battle, I think it highly probable, that Hryngr, the son of Harald, was
the opponent of Athelstan.
Langbeck wants to maka Una son of Harald, the Erie
who will be mentioned in the reign of Edred ; hut that Eric was unquestionably the
*on of Harald Harfragre.
* Egilli Saga, 38, 39.
* Tbe Baga says, Adils, but
tbe meeting
to imply Anlaf
* Egilli Saga, 40. 43.
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it to avoid detection, but he disdained to keep
in the sand as he left the encampment.
soldier in the outer stations observed his movements, and
did not betray him ; but he hastenknew him in his disguise.
ed with the tidings to Athelstan. To a rebuke for not having

Athelstan.
it,

took

and he buried

it

A

He

seized him, he answered, “ O king, the oath which I have lately
taken to you, I once gave to Anlaf. If I had broken it to him, I
might have been faithless to you ; but deign to hear a servant’s
counsel and remove your tent to another quarter.” Athelstan
thought the advice sagacious, and the royal residence was placed
The bishop of Sherborne soon after arriving
in a distant part.
with his soldiers, was lodged in the plain which the king had
quitted . 6

At night Adils and Hryngr embodied their forces, and marched
on the saxon camp. The bishop was the victim of surprise
But Thorolf and Alfgeirr, who commanded in the district, roused
Adils assaulted the
their warriors, and supported the attack.
division of Alfgeirr, and Hryngr directed himself to the allied
.*1

vikingr.

Vanquished by the impetuosity of his assailant, Alfgeirr fled
from the field, and eventually the country. Adils, flushed with
Thorolf directed his colleague,
his victory, turned on the others.
he exhorted his troops to stand close, and if
Egils, to meet him
overpowered to retreat to the wood. Egils obeyed, though with
;

a force

inferior.

became warm. Thorolf fought with all the fury of
which was the pride of the day he threw his shield bee
hind him, and, grasping his huge weapon with both hands, he

The

battle

valour,

;

He forced
prostrated the enemies with an irresistible strength.
his way at last to the standard of his adversary ; he reached and
His success animated his followers, and Adils,
killed him.
mourning the death of Hryngr, gave way, and the combat discontinued.
Athelstan, hearing of this affair, united, and arranged all his
night
Anlaf did the same.
forces for a decisive engagement.
of rest preceded the awful conflict Athelstan formed his array of
battle.
In the front he placed his bravest troops, with Egils at
1,

A

Ingulf, 37.
Malmeh. 48, 248.
Mslmsb. 46 end 248.
The sword wielded with both hands, was used by the ancient natives of the Hebrides.
They called it the glaymore, the great sword. See Boswelfs Tour, p. 210,
230. It was a weapon of roost barbarous nations.
9 EgiPs Sags,
44, 45. I do not giro the whole detsil of the Saga ; I select the
circumstances which are most entitled tonotioe, and which harmonise best with the
Saxon descriptions. No two nations deacribo the same particulars of a battle, although the narration of each is intended to be authentic. A great battle ie oom«

«*

*

pecan of s multiplicity of incidents. Individuals, in different stations of the field,
notiee different Mrcumstancee. The Sega is minute about the part where Thorolf
and
end Egils
and
Exile fought The Saxons neglect these warriors, to reoord their Torketul end
Athelstan. This Is natural and allowable, perhaps inevitable.
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own

band, with an addition
who always flew
from point to point ; nowhere steady, yet often injuring the unguarded.* The warriors of Mercia and London, who were conducted by the valiant Turketul, the chancellor of the kingdom, he
directed to oppose themselves to the national force of Constantine.
He chose his own West Saxons to endure the struggle with Anlaf,
Anlaf, observing his disposition, in part imihis competitor.*
He obeyed the impulse of his hopes and his courage, and
tated it
placed himself against Athelstan. One of his wings stretched to
the wood against the battalia of Thorolf it was very numerous,
and consisted of the disorderly Irish.'
BrunanburhJ was the scene of action and Thorolf began the
battle he loved ; he rushed forward to the wood, hoping to turn
the enemy’s flank ; his courage was too impetuous and indiscriminate his eagerness for the fray impelled him beyond his com-

their head.

let

his

of Anglo-Saxons, to oppose the irregular

Irish,

;

;

;

panions.
Both were pressing fiercely and blindly onward, when
Adils darted from his ambush in the wood, and destroved Thorolf
and his foremost friends. Egils heard the outcries of alarm ; he
looked to that quarter, and saw the banner of Thorolf retreating.
Satisfied from this circumstance that Thorolf was not with it, he
flew to the spot, encouraged his party, and renewed the battle.

Adils

fell

in the struggle.*

At this crisis, while the conflict was raging with all the obstinacy of determined patriotism and courageous ambition when
missile weapons had been mutually abandoned ; w'hen foot was
planted against foot, shield forced against shield, and manual
vigour was exerted with every energy of destruction when chiefs
and vassals were perishing in the all-levelling confusion of war,
and the numbers cut down were fiercely supplied with new
crowds of warriors hastening to become victims, the chancellor
;

;

1

1
b Ingulf, 37.
Egil'i Rag*, 47.
Evil's Saga, 46, 47.
singular that the position of thia farooaa battle ia not aocertained. The
Saxon song says, it was at Brunanborh ; Elhelwerd, a cotemporarj, names the place
Brun and une ; Simeon of Durban), Weondaneor Elhrunnanwerch, or Brunnan byrge;
Malmeburj, Brantford Ingulf says, Branford in Northumbria. These, o f course,

f

i

It ia

;

imply the tame place : but where was it ? Camden thought it at* afrord, near
Bromeridge, in Northumberland. Gibson mentions, that iu Cheshire there Jb i
place called Bran barb. 1 observe that the Villa re mentions a Branton in Northumberland.

.

.

In a MS. in the British Museum, Galbo, A. 14, the prayer
44
of Athelstan before the battle of Brunanburb is preserved. It begins,
k Egil’s

Sago, 48, 49.

thu Dnihcen
JE\^ chu <£lmighcis& Dob! jEla Ling
salpa Lyninga, anb blayopb ealpa palbcnbpal On chap
mihea punach aelc rire, anb xlc jepm fcojich to bpyc, me*
1

1
Cessantibus dto forentarns armis, code pee, et cospide cutpb
peQebatur.
multi motlaloa, eourasaque cadavers regum et
bant Ingulf; 37.

CM

umboqoe u mbooe
paopernm oorree-

;
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made an

attack which influenced the fortune of the day.
from the combatants some citizens of London, on
whose veteran valour he could rely to these he added the men of
Worcestershire, and their leader, who is called the magnanimous
He formed those chosen troops into a firm ana compact
Singin.
body, and placing his vast muscular figure at their head, he chose
a peculiar quarter of attack, and rushed impetuously on his prey.

Turketul

He selected

:

The hostile ranks fell before him. He pierced the circle of the
Piets and the Orkneymen, and, heedless of the wodd. of arrows
and spears which fastened in his armour, he even penetrated to
He beheld Constantine, the king
the Cumbrians and the Scots.
of the Grampian hills, and he pressed forward to assail ihim. Constantine was too brave to decline his daring adversary.
The
assault fell first upon his son, who was unhorsed ; with,'renovated
fury the battle then began to rage. Every heart beat vehement
every arm was impatient to rescue or to take the prince. The
Scots, with noble loyalty .precipitated themselves on the Saxons,'
to preserve their leader. Turketul would not forego the expected
Such, however, was the fury of his assailants ; so many
prize.
weapons surrounded the Saxon chancellor, that his lifd- began to
be endangered, and he repented of his daring. He wps nearly
oppressed ; the prince was just released ; when Singjn, with a
desperate blow, terminated his contested life. New courage
rushed into the bosoms of the Saxons on this event. Grief and
panic as suddenly overwhelmed their enemies. The Scots in
consternation withdrew, and Turketul triumphed in his hardearned victory.™
Athelstan and his brother Edmund,” were, during these events,
engaged with Anlaf. In the hottest season of the conflict, the
sword of Athelstan broke at the handle, while his enemies were
pressing fiercely upon him.
He was speedily supplied with
another,® and the conflict continued to be balanced.
After the battle had long raged, Egils and Turketul, pursuing
the retreating Scots, charged suddenly upon AnlaPs rear. It was
then that his determined Dands began to be shaken ;p slaughter
thinned their ranks; many fled, and the assailants cried out
“ Victory !” Athelstan exhorted his men to profit by the auspi“

Ingulf, 37. MaJmebary and Ingulf, and the Wei ah Chronicle, Cleop. A. 5. (y
brenhin yr yocottieit) inert, tbit Conetantine fell ; but I think the Saxon poem
i better, beoeuee a contemporary evidence, that it waa hie eon that perished. Thie
ays of Constantine, *] hip punu pojilec on pel f cole,
popline

punbum

gjiunben geonge sec guche,

mouq of ComtiitiiM.

p. 113.

The

Soottiab history confines the

frho Haaoo aoog allaala the preeen oe of Edmund in the btUle. p. 118.
This incident
thought of cooaeqoenoe onoofh to he dignified by a miracle,
profiitood.
his lift by Osborne; and see Bromton* p®
P******
8B9» ooSa
» %i!li Sofa. 49.
0

wu
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cious moment He commanded his banner to be carried into
He made a deep impression on their
the roH gt of the enemy.
The soldiers of Anlaf fled on
followed.
ruin
general
a
and
ftont,
every side, and the death of pursuit filled the plain with their

dead bodies.’

Thus terminated this dangerous and important conflict Its
successful issue was of such consequence, that it raised Athelstan

a most venerated dignity in the eyes of all Europe. The kings
began to
of the continent sought, his friendship,' and England
West.
the
nations
of
other
the
amid
port
majestic
assume a
Among the Anglo-Saxons it excited such rejoicings, that not
songs were
only their poets aspired to commemorate it, but the
popular, that one of them is inserted in the Saxon Chronicle,

to

so
as the best memorial of the event.*
the nobles, and the
It celebrates both Athelstan and Edmund,
battle to
valour of the West Saxons and Mercians ; it states the
death
of five
the
mentions
it
sunset
;
have lasted from sunrise to
his carls ; the
of
seven
of
fall
the
and
Anlaf,
of
flight
the
kin<*s >
and the death of his
flight of Froda ; the retreat of Constantine,
of the old writers
books
the
that
declaring,
son: it concludes with
“
had never mentioned a greater slaughter in this island since the
the broad
over
East
the
from
came
Wles and the Saxons hither
overwar-smiths
illustrious
the
when
Britain;
sought
ocean, ahd
came the Welsh ; when the earls, excelling in honour, obtnined
t
the country.”
,
0
Northumbria and Wales fell into the power of Athelstan, >y
.

,

,

.

.

....

Sags, 50. Ingulf, 37.
,
i...:.L..Uni
citiui venlilata, devidcrmb.nl
itaque victoria per univeraam Chnslianilatom
cl nuocu'nquc modo Mcra
facere
amiciti.a
rege
Atliclatano
oranes regea terr® cum
Elhelwerd, who end..hi* chronicle with Eadgar.
Ingulf. 37.
feeder, paci. iniro.
gfcat batllc. p. 848.
aaya, that, to hia day. it waa popularly called the
The King is also in the two MSS. Tib. B. 1. and B. 4.
• 8.x. Chron. p. 1 12-114.
1, putt
printed copy. The MS.
with frequent varialiona in orthography from the
IB O,
other reading., inalead
it to the year 937; and, among
s Egilli
r

Hie

H
of] heopa

p.

113.

D 112

1.

eye Ypalanb.
haa heonb peal

30, hue

1

12

:

So the MS.
for

B. 4, matead of

eal-jobon,

a Iter war da

bon -f

,

seaijooen,

n®

maUnett,
becauac in
aimilar difference., which are worth collating,
peal, they improve Ihe acnao. Ltnjrbccfc
and
in
v. 3. p. 412. Henry of Hunti ngdow
published^!, with noU®, and with throe vereiona.
354. M*lm«bnry has
h.s inserted sn ancient Latin veraion of it in hie history, p.
preserved a portion of another poem, written aha
to Snorrc, Slurleaon ***• “Ansli
1
Sax. Chron. 114. The ancient supplement
J
Nor.

«d

u

many

Ynalanb

heonb

acerrima qu. imquam
hoc prelium unum cen.ueront inter maxima et
mannia aut Daois commiaenmL” 2 Langb. 413.

cum

K

vdunl
aberysytiimi
Kymre ac »Wv*
ef a ystyogawd ydaw holl brenhined
Sef
ydaw.
Nortwei
brenhin
talawd
talu teyrnget ydaw megya y
phympmij
hynny try chant punt o arianl ac ngaent punt o cun a
b®
“And
5.
B.
Ckop
History,
British
gwartbee pob blwydVn. MS. of
SUeJed o/all the king&m of Wale* and it wae matteto pound,« of silver, “5
1<K
and Kj
was 300
the pay ment of the luo/of Norway to him. Tbi.
VOL. I.
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It effectually secured to him the throne of his
ancestors ; and the subjugation of the Anglo-Danes was so decisive, that he has received the fame of being the founder of the

this victory.

English monarchy.
The claims of Egbert to

this honour are unquestionably surreponly be between Alfred and Athelcan
competition
titious.
Our old chronicles vary on this subject : some denominate
stan.
w The
v
Alfred the first monarcha ; some give it to Athelstan.
truth seems to be, that Alfred was the first monarch of the AngloSaxons, but Athelstan was the first monarch of England. The
Danish sovereigns, to whose colonies Alfred chose or was compelled to yield Northumbria and East Anglia, divided the island
with him ; therefore, though he first reigned monarch over the
Anglo-Saxons, from the utter destruction of the octarchy, it
was not until Athelstan completely subjugated the Anglo-Danish
After the battle of
>wer, that the monarchy of England arose.
runanburh, Athelstan had no competitor : he was the immediate
sovereign of all England. He was even nominal lord of Wales
and Scotland.
The fame of Athelstan extended beyond the island he governed.
His accomplishments, his talents, and his successes, interested
Europe in his favour, and he received many proofs of the respect
with which foreigners regarded him. He had connections with

The

S

Bretagne, France, Germany, Norway, and Normandy ; and from
this period England began to lose its insular seclusion, and to be
concerned with the current transactions of Europe.
When the Northmen who had settled in Normandy, overran
Bretagne, the sovereign, Mathuedoi, escaped to England with his
The Breton lords followed and all who preferred
family.
;

pounds of wool, and 5000 cows every year.** Caradoc gives this tribute somewhat
lie says, 41 20 pounds in gold, 300 in silver, and 200 head of cattle."
different.

Wynne,

48.

Matt. West. 340. So theChronicon de regibus Anglia a Petro de Ickliam. MS.
Cotton. Lib. Domit. A. 3. Primus rogum Anglorum super tot am Angliam solos
rognare empit So the Chronicon Johsnnis de Tszton, ab initio mundi ad Ed. I.
MS. Cotton, Julius, A. 1. Alfredus cxinde regnutn Anglorom solus omnium regem
So Chronica Johannis de Oxenedes moos chi S. Benedict! de Hulmo ab
obtinuit.
adfenta Saxonuin ad A. D. 1293. MS. Cotton, Nero, D. 2, ad rogem A lured am
prim urn monarcham totius Anglia. So a MS. in the same volume, p. 243. Aluredus rex qui primus totum regnum Anglia passed it So the Chronicon Roffense, ib.
Iste Alfredus primus monarcha fuit regni Anglia ; and many others.
p. 79.
* Edgar, in one of his charters, says of Athelstan, u Qui primus regum Anglorum
omnes nalioncs qui Britanniam incolunt sibi srmic aubegit," ] Dugdaie, Monost 140
and see Alurcd. Bevorl. 110 ; Sim. Dunelm, p. 18, and 24; and Slubb*« Acta Pont
Ebor. 1698. So the Compendium Hist dc Regibus, Anglo-Saxon MS. Cott Domit.
A. 6,p. 5. Athelstanus qui primus regum ex Anglia totius Britannia monarchism
habuit So the Chronica of Tewksbury, MS. Cleop. C. 3, and cited in Dugdole’s
Moomstioon, vot i. p. 154, bos, a AdeUtani regie qui primus monarcha fuit” So the
Historic Rsmceispeie, 3 Gall. 387, calls him jEthebUni totius olim Anglia Bssilei.
Hermannus, who wrote 1070, says, JSdelstanus regnat Angliamqae dm partitsm
solas sibi eubjagat MS. Tib. B. 2, p. 22.
*

—

—
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honourable poverty to the loss of liberty, swelled the emigration.
Athelstan received the wretched exiles, who came to him under
the same circumstances as those in which their ancestors had fled
to Bretagne, with that humanity which ennobles the benefactor.
The young Alan, the son of Mathuedoi, by the daughter of the
celebrated Alain, he took into his palace, and was the sponsor at
Nourished and educated by Athelstan's liberality,
his baptism.
the young Alan grew up to manhood with ability and honour.
He beheld indignantly the sufferings of his country ; he projected a
day of retribution. As soon as his age would )>crmit, he assembled
the surviving Bretons who had emigrated, and directed his course
lie surprised Dol and St. Brieux.
to the shores of Bretagne.
His appearance and first successes revived both patriotism and
hope he was numerously joined he drove the Northmen from
his country and from the Loire, and received the sceptre of Bretagne as his well-merited reward.*
When Charles the Simple, the king of France, was imprisoned
and dethroned, his queen Edgiva fled into England to her father
Edward the Elder, carrying over her son Louis, but three years
;

;

old. y

The queen and her son continued the guests of Athelstan, who
treated his unfortunate sister with affection and respect.
Rodolf,a Frankish noble, who had assumed the throne of Charles,
governed France,

full

of seditions, revolts, and

hostilities,

with

celebrity to their possessor, and happiness to the people.*
In 926, an intercourse was opened with
Athelstan by Hugucs the son of Robert, whose dignity had been
so fleeting.
Hugues requested of Athelstan, his sister, Ethilda, iri
marriage. This was a very delicate negotiation. Hugucs had
co-operated with the other chiefs, that had dethroned and still
kept imprisoned the king, who had married the sister of the lady
he wooed. This sister was with Athelstan, with her infant child.

tliosc talents

which gave

in his suit, and conducted it with
obtained for his ambassador, Adulf, the son of the
count of Flanders, and of Alfred’s daughter, the aunt of Athelstan.*
The affinity of Adulf must have given interest to his nego-

Hugues, however, persevered
dexterity.

He

* Chronicoo Namnetenee renlilutom, in the appendix to Lobineau, toL ii. p. 45;
and in Bouquet, ml. viii. p. 276; and Flodoaid Chron, ib, Such wii llie denotation
which had attended the Northman invasion, that the civitas Namnctica aine hIIo
Of AJanu a, the
Ib.
habitatore vacua ct omnino Ion go tempore deserta remanait.
Chron icon aaja, M fuit vir polcna ac valde adversua inivnicoa sues bellijjcrator fbrtia
habena et possidens omnetn Britanniam, fogalis inde Normannia aibt aubditam et
Redon cam et Namneticum et etiam trana Ligcrim Medalgicum, heofa l gieum et
r Daniel, 236.
Herbadilicum." 8 Bouquet. 276.
Hia aoceeaafol wars, the humiliation of the vaaaala of the crown, thirteen jeart
poaaeaaion of an oaurped throne, and la France pacifite roslgre lanl iTwpnU inquieta,
oot dea preuvea ires certaines de aa prudence, de son courage, de aa for meld et da
Daniel, 250.
ce genie auperieur qui fail ksgranda hom
ct lea heroa.
1
Ac f
Malntabnrr, 51. The British Chronicle, Cleop. B. 5, mentions this
daeth Edolf iarD Bolojn ap Baudewine imrll Flandrgs ac auroc fan Hofee.
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Splendid presents enforced the request ; perfumes never
seen in England before ; emeralds of fascinating verdure ; many
fine coursers with rich caparisons ; a vase of onyx, so beautifully
carved, that the corn, vines, and men seemed animated, and so
polished, that it reflected like a mirror ; the sword of Constantine
the Great ; the conquering lance of Charlemagne ; a diadem of
gold and gems, so radiant as to dazzle; and some venerated relics,
composed the splendid gift. b Policy, perhaps, taught the importance, even to the dethroned Charles, or to his family, of making
Hugues a friend. His wishes were therefore gratified, and he
became the brother-in-law of Athelstan. 1
When Rodolf died without male issue, the competition for the

tiation.

^

crown was renewed between Hugues ana Vermandois.
Their factions were too equally balanced to admit either to

reign.

Some

persons,

remembering the family of Charles, proHugues, despairing of his own

posed the election of his son.

Athelstan understanding the circumstances, exerted himself in behalf of Louis, the young prince,
who was still at his court. He sent an embassy to the duke of
Normandy,d to engage his influence with the Frankish lords, who
at last resolved to send to England to offer the crown to Louis.*
The deputies, one of whom was the archbishop of Sens, reached
England in 930, and supplicated Athelstan, on the part of the
states of France, to permit their chosen king to join them.
Athelstan had the glory of receiving this address, and of expressing, in return, his joy at the event, and his anxiety for the safety
of the young prince. The French ambassadors plighted their
Athelstan allowed him to depart a
oaths, and saluted him king.

elevation, inclined to this idea.

few days afterwards, and sent many Anglo-Saxon bishops and
lords to accompany him in honour.
Hugues and the nobles of
France received him at Boulogne, and he was crowned at Laon. f

The reign of Louis was not attended with the friendship of
Hugues. Differences, in time, arose, and Hugues increased his
consequence by marrying Hadwida, the daughter of Henry the
First, emperor of Germany.*
Louis, to collect a power capable
b

presents arc enumerated by Malmsbury, p. 51, who rays, “ Equos plurimoa.”
British Chronicle specifies, but with apparent amplification, M Trychant emmys
ac eu gwisgoed,” ** three hundred course re with their trapping*.” MSS. Cleop. B. 5.
c AlhelaUn returned the courtesy with non minor i bus beneficiis, in addition to the
lady. Malmsb. 51.
* Dodo de Act Norman, lib. iii. p. 97.
9 Hugo comes trmns ms re mittil pro accersendo Ludovico Caroli filio quern rex
AUUnnua avunculus ipsios nutriebat. Flodoardi Hist Eccles. Rbem. lib. iv. c. 26.
f
Flodoardi, ibid. Louis, from hit residence in England, was
Truns-

The

The

summed

marinna, or Outremer.
• Cbronleon Flodoardi, 8. Bouquet, 184.
By her he bad Hugh Capet, who completed the deposition of the ftmilj of Charlemagne, which bis ancestors had begun,
and whose dynasty, that seemed violently terminated in our days, has bteo since re-
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of securing himself against the aspiring nobles, procured the alliance of Athelstan, who promised to send a fleet to his succour.
“This is the first example,” says a modem French historian,
“ which we have in our history, not only of an offensive league
between France and England, but it is also the first treaty by
which these two kingdoms concerned themselves about each
other’s welfare. Until this event, the two nations had considered
themselves as two worlds, which had no connection but that of
commerce to maintain, and had no interest to cultivate either
friendship or egmity in other concerns .”
Athelstan performed his engagements. When Otho passed the
Rhine, in 939, Louis claimed of England the stipulated aid. The
Anglo-Saxon fleet sailed immediately for his support. It appeared
off the coast of Flanders, and protected the maritime cities
it
ravaged some territories of the enemy, but returned to England
without having had the opportunity of any important achieve11

:

ment.'

So much was Athelstan considered abroad, that Arnulf, the
count of Flanders, having taken the fortress of the count Hcrluin,
in 939, sent his captive wife and children to AthelstanJ
The emperor of Germany, Henry the First, permitted his son,
Otho, afterwards surnamed the Great, to solicit a sister of Athclstan in marriage.
In 919, the dignity of emperor was conferred on the prince
nominated by Conrad, who has become illustriously known to
posterity under the title of Henry the First, or the F*owler.
The wars of Henry with the barbarous nations of Hungary,
with the Danes, Bavarians, Suabians, Bohemians, Vandals, Dalmatians, and Francs, by their successful issue, produced to him a
high reputation, and gave new dignity and power to the imperial
crown; but his mind soared above the praise of a barbarous conqueror. Such characters have a thousand rivals. The catalogue
of men, whose successful courage or tactical management has
decided fields of battle in their favour, is as extensive os time
itself.
Wars have everywhere deformed the world, nnd conquerors may of course everywhere be found.
It is for those
who display a cultured intellect and useful virtues; whose lives
have added something to the stock of human happiness; and
whose characters therefore present to us the visions of true greatHeniy the
ness, that history must reserve its frugal panegyrics
Fowler was one of these most fortunate personages. He found
his German subjects wedded to their barbarism by their agricultural and pastoral habits ; and while he provided for their safety
he laboured to improve both their morals and their mind. k
:

k Daniel,
p. 256.
k

1 Ibid. 199*
Chrnnicon Flndoerdi. 8 Booeuet, 193.
Conrad seems to have foremen this disposition in llenrjr, for it is bis reason for
electing the Siioo duke : “ Sant nobis, fraier, oopie eiercitus eonf regandi atque
1

_

42*

;
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He

determined, for this purpose, to draw the population of Ger1
their rude, unsocial, and exposed villages, into towns s
present
society
which
a
barof
into those happy approximations
rier to the sword of war, which are the nurseries of the middle
orders of men, which tame the ferocities of the human passions,
give dominion to moral sympathy, communicate cultivation and
knowledge by perpetual contagion, and cause the virtues to blossom amid general emulation, Dy daily lessons of their necessity,
their diffusion, and their fame.
These towns he fortified with
11
skilful labour.
To effect his purpose, he commanded, that of the men in the
villages who bore arms, a ninth should be placed in towns, for
whose benefit the rest should cultivate the laoours of husbandry.
The townsmen were to receive a third of the collected harvest
and, in return, they built bams and habitations, within the city,
for the peasants.
When war summoned, the burghers hastened
to the defence of their country.
By this institution the ravages
of enemies never introduced famine, because the granaries in the
cities were an ultimate supply, and warriors were always ready

many from

to fly to the field when exigency called."
To induce the people to make towns their voluntary residence,
he forbad suburbs; and ordered that the country habitations

should be few and mean. He ordered all solemn meetings, the
festivities of marriage, and the traffic of merchandize, to be held
in towns ; he directed the citizens to improve themselves by useful industry, and, in peace, to learn those arts which they might
practise to their benefit.0
By his regulations, by his personal diligence, and by their own
beneficial experience, the Germans gradually laid aside their
aversion to live in towns, and these important seminaries of
human improvement perpetually increased.?

Henry, during

his

life,

extended his communications to Eng-

ducendl, aunt urbes at arma com regalibua inaigniis et omne quod decua region deposed, prwter fortunam atqus mores. Fortum, frater, eum nobiUisnmis moribme ,
Henrico cedit. Wiltiohind, p. 10.
u Before this period, excepting tho caaUee on the mountains, the seals of the no*
1
bilitv, and convents, which happened to be aurrounded with walla, there were onlj
Potter 1* Historical Developement, vol.
lonely farms and villages.*1
p. 114.
m “In thia respect 'Germany has undergone but little alteration.1, Most of the
ancient cities, and even inconsiderable towns, are aurrounded with walla, towers, dtc.
which give them a singular and dismal appearance. 1* Potter, ed. note, p. 115.
" Bee the Institute or Henry apod Goldaatum, sub anno994.
I find them cited in
the AquUa Saxonies, p. 94, ed. Venet 1673. WiUichind mentions them briefly, p. 13.
° Institute Henrict in Aquila Bax. p. 94.
The latter precept is enforced by a
moral observation : M Discipline enim et labor magnum ad virUatem afferunt mo-

mentum.** Ibid.
* Boost, in Westphalia, is probably one of the first cities founded by Henry. Next
to this town, the moat indent ere supposed to be Qoedlinburg, Nordhansen, DuderPotter, note 117.
ptadt, Merseburg, dfcc.
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; and, in 983, by bis permission, Otho sought a wife from
the sisters of Athelstan.
Editha was residing in her brother Athelstan’s court, when the
ambassadors of Henry arrived to request her for his son. Athelstan received them benignly, his sister assented," and a magnificent attendance, which his chancellor, Turketul, headed/ conducted her to her royal lover. Her sister Adiva went with her,

land

Otho might be more honoured, and might take his choice.'
Editha was preferred by the too highly honoured Otho, and her
sister was married to a prince near the Alps, who was one of
the emperor’s court.*
Athelstan’s transactions with Norway were also interesting.
In the reign of Edward, and at the accession of Athelstan,
Harald Harfragre was reigning the monarch of Norway. He
had subdued all the little kings, who had divided it into many
small states, and his victories had never been reversed.
Harald, though a barbarian, was not merely the brutal soldier.
The spirit of improvement, which at this period influenced an
Alfred and a Henry, seems to have been communicated to him.
He also aspired to legislate as well as to conquer." He endeavoured to civilize the countries he subdued.
The wars of Harald, though inevitably productive of much
individual misery, have the great excuse, that defence first compelled him into the martial ficld. v In a general view, his conquests
had a beneficial effect. They dispersed several portions of the

that

Norwegian population
Iceland,* the Orkneys/

into countries then uninhabited.
Thus
the Shetland, and the Feroe islands/ date
their inhabitation in his reign, as well as Jamtia and Helsingia,
provinces of Sweden/ But his principal merit was his prohibition of piracy, and the termination of much of the bloodshed of
the North, by conquering all the petty princes, and establishing a

monarchy
*

Hrosvide.

in

Norway.

Poem

do geetis Oddonta,

p.

165.

She

calls

our island, terrain sal

delieiogam.
r

Ingulf, p. 38
Hrosvida, p. 165.
* Ethel
word's proface. Ingulf, 38, and Malmab. 47. Ifrbsvida mourn a tho death
of Editha with great expressions of sorrow, p. 171.
" Snorre has preserved some of the laws of Harald, in his HaralkTs Sags, c. vi.
p. 79.
*

Post obitum Halfdsni Nigri regnum ab no reliotuan iovasere priocipum multi.

Snorre, Haralld's Saga, c.

i.

p. 75.

He details

the invasions, their issue, and

Harakfs

retaliations.

* Islandia inhabitatur

primum

a Norwegis diebos Haraidi Harfsger.

Arm Frode,

erat Islandia sjlvie ooncreta, c. ii. p. 10. The Norwegian
emigrants found some Christians in it, who went awaj on their arrival, leaving some
Irish books behind. Ibid.
Are Frode was born 1060. 8oorro saja, be was Ins 6rst
of all who wrote hac in regione sermooe Norwegioo tarn pried qoaa rsssntioris sri
Preface, p. 3.
* ed.
* Orknevinga Sega, p. 3.
id. Hafoim, 17S0L
1700.
c.

i.

7

p. 6.

Eo tempore

Soorre, HaralkTs Saga, c, 90, p,

34

fib.

1

:
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The piracy of the North was a very active agent in perpetuating that barbarism and ferocity of which it was also the consequence. Like our modern slave traffic, wherever it came it
desolated ; and while it reigned, it kept down the human capacity in the bondage of the most destructive warfare, penury, and
blood.
That hour was therefore auspicious to man when the abolition
of the petty kingships, the aggregation of dominion, and the rise
of monarchies, created at once both the power and the desire to
suppress these pirates. When Harald had stretched his sceptre
over all Norway, every aggression of piracy was an attack on
some of his subjects ; and as he raised a contribution from their
labours, every act of plunder upon them was a diminution of his
revenues.
Harald therefore published an edict, prohibiting piratical excursions on any part of his dominions. 1
He enforced his law by
a vindictive pursuit of the race he discountenanced. He prepared armaments ; they fled ; he chased them from his own dominions; he followed them to Shetland, to the Orkneys, and to
These exerthe Hebrides; he overtook and destroyed them. c
tions drove Rollo or Hrolfr from his dominions, and occasioned
the Northman colonization of Normandy.
The life of Harald stretched into the reign of Athelstan. It is
said, that Athelstan had, in his youth, visited Denmark/1
It is,
however, certain, that when the Anglo-Saxon was on his throne,
an intercourse, which announced high friendship, commenced
between the two sovereigns. Harala sent to Athelstan his son
Haco, to be educated, and to learn the customs of the English
nation/ The Anglo-Saxons were so much higher in the scale of
civilization than the Norwegians, who were but just emerging
into visible humanity, that we may easily conceive that Haco
was sent to Athelstan for his personal improvement, as in our
days, Peter the Great, for the same purpose, travelled Europe.
This simple explanation may be allowed to displace the narration
of Snorrc, which, on this subject, resembles more a chapter in
He talks of Athelstan
the Edda than a historical chronicle.
sending ambassadors to present Harald with a sword, that when
1

*

* It

wu one of hia laws that Regiqoe cenaun fundi aolrerent colon

i

omnea, diliorea

pauperea. Snorrc, Haralld'a Saga, p. 80. He deputed to hia IarU, whom
he placed over every fylki, the power of collecting the taxation, of which they reIbid.
ceived a third to eupport their rank and expenditure.
* Haralld'a Sage* e. 94, p. 100.
e Snorre, p. 98.
4 It b Wallingford who affirma thia, in hia Chronica, though from what more ancient authority I know nnt : u Deeoendorat enira aliquando in tempore patrb aui ad
GyU on in Daebm,” p. 540.
* Theodorio, one of the moat ancient hiatoriana of Norway, ao informa ua
u Harald ua miaerat unum ex filiia aula Habtano regi Anglomm Hocoo nomine nt
nutruretnr el dbeeret morem genii*.” Hut. Norw. e. ii p. 7.

mque ae
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the

Norwegians handled

it,

SOI

they might exclaim, “

You

are

now

his thane, because you have taken his sword.”
return the
polite joke, Harald is stated to have sent his officer to England
with his son. The officer placed the child on the knee of Athel-

To

said, “

stan,

and

mate

child.”*

Harald commands you

The

to nourish his

illegiti-

simple expressions of Theodric, “ ut disceret morem gendiscountenance these idle fables the children of ignorant
rumour. That Athelstan caused his ward to be taught every
becoming accomplishment, that he loved him, and that Ilaco
excelled in his studies and exercises are circumstances not
repugnant to our belief. Harald sent to Athelstan the present of
a magnificant ship, with a golden beak and puq>le sails, surrounded with shields, internally gilt* Haco received from Athclstan a sword, which he kept to nis death.
Harald had seven wives, and a numerous progeny.* When
his death approached, he selected his son Eric to be his successor.
He divided some portions of his dominions among his other children^ Their ambition was dissatisfied, and enmities and contests
succeeded. Eric, like a crowd of others, saw no crime in actions which secured his greatness, and therefore earned the horrible surname of the slayer of his brothers. *
The Norwegian
people had more morality than their sovereign, and invited Haco
to release them from such a monster.
Athelstan provided his
pupil with an equipped fleet and warriors ; and with these Haco
sailed to Trontheim. m
Haro’s countenance was beautiful, his
tis,”

—

1*

1

1

person robust, his mind disciplined, his manners popular.® He
The chiefs and people deserted Eric,
joy.
and Haco was chosen king in his stead.® llis conduct and laws
displayed the benefit he had received from the superior civilization of the court of Athelstan.
He was rewarded for a virtuous
reign, by a permanent and invaluable epithet.
Though ten centuries divide him from us, his title still survives
“ Haco the

was received with

—

Good.”
r

Snorre, Haralld's Saga, c. xli. xlii. p. 119, 120.
h Snorre, c. xliii. p. 121.
Malms bury, 51.
They are enumerated by Snorre, p. 97.
i Snorre,
p. 112, 113.
1
k
Theodoric, c. ii. p. 7. Snorre, in the last chapter of bit Hart lid * Saga, p. 123,
atalea hit fatal warfare against two of hia brethren.
1
4

1

Theodoric, c. ii. p. 7.
Snorre, Saga Hakonar God a, c. i. p. 125. Jtineri in Norvegiam hlnc mox accingitur, ad qood et copiis et daaae bene armata, omnibuaque re boa, neceraariia, «pe
AdmUtrim regia magnifies ioatniitur.
Theodoric, e. ir. p 9.
* Snorre, Hakooar Goda, c. L; and Theodoric, c. 2.
Hia rrign oocupiea the
of Snorre, called Saga Hakooar Goda, p. 125-164. The agriculture and trade of bb
object* particularly prospered in the tranquillity of hia reign. Hia moderty, betti »»*y, prudence,
and legialalirc wiadocn ara extolled, 135; yet Ad. Bran, nails him
f

“

s

.

14

croej,” p. 25.

wn

p
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Thus it became the glory of Athelstan, that he nurtured and
enthroned three kings in Europe. He educated and established
Alan of Bretagne, Louis of France, and Haco of Norway and
these actions are not recorded by English writers , but are attested
by the chronicles of the countries benefited by his liberality. Our
own authors, by omitting these circumstances, have concealed
part of his fame ; but this moderation entitles them to credit in
;

We

other similar events.
may therefore believe, on their evidence, that he returned to Howel the kingdom of Wales, and to
Constantine the kingdom of Scotland, declaring that he would
rather bestow kingdoms than enjoy them/i He gave another
proof of his magnanimity in this respect, in his reception of Eric,
whom, at the call of Norway and of humanity, he had assisted to
dethrone.
When Eric abandoned the sceptre of Norway, he
went to the Orkneys, and having collected a great army, he plundered along Scotland. Athelstan heard of his vicinity, and sent
a message to him, that his father and himself had been united in
bonds of the strictest friendship, and that he wished to show his
esteem for Harald in kindnesses to his son. r
Eric gladly accepted his favours, and Athelstan placed him in
Northumbria, to reign in feudal subordination to himself.® Eric
was baptized, and fixed his habitation at Y ork.* Eric is drawn
by Snorre as a tall, active, powerful man ; formidable and usually

war;

and

silent. u

His
uncouth temple of
Norwegian history.
She was uncommonly beautiful, very intelligent and engaging
but nature had placed her among
barbarians ; and her talents only augmented her jxnver of mischief.
She became notorious for her cruelty and deceit.*
successful in

fierce, precipitate, selfish,

wife Gunnhilda, has obtained a niche

in the

;

When

p For this reason they have been hitherto neglected by our historians.
wc
recollect the benefits which Athelstan produced to other sovereigns, and the numerous embassies to himself, wc must feel that it is not with rhetorical praise that the
abbot of Peterborough says, u Rex Adolstcinus omnium ore laudatur ; felieem se

credcbat quisquis regum exterorum
Petri de Bur go, p. 25.
**

Malmebury,

lib. ii. c.

stalum sub se regnaturos

(J,

ci affinilato vel fcedcre sociari posset.**

p. 48, says,

“ Quos

—miscratinne

in Tract us in

Chron.

antiquum

pronuncians regem faccre quam
regem esse.*' Hume, with more national feeling than we should have suspected
from his philosophy, disbelieves the fact of Constantino, because his countrymen
deny it, p. 105 ; as if they were less interested to disavow, than the Saxons to
affirm
r

consliluit, gloriosius esse

it.

Hakonar God a, c. iii.
Saga Hakonar, c. iii. Theodoric

Snorre,

says, M Ipse vero Ericus ad Angliam navigavit
et a rege honorific! suoceptus ibidem diem obiit,” c. ii. p. 7.
1
Snorre aaya at Iorvik (York) u Ubi aedem oiim habuisse feruntur Lodbroki filii.’*
Bag* Hakonar, c. iii. p. 128 He adds, u Northumbria autem max imam partem erst
a Nordminnis habitats. Littraa Norvcgic® nomina plurima cjus refisaii ferunt
loos, Grimbmr utpote, Hsukofliot aliaque mulls.**
Ib.
Hsra lid’s Sags, e. slvi. p. 34.
* Hsrslld’s Saga, ih. She is often mentioned in the Norwegian history, at this
period.
She poisoned her husband*! brother, Halfdan. Haralld** Sega, p. 133.
*

:
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Athelstan maintained a friendship with Rollo of Normandy
and improved Exeter, which he separated from the British kina’
dom of Cornwall.
Athelstan is represented to have been a great benefactor to the
monastic institutions. He rebuilt many ; he was liberal to most,
of books, ornaments, or endowments.*
Athelstan had received, by his father’s care, a lettered education."
His subsequent cultivation of knowledge has not been transmitted
but there is a little catalogue of his books extant, which
to us
may not be unworthy of notice.*
Athelstan,

amid

his greatness,

He

remembered the poor.

dc-

w Mtilmsb. 46. There are two curioat MSS. in the Cotton Library,
which wore
presents of Athelstan. One, Tiberius, A. 2, is a MS. or the Latin Gospels.
Before
them is a pngo of Latin in Saxon characters, of which the first port is, 11 Volumes)
hoc cvangelii ASthclstan Anglorum basylcos ct curagulus totius Britannia devota

mente Dorobcrnensis cathedra primalui tribuit." One page is occupied by the
LIB. in large gilt capitals and by the rest of the first verse, in small gilt
capitals, on a lilac ground.
The following verses, containing the genealogy, are in
gilt capitals, on dark blue ground.
The first verses of tho three other Gospels are
in gilt capitals, on the uncoloured parchment
To each a painting of the evangelist
letters

is prefixed.
The rest is written in ink, without abbreviations. In the bcginnmgof
the Gospels is a page with M Incipil evangelium secundum Matlheum," in large gilt

ODDA

opposite to one, is,
REX, and
I am particular in describing the
book, because it is declared to havo been used for the coronation oath of our AngloSaxon kings, and because, from tho names of Odds and Mihthild, I would venture to
conjecture, that it was a present from Otho of Germany, who married Athelstan*!
sister, and from Mathilda, tho empress of Henry, and mother of Ollio.
Hrosvida,
his contemporary, spells Olho*i name Oddo.
Reub* 1G4. There is also in the
Cotton Library a MS. Claudius, B. 5, which contains the proceedings of the sixth
synod of Constantinople, in the seventh century. The first page of this exhibits
part of the title in very large capitals, partly red.
The next page has the rest of
the title in smaller capitals, and below these, in Saxon characters, arc these words:
44
Hnnc codiccin .Elbe 1st a nun rex tradidil Deo cl nlm© Chrisli gcnitrici Sanctisquo
Pctro ct Benedicto in Bathoni© civitalis cccnobio ob rc m une rati one
su© anima et
quisquis hos legerit caracteres omnipotent! pro co proque suis amicit fundtt preces."
At the end of the MS. is a paragraph, stating, that it was written in the time of
pope Sergius.
marginal note is inserted by Sir Robert Cotton, stating that as
Sergius was pope in 690, and the synod was held in 661, the book must have been
written in the tenth year afler the synod.
In the same valuable library, Galba, A.
13, is a small sized MS. which has come dowu to us as the Psalter used by Athelstan.
In tho beginning is a very ancient calendar in Saxon letters, written in 703, ot
apparct in codicc. The rest is composed of prayers in the Latin Psalter, and several
mher hymns, very handsomely written. Every psalm is begun with gilt capitals,
with a title preceding in red letters.
In tho
It has several ornamental paintings.
British Museum, among the MSS. of tho Bibliotheca Regis, I. A. 16, is a MS. of
the Gospels in Latin, with this remark, u Hunc codicom ^Ethelstan Rex devota
capitals.

Below these words are two crosses

to the other,

MIIITHILD

MATER

;

REGIS.

m

A

mente Dorobernis tribuit ecclesie."
1

Malmsbury, p. 49.
Saxon characters

1 It is in

in the

Cotton Library, Domitian, A.

1

.

in these

Thip rynbon eha bee the .Sehel|*eaner pepan.

Wum
rte
lorn

;

words
tutors

Persius, do arte metrics ; Donalum rninorem ; Exccrptiones de metrics
Apocalypsin ; Donalum msjo rum ; Alchuinum ; Glossa super Catonem ; Libel;

de grammatics arte qui sic

P^JT

D.

incipit.

ilpfolbcp pjieoptef,

Ac.

Sedulium

I

jcpim

Glossa super Donalum, Dialogorum."

MSS.

!

604
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each of his gerefas should feed in all ways one poor
Englishman, if any such they either had or could find. He ordered that, from every two of his farms, one measure of -meal,
one gammon of bacon, or a ram worth four pennies, should be
monthly given ; and clothing for twelve months, every year. He
also commanded each of them yearly to redeem on* miserable
being who had forfeited his liberty by a penal adjudication. He
left not these charities as mere precepts, which might be executed
creed, that

or neglected without consequences. He attached the interest of
“ If any gerefa shall disregard this,
his gerefas to their obedience.
thirty
shillings,
fined
and the money shall be divided
snail
be
he
among the needy of the town.”*
It was a common saying of the Anglo-Saxons of Athelstan, that
no one more legally or more learnedly conducted a govepmenL*
It is not at all surprising, that he was a favourite bom among his
own people and in Europe.* He was certainly a great and illusHe appears to have been as amiable as great.
trious character.
To the clergy he was attentive and mild to his people affable
and pleasant. With the great he was dignified ; with others he
laid aside his state, and was condescending and decently familiar.
His stature was almost the middle size ; his hair yellowish, twisted with golden threads. His people loved him for his bravery and
humility ; but his enemies felt his wrath. e
The memory of Athelstan is stained with the murder of his
When Athelstan acceded, his elevation was opposed by
brother.
one Alfred, who disdained his authority. On his apprehension,
there appeared persons who arraigned Edwin, then a youth, the
brother of Athe stan, as an accomplice in the rebellion. Edwin,
by himself and his friends, implored the confidence of the king,
and denied the charge by his oath. But Athelstan ordered Edwin,
with one attendant, to be put to sea in a shattered boat without
For some time the prince continued in sight of land, but
oars.
the winds at last rose, and he was carried over the ocean out of
hope. In despair, he sprung upon the waves, and was their immediate victim. His body was brought to shore between Dover
and Whitsand. For seven years Athelstan mourned his death
with a penitence 4 which proved that he gained nothing by the
crime, out self-reproach and infelicity the most usual consequence of guilt
1

;

—

* Malmtb. 49.
Tata Earopa laudes ejm predicabat, virtntem in coclam ferebat, lie. Malmab. 51
* Maloibur
y baa fireo b« this portrait* p. 50.
* Malraab. 48, 53,951; Sim. Dun. 134, 154; Hovodcn, 499; Hunt. 354; Mitt.
Wait 369 ; and Bromtoo, 836.

Wilkin*, 56.

*
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II.

As the authentic history of Bretagne is almost unknown, it
may be gratifying to the curious reader, if I add some particulars
concerning it which I collected, with some labour and research,
and printed in my first edition, but afterwards expunged as an
opisode; but as they may save future students some trouble, I
will reprint

them

here.

SKETCH OP THE ANCIENT HISTORY OF BRETAGNE AND ATHELSTAN *S
RECEPTION OF ITS CHIEFS.

The event which connects the reign of Athelstan with
history of Bretagne, was the appearance in England of the

the
descendants of the expatriated Britons, who had retreated from the
Saxon conquest into Armorica, now flying from the Northmen’s
swords to seek an asylum, and a country, from the descendants
of their hated foes the Anglo-Saxons, who had driven their ancestors

from

their native soil.

This incident may be allowed to interest us so far with the
history of these emigrants, as to admit an episode to be devoted
to their memory.
It is the more necessary, because the first
British colonists of Armorica have hitherto been almost excluded
from European history. Wherever they have at^ all appeared,
fable has wrapped the narration with her clouds, and conceals
with
* See the Hiatoire de Bretagne per Bertrand d'Areeotre, 1618.
the fhbolocu Conan, the allyof Maximo*. He menuone eenooaly about Hereuiee
their
tailing In km^rilh Celling daughter of Britanno*, a king of Gaol, end lh*t
lame wee Oeltee, the fkther of the Celtic nation, p. 4. He eaaorte U to bo true hiatory
that tho inhabitant* of Britain came from Armorica ! p. 19.
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or disfigures that mild illumination with which their forgotten

The Armorican
tombs ought in justice to be accompanied.
exiles were the countrymen of Arthur they were of the race of
the Aborigines of the island, and they lost their country, because
they spurned a foreign yoke. Though powerful and ambitious
governments surrounded and oppressed them, they preserved
;

themselves a distinct nation under their own chieftains, till the
Such actions deserve a recording
close of the fifteenth century.
memorial in the temples of history. Their more recent transIt is their earliest
actions have been interwoven with our annals.
fortunes that will here be traced. b
The provinces of Gaul on the sea-coast, between the Seine

and the Loire, were called Armorica by the Celtic natives, in the
He enumerates seven states which were indays of Coesar.®
cluded in that name, of which the modern Quimper, Rennes,
Excepting the single incident of the
and Vannes, are part/
conquest of the Venetian territory by the people of Vannes, 164,
U. C. they are not mentioned in existing history before the expeditions of the conqueror of Gaul. e
Of the Armorican districts, Vannes was at that period the
most distinguished. It excelled the others in the science and use
of navigation. It possessed many ships, by which it carried on
an intercourse with Britain, a region then as unknown to Rome,
as Otaheite was to England, in the reign of George the First.
The few ports which on this coast afforded a shelter from an
impetuous sea, were in the command of the people of Vannes,

importance enabled them to exact a tribute from all
frequented the adjoining ocean/
The inhabitants of Vannes detained two Roman envoys, and
excited a confederacy of their neighbours against Caesar.
The
issue was disastrous to the defenders of their country.
Part was
destroyed ; the rest submitted the conqueror, unpitying, ordered
their senate and the inhabitants to be rigorously punished.*
The

and

their

who

:

* Though the ancient Britons have appeared
siderable merit has been devoted to their nation,

little

in

history,

which alludes

one work of con-

to their early state,

with more judgment and knowledge than I have elsewhere seen. I mean, Lobineau’s Histoire do Bretagne, 2 vols. fol. He states the great researches which the
literary patronage of a bishop of Quimper caused to be made through Bretagne, for
anoient documents of its history. The valuable work of Lobineau was one of the
consequences. Vertot's book is rather the performance of a political controversialist
than an impartial historian.
c L.
He mentions them again, 1. 5, c. 44, and Hirtius, his continuator,
7, c. 69.
in 1. 8, c. 25.
Cellar ius places the Armorican tract inter Ligcrim et Sequanana.
Vid. Gear, ant v. j. p. 125.
d Sec Cesar's names, 1.
7, c. 69. Pliny, 1. 4, c. 91, is alone in extending Armorica
to the Pyrenees. He and Rutilius, 1. 1, v. 913, and Sidonios Paneg. Avit v. 369,
spell the word Aremorica.
This exactly suite the meaning of the original British,
or y mor uoh, on the aea-diffs.
* Lobineau Hist v. 1, p. 9.
r Cbm r,
I. 3, c. 8.
1 Casar, L 3, c. 16.
His reason for the severity was, that the harfcer h s might

m

in Ihture respect the jut legstorum.

;
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natives of Britain aided them in their struggle ?* and this assist*
ance, and some similar act of friendship, became the pretext for
Caesar’s aggression upon our island.*
The subsequent revolts of Armorica were easily suppressed by
Caesar, and it withstood the Romans no more.
Augustus, in his
distribution of the provinces of Gaul, comprehended Armorica

under the Lyonnoise. Adrian divided this region into two disand put Armorica into the second. This second province
experienced another subdivision, of which Tours was the capital
and the commander of Tours superintended Bretagne as well as
tricts,

other districts.*

Armorica remained in subjection to the Romans until its revolt
and temporary independence in 410, k when Britain also seceded
from the empire but this freedom was of short duration. Rutilius, in his poetical itineracy, in the year 416, informs us that
Exuperantius was teaching the Armoricans to love the returning
wanderer, peace
that he had restored the laws, and brought
back liberty expressions which imply that they had re-admitted
the Roman government.
About the year 435, thev aided the
revolt of Sibaton, and the faction of the Bagaudc.
find that
yEtius, offended at what the author who has preserved the incident calls the insolence of the proud region, has commissioned
Eocharich, the ferocious king of the Alamanni, to attack them for
their rebellion.
The interposition of St. Germain appeased the
storm.®
Three or four years afterwards they revolted again,
and Eocharich then fulfilled his mission with all the cruelty of
barbarian avarice
The same author describes the Armoricans
as an excitable and undisciplined people
and another, after
marking their locality as confined between two rivers, characterizes them as fierce, stern, light, petulant, rebellious, and
inconstant perpetually inconsistent, from their love of novelty
prodigal of words, but sparing of deeds.®
In 452, they assisted in the defeat of Attila.
In 477 w c read
of this province being again subdued by Littorius, who led his
;

1

—

;

We

11

.

;

:

;

f

forces against the Visigoths.P
From all these circumstances,
though we cannot accredit the system of Du Bos, who erects an
unshaken republic in Armorica, from the period of its revolt to
the successes of Clovis,' yet wc may perceive that its subjection
*
k

L. 3.

—

L. 4, c. 18.
e. 9.
Auxilia ex Britannia acccrsunt.
Lobineau, p. 2.
k
See p. 126, 127, of this volume, and Zosimus, I. 6, p. 376.
Hi* expression is, postliminium pads, v. 213.
Lobineau, p. 3.
n
Constantiua vita 8. Germaoi, cited by Mascoa in hii history, v. i. p. 476. This
author wrote in 488, 3 Gibbon, 274.
#
* 1 Maseoo, 477.
Erricua Mon. ViL Germ. L 5, cited by Gibbon, p. 274.
* Du Boa,
Montesquieu, in attacking Du Boa's opinion that tbs Francs
1, p. 224.
did not hold Gaul by right of conquest but by invitation, takes occasion to intimate
a disbelief tliat the Armoricans, daring all tbia period, formed e particular republic.
Esprit des Lois, L 30, c. 24.
J

1

'

;
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to Rome was not constant, nor were its liberties destroyed with
impunity.
About the year 500, the Armoricans were fighting for the emire against the Francs.
This rising nation was then conducted
Ey Clovis, the founder of the French monarchy, who reproached
the Armoricans for deserting the liberty of their ancestors. They
maintained their struggle with successful bravery against the
Salian king, who at last proposed to them an alliance and a connubial connection. On the conversion of Clovis, the proposed
incorporation took place/
These sketches of history relate to the Armorican Celts. In
the commencement of the sixth century they received a new
colony of British Celts, and it is this event which gives us peculiar interest in the history of the fortunes of Armorica.
That Armorica and the opposite district of Britain, had very
anciently a friendly intercourse, is declared by Cssar, and this

may have

continued during their

Roman

subjection.

The actual emigration of Britons has been dated from the year
38S, when Conan Meriadoc and his followers are reported to
have left Britain with Maximus.' But this fable must be rejected
from true history. It has been discarded by the best historian of
Bretagne, whose reasons are decisive.'

While the Anglo-Saxons were prevailing in Britain, several assemblages of the natives quitted their paternal soil, and established
r Prooopios de bell. Got. 1.
1, c. 19. The consent, ilmoat unanimous, of the learned
has approved of the substitution of A^u^u^oj for A fC*pxu
tbo Passage of Pro-

copius.
•

MB.

There

is

a curious traditional account of Meriadoc in an old Latin parchment
Museum, Faustina, B. 6. It is intituled, M Vita Meriadoci Regis

in the British

This life ia in direct contradiction to the Jeffry Chronology of Conan's
accompanying Maximus. According to this MS. Meriadoc was the son of Caradoc,
a king in Wales, whose seat was penes nivalem montem qui Kambrice Bnaudonc
resonat Caradoc was assassinated by his brother. Meriadoo and his sister were
sent away to the wood Arglud to be killed. The king's huntsman found them alive,
and brooght them up eecretly. Urien, the northern king, travelling with Kaiua, one
of Arthur's household, saw the children. They were afterwards brought up with
Arthur and Urien. Arthur punishes the assassination of Caradoc. The M8. ends
with an aooount of Meriadoc's expedition to the continent I mention these particulars, merely to remark, that this MS. which is full of fables, yet places Meriadoc
not in the fourth, but in the sixth century, bis true era for it makoe him a boy when
Arthur and Urien were men.
1
Lobineau declines the insertion of it, because it is incompatible with the real
expedition of Maximus, which disembarked at the month of toe Rhine, and not in
Armorica ; 'with the state of Gaul and Armorica, under Theodosius, and hia children,
after the defeat of Maximus and Eugenius ; with the Notitis of the empire, which
places Roman garrisons not only in Rennes, and Van nee, but even about Brest
with the Armorican revolt in 406, and the punishment indicted by JEtius in 430,
and 439 ; with the aid given by the Armoricans against AUila in 459 ; with the
government of this district given to Exuperantiua, before 419 ; with what Gildai
and Bode state of the true passage of the Britone; and with the existence of Jodichael, king of the Britons in 630, and of all his ancestors up to Ruval ; whose lives
are authenticated by all the French authors of the 7th century, and by every thing
that can bo ooOeoted from the British legends.

Cambriw.''

.

;
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themselves in Armorica." Their new settlements were in general
r
but each particular district received its appel;
lation from the insular principality or residence of the generalof
the colony.
The few cities which, in the authors of this period, are mentioned on this coast, warrant the belief, that a large part of
Llydaw was uninhabited.” This supposition accounts for the
selection of the spot, and for the ease with which the Britons ef-

named Llydaw

fected their establishments.
The regions which the Britons colonized wore literally Llydaw,
Dol, St. Malo, St. Brieux, Tr^guier, St Pol
or on the sea-shore.
dc Leon, Brest, Quimper, and Yannes, which now appear along
die peninsula of Bretagne, mark the districts on which the Britons

disembarked. As their population and power increased,
they stretched into the interior of the country to Rennes, and
southward to Nantz.* It is not known with what degree of violence they effected their occupation of tho country.
As soon as the first colonies had settled, now adventurers were
The names of Devonshire and Cornwall,
incessantly arriving.
which some of the emigrants imposed on the districts they seized,
arc evidences that a large portion of the colonials were from these
counties in Britain.*
The leader placed at the head of the earliest emigrants is
Ruval, who settled himself in all the north part of the province,
from Leon to Dol.* In the time of Gildas, wc also find Conomcr,
a British king, in the upper regions of Bretagne;* and Weroc,
who governed at Vanncs. b When Gildas followed his countrymen to Llydaw, he passed a solitary life in the island of llouath.
Grallon, a British prince, is then mentioned, who built a monastery for Gildas. c
The pestilence denominated the yellow plague, from the colour
of its victims,d raged in the British island at tne era of the Anglofirst

“ I have mentioned the authorities for adopting tho year 513, at the year when
the Britons arrived in Armorica, in this volume, p. 115.
I cannot assent to Lobincau’s dale in 458.
It is much too early.
T
Llydaw implying, as it is said, the sea-coast, ia little else than a synonyms to

Armorica. The author of the life of Gildas says, 44 In Armoricam quondam Galliw
Bouregionem tunc autem a Britannia a quibus possidebalur Letavia dicebatur."
quet, 3, 449.
The MS. Vita Cadoci says, 44 Provincia quondam Armorica, deindo
Lilian, nunc Britannia minor vocatur.”
Cotton Library, Veep. A. 14, p. 32.
* Lobineau,
p. 6.
Lobineau, p. 1, and 7 ; and Adelmus Ben edict as, in the Corp. Franc. Hist. p.39G.
7 Lobineau,
1 Lob. 6, 7.
p. 6.
* Vita
Gilds, p. 456. Gregory of Tuura calls him Chonobri, L 4, c. 20.
b Vita
Gild. ib.
After 530, Eosebius is mentioned as a king of Vannes. Vita S.
Melanii. Acta Sand. Boll Jan. 331.
c
Acta Sand. 2, Jan. p. 954. The writers of these lives who lived near the limes
they speak of, though no authority for the facts of their legends, yet often preserve
*°uie curious histoncal traits.
d
Pctlis autom ilia flava vocabatnr eo qood ftavoa et ezangues an i versos qooe m-
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successes, and accelerated the Armorican emigrations.*
British chieftains were the most conspicuous among the.
crowding exiles. Fracanus, of noble descent, the cousin of Cato,
a British king, went at this period with his family to Armorica,'
the region where safety and tranquillity seemed then to reside.*
found unoccupied a tract surrounded with wood and bushes,
which had been fertilized by an inundation of the adjoining river.

Saxon

The

He

In this spot he fixed his habitation.*
Grallon is mentioned with the epithet of the Great1 He
governed in that part of Bretagne called Cornwall^ This was
the district near Brest* Quimper was its metropolis. 1 Grallon
is also characterized for his ferocious mind.* During his government, the city of Ys, near Quimper, is said to have fallen a prey
to the invading waters."
About the same time that Grallon and the other British princes
in Armorica are mentioned, we also hear of Budic, a king in
these regions.
It is indeed obvious, from the tenor of the fragments of history and tradition which have come down to us on
this subject, that the British settlers in Armorica reached it at
different periods, and remained at first disparted into many petty,
but independent sovereignties.*

—

Bait effleiobat smvienle enim in hominibua ct jumentia ilia peate. Vita S. Teliavi,
Ap. Bolland. 1 Feb. 308. It was to escape this plague, that Teliau went to Armorica.
* Tandem ob pestis late grasaanlis luera atque etiam irrumpontern liostiuni vim
Life of S. Wincoacti incols ae precipice quidem n obi lea alienan petivere terras.
waloc, an Armorican MS. printed in Boll. Act. Sanct. 1 Martii, 256.
r Tbia emigration ia worth noticing in ita particulars, as a probable specimen of
manj others “ Vir in predicts inaula pcrillustria Fracanus Catonia regia Britannici oonaobrinua—per id tempua quo graaaaretur pestis exuit de terra et do cognations aua oum geminia auia natia Guethenoco et Jacobs cum uxore aua qure
Alba dicebatur conacenaa ilaque rate contendit in Armoricaro." ViL Winwaloc,
:

;

356.
«
k

Ubi tnno temporia

Fundum

dations fluvii
bia.

alta quiea vigore putabatur.

Ib.

quondam ay via dumisque alte circumacptum roperit qui ex inuncui nomen aanguia locuplca eat.
Huuc habitare empit securua a moribi

I

Ib.

Gradlonua appellatus magnos. Vit. Winwal. 359.
Ib. 5259.
i Regem ocoiduorum Cornubiensium.
k Solum Cornubienae non prooul a Breatiensi tractu. Vit.S. David, MS. of Utrecht,
Ap. Bol. 1 Mart. 139.
The editors of the Acta Sanctorum (1 Feb. 305) remark, that part of Armorica
was called Cornwallis ; they state, (1 Mart 346) that the bishop of the district ia still
In Feb. 1, 603, they exintituled, u Episcopus Cornugolliw vulgo de Cornoaille.”
press that some call Grallon, M Regem Cornubiw cujua dilion is metropolis eat Quim*

1

per Corenlin.”
* So the life of S. Winwal. 254. Gradlon.
Argontre Hist 114. He adds, M Et encore aujourd*hui lea habitant montrent
lea ruinea et 1e rests dee muraillea ai bien eimenldes quo la mer n*a pea lee emporter."
My authority must be responsible for the circumstance.
0
It baa been aaaerted by some, that these Bretons were never under independent
sovereigns, but always subjected to the Frankish kings. The passages of Gr«|®r|
of Tours on this subject are rather contradictory. Valesios, who considered the
question maturely, decides, th»l the Bretons, though often subdued, yet were never
subject to the Merovingian or Carlovingian families, by any certs imperii eonfes-
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Grallon is mentioned with so many epithets and allusions which
imply conquests, that it is probable that his contemporaries felt
the effects of his power.*
In the middle of the sixth century, a British king, who had
been the friend of Arthur, also emigrated to Armorica. This
was Caradoc Vreich-vras, a prince of great notoriety in the
Welsh traditions. * He had governed Cornwall under Arthur/
and he is often mentioned with encomiastic epithets in the
He obtained a settlement of dignity among the ArmoTriads.*
1

rican Britons.

What

scene can appeal so forcibly to our compassionate feelof families driven by the sword of invasive
war from their paternal homes, and seeking an asylum and subHave we not often followed
sistence on some foreign shore?
the interesting Eneas and his exiled friends, with the warmest
glow of heart, with the most ardent hopes of their final tranquilEmigrants, like the Britons, who go to colonize a foreign
lity ?
soil, reach their new country in misery the most afflicting. They
have not only their luxuries, but every convenience to create.
Long before they can even hope to enjoy comfort, they must
extort from the uncultured soil the indispensable aliment of the
The cottage must be built ; the wood must be cut
passing day.
down the marsh must be drained the town must be raised.
These considerations would lead us to expect an age of peace,
till
happiness had produced satiety.
What leisure can expaings, as little colonies

;

;

penury afford for civil feud ? what temptation can it present to ambitious war ? Alas misery is unfriendly both to virtue
and to peace. It indurates the heart ; it clouds the mind ; it
engenders cruelty, ferocity, and turbulence: it exiles benevolence ; it cherishes malignity.
therefore has seldom been in
any states of want and pain, but his actions and his history have
become too faithful mirrors of his misfortunes and his depravity.
triated

!

Man

See the note in Bouquet's Recucil, v. iii. p. 205. Their governors arc called
kings oflener than ducea at first I cannot svoid coinciding with Valerius.
p The Vita Winwal. says of Grallon, “ Qui post dcvictaa gentes ini micas sibi duoes
subduxerat,” p. 259. So tho oncient Breviary of Bretagne styles him, Grallonus
Britonum rex, qui tunc temporis illius gonlis monarchism tenebat, Boll. I. Juno 84.
There ia a grant of Gradlon to St. Guengalncus, in Lobineau, ii. p. 17, wherein he
1
tylea himaelf, “ Ego Gradlonus gratia Dei rex Britonum.*
q In illia diebas C« rad sue eognomento Brccbras
ad Letaviam veniens illam oepit
imperio. Vita Palerni MS. Colt Lib. Vcsp. A. 14, p. 79. So the Brcvisrium Vcnetense, u Csradoco Britannia subjugata ad Lctsvism quoqae debellsndam ms re transgreaso.”
These lives of saints are certainly among the least
Boll. 2 April, p. 381.
eligible documents to r history ; but on this period of the Breton history we have little
else; and we must admit, that however inventive lliey may be in their miraculous
circumstances, they bad no motive to be intentionally false in such collateral historical hints as are quoted here.
r
Trioedd ynys Prydain, vii. Arch. Welsh, ii. p. 3.
The 23d Triad styles him one of the chodfsrchawc, or the knights of battle of
Britain; another calls him the pillar of Wales. The 19th Triod mentions bis sou
Chawrdaf ; and the 9tb Trioedd y tneirch, notices his daughter fJuogor.
•lone.

—
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The British emigrants soon augmented the evils which accompanied their exile by political calamities. Their history is confused by their numerous assassinations, wars, and usurpations.
Soon after their full establishment, we read of Chanao, one of
the princely exiles, killing his three brothers, and imprisoning
Macliau the other. Madiau being liberated, rebels, flies, conceals himself from his pursuers in a chest within a tomb, turns
monk and bishop; but on Chanao’s death, takes his wife and
kingdom

1
.

We hear also of crimes

like those of Arabian romance attached
character of Conomer, or Conon Mawr, or the Great,
another chieftain. As soon as his wives became pregnant, the
wild tradition transformed into fable assert, that he destroyed
them.
His political cruelties, the crimes of his ambition, are
more probable, because more common. He killed Iena, the
grandson of Ruval, and by submitting himself to the Frankish
king, he sought safety from the enmity of his countrymen.
Judual, the son of Iena, flew to the court of Childebert to escape
the search of murder/
Conon is also stated to have destroyed
Canao, his wife, and son. w The Frankish sword, in 560, at last

to the

11

relieved Bretagne from his oppressions.*
Soon afterwards Macliau expelled his nephew Theodoric, who,
in return, in 577, killed his uncle and cousin.
Waroc succeeded
to the part of Bretagne which his father Macliau had held, and
Theodoric to the other/ Waroc defeated the Frankish confederacy, and destroyed the Saxons of Bayeux.* Contests then
ensued in the efforts of Waroc to possess himself of Rennes and

Nantz."
In 500, Judual

was reigning in Armorican Devonshire, and
Vannes. b Judual was succeeded by his son Judichael,
whose moral and religious character impresses us like an apparition of benign beauty in a stormy night
At first he retired to a
cloister on his father’s death, but he was persuaded to accept the
crown. In his time, about 635, some Bretons made incursions
on the frontiers of Dagobort; but Judichael, after receiving an

Waroc

1

in

Gregory of Tours,

I. 4, c. 4, p. 70.
Ed. Hinov. 1613.
Gild®, written by Monacho Ruyensi about 1008. Boll. 2 Jan. 961.
Lobineau, i. p. 9.
* Lobineau, p. 10.
* Gregory of Tour*, 1. 4, c. 20. Gregory name* thi* person sometimes Conomer,
and sometimes Conober ; but so be calls Bobolen, 1. 8, o. 32. Beppolen in o. 43.
This diversity of orthography is inseparable from this period.
r Gregory, p. 101.
When the Saxons invaded Britain, some wont towards Armorica, and settled
near Nantx and Bayeux. They mingled with the ancient inhabitants, and had a
common appellation with them. Charles the Bald, in his laws, names their language the linguam Saxonicam. They were called Saxon es Bajocassimi. Bouquet,
v. ii p. 250, and 482.

Viu

*

* Gregory 108, 109, 1J0, 199, 224.
b LohinefU, 20* After Conon’a death, Judual
io toto

Domnonia.

Vit.

Samson i, by a contemporary

cum

in Bouquet, v.

iii,

sua sobole regnavit
p. 433.

;
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of peace to the Frankish

court*
Judichael, in 636, choosing to secede from the cares
of royalty, wished to transfer his power to his
employments
and
brother Juaoc ; but this prince had imbibed the love of a private
life so strongly, that he fled to avoid the honours intended for
These unambitious characters are so rare, and the want
him.*
of them sometimes causes such calamity, that whenever they
appear they ought to be extolled.
Of Judichaers children, we only know that he had two sons
“ by whom,” says Ingomar, “ long after his death, the Breton
nation was so irradiated, that every province and country in their
occupation continued to be governed by their descendants.”
The kingdom or country of Armorican Cornwall has escaped
We have
the notice of the old annalists, who have reached us.
a catalogue of its chiefs, written in the twelfth century, but no
narration accompanies it.* The ancient romances of the country
The heroic actions of Daniel Drcmindeed abound with matter.
ruz transcend in glory the greatest achievements that have amazed
us but fiction has written in the page which history left a blank.
We can only assert with truth, that Breton Cornwall had always
its own counts to the time of Alain Cagnart; and that in the
eleventh century they rose from the possession of an inferior province of Bretagne to the government of all the country.*
In 753, the Bretons were defeated by Pepin, but not subdued.
Under Charlemagne there was a Comte des Marches dc Bretagne.
This Comte was the famous Roland, who fell in 778, at the wellknown battle of Ronceval, and whose memory has been consc-

The good

1.

;

c Eligius
vii the Frankish ambassador, an ecclesiastic of much skill in the gold,
smith's art, and of much moral merit See his life. Bouquet, iii. 552.
d Aimonius do Gest Franc. Bouquet, iii. 132.
St Ouen, th0 chancellor of France,
who was present at the interview, has mentioned it in his life of Eloi. lb. The
Cronicon. Britan nicum, from the ancient MS. of the church of Nantz, dales this
pesoe in 643. See it in Lobineau, v. ii.p. 30.
• Sec the Vita Judoci, by an author or the eighth century, in Bouquet, iii. p. 519.
a

1

Lobineau, i. p. 26.
It may bo worth inserting from Lobineau, ii. p. 17. “ Catalogue des Comtes de
CornouaUle til* des Cartulaires de Landevenoe et Quimpcr Ocrita dans lo douzidrae
afecle:”

Riwelen Murmarthou

Marthou

Coo car
Gradloo Mur
Daniel Dremrud, Alamannis rex
Bodie et Mazenti duo fratree
Johan Rbeilh
Daniel (Java
Gradloo flam

Conear Cberennoe
k

Lobineau,

i.

p. 97.

Budie Mur
Fragual Fmdleac
Gradlon ploenevor
Ulfres Alesroda
Dilee Heirguer Ebebre
Bodie
Bieldic

Alan Canhaiart (died 1058)
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crated

by

the genius of romance, and the admiration of our fore-

fathers. 1

We

are trespassing with an episode of some length, but we
hasten to its close. Charlemagne appointed the Count Gui,
a potent warrior, to watch the frontiers of Bretagne. The endangered people, instead of repulsing their general enemy, wasted
their strength in civil wars, and for the first time, all Bretagne
was conquered and subjected to France by the indefatigable Gui.
The troops were joined to the imperial armies $ disdaining a long
submission, they revolted.
Vannes had been for 200 years the
object of war between the Bretons and the French.
It was the
key of Bretagne, by which the French could enter at their pleasure into the very heart of the kingdom.
The most violent efforts
were therefore made to take and to keep this city. The Bretons
mastered it in 809; the army of Charlemagne retook it in 811.
The miseries which this nation suffered at last ended their civil
dissensions.
In 814, Jarnithin was reigning in Britain, and after-

now

wards Morvan. k
Louis le D4bonnaire twice subdued Bretagne, and made Nominoc its lieutenant governor.™ In 848, Nominoe was consecrated
king of Bretagne at Dol. n He baffled three Frankish expeditions
of Charles the Bald. 0 In 851 he died, the most prosperous and
powerful prince which the Bretons had yet enjoyed.? At his
accession, the history of Bretagne breaks out into distinct notice,
and flows into a clear and regular stream.
His son Erispoe, defeated Charles again who, in revengeful
policy, supported Salomon, the heir of Erispoe’s eldest brother,
against him. Erispoe allowed Salomon to govern subordinately
the county of Rennes.*
In 857, Salomon, by an atrocious act
(he killed his cousin/) began a reign of ability, but of guilt.
Salomon, assuming the sovereignty of all Bretagne, conciliated
1

;

1

French king, who, for his services against the Northmen, sent
him a crown enriched with gold and jewelry, and also the orna-

the

ments of regal dignity

;• but in 874, he experienped the instability
of all power which has been obtained by crime. So many minds
are depraved by the example, and encouraged by the success,
that usurpation is generally dethroned by usurpation, till it ceases
to be enviable.
Pasquitan, count of Vannes, and also Gurvaint,
the count of Rennes, who has obtained by his bravery a ray of

1

Lobineou,

1

lb.

°

i.

97.

i

Lob.

p, 98.

* Lob. 30

Eginhart,

5.

k
»

Lob. p. 98.
Lob. 47.

Lob. 40-49, and oee Daniel, Hietoire do France, v. ii. p. 42, 43, 46.
r
Lob. p. 50.
* Lob. p. 59.
Lob. p. 54.
a
Lob. 69, Daniel vlatea, 66, that tho Council of Saeoiniera, bold 859, mentioned
Salomon with the periphraais qui Britannorum tenet regionem, to avoid calling him
king. The Council of Soiaaona afterward* atjled him merely duke. Father Daniel
fullowa tbir obligatory authority, and girea no higher title to any ruler in Bretagne.
**

;:
:
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fame, because all was gloom around him, caballed against Salomon and destroyed him.* The revolters then fought for the
undivided sovereignty, and both perished in 877."
Alain, brother of Pasquitan, succeeded at Vannes; and JudiTheir civil discord
chail, son of Erispoe's daughter, at Rennes.

was overawed by a Northman

invasion.

They

united for the

time ; but in 878, Judichail, too eager for glory, fought alone with
Alain, with better collected strength,
the enemy and perished.

conquered them, with decisive slaughter, and was acknowledged
He reigned till 007 with splendour
the sovereign of all Bretagne/
attained
He
the
surname of the Great ; but not
tranquillity.
and
overpowering
intellect,
or mighty achievements ; not
from
great
a
was
giant,
but
he
because
his countrymen were
because
great
dwarfs.

We

now approach the incident which has connected the history
of Bretagne with the reign of Athelstan. After Alain’s death,
one passing cloud has shaded the affinity of his successor; but
we find Gurmhailon, called the monarch of Bretagne,* living in
amity with Rivalt the count of Vannes, and Mathucdoi, the count
of Poher. x
Mathuedoi had married the daughter of Alain the Great; but
the throne of Alain was suddenly swept away by the furious torrent of the Northmen, now becoming Normans under RoUo, who
in the beginning of the tenth century burst upon Bretagne with
No exertion could check its approaches
desolation and ruin.
it overwhelmed the sovereignty and the people with acstruction,
and Mathuedoi escaped to England with his family, and was
received by Athelstan as already mentioned.
Lob. 66. Gurvaint, called by Regino, Vurfandus, challenged Hillings.
Rcgino's detailed account in 874, p. 43.
1

See

“Lob. 67, 68.
T

Annalea Metenses Bouquet, viii. p. 71 they stale, that out of 15,000 Northmen,
whom Alain fought, 400 only escaped. Le sejour ordinaire d’Alain le grand
cstoit au Chateau de Ricux prea de Redon.
1 Lob. 70.
* Some make him son of Alain
tome of Paaquitanus. lie was evidently the
superior prince, because Mathuedoi mesme a rocours a lui pour fairo confirmer lea
donations qu’il fait aux Eglisea, Lob. p. 70. The Chronicle of Nantz states, that the
sons of Alain the Great minime patris vestigia sequentes omnino defecli fuerunt.
:

with

;

8 Bouquet, 276.

—

1
II acmble mesme
There may be tome foundation for the remark of Daniel
que depuia la mort du due Alain, prince vaillant il y avoit une ospftco d'anarchie, et
que lea contea du Paia a’etoient rendua maistres chacun dans leur canton," p. 291
but there ia not foundation for hit pertinacity in maintaining the courtly proposition
"Que ce duebd ©toil toujours tributairo de la France, et aujet i I'hommage." lb.
:

:

:

;
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IJdnrand the Elder.

Athblstan having left no children, his brother
1
ceeded at the age of eighteen.

Edmund

suc-

Anlaf, the Northumbrian prince, who had fought the battle of
Brunanburh against Athelstan, renewed his competition with Edmund. The Anglo-Danes of Northumbria encouraged his hopes
they invited him from Ireland, and appointed him tneir king.*
Collecting a great armament, he sailed to York, and thence
marched towaids Mercia, to wrest the crown of England from
8
He assaulted Tamworth. Edmund, whom
the head of Edmund
the protector of
the Saxon song styles “ the lord of the English
the author of mighty deeds,” armed on the hostility,
his relations
and marched against Anlaf to the M way of the White Wells, and
where the broad stream of the Humber flowed.”
Edmund had less abilities or less fortune than Athelstan ; or
the power of the Anglo-Danes had increased, for Anlaf was vic8
torious at Tamworth . But the Anglo-Saxon government had been
.

—

—

11

* Flor. Wig. 350 ; 8lax. Chron. 114; Al. Be*. 110 ; Ing. 29.
The Sax. Chron.
Tib. B. 4. date* Athenian's death in 940. So Tib. B. 1.
* Mtlmsb. 53. Flor. Wig. 350. The MS. Saxon Chronicle, Tib. B. 4, haa this
alugon
paaaage, which ia not in the printed one : “ 941,

hep Nopehymbpa

hipa xeepeopacha
cupon.
* Matt West 365.
d

The

first

Xnlap op Yplanbe him co cinge ge-

paragraph of the reign of Edmund, in the Saxon Chronicle,

an extract from a

is

obviously

pom

bep Gbmunb cymng,
6ngla cheoben,

CDaga munbbopa
CDypce geeobe

Dype

bffib

ppuma

Spabop pcabech
bpican pyllep.geac
bumbpa ea

I paba bpym
• 1

ptpeam.

have seen this fact no where mentioned but

in

P. 114.
the

MS. Saxon

Chronicle,

"948, bep Anlap abpmc Tamepupehe ^ mice!
pacl gepeol on sgchpa hanb ^ cha be nan pige aheon
micele hepe huche mib him apeg laebbon.
Thsep pap Wulppun genumen on chmpe hengunge.” Hovcden hints, that he ad-

Tlberins, B. 4.

vanced In Tamwrde, and plundered, p.423; bat neither mentions the Danish victory
nor the capture of Wnlfrun.

:
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by the wise administration of

three able sovereigns,

that the first successes of Anlaf could not overwhelm it. • At Leicester, the king surrounded the invader and his friend Wulfstan,

the ambitious and turbulent archbishop of York ; but they burst
battle ensued, in which the still and
at night out of the city/
activity of an earl, whose daughter lie had married, gave to
Anlaf the palm of victory, after a day of conflict.*
These aefeats inclined Edmund to listen to the negotiation of

A

A

the archbishops of Canterbury and York.
peace was concluded between the princely rivals, on terms highly honourable to
Anlaf, but less creditable to Edmund.
To Anlaf was surrendered
all that part of England which extended north of Watling Street
Edmund contented himself with the southern regions. But a condition, still more humiliating to the Anglo-Saxons, was added
whoever survived the other was to be the monarch of the
whole. 11 It happened that Anlaf died in the following year ; but
he must have nad great power, or great talents capable of creating power, to have established for himself so near a chance of
the crown of England.
The death of Anlaf removed a perilous competitor, and Edmund availed himself of the casualty to recover the possession of
Northumbria/ He also terminated the dangerous independence
of the five cities which the Danes had long occupied on the northern frontiers of Mercia and East Anglia.
These were Derby,
Leicester, Nottingham, Stamford, and Lincoln.
The preceding
kings seem to have suffered the Danes to retain them ; but “ the
heir of the warriors of Edward/’J adopted a new policy.
He
expelled the Northmen, and peopled them with Saxo»s. k
fleeting kings attempted, but in vain, to be [terinaneni in North-

—

Two

umbria.

Edmund extended his conquests to Cumbria, in 940: with the
help of the king of the South Wales, he ravaged the little kingdom ; he cruelly blinded the two sons of Dunmail, who reigned
This incident appear* only in the MS. Saxon Chronicle, Tib. I). 4
It is not
nor in Matthew, nor Florence, nor Uovedcn, nor Huntingdon, nor
Malmsbury, nor Ethelwerd, nor Ingulf. The pnange in the MS. Chronicle ialhu*:
r

.

in (he printed one,

Wulppcan
bep Gabmunb cyninj ymbpaec Xnlap cyninj
apcebipcop on Legpaceapcpe
he hy xepylbon meahee
nejic cha hi on mht uc ne eebunreon op entrjie bypij.”
“

Matt. Weal. 365.
Matt. Weal. 365.
Hoveden, 423, admit* the peace, but omit* the last condition.
So Mailros, 148, and Sim. Dun. 134.
MatL Wort. 365; the Sax. Citron., Mailror, and others, place Anlaf’a death at
*
h

1

this lime.
J So the Saxon Chronicle
Anglo-Saxon song.

style*

him

in a passage,

which aeems

Wiggenbjia hleoapepa Gbpapbep.
k

Huntingdon,

p.

355.

to be a part

of an

Sax. Citron. 114.

;
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and gave it to Malcolm of Scotland, on condition of defending the north of the island against invaders. 1
In the height of his prosperity the king was suddenly killed.
The circumstances of his death, however, vary more than a transaction so simple, and so aifecting, could be thought to occasion.
At Canterbury, according to some ;B at Windechirche, according
to another;" at Michelesberith, as named by a third;® at Pucklechurch in Gloucestershire, between the Avon and the Severn, according to others ; * the king was feasting on the day of Saint
Augustine, which was always commemorated by the AngloSaxons.
man, one Leof, appeared among the company, whom
Edmund had six years before banished for pillage.
armed with
the liquor which he had been drinking, the king jumped from his

there,

A

W

man by the

and threw him on tne ground
quarrelled with the king’s cup-bearer,
and was about to destroy him, when Edmund interfered r another, perhaps more truly, mentions, that amidst the bacchanalian
jollity, a discord, as generally happens, suddenly arose among the
guests.
In the midst of their fury, the king rose from table to appease, perhaps to share in the tumult, when the exiled robber
seat, seized the

others state, that

hair,

Leof had

him with a dagger which he had

stabbed

secreted.*

It is,

how-

ever, singular, that, on an incident so palpable and so impressive,
such a contrariety of rumours became popular, that Malmsbury
states, that his death opened the door for fable all over England ;*

and Wallingford was so perplexed as
1

Matt.

WeaL

966.

The

to aver, that

it

was

to his

condition in the Saxon Chronicle, which date* the event,

mib

hie
pyjthea both on eea and land, p. 115.
Chronicle place* it in 944 : “ Ac y difleilhwyt Strat-clut y nan y aaeanon." “ Strat-clut waa ravaged by the Saxona.” MS. Cleop. b. v. The MS. Cleop.
atataa the death of Edwal and Eliaeed against the Saxona.
* Thorn. Ch. p. 1779 ; Bromton, 858 ; Hiat. Rames. 389. So the Welah MS.

in 945,

it,

that

Malcolm ihonld be

The Welsh

“ 945, yd oed Edmund Vrenhin yn kynnal gwled yn manachtoe Seint
Austyn yngkeint.” cleop. b. r.
* Matt West 966.
Mailroa, 148.
Inn. 29.
* Malmab. 54 Al Bev. 111. Hoveden, 423.
a Malmab. 51 So the Welah Chronicle: “ Ac val ydeod yn bwrw golwc ar
hyt y neuad ef a welei Lleidyr a rydaroed y dehol or ynys kynno
hynny ar brenhin a gy nodes y vyny ac a doeth hyt yn He ydoed y
lleidyr ac ymavael ac ef get walk y ben ay dynnv dros y bwrt.”
* And, aa he was eaitiny hia eye along the hall, he saw a robber, who bad been
given over to banishment from the ialand before. The king arose immediately,
and weft to the plaoo where the robber was, and laid hold of him by the hair of
hie head to draw him over the table.” MS. Cleop. b. v.
' Flor. Wig. 352.
Hoveden, 423. It is said by Allor. Bev. Ill, that the king
wished to save hia Dapiler from the handa of hia enemies. Matt WeaL narrate*,
that the king, seeing Leof, nodded to hia cap. bearer to tarn him ouL Leof resisting,
Edmond rushed in anger upon him, p> 366.
• Hiat Hamm. 389.
1
Qoo rulncre axaminatus fa bohe janoam in omaom Anglian de interitn ano pa-

tdMip.fi

*
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day uncertain who was the murderer, or what was the cause.*
Instances like these, which often occur in the history of man, prove
M
the truth of the observation of our intelligent moralist, that the
usual character of human testimony is substantial truth under circumstantial variety.’*

CHAPTER
The Reign

IV.

of Edred.

who succeeded Edmund, was the third
who had reigned after his father, Alfred. As

son of Edthe preceding king, the elder brother of Edred, was but eighteen years of
age when he acceded, Edred must have been less than twentyHis reign was short Disease produced
three at his elevation.
to him that crisis which the arm of violence had occasioned to

Edred,

ward,

his predecessor.

of Edred's short reign
It had been
Northumbria.
of
incorporation
was, the complete
Its independence was now entirely anoften conquered before.

The most remarkable circumstance

nihilated.
It

has been mentioned, that Athelstan gave the Northumbrian
to Eric, the son of Harald of Norway, who had been ex-

crown

dled his paternal inheritance, for his fratricides and cruelty.
peaceful dignity can have no charms except for the cultiIt is only a scene of
vated mind, the sensualist, or the timid.
to the violent agitaaccustomed
been
have
apathy to those who

Eut

of barbarian life whose noblest hope has been an ample
plunder; whose most pleasurable excitations have arisen from
Eric therefore still loved
the exertion and the triumphs of war.
The numerous friends, with kindred
the activity of depredation.
disfeelings, who crowded to him from Norway, displeased or
appointed with the government of Haco, cherished his turbulent
amused
feelings ; and to feed, to employ, or to emulate them, he
Irchis summer months by pirating on Scotland, the Hebrides,

tions

;

iuuertuin baMnrrel a quo occisus fait uaque ad prema
passage on Edmund a death, not in the
hat a pamp
Chronicle naa
son unronicie
The MS. Saxon
l.
1_
1
L. . L.a.
iP^AllnAna rtlS
44
pibe cuth hu he hir bagaji jeenbobe cna
Tha
printed vug
one
I
f
S «p
jjr
Tk
hJj. e u ^
aepreana
:an£ j®t Puican cyjican.*
lopahme ^
^
a
Bwo.; m

Sed qua ration*

p.

w

541.

-

:
•

•

!*.».»’•

View of

the

work which diapUy. •
its

EvuIcbom of

hifbljr

enlightened energies.

Chriitwiiily, y*- ii-P-

acoomplkliad

ud

oukIhI min*

^

5ih ed.
exertion of

« lb# faU
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land, and Wales.*
In the reign of Edmund, perceiving that this
king or his unquiet subjects desired a new regent, he hastened to
From the Orkneys he colhis oeloved ocean and its plunder.
lected some companions.
In the Hebrides he found many vikingr
sea-kings,b who joined their forces to aid his fortunes.
He
led them first to Ireland ; thence to Wales ; and, at last, reaching
England, he plundered extensively. The Northumbrians again
received him as their king, 6 and Eric became formidable to the

and

Anglo-Saxons.
It had happened that before this event, this people had sworn
d
Provoked by this rebelfidelity to Eared, at Tadwine’s Cliffe.
army,
and
spread devastation over
lion, Edred assembled an
Northumbria. As he returned, the Northmen warily followed
him from York, and at Casterford surprised and destroyed his
rear guard. Enraged at the disaster, the king stopped his retreat,
and again sought Northumbria with augmented fury. Terrified
at his power and its effects, the people threw off Eric, and appeased Edred with great pecuniary sacrifices.®
But Eric was not to be discarded with impunity. He colSnorre menlected his forces, and gave battle to the revolters.
Simeon of Durham omits
tions Olafe as the friend of Edred/
him, but notices his son Maccus.* The Icelander states the
battle to have lasted the whole day, and that Eric and five other
kings, among whom he names Gothorm, and his sons Ivar and
Harekr, probably sea-kings, perished Rognvalldr and others
also fell. h
Our chronicler, Matthew, admits such a catastrophe,
but states that Osulf betrayed Eric, and that Maccus fraudulently
;

him in a desert/
Edred improved the moment by exerting

killed

quest.
try,

all the power of conbonds the proudest nobles of the counwith devastation he imprisoned Wulfstan,

He carried away in

and overspread

it

b Snorre, ibid.
Snorre, Saga Hokonar God a, c. iv. p. 128.
Wig. 352. He calls him I reus. Saxon Chronicle says, Yric, the son of
Harold, p. 115. So Wallingford, 541. The Chronicle of Mailroa also calls him
Eyrie the aon of Harold, p. 148. Ingulf names him Hircius, p. 30. Simeon call*
him Eiric, a Dane, 134. Matt West, ha* Elric, p. 36S.
d Hoveden, 423.
Flor. 352. The printed chronicle haa nothing of this.
The
MS. Chronicle, Tib. b. it, atatea it
* Flor. Wig* 352, 353.
Hoveden, 423. The MS. Saxon Chronicle, Tib. b. iv.
supplies on this incident the silence of the one printed, by a long passage, of which
the paragraphs in Florence and Hoveden seem to bo a translation. In the MS. Tib.
b. i. there ie a blank from 946 to 956.
f
« Simeon, 204.
Hakonar Saga, p. 129.
* Snorre, 129.
He errs in placing the catastrophe under Edmund.
1
Malt West 369. Sire. 204. Matthew says, u That with Erie fell his eon HenM He perhaps means the Harekr and Rognvalldr
rietta, and his brother Reginaldua.
of Snorre. Our writers mention no battle; hot this additional incident it highly
Mailroa calls Erie the last king of Northumbria, 148.
credible.
i Ingulf 41.
He adds a strong picture of Ed red's invasion: “Erusaqoe tola
radaeta ita ui mollis millisriis longo tempore sequent! sutitodo
terra et in
*

c

Flor.

emm

Beret"

;
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the turbulent archbishop ; he annexed Northumbria inseparably
to his dominions ; and to govern it the more easily, he partitioned
over which he placed officers of
it into baronies and counties,
1
Osulf, whose treachery had produced the
his own appointment
destruction of Eric, was the first earl ; to whom in another reign

Oslac

was added.-

Edred died ; but not worn out by old age, as some
*
One expression has descended to us concerning
dreamt.
have
0
also learn from the
him, debilia pedibus, weak in the feet.
quite,
not
his contemporary, that
almost,
if
writing of an author,
In 955,

1

We

an offensive one, lasted
by a gradual wasting, produced his death.*
his indisposition, rather

CHAPTER
The Reign
Edwin,'
s F| or.

353

.

who

reign; and,

V.

of Edwin.

has been usually called

'Matt. Wert. 369.

all his

Edwy,

The MS. Chronicle,

Tib.

the eldest son of

b. i». ie like

the

pueege

“Meilroe,14& Sim. Dun. 304.
Wallingford, p. 542, that old age greatly vexed Edred,
and that mult is Incommodia qu® senes solent circuravemre ad extravna deduxit.
Among these evils of senility, he particoleriaee the torn of teeth, debility and the
not have been much
frequent cough, femiliaris aenibua. Yet this old man could
reigned nine
above thirty ; for he was under Uventy-lbree at hie acceaaion, and he
the natural efforts
year*. The chronicler mistook the consequences of disease, for
_
_
of old Bro,
°
Hermannna who haa left us this trait Hia MS. is in the Cotton Library,

'"WrtHnVd.

541.

• It ie curious to reed in

It ia

Tib. b. ii.
p Vila Dunstani, p. 75.

.

MS. Cotton Library, Cleopatra, b.
Edwy; but the old authorities

...

xui.

are numerout, which
He ia commonly
have been printed,
express hia name to have been Edwin. Of chronicler* that
Beverley, p. Ill
lie i. styled Edwin—by Ingulf, p. 41 ; by Alured of
by
;
Wallingford. 541 ; by Etbelridus ibevsHcnsis.
called

3M

Dunelm,

p. 135 ; by
Malmabury, »01^by
Knighton. 2312; by Hoveden, 425; by Bromton, 863 ; by
the Hist Ramesienma, 389 ; by Thorn, *43 ; by Higden, 963;
904, end red. lit.
455 ; and by the authors in Leland’e Collectanea, vol. •-P-941. »»,
in the
unpuMislie
^31T.Tbe
Edwint
eive
Edwyi,
Rudborne uti,
p. 399.
also numerous. JTbe
Cotton Library, that I Have seen, which name him Edwin, ere
*,
Chronicle, in Dorn. A. xii. p. 62 ; Dorn. A. 3; Peter de ,e b
fr
,

dMM^

“

^P

J* Elmhem . ChudimJE.
110 ; F.u.tini, A. viii. p. 77. end b. vt p. 66 ; Thom" «>•
e,P*
Oleop. b. xiii. P- l 50 *
IV. p. 54; Nero, A. vi. p.9; Veep. b. xl p. 1, and 73;
1
- 19 i
ii. P;215 ; Celig- A. in. P
A. xvi. p. 43 ; and Job. Oxenedes, Nero,
But the Saxon
v.
the King*. Library, IS, D. 1 ; so the WeUh Chron. Cleop. h.
GoughV
Chronicle, 115; Ethrtwerd, 849 ; and a com (see it in
Eadwig Malt. Wert, printed, be. Edwiua A MS. of pert of Me
Veep. IXiT. p.96. Edwin and Kdentitled Godofrid of Malmebary, has Edwinus.
wig have the rome meaning-** proeperona in battle.” On dm whofo it apparently
P.

^

<

me, that £idwy , Edwin, and Edwif, are the eame name ; bat as
44 *

Edwy

is

;
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the Elder, succeeded his uncle Edred, at the age of

sixteen.1

*

It was his misfortune to live in one of those periods, which
have frequently occurred in the history of mankind, when new
opinions and new systems are introduced into society, which

essentially counteract the subsisting establishments. The ardour of
the discussions, and the opposition of interests and prejudices, inflame the mind and passions of the country ; cruelty and persecu-

hatred and revenge, usually accompany the conflict, and
both the advocates for the revolution and its opponents become
alike fanatical, ferocious, unjust, and implacable.
In the tenth century, a new religious discipline was spreading
in Europe, which occasioned the misfortunes of the reign of
Edwin. This was the Benedictine order of monks an order
which in the course of time, became celebrated in Europe beyond
tion,

—

every

other.®

a fact perpetually pressed upon the notice of the historian,
that individuals often appear who seem to act at random, yet
whose notions are destined to affect ages and nations. One of
these was Benedict, an Italian, born 480, d whose peculiar associaIt is

tions of thought induced him to descend into a deep cavern in a
desert, and to reside there for several years, known only to a
friend,

who

down

his provisions.
His singularities attracted
connected with a piety that seems to have been
genuine, though enthusiastic, at last produced veneration. His
admiring spectators were so numerous, that he was enabled to
found many monasteries near him. He afterwards went to
mount Cassin, in the kingdom of Naples, destroyed some temples
of idolatry which he found there, erected a monastery, and laid
down a new series of rules for its governance.®
let

notice, and, being

a familiar abbreviation, it cannot be entitled to a place in history any more than
Willy or Harry : I have therefore inverted Eld win, which haa moat authorities in its
favour.
b For Edwin to have been sixteen
at Ilia accession, his father must have married
at fifteen, because Edmund waa eighteen in 941. This seems almost too early to
be true ; and yet there ia no alternative, for Eldwin, at hia coronation, appears to us
also as married. It shows us, indeed, how early the Anglo-Saxons sometimes

uniied---Edmund at fifteen; his son Eld win at sixteen. If there be an error anywhere, it must bo in Edmund's age at his accession, for that makes him and Edred
to have been born in the two last years of their father’s reign ; yet Edmund’s age is
attested by Ingulf, Flor. Al. Bev. already quoted, and also by the Sax. Chron. 144
Sim. Dun. 155 ; Malmab. 53 ; and others, Eadgivs, the mother of Eldwin and
Edgar, 1eft a will, which yet exists in thia she mentions Edwin, tad she ealls him
a ohild. See it in the appendix to Lye’s Saxon Dictionary.
c It ia not, however,
eafe to adopt implicitly the statement of Trithemius, p. 238,
though Baron ius fellows it. This enumerates eighteen popes, above 200 cardinals,
1600 archbishops, about 4000 bishops, 15,700 abbots, and 15,600 mints, to have been
of the order before bis time, who was born 1462.
d Dupin, voL ai.
p. 45, sixth century.
Fab. Bib. Med. I. p. 533.
• The rule' ie in the Bibliotheca Magna Patrum,
vol. xv. p. 690.
Theip are also
:
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Benedict died about 548/

Boon afterwards

538
the

Lombards

de-

monastery at Mount Cassin. The monks fled to
Pope Pelagius, who, by giving them an asylum, kept alive an

stroyed his

institution destined to

overspread the

The memory of Benedict was

West

preserved, and peculiarly ho-

noured by the famous Pope Gregory, who admired his regulations, and devoted one book of dialogues to record his supposed
By the influence of the third Gregory, who diea 742,
miracles.*
the monastery at Mount Cassin was rebuilt, and this new construction first began the establishment of its fame.
Zachary, the
following pope, sent them the MS. rule of Benedict, and gave
them, as a mark of his favour, the important and attractive privilege of being under no bishop, and no jurisdiction but that of the
]>ope.

h

The Benedictine

rule

began now

to diffuse itself

beyond

Italy.

Boniface, the Anglo-Saxon missionary to Germany, built a Benedictine monastery in Fulda, which the pope sanctioned, and

which Pepin exempted from

all

ecclesiastical jurisdiction, but the

Boniface describes his monks as men of strict abstinence,
used neither flesh, wine, nor strong drink, nor servants, but
were contented with the produce of their own labour^ He

papal.*

who
who

interested Carloman so much in his favour, that in his reign the
clergy of Gaul were urged to patronize it. k
The order increased, though slowly, till the beginning of the
tenth century. Berno, preferring it to other monastic rules, introduced it at Clugny in 910. One of his pupils was Odo, who succeeded him, and who seconded his partiality to this order ; added
something to its regulations, and endeavoured to introduce it at
Fleury, whither the body of Benedict had been transported from
Cassin.
Fleury having been plundered by the Normans, the monks who
returned to it were living irregularly when Odo began his attempt.
They opposed him at first even with weapons. His eloquence or
sagacity so changed their feelings, that before his death, in 944,
it was so firmly established at Fleury, that this place became the
1

from which it was diffused through the West.
success as an instrument of discipline ; the sanctified cclc-

chief seminary
Its

omo

Anglo-Saxon translations of it in the Colton Library; and one exposition of
by Dunatan, with hia picture. Bib. R eg. 10, A. 13,
f
Fabricius mentions that others talk of 542, and 547.

it

* Gregory's Dial. lib. ii. Gregory characterizes his rule os, discretionc precipuam
iermone luculenlam. Dial. p. 275.
h
See Maraham's n#»irvAj6v«, prefixed to Dugdale's Monaaticon, vol. i.
See the letters of Boniface and Zachary, 16. Mag. Bib. Pat 115, and of Pepin,
Our countryman describes the place thus: ** Est prtsterea locus sylrsticus
P- 121.
in eremo vastlssimss solitudinis." Ibid. 115.
J Bonif. ibid.
k
See the two councils held in 742, in Bib. Msg. Pst p. 84,85.
1
Manhgn ubi tup. There is a MS. of ooe of Odo’i works. Bib. Reg. 6, D. 5.
1

;
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brity of its author ; the necessity of some reformation among the
monks and clergy, and the novelty of this, gave it a sudden and
extending popularity. Fleury became famous for its superior
discipline ana virtues, and its monks were sent for to other places,

Thus it perpetually happens in
plans become popular, and spread far beyond their intrinsic merit, because they happen to soothe some
momentary feeling, promote some meditated interest, or supply
an existing deficiency. In the present case, it seems, that the
Benedictine discipline, however objectionable it may appear to us,
was the best form of monastic life which had then been conceived
and was therefore wisely adopted by those who valued monastic
institutions.
Hence the spirit of improvement at the same time
passed also into Flanders, and eighteen monasteries there were
reformed by the exertions of Abbot Gerard.
The monastery of Fleury was eagerly encouraging the rule,
when Odo, an ecclesiastic in England, was offered the see of
Canterbury. He was the son of one of those ferocious Northmen

to reform and to regulate them.

human

life,

that

new

He had
infested England under Ingwar and Ubbo.“
been himself a soldier in the first part of life, in the reign of Edward ,11 and he quitted die military profession to assume the ecclesiastic.
He attended Athelstan in the battle of Brunanburh ; and,
as other bishops often combated at that time, and as it is confessed that he knew immediately of the king’s sword breaking in
the conflict, and supplied the loss, it is probable that he partook
of the fray,° though his encomiasts talk only of his prayers. These
circumstances may be worth noticing, as they explain that stem
severity of temper which was so unhappily exerted against Edwin
and Elgiva. He was raised through other gradations to the primacy of England.
When Odo was offered the see of Canterbury, he was unwilling to accept it, from his enthusiastic zeal for the new system,
until he had become a monk ; and he selected Fleury as the place
wherein he chose to make his profession.*
Odo came to his metropolitan dignity a decisive friend, and an
aspiring patron of the Benedictine order, from its superior piety
and judicious discipline: but though high in favour with several
sovereigns, he made no effort to compel the English to adopt the
reform of Fleury. A letter of his to the clergy of the country,
exhorting them to discharge their duty with zealous care, yet
exists
but it does not even mention the Benedictine system.
who had

An* Sax.

WmL

399.
7a
M.lmib. 900. MatL
forbade ecclesiastics to mix in bottle, (see
Pope Zaenary’s letter to the bishops, 16 Mag. Bib. Pit. p. 110-116, end Boniface,
ibia. p. 106,) yet it was very frequent et this time.
* Chroo. Petrih. 26. Malmab. 200.
^ Bee it in Malmsb. da Pont p. 200.
Its first phrase is an unfortunate attempt

Malmab. 900. Otberne, 9

•

Thooih

councils

p.

ud kings expressly

.

,
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The man whose more active mind roused England to
the new discipline among its clergy was Dunstan, a character
formed by nature to act a distinguished part in the varied theatre
r
The following review of his life is made with a desire
of life.
to be just towards him, without abandoning the right of free
judgment on his actions, and of fair inference as to the principles
by which they were to be directed.
He was bom in 025.* His parents were Hcoretan and Cynethryth,' who seem to have lived near Glastonbury." He frequently
It is said that he had here
visited the old British church there.*
a vision of his future greatness, and that a venerable phantom
{minted out the place where he was to build a superb monastery w
Ambitious talents, meditating much on the honours they covet,
may experience sometimes such illusions amid the nightly chimeras
of the reposing though disturbed imagination.
His parents encouraged him to study, and his penetrating abili-

Mirabili cuncti potentis prrosulia polorum dementia opituAnother sentence expresses something of his temper,
“Spiritual! charitate, etiam eomitalu* rigor* M
There is another letter of his in
Whnrton's Angliu Sacra, vol. ii. p. 50.
r
There are several lives of Dunstan extant. One written by Osbcrne, who
flourished about the year 1070.
See it in Wharton’s Anglia Sacra, vol. ii. p. 88.
One also by Eadmer, p. 211. There are two ancient ones in the Cotton library.
One, Nero, C. 7, was written by Adalardus Blandiniensis Monachal, in the tenth
century, or in the beginning of the eleventh, addressed to Elphcguo, the archbishop
of Canterbury, and composed at his request. But the author says, “ Scias autem in
opere isto hisloriam vitro ejua non contincri sed ex eadem vita quasi brevem sermonia
veraiculum,” Ac. This life is full of miracles and panegyric, with scarcely any
biographical notices.
Tho most curious and ancient life of Dunstan is in the same
library, Cleopatra, B. 13.
It was written by.a person who was his contemporary, or
nearly so.
For, speaking of an incident in his monastery, he says, it happened
when all the monks were absent, exccpL Dunstan, parvoque scholaalico qui posies
pontifex eflfectus hroc nobis intimavib
It has plenty of flattery and wonder, but it
contains some curious traits of biography, which enable us to sketch his mind. Matthew of Westminster, Mnlinsbury, and Osbcrne, have taken maiw things from it. It
eems to be the one inenlioned by Wharton, with the name of Bridiertli; and so

at eloquent latinity.
lante,

11

Ego Odo,” Ac.

printed in the

Acta Sanctorum.

In the year of Atheists n’s accession, which some place 924, and some 925.
Malt. West. 360.
1
MSS. Cleop. B. 13. Adelard, in Nero, C. 7, is so impatient to get at his mirscles, that he annexes one to Dunstan before he was horn.
“ Erst
autem regalia in confinio rjusdem prrofati viri insula snliquo vicinorum
vocabulo Glastonia nuncupate. MSS. Cleop. B. 13. This life of Dunstan had been
read by Malvnsbury, for he quotes this passage from it ; and soys, he saw
•*??
*

t Sl Augustin’s in Canterbury, and at another place.

De AntGlaat

p.

^93.

“J® Mo.
The

Cotton Library, is probably tlte identical book which our Mulmabury saw ;
for the Jotcelio has written upon it, that in August, 1565, he found it among outer
Usher has added a note
old MSS. at the Augustine monastery it Canterbury.
in the

making the anno

.....

inference.
_
church not
author’s phrase is, that the first Neophytes found there in old
that the Anglo-Saxons
mem,
to
words
with human hands. I translate his
found one there ready built, and of eoursc by the Britons.
* MSS. Cleop.
’

The

built
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enabled him to excel his companions, and to run with easy
rapidity through the course of his studies.*
fever interrupted his advancement, and all the horrors of a
temporary frenzy ensued, accompanied with that debility which
in this disease sometimes announces the departure of life, and

ties

A

sometimes a crisis which is to end in convalescence. In this state
a sudden access of delirium came on. He leapt from his bed,
eluded his nurse, and seizing a stick which was near him, he ran
over the neighbouring plains and mountains, fancying that wild
dogs were pursuing him. His wanderings led him towards night
near the church. Workmen, during the day, had been mending
the root Dunstan ran wildly up their scanold, roamed over the
top, and with that casual felicity which frenzy sometimes experiences, got unconsciously to the bottom of the church, where
a heavy sleep concluded his delirious excursion.* He waked with
returned intellect, and was surprised at his new situation. As the
church doors had not been opened, both he and the attendants of
the place wondered how he got there 1
His parents obtained for him an introduction into the eccle.

He

siastical establishment at Glastonbury.

continued his studious

applications, and there is no reason to disbelieve the statement,
that his conduct at this time was moral and religious.*
Some Irish ecclesiastics had settled at Glastonbury, and were
teaching the liberal studies to the children of the nobility. Dunstan attached himself to their instructions, and diligently explored
their books. 1*

The

first

part of his

and he seems

to

life

was a

have attained

all

laborious cultivation of mind,
the knowledge to which it was

* Adelard cilia him, indole acerrimus. Nero, C. 7. The MS. Cleop. B. 13, says,
comtaneos quoeque prncellcrat et aiiorum tempo ra atudiorum facili corau Iranailiret.
* Thia ia the statement in the MS. Cleop. B. 13, which I think to be peculiarly valuable, because it ahowa ua the simple and natural truth of an incident which the future
biof raphera of Dunstan have converted into an elaborate and ridiculous miracle. It
gives a good specimen how monastic fancy, by ita peculiar machinery, has transformed natural incidents into celestial achievements. When reflection sobers the
mind of Achilles, it is Pallaa who descends to whisper in his ear ; when Dunstan
runs over a church in a delirium, angels are called down to protect him from the
devil, to burst the roof, and to place him safely on the pavement
This ancient life gives to this event none of those appendages of angels and devils,
which credulity afterwards added. After mentioning his sleep, it merely says,
M Easurgens autem post momenti spatium amrairari admodum una cum custodibus
ocaperat, quo pacto, quove ingenio introierat, cemens etiam quod templi ostium

clausum munitumque extiteraL” MS. Cleop. Its nest phrase, that Dunstan acknowledged the hand of Providence in bis preservation, merely expresees hit pious
.

does not invest it with the mirsculoos colouring of later writers. The
wonderful was, however, soon added, for we And it in Adelard ; and yet even his slate*
ment reveals the truth, and ahowa that the falsehood was the creature of ignorance.
u Uhl mane inventus cum console reiur qusliter ills incolomis sdveniret, qui aero
tgnersre, retpmuHt et rumorsm
pens oontiguus morti eiterius era! relictus, km
Adelard, MSB. Nero, C. 7.
nairaculi grata ignarmnli* muait.”
* MBS. Cleop.
13.
* Osborne Vita DunsUni, p. 99. MS. Cleop.
13.
feelings.

It

n

a

a
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him to gain access. He mastered such of the mathematical sciences as were then taught ; he excelled in music ; he
accomplished himself in writing, painting and engraving; he
acquired also the manual skill of working in gold and silver, and
even copper and iron.* These arts had not at that day reached
any pre-eminent merit, but it was uhcommon that a man should
To have excelled his contemporaries
practise himself in all
mental pursuits, in the fine arts, though then imperfectly practised,
and in mechanical labours, is evidence of an activity of intellect,
and an ardour for improvement, which proclaim him to have
been a superior personage, whose talents might have blessed the
world.
When his age admitted, he commenced his career of public
Some relation introduced him into the royal
life as a courtier.
palace, and his musical talents interested and often recreated the

possible for

m

king.*

No circumstance can more impressively attest the superiority
of Dunstan’s attainments than his having been accused, while at
Such charges give demonstration of
court, of demoniacal arts.*
In the very
the talents and knowledge of the person so accused.
same century another man of eminence suffered under a similar
imputation, because he had made a sphere, invented clocks, and
attempted a telescope/ The charge of magic was of all others
Every
the most destructive, because the most difficult to repel.
exertion of superior intellect in -defence was misconstrued to be
preternatural, and confirmed the imputation.
His enemies were successful. Tne king was influenced against
him, and Dunstan was driven from court ;*
from that Eden of

—

c
Osberne, 93, 94. His attainments are thus enumerated in the MS. Cleop. B.
13: u Hie Usque inter sacra literarum stodia
artem scribendi nee ne cilharisandi
pariterque pingendi peritiam diligenter excoluit, atquo ut ita dicam, omnium rerum
olenrilium vigil inspector fulsit." This MS. mentions a particular instance of hia
painting and embroidery : M Quandt
stolam diversis formularum scematibua per-

—

m

pingeret quam postern posset auro gemmisque variando pompare.”
It also mentions,
tbat ho took with him ex more cytbarsm suam quam, lingua paterna, kearpam vo*
ca mua.
d
Adelard says, “ De Glastonia egressns Archo Dorobcrnensi Adelmo pair no
•cilicet suo so junxit et cohabit arc ccepit
in palatio cum presentnvit el regi Athel•Uno—magno afieetu com mends vit.** Nero, C. 7. Osbcrne implies the some, p. 94.
Bet I think the king should be Edmund. The MS. Cleop.^ B. 13, mentions hia

—

living in Edmund’s palace, where plans were formed sgsinst him.
•
ase rentes ilium malis artibus imbotum, nee quicqoam divino auxilio sed pie*
raque demon
Cleop. B. 13, thus expreescs
prestigio opera ri, Osb. 95. The
it: * Dicentcs, earn
ex libfis salutarihus et viris peritis non ssluti snime profutura
1*
aviie gentililatia vsnissima didicisse carminaethistrismm cole re ineantationes.
Tbit was Gerbert, who became archbishop of Rheims and of Ravenna ; and in

A

um

M&

®d

999 was made pope, under the name of Sylvester II. “ He bad learned the math*.
1 **® in Spain s hia knowledge made him pass for a magician, and gave rise to the
»ble of bis being promoted to the pepal chair by a contract which he made with the
deviL**
Do pin, lAeen. *
p. 44; and me Matt Weet 348, and Malmsb. 85.

J

<

MS.c4p.at3.
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his hopes,

where,

like another

[Book

Wolsey, he was planning

VI.

to be

naturalized.

His courtly rivals were not content with his disgrace : they
insulted as well as supplanted him ; they pursued ana threw him
He extricated himself on their retreat, and
into a miry marsh.
reached a

Thus

house about a mile distant
Dunstan appears neither unamiable nor
11

friend’s

far

uninteresting.

Youthful ambition is the parent of much excellence; while subordinate to reason and duty it is an honourable energy in the springtime of life, when the btids of expectation are incessantly shooting.
Dunstan’s pursuit of distinction, though perhaps questionably as
His means wereithe
to its pruacnce, was no immoral impulse.
most honourable he could employ the cultivation of his m(nd,
the increase of his knowledge, and the fair exertion of his bone-

—

ficial acquisitions.

To be checked in the first madness of our juvenile ambition,
may often introduce the invaluable treasures of moderate wishes,
moral prudence, and becoming humility. There is no evidence
that the effects of Dunstan’s disgrace were at first any other. He
wns'repellcd from the paths of political greatness, and he submitted to the necessity he turned his eye from the proud but
tempestuous mountains of life to its lowly but pleasant vales,
where happiness loves to abide, the companion of the industrious,
the contented and the good.
After he left the court, he formed
an attachment to a maiden whom he wished to marry.*
It is with regret we read that such honourable impressions were
deemed to be diabolical suggestions by the relations and biogra;

phers of Dunstan. The bishop ASlfhcag, his relation, opposed
them. Attached by his own taste and habits to the ecclesiastical
order, he conjured him to become a monk, a character then much
venerated, and, notwithstanding its superstitions, allied to many
virtues.

Dunstan was at first insensible to his oratory. He replied to
ASlfhcag’s reasoning, that the man who lived from choice regularly in the world, was of greater excellence than he who, having
entered a monastery, could not avoid doing what his order enjoined.
The man in the w orld displays moral freedom and
voluntary rectitude ; the monk was a creature of compulsion and
necessity.
ASlfheag opposed the discriminating remark, by
arguing on the future punishment, on the importance of extinr

*’MS. Cleop.
*
It ii the MS. Cleop. which informs os of this carious circumstance.
It ny>i
the devil primurn enim mulicrum illi injecit amorem, quo per familiares earom amplexaa vnondanls oblcctamcntis frueretur. Ioterea propinqaus ipsias JEirheefUS,
oognotnine Calvin, pnesulque fidclis, petition) bus mollis et spiritasliboa monitis eum
rogavit at fieret monachus. Quod ilia instinctu pre&ti fraudatorie renun tians,
tstlsil vytsisnjivfiievIiM, cujua cotidie blanditiis foveretur, quam ml re mooachorum bidenUois indui panoiculis.
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guishing the fire of passion, and of avoiding its incitements by
withdrawing from the worldJ Dunstan still resisted his relation
continued to importune him.
These unfortunate entreaties disturbed the mind of Dunstan.
He became agitated by a tumult of contending passions. With
the monastic habit were connected all the internal enjoyments
of piety to those who valued them, and to those who were less
devout it gave a release from the dread of futurity, the reputation
and the means of peculiar sanctity, and an impressive empire
over the minds of men. But it exacted a renunciation of the
charms of mutual affection, of the delights of a growing family,
and of those numerous gratifications with which social life in
every age abounds. His health was unequal to the conflict a
dangerous disease attacked himk before he could decide, and his
;

:

was despaired of. He lay without a prospect of recovery,
and so senseless, that the pulse of life seemed to have ceased : at
last it slowly returned, and life renewed in gradual convaBut <h* rose from the bed of sickness with an altered
lescence.
mind. He renounced the flattering world, assumed the monastic
habit, and condemned himself to celibacy
But to give new directions to our feelings, by the violence of
terror, is to produce changes of thought and action, neither salutary to our moral principles, nor calculable in their consequences.
Dunstan, while ardent with passions not dishonourable in youth,
was driven forcibly from civil honours, and was afterwards
excluded from social life. In obedience to duty, fear, imporlife

1

.

tunity,

to his

and some new impressions, but in direct contradiction
earlier wishes and prospects, he became a monk.

own

Does the incessant experience of human nature teach us to expect
that an amiable, benevolent, or virtuous character, would result
from these compulsions ? Checked in our dearest, and not immoral propensities, are we never soured by the disappointment, never
irritated by the injustice ?
Driven by violence into the schemes
of others, will not individuals of strong feelings become artificial
characters T harshly coerced themselves, will thev not be indurated towards others ?
Is not selfishness, with all its power of
mischief, most likely to become afterwards the ruling principle T
It is, indeed, true, that exalted virtue will rise superior to every
Many arc the glorious
temptation to misanthropy and vice.
minds who have withstood the fiery trial; and whoever loves
virtue as

he ought, will pursue

i

Oaberne, 95.

k

MS. Chop. Aod see Oaberne’a
MS. Chop. & 1& Oaberne, 96.

it,

statement,

unaffected

by the

follies of

p. 96.

Mr. Liogard talks of the “ oath credulity" of
Oaberne. Hta epithets are just; bat how can be apply them fairly to Oaberne, and
not extend them to all, or nearly all, the legends of nil elinreh which crowd the
hundred votames of the Acta Sanctorum of the Bollafidista T la Oaberne more anile
than almep all the writers of the Catholic Hagiography 7
1
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man, or the accidents of life. Many, however, fall the victims
of their vicissitudes ; and the remainder of Dunstan’s life will best

show how

far he was of the number.
The predominant features in Dunstan’s

character, in addition
The
to strong religious impressions, were energy and ambition.
path oflife to which he was forced did not extinguish these tendencies, though it may have added peculiarity and severity. His
superior mind and all its acquisitions still remained : but it was
necessary that all its peculiarities should thereafter be displayed
The aspiring
in the language, garb, and manners of a monk.
soldier seeks distinction in the field of battle by excelling in
courage : the ambitious recluse pursues the phantom in a lonely
cell, by extraordinary penances, and a superior superstition.
Dunstan had now only this way to fame ; and from his future

we infer that he pursued it with an earnestness which
every year became more separated from moral principle, and
which at last poisoned his mind and injured his contemporaries,
actions

but gratified his passion.

He made with

his own hands a subterraneous cave or cell, so
any thing of the sort, that his biographer, who had seen it,
knew not what to call it. m It was more like a grave than a
human habitation. Cells were commonly dug in an eminence,
or raised from the earth: this was the earth itself excavated.
Its height was
It was five feet long and two and a half wide.

unlike

Its only wall
the stature of a man standing in the excavation.
was its door, which covered the whole, and in this was a small
aperture to admit light and air.“
Do not such singularities as these reveal either an inflamed
imagination in the sincere, or a crafty ambition in the hypocriGenuine piety is modest, private, and unaffected. Piety,
tical?
when assumed as a mask to cover or to assist inordinate ambition, or connected with a disordered fancy, labours to be ostenIf
tatious, absurd, extravagant, and frantically superstitious.
Dunstan’s mind had been of weak texture, the selection of such
a cell might be referred to its imperfections ; but in a man of
his talents, it is more likely to have been the deliberate choice of

his secret policy.

One

of.

the legendary tales

which has been used

to exalt his

enitn inrenio qua id ippellitiooe qaam proximo yooem; com non tam
gerat aepnlchri, propiia laboribua fabriearit.
habitaculi quatn for
Oaberne, 96.
Oaberne, 96. Thia author’* additional exclamation ia worth iranelatinr, for its
I an; I con fee* that I have eeen this holy
singularity: M Wretch and einner
pUoe of hia residence. I hare eeen the works of hie hands I hare touched them
teore, and
with tin (hi hands, bare brought them to my eyee, watered them with
petiadored them with bended knees. I remembered how often he bee heard
hare
tions in lay perils, and therefore I did not refrain ray tears; nor if I
aroided It, would I hare loft the plaoe.” Ibid.

Non

humani

mam

u

my

my
nm

W
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fame, shows, if it ever happened, the arts by which he gained it
Dunstan carried to his sepulchral cell a fragment of his former
He exercised himself in working on metals. One
disposition.
nignt all the neighbourhood was alarmed by the most terrific
howlings, which seemed to issue from his abode. In the morning
they flocked to him to inquire the cause ; he told them that the
devil had intruded his head into his window to tempt him while
he was heating his work ; that he had seized him by the nose
with his red-hot tongs, and that the noise was Satan’s roaring at
The simple people are stated to have venerated the
the pain.®
recluse for this

amazing

exploit.

They

forgot to recollect that

he might himself have made the clamour, to extort their morning
wonder at his fabricated tale.
All ages and ranks united to spread his fame,* and a substanA noble lady, Ethelfleda, of royal
tial benefit soon accrued.
descent, who was passing a quiet life of widowhood, was attracted into the vicinity, was charmed by his conversation, and
She introduced nim to the king, who
religiously loved him.
visited her; and what gave him immediately an importance of
the most interesting nature, she left him at her death, which happened soon afterwards, the heir of all her wealth .*1 It is stated
that he distributed his acquisitions among the poor.
Dunstan’s reputation and connection made him known to Edmund, who invited him to court/ He eagerly obeyed. The
prospects of his youth began to shine again ; but lie beheld them
with very different feelings. The world, and all its pleasures,
would then have been his harvest ; but now the peculiar path of
monastic life was that which he had to tread.
.

At court, though he had many friends, he had also many eneHe surmounted, however, all opposition; for the chancellor Turketul supported him,* and the first step of his future
aggrandizement was laid by the acquisition of the monastery of
Glastonbury, to which he was appointed abbot by the king 1
The Benedictine order being now, from its real merits, so
l>opular in Europe, Dunstan introduced it into his monastery
and made himself its most active patron.
The new abbot gained so rapidly upon the prejudices of his
age, that his youth was no impediment to his aggrandizement.
mies.

.

0

'
1
1
.

Oaberne, 96, 97.
Cleop.
13.

&

MS.

Oaberne, 97.

> Ibid. 97.
r
Ibid. 99.

Ingulf, 38.

MS.

This say a, that the king took him to GJaatonborjr, et apprebensa
And aee Adc*
placationia aeu etiam dignitatis oaculalua eat ilium.

Cleop.

cjua dextra

eaon

kni, Nero, C. 7.
MS. Cleop. MS. Nero; and Oaberne. Ingulf eays, that Dunatan went to
Ffcury, to be initiated, p. 99. Duuatan’s expoailio of the rule of Benedict, with hie
portadt,
in the British Museum.
MSS. Bib. Aeg . 10. A. 13.

;
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If the year of his birth is truly stated/ he could be only twenty,
two at the accession of Edred, and thirty-one at his demise yet
;

before Edred’s coronation, he was made abbot of Glastonbury,
and he was afterwards chosen by Edred for his confidential
friend and counsellor.
To him, this king sent all his choicest
treasures, and those amassed by the preceding sovereigns, to be
kept in his monastery under his inspection."
* From the next incident the policy of Dunstan seems to have
been foreseeing and refined. The see of Winchester was offered
to him by the king ; but he refused it, on the pretence of unfitness.
The king entreated his mother to invite him to dinner,
and to add her persuasions ; but Dunstan declared he could not
leave the king, and would not, in his days, even accept the metropolitan honour.*
He went home. In the morning he told the king he had seen
a vision, in. which Saint Peter struck him, and said, “ This is

your punishment for your

refusal,

and a token

to

you not

to

decline hereafter the primacy of England.”
The king saw
not the art of his friend, but interpreting the vision to his
wishes, declared that it foretold he was to be archbishop of Can-

tcrburyJ

From an

impartial consideration of all these circumstances,
be injustice to the memory of Dunstan to infer, that, as by
his refusal of the dignity of Winchester, by the communication
of this vision, and from its result, he acquired the credit of humility, of a divine communication, and a royal prediction of the
highest grandeur to which he could attain, he had these objects
in previous contemplation?
If not, the coincidence and complexion of the incidents are unlike the usual course of accidental
things.
It need only be added, that Odo, who then governed the
see of Canterbury, was very old.
Edred, who had been ailing all his reign, felt an alarming
crisis to be approaching, and desired his treasures to be collected,
that he might dispose of them before he died.
Dunstan went to
bring those entrusted to him. Edred expired before he returned
and the monk was either credulous or bold enough to assert, and
the Anglo-Saxons were weak enough to believe, that on the
road an ethereal voice had, in thunder, announced to him the
will

it

royal demise.*

The immature age

of

Edwin was tempting

to a

* That he w»a born in the year of Atbelatan’a acoesaion,
Chron. Ill; Flor. 346; Hotedon, 429 ; Oeb. 90.
w MS. Oleop. B. 13*

r

MS. Cleop. B. 13; Adelard ; Nero, C.
Oeberne, 103. Adelard.
MS. Oleop.; Adelard; Nero.

7.

ia

man

of ambi-

declared by Sax.

.

!

Chap.

tious
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a favourable opportunity,
'

which has never been neglected by those who covet power.
The royal temper once subdued into obedience to any one,
the government of England would be in that person’s hands.

We cannot penetrate into the motives

of Dunstan’s heart ; but if
of the aspiring statesman prevailed in his
breast above the purer objects of the saint, it is not improbable
that projects of this sort had impressed his imagination, or why
should he have attempted to coerce the king, so early as the day
of his coronation
On this day, Edwin, after the ceremony, quitted the festive
1
table at which the chief nobles and clergy were regaling, and
Odo, who saw' that the company were
retired to his apartments.
displeased, ordered some persons to go and bring back the king
b
The persons addressed excused
to partake of their conviviality
two who were known to be the
chose
they
last
at
but
themselves ;
most intrepid Dunstan, and his relation Cynesius, a bishop—
who were to bring back the king, cither willingly or otherwise,
to his deserted seat.'
Dunstan and his friend, careless of the consequences, penelie found him in comtrated to the king’s private apartments.
pany with Ethelgiva, or Elgiva, his wife ; but who being within
the prohibited degrees of affinity, is ranked, by the monastic
d
The mother of the lady was also
writers, as his mistress.

the ordinary

spirit

—

* The earlis.t account of thia incident is first entitled to notice ; it ie in the life
of Dun.lan, Clcop. B. 13. “ Poet resale eacr® institution^ unguentum repento pro.
Malmabury wiahea to intimate that affaire
iluit laacivus linquens l<Bla convivia .”
of buaineee wore debating when the king retired, p. 55. But the other authorities
M^lt. Weal, says, l®ta relinquit convivia,
agree in elating, that they were at table.
. 369. Osborne haa jam pranaua ; and Wallingford declares that they were at their
cups, quibns Angli nimia aunt aaaucti, p. 542.
b El
cum vidiaaet aummua pontificum Odo regia petulantiam maxime in conae.

conaidenli acnatui diaplicere, ait coepiacopia auia
u Eanl qusao quilibet ex vobia ad reduoendum regem quo
regali convivio auorura aatellituin jocundua oonceaaor.

gyrum

bus die omni
csleria principibua.
ut conduce! in hoc
MSS. Cleop.
c
Ad extremum vero cligerunt ex
per

crationia
ct

ait,

omnibua duoa quoa

ammo

.

.

conatanliaaimoa no-

verant, Dunatannm scilicet abbatum et Cyneaium epiacopum ejus consanguineum,
relicut omnium jussui obtemperantca, regem volentem vel nolentem reducerent ad
controlling thia account with the chroniclers, some
tam aedem. MSS. Cleop.
popua
variations of the circumstances occur, which is a very common accident to
account,
lar story, narrated in a distant age.
It seems safest to prefer the earliest
when it carries the marks of internal probability.

On

d

Malmabury 55

;

Hist.

Romeo, 390

j

and Wallingford, 543;apj*k

hjw as

MB&Claud.

A

charter in die Hist Abbend.
married to Edwin, but aa bis relation.
. ix. states the same fact. “Testes autem fuerunt buiua commutation!! Adlgm
forged, Ihs
regig uxor
mater ejua," p. 112. Had this charter been even
et JSlhelgifa

monks would have taken care

that the

names appended were

correct.

The

of the MSS. Cleop. obviously intimates the marriage, though ho affixes a
whether the wife was the mother or the daughter. His words are, “quo
natam suam snb eomugmli titulo illi innectendo sociaret.' MS. The
Ite
divorce ofjEdwin in th? MS. Chronicle, q noted in note *. p 535, imphee dao
the marriage.

It

seems to mo

to be sufficiently clear, that

45 *

when

the

monkish

donM
-

:
;
;
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present/ That in a visit to the beloved of his heart, the king
should have lain aside the pomp of majesty, or have caressed her,
are circumstances so natural, that we cannot but wonder at the
temper which has so emphatically described, that the royal
crown was on the ground/ or that the king was toying with her
when Dunstan entered. He exhorted the king not to disdain to
be present among his nobles at the festivities of the day.*
Whether Edwin disliked the drunkenness of an Anglo-Saxon
festival, or whether he preferred the society of his Elgiva, it
must be admitted that his retirement was indecorous according
to the customs of the age.
That Dunstan, as the ambassador of
the nobles, should solicit the king’s return, was not improper,
though it seems rather a forward and disrespectful action to have
forced himself into his private apartments. But with the delivery
of their message, his commission must have terminated ; and on
the king’s refusal, it was his duty to have retired.
As an ecclesiastic, ne should not have compelled him to a scene of inebriety
as a subject, it was treasonable to offer violence to his prince.
But Dunstan chose to forget both Edwin’s rights as a man,
and his dignity as a sovereign. As if he had embraced the opportunity of breaking the royal spirit of independence, by a
violent insult, he poured out his invectives against the ladies ; and
because the king would not leave his seat, he pulled him from
it ; he forced the diadem on his head, and indecently dragged

To the most private individual this
to the riotous hall. h
insolence would have been unauthorized.
To his sovereign, just
consecrated, it was unpardonable. Elgiva reproached the monk
for intruding so daringly on the king’s retirement ;l and Dunstan,
after the festival, thought proper to return to his abbey.
him

lady hie mistress, they do not mean to deny her actual, but her legitimate
marriage. Deeming the marriage unlawful from their relationship, they considered
her ouWas his mistress.
* MoS. Cleop. B. 13 ; Matt. West. 369 ; and Osborne, 105, state this important
Their indecent additions of Edwin's behaviour to both mother and daughter
fict.
in each other's presence are incredible, and, if true, could not at all contribute to the
justification of Dunstan's and^Odo's conduct
Nor can I believe, with Mr. Lingard, that “ moderate readers will feel inclined to applaud the promptitude with
which he taught his pupil to respect the lawe of decorum," by invading hi* aovereign'a privacy and insulting Elgiva.
f
By this contemporary author of the MS. Cleop. the crown is thus described
Qub miro metallo suri vcl argenti gemmarumque vsrio nitore conserta aplendebat.
i Et ne spernaa optiroatum tuorum tolis interesae oonvivtls.
MSS. Cleop.
h At Dunatanus primum increpitana vnulierum ineptias, manu sua dam nollet
exsurgere, extraxit eum de mmcheli genearum occubifu, imposi toque diademate,
duxit eum tecum licet vi a mulieribus rapture ad regale consortium. MS. Cleop.
Mslmsbury, 55; Osberne, 105 ; Wallingford, 543 ; end Matt West 370 ; state the

call the

violence strongly.
1
MSS. Cleop. Thia author, and A delard, Nero, C. 7, politely eltaeh to the lady's
name such epithets as impudent virago, Jexebel, Ac. Osberne uses the delicate
phrase of, nefandm merctricis, and sagaciously informs us, that the devR was her
tutor, u Mulieris animoai instigst Diabelus," p. 105.
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Dunst&n had acted impetuously, but not with judgment The
king was not a sickly Eared. He displayed a spirit of independence and generous feeling, on which Dunstan had not calculated.
Wounded in every sentiment of becoming pride and kingly
honour, Edwin was alive only to his resentment He deprived
Dunstan of his honours and wealth, and condemned him to
banishment
Dunstan fled before the increasing storm

;

and so severe was

the royal indignation, that the monk was scarcely three miles
from the shore, on his voyage to Flanders, when messengers

reached it, who, it was said, would have deprived him of sight,
if he had been found in the country**
It was unfortunate for Edwin, that he suffered his angry pasWhen Dunstan presumed to dictate
sions to be his counsellors.
insultingly to his sovereign, he was not the mere abbot of a
distant monastery ; he was not an insulated individual, whom
the arm of justice could safely reach ; he was enshrined in the
prejudices of the people ; he had the friendship of Turketul, the
venerable chancellor, whose fame had become more sacred by
his retreat to Croyland ; and he was supported by Odo, the primate of England. It was also probable, that most of the clergy
and nobles, who had feasted on the coronation, conceived themselves bound to proteqt him, as his punishment arose from executing, however offensively, their commission.
The detail of the conspiracy against Edwin is not stated, but
some of the operations of Odo, whose fierce temper made him
among the most prominent in avenging his friend, have been
noticed.
He divorced the king from his wife, on the plea of
their kinship. k
So powerful was his party, that soldiers were
sent to the palace to seize the queen : she was taken violently
from it ; her face was branded with red-hot iron, and she was
banished to Ireland.
What duty of an archbishop could dictate
this conduct ?
It is not denied by the old chroniclers, that Odo
was active in those measures why else is the passage added
immediately after the murder, stating his being the inflexible
enemy of all vice ? Elgiva found no charms in her exile, and,
nature healing her wounds, she returned to Gloucester in all her
1

;

i MSS. Cleop.
Edwin drove the Benedictine monks, introduced by Dunstan, from
the two monasteries of Glastonbury and Abingdon. The loose language of Osbernc
implies, that many monasteries were put down ; but Wharton, on the authority of
John of Tinmouln and Wolatan, judiciously reduces the many to these two.
k
The
Saxon Chronicle, Tib. B. 4, has a paragraph on Edwin's divorce, which

Ma

“ 958, on thyrrum geape
cop totpaembe Eabpi cyning
-flillgyFe F 0 !1

i*

not in the printed ooe

:

Oba apcebip*h*m the hi

pspon eo repybbe.

Music miutibus, a curia

regia in qua manaitabat, violenter adduxitet earn in
deiurpatam ae candenti ferro denotatum perpetoa in Hiberniam cxilii re legstione detroait Osbernc, 84.
1

facie

;
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beauty.®
She was pursued and seized, and the nerves and
muscles of her lees were divided, that she might wander from
the vengeance of ner enemies no morel* But extreme cruelty

Her sufferings at last terminated.
its victim.
at last released her from her murderers, whom no beauty

cannot Tong retain

Death

no sympathy assuage.
men have connected piety with these horrors
and that their authors or abettors perpetrated them under His
sacred name, whose creation displays goodness ever flowing, and
whose religion -enjoins philanthropy the most benign, is to feel
human nature in all its depravity and madness. They may have
been imitated. Marats and Robespierres may have even exceeded
them in atrocity but the agents of cruelty, under whatever garb,
whatever system, or whatever pretexts, are the enemies of mankind, and will never be remembered, unless to be abhorred.
The remainder of Edwin’s reign is not distinctly narrated.
But the main results are clear. The Mercians and Northumbrians rebelled against him, drove him beyond the Thames, and
appointed Edgar, his brother, a boy but thirteen years of age, to
govern them in his stead. Dunstan was immediately afterwards
could

To

interest,

reflect that

;

recalled with honour.
It is probable that the popularity of the Benedictine reformation,
of which Dunstan had made himself both the champion and the
martyr, was the great engine by which Edwin was oppressed.
At length the kingdom was divided between him and Edgar : the
Thames was made the bounding line. Edwin retained only the
southern provinces of England, and but for a short interval Three
™. years after the rebellion of his subjects, his death occurred.
One author even states, that he was killed in Gloucestershire.0
If from the want of fuller evidence we hesitate at believing this, we must, at least, admit the affecting account, that
his spirit was so wounded by his persecutions, that, unable to endure unmerited odium, deprivation of power, a brother’s rebellion,

m Quc tamen cum nonnullum temporia inlervallum, iara obducta in cioatricem
corporis forma, aed adhuc hianto impudic® mentis deformitatc, relicta Hibernia,
Angliam rediit et Glooeatram cecati cordis obscuritate irabuta pervenit Osborne, 84.
B Ubi ab hominibus term# Dei comprehensa, et ne merelricio more olteriua raga
diseorreret, subnervata, poet diea aliquot mala morte present! vita aublata eeL
Oeberoe, 84.
° I derive the knowledge of this new and probable fact from the express assertion
of an old M8. Chronicle in the Cotton Library, the author of which was no friend
to the king. Yet be says, Rex West-Saxonum Edwinus, in pago Gloucestrensi interfeetus foil. Nero, A. 6, p. 9.
I never met with any other authority which so explicitly affirmed the fket.
But yet the expressions of the MS. Cleop. B. 13, rather
“
countenance it This says, Interea germaoua ejusdem Eadgari qui justa Dei sui
judioia deviando derdiquit noviasimum datum misers morte exapiravit.” Osberne
oomes neqr this : u Edwyo inquam rege regno pro suiscriminibus etimUnmto et wneera
morte damns to,** p. 84. The Hist Kernes, implies a violent death : 44 Fatali sorte
sublato,” p. 393.
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and the murder of his beloved wife, he sunk pining into
death, before he had reached the full age of manhood.*
The monks, with indefinite phrase, declaim against Edwin as
an unworthy voluptuary. But they have judged him, not impartially as between man and man, but with a professional antipathy

from

his opposition to Dunstan.

We

know

too

little

of

his actions to decide with certainty on his real character ; but it
annalists of high authority, and
is just to him to remark, that some

apparently less prejudiced, state that he was an amiable prince,
whose conduct gave the promise of an honourable reign.*

His youth was the source of his calamities ; a king of sixteen
was incompetent towage a war of policy and popularity with the
hoary advocates of a new system, whose fanaticism envenomed
their hostility: whose affiliation and credit multiplied their power.
The opinions of a calumniated and untried youth, had no weight
with the nation, in opposition to all that they revered and

Had he

complied a while with the imperious necessity,
and waited till, by manly prudence, he had acquired character,
convinced the people of his good qualities, enforced habits of
respect, and created friends capable of defending him, his am-

obeyed.

would have been baffled and humiliated.
His catastrophe was a misfortune both to England and Europe.
terror.
It made the enmity of the ecclesiastical power an object of
persecuted,
injured,
insulted,
king
a
of
It exhibited a precedent
and dethroned by the agency or effects of sacerdotal enmity ; and
as his successor obeyed the dictates or favoured the plans of the
bitious dictators

must have given a consequence to their future
which occasionally subjected even courts to their con-

monastic leaders,
influence,

it

trol.

Pro dolore tanti infortonii uaque ad mortem infirmatui. Ingulf. 41. Qua percua.
Malmab. 55.
injuria vivendi finem fecit.
“Tenuit
i The simple epithet of the ancient Ethel werd ii peculiarly forcible:
namque quadrennio per regno m amandat," p. 849. Huntingdon had^ilao pint
enough to declare that Edwin, “ non Ulaudabililtr rcgni infulam tenuit. p. 356.
He adds, that as, “in principio regnum ejna decentisaime florerel, proapera et !«••
perrupit.” Ibid. To the aame purport, and with an
bunda
p

ui

exordia mors immature

imitation

of phrase, Oxenedea says, “

Cum

in principio regni aui

lmtabunda florerent exordia." MSS. Cotton Lib. Nero, D._2,
his extreme beauty, obtained the name IUraaMr, or all foir.

omnia proapera

p. 215.

E4f *,

Ethelw. 849.

et

from
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CHAPTER VL
The Reign

of Edgar.

Edgar, at the age of sixteen, succeeded to all the Anglo-Saxon
dominion. He has been much extolled, but he was rather the
king of a prosperous nation in a fortunate era, than a great prince
himself.
His actions display a character ambiguous and mixed.
His policy sometimes breathes a liberal and enlarged spirit. At
other periods he was mean, arrogant, and vicious and the hyperboles of praise, by which monastic gratitude has emblazoned
him, are as questionable as to their truth, as they are repugnant
On the whole, if we recollect
to common sense and good taste.*
what he inherited, we must say that it was the fortuitous chronology of his existence, rather than his own bravery and wisdom,
which has adorned his name with a celebrity, that in the pages
of fanaticism even obscures, by its excess, those illustrious cha;

racters from

whose exertions

his

empire had arisen.

1*

Obtruded unjustly upon a brother’s throne by vindictive partibecame their reign rather than his own and the
great object of the policy of the new government was to convert
the clergy into monies, and to fill the nation with Benedictine institutions
The patrons of the measure may have intended the
moral improvement of the country, and it may have raised a susans, his reign

:

!

perior description of ecclesiastics in the nation ; but their means
were violent, and their conduct unjust to the parochial clergy.
Dunstan was made bishop of Worcester, and afterwards of

London.® His acquisition of metropolitan honours was at first
and this indignant king
checked. Odo had died before Edwin
appointed another bishop to succeed him. But the policy of the
Roman pontiffs had established a custom, that all metropolitans
should visit Rome to receive there the pallium, the little ornament
l!

;

• For instance.
Eo namqoe regnante eol videbatur ease aerenior, maria
catior, terra ftecundior, et totiua regni faciea abundantior, decora venuatior.

unda paEthelr.

Abb. Kiev. 359.
ia not oontent with Baying once, that nulloa enim nnqoam ragnm
potuit certare laudiboa Edgari, 3 Gale, 319 ; but in another place he deliberately affirms, that nullovn nee ejua nee aoperioria ntatia regem in Anglia recto
et aquiubri jodieio Edgaro comparand am. De Goat Reg. 60. Waa not Alfred, in
juat nnd equal judgment, to be compared with Edgar ?
c BIS. deep* B. 13.
Oab. 108. lie aeeraa to have held both sees at the same

b

Malmabury

Ad g lor urn

*

Odo **958.

Matt West

369.

Flor.355.
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their shoulders, which cave and announced their dignity.
In
crossing the Alps, the archbishop nominated by Edwin perished
amid the snow.® Another was appointed in his stead. But Edgar
now reigned, and it was discovered that the new dignitary was a
man of mild, modest, humble, and benign temper/ The expected
consequence occurred : Byrhtelm was compelled to abdicate his
promotion, and to retire to his former see. Dunstan was appointed
the primate of the Anglo-Saxons, * and, in 960, he hastened
1
He received the completing honour from the
to Rome/
hands of the ambitious and unprincipled John the Twelfth/
The coadjutors of Dunstan, in effecting his ecclesiastical reformation, were Oswald and Ethelwold. Oswald, a Dane by
birth, and a kinsman of Odo, who had educated him, had received
Dunstan represented him to the king as a
the habit at FleuryJ
meek and humble monk, well worthy of the bishopric of Worcester/ The king, though he had allowed meekness and humility
to degrade a metropolitan, plainly admitted them to be the proper
virtues of a bishop, and gave to Oswald the honour requested.
Oswald was, however, not more attached to the gentle virtues
than Dunstan, or at least did not allow them to interrupt the pro-

on

^

secution of his patron’s plans.

Three years afterwards, Dunstan raised to the see of Winchester
1
Ethelwold, abbot of Abingdon, who had been bred up by himself:
enforced
his
and
Dunstan
of
feelings
the
Ethelwold, who adopted
plans, was decided and impetuous in prosecuting the monastic reformation of the clergy. He may have conscientiously believed
this to have been his duty ; but it was carried into effect with a
tyrannical severity: and if a renovation of ecclesiastical piety
was its object, its success in this point was of small duration for
within a century after this Benedictine reformation, the manners
of the clergy are represented as unfavourably as at its commencement. The more pleasing part of Ethel wold’s character was his
attention to the literary education of the youth at Winchester.®
;

These three the king made

*
'

i

his counsellors

and

friends.

MSS. Cleop. a 13. So Matt. WeaL 369. Flor. 355.
MSS. Cleop. So Matt. WeaL 371 who aeems often to copy thia author,
Matt WeaL 369. Flor. 355. Such waa hia cupidity of power, that he held alao
;

Oab. 110.
370. Flor. 356.
That John XII. ruled at thia period, aee Dupin, tenth century, p. 10.
k Ror. Wig. 356.
i HiaL Ramee. 391.
MS.
educate.
1
Flor. 357. So Adelard Baja, “ Beato igitur AlhelwoWo a
Nero, C. 7, p. 75. Edgar made Dooetan, Oawald, and Ethelwold his oouneellors

the aee of
h

Matt.

Rochet ter.

WeaL

‘

m

i

and frienda. See Edgar's charter, Dugdale, 140.
,
m Wolstan aaya of him, u It was always delightful to him to teach children and
e;
and
English,
youth, and to construe Latin books to them in
*
“
of grammar and Latin versification, and to exhort them to bettor things by his pies*
sod
bishops,
abbots,
sts
pr
i
e
,
ant conversations. Hence many of hia disciples
even archbishops.” WoiaL ViL Ethelwold.
i
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The schemes

of Dunstan to perpetuate his power and popucannot at this distant period be detailed, but the nature of
them may be conjectured by one faculty which he claimed, and
which has been transmitted to us from his own authority. The
best part of Dunstan’s character was his taste for knowledge and
the civilizing arts. The questionable features are those of his
larity

and real or pretended enthusiasm. The Catholic hierarchy may accredit ms supernatural gifts, but our sober reason
cannot read but with surprise, that he claimed the power of conversing with the spiritual world. “ I can relate one thing from
himself," says his biographer, “ that though he lived confined by
a veil of flesh, yet whether awake or asleep, he was always
abiding with the powers above .”
Hence he learned many
heavenly songs. A particular instance is added of a vision, which
announces such extraordinary pretensions in Dunstan, that if it
had not come from his friend and contemporary, we might disbelieve the possibility that such presumption could have either occurred or been countenanced.
In this vision, he declared he saw his own mother married to
the venerated Saviour of the Christian world, with every nuptial
Amid the singing, a heavenly youth asked Dunstan, why
not join in the rejoicings of so great a marriage for his
mother and, on his mentioning his ignorance, taught him a song.**
Dunstan promulgated this by summoning a monk to attend him
on his pretended waking, who, from his dictation, committed the
song to writing. All the monks, subject to him, were commanded
in the morning to learn and to sing it
while Dunstan shouted his

politics,

11

;

;

protestation of the truth of the vision.*
To the credulous, the assertion of Dunstan was sufficient evidence of this impious story. The more investigating were silenced
by attempts to allegorize it. The mother so married, was Dunstan’s

church

in

its

new reformation/

Thus, whether

it

was

believed literally, or interpreted allegorically, Dunstan derived
from it the benefit he wished. It would seem that many thought
him mad ; but as his madness was systematical, persevering, and
popular, it was more generally believed to be prophetic intuition/
The first object of Dunstan was to expel the relaxed ecclesiastics from the monasteries, to diffuse everywhere the Benedictine
rule, and to give them the predominance in the estimation of the
nation.
“ Unum totem ex ip§o me pocao referre profiteer, quod qoamvia hie cameo aeptus
velamine degoieeet, io imia, mente teroen,
iffiUret, aive tom no detenlua quiescent, semper manebat in superis. MS. Cleop. 6. 13, p. 61.
0 MS. Cleop.; and see
Oaberne, 114; sod Eadmer Vit Donat. 317.

am

’

MSS. Cleop.

* Sod. oootinoo jusalt earn litteraram io meraoria prioeque oblivioni daretor eoncribere at eonaeriptam cuidam monacbo
receotem die cere, fee. dee. MSS. Cleop.

Um

r

MBS. Cleop.

1

MSS.

Cleop.
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But Edgar did not leave
existing clergy

by

Ml

his Benedictine friends to attack
the

own

influence and means of aggression.
degraded majesty so far as to become himself the persecuting
He himself assumed the sword against a portool of Dunstan.
1
tion of his subjects, who were respectable from their profession,
and who could have no protection, but in the popular favour, or
their

He

in his justice.

At a public synod, convened to propagate the Benedictine reEdgar delivered a speech" for the party he espoused.
BW
In consequence of which, the clergy experienced a general
persecution, and the monks were everywhere diffused with ho-

volution,

"

nour/ Edgar took such pride in his Benedictine scheme, that, in
964, he boasted of having made forty-seven monasteries, and
declared his intentions to increase them to fifty.*
Edgar talks proudly, in one of his charters, that he had subdued all the islands of the ocean, with their ferocious kings, as
far as Norway, and the greatest part of Ireland, with its most
noble city, Dublin.* No wars, however, have been particularized
to have been waged by him but his ecclesiastical ones, except an
invasion of Wales/
To complete the subjugation of Northumbria, he convoked the
barons, and divided the province into two counties.
The Tees
was the river of separation. The districts beyond its southern
bank to the Humber were entrusted to Oslach'. From the northern bank to Mereforth, in the maritime part of Dcira, the earl
Eadulf governed.*
It is stated, that with a great fleet Edgar sailed to Chester on
the Dee, and that eight kings, Kenneth king of Scotland, Malcolm
of Cumbria, Macchus of Anglesey and the Isles,* three kings of
* In his
charter to the monastery at Hyde, in the year 966, ho says, “ Vitiorum
cuneos canonicorum odiversis noslri regiminiaCaBnobiis Chriati vienrius eliminavi."
Spolmnn ConciJ. 438. In the 16th article the monks ore engaged to defend him
from devils, and in the seventeenth he contracts to defend them from men. lb. 440.
° See it in
Ethelred, p. 360.
T
See Spelman's Concilia, 479; Ingulf, 45; Osberne, 111; Eadmer, 219; Hoveden, 425 ; Matt. Weat 372, 374 and Hist. Rames. 393,
394, 400.
;
w Soe
Dugdale, Monast. i. p. 140.
* Mihi autem concessit
propitia divinilas cum Anglorum imperio omnia regna inUf1 occ,n * cum 8U * a ferocissimia regibus usque Norregiam, maximaoiquo partem
i?ibernto
kI ?
If
cum aua nobilisaima civitate Dublinia Anglorum regno subjugare. 1 Dog-

7

Caradoc mentions

this in 965,

and says,

it

produced the Welsh tribute of 300

solves, p. 56.
*

Wallingford, 544.
Matt West 375, so entitles him, “ Macon© rege Mono et plurimarum insularum.” Malmaborv calls him Archipirsta, p. 56. In 971, lie witnessed one of Ed£*r’a charters, with that epithet added to his signature.
Spelman, 406. Who this
Macchus was we learn from the Welsh Chronicle, often already quoted. This says,
969,
difieilhwyt Penn Mon y gan y Paganyeit a Matt’ vab Harald.” * Tbfl
pwnontoryof Angleeey was ravaged by the Pagans under Macias tk§§omof JhrM.'
In 970, he made it tributary. MB. Cleop. B. 5. On referring to Adam flr i msna is,
"
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Wales, and two others,b repaired thither at his command, to do
him homage. He was not satisfied with this confession of his
power; his puerile vanity demanded a more painful sacrifice; he
ascended a large vessel with his nobles and officers; and he
stationed himself at the helm, while the eight kings, who had come
to do him honour, were compelled to take the seats of the watermen, and to row him down the Dee.® Such actions are not the
evidences of true greatness, and never confer a lasting dignity.

Edgar was

as tyrannical in the indulgence of his other pashe had sent one of his earls, named Athelwold, on a visit
to Ordgar, earl of Devonshire, to examine if the beauty of his
daughter, Elfrida, was as great as fame reported. Athelwold
saw her, and falsified his trust. He reported her unfavourably to
the king, then courted her for himself, and married her.
Courtiers are busy to supplant, and Edgar soon heard the truth.
He dissembled his anger, and announced to Athelwold his intention to see the lady.
Alarmed at his danger, the nobleman
entreated his wife to deform herself but Elfrida was weary
of domestic privacy, and, on the day of the royal visit, she added
every charm of art to give brilliancy to her beauty. She excited
Edgar’s passions. He caused Athelwold to be assassinated in a
wood, and then married Elfrida
At another time he had the brutality to violate a lady of noble
birth, who used a nun’s veil as an expected, but an unavailing
sions

:

;

.*1

protection.*

A

contempt for the welfare of others,
was in question, has been recorded.
Visiting at Andover, he commanded a nobleman to bring him his
daughter, whose person had been praised to him, but the mother
of the young lady sent her attendant to personate her daughter/

when

third incident of his
his

own

gratification

p. 25, wo find two linen which express that
sent hit son Hiring to England, who having

Harald Blaatand, king of Denmark,
conquered the island, was betrayed in
Northumbria. So the Icelandic fragment in Langbeck, ii. p. 148. 1 have already,
in p. 520, atated from Snorre, the death of Eric, son of Harald Harfragre, whom
Langbeck wishes to mako this Hiring or Hringr, son of the Danish king. I think
Snorre is correct, and that Mactus, the son of Harald, was the son of Harald Blaatand tho Dane ; not of Harfragro the Norwegian. In 946, there was another Mac*
cus, son of Eric. See before, p. 520. The Danish Maccus did homage to Edgar.
Wallingford spells his name Oriccus, p. 545, which comes nearer to Hiring or
Hringr.
b Matt West styles these, Jacobo rege Galwallie ct Jukil Westmari®, p. 375.
c Malmsb.
56; Mailros, 150; Hovedcn, 426; Sim. Dun. 159; Al. Bcv. 112; Flor.
359. Nothing can more strongly display Edgar's vanity than iho pompous and
boaatful titles which he assumes in his charters. They sometimes run to the
length of fifteen or eighteen linee. How different from Alfred's Ego occidentalium

Saxonum Rex
4

Malmbe. 59. Bromton gives the incident more in detail, 865, 866.
Malmsb. 60. This was in his first wife's time. Eadrner. Vit Dunst. 219.
Malmsb. 60. This author's expressions, nam materia infamias magis reaperserunt orinUlefMB, p. 56, imply, that the Anglo-Saxon poets made Edgar's dissolute
conduct Ilia subject of their poetry.
•

f

—
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For these actions Dunstan imposed only

54t
trifling

penances on

Edgar.*

Yet amid these defects, some traits of an enlarged and liberal
policy appear, which reflect credit on Edgar or his ministers.
The most important of these was his patronage of foreigners and
People from Saxony, Flanders, and Denmark, frequently
trade.
came to him ;h whom he received so well as to excite a censure
from one monkish chronicler, that he loved them too much,1 and
from another, that they injured his people by the vices they
imported^ He showed his care of trade by his exemplary
punishment of the people of Thanct, who had seized and plundered some merchants coming from York. k His commuting the
tribute from Wales into three hundred wolves’ heads, 1 in order to
extirpate these animals from the country, was a scheme of sound
wisdom and generous policy. His reformation of his coin was
It had become so diminished in weight, by the
also intelligent.
fraud of clipping, that the actual value was very inferior to the
nominal ; he therefore had new coins made all over England."1
He is said to have stationed three fleets of 1200 ships each on
the east, west, and south coasts of the island, for the defence of
the kingdom."
This, however, looks more like idle parade than
public utility ; for England was threatened with no foreign hostility in his reign, and one-third of the number would have
guarded the coast. There was more true glory obtained by his
* As occasional fasting; and not to wear his crown for seven years.
Malmsb. 60.
Osh. 111. One part of the penance was artfully chosen to promote the monk’s purposes.
The king was to lavish his treasures upon a nunnery, to expel the clergy
with new vigour, and to introduce monks. Osb.
h Malmsb. 56.
Tho Welsh Chronicle, MS. Cleop. D. 5, says: M Ctinys can neat
agavas gwyr Denmarc ar drigaw yn yr -ynys honn tra vynnynt y gan Edgar vrenhin
Llocgyr.”
Because to the men of Denmark leave was granted by Edgar king of
England, on their request, to dwell in this island.
Extrancos hue adduclos plus requo diligens. Hunt. 356.
> Malmsbury says: “A Saxonihus animnrum inconditam ferocitatem, a Flandritis
corporum cnervcm inolliiiem, a Danis potatinnem disccrcnb Homines ante hicc in
talibus integri ct naturali simplicitate sua defense rc, alicna non mirari,” p. 56. The
Welsh Chronicle adds to the last passage quoted, another, which states, that tho
Danes became so numerous, that they were in every city and town in England
that they gave themselves up to such drinking and idolatry, that they could not bo
governed; and that this occasioned nails to bo put in their cups, to mark the quantity they were to drink. MS. Cleop. B. 5.
Malmsbury says of Dunstan, that he
caused silver or gold nails to be put into tho drinking vessels, to prevent drunkenness and quarrels, p. 56.
k
Malt. West. 374.
Malmsbury says, tho tribute ceased on the fourth year, for went of wolves, p.59.
“ Matt. Weat. 375. Dunstan may bavc influenced him in this law; for it is
Uled in his life, that finding three coiners of false money not punished on tho
appointed day, because it was Whitsunday, he ordered the day not to be regarded
UlTTflArTf,
TTETjjT TTj
B B iT»\ gn i iiijl
disturb the country, and injure both rich and poor.”
Eadmer, p. 216.
Mailros, 150.
eat. makes 4800 ships, by adding a Northern fleet.
Matt.
Perhaps either number is an exaggeration. Malmsbury asys, that every Easter
they tailed round the inland, p. 59.

—

1
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practice, every spring and winter, of riding through his provinces,
to examine the conduct of the powerful, to protect the weak, and
to punish every violation of law .0 This attention to the wants

and

of

relief

ms

people merits our applause

;

and whether Dun-

stan’s solicitude for popularity ,** or the king’s noble feelings occasioned the custom, it ought not to be mentioned without high

His vigilant policy freed the kingdom from robbers.**
To Kenneth of Scotland,
to his friends.
who visited him, he not only gave the county of Louth, but one
hundred ounces of pure gold, many silken ornaments, and rings,
with precious stones.r
The person of Edgar was small and thin ; and Kenneth one
day remarked, that it was wonderful that so many provinces
should obey a man so insignificant.
These words were carried
to the king.
He led Kenneth apart into a wood, and bade him
take one of two swords which he produced. “ Our arms shall
decide which ought to obey the other for it will be base to have
asserted that at a feast, which you cannot support with your
sword.” Kenneth confused, recollected his hasty remark, and
apologized for it as a joke 8 There is such an energy and a
magnanimity in this incident, that if Edgar had attained his
power at a later age, or had possessed better counsellors, he
might have displayed a nobler character.
praise.

Edgar was generous

;

.

Edgar was twice married. By his first wife, Elficda the Fair,
daughter of Ordrner, he had Edward, his successor, and a daughElfrida, whom he had made the widow
ter, who became a nun.
of Athelwold ,1 that had deceived him, bore him two sons;

Edmund, who

died before him

;

and Ethelrcd, who also obtained

the crown.

Edgar’s reign has been celebrated as the most glorious of all
the Anglo-Saxon kings.
No other sovereign indeed converted
his prosperity into such personal pomp ; but no other sovereign was more degraded in his posterity. With his short
life, for ho died at thirty-two, the gaudy pageantry ceased ; and all
the dominion in which lie had so ostentatiously exulted, vanished
from his children’s grasp. His eldest son perished by the scheme
of his beloved Elfrida his youngest reigned only to show, that one
weak reign is sufficient to ruin even a brave and great people.
;

° Malmab. 59.
Mailroa, 150. Matt West 375.
* After Dunatan had become a metropolitan, he hastened to travel through every
city in the kingdom, to preach to it; and each waa hia acuteneas and eloquence,
aye hia biographer, that nothing could be wiser, or more pleasant Osborne, 110.
<1

Malmab.

r

Matt Weat nays, Louth waa given on

59.

year to Edgar'e principal feasts.
tainment during his journey.
8

Malmab. 59.

1

The Saxon Chron. MS.

condition that

The king gave him

Kenneth ahould come every
several houses for his enter-

Tib. B. 4, dates Edgar's marriage with Elfrida in 965.

;
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Edgar made kings his watermen- The son of his love five
times nought his kingdom from Danish rovers, was the fool of
traitors, and surrendered his throne to a foreign invader.
Of
Edgar’s grandsons, one perished violently soon after his accession.
The other was the last of his race who ruled the Anglo-Saxon
nation.

CHAPTER

VII.

Edward the Martyr, or Edward the Second of the Anglo-Saxon Kings.

Dunstan had used the power of Edgar to plant England with
new monks, and to exclude from their seats the ancient clergy
but he had not reconciled all the nation to the severity of the
measure, or to his own administration for on Edgar’s death an
attempt was made to humble his power, and to restore the clergy.
As Edward appeared subservient to the views of Dunstan, his
the

;

accession was disputed.
Some chose him, and others Elhelred.'
But Edward had been named by his father as successor, and
Dunstan took the shortest road to his object. He and Oswald
assembled their ecclesiastical friends and some duces, and

crowned Edward. b Edward, like all the kings since Athelstan,
was very young at his accession.
The quarrel between the two systems grew more vehement.
The governor of Mercia turned out all the monks. c The governor
of East Anglia supported them. d
Many tumults ensued.® The
clergy got hold of the monastic possessions, which they distributed
to the governors in return for their protection/
Elfrida opposed Dunstan.
She joined the party of the clergy,
and endeavoured to bias the minds of the great in favour of her
son Etholred.
Though Dunstan had got Edward crowned, he could not recover the alienated mind of the nobility. Ho attempted to govern
them by the influence of superstition. He forcibly expelled the
clergy, who had been reinstated ; and to quiet the discontents at
his violence, he convened a synod at Winchester.
While the
opinions were forming, and the assembly expected his answer to
‘

b
c

Flor. Wig. 361.
Mailros, 131.
Hist. Raines. 413.
Mail ros, 131.
Ingulf, 54. Malmsb. 61.

Eadmer, Vit D. 290.

d Hist. Rames, 412.
Moltus inde tomoltos in o«nni sngulo Anglin factus esL Ingulf, 54.
I n vulf, 54.
One author says, be cannot express the sufferings of the monks.
...
Hist Rames. 412.
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a peculiar appeal which had been made to him, the crucifix in the
wall became vocaL It commended the former proceedings : it
forbade a change. “ What wish ye more ?” exclaimed Dunstan,
immediately ; “ die divine voice determines the affair.”*
This artifice, for, unless we believe it to have been a miracle,
no other name can be given to it, did not fully succeed. It was
followed by another event, which, taken in conjunction with the
preceding, leads the impartial mind to the strongest suspicion of
its having been a scheme of the most atrocious nature.
The
candid historian will always regret when the nature of the incidents compel him to infer bad motives. But some facts justify
the imputation ; and the following events, unless extreme charity
can believe them to have been accidental, or credulity can sup-

pose them to have been miraculous, announce premeditated plans
of the most flagitious nature. A council of the nobles was summoned at Caine. It was managed that the king should be absent,
on account of his age. While the senators of England were
conversing unsuspectingly on the question then agitated, and were
reproaching Dunstan, he gave a short reply, which ended with
these remarkable words “ I confess that I am unwilling to be
overcome. I commit the cause of the church to the decision of
:

Christ.”

As these words, which of themselves imply all that we would
impute, were uttered, the floor and its beams and rafters gave
way, and precipitated the company with the ruins to the earth
below. Tnc seat of Dunstan only was unmoved. Many of the
nobles were killed upon the spot; the others were grievously hurt
by wounds which kept them long confined.
If no other achievement had revealed Dunstan’ s character, would not this be sufficient to startle the unprejudiced reader into a doubt of its sanctity?
It was followed by another circumstance, which leaves us no
alternative between the supposition of a purposed falsehood or an
unworthy miracle.
On the death of his friend and pupil Athelwold, the sec of Winchester became vacant.
As from the avowed dissatisfaction of
the nobles, Dunstan’s power was insecure, it became expedient
that he should guard it by filling every high office with his triends.
He fixed upon Elphcgus as the successor, and, to abolish all oppo1

*

Bromton, 870. Gervaae, 1647. Osborne, 113. Eadmer, 319.
it under Edgar'a reign, which is leaa probable than the chronology of the others, because Edgar's attachment to Danstan and power made such
aids uaeleaa. Whatever affects the character of Dunstan, Mr. Lingard wishes to
believe a mere popular tale.
If Dunstan *• enemies bad written his life, Mr. Lingard’s incredulity would be a fair pxerlion of cautious though arbitrary pyrrhooiam.
But all that we know of-Donatan comet from bis friends and panegyrists. It is our
moral sympathies that have improved, not our historical evidence that has di«

Malmsb.

The two

61.

latter place

minished.
* Milnub. $1.

FTor.

Wif

.

961.

Sim.

Dam

160.
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sition, he boldly declared that Saint Andrew had appeared to him,
and commanded him to consecrate Elphegus to the vacant see 1
Such proceedings at last taught others to fight him with the
weapons of crime. The subjection of Edward to his will gave a
perpetuity to his power but there was a person existing as ambitious as himself, and indifferent to the means of gratifying that
ambition. This was Elfrida. I know not whether we can credit
It is stated in the records
all the wickedness attributed to her.
of the abbey of Ely, that its first abbot, Brithonod, was seen by
Elfrida in the New Forest.
He went to the royal court on the
business of his church, and at his departure took leave also of
her.
She desired a private conversation with him on afTairs of
conscience, and in the interview she acted the wife of Potiphar.
The abbot emulated the virtue of Joseph and the disappointed
Elfrida procured his assassination.
The power of the quecndowager compelled his monastery to indulge their suspicions in
silence; but in her days of penitence she acknowledged the
orimcJ
It is also declared of Elfrida, that Edward gave her all Dorsetshire as a dow cr, with a royal dignity annexed to it. k
The state of the kingdom gave power to her malice. However
the proceedings at Caine may have affected the credulous
people, the surviving sufferers and their friends could hardly
have been deceived and if they believed the catastrophe to have
been the effect of design, w*e may assume that they meditated to
avenge it on Dunstan. But he was protected by the favour of
.

;

;

f

:

sovereign; Edward therefore became the first object of
A combination against him was formed; and with no
scruples as to the means.
It is stated, that Elfrida and some
princes conspired together to dethrone Edward in favour of
Ethclred, ana that the death of the king was the crime devised
The unsuspecting king
for the accomplishment of their pur|K>sc.
facilitated the execution of the guilty plot.
He was hunting in
Dorsetshire, near Warcham, a few miles from whit'll stood Corfe
his

attack.

Ilis companions
Castle the residence of Elfrida and her son.
were dispersed in pursuit of the game, and in the course of the
He
sport, Edward beheld the conspicuous walls of the castle.
rode thither to visit Ethclred and his mother. Ori the tidings of
1

his arrival, she hastily settled her plan.

She went

out and re-

ceived him with hypocritical kindness, and invited him in. The
king declined to alight ; hut desired some refreshment, and rcOaherne, 114. The history of Dunstan ia remarkably certain ; from the facU
against him being elated and proved by hia friends and encomia*!*.
i This incident baa escaped the notioe of our hUtoriana.
It ia in Ilia Hieioria
EUeoaia. 3 Gale, 401, 493.
» Wallingford, 545.
The interesting mine of Code Castle stilt remain.
1

1
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A

quested to see his brother.
cup of drink was brought to him
but while he was raising it to his lips, a wretch, stealing behind,
stabbed him in the back. Feeling the wound, he spurred his
horse to escape the assassin, but the blow had been too successful : he fell from his seat ; his feet hung in the stirrups, and the
frighted steed dragged his expiring lord over the nigged way.
His friends traced nim by his blood, and found at last his disIt was burnt and its ashes buried at Wareham.®
figured corpse.

CHAPTER

VIII.

Review oF the State and History of Denmark and Norway
of Ethelred, and of the

As

last

at the Accession

Stage of the Northern Piracy.

the second year of the reign of Ethelred

was

distinguished

by the re-appearance of those enemies whom the courage and
wisdom of Alfred and his successors had subdued or driven from
the English coasts, and who now succeeded in obtaining the
English crown, it is expedient that we should turn our eyes upon
the Baltic, and inquire what nations and what sovereigns possessed at this time the means of such formidable aggressions.

DENMARK.

The history of Denmark, from the death of Ragnar Lodbrog
to the accession of Harald Blaatand, or Blue Tooth, is confused
and inaccurate.* Harald was the son of Gormo the aged, and
Thyra the Saviour of Denmark. He acceded in 936, on his
father’s demisj.

land by the

He

He

suffered

from a calamitous invasion of Jut-

Emperor Otho,b who married

Athclstan’s sister.

famous city of Jomsburg* near the great Pomemade by three rivers in their conflux to the sea.

built the

ranian lake,

“ Malmsb. €1.- Ingulf, 54. Mailroa, 151. The chroniclers say, he was buried;
but Lupus, in bis sermon, says, occisus est cl postern eombustui. Hickca'a The*.
1
The confusion of this part of Danish history was observed end complained of
by Adam of Bremen. M Tinti aulem reges, immo tyranni Danorum, olruvn simul
aliaui regnaverunt, an alter post alterum brevi tempore visit incertum est."
c. zliv.
l 7.
Many chronicles and histories have appeared since Adam's lime, but they
ive only made the oon fusion of the period more visible to all who collate their

C

accounts.
k To proteot Denmark
from the Germans, he completed the celebrated trench and
wall called Dannewirke. Bee Boom's description or it, vol. i. p. 217 ; and see Stephanies, 199*901,
e Saxo. 18B.
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This city became very distinguished for the courage of its inhabitants, their depredations and opulence.4
It was perhaps the
only instance in the world of a government of pirates/ Its first
legislator, Palnatoko, enacted it as one of his laws, that no man
should live at Jomsburg who breathed a word of fear, or who
showed the least apprehension in the most critical danger/ Their
depredations were conducted on a principle of equality ; for all
the plunder, whether small or great, was brought to the spear and
divided.®
The modern Wollin, which has’ succeeded the ancient
city, is not one-thirtieth part of its size.
Ploughs now cut the
soil on which splendid buildings stood.
It became the emporium of the north. It was the last state of the north which admitted Christianity. All nations but Christians, who were interdicted on pain of death, were allowed to inhabit it, and each
people had a separate street. They were idolaters, and for the
most part polygamists/ Their riches at last introduced factions,

and civil fury, till Waldemar took and destroyed it in
1170/
Harald Blaatand had a successful war with Haco of Norway ^
but towards the close of his life, the discontent of his subjects,
enabled his son Svcin to commence an unnatural warfare against
him. k Svein required of his father a share of his dominions
This demand being refused, he pretended to be collecting a fleet
against the pirates, and with this surprised Harald. The old
king fled to Normandy with sixty ships, and the son of Rollo entertained him hospitably, until he prepared a fleet capable of
regaining his kingdom
A reconciliation for a while suspended
the immoral war 11 and Harald gratefully returned to Richard of
disorders,

1

.

111

.

,

d

See Bartholin, 446.
Inter omncti vero Vikingos quo* historim nostro celebrant famosiasimi erant
Jomsvikingr diet! qui Julini olirn Jomsburg nedem fixnm el rempublicaro eertis ae
firmis leg bus constitutam habebant.
Wormius Mon. Dan. 270.
r
Jomsvikingr Saga. c. xiv. cited by Bartholin, p. 3. This Saga gives a curious
account of the answer* of eight inen of Jomsburg who were captives, on their being
brought out to be slaughtered. Bartholin, 41-51. If they can be credited, they
evince a horrible fearlessness. They were taken prisoners in a great invasion of
Norway by their countrymen. Snorre narrates the aggression, p. 231*240, and
gives extracts from the Scallds who mention iL
f Bartholin gives extracts from the Hirdskra and the Jomsvikingr Sago, on this
*

i

subject, p. 16.
b See the descriptions of
Chryueus was so interested

Munster and Clirytsus, cited by Stephsnius, 197, 198.
by it, as to make a particular survey of its site and

remains.

Aggo thus mentions its fate “ Whose walls I Sveno beheld
ground by the archbishop Absalom,” c. iv. p. 51.
i Sveno Aggo, p. 51.
Saxo, p. 185.
* Adam Brcm. 25.
Snorre, vol. i. p. 229.
Pontanus dates Herald's arrival in NorWill. Gem met lib. iiL c. ix. p. 237.
mandy in 943. Hist. Dan. lib. v. p. 135.
will. Gem met. lib. iv. c. ix. p. 243. Sveno mentions the agreement, thong li, in
his additions to it, I think be coa Rises several distinct incidents.
1

The

ancient Bvcno

:

levelled to the

1

—
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Normandy the aid which he had received from his
conflict was soon renewed between Harald and
tutor, Palnatoko, in

stabbed Harald.

soon died,

father.®

The

Svein, whose
he had endured,

revenge of an injury* which
king fled to Jomsburg, where he

The wounded

in 985.4

who

has received the surnames of Otto from the emperor
Otho, and Tiugoskegg from the shape of his beard, became now
the undisputed master of a throne, which he had so foully earned.
His life was romantic; but at a period when the manners of
society, viewed with the eye of reason, seem unnatural and distorted, the actions will be often extravagant.
He was three times
taken prisoner by the Jomsburgers, and was three times redeemed.
His last liberation was accomplished by the generosity of that
sex, whose pity is never asked in vain ; whom nature has made
lovely in person, but still more lovely in heart.
New misfortunes divested the ill-gotten crown of its expected
charms. Eric, the prevailing king in Sweden, invaded Scania,
and after many battles expelled Svein, and for many years remained the master of the Danish isles 1
The exiled Svein fled humbly to Tryggva of Norway, but was
Svein,

1.

.

disdainfully spurned.
England was his next resource, but Ethelred, offended at incursions of the Northmen, with which he had
been harassed, would not admit him. He then sailed to Scotland,
and there met an asylum, and a hospitable friend 1 He resided
there fourteen years.
On the death of his enemy he returned to Denmark, but was
driven out again by the son of Eric, who at last reinstated him,
and gave him Syritha his mother in marriage.® SSoon after this
.

period England

felt his

power.
If

Haco

the

character

is

OR WAV.

Good was

reigning in the time of Athelstan.
His
interesting and great ; his hilarity of mind was pecu-

Dudo, lib. tii. p. 122. Gcmmet. p. 246.
Thia injury, as related by Saxo, p. 184, is the atory of William Tell and Gcialcr.
Toko waa a fmnuua archer, and boasted of his skill. Harald bid him with hia first
arrow, on pain of death, pierce an apple on hia son's head. Toko, compelled to obey,
exhorted hia son not to stir. He took out three arrows. The first waa successful.
The king inquired why three arrows M To have allot you if I had killed my son.”
Saxo lived long before WiUiam*Tell.
4 Saxo, 186; and see Ad. Brem. 25, Hclmoldus, p. 14, Snorre, and 2 Langb. 149,
for aome variation in the circumstances.
I take tho date from the ancient Icelandic
annals. 2 Langb. 169.
r
On these incidents, soe Saxo, 186; Svcno, 54; Chron. Eriei, 296; Adam Brem.
26. Saxo and Sveno mention, that in grateful return, the ladies were presented with
a law entitling them to a share of their paternal property, from which till then they
had been excluded.
* Ad. Brem. e. lxxii. p. 26.
Frag. 1*1. 2 Langb. 150. Saxo, 188.
* Ad. Brem. p. 27, aays, Thrucco of Norway.
Saxo, his son Clave, p. 189. Saxo,
and Hector Boethius, mention Edward aa the English king. This is wrong. Adam
la correct in staling Ethelred, who began hia reign in 978.
Adam, p. 28; and aee Saxo, 189.
°

*
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and his modesty, were equally
Peace, with her abundance and felicity, blessed

his eloquence, his prudence,

distinguished.

both the agriculturist and the merchant of

Norway

during his

and he was diligent in his legislation. Two laws are particularized which he made, like the Anglo-Saxon kings, with the
advice of his wisest men/ Among others, he provided for the
defence of the maritime regions of Noway by a sort of coast
The country on the shore, and as far up the river as
militia.
salmon ascended, he divided into provinces, and these into territories, each of which was to be provided with a definite number
reign,

of war-ships, of a stated size. The population of the district was
to be always ready to act in these vessels whenever a hostile
To give celerity to their movement
force drew near. w

he esta-

On

high mountains, piles of wood of
the largest trees, to be fired on exigency, were so placed as to be
visible from mountain to mountain; by these means in seven
days the news was transmitted from one end of Norway to the
blished a sort of telegraph.

other.*

Haco
them

retaliated the invasion of the

into

Halland and Jutland.*

Danes on Vikia, by driving

He

passed into Zealand with

successful outrage, took eleven vikingr ships, and obtained great
booty from the island ; he then turned his conquering arms upon
Scania, and even ventured to attack, with equal good fortune,

Swedish province of Gothland. In the following autumn he
returned to Vikia with an immense burthen of booty.*
Harald Blaatand, who at this time ruled Denmark, beheld,
with unavailing displeasure, the desolating victories of Haco.
To humble the Norwegian, he admitted into his kingdom the
children of Eric, the expelled king of Norway, whom Haco had
succeeded, whom Athelstan had received into Northumbria, and
who at last had perished there. Harald gave them ftosscssions,
and permitted them to pirate.* Thus encouraged and supjwrtcd,
the sons of Eric assailed Haco ; b but the star of his prosperity
still continued to beam.
Haco had long cherished a love for Christianity in secret.
When he thought his power consolidated, he sent to England'
the

w Ibid. 146.
Snorre Hakonar Goda, p. 135.
Ut in montibua excelaia cx ingentibua arboribua pyre ila atruerrnfur (a, angari)
Eicitatu* hoc pacto
ut ab ana pyra ad alteram facilia ct liber eaact proapcctua.
hoalilia irruptionia nuntioa, a prima in extremo regni ad meridiem angulo extract*
pyra, ad remotiaaimum boream reraoa pablicorum comtlioram in Halogalandie locum
7 dierum * patio volitaaae ferlar. Snorre, Ibid. c. xxi. p. 146.
y The Scalld Guthormr Sindri record* thia invasion in bia Hakonar Drape. Bnono
baa quoted one ofhia ?eraea. Saga Uak. c. vi. p. 131.
*

Saga Hak. c. ?ii. p. 133, 133.
* Saga Hak. c. x, p. 134.
b Ibid. c. xx. p. 145.
* Miaaia in Angliam nontiia, epiaoopoa alioaqoe doctorea aece**iv»t port quorum
In Norwegian! adrenlum mentem auam aperuit rex Hakooaa. Soorre. p. 138.

;
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for ecclesiastics capable of teaching the religion to the Norwegians.
On their arrival he avowed his wishes, and exhorted the
nation, in a public assembly, to adopt his faith; but he experienced from the peasantry such a decided opposition, that he
was even compelled by them to assist in their idolatrous super11

stitions.

^

Tryggvi, the son of one of those children of Harald Harfragre
who fell by the hostilities of their brother Eric, so often mentioned
in this tiistory, obtained from Hakon the Good some little principalities towards the south of Norway, for which he assisted
Hakon against his enemies, the children of Eric.e These restless
enemies were frequently assaulting Hakon with various devices,
but he reigned prosperously for twenty years/
At last Harald, the eldest of these sons of Eric, surprised
Hakon at a disadvantage. He fought with his usual success,
but a dart wounded him under the arm. He retired tp his
ship ; no art could stop the blood, and Hakon the Good
sunk gradually into death. Friends and enemies enshrined his
memory with a general lamentation. The exclamation was
unanimous, that no king, his equal in virtue, would again bless
Norway.* Eywind the Scalld has honoured his memory with an
ode, which gives dignity to the character of Norwegian poetry/
The civilization of every country has been of such tardy vegetation, that such kings as Hakon must be hailed with blessings, for
to them the precious plant owes principally its preservation and
progress, during these dark and stormy ages.
On Hakon’s death the sons of Eric predominated in Norway,
and their mother Gunillda shared in tne government but they
held at first only the middle regions, for three others were go;

verning in other parts of Norway ; as Tn'ggvi in the southeast
Gudrod in Westfold; and Sigurd Jarl in ThrondheimJ
Gunillda stimulated her sons to destroy Sigurd Jarl, as a *step
to the monarchy of Norway.
Her soliciting prevailed. The
brother of Sigurd was seduced to conspire against him. The
Jarl was surprised at a feast, and burnt alive, with the edifice,
two years after Hakon’s deathJ
d Snorrc, 139-143.
• Soorre, 121-135.
See one of the schemes to baffle the effect of Hakon’s telegraph*
Soorre.
*

r

147-152.
8

Soorre, 155-161.

One of hia

hia friends ami relations, p. 160.
Langh. 188.

la at

actions waa to request the sons of Eric to apare
Icelandic Annala place hia death in 961. 2

The

Snorrc, 161-165. This fine Runic ode u better known by the name of the
Elegy or Eulogium of Hakon.
1
Snorrc Saga af Haralldi Grnffcld oc Hikoni Jarli, p. 165. Glimr the acalld of
Haralld, by hia vcraca, excited Eyvindr to an emulating eulogium of Hakon. Thia
offended Haralld, but hia di*pleaaure waa appeased by Eyvindr becoming bia acalld.
and mounding hia feme, 166.
J Soorre, 170-173.
Sigurd had greatly assisted in the elevation of
the

MS
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The indignant

people of Throndheim chose H&kon, snrnamed

the Jarl, the son of Sigurd, their leader, and frustrated the ambiMany battles ensued : it was
tion of die sons of GuniUda.
ww>
enjoy Throndheim, and the
should
Hakon
that
setded
last
at
other Unga were to possess the rest of the dominions of Hakon

Good>
The future

the

enmities between Hakon Jarl, and the sons of Eric,
1
They enabled Harald Blaatand to subject
need not be detailed.
Norway, who sometimes was the friend, and sometimes was the
enemy of Hakon Jarl.m This prince, who has come down to us
with a fame so eclipsed as to be called Hakon the Bad, became
After a life of great warlike
at last the monarch of Norway.”
exertions, he fell, in his age, before a new competitor for the
movable crown; this was Olave the son of Tryggva. The aggressions of Olave on England connect his actions with the reign
of Ethelred, and demand a comer in the history of the Anglo-

The

Saxons.

manners

little

sketch will

forcibly express

the

state

of

in these districts.

Tryggva

that death of violence*
of those inhabitants of the north
who stepped out of the path of industry into the adventures of
His widow fled, pregnant with Olaf, and he was bom
heroism.

In 969,

his >father suffered

which usually closed the

lives

on an island in the lake where she was concealed.* In his childhood he was captured by Eastmcn pirates, and was sold. He
was afterwards purchased and carried to Russia. He was there
Ijrought up by Waldcmar, who employed him in his army.
His favour declining, he quitted the Russian court, sailed to the
Bqltic, and settling in the isle of Bornholm, he began the dismal
profession of a vikingr.' After marrying a queen, on whose
coast he landed, he commenced depredations on Scania and
1

'

Gothland.' On her death he extended the scene of his piracy,
and Friesland, Saxony, and Flanders, mourned his visitations.
From these the unwearied sea-king turned towards England, and
Good, wins in return, made him Jerl of Throndheim.
wixeet of the Norwegian*, 125.

He

_

* Snorre, p. 175.

ie

ceiled

by Soorre the

See Snorre, 175-184, end also hi* S»g* af CH**i Tryggva, 195-203.
adduces Ara Frode as an evidence on this subject
*

_
Soorre

Snorre, 202, 203, 2$0.
.
,
,
.
by U»
Snorre, 245. In Hakon’a reign Greenland waa discovered and colonised
that
a ooontrv
hope*
in
name,
it
that
ga?o
and
saw
Icelander!. Eric the Red first
trace* of menocto
with an epithet ao pleating might attract aetllera. He found the
lapidanim opera unde cognoM*
in the east and weal regions, at aammenta fracta cl
at quos Island! voeant
rent quod eju* generis iba vixerunt qui Vinlandiam incoluerint
Ara Frode, c. vi. p. 40.
Scrrlingos.
* Snorre, p. 177.
Island. Ann. 2 Langb. 189.
***
*
9 Snorre, Sege, Olaf’e Tryg. c. i. p* 187.
• Ibid. 215.
'Ibid. 211-213.
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fortunate as enterprising, he made
attacked Northumbria. As
Wales, Cumbria, and Normandy,
Scotland, the Hebrides, Ireland,
,
fad the exertions of his valour.*
liable to be impressed by the peGreat and ardent spirits are
Olaf anchoring once off the Scffly
culiar and the interesting.
lessons of a hermit,
to Christianity by the
isles, was converted
had won from the rude population the
.

,

whose age and

seclusion

danger that rtorms
Bd°IlthS"this warrior was daring every
penetrable^
found"
was
heart
rigid
cSuld present, his

and

battles

A princess of Dublin had promised her chiefs

the shafts of love.

and
they assembled that she might select,
to choose a husband :
of
movements
The
meeting.
the
joined
CMaf, though uninvited,
the wanderings of
than
eccentric
more
are
fae tender passions
keep
Clothed in rough garments, made to
not
was
Olaf
of
figure
the
gown,
a hairy
off rain, aid wrapped in
s
Gyda
when
and
uncouth,
was
it
But
the vision of a Cupid.
are
“Who
notice:
arrested her
eye roved anxiously around, it
enough ; and if Snorre has
vout" “ Olaf, a stranger.” It was

the heathy meteor.

love, instantaneous love, supplied every
she
all the simplicity of rude nature,
for
you
choose
will
I
wife,
your
for
me

hot slandered the lady,
other explanation. With
exclaimed, « If you desire

m

impetuous or less philosophical than
^)laf was, however, less
to inquire who she was, her
caution
the ladv. He had the
af conher birth and
declared
she
:
and parentage

O

Sne!

young and beautiful. At last his
templated her again. She was
he became her husband, after
and
tardy sensibility was kindled,

mind of
^TSereputaUon'of Olaf roused the crafty and cruel
circumto
and
discover
to
favourite
Hakon the Bad, who sent a
the
vent him.*
Miinfn

whose

But Hakon’s disorderly passions had offended
they were
families he had dared to violate, and

in

Olaf, ^hyh.s pretended friend
insurrection against him, when
had fled before the chiefs
Hakon
Norway.
was approaching
eagerly placed the crown
when Olaf landed. The Norwegians
his head, as

on

a descendant of Harald Harfragre

;

and

thus,

m

M5, Olaf became the'monarch of Norway.*
One of OlaTs most zealous occupations was,

to convert Norto province,
province
from
desire,
this
with
way. He proceeded,
repugnant to that
methods
by
but
it,
accomplished
and at last
birthright, and as odious
freedom of mind which is man’s dearest
*

Bftorre, 991, 999.

’Ibid. 995, 99ft.
a Boom, 947-959.

4il«

fan the

Hakon

laL Ann. 190.

t

the

Bad

i

'Ibid. 993, 994.
* Ibid. 946.
kUlad in bio hiding-place. 1 take the

to the spirit
abolished. 7

W
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and lessons of

Christianity as the

paganism he

Ethelred is stated to have sent the archbishop of York and
two priests to Sweden to convert the natives. Olaf was baptiied
by him.*
Harald Harfragre had pursued the vikingr with a perseverance
which promised to annihilate the custom, hut on his death they

His son Eric, after his deposition, occupied his
flourished again.
in depredations on the British islands to maintain his
In the reign of Edmund they again abounded, and
associates.*
made the Hebrides their resort/ On Eric's death his sons passed
their winters on the Orkney and Shetland isles, but devoted their
summers to piracies on Scotland and Ireland.® The Northern
kings sometimes sailed against them with fleets of punishment to
revenge aggressions on their own dominions. Thus Hakon the

summers

attacked eleven vikingr in Oresound, and hanged all those
he met off Scania ;* but no combined system existed of
repressing them. The practice, though from the rise of monarchies it was less frequent, had not yet excited the decided
abhorrence of the northern society ; therefore Harald Blaatand"
of Denmark, and Tryggvi Gudrawd, and Harald Graffeld, three
kings in Norway, indulged themselves in the practice/
Olaf the son of Tryggvi was a sort of new Ragnar Lodbrog,
in the activity, extent, and success of his marauding exploits.
Bornholm, Scania, Gothland, Friesland, Saxony, Flanders, Nor-

Good

whom

mandy, and

all

the British islands, suffered from his presence.*

son of Hakon Jarl was a sea-king, whose summers were
devoted to enterprises as fearless ;h but it is needless to multiply
The vikingr, who have been mentioned, were men of
instances.
rank in their society, who flourished between 930 and 1000; and
their habits show, that, notwithstanding the checks which the
direful custom had experienced, it was again becoming prevalent

The

and respectable.
But yet while piracy was revivifying, other habits were also
growing up which were destined to destroy it.
The continuance of piracy had a tendency to preclude all
traffic but wherever profit is seen to glitter, though danger guard
;

7

Boom, 956-366. Among Olifi

Vinland.

wegians

Voyages, Snorre mentions his expedition to
this was e country west of Greenland, it is obvious that the Nor.
or their colonies discovered end settled in pert of North America In the

As

tenth century.
Loco. Hist 9. p. 58; and Ver. Snigoth.
* Snorre, p. 1301

p.

50.
* ibid.

mm

ditlenia fceere Eiriki 61H, eensus
HialMtbndiani
inde perri pientea, i big os per hye mee eommorantea. Per estates antem rnmn neddentafte pint ice infestnm reddioere pnsdas a gen tea circa tiUore Beolto algae Hiker*
«

Tune eutem Oreedee

lie.

et

8norre, n. 130.

< Ibid. p. 133.

*

Sexo GrmmmaL 100.
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„
#
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every avenue, and the spectre of death even hovers over the path,
men will hasten to tread it, and dare the chances of its evils. Rude
as the Northmen were in manners, arts, and virtues, they wanted
commodities from each otherTwhich the productive industry or
resources of any one place could not supply. Hence skins for
clothing were carried from Iceland to Norway^ Fish, cattle, and
com, their food, were often, from partial famines, required to be
interchanged.* Hemp, or seal skins, or whale hides, were needed
for ropes.' Captives were to be sold, and, of course, slaves to be
purchased m besides many articles of war and luxury.
The necessity of conveying from coast to coast the wanted
commodities, turned apart of society into merchants : their places
of resort became noted. Thus Tunsberg in Norway was much
frequented by merchant ships, which came to it not only from the
adjoining Vikia, and the more northern regions', but from Denmark and Saxony." Birca in Sweden was another considerable
emporium, in which vessels of merchandise came from all parts
of the Baltic to acquire or to exchange the necessaries of life,"
though its wealth and excellent harbours perpetually invited de»redations of the vikingr.P
Our Dublin was in those days much
Srequented
It

that

for trade.’

was auspicious to the future predominance of civilized habits
commerce became honourable. This circumstance in such

an age of general warfare is as remarkable as beneficial. Perhaps,
the honour attached to commerce arose partly from the vikingr
disposing of their spoils themselves, and partly from the necessity
they felt for the objects of traffic. The merchants who ventured
to sail through such ambushes of pirates could not at first have
been very numerous, and this rarity gave them increased value,
and even dignity. In time also kings became their patrons.
Commerce was, however, in suen credit, that Biorn, prince of
Westfold, the son of Harald Harfragre, became a merchant, and
by his more warlike brothers was distinguished by that title.'
Snorre, 176.
Thus the Sealld Eyvind, when a famine oppre ss e d Norway, pecora emit familiw
anetentandaa neeessaria. Ho aent his ahipa to purchase herring*, and for that purpose parted with his property, and even with his arrows. Snorre, 186.
1
See Obtber’e Voyage.
Lodinna was’ a rich man. Aocidit quad am mstate at xnercatam profeetus Lodinavi qua ejos aulas erst, me rci basque dives, eursum ad Esthoniam diriferet,
ubi par mrtatem mercatnrw operam dediL Dam oelebrsntur nondins ad anas
oomportata aunt me roes omnia generis, ducti etiam multi homines venalea, p. 256.
• Tooabergam plnrimm tone mercatoriai freqoentabant naves Urn ex Vikia el
bornattboa region ibos Norweg is quam ex Dania et Saxooia. Snorre, 115.
• Adam. Brem. 18, 19. Halmoldua, p. 9. Rembert In 1 Langb. 444.
9 Xfiroani etiam piratarura excursion ibaa quorum ibi magna oopia eat, ampins imJ

k

pm

Adam Bram.

pragnatL
*

J oaait

18.

Hakonoa

Jarl Dublininnm ire mercatorem, id qood plnrimia tone

oa erst Snorre, 946.
morno regi anm etiam erant naves mercatorim

temper is
f

,
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Others also, of illustrious ancestry, were traders, and are men*
tioned for the affluence acquired by it*
Traffic being thus respectable, it is no wonder that another circumstance arose- which operated to suppress piracy. This was
the remarkable fact that the two professions of pirate and merchant
came in many instances to be blended. The same persons were
at one time roaming to plunder, at another voyaging to trade
thus the people of Vikia are described as very commercial, at the
same time that many of them were vikingr/ Thus the friend
whom Hakon the Bad had selected to circumvent Olaf, the son of
Tryggva, had been long a pirate, but he was also a merchant,
and was employed to visit Dublin in that capacity." Thus Lodinus, though he had sometimes pirated, was a merchant, and in his
mercantile character visited Estland.*
Biom, surnamed the
Trader, had also practised piracy. w Thus the celebrated men of
Jomsburg were as eminent for their commercial as for their depredatory activity. It was perhaps from their martial habits and
equipments, arising from this alternation of pursuit, that merchants
were enabled to combat with the pirates who attacked them.*
They sometimes secured the success of their defensive exertions
by voyaging in companies.
When we read that the pirates seized every movable commodity where they invaded, and destroyed by fire the habitations
and growing produce of the field, when they could not remove it
that part of the inhabitants they slew on the spot, and carried
away the others for slaves, shanng them by lot;* that of these
captives they killed such as were too old for labour, and were
therefore unsaleable * and that they exposed the others to the
public market so unsparingly, that we find, at one time, a oueen,
4
pale, worn out with fatigue and sufferings, and squalidly clothed ;
;

wilt res ingentis pretii quo plurm que neccssaris videbantur ills advebeIlium igilur navigatorem aut mores torom (farmann eda Kiupmann) notnisrunt ejus fratres. Suorre, 115.
* Snorre, 256, 257.
*ip.i enim Vikverienses in mercalura erant frequence in Angliam el Saxoniam
aut in Flandriam, aut in Danism : qnidam auiem pirslicam exerccbant, hyemis in
Chriatianorum terns traosigentes. Snorre Saga, OlaPs Helga, sol. ii. p. 71.
0 Diu hie in piralica, ioterdum etiam in mcrcalura versatile.
Snorre, rol L p. 240.
v S*pe ilia in mercalura reraabalur, intordum etiam in piralica.
Snorre, voL L p.
region ea,

banL

256.
* Biorno

—

in piralica

parum

frequent.

Snorre, 115.

Rembcrf, who lived in the tenth century, mentions a conflict of this sort. 1
Langb. 444. Suorre also mentions a merchant ship which endured a long conflict
with a sea-king, vol. L p. 215. So the Niala Saga as ya, u Piratia in merca lores tela
jaoentibus, prelium oritur, hique se pulcbre luUntor." Cello Scsnd. p. 63. This
was in the year 992.
r Mare orientem versus sulcantes aggreeai pirate quidam Eetensea homines captivos ducunt, bona diripiuot, occiaia nonnullia, aliis quus inter se eortiti in servitulem
shatractis.
Snorre, voL i. p. 192.
* Visas est Kleroono estate jam proveelior Thoralfns qoam ot esrvus ease pond,
nee laboribus satis idoneos ; qoare earn ooeidtL Ibid.
*

*

Snorre, p. 256.
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•ad, on another occasion, a prince,k standing up to be purchased
; when we see, that from the plentiful supply, so low
was the price, that Olaf the prince, who afterwards became king
of Norway, and the invader of England, was sold for a garment;*
and that a collection of boys were disposed of for a fine goat 4
when we discover such things to be frequent, it seems absurd to
look into the north for increased civilization.
And yet the happy change was beginning to emerge. The
principle of improvement was in existence, and its vegetation,
though slow, was incessant and effectual.
As soon as the vikingr stooped from the pursuit of sanguinary
glory to collect profit from traffic, piracy, as a laudable custom,
must have begun to be undermined. It must have received another fatal blow, as soon as agriculture became reputable. Though
valour was still the pride of the day, many chiefs were perpetually
arising of peaceable and unwariike habits.* At the period of
which 'we now speak, one Sigurd Syr the king, who educated
Saint Olave of Norway, is particularly described to us as assiduous in his domestic occupations ; who often surveyed his fields
and meadows, and flocks and herds, and who was fond of frequenting the places where the handicraft labours were carried
on/ His pupil, Olave, though in the first part of his life he became a sea-king, yet among other things was educated to manual
arts as well as warlike exercises.* The sweets of landed property
and peaceable occupations once experienced, the impulse of nature would urge the chiefs to favour husbandry, and to induce or
to compel a part, ever increasing, of the northern population to
pursue the labours of the field in preference to war.
Every
regular and settled monarch favoured the new habit. Though the
disorderly reigns which followed Harald Harfragre made his law
against pirates almost obsolete, yet as soon as the government of
Norway became established in Saint Olave, he revived the prohibition.
He forbade all rapine.* He enforced his law so rigorously, that though the vikingr were the children of the most
potent chiefs, be punished the offenders by the loss of life or limb;
nor could prayers or money avert the penalty.1 One of the
Canutes was equally hostile to the habits of the vikingr. He prohibited all rapine and violence throughout his kingdom, and was
highly displeased that Egill should have pirated in the summer.

like cattle

k Ibid. 193.
•
r

•

j—hndia eshnioa, ad artea
qpm

* Ibid. 199.

« Ibid. 199.

Many ofthm arc noticed in Boom's Heimakrinfl*.
Boom's Sags, Qkf'a Helga, e. 1. p. 1, and p. 31.
Arena trmetindi stqos natandi imprimis peritna, in
eel Ipse eel mlH

febrieevcnoL

‘Boon* torn. Lp.313.

pilis et

tnimOtbos

mono

febrile* a nature fermatoe, lyneeieaaeoeyliseidaooainim

Boom. Olaf*

Haifa,

p. 1.
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“ In addicting yourself to piracy," said the king, “ you have done
an abominable thing. It is a pagan custom, and I forbid ft.**
It was indeed a custom which had been so familiar and so ex*
OlaPs severity against
tolled, that its suppression was difficult
it excited an insurrection in his dominions^ But though interested
men struggled hard to uphold it, the good sense of mankind
awaking, however tardily, to their real interests, was combating
against it The benefits emanating to all from the cultivation of
agriculture were announced in terror the most impressive, by the
dismal famines 'which afflicted them. The augmented power,
the more striking dignity, and the permanent happiness accruing
to the chiefs from a numerous clan of quiet peasantry, from the
annual riches of tillage, and the mercantile importation of every
other luxury; the lessons, though rude, of their new Christian
clergy; the natural indolence and quietude of human nature,
when permitted to follow its own tendencies, and when freed
from the goading stings of want, by the fruitful harvest of regular
labour, must have alienated a large part of the northern society
from the practice of their ancestors, and must have made piracy,
in an accumulating ratio, unpopular and dishonourable.
Human
reason is never slow to amend its erring associations, when once
a new beam of life occurs to it ; and nothing can more strongly
paint the progressive change of manners, than the rapid degradation of the meaning of the word vikingr.
At first designating a
soldier, it became appropriated by pirates, when every warrior
pirated.
But now that the condemning voice of society was
raising against rapine, the vikingr hastened fast to become a synonyme of the robber. * Poets, who often stamp -the morals of
ages, and who always influence the population of the day, began
to brand it with that opprobrium, which, from their numbers, falls
with the most deterring effect.
The improved feelings of society on this subject could not accumulate without communicating Borne contagion to the vikingr
-themselves.
Though the novel sentiment might be unable to annihilate their evil habits, it awakened, in their fierce bosoms, a
little sense of inoral distinction ; it compelled them to seek some
shield of merit to avert that most terrible of all ills, the contempt
and hatred of the society to which we belong. They began to
1

1

1

i Snorre, p. 317.
Knytlinga Saga, ip. Bartholin, 453.
of the Gtmnlaagi Safi five man/ examples of this,
Thus Sighvatr, the ecalld of Olare, sang

k Tl»o editors
1

p.

S3&-300.

Rapine ita pati iati homines earn
Ftonam debuere
8eeleelonim genaa ct neqaam hominum.

He eie

farta eat amolKoa.

Sexeontia jessit patrus terra
Costas, arm is et gtsdiie pmeeidl
Piratis et hoetihoe eapHa rsfnL

Snorre, 31 C,
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fsiitbst it was not honourable for a braveman to pray upon die
peaceful merchant, who feeds and benefits his contemporaries, nor
tomurder the unoffending passenger whom various necessities
new sort of pirates then' appeared, more
p»S»«.to roam.
Mitabie to the new-born morality of their feelings, and to the
a flal revolutions of the day. The peculiar and self-chosen task
ofttoe meritorious warriors was to protect the defencelessnuvigttter, and to seek and assail the indiscriminate plunderer."
The
exact chronology of these new characters is not clear, but they
Mem reasonably to belong to the last age of piracy. Their existence was, above all laws, efficacious in destroying piracy. They
executed what society sighed for, and what wise Kings enacted,
«Sd their appearance must have hastened the.odiuip of the indiscrimlnate pirate, who became gradually hunted down as the
general enemy of the human race. It is pleasing to read of this
Some men associated with the
distinction in so many authors.
solemnity of an oath, that they would in piracy acquire money
honourably, because they would exterminate the beraerkir and the
malignant, ahd give safety to the merchant" So others pursued
piracy to deprive the plundering vikingr of the spoil they had
torn from the husbandman and merchants.* With the same character, Eric the jGSood is exhibited hi the Knytlinga Soga>
By the laws of the pirate Hialmar, we see that they bound
JBemselves to protect trade and agriculture, not to plunder women,
:0Ot to force them to their ships uf unwilling, nor to eat rawAesh,
"
Which was the practice of the savage pirate.'
On the whole, we may state, that after the tenth century piracy
became discreditable, and that in every succeeding reign it approached nearer to its extinction, until it was completely superseded by the influence of commerce, the firmer establishment of
legal governments, improved notions of morality, and the experience of the superior comforts of social order, industry, and
peaceful pursuits.
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* The Vatidwla, ap. Barlh. 458.
tUfw, mp- Barth. 4S9.
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